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Your Skin’s

Softer!

You’re Lovelier with just

One Cake

of

Camay!

MRS.

HUDSON

C.

MILLAR, JR.

the former Barbara Jean Carpenter
of East Orange, N.

M£ET THE MILLARS!

J.

bridal portrait by

There’s sorcery in a lovely skin— a

holds hearts in

its

spell! That’s

up

careless

complexion

true— and you can win a

me cake of Camay.
cleansing— go on the Camay Mild-Soap

smoother, lovelier skin with
Just give

soft, clear

just

Diet,

Follow directions on the wrapper— and watch your beauty grow!

honeymooned in Bermuda. Neighbors all
met a few years ago. She’s
gorgeous! She says: "My first cake of Camay brought

The

Millars

their lives, they'd only

a softer, clearer look to

my

skin.”

Bride and

groom share

Both can

set a

a love of sailing.

spinnaker or

hitch. Expert, too, in

tie a

clove

complexion care—

Barbara helps guard the loveliness of her
Camay Mild-Soap Diet.

skin with the
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we could have had*a wonderful
HE

had made herself go to Jim’s

wedding! "What
S what
they

people say
will
think ... if I don’t
, ,
go?’’ she had asked herself grimly.
she had gone. She had strugSo
gled to keep the tears back. She had
watched the man she loved slip the
ring on another girl’s finger. She had
forced herself to say the conventional
things that were expected of her
"What a lovely bride! What a lucky
man! What a beautiful wedding!’’
At least no one could point her out
as the disappointed, heartbroken girl
who had expected to be Jim’s bride,
will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

But now the ordeal was c /er. Now
she was home again, alone, with
and
nothing to do except to read
destroy
Jim’s letters. Ah, here
was the first letter he’d ever written
after that wonderful day in
lier
the country! And here was another
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

after the dance.

from

away Rio

And other

letters

^va^m and
tender, full of his plans and hopes
full of hints that
for the future .
maybe someday. ? One by one, she
went through them, trying vainly to
find some reason that would explain
far

.

change

.

.

.

.

.

his later

.

in attitude.

The day he stepped

off the plane

from Rio, he had been so ardent, so
glad to see her. But onlv a few short
hours later he seemed to have changed
unbelievably. There was a strange
.

.

0

^

life

together.

his tenderhim
ness became merely formal courtesy

indifference about

.

.

.

and

.

.

.

each meeting after that,

at

the gulf seemed to widen, finally becoming an abyss. What had happened to change his feeling for her?
and she never
She didn’t know
.

.

.

would know.
Slowly she put the letters into the
sadly watching them turn to

fire,

ashes.

"Good-bye, Jim,’’ she whispered.
could have had a wonderful life

"We

together!”

You can understand why

herself.

.

0
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Ilefore every date let

a case of
can cause a
rift in a promising romance. And
halitosis, unfortunately, can happen
even to you. So he
to anyone
extra careful about offending this
way. And by being extra careful we
mean rinsing the mouth with Lister ine
Antiseptic night and morning, and
halitosis

(bad breath)

.

.

.

before every date
be at your best.

when you want

to

Although sometimes systemic in
most cases of halitosis, accordin" to some authorities, are
caused by fermentation of food particles in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic halts such fermentation, and
overcomes the odor it causes. So
origin,

many

fastidious people never, never
omit Listerine Antiseptic. Lambert

Pharmacal Co.,

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

St.

Louis, Missouri.

look after your breath

r-

f

Tried the

NEW Listerine

Tooth Paste with 25% more Lusterfoam?

TASTE

that zippy, minty flavor!
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Many

mysterious changes take place in
your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical
development and is especially evident in
young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.
for alarm— There is nothing
“wrong” with you. It is just another sign
you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also
a warning that now you must select a

No need
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HELEN GILMORE

IN

hotoplay has
P Gilmore, dead of

lost

its

MEMORIAM

editor,

Helen

acute leukemia. From
these pages goes a gentle warmth and the
vitality of a woman whose strength was
in her certainty that the human race was
good.
Helen Gilmore’s assumption of the
editorship of Photoplay brought motion
pictures a new champion, a forthright
editor who spoke out when a film was
open to needed criticism and who fought
with equal intensity to create public interest in those other films that held high
value. No one was more certain that an
explanation could be found for the most
discouraging behavior of an individual nor
more reluctant to admit when she had
erred on the side of generosity.
This brilliant editing had strong roots
in years of association with the theatrical
and literary worlds. Helen knew the life

of the chorus, of stock

company

touring, of
of free

weekly magazine publishing and

lance contribution to national magazines.
In the golden lode of friendship to be
found in such life Helen formed the foundations for companionship with hundreds
of the famous and the obscure and never
cared whether in these friendships it was
all in the giving and never in the taking.
All whose daily assignment it was to

work with Helen found in her some new
meaning in friendliness. Those of us of
Photoplay to whom Helen has entrusted
the task of continuing publication are the
for having known her.
learned the lesson of succoring the weak, of seeking the ounce of
good in the pound of dross, of being angry
only with the strong, of believing in the
ultimate purpose of mankind.
In her memory, such is our dedication.

most

indebted

From her we
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thinking just because you’re
good to look at you’d be
good all the way through!”

—

•

Marc Lawrence
Mickey Knox

Byron Baskin-

Screenplay by

Adaptation by Robert Smith
and John Bright • Based upon an original
play "Beggars Are Coming to Town” by
Theodore Reeves • Produced on the Stage by
Oscar Serlin • A Paramount Picture
Charles Schnee
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YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

ear

miss Colbert:

am

twenty-seven, have a good job which I have held
for six years and live at home with my parents. I am
an only child.
Some time ago I met, in the course of my work, a man
who is twenty years my senior. We have known one another
long enough now to be quite certain that we enjoy one another’s company.
We have many traits in common, our
enthusiasms and aversions seem to coincide.

D

I

When I first began to accept the invitations of this man
my parents made no objection. However, now that they
suspect that I am growing fond of him, they do not want

spend a few weeks telling me that they’re not good enough
for me and eventually disappear.
I’m not a book worm by any means. I love parties and
dancing and sports like tennis, badminton, swimming, etc.
I could follow at least two careers in which I would probably
be successful, but I’m just not a career woman at heart. I
like to cook, sew and take care of a house. I’d love to have a
home and a family of my own.
I can’t make up my mind whether to burn up all evidence
of a college education and pretend to be ignorant from now
on, or to convince myself that men aren’t so important after
all and become a successful career woman.

me

to see him again. They are resorting to threats and
coercion.
I think that I love this man. Even. if we are not sure now
that marriage is in the future for us, I would like to continue to see him, get to know him better and make my own
decision. I would like to feel that I have the freedom to

work out my own problems.

Do you think the age problem would
Do
be insurmountable in marriage?
you think my parents have the right to
continue to make my decisions for me?
What would you do in my place to

.

:LgL,

Me

Jinx”

/ have discussed this situation with a number of men
whose opinion / respect and all are agreed that your education ( unless you correct mistakes in grammar in public,
give lectures tvhen others are clowning and having fun, or in
general go around letting your sheepskin show ) has nothing to do with your
conviction of your unpopularity. All of
the men agreed that an educated wife
nowadays is a simple necessity.
Men probably think that you are too
eager. Nothing frightens the average
man so much as the feeling that he is
being stalked by a determined female
with a wedding ring in one hand.
Most men your age have seen service
in the armed forces ; most of them have
-

secure harmony?

Mary
It seems to me that the first and
most important problem in your life is
the resolving of the conflict between
you and your parents. Because you are
twenty-seven, and because your letter
indicates a steady and logical mind, I
think you should assert yourself.
Of course^you love your parents; of
course they love you. But theirs is
plainly a possessive love, concerned
with maintaining the unbroken circle

of the family, in preference to letting
you develop normally.
Have a quiet talk with your parents.
»
Tell them that you are an adult, capable of making your own decisions.
Explain that you love them and your
Claudette Colbert, of
home and that you want to remain with
them until you marry, hut add that
unless you are treated as a reasonable woman, you intend
to live apart from them.
As for your relationship with this man, I believe that time
Wait another year before reaching a dewill settle that.
cision. Some of the happiest mar' '""''s are between people
of divergent ages; and on the other hand, divorce records
are full of what the newspapers like to call ‘‘May and
December” marriage calamities. The success of the venture
depends upon the character of the marriage partners.
Claudette Colbert.

Dear Miss Colbert:
What would you do if you were young, attractive, had a
good figure, normal intelligence, and still couldn’t get a man?
No, I don’t have crossed-eyes, bowlegs, knock-knees just
a few college degrees which I never even mention unless
someone finds out about them. Fellows seem to like me
until they discover my “intellectual past” and then they

—

6

“Just Call

a healthy respect for the human being who contributes his or her share to
the universal effort of life.
You aren’t contributing. You are
marking time, making yourself nervous and irritable, wasting your education, and expecting to be claimed.
Stop trying too hard, stop condemning
yourself, stop expecting things to happen to you as they do in motion
pictures.

Surely you should get busy on one of
your two possible careers. When you
^**rk side by side with a man he comes
“Sleep My
^ Love”
to appreciate your true worth, including your intellect and your education.
Keep busy and you’ll find your own happiness.
Claudette Colbert,

Dear Miss Colbert:
I was married two years ago when

My

I was seventeen.
friends all tried to tell me to wait, but
I knew it all.
I refused.
husband was a farmer and didn’t go to camp as we
expected when we married. Instead he took me out to the
farm to live with his folks. His mother and I didn’t get along
at all, so when she said something hateful, I left. After that
we lived with my parents, and Don drove back and forth
between town and farm. After four months of marriage
I discovered that I was going to have a baby.
During the time I was waiting for the baby, Don and I
quarrelled constantly. He was never at home in the evening
but would not take me with him. After the baby was born,
my mother could not stand the (Continued on page 8)

mother,

My

sisters,

—

with a giant musical cast and
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Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS
Directedby DAVID BUTLER
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•

—
(Continued from page 6) presence of a
child, so Don bought one of his
father’s farms and we moved out there.
His father financed it and is charging his
own son four per cent interest on the
small

money.
We also had to borrow money
from Don’s father to buy our furniture.
Of eight hundred dollars we have been
able to repay only three hundred.
When Don complained that I was extravagant, we fought and he knocked me
down, so I left him and went back home.
Now, one of my old boy friends is out
of the Navy. I like him very much, and
would like to marry him except that I
have no money to get a divorce. Besides.
Don threatens to take the baby away from
me and my Navy boy friend says perhaps
that is best. He is going on to school, so

he won’t have much money.
I am fed up with the whole cockeyed
mess. My mother even says that I must
get a job to take care of myself and to
make some plans for the baby’s future.
Sometimes I get so blue I could just die.
I wish you could think of some way out
for me.
Janet B.

^
ALL

1

weepers!
SEEM TO RATE

WITH WENDY IS A
BUSY SIGNAL OR A
CUT-OFF!

^

EDEN YOUR LINE
WON'T WORK WHEN
YOU'VE GOT A BAD
BREATH BUZZ AGAINST
YOU, PETE! SO

SMARTEN UP. DIAL
OUR DENTIST!

•

J

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating
foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

—

helps clean out decaying food particles
stop stagnant saliva odors
remove the cause
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

—

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely!"

liATER-Thanks

to Colgate Dental

Cream

It is quite easy to tell you ivhat to do,
but I’m afraid you won’t care for the

advice.
First of all,
must realise a

you must grow up. You

number of things: Life is
not easy or simple or icithout responsibility for anyone. You are a mother, so
you must accept the obligations of motherhood. One of those obligations is the
proper care and training of your child
so that he may mature into a wellbalanced, useful citizen. Juvenile delinquency is the direct result of neglect, lack
of a loving home, lack of parental interest.
In your letter you have not criticized
your husband in any way except to say
that he struck you when the two of you
got into an argument. That was, of course,
a shameful thing for him to have done.
However, it is entirely possible for a
childish, selfish, nagging, complaining
wife to drive a man to murder. I do not
by the remotest stretch of the imagination
condone physical violence of any kind.
I am simply saying that it does occur.

—

—

When you married your husband, you
must have considered yourself very deeply
and desperately in love with him if you
were so determined to marry him in
spite of the advice of family and friends.
ISow, you must summon up all your
fondness, your memory of good times together, your young devotion to this man
who is the father of your child. Forget
this Navy boy who has troubles enough
of his own without assuming your burden,
too. Go back to your husband, having the
grace to ask him to forgive you and to
help you build a happy home in ivhich
to rear your child.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert;
I am sixteen and a junior

in high school.
get along well in school with the teachers and the pupils; but the place I want to
get along in, I can’t. I mean home.
father was killed during the war
and my mother remarried. We did not get
along too well before my father went
away and now we don’t get along at all.
I am a second child.
older sister
used to be my mother’s favorite. Mother
paid her tuition through beauty college
and set her up in business; after a few
months my sister decided to give up the
shop and get married, which caused us
financial loss.
I

My

My

my problem. My mother is
baby next month and she
plans, after the baby is born, for me to
take care of it. When my dad died I took
care of my younger sisters until they were
Here comes

expecting

a

out with some friends to board.
have a good job after school, and I
want to keep this so that I can save my
money and put myself through art school.
My art teacher has encouraged me, saying
that I have talent.
My mother says I will have to give up
my job because she wants to go back to
work, so I will have to take care of that
baby, keep house after school, prepare

put
I

meals, etc.

Can you

tell

me what to do?
my mother’s

of taking care of

I’m so sick
children.

Thea W.
If I have analyzed your
rectly, I think it narrows

problem

cor-

down

one

to

simple worry: How to continue your art
studies while keeping house and taking
care of a baby. You are afraid that the
two can’t possibly be combined.
I believe that it will be possible for you
to develop your talent while running the
household for your mother. Borrow from
your public library every available book
on art technique and art theory; read
these between household tasks.
Then, begin to sketch household scenes.
If you will go through art museums,
you will be struck by the number of both
modern and classical canvases ivhich deal
with simple, homely subjects. After you
have prepared the vegetables for the
evening meal, you might sketch them in
their bowls against a bright bit of curtain or a vivid platter.
But, best of all, that new baby can be
your favorite model. Sketch the child as
it sleeps, as it takes its bottle, as it begins to notice bright objects and to reach
for them. Make rough sketches of the
baby’s hands, and keep the sketches for
further use.
You see, Thea, being able to interpret
everything one sees is the responsibility
of the artist. A painting is nothing but a
picture comment on the tvorld. A painting
may say, “Green beans in a yellow bowl
beside a roast ready for the oven explain
the bounty of nature.” Or it may say, “I
have a little brother whose hands are
dimpled and whose eyes are big and
shining.”
An art school represents only one way
in which to develop talent; there are many
others. It is up to you to find them, and
you’ll be a better, more skillful craftsman
for having developed your own technique.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am thirty and have been interested in
acting for as long as I can remember. I
have always wanted to “be somebody,”
to amount to something, to make a lot of
for the benefit of my parents who
simple people who have always
worked bard.
I am only five feet tall; I weigh around
a hundred pounds. I have never had any
dramatic training. I don’t play any musical instrument and I don’t sing, but I
feel such powerful emotions throbbing
through my brain that I am positive
I can act.
Recently I read that it is a wise thing
to have a test made of one’s features and
voice by a branch of a major film studio.
The ad suggested that I write for an appointment in a major city where recording
devices and cameras were kept. I lost this
address, so I wonder if you can supply
the address of the branch nearest my

money
are

home.

Can you give me any encouragement?
Marva K.
I must say candidly that I cannot give
you very much encouragement.

Embarking upon a dramatic
presents

career,

novice with problems,
(Continued on page 10)
the

re-
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THE TEMPESTS, TEARS, LAUGHTER
AND LOVE OF THE FAMILY YOU’LL
NEVER FORGET.
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MAMA.
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with her very secret

Bank Account!
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as you share

her wonderful dreams!
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gruff,

. .

the

tough family black sheep!

who always scrapped

DOPE SCHARY
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and never won!
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production of
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Produced by
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Executive producer and director

Screen play by
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DeWin BODEEN

•

•

BARBARA D’NEIL

HARRIET PARSONS

Based upon the play by JOHN VAN DRUTEN
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(Continued from page 8)
and competitions greater
than he or she has ever before encount-

sponsibilities

ered.

Approximately

fifty

per cent of the

young population would like to enter the
dramatic field. With so many people vying
for places, those who win must possess

many

Here is a simply delicious
way to prepare prunes. You’ll be delighted. It takes longer than other
methods, but the results are worth it!

Perhaps you will want to bake your
prunes when you are cooking an oven
dinner, thus saving time and trouble.

exceptional qualifications.
Perhaps there is a little theater group
in your town. Why not join them and
gain some real experience. You don’t need
to star. Work on the scenery. Do office
work. Secure small parts in the plays,
walk-ons, etc. Many people in the theater
and screen started that way, tvorking in
their spare time and continiAng their
regular work during the day.
As for a branch of some major film
studio making voice and camera tests of
you without having become interested in
your dramatic ability or possibilities in
advance I’m afraid it is another fly-bynight scheme. I know of no such branch
offices. If a major studio is interested in
you, the studio representative will he able
to identify himself to your local banker.
Don’t spend money on tests.
In regard to your wanting to “be somebody,” don’t ever doubt your own importance as a human being. You have your
work in this worlds you have your place.
Have confidence in your importance
as a human being. You are somebody. Be
happy in that knowledge and find some
ivay
in your own home town
to contribute something to general welfare.
Claudette Colbert

—

—

I

start with a carton of

SuNSWEET Prunes, because they’re "Tenderized”, rich in flavor,

I

and need no soaking.

rinse the prunes in

cold water

. .

.

place

the desired quantity

and
cover completely
in a casserole

a Chinese

in six years.

Two weeks

we received a letter
mother, the important
section was said: “I have already engaged
coming from
to

Then I sprinkle with 2
tablespoons sugar, top
with 2 center slices of
orange or lemon, rind

and all, and add Ipiece
stick

cinnamon.

Now ... I cover and
bake in a moderate
oven (350 degrees F)

% hours,

and cool
without removing

marry

home

to

ago

my

for you,

marry

and command you come

this year.”

Since that time how troubled I am. In
the country of China most girls are never
They can’t
in school to gain knowledge.
read books. Especially this girl, I don’t
know who she is. I never see her yet.
My father is not agree my mother’s opinion because I am only seventeen years
and should wait that I graduate in college
than be married.
What should I do? Can you think of
some nice way in which I can tell my
mother that I must marry a nice girl who
is in love with me and can write to me

and share books with me.
This is the first time in my life that I
write a letter in English. Please correct
the mistakes and forgive me.

serve.

Shu-Yee
•Or

-tr

-Jr

ened for sweetness and flavor,
"Tenderized’' for quick-cooking
and better eating, sealed in foil
cartons for perfect protection,

packed by the

^

/5^r
j .
/v
Guortmteed by •A
^Good Hoosekeepin;

grcn;-

^rt themselves.

& Apricot Growers Assn.
San Jose, California

California Prune

p

SUNSWEET "Tenderized” Prunes, Apricots and
also SUNSWEET Prune Juice
Peaches
. . .

My brother, Lt. Louis E. Raffety, of
the paratroopers, was killed in Holland on
September, 1944. One of the last persons
to see him alive was a close friend and
fellow officer, Lt. William P. McMullen.
He wrote us the details of my brother’s
death and continued to correspond with
my family and with me. He became very
dear to us and
adopted brother.

we felt that he was an
He wired my mother in

September

of 1945, saying that he had
landed in Boston and was on his way to

Since that date we have received no
further word from him. Our only information about him is that his home was in

Albany,

My

New

York.

in many
to secure information about “Mac”
as we called him, but all avenues have
proved to be dead-end streets.
If any of your readers know where Lt.
McMullen is now, or what has become of

husband has attempted

ways

him. I would be deeply appreciative of
the information.
Mrs. Virginia R. Spence
218 East Sixth Avenue
Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
/ do hope that you will receive some
news as soon as Photoplay is distributed.
If ill you please let me know?

Claudette Colbert
ijUULAi

==\JUjUL>

Have you a problem

W

which seems to have
no solution?
ould you like the thoughtful advice of

C.

7 have not changed your letter but
have published it exactly as it was written. If this is your first letter in English.
I must say that you are to be congratu-

lated.

It

is

a fine letter.

Your problem is a very real one, and
one that occurs here in the United States
many, many times in the lives of children who are adopting a way of life
somewhat different from that followed
by their parents.
One of the most difficult tasks of growing up is that of retaining one’s own personality, making use of the good new
things that have been developed in a

CotU?

to her in
Photoplay, 321 S.
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,
California, and if Miss Col[f

you would, write

care

of

hert feels that your prohlein
is of general interest, she’ll
consider answer'ng it here.
Names and addresses will he
confidential for your
field
protection.

generation of progress, yet protecting the
sensibilities of one’s parents

10

re-

Dear Miss Colbert:

CtauJ.tU
are tree-rip-

and

Claudette Colbert

-Jx

SUNSWEET Prunes

—

ventions, yet one who admires
spects the Chinese people.

letters

cover. Finally I chill

and

am

boy and often like to
read American movie picture publications.
In our country the feudal system is very
heavy. Every boy and girl is lacking in
freedom in the home. When I was seven
years, I left our village and followed my
father to everywhere to help him make
his work, but I am reading in school when
I can do it.
We are not gone back to our
I

—

visit us.

Dear Miss Colbert:

home

with cold water.

1

—

use of the good old things in which the
parents believe.
Would it be possible for you to visit
your mother and to meet the girl she
has selected for you? Would it be possible
without violating your mother’s
respect for convention
for you to talk to
this girl, get to know her, yet still not
marry her unless you are certain that
she is the right girl for you?
Perhaps she thirsts for knowledge as
much as you do. Perhaps she would like
to learn to read and to write, not only
Chinese, but English as well.
Since your father understands your
attitude, perhaps you could make arrangements with him to send for you if you
decide that marriage to your mother’s
selection would be a mistake.
Please know that I make these suggestions in a spirit of humility proper for
one who knows very little of Chinese con-

and making

yrm

g

WHAT AN IDEA FOR A

PICTURE!

who brought you "The
and "The Secret

Life of Walter Mitty",

smiling and thinking

.

.

.

now

presents a heart-warming

every husband smiling and wondering

.

.

.

Best Years of

comedy— "The

Our Lives"

Bishop's Wife."

and every sweetheart •

?
#

WOOLLEY
MONTY
GLADYS COOPER
With

JAMES GLEASON
Directed by

•

HENRY KOSTER

•

Robert

E.

ELSA LANCHESTER and THE MITCHELL BOYCHOIR

Screen Ploy by
Sherwood t Leonardo Bercoviti

From the Novel by
Robert Nathon

*

Released through RKO-RADiO PICTURES,

Inc.

Laughter was king when Carlton AIsop, Sylvia Sidney, Judy Garland and

hushand Vincente Minnelli dined together

Giro’s

at

Romantic duo? Doris Day under the big
Jack Carson under the big smile

hat.

A

Line or Two: Ingrid Bergman in
of mail, riding across the
RKO lot, is a sight to stop traffic.
And despite her role of Joan of Arc
the lovely Ingrid still maintains her
sense of humor. When her horse insisted on going to the left of a tree
each time instead of the right, she

a

coat

called to the director, “He just wants
to take a short cut and save expenses”
How Orson Welles broke an ear.

.

.

drum and Merle Oberon sustained a
broken jaw are still topics of lively
conversation in Hollywood. Talk about
mysteries
Cesar Romero on an
.

.

island

.

the

off

coast

of

Maine for

“Spoonhandle” couldn’t be more homesick, but Dana Andrews with the

same company couldn’t be happier.
With all that fishing, Dana is in his
The reason Claudette Colglory
bert was suddenly replaced by Katharine Hepburn in “State of the Union”
.

Margaret O’Brien, Van

Johnson

opening of

at

Hollywood’s

Fame

Hall

of

Egyptian

in

Theater.

Here bronze

heads of

stars decorate

the walls

—

just as their

footprints decorate the

sidewalk
the

in

Chinese

front

of

Theater

.

.

said to be because Claudette insisted on stopping each day at five.
Some say the real reason goes beyond
Bob Walker worries his
that
is

.

.

.

friends with the mental unhappiness
that keeps him from the sci’een.

Enjoyed Recently: A night at Ciro’s
Peter Lawford enjoying the
mimicry of Larry Storch. And Pete
and Cal for days afterwards exchanging Larry’s wonderful line of “Aw
The
don’t be on the ’orrid side”
magnificent mural painted on the wall
of Hartzfeld’s, the smart Kansas City
shop, by the great artist Thomas
The ice cream sodas at
Benton
with

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dee’s Pharmacy in the little town of
Lee’s Summit, Missouri, and the dinner party given by Freida and Lester
Siegle at “the station” in Kansas City
.

P
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.

.

Chatting by phone with Audrey

Totter, off for her home towm in Indiana, and promising to have dinner
soon with her and best beau Lew

Taking their fun seriously: The Jackie Coopers and Peter Lawford
at Metro’s howling tournament. Each team is sponsored by a star

No

ehills

the Ice Follies for

at

Diana Lewis and her

Bill

Powell

The warm farewell kiss
Ayres
from Cobina Wright off for the wedding of Princess Elizabeth and Philip
Mountbatten (Cobina’s good friend)
.

.

.

and extracting a promise of hearing
all about it when Cobina returns.

Things: When Betty Grable
her nightly massage, daughter
Vicki not quite three who loves to
imitate mama, insists on her evening
Little

has

—

—

rubdown, too. The masseuse is so
crazy about the child she arrives five
minutes early just to play-act at givIt’s bad
ing a massage to Vicki
luck time for Gene Kelly, whose outspoken views at actors’ meetings
.

.

.

won him too many friends.
And now with a broken ankle and

haven’t

“Easter Parade” held up for months,
he couldn’t be bluer ... On Paul Brinkman Jr.’s six-month birthday, his
father carried him to the set of “You
see mama
Jeanne Crain, done up as a teen-ager,
sign on a
do the “Lindy Hop” ...
roadside eating place has the town in
hysterics. It advertises “Forever ’AmAfter going blonde for a
burger”
year for her role of Amber and having steadily to bleach her hair all
through her European trip in case of
retakes, Linda Darnell rushed into the
studio make-up room and happily
cried, “Get back my dark hair.” Next

Were Meant For Me”

.

on

married

Jane

Wyman

to

A

.

Accent
bliss:

and Ronald Reagan

romancing

at

Giro’s

.

day Linda was ordered to remain a
blonde for “Walls of Jericho.”

Together and Apart:

It

was

let’s-

get-together-again month for all those
quarreling couples in Hollywood, who
may be at this time, for all Cal knows,
feudin’ and fussin’ again.
The Mark Stevens reconciliation was
the most discussed with Mark giving
out some pretty heady statements on

Hedy Lamarr,

his ex-flame.

Photograph* hy
Fink and Smith

Gleesome threesome: Alan Ladd, Red Skelton, Jerry Colonna
benefit premiere for Variety Clubs,

at “Variety Girl”

which help underprivileged children

“If she persuaded me to return to my wife,
Annelle, as she says, why does she keep calling me up?” Mark demanded out loud in print.
“I went back to Annelle of my own accord,”
he continued, while people tch-tched all over
the place.
“It was my fault, all my fault,” Cornel Wilde
exclaimed when he and Pat were finally reunited. The only tragedy connected with the
fighting Wildes, who have fought divinely all
through their marriage, is that now they have
money to separate when the fur flies.
Jess Barker was quiet, however, when he
returned to wife Susan Hayward and their

twins.

Not at all surprised was the town over
Leland Hayward’s announcement that he and
actress Margaret Sullavan had parted, for Leland has been seen around these parts quite
often in the company of Mrs. Howard Hawks.
Those House Problem Blues: Just befoie he
Africa, Tyrone Power purchased director Henry Hathaway’s home in Brentwood
and left the decorating and furnishings in the
hands of Lana Turner. It seemed a fairly simple task until plumbers and painters, drapers
and carpenters, found new and perplexing
problems with which to confront the busy star,
left for

Mary Hatcher, Billy DeWolfe keep fun
fit.

Proceeds

will build

ball rolling at

same bene-

youth center on Los Angeles’ East Side

who was trying

to finish

“Homecoming,” pose

for endless days of portrait stills, and prepare
for a personal appearance tour. And yet
somehow, it all got done and done beautifully,
only if Lana never sees another yard of material she’ll

he happy.

The Richard Greenes, who recently bought
a
P
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new home near

(Continued

on page

16)

Look again: Betty Hutton with new hairTed Briskin

do, and attentive husband

An “A”

production:

Proud

papa

Lou

Costello

with

daughter Christine Helene and the beaming Mrs. Lou

A Lux

broadcast

of

their

picture

“Undercurrent” brought Robert Taylor

and Katharine Hepburn together

INSIDE

STUFF

Mocainbo Special; Joan
Tony
and
Crawford
Martin

pair

evening

an

eras

(Continued from page 15) Mulholland
decided on a few repairs and
changes and summoned a contractor. To
at
their astonishment, every morning

Nearby at quite the liveliest table in the
place sat Mickey Rooney, Dave Rose and
Donald O’Connor as Keystone Cops. The
gang had driven up in an old patrol
wagon with their wives and the clowning never ceased. As a broken-down
high silk-hatted bum. Bob Hope, with a
bow tie that lit up, was a howlingly
funny master of ceremonies and Jack
Benny, in red underwear and blue denim
overalls, simply rolled the customers
under the table as leader of a hillbilly
band. His child bride and Rochester, with

The Brinkmans, Paul and wife Jeanne

Crain, are living in their new home with
only two couches in the living room (not
another stick of furniture), no drapes,
and only one bedroom half furnished.
With one entire bedroom wall of glass
and no drapes, friends are wondering
just how the Brinkmans manage to find
privacy. But both Jeanne and Paul maintain that until they can get exactly
what they want and at prices they can
afford the furnishings will have to wait.

killing. That
parody song sung by the photographers
and kidding the stars should be recorded.
To reveal the good feeling between the
boys who snap their pictures and the
stars. Bob Hope had his writers write
the lyrics, rehearsed for two days with
the camera boys, and had David Street

home-made cymbals, were

—

Photographers’ Ball: Giro’s was
jammed to the doors for the costume ball

teach them how to present the song.
(Continued on page 19)

given by the Hollywood Press Photographers. The boys who click their cam-

Counterplay: George Murphy

1

u

Schwab’s

Drugstore,

fun

Lana Turner as a Tartar miss, in
dark make-up and jeweled trousers, and
Keenan Wynn as a Tartar gent sat with
Cal at a table edging the dance floor.

seven, three carpenters, two plasterers,
three painters and an electrician arrived
at the house. All day long the husy crew
trekked endlessly in and out, tearing
down, putting up, until the dogs, Bruce
and Amber, had conniption fits. “American efficiency,” the Greenes called it,
and seemed quite intrigued.

at

of

outdid them-

really

stars

for

S6lV6S.

Drive,

a

at the

off

tries a fast

favorite

pass on

hangout

Dane Clark

of

the

stars

lOCTER

&

PRESENTS

ADVENTURE
'I'he

jtlot

ing’s

l)y

Pine-Thomas-Paramuunt

from Stevenson’s “Ebb Tide” and the actthat picturesque young couple Rory Calhoun

and Rhonda Fleming.

(Oct.)

Allied Artists: Anthony Quinn as
Cliaricv Eaiflc is such a nice Indian. Katherine De
accent
iVlille, as his wife, has too much of an Oxford
affairs
to be convincing, but you may still warm to the
(Oct.)
of Charley and his Chinese protege.

BLACK

BLACK NARCISSUS— Rank-Vniversay.
^
a strange movie based on Rumer (lodden
s

This

is

strange

book about some nuns up in tffe Himalayas. Kiithleen
Hryon may give you some shudders but Deborah Kerr
(Oct.)
is too restrained to be outstanding.
i/'

BODY AND SOUL— Enterprise-UA:

Something

just another prize-fight story with John
shaking everything out of his role and Liln

more than
(iarfield

Palmer as the prettier side of the picture. No heartsand-flowers story; the punches are delivered straight;
(Nov.)
to miss Canada Fee.

and you won’t want

Eagle-Lion; This has a plot straight
one of Grandma’s old novels with Stewart
(iranger running into a long line of cut-throats in old
Spain. Ann ('rawford is the befioimced heroine and
(Nov.)
Dennis Price the monocle-twirling cad.
of

out

—

CROSSFIRE RKO: An A-1 movie, dealing
and the touchy
plain facts and plain people
subject of intolerance, in an intelligent and couragemts manner. Robert Ryan and Robert Mitchum excellent as two soldiers poles apart in their ideas.
(Oct.)
Robert ^'oung solves the murder.

—

with

DARK PASSAGE, r/ZE— Warners

:

Some

plastic

surgery features in this. Lauren Bacall exchanges
weighted glances with convict Humphrey Bogart who’s
t.n the lam; Agnes Moorehead and Bruce Bennett try
(Oct.)
hard to keep things in high gear.

DESIRE ME — M-G-M:
y
infuse fresh
into the old

With Greer Garson to
Enoch Arden theme and

life

Robert Mitchum and Richard Hart to help her, this
drama-drenched romance, calculated to stir the emotions. has plenty of punch. Garson portrays a French
woman awaiting soldier-husband Mitcham’s return
from war only to have fellow-prisoner Hart show up
in his place.
(Dec.)
20th Century)/ FOXES OF HARROir.
Fox: Set in New Orleans of 1830, this conventional
costume drama has Rex Harrison playing an Irish
adventurer turned country gentleman and Maureen
O’Hara as a proud beauty wlio sj)urns his love. Richard Haydn, Victor McLaglen, and Gene Lockhart
complete a fine ca.st but, as usual, romantic Rex steals

^UmPRELL

AS LITTLE AS 3 MINUTES!

IN

(Dec.)

the si)otlight.

—

FRIEDA Universal-International That man
Rank is here again with another good film ou an upto-the-minute subject. Frieda is a German war bride
who comes home to trouble in a British village with
Flora Robson, David F^arrar and Glynis Johns help:

SMOOTH

LEAVES HAIR

ing you to make up your mind just what you wouhl
have done.
(Nov.)

GOLDEN EARRINGS —
-

Paramount:

PRELL! The new emerald-clear RadiantCreme shampoo with the wonderful pat-

Quentin

ented cleansing ingredient. Prell leaves

Reyiujlds plays himself to track down the story of
British Colonel Ray Milland’s ears are pierced.
It’s some story, featuring Marlene Dietrich as a dirtyfaced gypsy and Murvyn Vye as a chorister. (Oct.)

why

HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS — Columbia:
y
light touch of nonsense about the married
life

A
of
big

Lucille Ball and Franchnt Tone, this has some
laughs about bigger black beards and Edward Everett
Horton. Larry Parks bows in briefly.
(Oct.)

KISS OF

DEATH— 2Uth

Century-Fox: Mature
entertainment with \'ictor Mature coming through
a blue-ribbon actor in a realistic new-type gangster
film. Richard Widmark and Coleen Gray are two new
faces you won’t forget.
(Nov.)

LIFE
yy
practically

IVIIH F^7'/Z£i?
ran

Broadway

for

— Warners:
Father
years and
now,

six

thanks to a brilliant performance by William Powell,
he’s taking over the movie audiences. Irene Dunne is
Mother and Elizabeth Taylor mixes sweetly with the
four sons. On your don’t miss file.
(Nov.)

LO U/A/.'ZALd
y
governor’s-mansion

Monogram
saga

:

with

Here’s a
Louisiana

farm-toreal-life

governor

Jimmie Davis as the central figure and
•Margaret Lindsay ])laying his wife. The plot scampers around, trying to make the most of Jimmy’s

odd politico-crooning career, but not,
very well.
(Dec.)

MAGIC
y
liecause

removes dandruff

alas,

succeeding

—

lOli'N RKO; Everybody will see this
Jimmy Stewart’s wandering around in it as
who comes iq) against small-

a public-opinion expert

town i)hilosophy expounded by Jane Wyman.

(Nov.)

hair more radiant than any soap or soap
shampoo, and leaves it free of ugly danHere's What the Rileys Say About Prell

druff. Doctors’

examinations proved that

removes embarrassing dandruff in
as little as 3 minutes, and that regular
Prell shampoos control such dandruff.
Prell-washed hair is so radiant, so
Prell

RILEY:

Dandruff's a mess on your coat or your

we Rileys shampoo with

dress, So

MOM: And "Prelled" hair
And arranges

to glow.

JUNIOR:

—

No

^Thot Prell

BARS:

It's

nomical

—

shtnes so,

Prell.

it

so smoothly

seems

just

and

well.

jar that will slip or bottle to drip

tube

is

sure on the beam.

so economical, the

That's Prell,

lather's

astro-

thenew Rodlont-Cremel

smooth — so manageable! And that tube
is so handy ... no messy jars or slippery
bottles to break. Get wonderful Prell
today

— the whole jamily will

like it!

s

MERTON OF THE

MOF/Hi*

— M-G-M

Red

:

tlie famous Merton and brings him
up to date in a nice little slapstick comedy. Virginia
O’Brien keeps it all lighthearted and Alan Mowbray,
Gloria Girahame and T.eon Ames play around. (Oct.)

Skeiton takes over

MOTHER IVORE TlGHTS~20xh

Cwitury-Fox:

Betty Grable and Dan Dailey step up in a light-hearted
musical of the good old days. It’s a family-type story
with iMona Freeman and Connie Marshall as Mojhe/s
little girls and everybody pulling together to give you
a nice look at some good dancing.
(Nov.)

OUT OF THE BLUE — Eagle-Lion: A
prise in the

way

of a jovial

comedy

pretty sur-

which George

in

Brent wins handclasps in his role of the husband
henpecked by Carole Landis and picked on by Ann
Dvorak. Turhan Bey’s the romantic ticket. (Nov.)

\/OUT OF THE PAST— B.KO:

This

murder-

packed meller has private detective Robert Mitchum
attempting to outsmart his gambler-employer Kirk
Douglas. All set to help him is Jane Greer who knows
a thing or two about double-crossing. It takes some
fast thinking and even faster stepping when the
corpses begin piling around them. With Virginia Huston, Rhonda Fleming.
(Dec.)

HORSE—

RIDE THE PINK
Universal-InternaBob Montgomery learns revenge isn't always
sweet and blackmailing’s a bad business when he goes
after gangster Fred Clark for the murder of a pal.
Mixed up in these dangerous doings are government
detective Art Smith, helpful Wanda Hendrix and
Thomas Gomez, double-dealing Andrea King. A hardhitting gangster film.
(Dec.)
tional:

RED STALLION. THE —-Eagle

Lion: Small fry
probably love this business about a big horse

will

named “Red” and his young owner Ted Donaldson
who saves Grandma' ranch right at the last moment.
Older audiences can pass with no regrets.

ROBIN HOOD OF r£X^V~Republic:
tine

some

Lynn

(Oct.)

This rouout with

Western has Gene Autry fighting it
city slickers in a Texas town misnamed Serenity.
Roberts, Sterling Holloway and the Cass County

Boys lend

a familiar note to the proceedings.

(Dec.)

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE

— Goldwyn:

Danny Kaye turns up as th^ daydreaming
Mitty of Thurber’s famous short story and with the
help of Fay Bainter, Ann Rutherford, Virginia Mayo

and Boris Karloff makes

this a leader.

SOMETHING IN THE

(Oct.)

VD—

IF/
Universal-International: Deanna Durbin is a disk jockey eager to
find out why John Dali thinks she was mixed up with
his grandfat'ner. There are some excellent songs as
usual from Miss Durbin including a chuckleful duet
with Jan Peerce. Donald O’Connor ducks in and out
of

this

fairly interesting piece.

(Oct.)

SONG OF LOVE—U-r.-M:

Schumann’s

life

portrayed by Paul Henreid in a fascinating interestrouser accented with great music with Katharine Hepburn as Mrs. Schumann, Ro1)ert Walker as Brahms,
Henry Daniell as Liszt. S'ou’Il look and listen. (Nov.)
is

OF WEST POINT — Film Classics: A
^ SPIRIT
day for football fans with the “touchdown twins,”
field

C^lenn Davis and “Doc” Blanchard, showing how it’s
done. The boys’ careers at West Point are entertainingly depicted, but it’s their thrilling gridiron performances that count here, including the exciting
Army-Navy game of 1944. (Dec.)

~

SPRINGTIME IN THE

Republic:
shooting out of season, set off
the
Rogers film that has a horrorstory touch when Roy is locked up in an icehouse.
Stephanie Bachelor, Jane Frazee, Andy Devkie and
the Sons of the Pioneers lend their support in a picture that is not up to Roy’s usual standard.
(Dec.)

Some

illegal hunters,
action in this Roy

UNCONQUERED— Parainount:

If you like your
by Cecil B. De Mille, this
Indian war days is for
you. Somewhat implausible, it nevertheless has plenty

S/

history,

as

interpreted

Technicolor production of

A

of hearty, old-fashioned action. An all-star cast includes Gary Cooper, Paulette Goddard. Boris Karloff,
Howard Da Silva, Katherine De Mille. (Dec.)

spectacular saga... in the world’s biggest setting!

^UNFINISHED DANCE. TME — U-G-M:

JOHN WAYNE *LARAINE DAY

TYCOON
IN

UNSUSPECTED. THE — Warners:

JAMES GLEASON
Produced by STEPHEN

AMES

•

—

by RICHARD

Screen play by Borden Chase and John Twist
1

c

—

WHERE

you.

« JUDITH ANDERSON
ANTHONY QUINN

• Directed

know

THERE'S LIFE Paramount: This
gag-strewn story of royal intrigue has Bob Hope in
top form playing a disk jockey who almost becomes
monarch of a mythical country, much against his will.
Pursued by secret spies, nearly kidnapped by beautiful Signe Hasso, and threatened by policeman William Bendix, Hope has a lively time of it and so will

COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

CEDRIC HARDWICKE

You’ll

who’s guilty all along in this minor thriller starring
deft Claude Rains. Michael North plays along with
Joan Caulfield and there’s Audrey Totter, Hurd Hatfield, Connie Bennett and Jack Lambert.
(Nov.)

with

SIR

Mar-

garet O’Brien’s about the nicest little ballerina floating around. Cyd Charisse and Karin Booth are primadonnas with ease and all the proceedings have a delightful Technicolor storybook touch.
(Nov.)

WALLACE

R K

O

RADIO

(Dec.)

—

WILD HARV^EST Paramount: Alan Ladd and his
toughminded harvesting crew, including Robert Preston and Lloyd Nolan, roll over the wheat fields in
those big new combines that are fun to watch. Not
so much fun is the high-heeled maneuvering of Dorothy Lamour who never belonged on a farm. (Oct.)

Colgate's

New

Deodorant

Safe for Skin!
Safe for Clothes!
Turnabout: Olga San Juan presents a piquant
profile to

Edmond

man

O'Brien, latest

in her life

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 16) Orson Welles
with Lila Lee sat with the Maharajah
of Cooch Behar and Virginia Fields.
While costly Indian robes adorned several stars, the Maharajah himself wore
a Hollywood Star baseball uniform, if
you can imagine the sight.
Joan Crawford in a beautiful white
di’ess and diamonds, as Joan, the star,
looked lovely. Dinah Shore as a friar and
husband George Montgomery as a monk
took in the sights. Dinah, who is expecting her baby soon, never left her table.
Jeanne Crain and husband Paul Brinkman wore magnificent American Indian headpieces, and Paul very little
else. Walter Winchell with a press ticket
in his hat came as a reporter. His rhumba
dancing with Carmen Miranda was sensational.

In fact
of

its

it

kind.

was quite the gayest party
The photographers deserve

a great big hand and hereby get it; and
you’ll get a great big bang out of some
of the pictures of the party if you’ll turn
to

page

56.

Meet the Cutter: Ever stop

how a

to

think

put together after the
scenes have been shot? Cal sat with
Watson Webb in a Twentieth CenturyFox cutting room and marvelled at his
skill. The day before scenes from “Northside 777,” taken in Chicago, had been
flown in. So on a small movieola we
watched Jimmy Stewart and Richard
Conte go through their paces which is
really seeing film hot from the camera.
Over and over Watson ran certain
scenes explaining why it was best to give
picture

is

—

a certain close-up to Jimmy, or how it
made for smoother flowing if the camera
followed Conte’s action in certain scenes.
Actors were halted in motion while
scenes were studied and their voices synchronized with the action.
Dialogue
could be inserted where needed and
actors made to re-enter a scene.
So much depends on a cutter that they
are considered next in importance to a
director. Watson is one of the best in the
business, with such films as “Razor’s
Edge,” “The Dark Corner,” “Mother

Contains Exclusive
Safely Ingredient

To

New

— DURATEX

guard your loveliness, protect your

charm — use VETO! Colgate’s amazing
new antiseptic deodorant checks perspiration, stops odor, yet

Sampling
Somerset

House:

McEvoy and
newest

is

doubly safe! Safe

any normal skin! Safe for clothes!
Only Veto contains Duratex, exclusive
new safety ingredient it’s different from
any deodorant you’ve used before. Use
Colgate’s Veto regularly to check perspiration, stop underarm odor safely. 10^
and larger sizes. Drug, cosmetic counters.

for

menu

the

at

Irene

Bob

Stack,

romantic twosome

—

pREfeRRBO ALMOST
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Discomfort of Colds

i

ALKA-SELTZER

— offers you quick

from the
"ache-all-over”
feverish feeling
and other discomrelief

Prize shot: Charles Korvin

forts of a cold. It’s

takes

dependable

because of its unique
formula.

a

candid

look

at

Bob Ryan’s new camera
on “Berlin Express”

set

Headaches
ALKA-SELTZER
—offers you quick
from headaches and muscurelief

and pains.
Because of its ef-

lar aches

fervescent action,

A ka -Seltzer’s
1

pain relieving
agent gets there
faster.

Acid Indigestion

His

startling

stomach

upsets and acid
indigestion. AlkaSeltzer’s alkalizing

properties quickly
reduce excess gastric acidity.

Morning Misery
ALKA-SELTZER

— offers you quick

relief

from the

after-effects of late

hours and overindulgence in food

and drink. Quick

and reliable because it helps to
bring you relief in
a hurry.

ball,

dashing from one show to another

from nine in the morning till midnight.
Even after he clicked on Broadway in
“Kiss and Tell” and “Get Away Old
Man” he did radio shows from nine to six.
In 1942 he was married to Jean Hazelbi’ook whom he’d met at Lake Forest.
With Jean and his two-year-old Anne,
he lives atop Mulholland Drive. For some
reason he can’t figure out, a horse came
with the house. He isn’t sure just what
to do with it. The Widmarks have no
servant so they take turns getting up in
the morning with Anne.
“Only for some reason,” he says,
“Anne always wants to get up at six
o’clock when it’s my turn.” But one
knows from the way he speaks of her,
Anne is his pride and joy.
Doesn’t sound much
boy himself, does he?

p

Alka-Seltzer
20

in
his
early thirties,
slightly bewildered by

thinning blond hair and
blue eyes certainly belie the
moronic killer. In fact, director Henry
Hathaway took one look at Widmark in
New York and said, “No thanks, no
college-boy types.” Then Richard read
for him in that spine-tingling falsetto
and Hathaway was ordering front hair
pieces to lend a menacing aspect and to
blend with that unearthly laugh.
Born in Sunrise, Minnesota (Richai’d
is half Swedish), he was taken to Chicago by his parents when he was just a
baby. In the Windy City, he attended
Lake Forest College and later taught
two years in the drama department.
In New York he became a I’adio speedall.

it

— offers you quick

many

“Kiss of Death” Guy: He had never
appeared on the screen before. Yet after
one film, Richard Widmark, the horror
boy of “Kiss of Death,” was the mostdiscussed actor in Hollywood.
Our lunch table in the Twentieth Century-Fox dining room became a mecca
to which trekked writers, directors and
actors eager to meet Widmark. A mild-

mannered lad
Richard seemed

ALKA-SELTZER
relief for

Wore Tights,” “Kiss of Death,” and
others to his credit.

like

Preview News: “Would you

me

old

horror

like to see
die?” The query, far from filling us

with horror, gave a

thrill of pleasure, for

was Lana Turner speaking and we
were to see with her the rushes of her
deathbed scene in “Homecoming.”
We’d been unusually lighthearted as
it

we drove through

the wide studio gates,
but ten minutes later, as we emerged
from the projection room, it was difficult
to believe that only a short distance
away “Homecoming” was still in the
process of being made; the final farewell of Clark Gable and Lana had been
so convincing.

—

Happy Couples and Why: No two
happier people exist than Anne Baxter
and her husband John Hodiak whose romance got off to a bad start but ended
up, just like the movies, with boy gets
girl.
There’s a quiet something ab^out
them. Cal has noticed as they move separately from group to group at a gathering, that bespeaks their deep understanding. Each goes his own way and yet they
never seem to be completely out of touch,
one with the other. And you can imagine
how happy they are to be working in the
same film, “Homecoming.”
The Fred MacMurrays, who seem shy
and

diffident to outsiders, are another
completely harmonious couple who have
made of their married life a shared and
happy experience. Fred, with an unsuspectedly droll sense of humor, quietly
participates in party fun while Mrs. MacMurray silently but appreciatively looks
on.
Between movies, the couple, with
their two children, travel to northern
California to their huge dairy ranch,
spending weeks away from Hollywood.
When Bill Powell married his little
“Mousie,” as all Hollywood affectionately
calls her, the town predicted it wouldn’t
But it has, and for seven years,
last.
despite the fact Mrs. Powell is some years
younger than her husband. They like
the same people, the same kind of life
and like our other happy couples share
the same recipe for a happy marriage
leaving Hollywood between films. In fact
the Powell home in Palm Springs is more
their home than the Beverly Hills house.
So Cal concludes “getting-out-of-town”
seems the best solution for a long Hollywood marriage.

A Leading
B

Glowing charm,
dramatic power
and radiant romance
. . .

the absorbing

story of a

and

its

town

people

some good, some bad,
some indifferent;
but

all

interesting!

From

the beloved

book that

was read

by more than
ten million people!
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•
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REGINALD TATE • FREDERICK LEISTER
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Candid Corner;
Gentlemen
I have been buying your magazine for
years.

One

of the features

appreciate and use

Now

I

“Shadow

is

especially
Stage.’|

for something less to your liking

You may omit articles by
Erskine Johnson as far as I am conWhat he has to say in your
cerned.
current issue about Frank Sinatra has
a very hollow sound. He seems to feel
he has the power to make or break stars.
Maybe he has. He has tried his darndest
to break Frank and only recently has he
modified his stand a trifle— imagine it
Let’s be
got to be too hot for him.
Frank Sinatra was well on his
truthful
way before Erskine Johnson tried to give
perhaps.

—

I do* not feel that writers
a break.
use their columns to vent personal animosities or grudges because of

him

should

JUNE PREISSER, now
starring in Monogram’s
S‘'Teen

They
hurt vanity or misunderstanding.
should be big and strive to be always
fair,

Wilde separation it really threw me.
Of course they're together again but it’s
hard to tell with these stars. Did sucAs for Mrs.
cess go to Cornel’s head?
Wilde and her career She sounds as
though she is more interested in Pat
Wilde than in making a success of her
;

family

life.

Pat Brewer
Los Angeles,

Dear Editor
notice

I

COLLEGE".

•
accented nails

Chicago,

.

.

.

Why

had to write and thank you for
smashing September issue.
In pre-war days I used to buy your
book and for the past year I’ve been
just
really

look lovelier when you

other

stars who have taken the_ back
seat for several years should be given a
chance to get acquainted with their fans

from your

notice them, but he'll

Ellis

Nail

See the

is

it

through some good magazine

stories.

my

10's and drugstores

particular bid for
I am sure he has a fine futhis month.
ture, if only you folks would give him
some support. Please let’s have a story

only

about Mr. Duryea.

new shades-

of-the-season at

1

111

I

Editor

see that your hands

perhaps he won't

&

of

from Britain:
Dear Editors

a

5

issue

Larry Kennedy

that your magazine always
features a certain “clique” of stars? Not
that I’m against Van Johnson, Alan
Ladd and many of the big names. I feel

exciting

November

Word

Exotic, brilliantly

Polish.

the

Mrs. Stanley Hlystek
Racine, Wisconsin

“SARGE GOES TO

wear Dr.

that

Photoplay is different and I like the
change very much. I have always been
interested in fashions and enjoy the
added pages in your fashion section.
I think it was a good idea to give
“Inside Stuff” more space for news and
Keep up the good work
pictures, too.

impartial and reasonable.

Agers” musical

Calif.

Q(

Dan Duryea

is

Janet Fishbeck
Schenectadv. N. Y.

plus tax

Dear Cal York

You

almost pulled a boner

in the

Oc-

tober, 1947, issue in your column “Inside
You tried to persuade Gene
Stuff.”
You
Kelly to hold out for a drama.
know that he recently didn’t know
I
whether to continue dancing or not.
am only one of the millions who like

him dancing and not acting.
he didn’t take your advice.

getting

it

regularly
side.

sent straight over
film tax and the

The

prospect of seeing no more U. S. filnns
when our present stocks run out is
enough to make any real film fan want
I only
to go and jump in the Thames.
hope some arrangement can be made

whereby we get a few U. S. films to
I’m paaugment our British output.
triotic enough to admit our pictures have
reached a high standard in the past few
years but it isn’t every day you want to
see a “Henry V” or “Black Narcissus,”
however splendid they may be. We want
to see Ingrid Bergman, Gregory Peck,
Bob Hope and Betty Grable as well.
Maybe I shouldn’t ramble on like this,
but you see, perhaps from the beginning
of next year, I shall have to rely on
Photoplay to let me know what is going
It doesn’t seem posin Hollywood.
sible that such a thing could ever happen
but in these days who can tell.

on

Marjorie McIver
New Malden
Surrey, England

I’m glad

George Hothings
Roselle Park, N. J.

r

Jeers and Cheers:

Dear Sir;

When
22

I

read your story on the Cornel

—

asked for if so take over! This
your spaee and it’s yours to fill with
anything that’s on your mind. Address
letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205
East 42nd Street, Nezu York 17, N. Y.
1 oil

is

—

'/Keep your hands
ki ssa

as

be

as your

lips

with new, really and

wonderfully different

Woodbury

Lotion

ACTUALLY 2-LOTIONS-IN-1

A

1.
softening lotion! Quickly
helps bring your hands adorable new

own never-before-so-fove/y hands tell
you why more women are changing to Woodbury
Lotion than to any other lotion. So rich. So
creamy. (Never sticky or greasy. ) So different —
beauty-blended to protect as it softens. At drug
and cosmetic counters, 10c, 25c & 50c, plus tax.

Let your

Woodbury Lotion is beautyblended with luxury lanolin and other
costlier-than-usual skin-smoothing insoftness.

gredients.

2. A protective lotion, too. This same
Woodbury beauty-hlend contains protective

Woodbury

ingredients to help “glove” your hands
against roughening, reddening wind and
cold, the drying effect of soap and water.

PROTECTS AS

IT

MAIL COUPON FOR PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
own hands tell you, in one week, that
Woodbury Lotion is really new, wonderfully

•
1

/^ 4

LOlion

Let your

different.

SOFTENS...

CONTAINS LUXURY LANOLIN

'i-i.,,..,...
1

.

i

*'•••

*’

Mail to Box

56, Cincinnati 14,
if you wish.)

(Paste on penny postcard

Ohio
(SOU-ii

1

City

State

(Please print name, address plainly. Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only.)

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS WOODBURY FACIAL SOAP AND OTHER AIDS TO LOVELINESS

Casts of Current Pictures
rH£— Goldwyn: Dudley, Cary
Brougham, Loretta Young; Henry
David Niven; Professor Wutheridge,
Woolley; Sylvester, James Gleason; Mrs.

BISHOP’S WIFE,
Grant;

Julia

Brougham,

Monty

Hamilton, Gladys Cooper; Matilda, Elsa Lanchester;
Mildred Cassaway, Sara Haden; Debby Brougham,
Karolyn Grimes; Maggenti, Tito Vuolo; Mr. Miller,
Regis Toomey; Mrs. Duffy, Sara Edwards; Miss
Trumbull, Margaret MeWade; Mrs. Ward, Ann
O’Neal; Mr. Perry, Ben Erway; Stevens, Erville
Alderson; Defense Captain, Bobby Anderson; Attack
Captain, Teddy Infuhr; Michel, Eugene Borden;

>

Almira Sessions; Second
Lady, Claire DuBrey; Third Lady, Florence Auer;
Hat Shop Proprietress, Margaret Wells; Hat Shop
Customer, Kitty O’Neill; Hysterical Mother, Isabel
ewell; Blind Man, David Leonard; Delia, Dorothy
(^aughan; Policeman, Edgar Dearing.

First

Lady

in

Michel’s,

FOREVER AMBER — 20th

Century-Fox: Amber,
Linda Darnell; Bruce Carlton, Cornel Wilde; Lord
Almsbury, Richard Greene; King Charles II, George
Sanders; Captain Rex Morgan, Glenn Langan; Earl
of Radcliffe, Richard Haydn; Nan Britton, Jessica
Tandy; Mother Red Cap, Anne Revere; Black Jack
Mallard, John Russell; Corinna, Jane Ball; Sir
Thomas Dudley, Robert Coote; Matt Goodgroome,
Leo G. Carroll; Countess of Castelmaine, Natalie
Draper; Mrs. Spong, Margaret Wycherly; Lady
Redmond, Alma Kruger.

Argosy-RKO
A Fugitive,
Henry Fonda; An Indian Woman, Dolores Del Rio;

FUGITIVE,

:

A

rOLD WITH

Lieutenant of Police, Pedro Armendariz; A Police
Informer, J. Carroll Naish; A Chief of Police, Leo
Carrillo; El Gringo, Ward Bond; A Sergeant of
Police, Robert Armstrong; A Refugee Doctor, John
Qualen; The Governor’s Cousin, Fortunio Bonanova;
An Organ-Grinder, Cris-Pin Martin; A Hostage,
Miguel Inclan; A Singer, Fernando Fernandez.

\

BvuErFOna!
His brutal loves!
His rackets!
His gang wars

I

—

THE Allied Artists: Shubunka,
Barry Sullivan; Nancy, Belita; Dorothy, Joan LorNick Jammey, Akim Tamiroff; Shorty, Henry
Morgan; Karty, John Ireland; Cornell, Sheldon
Leonard; Mrs. Ostroleng, Fifi D’Orsay; Mrs. Karty,
Virginia Christine; Oval, Elisha Cook, Jr.; Swain,
Theodore Hecht; Beaumont, Leif Erickson; Dugas,
Charles McGraw; Sterling, John Kellogg; Politician
Eddie Maxwell; Thug, Dewey Robinson; Dorothy’s
GANGSTER,

ring;

Father, Griff Barnett; Eddie,

i

i

'

Murray Alper.

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET— M-G-U:

Marianne

Timothy Haslam, Van
Patourel, Lana Turner;
Heflin; Marguerite Patourel, Donna Reed; William
Ozanne, Richard Hart; Dr. Edmond Ozanne, Frank
Morgan; Octavius Patourel, Edmund Gwenn; Mother
Superior, Dame May Whitty; Captain O’Hara,
Reginald Owen; Sophie Patourel, Gladys Cooper;
Mrs. Metivier, Moyna Macgill; Hine-Moa, Linda
Christian; Jacky-Poto, Bernie Goziqt; Kapua-Manga,
Pat Aherne; A Maori, AI Kikume; Sister Angelique,
Edith Leslie;
/

Veronica, Gigi Perreau.

WALK ALONE— Paramount:

Frankie Madison,

Burt Lancaster; Kay Lawrence, Lizabeth Scott;
Noll Turner, Kirk Douglas; Dave, Wendell Corey;
Mrs. Richardson, Kristine Miller; Maurice, George

Rigaud; Nick Palestro, Marc Lawrence; Dan, Mike
Mazurki; Skinner, Mickey Knox; Felix, Roger
Neury.

IT

HAD TO BE YOU— Columbia:

Victoria Stafford,
Ginger Rogers; “George” Johnny Blaine, Cornel
Wilde; Mr. Stafford, Percy Waram; Mrs. Stafford,
Spring Byington; Oliver H. P. Harrington, Ron
Randell; Mr. Harrington, Thurston Hall; Dr. Parkinson, Charles Evans; Evans, William Bevan; Conductor Brown, Frank Orth; George Benson, Harry

Hays Morgan; Mr. Kimberly, Douglas Wood; Mrs,
Kimberly,

Mary

Forbes.

ll.biaste
like

it

since

ING BROTHERS PRODUCTSON
Starring

JOAN

BARRY

SULLIVAN
with

p

•

AKIM TAMIROFF

SHELDON LEONARD

BELITA

LORRING

•

henry Morgan -john Ireland -elisha cook, jr.

Produced by MAURICE and

Screenplay by Daniel Fuchs from his novel

FRANK KING

"Low Country”

•

An

•

Directed by

GORDON WILES

Allied Artists Production

Friends in need: Shirley Temple, Jean
Porter in scene from “That Hagen Girl”

\

KILLER McCOF— M-G-M: Tommy McCoy,

Mickey
Rooney; Jim Caighn, Brian Donlevy; Skeila Carlson,
Cecil
Y.
Dunn;
Ann Blyth; Brian McCoy, Janies
JVaish, Tom Tully; Happy, Sam Levene;Bi7/ Thorne,
Father
Knox;
Walter Sande; Johnny Martin, Mickey
Ryan, James Bell; Mrs, McCoy, Gloria Holden; Mrs.
Martin, Eve March; Waitress, June Storey; Danny
Burns, Douglas Croft; Sailor Graves, Bob Steele;
Pete Martola, David Clarke.

LAST ROUND-UP, THE— Columbia

Gene Autry,
Himself; Carol, Jean Heather; Mason, Ralph Morgan; Lydia Henry, Carol Thurston; Matt Mason,
Mark Daniels; Mike, Bobby Blake; Jeff Henry,
Russ Vincent; Marvin, George “Shug” Fisher;
Indian Chief, Trevor Bardette; Goss, Lee Bennett;
Taylor, John Halloran; Jim, Sandy Sanders; Smith,
Roy Gordon; Sam Luther, Silverheels Smith; Cora
Luther, Frances Rey; Carter, Bob Cason.
:

MAN ABOUT TOWN— RKO-.

Emile, Maurice
Chevalier; Jacques, Francois Perier; Madeleine,
Marcelle Derrien; Lucette, Dany Robin; Duperrier,
Robert Pizani; Curly, Raymond Cordy; The Cashier,
Paul Olivier; Celestin, Roland Armontel.

NIGHTMARE ALLEY—20th

Century-Fox; Stan
Tyrone Poiver; Zeena, Joan Blondell; Molly,
Coleen Gray; Lilith Helen Walker; Grindle, Taylor
Holmes; Bruno, Mike Mazurki; Pete, Ian Keith;
Mrs. Peabody, Julia Dean; Hoatley, James Flavin;
McGrow, Roy Roberts; Town Marshal, James Burke.
Carlisle,

ON THE OLD SPANISH TRH/L— Republic:

Roy

Rogers, Roy Rogers; Trigger, The Smartest Horse
in the Movies; Ricco, Tito Guizar; Candy Martin,
Jane Frazee; Cookie Bullfincher, Andy Devine; Lola,
Estelita Rodriguez; Harry Blaisdell, Charles McGraw; Marco The Great, Fred Graham; Al, Steve
Darrell;
Gus, Marshall Reed; Silas MacIntyre,

Wheaton Chambers; Bob Nolan and the Sons

of the

Pioneers.

SWORDSMAN, THE— Columbia:

Alexander MacArden, Larry Parks; Barbara Glowan, Ellen Drew;
Robert Glowan, George Macready; Angus MacArden,
Edgar Buchanan; Mac-Ian, Ray Collins; Murdoch
Glowan, Marc Platt; Colin Glowan, Michael Duane;
Lord Glowan, Holmes Herbert; Bruce Glowan,
Nedrick Young; Ronald MacArden, Robert Shayne;
Old Andrew, William Bevan; Reverend Douglas,
Lumsden Hare; Gordon Glowan, Tom Stevenson;

Harry

Charles,

Allen.

THAT HAGEN GIRL—Warners:

7^ REMEMBER

Who could

Mary Hagen,

.

.

.

fection. “Any follower of the Ballet knows how
eloquent a part the hands play in expressing the
mood,” declares the fabulous Zorina. “So I must

KEEPS—

TFIIS TIME FOR
M-G-U-. Nora, Esther
Williams; Richard Herald, Lauritz Melchior; Ferdi
Farro, Jimmy Durante; Dick Johnson, Johnnie Johnston; Xavier Cugat, Himself; Grandma, Dame May

keep my hands groomed for their
them, of course, with Pacquins!”

Whitty; Deborah, Sharon McManus; Gordon Coome,
Dick Simmons; Frances, Mary Stuart; Peter, Ludwig Stossel; Merle, Dorothy Porter; Tommy Wonder,
Himself; Mrs. Allenbury, Nella Walker; Norman,

roles. /

groom

VEMZORIM

Holmes Herbert.

THE— Warners:

MARRIED AN ANGEL"?

Zorina danced like an angel
her Pacquins-cherished hands an ode to enchantment! Soft, exquisite hands of cameo per-

Shirley Temple; Tom Bates, Ronald Reagan; Minta
Hagen, Dorothy Peterson; Jim Hagen, Charles
Kemper; Ken Freneau, Rory Calhoun; Sharon Bailey,
Jean Porter; Molly Freneau, Nella Walker; Selma
Delaney, Winifred Harris; Cora, Ruth Robinson;
Jidia Kane, Lois Maxwell.

VOICE OF THE TURTLE,

“I

forget!

says

Sgt.

Page, Ronald Reagan; Sally Middleton, Eleanor
Parker; Olive Lashbrooke, Eve Arden; Comm. Ned
Burling, Wayne Morris; Kenneth Bartlett, Kent
Smith; George Harrington, John Emery; Storekeeper,
Erskine Sanford; Henry Atherton, John Holland.
Bill

vmd’

CREAM^m/rSmdd i&o

MEMO
To:

An Armchair

Subject:

PACQUNS

hand cream is preferred
by the. enchanting Ballerina, Zorina

Detective

And

Murder

ferred by

Time

:

Sunday Afternoons

smooth your hands to a creamy loveliwonderful new beauty! It is proved
protection against work and weather.
will

ness... a

is the hand cream premore women than any other

Pacquins

CATHERINi HART,

hand cream in the world!
But ... try Pacquins and see for yourself! Try a 12-second massage with snowy-

Place : Mutual Stations

like Pacquins to protect our

hands.

white, quick-vanishing Pacquins tonight

TRUE DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES
Like action, suspense?

Then tune

in

the pages of True Detective Magazine

.

And

Pacquins was

originally formulated for us.

and tomorrow morning. You’ll be enchanted! Never sticky or greasy, Pacquins
.

R. N.,

"Nurses and doaors
scrub their hands 30 to 40
times a day. It takes a cream

says:

’

’

.

when
come

to life.

1500
for information

REWARD

on wanted criminals; tune

in for details.

P

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT. OR TEN-CENT

STORE.
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^ Good

—For

F
l^l^Very

the whole family

good

A

—For

adults

V'v'V Outstanding

(A) Forever Amber
(20th Century-Fox)

oll

out the red carpet for a costume drama
sets
a season of opulent
is the ideal choice as
the bold beauty who climbs love’s ladder until
she reaches the throne, but only one man, Cornel
Wilde, really matters to her. He gives a pedestrian performance as His Majesty’s officer who
keeps flitting in and out of Amber’s life, first
Handsome
accepting, then rejecting her love.
Glenn Langan, Richard Greene and John Russell
are also on Amber’s list, and still later in her
turbulent career there’s an elderly earl, Richard
Haydn. George Sanders, as Charles II, is espe-

a new high in
R that
productions. Linda Darnell

cially impressive.

For variety

there’s

London’s great

fire

with a

black plague thrown in for good measure.
Spectacular

film:

Linda

Darnell,

Cornel Wilde and Jimmy Legano

Your Reviewer Says: Topflight

costume drama.

P

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 24.
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For Best Pictures of the Month and

(F) Green Dolphin Street (M-G-M)

he

emphasis

T realism

on romanticism rather than

is

in this sprawling, spectacular story of

the Nineteenth Century.
Lana Turner plays an ambitious, domineering

female

who

steals

sister

Donna Reed’s sweet-

heart, Richard Hart. Intent upon making something of the personable but indolent young man,
Lana leaves her luxurious home for a primitive
settlement in New Zealand. It’s there that the
earthquake, providing one of the most hairraising scenes imaginable, takes place. Meanwhile, Van Heflin, looking ever so sullen and
frustrated, worships her from afar. Donna Reed
is
splendid as Lana’s sister. Frank Morgan,

Edmund Gwenn, Gladys Cooper, Dame May
Whitty, Reginald Owen complete a capable cast
in an overlong but technically perfect picture.
Nineteenth

Century

romanticism:

Van

Heflin

and

Lana

Your Reviewer Says:
Turner

More than your money’s worth.

(A) Nightmare Alley
(20th Century -Fox)

TEP

way, folks, it’s carnival time with the
on Tyrone Power who has a downto-earth part that he can sink his teeth into, a
ruthless rogue irresistible to women. Three of
them play prominently in his life: Joan Blondell,
in her usual bad-gal-with-heart-of-gold role, is
a mind reader who helps Tyrone climb out of
carnival into the big-time; Coleen Gray, who
loves her man sincerely come what may, delivers
a praiseworthy performance; Helen Walker is
poised and mocking as a psychologist with a
sharp eye out for the main chance. Ian Keith excels as a one-time headliner who has lost out in
his bout with the bottle and Taylor Holmes,
matinee idol of yesteryear, convincingly portrays
one of Tyrone’s victims. It’s a rousing, nervetingling show on the sordid side.

S

this

spotlight

Your Reviewer Says:

A

peek

at a geek.

Carnival time for Tyrone

Power,

Joan Blondell and Coleen Gray

(F) The Voice of the Turtle

(Warner)

NLY

a confirmed sourpuss could fail to enjoy
utterly delightful film, depicting the
sweetness of young love with some of its pangs.
Ronald Reagan is the lonesome soldier who
gets more than he bargains for when he starts
out for a weekend of fun. His matter-of-fact
maimer and rugged good looks are in fine contrast to Eleanor Parker’s portrayal of the adorable young actress. Just over a disastrous love

O

this

—

affair, Eleanor vows “never again”
and then
Reagan comes along to make her change her
mind. Eve Arden, as the dizzy dame who brings

the pair together to her subsequent regret, is
inclined to burlesque her part, turning high
comedy into outright farce. Nevertheless, she
contributes some mirthful moments, and Wayne
Morris hits the right note as her beau.

A

delightful tale of

young

love:

Eleanor Parker and

Ronald Reagan

Your Reviewer Says: Positively

dreamy.

P

Best Performances See Page 31.

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page

17.
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S

The Bishop’s Wife

(F)

(Goldwyn)

ALL

this a sentimental fable

if

you

like,

C

but it’s a deftly devised one, brimful
with Yuletide spirit and produced in excellent taste.
Moreover, it enjoys the
high-powered talents of Cary Grant, Loretta Young and David Niven, splendidly
supported by Monty Woolley, James Gleason, Gladys Cooper, Elsa Lanchester.
A bewildered bishop, David Niven, and
his wife, Loretta Young, flounder unhappily until an angel called Dudley, Cary
Grant, is sent down to set their affairs
aright.
As a brisk, business-like angel
in a sack suit, Cary’s affable ways endear him to everyone except the bishop,
who frets over the possibility of losing
his wife’s affections. And well he might
for the bishop seems rather stuffy for the
She is gralovely, fun-starved Loretta.
ciousness itself, the perfect helpmeet to a

man who

discovers that success and happiness are not necessarily synonymous.
Film-goers geared to speed and violence
may find the pace too leisurely, the mood
More
too quiet, the humor too gentle.
discriminating customers, however, will

MAKE
H

I

S

ASY
7 DAY
E

S T

applaud

it.

Your Reviewer Soys:

(F)

A

The Swordsman

he

IN

LATEST STYLES

Longer Hair?
•^THEN TRY THIS PROVEN EASY
SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

#

Hair

Brittle

Ends Breaking

Off!

May Get Longer

scalp and hair conditions are normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded
by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much more beautiful.
Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Your money back
if not delighted. See if Juelene’s tendency to help
your hair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous
in just one short week
than it has been before
helps your hair gain its normal beauty.

when

—

BLONDES. TITIANS
G BRUNETTES,
System on your HAIR seven
Just

I

try this
days and see
pleasure of

if

you are really enjoying the

LONGER HAIR that so often

captures Love and Romance for you.

* Send No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory
Offer today, and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.
JUEL COMPANY, 4727 N. Damen, Chicago 2S, lllinoia

Your Reviewer Says:

(F) Killer

ight

I
I

4727 North Damen. Chicago 25.
Ye^ I want easy-to-manage, longer

hair. 1 will try the I
for 7 days. If my mirror doesn’t |
satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back, i

show

am enclosing $1.00.

I

!

Send

JUELENE

C. O. D. plus postage.
Comes in 2 Forms

D POMADE

I
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NAME

the gamest little scrapper.
Saddled with a no-account father
(James Dunn), Mickey has a tough time
of it. The worst jolt comes when he has
to fight the man who taught him everything he knows. The tragic outcome of
that bout prompts Mickey to shelve his
gloves, but big-shot gambler Brian Donlevy persuades him to re-enter the ring.
It turns out that Donlevy has a carefully

is

reared daughter, Ann Blyth, for whom
he entertains ambitious plans which certainly don’t include Mickey.
In fine fettle (Army training does a lot

ZONE

STATE

Our Customers Participate

in Gifts

I

—

Your Reviewer Says:

^

Rooney

is

surrounded by

(F)

On

A

sermon on

tolerance.

the Old Spanish Trail

(Republic)
ERE’S a Western with a Spanish

flavor

that should prove pleasing to the taste.
The plot revolves around a lovelorn gypsy,
Tito Guizar, suspected of a series of robberies. There’s a reward for his capture
and, figuring the money would come in
kind of handy, Roy ^gers gets busy.
Charles McGraw and his gang don’t like
the idea, because it would spoil their own
little game for which the gypsy merely
serves as a convenient smoke screen. Well,
fists fly freely and horses’ hooves clatter
madly in a breath-taking stagecoach chase.
To liven up the proceedings, there’s Estelita Rodriguez as Guizar’s jealous sweetheart, Andy Devine as a blundering sheriff,
Jane Frazee as the romantic interest. As
usual. The Sons of the Pioneers do a good
job of harmonizing.

Your Reviewer Says:

Roy

in

good form.

(F) That Hagen Cirl (Warner)
“HACKNEYED” is the word to describe

n

tawdry tale, soggy with senand involving winsome Shirley
Temple and stalwart Ronald Reagan. In
case you think he’s old enough to be her
father, that’s exactly what all the town
this

timent,

gossips are whispering about them. Their
malicious rumors keep pursuing Shirley,
making her just miserable.
For a while it looks as if classmate Rory

Calhoun

will

change

all

that,

but Rory

big enough to buck parental disapproval of “that Hagen girl.” Teacher Lois
Maxwell, recognizing how unjust everyone is to the poor child, warmly sympaisn’t

thizes with Shirley. She even gets Reagan
to help and, from there on, the story goes

completely haywire. All we can say is
Fate and the script writers have
given a couple of swell people a raw deal.
Jean Porter gives a good account of
herself as Shirley’s friend; Nella Walker
is effective as chief scandalmonger.

—

—

that

Your Reviewer Says: In a word, mediocre.

Your Reviewer Says: Rooney rings the bell!

this Gallic importation written, produced,

V

|

!

staunchly cling to their old
Dolores Del Rio is an Indian
woman seeking to atone, through prayer,
for her sinful affair with Armendariz.
When the police close in on the priest,
the Indians shield him as one man all
except J. Carrol Naish who pretends to
befriend Fonda only to betray him for a
tempting reward.
Naish’s overacting is
the one false note in the uniformly restrained performances of the other players.
Fonda is sincere and straightforward; Del
Rio is artistically devout while Armendariz is mean and menacing as the dutydriven official. Ward Bond, Leo Carrillo
and Robert Armstrong appear to advantage in supporting roles.
An absorbing picture, rich in atmosphere but moving at a snail’s pace, “The
Fugitive” will stir some, leave others cold,
depending on whether they regard religion and politics as suitable subjects for
the screen.

highly competent players James Dunn,
Ann
Brian Donlevy and Sam Levene.
Blyth has little to do except look unhappy,
but she does that well.

|

!

CITY

McCoy (M-C-M)

(F) The Fugitive
( Argosy-RKO )

istinctly

D

strange,
America as

off

sombre

its setting.

priest fleeing

W

Man About Town (RKO)

happens when middle age catches
up with a man about town is told in

that oldtime favorite, Maiurice Chevalier.
Between them they have concocted a

the beaten path is this
tale that has Central

Henry Fonda plays a

(F)

HAT

and directed by Rene Clair and starring

J

I
>

ADDRESS

it!

win get a big kick out of
F seeing Mickey Rooney in the role of
Killer McCoy, a lightweight boxer who

I

I
I
I
I
•
I
I
I

I

JUELENE SYSTEM

!

I

Ill#

The “ayes” have

fans

for a fellow!),
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I
I JUEL COMPANY, Dept. V-610
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DO YOU WANT.dd

Helps Prevent

accent is on adventure here with a
helping of horsemanship and
swordplay as carried on in SeventeenthCentury Scotland. With Ellen Drew
brave lass and bonny to inspire him,
Larry Parks gives a spirited performance.
What girl could resist a lad who cuts
such a dashing figure, even if he does
belong to an enemy clan? Ellen doesn’t
half try, much to the vexation of her
trouble-making cousin and would-be
Sensible fellow
suitor, George Macready.
that he is, Larry believes it’s high time
Edgar
to call a halt to the ancient feud.
Buchanan is excellent as a gruff old warrior, reluctant to wield the olive branch.
A gay excursion into Scotland’s colorful
past and a scenically stunning production, “The Swordsman” provides robust
entertainment for audiences of all ages.

who

beliefs.

H

T generous

DRESSES BETTER

Indians

bright green light.

(Columbia)
'^LONGERhair

Pedro Armendariz heads the police force
bent upon his capture so that he may
serve as an example to the simple-minded

from

a revolutionary government, which is
rooting out all evidences of religious faith.

—

featherweight comedy about you guessed
Instead of English titles,
it]— Vamour.
they’ve hit upon the clever device of having Chevalier explain what’s going on.
As an aging Lothario he recounts the
three-cornered (Continued on page 30)

ADVICE TO READERS FOR

BAD SKIN
Stop Worrying

And Other

Now

About Pimples, Blackheads

Externally

Caused Skin Troubles

JUST FOLLOW SKIN DOCTOR’S SIMPLE DIRECTIONS
By
ever stopped to realize that the leading screen stars whom you admire,
as well as the beautiful models who have lovely, soft white skin, were all born
just like you with a lovely smooth skin?

Have you

The truth

many

and women do not give

chance to show
off the natural beauty that lies hidden underneath those externally caused pimples,
blackheads and irritations. For almost anyone can have the natural, normal complexion which is in itself beauty. All you have to do is follow a few amazingly
simple rules.
is

that

girls

Many women shut themselves out of
the thrills of life — dates, romance,
popularity, social and business success
— only because sheer neglect has robbed
them of the good looks, poise and feminine self-assurance which could so easily be theirs. Yes, everybody looks at
your face. The beautiful complexion,i
which is yours for the asking, is like a
permanent card of admission to all the
good things of life that every woman
craves. And it really can be yours— take
my word for it! no matter how discouraged you may be this very minute
about those externally caused skin

—

their skin a

fected and bring you the humiliation
of pimples, blackheads or other blemishes. When you neglect your skin by
not giving it the necessary care, you
leave yourself wide open to externally
caused skin miseries. Yet proper attention with the double Viderm treatment
may mean the difference between enjoying the confidence a fine skin gives
you or the embarrassment of an ugly,
unbeautiful skin that makes you want
to hide your face.

A screen
face

why

she makes it her
business to protect her complexion against
pimples, blackheads and blemishes. Your face
is no different.
Give it the double treatment it
needs and watch
those skin blemishes go away.

AAedical science gives us the truth
about a lovely skin. There are small
specks of dust and dirt in the air all the

When these get into the open
pores in your skin, they can in time
cause the pores to become larger and
more susceptible to dirt particles, dust
and infection. These open pores begin
time.

form blackheads which become

star's

her for-

tune. That’s

miseries.

to

is

in-

The double Viderm treatment is a formula prescribed by a skin doctor with
amazing success, and costs you only a
few cents daily. This treatment consists of

two

jars.

One contains Viderm

Skin Cleanser, a jelly-like formula
which penetrates and acts as an. antiseptic upon your pores. After you use
this special Viderm Skin Cleanser, you
simply apply the Viderm Fortified
Medicated Skin Cream. You rub this
in, leaving an almost invisible protective covering for the surface of

your

skin.

This double treatment has worked
wonders for so many cases of external
skin troubles that

it

may

help you, too

— in fact, your money will be refunded

Use it for only ten days.
everything to gain and nothing to lose. It is a guaranteed treatment. Enjoy it. Your dream of a clear,

if it

doesn’t.

You have

smooth complexion may come true

in

ten days or less.

Use your double Viderm treatment
every day until your skin is smoother
and clearer. Then use it only once a

week to remove

stale

make-up and

dirt

specks that infect your pores, as well as
to aid in healing external irritations.
Remember that when you help prevent
blackheads, you also help to prevent
externally caused skin miseries and
pimples.
Incidentally, while your two jars and
the doctor’s directions are on their way
to you, be sure to wash your face as
often as necessary. First use warm
water, then cleanse with water as cold
as you can stand it, in order to freshen,
stimulate and help close your pores.
After you receive everything, read your
directions carefully. Then go right to it
and let these two fine formulas help
your dreams of a beautiful skin come
true.

Just mail your name and address to
Betty Memphis, care of the New York
Skin Laboratory, 206 Division Street,
Dept 281, New York 2, N. Y. By return
mail you will receive the doctor’s directions, and both jars, packed in a safetysealed carton. On delivery, pay two
dollars plus postage. If

you wish, you

can save the postage fee by mailing the
two dollars with your letter. If you are
in any way dissatisfied, your money
will be cheerfully refunded. To give you
an idea of how fully tested and proven
the Viderm double treatment is, it may
interest

you

to

know

that,

up

to this

month, over two hundred and twelve
thousand women have ordered it on
my recommendation. If you could only
see the thousands of happy, grateful
letters that have come to me as a result,

you would know the joy

this simple
treatment can bring. And, think of it!—
the treatment must work for you, or it
doesn’t cost you a cent.
{AdverttsementI

(Continued jrom page 28) love
Paris
petite

affair

of

between himself, his
protegee and her ardent young ad1906^ vintage

mirer. Chevalier’s advice to his rival not
to take women seriously acts as a boomerang when he, too, falls in love with the

charming mademoiselle.
Although crow’s-feet

and

a

receding

hairline are plainly visible, Chevalier is
still his exuberant, suave self.
But you
may wish he’d leave off explaining and
start singing some of those jaunty songs,
cane swinging, straw hat cocked at a
rakish angle as in bygone days. Frangois
Perier does a creditable job, and Marcelle Derrien has youthful appeal.

Your Reviewer Says:

puff.

I Walk Alone
(Paramount)

LI’TTLE love and a lot of hate are
mingled to make a chronicle of crime
with Burt Lancaster and Liicabeth Scott

A

sharing acting honors.
’pie story opens with Lancaster shedding
prison stripes for a neat pin stripe before
setting forth to collect his share of the
dough promised by night club owner
Kirk Douglas. ’The conflict between these
two former friends, now bitter enemies,
is charged with dynamite and Douglas’s
intimidated bookkeeper, Wendell Corey, is
caught in the. middle. Lizabeth plays the
night club operator’s girl; one glance at
her tells you that that icy exterior hides
a smouldering interior. The action is keyed
at a swift tempo with a slugging spree in
which Lancaster takes plenty of punishment.
In the manner of modern gangster pictures, “I Walk Alone” is tough, taut, sadistic, yet undeniably effective.

INTIMATE
PHYSICAL FACTS!
Often a young wife is more to be
pitied than blamed when her hus-

band starts acting cold and indifferent to her. She may have had no one
to turn to for proper scientific knowledge she could trust about intimate
feminine cleanliness.
But she can learn here how important vaginal douching often is
to marriage happiness, health and
charm how it helps combat one of

—

serious

French cream

(A)

Then Learn Here—
The Real Truth
About These

woman’s most

A

deodorant

problems. And she should learn how
very important it is to use zonite in
her douche, because no other type
LIQUID ANTISEPTIC-GERMICIDE FOR

Your Reviewer Says:

THE DOUCHE OF ALL THOSE TESTED
IS SO POWERFUL YET SO SAFE TO

^

(F)

The

For the

Last

thrill-thirsty.

Round-up

(Columbia)

tissues!

OOL

Truly

and courageous as ever in the face
danger. Gene Autry proves he’s a
friend of the redskins whose land is
threatened when Mesa City officials announce plans to build an aqueduct
bordering on their reservation.
Autry
intercedes and arranges a favorable deal
for the Indians; convincing them that this
is to their advantage, however, is another
matter. His job is made especially tough
by the underhand methods of wealthy

C

a Modern Miracle

Well-informed women wouldn’t even
think of using weak, homemade or
dangerous products for their douche.
These DO not and can not give the
great germicidal and deodorizing
action of zonite.

—

Yet despite its great strength
ZONITE is absolutely harmless. You
can use it as directed as often as
needed without the slightest risk of

rancher Ralph Morgan.
Although the plot is short on originality,
long on action and should satisfy
it’s
local

injury. It’s positiveXy non-poisonous,
non-irritating, non-burning.

Gene’s loyal fans. A romantic touch is
contributed by Jean Heather as a school
teacher who alternately frowns and smiles
Carol Thurston and Russ Vinat Gene.
cent please as an enlightened Indian
couple with Bobby Blake playing their
bright, lovable youngster.
‘"rhe Last Round-up,” incidentally, is
Autry’s first round-up at Columbia Pictures.
Good luck to you and Champion,
Gene, in your new corral!

Developed by a World-Famous
Surgeon and Chemist
ZONITE actually destroys and removes odor-causing, clinging waste
substances. Helps guard against infection. It’s so powerfully effective it

immediately

kills

every

germ

of

it

touches. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract. But you CAN be sure
ZONITE DOES kill every reachable
germ and keeps them from multiplying.
Complete directions for

Your Reviewer Says:

(A)

douching come with every bottle.

FREE!

enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published
mail this coupon to
Zonite Products, Dept. PP-18, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

For

for newer

emimne ny^iene

amazing

—

Name-

[•

AddressState\

m\N\

error

T recital

Autry scores again!

The Gangster

(Allied Artists)
runs rampant through

this

man who came from

grim

the
gutter and is destined to die there. Barry
Sullivan presents him as a scowling, embittered fellow whose twisted philosophy
is that the whole world is rotten, so why
not get what you can for yourself?
To his partner’s disgust, this hard-asnails product of the slums has one weakhis infatuation for a show girl
ness:
(Belita). When another mob muscles in
on his and Akim Tamiroff’s racket, it’s
a toss-up who will be top man.
of a

Joan Lorring attracts attention as a

girl

afraid to tell the gangster how
he stacks up in her eyes. Tamiroff rates
special mention; John Ireland adds realism.

who

isn’t

Your Reviewer Says: Life’s

(F) This

seamy

Time

side.

Keeps

for

(M-G-M)
the great Ziegfeld were around today, he would certainly give an emphatic
nod to Esther Williams, who fills a bathing
suit better than most. Even dripping wet,
she looks gorgeous, each hair in place.
Johnnie Johnston, whose smile matches
a pleasant voice, proves an easy target for
Cupid’s dart, falling in love with one girl
and becoming engaged to another. Lauritz
Melchior, as Johnston’s stern parent, takes
care of the more serious singing, and
Jimmy Durante is in charge of the humor.
Durante’s unique songs and sallies brighten
the slender story considerably.
The Mackinac Island scenes are attractive to the eye, and rumba king Xavier
Cugat and his band please the ear.

F

I

Your Reviewer Says:

^

(F)

It

Good enough.

Hatl to

smootli-skiii discovery
finer

than Lanolin

itself

.

.

.

now

in

Jeigens Face Cream

Be You

(Columbia)

HEN

flighty female has left three
at the altar. Number Four
better watch out unless, of course,

a
W bridegrooms

had

—

he’s Cornel Wilde.

the wealthy young lady who shillyabout saying, “I do,” Ginger
Rogers romps through an intermittently
funny film, looking elegant but adopting
a screwball style more suited to Betty
Hutton. In portraying a dream man come

As

shallies

to life, Wilde handles his first comedy
role with great gusto. It’s a tall tale, lacking in logic, but with some broadly amusing dialogue to help it along.

Percy Wai'am and Spring Byington are
understandably confused
parents, and Ron Randell is adequate as
her frantic fiance.
fine as Ginger’s

Your Reviewer Says:

Wild and wacky.

Month

Best Pictures of the
The

Bishop’s

The Voice

Wife

of the Turtle

Forever Anther

Best Performances
Cary Grant, Loretta Young
in

"The Bishop’s Wife’’

Ronald Reagan, Eleanor Parker
in "The Voice of the Turtle”

Tyrone Power in
"Nightmare Alley”
Larry Parks in

"The Swordsman”

Jimmy Durante in
Time for Keeps”

"This

Linda Darnell, George Sanders
in "Forever Amber”

Mickey Rooney, James
in "Killer

Dunn

McCoy”

Now

for you ... a skin soft to touch, tempting to kiss. Yes, ijours with
Jergens Face Cream! Enriehed with Vitone — the skin-smoother
called finer than Lanolin itself by skin scientists. Thrill to the way
Jergens Cream eleanses, helps soften, smooth your complexion.

new

Like four creams in one jar. Jergens is all-purpose. Enriched with
precious Vitone, yet costs no more than ordinary creams. Used by lovely

women

everywhere. You, too, should use Jergens Face Cream.

Maurice Chevalier in

"Man About Town”

p

Doctors' tests

show

:

8 out of

10 complexions beautifully

improved...

"skins softer, smoother, fresher" with Jergens Vitone-enriched Face

Cream!
31

Two

kinds of men... two

kinds of love... in her
life...

and when she

chooses

it

must be

forever!

RUIH WARRICK

MARTHA STEWART
PEGGY ANN GARNER
CONNIE MARSHALL
NICHOLAS JOY

.

Produced and Directed by
F

CENTURY- FOX
ROMANTIC HIT!

ART BAKER

OTTO PREMINGER

•

Elizabeth Janeway
Screen Play by David Hertz- Based on the Novel by

A

revealing story by a noted columnist

why

BE

this actor

on

seems to be Hollywood’s problem child

SHEIIAH GRAHAM

^ HAT
II

has happened to Cornel Wilde?
something wrong is all too evident.
Items, some blind, others using his name, paint his
difficult
temperament. You read that he and Pat Knight Wilde have sepal ated. However, before you have time
to digest this news, coming as it
does on top of their public declarations of devotion, they
have left for
Hawaii and a reconciliation honeymoon. You read, too, that
Cornel refused to appear in “Walls of Jericho.” And a few
editions

That there

is

—

—

later it s announced
but much less conspicuously that
he has curtailed his New York holiday to report at the studio for this
very role. It all adds up to this: Items that make spectacular
reading are given prominence, while news more favorable to Cornel,
but less
dramatic, is not played up in the same way. This makes for headlines
and confusion and an inaccurate picture of a man suffering from

a severe case of chip on the shoulder.

—

Those who remain Cornel’s friends personal or professional—are unhappy and confused about him. But they are not,
I dare say, nearly as unhappy {Continued on
page 97)

f

Dont
When

Jvhb

Liz Scott was ten, she

wasn’t Liz Scott at
in Scranton.

all

and she lived

Now

she lives in

Hollywood and some people
haven’t got her straight yet

—

Baby Lizabelh

too young for ambition but photogenic

my old and battered copy
Wonderland” the other day when
{
a cancelled check fell out and lay at my feet.
There on the top line was the date, May 14th,
1933. At the bottom was my father’s signature
in his firm, elaborate handwriting. “Pay to the
order of the Mother Superior, $1.25, signed John
Matzo,” read the check, drawn on the Pine Brook

WAS

leafing thi'ough

of “Alice in

Bank
I

of Scranton, Pa.

picked

it

up and, standing there

felt

Clamour model

—Lizabeth thought

might be the road

to

this

fame

in

P

14

IIZABETH SCOTT

what

is
I

mm

tapping out the rhythm for a small girl seated at
an old piano, rimning the scales. I wasn’t Lizabeth
Scott then. I was that small girl, a kid named
Emma Matzo. And I had just handed the Mother

Superior of

BY

in

apartment in Hollywood,
again the presence of the black-robed

definitely the smallest

payment

College this same check
weekly piano lessons. I was
was {Continued on page 98)

Marywood
for

my

eleven then and

I
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A

star talks

about her headline-splattered

marriage with such amazing frankness

you know she

is telling

BY lOUEllA

0.

the truth

PARSONS

r:'.

&over ^irl

UNE HAVER

has just

left

my

house.

have been listening to this pretty
blonde girl telling me her side of her short and sad
marriage to Jimmy Zito. Sometimes she laughed nervously.
More often she dissolved in tears that shook her thin body.
Looking back on it, ours was an interview in sunshine and
showers, with June supplying all the moods.
Until I talked with her, I had been as surprised as anyone
over June’s behavior. It has certainly been difficult to read
her mind or to know what she meant by a sudden elopement
to Las Vegas, a marriage in her Church two weeks later,
then out of the blue in two months
separation, a quick
reconciliation and finally a suit for divorce.
It was the conduct of an erratic and immature person. I
was sufficiently irritated, I remember, to use June as an
“example” on one of my radio broadcasts of yovmg girls
ruining their hves through impulsiveness. Marry in haste
and repent in ridicule.
Frankly, I was a little fed up with the antics of June. She
was down in my book as a silly girl who had thrown away
her chance for happiness, possibly (Continued on page 101)

J

For two hours

—

I

During brief reconciliation, June and
Zito went to the ice skating

Jimmy
races,

chatted

with

Marie McDonald

—

Jane, Lon McCallister, co-stars, at “Snnuner Lightning” parly

Christy finds June tempting.

She

stars

with

No Name”

in

“Street

Theyll

RencvAoet

Mama
For her dancing legs and

dancing heart

—

^for

the

way she

plays her greatest role for

two

little girls

named James

BY RUTB WATERBURY

1

!

I

Betty

Grable

the

of

Moment”

“This

Is

with her two

children, Vicki

and Jessica

I

i

I

I

Engatead

t’J

L

1
i

r

1

I

1}
i

T

he horses were running at
Del Mar. They always do in
the autumn. And Betty Grable
and Harry James were there to
see them. They always are; because it is here, for six weeks
every year for the last four
years that they honeymoon.
Betty looked just as dreamy as
a girl on her honeymoon ought

—

—

Her eyes were shining,
her lips were smiling, her suntanned skin was in lovely contrast to her golden hair and a
pink print dress wrapped her incredible figure. And Harry James,
to look.

had the same
glow of happiness and healtli.
Del Mar, it is necessary to re-

sitting beside her,

port, is not a place at

all.

It is a

race track and luxury hotel situated about a hvmdred miles south
No
That’s all.
of Hollywood.

No markets. And no toU.
Del Mar is strictly for fim. The
horses run every day except
Sunday, while everybody watches.
In between times everybody
swims in the ocean or the hotel
pool, plays golf on the club course,
shops.

plays

teimis,

or

ditto,

croquet,

ditto.

Betty

“I love it,”

the races and

Harry and
for

night

I

said.

I ‘love

“I love

the people.

don’t care anything

life.

When

evening

comes we play cards or go to the
movies {Continued on page 90)
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I

OW,

for three

Harry Karl.

I

V

What’s more

I

a lucky

Marie McDonald, have been Mrs.
who has given me his name.
completely respect and admire him. I’m

months

I

I,

love this guy

girl.

But my having insight enough to appreciate a quiet guy
Harry wasn’t any accident. Cora Marie Frye’s being a
model at the age of ten had a lot to do with it. Her stepdad
being in the night-club business when she was twelve had
more to do with it. And Marie McDonald’s being tagged
“The Body” was the topper.
like

I

learned about

way you

men from

all that.

And

not at

all in

the

think.

Cora Marie Frye. That was yours truly at birth. I was
long legged and big eyed. My figure is no credit to me.
inherited it from my mother who inherited it from her

bom
I

mother.

phonograph music when I was
when I was six and Mother
and I moved from Kentucky, where I made my earthly debut,
to Westchester, New York, where my grandparents lived.
Their names were get this McDonald.
I was an only child and somehow I skipped ever being a
I grew up entirely surrounded by adults and I
“little girl.”
By the time I was ten I
felt silly with kids my own age.
was a modeL People patted me on the top of my dark head
and told me I was cute. Me all I thought of modeling was
that it was hard work, standing still that long. And it was.
Watching the older girls, I knew I wasn’t going to be a model
when I grew up I wanted more than trailing around showrooms every day, smiling at a new set of visiting buyers every
afternoon, coming in mornings with rings of weariness under
I

started dancing

four.

My

around

to

parents were divorced

—

—

—

the eyes.
I didn’t know what I wanted until two years later when my
mother remarried. Then I yearned for happiness just like
hers.
She married a man of Italian descent, who is one of
the sweetest humans on earth.

Last year, for the

first

time,

I

was personally able

tribute to their happiness in a big way.

I

to con-

bought them a

house on a little ranch in the San Fernando Valley. Daddy
has a vineyard and makes his own wine. Mother has a
garden and every night before dinner she goes out and
picks fresh vegetables and lettuce. In the mornings, when
she discovers some of her home-grown berries for the breakfast tray, she beams as though they were diamonds.
Daddy’s night clubs were not the big gaudy affairs that
make millions, but they were typical enough. I saw them
from the inside I could almost say the underside. Nobody
had to tell me not to drink after I (Continued on page 92)

Being ‘‘The Body"’ was the

happy accident of

birth.

What’s happened

—

after that isn’t accidental at all

BY MARIE

McDONAlB

Star pupil: Marie

McDonald of “Living in a Big

Way”
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Big shoulders, big ambitions, that’s

the measure of the

to

man who

learned

keep his balance in the Big Top

DOROTHY DEERE

BY

FRAME

A

like

a

stevedore’s,

blond

hair with a butch haircut, an impolite

insistence in his voice and a jaw line
you feel you have met before add them
up and they total “Burt Lancaster.”
As “Swede” in “The Killers,” his first
picture, Burt hit the screen with instant
impact. “Swede” Lancaster really killed

—

—

’em including the producers. Contracts
and assignments fluttered dowm on his
head hke snow. “Brute Force,” “Desert
Fury,” “I Walk Alone” he walked right
through them.
But Burt is “tired of walking through

—

—tired of prison escapes, gun bat-

walls”

and the brutahty attendant on the
top roles he has played in less than two
tles

Valetka

acrobat
condition for

His present portrayal in “All My
Sons,” at Universal-International, finds

years.

him

very, very happy.

—

an average guy a sohd charwith high standards. A fellow
whose flyer brother is killed because of
faulty equipment, (Confd on page 99)
“I play

acter

Male force: Burt Lancaster
of “All

My

Sons”

Morri*
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Dunne of “I
Remember Mama” remembers a sewing wo-

Irene

man’s hat which helped
launch a new career!

ommv

/I

Irene Diiiine, shy enchantress

F
I

who

Dunne that you
No one who has known

IT’S an unprejudiced story about Irene

wish, turn the page. This isn’t

it.

Irene as long and intimately as

lieve that she

is

a very special

I

have could

fail to

likes

her

own way

be-

woman.

as Irene and I entered the dining room
one of the big New York hotels, the orchestra, which
had been playing “Kokomo, Indiana,” paused for a moment and then played “Alice Blue Gown.”
“Irene,” I said, “that’s your old song.”
Then I realized it was being played for her and that
she knew it. She laughed that divine soft laugh of hers.
“They always do that,” Irene said, “whenever I come
here.” She sounded pleased but also shy.
For in spite
of her great success she’s never gotten over her shynes:?^
It isn’t now
as it never was a shyness that makes her
awkward or gauche. She’s the most poised human being
I know.
Hers is a shyness of spirit. You sense it in her
eyes, and in her laugh.
I was reminded that day of the first time I met Irene

The other day

BY

EISA MAXWEll

of

—

—

into the movies. A friend of
mine, one Elizabeth Russell of Louisville, Kentucky, very
southern, charming, rich and social, had said, to me: “Elsa,
would you very much mind (Continued on page 78)

Dunne; long before she went

Dr. Griffin’s
for a

Irene,

maid

as

own

happy marriage

Vinnie,

prescription

—

his wife

had plant and

trouble in “Life with Father”
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It’s

new! Camera capture of Ava Card-

I

7:00:

Time

to

start

a star's day.

Ava Gardner

ignores the clock’s alarm for a few, coxy minutes

7:30: Coffee perks while Ava showers

—

short-cut

to

breakfast later

7:50: Breakfast on the terrace while Ava,
intelligent

I

I

I

i
I

I

I

I

!

i

7:40: Scale session:

One hun-

dred and twenty pounds. Check!

girl,

catches

up on the news

ner from yawning rise to midnight bed

9:00:

On

sch^ule.

Hie gold watch

bracelet—designed by

8:30:

Ava herself

She counts the minutes

with upward strokes

—

five to

go

8:35: Another

brush for

her only make-up

—

lipstick

9:35:

ometer

Off to
set

to

Metro—the
a

speed-

busy morning

Photograph* by Ann MacNamara

10:00:

Picture

conference

with producer George Haight

Cuilaroff, hair stylist, with

“Wanted”

11:30: Star autograph

12:00; Substitute for lunch

for studio mail boy

favorite

4:30: Top-heavy return
all

10:30:

sketches of hair-do’s for

for the

new apartment

sport

at

5:00: Checks icebox
ventory with

—her

nearby court

in-

Mearene

11:00:

Posing for veteran studio

portrait photographer Clarence Bull

3:15:

Car inspection

before shopping spree

5:30: Homework: Returning

phone

calls,

tele-

answering fan mail

6:00:

Tea-cup interview with

Photoplay asking the questions

7:31:

They’re

dressing for

dining

Mocambo

in,

later

7:15: Time for final
ting of

new Adrian

—

7:30:
to

get

typi-

8:30:

Gardner glad hand

heart

8:10: Hostess hello
cal

fit-

suit

11:30: Back
next day’s

home

lines.

early to study

Hot milk helps!

12:00:

Date
a

Bill

line

Harbach

calls

on evening’s fun

The way to a man’s
by candlelight

is

Night watch.

Seven hours be-

fore the alarm rings in another day

the giving not the gagging that

it’s

makes

Boh Hope the ace joker

Bob enjoys

f
1
1

'

1
<1

'

A

a

little

in the

clowning on the

pack

side.

He’s at premiere with wife, Linda and Tony

!

Hope

disintegrates

if

he doesn’t keep moving

efore Bob Hope

appears in the dressing-room
door you know the circus is coming to town.
You can hear the hubbub in the distance loud as
calliopes. He enters jabbering over his shoulder to
the parade of chums.
“Hi!” he chirps and goes to work shovelling guests
out of mail drifts.
“I can tell where every letter comes from just
reading the first line,” he boasts. He picks one at
?’
random and reads, “ ‘WiU you do me the honor
That’s England. Formal with a heart of gold, good

B

.

.

.

old Elngland!”

He

grabs another. His face blanks out and he does
It’s in Finnish, a language in which
Prof. Hope is obviously not at his best. He pulls a
sleight of hand, takes a peek at the postmark and
cries, “Finland, dear little Finland! Pays her debts
and helps feed Hope besides, bless her heart.”
AU the world feeds Hope and vice versa. It’s not
just laughs he feeds them. He gives benefits from
pole to pole to feed blubber to Esquimaux, poi to
Polynesians, politicians to starving cannibals. All the
a double take.

—

time, on and off, he gives. The giving not the gagging
makes him Hope of the World. {Continued on page 95)
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That she

is

a mother

is

no longer

news

—what

she has to say about

it is

r

^

DAVIS

BY BETTE

HAVE been away from my job for a year.
have read much along the lines of checking
up on Bette. After fifteen years in my pro-

First of all

f

I

fession there

is

little

new

—the

main
have become

to write

excuse at this point being that I
a Mother. That is news. It, however, is not a
rare accomphshment. I am not up on the statistics of how many babies are born every minute in evei-y year in these great United States
of ours, but it is safe to say I am one of hundreds of thousands. I am inspired to write this
piece myself, as so much that is being written
is misinformation
so much that I am doing is
being misunderstood so much is being said of
my emotions as a Mother so much that is
either overboard or inadequate—that I have
decided to dedicate this Thursday evening to
checking up on myself for myself and for those
who might be interested in what I myself do
really feel about this revolution in my life.

—

52

—

—

am

—

should be.

my

I

me make

let

delighted.

I

do not

hfe. I believe

a fiat statement.

think having a child

if I

feel

it is

unable to

bill

as

I
it

the only thing in

did feel that way,

eventually become tiresome to

am

is

my

it

would

daughter.

and coo publicly about

I

her.

long watches of the night
her slave in those moments. I can well
imagine I will continue to feel that way. In
other words, I think I am as normal a mother
I

do

—

lots of that in the

am

I

am a person. There is a place for
When I am working I am the
actress. When I am home I am in love with my
husband and my daughter. That should answer
my many inquisitors who peer into my eyes
as

I

feel I

everything.

—

and expect a new Bette Davis more
It only embarrasses me and leaves

full

me

blown.
unable

adequately to express myself.
Will she be an actress? I am fully aware she
will most assuredly be (Continued on page 83)

Bette

Davis

of

“Winter Meeting.”

Motherhood

is

a

role she

still

prefers to play in private
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knew

Photoplay’s photographer

when he took

these exclusive rodeo shots

they would he captioned hy romance

BY JERRY DUSEK

told me,
to the Chicago Stadium,” the boss
his lady
and
cowboy
the
of
shots
some
grab
“and
ll
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans. It’s still a secret, but
year
they’re going to be married the first of the

“I^ET over

’

.

.

.

I’d
checked in at the Uttle red door of the Stadium.
helpful
and
smile
quick
his
knew
before,
worked with Roy
shots and
cooperation. He made several suggestions about
I

helped me set them up.
brunette
Dale Evans was helpful too. She’s a natural
Roy,
with
her
watching
And
now and I like her this way.
I was
together,
being
and
working
enjoy
seeing how they
such an
glad about the news I’d heard. After all, she s
family.
Rogers
old friend that she’s like a member of the
crazy
are
who
kids,
as my boss said, Roy’s three

And

them, just as Roy does.
said he preferred the
Between shots,
appearances.
personah
of
kind
other
any
to
“two-a-day”
The personal appearances that practically every movie star

about her, need her

we

Romance

at the

Rodeo; Roy

and Dale Evans. She’s
in “The Trespasser”

54

has to

to look after

chinned.

make now and then

Roy

are pretty

rugged—often mean

“two-a-day.”
five and six shows a day. Rodeo work is only
field for him
natural
more
is
a
rodeo
the
feels
Besides Roy
public, evitheir
does
So
too.
Dale,
star.
Western
as a
turned
dently. The night I was at the Stadium they
Hollyto
returning
hundreds away. Roy and Dale were
wood when the show closed.
They grinned when they told me that. I didn t let on
engagement
I knew why. But if you look close at Dale’s
There.
finger, you’ll see the star ruby I saw the day I Was

^
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Tartars!
No one recognized
Lana Turner, with warrior Keenan Wynn

They’re

The

Perils of Paris:

Briskin

strike

Betty Huston and Ted

an Apache pose for Hymie

Beauty and the beast: That
Blyth,

56

it’s

isn’t a

Lawrence Tierney up

nightmare,

to his

monkey

Ann

tricks

Paul Brinkman puts the Indian sign on Jack

Benny, stopping to chat with Jeanne Crain

It’s

fun for

all

and

all
Pretty Lila Leeds stopped the press

for fun at the Hollywood Press

chell

—but Win-

doing a rhumba stopped Orson Welles!

Photographers’ Ball
Keep

this

mum! Bob

Hope, Dottie Lamour and the diamond

encrusted gold watch he received as master of ceremonies

The John Lunds were
larious

intrigued by Dot Lamour’s hi-

song about herself, Benny’s

hillbilly

band

Vic’s

W

HEN

den has masculine charm

—

features massive gray divans

the rave reviews started coming in

Victor Mature,

who

notable comment.

still

on “Kiss

of Death,”

hadn’t seen the picture,

“I’m in!” he said.

“Now

I

had one

can move

to a

smaller house.”

Which

of course

would be impossible, considering the veteran

and his wife and the three dogs who are living with him in the
six-room place he has now.
Vic, not overly impressed with the unfamiliar adjectives critics
used, was stiU tmprepared for the sudden gain in stature he’d

He’s Victor—over the wrong

—

kind of roles

the

wrong im-

pressions of a right kind of 6“y

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

achieved.

Otherwise he would have been better prepared the day a studious
reporter rang his doorbell with a solemn pencil extended ready to
let the world in on the new “matured” Mature, who had made peace
with his public at last. The door opened to a loud blast of “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” two onrushing dogs and a jitterbugging
Mature who wore bathing trunks, moccasins and robe, a miracle
medal his mother had just sent him and a genuinely startled look.
Usually punctUious about business appointments, Vic had completely forgotten the interview. This was the fourteenth wedding
anniversary of his ex-Coast Guard pal. Bud Evans, and his cute
wife Ella, who hve with him, and Vic ^who has a deep reverence
for matrimony particularly fourteen years (Continued on page 103)

—

—

“Happiest lonesome

Hollywood”:

Victor

man

in

Mature

of “Ballad of Furnace Creek”

Smith
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ecBcoffi

Where Hollywood
oiir

goes, so goes

reporter to bring you fashion

accents

OO many

T
some

clothes

on the news

pretties in the

way

of

any further into
arguments that are

go

to

of the
raging fashion-wise in Hollywood. The '*poor look” that Paris

still

tried to foist

here at

all.

on us hasn’t taken on
There is definitely a

compromise in the shoulder treatments though. Not as straight and

—

square as last year but not
nan-ow, nor really rounded

as

really

either. Nipped in waistlines, yes!
Padded hips ^no!
As for those heavy, overdone hats

—

—we note that the gals can take ’em
Or leave ’em—and mostly they’re
leaving ’em. One exception is Joan
Leslie’s topper of blue fox; yet its
half-angle tilt and general contour
(a halo effect caught up with a pale

gray and pink velvet rose toward the
front) offset the burdensome look of

most of the new chapeaux. Joan
wore it to the swanky new L’Aiglon
Restaurant with a lovely gray wool
dressmaker suit that featured a
longer jacket

—utterly

simple

lines.

The Damon Rvmyon Fashion Show
Benefit really got a lot of the gals
out, not only to view the new clothes

—but

to show off some of their own.
Lynn Bari was there in a beige and

black dress with a long hipline, and
only little tucks gathered to emphasize the waist; Sleeves were black
from elbow to wrist, so were the
Unifpie: Panlette

Goddard brightens

last

rainy days in dramatic style

60

twelve (Continued on page 77)

enipea
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Photoplay** Reportor-About-Town

Off-shoulder elegance:

Marguerite Chapman’s

gingham

taffeta

velvet trim.

Red

with
ger-

aniums add color dash

Piaid perfect: Anita Colby’s shawl
features shiny black beads

A
sell’s

gown

swish of silver: Gail Rus-

leads a double life

Guests linger in the formal dining
room where tall cabinets display the
ageless

White, low, gabled

an Unknown

ti

—

the

home

M^oman^’ and

The tour road

I

of Joan Fontaine of “Letters

Bill

—

Dozier

^nestles

leads upwards to Joan

Fontaine’s hilltop home, where picture
ii

windows frame the changing seasons

cn

from

against a hill

beauty

of

anticpie

dishes

Milk cans, lacquered

become lamps
room.

green,

in Joan’s living

Dutch
in tile

place

figures

etched

around the
are

fire-

glowingly

framed by rose

walls,

wine rugs and drapes

month one of the most exciting
Hollywood Tours takes you exploring
through Joan Fontaine’s home high in
the Brentwood Hills, where nature peeks
in through every window. Only eight
rooms, but each one inviting you to stop
and linger over the antique spice cabinet
on the living-room wall, the book-lined
archway into the hall, the veranda where
Joan and Bill breakfast, overlooking the
mountains and ocean, the two big couches
I

—

set in ceiling-to-floor bookshelves in the

guest room, the jungle rock garden bordering the swimming pool.

The sunroom,

heart

of

Joan’s

—

home, where guests relax

ivy,

planted near the ceiling, brings in
the outdoors even on a dull day

“Lazy Susan” bedside tables
volve,

re-

hiding telephone and mis-

cellany

in

niches

and drawers

Color pictures by Fink

anJ Smith

For Dailey fun; Dan relaxes on water

skis at

Lake Arrowhead

started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn’t be done, and he did it.”

“He

his was

His first day’s shooting on “Mother Wore
scene with
chance to hoof before the camera, his first
a.

T Betty Grable.
his first

Tights,

,

one—nothing could
Six-feet-four wasn’t kidding himself. No
from those years
garnered
really help him now, except what he’d
“openmg night
was
This
experience.
dedicated to hard work and
and ten
hundred
two
each
and
world
show
in Dan Dailey’s private
him knew it.
Grable who recognized certain occupational sympBetty
was
It
appears to be easygoing.
toms. Even on black Irish Mondays, Dan

jiounds of

is) sparkle. He’s a casual yakker,
at the least provocation. As
crinkle
features
his funny friendly
way up from Parathey broke for lunch, the girl who hoofed her
her arm through (Continued on page 80)

His Bing blue eyes (Crosby, that

A

five-year-old dancing

Dan

test

gave

his first real screen chance

mount musicals put

64

Six-foot-four

knew

this

was

it.

He took one look

at

Betty Grable, said a prayer and let his

tap-happy feet take over

BY JERRY ASHER

Dan, of “Give
to

Broadway,”

My
is

Regards
a

long

way from Times Scfuare now

Elizabeth rode away with Dan’s heart the day he saw her in a local horse show

I

"

Fink

Janet Leieh* qnaint and lovely, in “Tlie

You

Romance

of Rosy Ridge

don’t often find fairy godmothers

in mountain ski

lodges—but

that’s

where Janet Leigh met hers

66

ANET LEUGH knew perfectly well how

she should
look the day Hollywood sent for her. A few -weeks
previously she wotildn’t have been interested.
few weeks previously she had been occupied helping
her brand-new husband, Stanley Reams, organize am
orchestra. Only the orchestra had diminished imtil
just two members were left, Janet and Stanley.
She dressed up in her best college tea frock the day
Holljrwood sent for her. She spent hours having her

J

A

shampooed and dressed in a high, strictly sophisupswept hair she pinned large
purple flowers. And these she complemented with
hair

ticated coiffure. In her

long purple gloves.

“You look

fine.

You

look swell,” the agent said.

“But now run home and de-glamorize. No make-up,
hair loose and wear a sweater and skirt.”
She did as he said. An hour later she returned with
her honey colored hair loose; looking wistful and
natural. “Looking,” as Van Johnson says, “the way
your grandfather would insist your grandmother

—

looked when she was sixteen.”
Janet is Hollywood’s Cinderella, proof positive that
a slim nineteen-year-old, just out of college, recently
married, and without a thought in the world of bestar, can become just that.
was Norma Shearer who was Janet’s fairy godmother. Norma, vacationing at a ski lodge at Stockton, California, saw a picture of the receptionist’s

coming a movie
It

daughter wearing ski clothes. “She ought to be in
pictures,” Norma said. And, returning to Hollywood,
she took the photograph of Janet with her. Within the
week Janet herself was in Hollywood, wearing her
purple gloves and flowers until her agent sent her
home to let down her hair and wash her face.

—

BY ELAINE

ST.

The agent knew, you see, that the role for which
Janet was being considered was that of an Ozark
mountain girl in “The Romance of Rosy Ridge.”
Two weeks later she was on her way to the Santa
Cruz moimtains for exterior scenes. She pitched hay,
hauled water and gathered in the wheat. She learned,

i

milking a cow. Her hands, nails
broken, soon enough took on the authentic look of a
farm girl’s hands.
“Still she was lovely,” according to Van Johnson.
also, the gentle art of

something different, almost quaint about
more than a beauty shop to have a girl
look as fresh as Janet did after a day’s threshing.”
Studio hmousines transported them from their hotel
to the farm where they worked every day. At an
unearthly hour. Nevertheless, always, fans were lined
up at the fence. Several autograph books were shoved
at Janet. “Could we trouble you ...”
Her face shone. “Oh, it’s no trouble,” she assured
them. She was so excited she even forgot to be shy;
as shy as she was when the other members of the
company sat talking between scenes. At such times
she would sit a httle distance away knitting. After
the first week, however, her husband sat beside her.
She got so lonely being away from him, among so
many strangers and with so much going on, that he
took a job with the company to be near.
It looks as if Hollywood is to be their permanent
address too. For when Metro executives saw the
rushes of Janet in “The Romance of Rosy Ridge” they
decided she was the girl for Walter Pidgeon in “If
Winter Comes.” Then she was cast in “Hills of Home.”
From here we’d say it’s a safe bet that Cinderella
Leigh’s Hollywood coach will not become a pumpkin.

“There

is

her. It takes

I

|

\

JOHNS

Janet and husband Stanley Reams.
Her prince was already by her side.

Janet

knew

just

how

she should look

the day Hollywood sent for her
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A NEW YEAR—time for every
smart

girl to tip

her hat

to the past,

up her sleeves and get down

roll

to

the job of planning for a

more

beautiful future.

First

on the agenda: Ward-

robe mistakes. Take a

from the department stores

tip

and make a

little

inventory of your

Get

January

own

possessions.

rid of all the useless bits

pieces that clutter

up your

and

closet.

Joan Caulfield doesn’t wait

New

for

Year’s day.

She has a

monthly clothes inspection

in

which

she appraises her accessories,
restores those not in repair

and adds a scarf or belt or purse
designed to brighten and

new life into the oldest
And while we’re on

put

the subject of clothes,

have a

little

outfit.

let’s

closet inspection.

have a place for everything?
is

everything in

its

place?

Do you
And

Now

that we’re following

grandmother’s fashion trends,
It’s

the

little

touches that

count with Joan Caulfield

68

we

might adopt {Continued on page 70)

Wardrobe witchery: Betty Hutton’s

closets

have glassed-in doors for clear-eyed vision

Call Russell’s hobby pays
off in mental happiness

Spark your future with these

direct-from-Hollywood ideas

if

you’d be an up-to-date date

BY ANITA COIBY
Photoplay’s Beauty Editor

1

PtRSOOfll flPP[flR(lllCE--l94B

{Continued jroxn page 68) a few of those
worthwhile adages from her strict housekeeping manual. A little p>aint, a roll of
wallpaper and a little ingenuity can do
wonders for your closet. Betty Hutton
has glass doors on the wardrobes that
hold her luscious evening clothes. The
floor of this glassed-in view is covered
with the flowers, feathers and other feminine cloth gadgets which Betty uses to
perk up her outfits. Not all of us can
afford this sort of thing, but a smart,
inexpensive idea comes from Olga San
Juan, who rejuvenated her closet by
pering the walls in gay red and white
stripes, covering her hat boxes to match.
the floor she laid a piece of bright red

On
felt.

Beauty-conscious gals

know

,
^
a clothes

an aid to beauty as
Blouses and skirts
himg correctly on padded or wooden
hangers to keep them from sliding off,
will keep the press in your next mornCuts down cleaning and
ing’s wardrobe.
Tissue paper stuffed
pressing bills too.
in the toes of shoes keeps them lookSave precious moments
ing shapely.
closet is as definite
last night’s facial.

you’re dressing for the office or a
date by organizing your wardrobe, with
blouses kept together, dresses in one section and suits in another.

when

of the futoe and
resolutions (which you
to keep, of course) prornsincerely
hair
ise yourself that you will keep your
clean, shining and neatly coiffed. If your
pocketbook permits, have it done profesIf not,
sionally at least once a week.
learn to do it yourself. Fifteen minutes
before bedtime devoted to putting your
hair up in pin curls will give you many
hours of assuTcUice during the week.
Brush your crowning glory regularly and
when you do go to a beauty parlor, ask
the operator to brush your hair dry so
that you may have that extra stimulation..
of
If the operator is too rushed, instead
pushing you under a dryer, ask her to
Tell
let you brush your own hair dry.
her that’s the way movie stars keep then-

W HILE
making good
mean

you are thinking

If she’s a prohair shiny and healthy.
gressive hairdresser, she will thank you

for this tip.

most important point on the agenda
your make-up a la 1948. Remember
is
that in tl^ year of 1948 A.D., the trwd
The
toward the unmade-up look.
is
blood-red lips and heavily-rouged cheeks
For evenmg and
of the past are passe.
bright lights you can afford to be a little
more lavish, but even then, be discreet
and subtle in keeping wth your new

A

—

lady-like wardrobe.

Always make sure

the powder on your face blends gradually into yom: neck make-up. It is the
mark of the amateur to have a sharp delineation between the color of her face

and her

throat.

old

that line! Even if you’re allergic
to exercise and devoted to lemon meringue pie, you’ll bemoan that poundage
when you step before the mirror in your
1948 ensemble. Resolve to exercise discrimination (as well as your muscles)
and concentrate on leafy green salads for
lunch, high protein foods for dinner. SubAnd let
stitute a fruit cup for the pie.
compliments take the place of sweets in
your Ufe. Your doctor will be glad to
work out a proper diet for yomr individual needs. After you get his advice,

H

give him your cooi)eration.
In looking ahead to your future, don’t
ne^ect to hear yourself as others hear
you. Pereonal appearance will make you
^

but your social manners and
your conversation will keep your friends.
Don’t go out with a man of doubtful
A good book will do you
reputation.
more good in the long run. Reading a
newspaper with your morning coffee will
keep you up on today’s news and tomorrow’s conversation. An art gallery is an
inexpensive place to spend a Sunday afternoon and a wonderful way to learn
^ood tcistc.
In this revolutionary period in which
friends,

_

Peggy 'Thomdike
Editor
(ierry

Jack Force

live, it is important for us all to
good citizens. Read more. Take part in
Join clubs and
community activities.

we

develop hobbies.

Southmayd
Manager

Service

Jr.

Art Director

Often hobbies develop

Photographers

into a soxirce of income and many times
lead to interesting careers. Failing that,
they provide a source of education and
Gail Russell, like many
satisfaction.
other Hollywood actors and actresses,
paints because she finds it relaxes her.

John Engstead
Jerry Ehrlich

Her friends admire and respect her work
‘and she is a happier person for having
developjed her latent talents. It

™

mental happiness to have a hobby, be

it

ceramics, writing pioetry, painting, or
crocheting charming table mats.
On the social side, too, remember your
manners. "Iliere is no such thing as good
There are only manor bad manners.

Bing Crosby, for instance, always
has the same gracious manner for a Jituf
secretary as he has for a studio head.
To be thoughtful of others is to invite
thoughtfulness in others.
So with a backwcird glance at me piast
and a best face forward to a gracious fuopien
ture, we close the book on 1947 and
ners.

it

to 1948.

Happy New Year!

The End

Martha Vickers, who
started her career as

a model, keeps her
heantiful figure by walking at least a mile a day.
She wants to continue be-

—on

ing “bad”

the screen.

You’ll see her in
“Prelude to Night,” a
Producing Artists picture
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Give your

an exciting new touch with this delicious sweater
in smart cable stitching. Also comes
in pink, maize or bahy blue. Sizes 3440. $7.00 at Cimbels,
York, N. Y., and Broadway Dept. Store, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.
suits

whipped up hy Catalina

For other stores

in your, vicinity write to the

manufacturer

listed

New

on page 88

The

singing of

Waraer
heart in

Doris Day,

star, wrill

vivacious

gladden your

“Romance

in

High C”

by Henry Rosenfeld with the
right to wear this minute.
bright and
Perfect foil for accessories in
At A.
dark shades. Sizes 7 15, $22.95.
Woodand
Texas,
Dallas,
Harris & Co.,
C.
ward & Lothrop, Washington, D.

A

dress

new

lines;

—

fidnity

For other stores in yottr
manufacturer listed on page ««

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

wrUe

to the

for 1948

Mouton coat of the year by Feshbach &
Ackerman. Fashion right is the small
collar and
full
cuffed sleeves.
Sizes
10

—20

cluded)

or
at

11

—

17.

$159.00

(tax

Lipman Wolfe &

land, Ore., and Macy’s,

New

not

Co.,

in-

Port-

York, N. Y.

PATTERN OF THE MONTH

Houston
Ella Raines wears the Grace
Indiscreet”
Was
Senator
coat in “The

This gay topper, worn with a jaunty air by
Ella Raines in Universal-International’s
“The Senator Was Indiscreet,” is the
kind of a coat that is right over suiU or
over your lightest summer dress. Make
Charmona, or
it in Forstmann’s Duvana,
Jerseen depending on the weight you
All these fabrics come in Forstmann’s new Holiday Colors which range

want.

from pale

pastel to light bright shades.

F«r Pattern Sketches see page 93

Photoplay Patterns,
205 East 42nd Street,

New York

17,

New York

whi^ple^

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for
Raines—
send me the Photoplay Pattern of the. Ella
"The Senator Was Indiscreet coat in siie tCircle
20.
18
16
size you wish) 12 - 14

My name

and address

f
r

is:

Name..
Street..

Gty..

State..

FOR MORE FASHIONS SEE PACE 85

Tips from Jane Greer for

honeymoon enchantment

By

TLu

MARY
JANE

JANE GREER came back
to Hollywood looking

FELTON

her

Sloped

very happy from
Arizona location of
“Station West,” her latest
RKO film in which she costars with DICK POWELL. Jane looked happy because she
turned that location trip into an elopement
to Las Vegas with EDWARD LASKER.
And RKO gave the happy couple time for
a brief
all

very,

honeymoon by shooting

the picture

around Jane for a few days.

M.al

dJ’/an

9(conevinooit Cyoon

JANE

and her husband hope they can go
to the mountains soon for some skiing
and a real honeymoon. Two weeks before
they go she’ll start exercising to limber up
her muscles so she’ll be able to spend all
day on the ski run, and feel like dancing at
night. But to make sure that stiffness and
soreness won’t slow up her fun, she’ll take
along rubbing alcohol and give herself a
good rubdown with it. Because she knows
that a brisk wind whipped up while sliding
downhill at umpteen miles an hour plays
havoc with a pretty coiffure, Jane will pin
her hair in pin curls and hide them under
her ski helmet. Then at the end of the day

when

she brushes her shoulder-length
bob, her hair will be soft and in curl. She’ll
spray a fragrant hairdressing on her
tresses, a subtle trick to be more enchanting.

Always right there with what it
takes for enjoyment — Dentyne
Chewing Gum, it’s keen chewing
gum! That refreshingly different,
long-lasting flavor really

And

satisfies.

Dentyne’s special plus

is

its

pleasantly firm chewiness that helps

keep teeth sparkling white!

Chew Dentyne and smile. Try the
Adams quality gums too —

other
'9f.r

QO: nier

cdd^eaiilv

SHiula

they’re all delightful.

Always —

While outdoors skiing, she’ll apply a
colorless lip pomade under her lipstick, and
lots of hand lotion or cream on her legs
and hands. Under her ski mitts she’ll
wear thin cotton gloves for extra warmth
and to make sure the cream or lotion will
get in its good work of softening and whitening her hands all day long. She’ll wear
little
make-up when outdoors just lip
coloring and powder over protective lotion
or cream. For in high altitudes, Jane knows

—

the wind and sun are strong enough to
burn her skin to an ugly red in a few
hours. She will also wear ski goggles.
Before dressing for the evening, she’ll
bathe her eyes with a soothing eye wash
lie down for fifteen
minutes with
herbal eye pads over her closed lids. Edward thinks his bride is especially lovely.
And being a smart girl, Jane intends to
keep lovely for him.

and

Reg. Trade Marks

fJoi/i)!

3Sm(f
•
to

meet every woman’s needs

blue box. Ideal for

ni the familiar

average needs

napkin

— so

.

soft,

.

it’s

.

the size

most

women

use.

A

luxury

women in a reModess! And wonder-

so comfortable, 8 out of 10

cent test reported:

7/0

chafing with

fully absorbent!

•

OWniOr*

green box.

rower napkin. For women and
a smaller
tective.

softness

!

:

girls

A slightly

nar-

of all ages who find

napkin more comfortable and amply pro-

Modess Junior
and

size gives

so-safe protection as

you the same luxury
Regular size Modess.

Product of Personal Products Corporation

1^11

g

sites

-

l^ow

•

extra protective

days

— yet soft and light

as a cloud. Ideal for

when you need above-average

Modess Super (Regular and Junior

protection. Every
sizes,

too) bas a

triple, full-length safety shield.

Makers of Modess, Meds, Co-ets, Yes

on sale at your

Tissues, Sanitary Belts

shre

—

—

*‘When Acid

Peacock Parade
(Continued from page GO) inches of skirt,
llie long over-blouse effect of the rest of
the dress was of beige, except for a tiny
black standing collar. She wore a stunning
black veiled hat, black suede gloves
and shoes and bag. Gale Storm wore a
nifty outfit with an idea that can really
do things for any simple black, navy or
brown dress you think you’re tired of.
Gale used two enormous brightly-colored
silk handkerchiefs to achieve a stunning
effect. One was tied around her hips, the
other slung around the shoulders. Her
dress underneath was of plain black silk,
with a big handbag of matching material.
The gals went maaad for a plaid wool
dinner dress (that quickly became an evening gown when its generous shawl was
little

thrown aside) that Anita Colby was modelling at the show.

And

she looked more

beautiful than ever in this full-skirted,
tight-bodiced, strapless dress of various
shades of green with black and white forming the plaid. The matching plaid shawl
which can be draped or tied around one, is
studded with hundreds of small shiny black
And while on things unique
beads!
you can’t blame Paulette Goddard for grabbing that gold-colored hooded raincoat that
John Frederics designed for her. She took
it to England and then when she got back
had her furrier line it with her leopard coat.
.

.

drags behind her just a bit. There’s lovely
draping across the bust too, and it’s strapless. Sonja’s new diamond necklace (three
strands with large marquise diamonds
dripping from the bottom strand all across
the front) left most people breathless.
But not Sonja! She and Greg Bautzer
were jabbering away all evening. The party was beautifully decorated with thousands of fresh gardenias covering most of
the fixtures, forming little “trees” on the
tables, and button-hole buds for the men.
Each guest had ice cream in the form of a
tiny bride and groom for dessert along
with some lovely gypsy music. Hollywood
has gone simply mad (as have the European capitals) on the subject of string
music. The best places are featuring string
combinations to play sentimental music
through dinner. Some have just a few
pieces others, like L’Aiglon, have a dozen

—

—

—

more
Edith

gown

fiddles!

Head

a

for Gail Russell to

evening

lovely

wear

“The

in

up the back. The

bodice, which gathers
detachable and can be used
as over-the-shoulder treatment for less
formal occasions just by putting the dress
on differently. The skirt swings luxuriously
full to the floor from the hip-line.
Difficult to wear unless you have a form
is

this, is

.

divine,

crab

tries to

vertical folds to the floor. Neckline, also
draped, falls softly off the shoulders from a
low, boat-shaped decolletage. One big dia-

our

act,

we

mond

pin and drop earrings were her only
jewelry. Hazel’s hair-do is startlingly simple. She just parts her very long tresses
in the middle and lets it go at that.
Doris Day who film-debuts in “Romance
in High C” has a charming new basic wardrobe item in the form of a black velveteen
suit. The short jacket has a high, empire
style collar. It buttons snugly to the waist
with brilliant buttons, and wide cuffs give
the jacket an added old-world look. The
skirt is mid -calf length and cut in a very
full circle. She can wear it without the
jacket with varied blouses and have a
“new dress” each time. One favorite of
hers is a heavy white crepe shirt worn
with three narrow gold belts at the waist.

B

take TUMS!’^

etty HUTTON,

vacationing at Arrowhead, had some ideas of her own about

what

to

do with

She made a man’s

suits.

necktie into a nice feminine accessory. She
loves the hand-painted western scenes in
desert colors of mauve, gray and slate blue
and she has such ties “picked up” by having the designs outlined with tiny sequins
She wears them
of contrasting shades.
vath tailored shirtwaists and skirts.
The new fashions are all toward elegance and Joan Bennett’s dinner suit of
light beige wool and the beautiful white

gown Diana Lynn wore to her own
birthday party are no exceptions. Joan
dined at La Rue in the jacket-dress we
speak of, and the coat was long and fitted
with a scalloped bottom over the two-tiered
skirt. Bottom of the skirt (about twelve
inches from the floor) also followed the
scalloped line. The top of the dress was of
nude souffle with bronze-colored sequins
splashed all over the right shoulder. She
wore a wide-brimmed hat of beige velvet,
that had a square crown of the bronze
sequins brown suede shoes and gloves.
Bob Neal, Diana’s best beau, took her
and the newly wed Jane Withers and Bill
Moss to the Champagne Room for dinner
on Diana’s twenty-first birthday. And he
gave her a diamond bracelet for a birthday
satin

—

Next

be an engagement
ring, we betcha. Later they all went home,
jumped into evening clothes and that’s
where we caught up with Diana’s gorgeous white satin evening dress in Mocambo. Strapless, form-fitting, with just
the suggestion oJf a corset effect (done
with heavy seams down the bodice and
continuing to the hip-line all around) and
present.

gift will

—

satin skirt so full she could
stiff
hardly get through the door. Where the
seams from the bodice ended, the skirt
fell from deep unpressed pleats
seemingly made by the seams themselves.
Across the top of the low-cut bodice was a

the

made

Night Has a Thousand Eyes.” Gail was so
crazy about it she bought it for herself. A
“thousand eyes” were on it one night at
Mocambo because it’s of dusty pink taffeta
full of silver dots about the size of a quarter. It has a corset effect but the lacing

above

Indigestion

—

.

ONJA HENIE almost had a fit at Charlie
S Morrison’s lavish party for Jane Greer
and her millionaire groom, Ed Lasker, in
the Champagne Room, when Georgette
Windsor (you’ll see her first in “Luxury
Liner”) walked in with practically the same
elaborate evening gown. Sonja had arrived
just two days before from Paris with hers
but Georgette’s was made right in Hollywood! La Henie’s is of light yellow very
heavy satin and the material gathers
across the front to form a giant bustle in the
back. Bottom of the skirt falls free and

or

very chic dress that Hazel Brooks wore to
a small dinner party one night. It’s of
draped green wool jersey and what draping!
Skin-tight, yet horizontally draped
from below the bust to below the hips, the
draping then begins to fall in biased, then

and much more

.

sophisticated,

.

is

the

cuff of the satin. She carried a large, square,
bright red satin bag; red satin open-toed
sandals on her feet.
Reminds us to bet
you that the Hollywood gals aren’t going to
go for those new closed-toe shoes. In
fact, the owners of several booteries here
have already fold us they just can’t sell
them to the glamour girls. And if you ask
on the screen or
us, as goes Hollywood
off
so go the style trends these days!
.

—

.

"YESr

says

(^OStct/O,

"never any question about who’s on
first

with

relief. It’s Turns!’’

Sure, Turns are always

—

first
so handy,
so dependable whenever acid indiges-

tion strikes! Just one or two tasty Turns
not only neutralize excess acid almost
instantly Turns also coat the stomach
with protective medication, so relief

—

more prolonged. Turns settle sour
stomach, relieve gas, heartburn and
that bloated feeling in seconds. No
soda in Turns no raw, harsh alkali
so no risk of overalkalizing and irritating your delicate stomach. No mixing
or stirring, either Turns are easy to
take as candy mints. And when you
can’t sleep because of acid upset, don’t
count sheep count on Turns for a
good night’s rest. Get genuine Turns
for the tummy. Nothing handier,
nothing surer, nothing faster!
is

—

—

—

and

day, of

^Qd,amays

home

•

carry

.

—

The End

TUMS ARE ANTACID — not
laxative, use mild,

(Nature’s

a laxative. For a
dependable, all-vegetable Ml

Remedy). Caution: Take only as

di-

A

(Continued from page 45) meeting Irene

good actress

friend of mine who is
on the stage; but she is lovely really...”
We lunched, Elizabeth Russell, Irene
and I, at the Ritz where the loveliest women in New York always are to be found.
I thought, meeting Irene, “My dear, you
are just a little girl who bas come out as
a young star. But you are going to be a
great hit, you will go into the movies no
doubt. And what will that do to you?”
I didn’t like my conclusions. “She will lose
her head,” I thought, “and her sense of
values. It happens to all of them.”
I didn’t see Irene again for years, until
1933. She had, in the meantime, married

the character of Sabra.
At the studio it was the same. When
they brought her the clothes she was to
wear for the test she frowned at the hat.
“Sabra wouldn’t wear that hat,” she announced with that gentle firmness of hers
which too many people do not plumb.
“There is a sewing woman in the workroom who has just such a hat as Sabra
would wear so on top of her head. I
will borrow it from her.”
And it was with the sewing woman’s
hat on top of her head so that she took
the test that won her the role in “Cimarron” that rescued her from the discard,
that launched her on her brilliant career.
However, hard as Irene will fight for her
career and meticulously as she works

Dunne?

She’s a

little

Doctor Francis Griffin and come to Hollywood to make a musical version of “Present Arms,” which was called “Leathernecking.” A very bad picture it was, too!

EVER

will

I

forget

how

delighted

I

was

with Irene the night I went to her home
to dine. For Irene and Frank have made
a wonderful life for themselves. Neither
their house nor their life pivots about any

movie
Irene

star routine.
is

Away from

the studios,

one hundred per cent Mrs. Fran-

With Frank she is as deliciousfeminine as she is on the screen with
Rex Harrison or William Powell. It is her
good instinct to be a woman when she is
with a man. Do I need add that men adore
her?
Guests at the Griffins’ small parties are
newspaper editors and people from Washington, all mentally invigorating. And Irene
does not live like a guest in her home. She’s
familiar with her kitchen. She’s familiar,
too, with her garden and has won prizes
in horticulture shows for her zinnias, the
largest and most beautiful I have ever seen.
Every week Irene teaches her daughter,
Mary Francis, voice and the piano after
she has taken voice and piano lessons herself. Between her and her daughter there
A good Catholic,
is a deep camaraderie.
she’s a familiar figure in her neighborhood
church.
Her thinking, too, is clear and
direct. When she played Anna in “Anna
and the King of Siam” I predicted, with
enthusiasm, that she would be nominated
for the Motion Picture Academy Award.
She shook her head at me. “Elsa,” she
pointed out indulgently, “you forget it is
not a love story. And no girl can get an
Oscar who isn’t taken into the fellow’s
arms.” Right now she’s disturbed about
cis Griffin.

ly

...singing

suit

in a

dress that

brightens up winter
clothes doldrums.

Shirtwaist jacket
with buttons
in triplicate

!

Its

own grosgrain

tie

under a
poet's collar.
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.fake

many magazine and newspaper

stories
“I suf-

flap pockets.

the

Slim, kick pleat

which picture her as a grand lady.
fer,” she says, “from too many powder-

skirt, side

Tailored
tattersal

zipped.

in

puff burns.”

a crisp

Which brings me to report that Irene is
not only a grand lady, she’s also a fighter.
Otherwise you would not know her. Back
in 1930 when “Leathemecking” was a dismal failure and all musical pictures were
in disfavor, the RKO studios, to whom
Irene was under contract, wanted to get
rid of her. They had so little confidence
in her for anything but musicals that they
did not even test her although they tested
practically every actress in town for the
coveted role of Sahra Cravat in “Cimar-

checked

rayon fabric
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ron.”
to talk and talk,” Irene ^ys
could convince them that since
they were paying me a salary anyhow
they had nothing to lose except a few
extra hundred feet of film-7-by letting me
try for Sabra.”
Irene and Frank like to tell how she
prepared to take that test. On the Sunday
before she was to make it she implored
Frank to play golf. But all day, from breakfast until dinner time, with only a brief
pause for luncheon, he was her audience.
This way and that she tried the lines
“I

dixie shops,
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until,

by that intangible magic which a

creates, she finally captured

— —

— —

when she is in production she does not
put her career above all else. With her,
first

come

things

first

.

.

.

ago, when Frank Griffin had a
heart attack, she bowed out of the picture
for which she then was preparing. For
two months she lived at the hospital with
Frank. In fact from the moment he came
home from the golf course after lunch to
lie down because he felt ill she left his
side only to go to church and pray.
At this time she and Frank were involved in negotiations for a Motel that
they hoped, through their experience with
the luxuriou:. Beverly Hills Hotel in

Not long

which they own an interest, would be the
biggest and grandest and, by the same
token, the most popular Motel in the
world. But Irene let these negotiations go
by the board to remain at Frank’s bedside.

“What

is

the use of millions without the

husband you adore,” she said simply.

—

Spring colors

Woman

Very Special

HE HAS

S

that.

fight and spirit, depend upon
She has humor, too. She laughs that

delicious throaty laugh as she tells of a
hectic Sunday in San Francisco when Harriet

Parsons’s

Mama” was

company
filming

“I

of

the

Remember

elaborate

1910

sequence of this story. They were working in front of the famed Ferry Building
in the horse-drawn vehicles of the period
together with a few new-fangled horseAll San Francisco had
carriages.
turned out to watch the spectacle and it
was no easy job to keep onlookers from
swamping the camera, crew and actors.
less

Two women finally did manage to get
within conversing distance of Irene. One
asked, “Is this going to be in Technicolor?” Before Irene could answer, however, the second woman said scathingly,
“Don’t be a fool they didn’t have Tech-

—

nicolor in 1910.”
Above all there’s Irene’s loyalty. During the war she agreed to be a guest at
the American Veterans’ Committee Ball
at the Waldorf because I was one of the
sponsors. There was much publicity that
she would attend, of course, and all the
GIs and sailors and their girls who were
to be there were pretty excited at the idea
of seeing Irene Dunne.
Somehow talk got about that the VC

A

was Communistic. So much
that on
guests

talk, in fact,
the night of the ball, several of

who had promised

nounced a change

“What about

it,

of heart.
Elsa,”

to

my

attend an-

Frank

Griffin

asked, “is it Communistic? If so I would
not wish to go or to have Irene appear.”
“Take my word,” I began, but I got

no further.
go with pleasure,” Irene said.
she was so gay and friendly and
everyone adored her so that we finally
had to form a phalanx to get her from
the ballroom and upstairs to her suite.
It is her timidity that brings me to my
“I

And

will

She will be a
most wonderful story.
annoyed with me for telling this, but
I think she will laugh too.
Several years ago, I was on the air with
“Miss Maxwell,” he said
Paul Lukas.
when we were introduced before facing
the mike, “I have a passionate interest
You are one of Irene
in meeting you.
Dunne’s best friends. And I shouldn’t say
it, perhaps, but I am madly in love with
Irene Dunne even though I have never
seen her off screen. She is my ideal.”
little

Reluctant as I was to squelch Paul’s
Austrian romanticism, I reminded him that
Irene was very happily married.
“I know, but I adore her,” he insisted.
Not long after this Irene and Frank
and another gentleman were my guests,
when Paul opened on Broadway in “Watch
on the Rhine.” Between the acts when the

men were smoking

persuaded Irene to

I

go backstage with me.
“Tell Mr. Lukas that Miss Maxwell and
a friend would like to see him,” I said.
The door of Paul’s dressing room opened

and we were ushered in.
“This is Miss Dunne,” I said, “who wants
to tell you how good you are.”
Paul gave Irene no time to speak.
‘Miss Dunne,” he declared, “I adore you.

You are my
“Oh my!”

ideal!”
said Irene,

tugging at my
very nice, Mr. Lukas
.”
very nice.
Her next tug at my
sleeve could not be denied.
When we reached the corridor she
turned to me, her eyes large.
“Is the

“That

sleeve.
.

is

.

.

.

man mad?”
“Not at

all!” I said.

Austrian.”
“Better not

“He

is

a romantic

Frank,” she whispered.
promise. And later at
supper I told Frank.
He roared with
laughter.
For, just as I suspected, he
thinks any man who does not adore Irene
is remarkably undiscerning.
And I agree.

But

tell

made no

I

The End
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Such deep luxurious waves. So
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TONI work on my hair?
Yes, Toni waves any kind of hair that
Will

take a permanent, including
bleached or baby-fine hair.

Can

I

do

it

gray,

myself?

Sure. Every day thousands of

Write

in their

names below,

on the back of a
penny postcard and mail to:
paste

it

Color Portrait Editor, Photoplay,
205 E. 42 Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Man
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My Name
(Ed. Note: We regret this cannot
mean you individually will receive
color portraits of the stars. It means
the pictures in full color of the
stars who receive the most votes
will appear in Photoplay.)

will

dyed,

women

themselves Toni Home Permanents.
as rolling your hair up on curlers.

It’s

give
easy

fiber curlers only $1.25.

The Toni

complete except for curlers
prices plus tax. Prices

is

Refill Kit

just $1. (All

slightly higher

in

Canada).

Which is the TONI Twin?
Lovely Jewel Bubnick of Miami Beach, says,
"My sister had an expensive beauty shop
wave. I gave myself a Toni permanent— at
home. And even our dates couldn’t tell our
permanents apart.” (Jewel, the twin with the
Toni is on the left).
Ask for Toni today. On sale at all drug,
notions or cosmetic counters.

TONI save me time?
The actual waving time

Will

Definitely.

is only
during that time you are
free to do whatever you want.

2

to 3 hours.

And

How long will my TONI wave last?
Your Toni wave is guaranteed to last just
as long as a $15 beauty shop permanent— or
your money back.
Why

is TONI a creme?
Because Toni Creme Waving Lotion waves
the hair gently — leaves it soft as silk with no
frizziness, no dried-out brittleness even on

the

first

day.

How much will save with TONI?
The Toni Home Permanent Kit with reusable
I

plastic curlers costs only $2
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Dangerous Dan

^

(Continued jrom page 64) Dan’s and
walked him ahead of the others.
“Look Dan,” Betty said quietly. “I understand how you feel. I know you are
nervous but don’t hold back. If this is
the chance you’ve been waiting for, make
the most of it. I’ve got mine. Now you

1

j

V

(/

Apotmy-fooimdm^
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to
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get yours!”

At long

last,

Dan

In big

getting his.

is

When “Mother Wore

fat delightful doses.

e^AM ion).

was released, there was Dailey
bread for exhibitors all over the country.
Quicker than you can say Mister Zanuck,
they changed the billing of his second
picture to read: “Twentieth Century-Fox
presents Dan Dailey in ‘Give My Regards
to Broadway.’ ” Currently, he and Jeanne
Crain are co-starring in “You Were Meant
for Me.” Dan’s in there hoofing his heart
out and loving every moment.
Dan Dailey was born to be a hoofer. He
knew it at the age of six when he appeared
his
in
first
minstrel show.
Rhythm
pounded in his brain, coursed through his
body. From burlesque to Broadway, tank
towns, one night stands, cheap hotels,
flop houses. Dan’s known them all.
Tights”

at iiie/ ^pyo^

eMjbt^ diAk&i

^cmji
(

.

nuo

“I

came

so close to clicking

many

times,”

says Dan.
“But something always happened. The reasons were legitimate but
finally I got tired of trying to alibi. Half
the time people don’t believe you anyway.
It was more important to believe in myself.
Strangely enough, I always did.
When my hope wore thin. I’d read a poem
I’d
found in an old newspaper while

warming

a

bench

in

some booking

office.

‘Somebody said that it couldn’t be done.
But he, with a chuckle, replied
That maybe it couldn’t, but he would be
one

Who’d never say no
So he started right

’til

he

tried.

in with the trace of a

grin

On his face; if he worried he hid
He started to sing as he tackled the
That couldn’t be done, and he did

Then

I’d

who was

mAj

C^e/ite/iA

<jo
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remember the words of a man
a great influence in my life.”

told this practical idealist about his scatterbrain son and asked him to have a
Naturally I was on the
talk with me.
defensive, but I finally gave in.

of Gerber’s 3 Cereals,

write to Gerber's, Dept.

thing
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was seventeen at the time. Born
and brought up in Baldwin, Long Island, he wasn’t exactly a
dream boy to his family. Dan Dailey Sr.
had little patience with a son who wanted
to be in show business. Dad Dailey was a
hotel man, who had rented too many rooms
Young
to too many unemployed actors!
Dan’s mother was more sympathetic.
“Everything’s fine now,” grins Dan. “As
I
I look back I don’t blame my father.
was well on my way to being a typical
Seventh Avenue hoofer and he had seen
too many of them get exactly nowhere.
One day Dad went to see his friend, who
for many years had been a combined
counselor and philosopher for the MetroDad
politan Life Insurance Company.

D

But mote. lyxitieA

it

OAKLAND, CAL

Feeds

• 13 Junier

Feedi

when

I

met Vash Young

(he

wrote ‘A Fortune to Share’), a friend
who has helped many men to reorganize
their minds and better their lives. I was
encouraged to talk, so I poured everything
I told Vash Young I had to be a
out.
hoofer and why I had to be a hoofer. When
I finally finished, he said he was on my side
and that’s what he was going to tell my
father! This was the first real encouragement I had ever received.
“But that wasn’t the end. Vash Young
pointed out how I was defeating myself,
eating my heart out, and therefore only
giving fifty percent. ‘Do it your way,’ he

told

how.

me, ‘but do it the best you know
Never consciously give a bad per-

formance.’
“I thought of those words that first day
on ‘Mother Wore Tights.’ I had never
done a song-and-dance picture. When I
walked on the set it seemed as if everyone’s face was saying, ‘We wanted Gene
Kelly and look what walked in!’ I really
had to talk myself into believing I could
Vash Young helped to see me
do it.

through.”

The way Dan got the part

Is IfeterLindflayes

Unfair about Wtmen?

so typical
Actually, with
of the picture business.
time out for the Army, he’s been kicking
around Hollywood since 1940.
signed him when he played the juvenile
lead in a local production of “I Married an
Angel.” They promptly forgot he was a
hoofer. Dan sneered and snarled for Leo
the Lion. When he wasn’t bumping off
cops, he was beating up old ladies “just
to keep in practice.”
Finally, he made a singing-dancingacting test with Eleanor Powell.
“Eleanor and I worked ourselves into
“We
a lather,” Dan well remembers.
created routines couldn’t wait to get
there in the morning. Then, just as everything seemed set I was drafted! So they
imported a new actor from New York
named Gene Kelly. I saw the picture
Gal’) sitting in a GI theater
(‘Me and
is

M-G-M

—

—
—

My

in Italy!”

In May, 1946, First Lieutenant Dan Dailey was discharged from the Army. Back
where he had a new two-year
at
contract, they couldn’t even find a bit for
him. Dan was letting off steam and water
skiing at Lake Arrowhead, when A1 MelOver at
nick, his agent, called him.

M-G-M

Twentieth, it seemed, they were looking
for a hoofer who could also sing and act.
How would Dan like to be the first dancing
partner of Betty Grable?

He listened patiently until A1 finished.
“Now tell me,” answered Dan, not too
humorously, “What is new in Gloca
Mora?”
It was that five-year-old dancing test
that did it. Melnick showed it at TwenBut naturally
tieth and they loved it.
they didn’t want to give such a break to
another studio’s player. Dan remembered
that L. B. Mayer at M-G-M had always
seemed to like him. He thought of Vash
Young and it gave him courage to take
Across from Mr. Mayer, Dan sat
action.
and told his story. And because he was
right, he walked out with his freedom.
“This may sound corny,” Dan reflects.
“But I really mean it. I had to go through
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everything to fully appreciate today.”
Something special happened to Dan’s
heart when he met charming Elizabeth
Hofert, a former U.S.C. co-ed. He saw her
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one Sunday afternoon when she was

first

riding in a local horse show. Elizabeth was
barely sixteen but Dan knew there was
something solid about a girl who loved
horses as much as he did. They corresponded the first two years he was in the

little lulu

Service. On Christmas Day in 1942, when
he was home on leave they were married.
Adding further happiness to the Dailey
grind, on September 18, 1947, Dan and his

personal partner released their first independent production. Permanent title.
Dan Dailey the Third.
Because he lacks temperament, is kind
and cooperative to everyone, the gang at
the studio refer to him as “Dangerous Dan,
a token of their affection. No actor could
still
less of a movie menace. Because he
remembers not eating, he likes everything
with one exception. Tearoom food; that
slice of orange on a lettuce leaf sprinkled

be

—

with cocoanut” still sort of haunts him. An
old standby at lunch is scrambled eggs and
marinated herring. (The herring habit he
acquired while playing the borscht belt in
the Catskills!)

Next to hoofing, Dan does an awfully
good job of sleeping. “Ten minutes or two
hours,

it

doesn’t matter.

When

I lie

down

sleep.” He’s a great one for postponing
Like paying the gas bill,
“little things.”
The day they brought
for example.
the baby home, the nurse had ^9 Sp
It didnt
next door to heat his bottle!

—I

bother Elizabeth, any more than

it

does

“slightly exaggerates.” He hangs
everything and has a heck ot a

when Dan
on

-compare boxes
Attle Lulu sajs... Compare tissues
rou’ll

see

why Kleenex*

is

America’s favorite tissue.

mil just one double tissue at
C

International Cellucotton Products Co.

You

a time-up pops another!
*T.

M. Reg. U. S.

to

m

time finding anything. Unprecedented
Hollywood, is Dan’s loyalty to the same
agent for twenty years!
Dan would still be wearmg his same
fifteen-year-old wardrobe, if his studio
hadn’t subtly shouted: “You look like a
bum, do something about it!” He practically worships Fred Astaire and Bubbles,
from the team of “Buck and Bubbles.
He wouldn’t be an Irishman and Dan
Dailey— if he wasn’t sentimental. Thats
why last Mother’s Day he sent Mrs. Dan
Dailey Sr. fourth row center seats for all
winter.
the New York shows during the
Dan’s dad is his best press agpt. RecentAvenue,
ly, while walking down Madison
whom should he meet but his old friend,

-and

Pat. Ofl.

Vash Young.
..r
i.
u
“By the way,” inquired Vash casually.
“Whatever happened to young Dan?”
proud
It was a great moment in the
the
father’s life. “Why don’t you go over to
,

Roxy,” he beamed. (“Mother Wore Tights
was then in its fifth week!) “And find out
for yourself!”

The End

LINGERS LONGER
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My New
(Continued from page 52) asked this question a million times. I hope it will not annoy her. That is up to me. I must explain it
is meant as a compliment to her mother
and it will be. I hope she will answer
without shame “I don’t know what I
want to do” until the moment comes
when she knows what she does want to
do then she will have her answer. I feel
it is unimportant whether or not she folfootsteps it is only important
lows in
that she does what she wants to do and
that she does it well.
life at
Much is being written about

—

—

—

—

my

my

—the dressing room my boss Mr.
charming
Warner had built for me.
convenient —
my own idea. Laguna
go
not within commuting distance.
home — sixty miles away —every Wednesthe studio

It is

it is

it is

is

I

day and every weekend. I miss my family
but am bearing up very well. At five
months old, Barbara is not waiting home at
six-thirty ready to have a long chat. She
is

asleep—=-and she should be.
is

I see no point in it at her age. I
rather bored with the Mother role as
exploited by some of my cohorts. I think
it unfair to a child so young.
Newspaper
photographs seldom look like the person
how well I know why should complete
strangers get a wrong impression of her
and she is ours. Just for us at the moment.
I did not have her for publicity reasons. I
am too dyed-in-the-wool a Yankee to exploit the things that are deep in me.
One article I believe the first printed
quoted me as saying, “Isn’t she a beauty?”

Barbara?

—

am

—

—

—

I blushed when I read it.
I can’t brag
about my lovely daughter. To me, of
course, she is much more than a beauty
she is heaven and all that goes with it.
But that kind of thing I am incapable of
saying. If someone else says it I beam.
Whom does she look like? It is impossible
I feel as the weeks go by she looks
to tell
more and more like her father. I am pleased.
I have received many compliments since

—

—

—

—

work as to how well I look
better than ever and the like. Motherhood is receiving all the credit. I retort
with some reason it couldn’t be I have
had a year off the first since I started in
working at nineteen. To deny that Barbara
has not made a change in my life would be
hypocrisy she has given me a great new
interest a great new challenge to equip
her for the world she will go out into.
That is up to me and I love the responsibility. And I pray I will do well by her.
Let’s see what else my new picture
returning to

—

so satisfactory a home I am
willing to give it up for a few days at a
time in order to have it there waiting for
me. It is ideal for my husband’s career he
is a painter and gains inspiration from his
life there. That makes it even more worth
the few evenings away. One reporter said
the doctor ordered me to live up here for
my health. I am extremely healthy. I was
entire pregnancy. I was after
during

Laguna

Life

—

my

Barbara was born. I could only wish such
good health for all women.
Why have I not been photographed with

—

—

—

—

—

—

“Winter Meeting”

—

—

I

like

it.

am

I

with

my

ing to

director Bretaigne Windust comWarners with an Oscar record in the

Our leading man is another Davis
Davis from Missouri first name Jim,
Are the
tall, good looking and talented.
Sherrys’ buying a ranch? They are. They
are going into it as a business and as their
future home.
What do we do in Laguna? We love living we swim, we read. Sherry paints,
goes to his flying school every day he has
his private license. I run the house take
care of my daughter have barbecues on
the beach take trips in our boat go to the
movies to the summer theaters visit with
my mother and sister and family play
pool take movies of our daughter play
with our daughter have friends for weekends darn socks sew on buttons sit
around and talk, our favorite kind of entertainment. In other words, we do what any
average family does a family that is sufficient unto itself the only really important thing in the world for everyone the
one thing really worth striving for.
To sum it all up I cannot ask for more
than to have life continue as it is. I have
my family my work I can look the world
in the eye. I am happy.
And now to bed to get ready for another
day tomorrow is Friday and as I race to
Laguna tomorrow night, I will have to
admit the scales have tipped definitely in
favor of my family with my work the less
important of the two that is the main
change in Bette Davis. Check.
theater.

—

—a

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The End.
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designing and qualify fabrics
your figure and give you
enhance
combine to
freedom from restraint.
of
that heavenly feeling
Skififui

There
At leading stores

is

a Starlight Bra for every figure

HE’S different,” the preview audience
after viewing Barbara Bel
S announced
Geddes in “The Long Night” with
Henry Fonda. Her face, her mannerisms,

type including teen age and long line,
Also wired bras with detachable straps.

everywhere

her freshness remained in the memory a
long time; always a sure sign a gal has
something.
At RKO, where Barbara is making like
a fourteen-year-old miss for her role in “I

TEETH should show
in

Remember Mama,”
covered

your smile

she

did

cast

indeed

and crew dishave several

Among them a lively intelligence,
a handsome husband, Carl Schriver, who
Susan, just
is an engineer, and a daughter
two and three-quarters.
Daughter of the famous theatrical producer-designer, Norman Bel Geddes, Barbara left Andrebrook School to accept a
good role in Alexander Kirkland’s play
“Out of the Frying Pan.” She displayed
so much talent her father, who objected
to the move, gave in and from there on

things.

NEVER
The two blocks of ster-

in

your

HAIR-DO

ling inlaid at back of

bowls and handles of
most used spoons and
forks.

They make

Teeth never show

this

silverplate stay lovelier

with

longer. Fifty-two piece

Barbara

(No

worked

hard

finally hitting the jackpot
velous performance in the

with chest.
Federal Tax.)

set $68.50

and

diligently,

with her mar-

Broadway show
“Deep Are the Roots.”
Not pretty in the accepted Hollywood

KANT-SIIP

COMBS

Because only Kanf-Slip

Combs have

CONCEALED

Tight-Gripping Teeth

Only Goody Kant-Slip Combs hove this overlapping patented construction making the teeth invisible in

sense, Barbara is proof that talent counts
most. And that bright, quick mind is a
constant joy to studio workers.
“Now let’s see,” she says, self analytically, “I have a foul temper, love to argue
and get involved in all kinds of discussions. I have spurts of terrific energy and
periods when I do nothing. I either dress
sloppily, or to kill. I can be shy at times
and at others, boisterous. I can’t bear cake
or fresh fruit, but I love asparagus and
good books.” (She reads, not eats, the
l&ttsr.)

She’s a wonderful mother and a

happy

wife. Living next door to Mike Romanoff
in Beverly Hills, Barbara and her husband
and daughter make good use of Mike’s
pool and love it. She made lasting friends
/

HOLMES & EDWARDS

Available in

a variety of popular sizes at lea ding
5 and 10c stores and notion counters.

STERLING INLAID

«REO. TRADEMARK

SILVERPLATE

FOR
Cepyritlit 1948. The Internationil Silver Co.,

Meriden, Conn. Sold
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In

Canada by The
:

T.

Holmes t Edwards

DIvIsloo,

Eaton Co., ltd. °Ro{. U. S. Pat.

Oil.

BETTE-R

HAIR AIDS

BETTER REACH FOR

Fonda and Vincent Price during her
film, and goes visiting both households. Irene Dunne, who now plays her
of

first

mother,
She’s

.

GOODY

is

another

done

idol.

nothing,

thank

heavens,

distinctive mole on her left
cheek. And as a teen-age miss of another
era for her “Mama” picture, she’s terrific.

about the

“Two

for the
A
eye appeal

show”

wn^

pull-over

and

plus

long lean lines you love.

the

matching

combinations.

At Famous-Barr Co.,

St.

cardigan

Sizes

3440.

Louis, Mo., and

by

designed

Comes

Pull-over

The May

in

Spuncraft
other

about

that

has

terrific

high shade

$6.00.

Cardigan

about $8.00.

Co., Cleveland, 0.

For other stores in your vicinity write to the manufacturer

listed

on page 88

now appearing in RKO’s “Crossfire,” has the blonde hair and
green eyes that make for dynamite. Her acting is dynamite packed, too

Gloria Grahame,

IjXCITING

gifts to give

at the best time of

The

or receive

—Christmas!

aU

looking evening bag by
metallic brocade with a

gala

Lujean is
gold frame and chain. About

$7.00.

The long, very swish jersey gloves
by Fownes are studded with rhinestones.

ing

About

The match-

$3',50.

sheer

Stanley

Carol

linen

an
hankie and pure
$1.00
is
unbeatable team. Hankie
A black suede
and scarf is $5.00.
silk scarf are

by Vogue has huge set-in rhinestones and an adjustable back to
Gold
$6.00.
fit sizes 26 to 34.

belt

non-tarnish

choker

The

$3.95.

glove

Alexette Two-in-one

perfect

is

smartness.

by Richelieu.

for

warmth and

One wool, one leather
Wear the wool in-

at $5.95 the set.

side

the

days,

leather

for

extra

nippy

The Jean Vernon* “Lily

of

the Valley” set has daintiness and
beauty in white, pink or blue crepe.
Gown about $8.00, slip $5.00, pantie

Coro’s gold chain has a
lis
of pearls and diamonds
de
fleur
high or low around
shde
can
that
Ask for these
your neck. $5.00.
by name at your favorite
gifts
$3.00.

store or see page 88.
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DESIGNER OF THE MONTH

Grace Houston, the attractive green-eyed designer for
Universal-International stars, learned how to create costumes
for the theater when she began her career as a dancer. She
hung around backstage, after the show was over, and
discussed the good and bad points of costuming with the
wardrobe mistress, electricians, or anyone who had to remain
after the performance. And before long she was costuming stage
productions herself, so that by the time Hollywood lured her
she had thirty-two stage shows to her credit.
Grace was born in New Bedford, Mass., but her family moved
to Brooklyn when she was five. She started dancing when she
was eight and, at one point in her career, was k Rockette
in the precision line of beauties at Radio City Music Hall.
“On the stage,” Grace observed, “you design clothes
to be viewed from about the fifth row and on back. In
pictures, a close-up may magnify so that it will reveal even
the stitching. Therefore more attention to detail must go
into film clothes. Hats are one of the most difficult things
to design for a picture because they must fit into any
camera angle the director desires and still show the star’s face.”
Miss Houston likes to create her modern clothes from period
designs. She definitely prefers the new long skirts to the knee-length
styles. “You can do more things in fashions with a long
skirt because there’s more material to work with,” she says.
She has a Persian cat named Natasha. She adores reading,
she loves music, especially the piano which she plays
magnificently. And she believes that one of the most important qualities a woman can have is good taste in clothes.
The manner of good taste is exemplified in the coat she designed
for Ella Raines to wear in “The Senator Wats Indiscreet,”
our Photoplay pattern for this month. It’s versatile and
wearable and in perfect taste.

Grace Houston
January Pattern Designer

herevmr You
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If the preceding pages do not list stores in your vicinity where Photoplay Fashions are sold, write to the manufacturers Ibted below:

Cable stitch sweater

Dress

Catalina

Henry Rosenfeld
49 i ^venth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

443 S. San Pedro St.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Moaton coat
Feshbach d Ackerman
333 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y,

PuUoT^ sweater and

Mouton hat

Madcaps
28 West 39th

New

matching cardigan
Street

York, N. Y.

Spuncraft
141 West 36th Street
New York, N. Y.

Accessories shown on page 8B
Evening bag

Long

Lujean
130 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Fownes

Matching hankie
and scarf set

gloves

H.

411 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

1.

Herzman

17 East 37th Street
New York, N. Y.

B«It

Gold bead choker

Two-in-one gloves

Jean Vernon lingerie set

Gold chain with

Vogue

Richelieu
3 89 Fifth

Alexette Glove Corp.

/.

R. Beaton Co.
41 1 Fifth Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Coro
47 West 34th Street
New York, N. Y.

14 East 32 Street
York, N. Y.

New

New

Avenue

York, N. Y.

Gloversville,

New York

fleur

de

lie

Golden Touch...
Doris Dodson weaves

golden lame leaves through
jewel -bright American

Beauty rayon crepe.

Aquamarine, Topaz,
Amethyst. Junior sizes

9 to 15. About $17.00

Write tor the

name

your local shop

.

of

.

Doris Dodson, St. Louis 1, Mo.
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Remember Mama

They'll

NEWEST

YETI

In

BUck

or 6r«y Sunda, Genuina
Black patant, Brown or

Wintar Rad alligator
Calf. High Haals Only.

0

Black

In

Suada. Ganulna
Black patant. Town
Browm Kid. Graan

AlligatorCaH. Both

High or Cuban

lATTICE

Heals.

"Yc«rs direct from

SilOt 3'/2-9.

•he foctery'’

Widths

CHARLES COREY
70 BecKh

St.,

Pteose^ send

"IVY"

.

.

sho. Mtg
Boston, Moss.

me

AA-C

WIDTH

as ‘Betty Grable’s husband’ but I’m
often pointed out as ‘Harry James’s wife.’
to

COLOR
"LATTICE"

And

WIDTH

SIZE

COLOR

figure.

“My mother always told me I’d wind
up with a musician,” she said. “But the
break I’ve had in having my musician
turn out to be a great man! I’ve so much
respect for Harry. He’ll never be referred

co

POSTPAID

ot $4.98

SIZE

Instead we tell her how good she is, how
better them other children with bad
habits, cmd that makes her love to mind.
“She’s mad for her baby sister. She
thinks Jessica is a doll and can’t imderstand why she cannot take care of her in
the way she does her other dolls. Jessica
was only twelve weeks old when we came
away on this vacation so the doctor advised us against giving her a change of
environment. Vicki misses her nearly as
much as I do. Every day when I phone the
mmse, Vicki says, ‘Mother, ask Jessica why
’’
she doesn’t come down here.’
Harry got to his feet. “Hey, let me out,”
he said, grinning. “She’ll never stop once
she gets started on that subject.”
Fondly, Betty watched his retreating

much

BEAUTIFULLY LATTICED!

(Continued from page 39) the hotel runs.
ITiey’re from 1812 or thereabouts and tiiey
are really something. Otherwise we turn
in practically at Vicki’s bedtime.
“She’s a wonderful little girl, Vicki; one
of the best little girls I ever encoimtered.
Harry and I can’t stand spoiled children
and we’d tear into her if she were. But
we never once have had to discipline ber.

that’s for me!
that’s what I

“For

HEEL

NAMF
STREET

riTY

STATE

MONEY ORDER

C. O. D.

CHECK

am

entirely except
screen.
I make two musicals a year. They’re hard
work; take four to five months to shoot.
But while Harry’s work continues to
separate us for six months a year I won’t

for those brief

moments I’m on the

The other six months we manage
together, even though we’re working. And
out of them always we salvage this sixweeks stretch when we don’t do a thing
but play.”
couple of very race-track looking
characters came over at that moment demanding that Betty autograph their proretire.

A

WHEN
YOU

grams. That, at least, was the excuse.
Their greedy eyes traveled up and down
her as she signed.
She shrugged as they moved away. “It’s
types like that that keep me from going
on the road with Harry,” she said. “I
wanted to sit quietly out back while he
played. But just such people would shout
for me to come and give a song. If I refused they said I was snooty. When I
didn’t refuse they said I was trying to
grab Harry’s act. So now I stay home.

WHY I was alone and Hai^
Iwas across the continent when Jessica
was bom. She came five wedcs ahead of
schedule and I was scared stiff. We have
a horse named Red Ear in our stable
we’ve got twelve all together and he’s
got the nicest brown face with a white

“rTHATS

—

spot on his nose.
“So, all I could think of with Jessica
coming so fast was that Harry, who was
back East where the horses were, must
get to Red Ear and rub his white spot for
luck. And that he did. Then I went to
the hospital. I had a tough time. I always
do. That’s why my doctor tells me I can

—

only have one more baby and not for another three years.
“Harry and I were sure this time we
were going to have a boy ^we still want
one and Vicki was very puzzled by our
She kept asking me what a boy
talk.
looked like. I told her a boy looked as
she did except with a mustache.
“When she heard that the baby was a
girl, she asked, ‘Has she got a mustadie?’
“When we finally permitted her tn seer
the baby she broke me up, she was so
wonderful about it. While I was in the
hospital I’d .received a lot of jH'esents
little guns in the flowers and such things
and I had sent them home to Vicki as
presents from Jessica. So Vicki felt fine
about her. Still I didn’t expect to see her
instinctively lean down and kiss the baby
and say, over and over ‘Mommie, she’s

—

—

beautiful.’

“Jessica

is

a positively sensational baby.
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She’s tiny, but she never cries tmless her
bottle is late. She’s got a ravishing smile
too. And she looks exactly like Vicki and
not a bit like either of us. The same reddish blonde hair and blue eyes. Harry and
I and both his parents and both my parBut Vicki’s is
ents have curly hair.
straight as a string and I’m glad. All my
life I’ve Wcmted straight hair. Jessie’s is
going to curl though.”

typical

Betty paused and grinned mockingly.
“They both have angel dispositions
which they do not inherit from me,” she
said. “It’s Harry who is always calm. He
gives everyone a chance.

He

says ‘Wait

and they’ll be all right.’ Vicki has this
same calmness.
“She has a terrific crush on her father.
We put on a record with a trumpet part
and she knows immediately whether it’s
Harry or not. She loves all mxisic, anyhow, and juke boxes fascinate her. She
developed a big yen to play the trumpet,
in imitation of Harry, but I talked her out
of that. When she’s a little older I’ll let
her study the piano if she wants to. For
her own pleasure. Not with any idea of a

Harry and

career.

I

will let

Plenty of time for that

later.

them
.

.

decide.

.

WAS

twelve when I started out here,
”
doubling for Mary Pickford in ‘Kiki.’
She laughed. “And when am I going to
quit? Well I’m very grateful for being

“I
I

—

Top Ten and

I’d like to stay around
as long as that kind of luck holds out. If
I had to depend on singing alone or dancing alone or acting alone I’d be nowhere.
But with the three in combination I’ve
been lucky in my career.
“Because of so much good fortune I
thought I probably wouldn’t get a break
with my marriage and children. But that
has worked out too. I had a crush on
Harry long before I met him. And after

in the

Dick Haymes

me

finally introduced us it took
seven years to hook him. But I finally

swung

it.”

Betty laughed suddenly. “Before we
were married,” she said, “I used to wear
high pompadours, sensational hats and
nail polish

thought

it

and the blackest dresses. Harry
was just fine then. But now I

wear none of that because now he doesn’t
want it on me. He’ll look at some girl
with a terrific hat and murmur ‘Doesn’t she

—

look beautiful?’ I’ll ask, ‘Should I get a
hat like that?’ ‘No,’ says Harry. So I go
out and buy another horse instead.”
Betty pauses again and that warm unaffected charm that you feel from her on
screen is twenty times as forceful at
close range. The appeal those long legs
of hers give her, the potency her natural
sense of rhythm exerts, all are obvious.
But the real Betty whom, oddly enough,
not many people know well, has much more
than the sum of these assets. In* a town
where too much flattery turns too many
heads, Betty has never taken herself as
Heaven’s Great Gift to the World. The
earthy commonsense she’s always possessed makes her say ‘Maturity is much
better than pretending to be an ingenue.
Why pretend that I’m not the mother of
two children when I’m so very proud of
that fact. Maternity has to stand for maturity.
I’d much prefer people to say,
‘How young she looks for her age,’ than
hear them whisper, ‘She looks a lot older
”
than she claims to be.’
Betty does not need to worry. She’s one
of those rare, lucky women whose personal charm is so great that you never
consider what the total of their years may
be. For she carries with her an inner
serenity based on a private life that is
more important to her than siny public
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and dance and dream,
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gaily, to dine

Carole King Original

Siesta rayon crepe. Junior sizes 9 to 15.

in

Under $15.00.

acclaim.

What a girl! And what a
Vicki and Jessica to remember.
The End

Mama

for
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For
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of store, write Carole King,

your
17th

city.

and Washington,

St.

Louis

3,

Mo.
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I

(Continued from, page 40) observed what
dopes drinking made of people. When I
saw old men out with very young girls
and old ladies out with yoimg boys, I
didn’t want any of that either. I wanted a

and have people whistle as you go
by and say, “Who’s that lucky dog with
Marie McDonald?”
figure

'They are lavish spenders, but they are
not thoughtful.
They are much cattier
than women and discuss other girls with
you, but they curl up if you so much as
mention some other man to them. You
start out on a twosome with them, and
end up in a mob of their friends. They
compel you to concentrate on your career
simply because that’s something that

my

real marriage, like
mother now had,
with a real home smd children.
So I fell in love, like mad, with
first love.
I was thirteen by then.
He
was a lordly twenty-one. I watched him
for two years at church at the Lutheran
debates. He didn’t notice me at all.

my

—

you can rely

NE

day

I

got into

my

O

FOUND

entered a beauty contest. I was fifteen
I emerged the winner, “Miss New
York State.” George White, the producer
of the famous “Scandals,” was one of the
judges. He asked me if I’d like to go into
the “Scandals.” I still wanted Jimmy, my
debating boy friend, but as he wasn’t giving me a tumble I thought a career the
next best thing. Mother let me do what I
wanted. I’m not sure now that was so
wise, for by entering “The Scandals” I
threw over a scholarship to Coliunbia
University which I had earned.
“The Scandals” didn’t
too long.
When it folded on Broadway, it went on
a torn- of the movie houses. I went along
with it, rooming with a girl named Axie.
She was a darling and she is still one

and

Two on

a steady date

my

—Marie

Jimmy? Oh, I finally did catch him,
when I was sixteen. Having caught him,

dreamy-eyed and content. I was so relaxed that when Tommy came over to our

I threw him back, for he wouldn’t let me
be myself. He wanted me to act what so
many men think all chorus girls are
dumb. Take my word for it. No chorus

table during intermission,

ness

girl

She

I’ve

career.

who stays in a big
can’t be and last.

show

is

dumb.

was hurt and I was bored. I said,
would like to be a movie actress.” So I
came West and I got more gates slammed
I

“I

my face than I knew existed.
Finally I got dovm to my last thirteen
cents.
I’m superstitious about thirteen.
My real name has thirteen letters. Marie
McDonald has thirteen letters. I refused
to part with that last dime and three pennies, just as I refused to write Mother and
Daddy anything but the most charming
in
.

lies

about

my

success.

was bunking with two other girls in
a dreary “court” apartment of two rooms
a bedroom with twin beds and a living
room furnished with a three-piece “suite.”
I slept on the lumpy divan because I was
I

—

paying the least rent.
If you’ve ever been down to your small

know how

—

ypu are a
girl.
Glow with prosperity and the lads
make with the dinner dates. But really
need to eat and they know it and you
have to play cagey and eat fast and rim
change, you

it

is

if

—

faster after the
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tagged along with the mob, and sat there,

business.
His father launched the Karl
Shoe Stores which run from Seattle to
New Mexico. Harry took over the busi-

imtil

p

married Vic

Harry was so reserved and kind, so different from the Hollywood run of men, that
he appealed to me at once.
Maybe that is because- he has nothing
to do with Hollywood but is in the shoe

They’ve got a beautiful home in the ValAnd
ley now, and two lovely children.

had the

I

I

our love died.
Perhaps it sounds silly when an exwife says of an ex-husband that they are
still good friends. But we are truly that.
He’s still my agent and I wouldn’t have
any one else guide my career.
Strangely enough, I met Harry Karl
through Vic, and Ann Miller, who had
been in that first “Scandals” show with
me. It was just after I got my divorce.

9

best friends. Axie was all ambiShe tried to push me into studying
diction and practicing dancing. She said
she was going to be a big star. I said what
I wanted was to marry Jimmy.
Axie met Ben
So what happened?
Blue, the comedian, and married him.

when

had been brought up to be
cook and a fine seamstress.
a> good
I
wanted to run a house and I would have
been happy to retire completely. But by
this time I was “The Body” under contract to Hunt Stromberg, and Vic didn’t
want me to becohie just a wife. He
wanted me to be “a name,” to always be
in the glamour act. But acting wasn’t what
I wanted then. The things we wanted as
man and wife weren’t the same and so

and new husband, Harry Karl

tion.

now

this out

( Orsatti.

nm

of

on.

bathing suit and

check has been

p>aid.

But the pay-off came for me one night
when I was invited to a cocktail party that
Garwood Van, James Craig and Jimmy
Van Heusen were giving for Tommy
Dorsey. While everybody else was drinking, I was stuffing my little old tummy
hors d’oeuvres. Never., before or
since has any meal seemed so wonderful

full of

me, and when

Tommy

had

to

go to

A

to

Y

the Palladium, where he was playing,

I

Tommy

said,

“Hey,

I

I

started singing.

need a voice

like

yours. It’s too bad I’ve got a plane chartered for tomorrow. Otherwise I’d audition you.
But if you are still available
when I get back, I’d like to hear you.”
I said, “If I’m still available when you
get back, there will be so little of me left
you won’t be able to hear me.”
Jimmy Van Heusen got it. “Why not
audition the kid tonight when you get

through?” he said. So that’s how it happened that at three o’clock in the morning
I sang “The Breeze and I” and next day
flew out with Tommy as his canary.
sang sentimental numbers night after
and I wished the words I was
crooning were true for me. I returned
to Hollywood, when the tour was over,
because I figured my tour would make me
I

night,

known
had.

I

to a

few casting directors and

it

got a chance at Universal.

about me, and girl, oh, girl! You soon discover you can have seven dates in seven
days, but don’t take them seriously. You
find out your phone number has been
handed around that you are expected to
see and be seen. When you are sweet and
sincere, they say, “She’s acting.” When you
are tossing a little mood around, they say,

—

I

got

He nearly
into a political discussion.
died.
“Baby, you mustn’t be worrying
about these things,” he said. I remember
another
a quiet

who was mad when
little

suggested
place for dinner and then
I

when we went on to Mocambo, said I was
just using him for publicity purposes.
They want

to

show

off

I cared less than nothing for
he was happy as a kid. We had parties at my home or his. We went grunion
hunting at the beach or cooked vdenies
with a crowd. We discovered a mutual
love of pool and billiards.
We pal around with various crowds.
Sonny and Tilo Myers, Harry’s best
friend for years, Gloria De Haven and
Johnny Payne, 'Tommy Dorsey and his
mob, Bryan ^rr and his wife, Keenan
Wynn, Larry Parks and Betty.
Harry and I have worked out a live-andlet-live policy for ourselves. He has his
work and he feels it is all right for me
to have mine but his work hasn’t the
crazy hours of the movie business and I

discovered
it,

—

it that my career doesn’t cut
time after five p.m.
For by now, you see, I’ve got the habit

shali see to

Then the Hollywood wolves found out

“What a witch.”
I remember one guy with whom

when he came out of college.
Harry was like the standard male, and
thought all any Hollywood girl wanted
to do was go out dancing. But when he

your face and

up

my

of acting.
is

By now I am ambitious. Harry
Many a night he sits beside

so sweet.

—

me while I run off old films the “greats”
every
of the past like Garbo, from
actress can learn so much.
But you see how lucky I’ve been, don’t
you? Modeling clothes at ten got me over
any wish to be an adult clothes horse.
Seeing how night clubs work at twelve
made me know the workings of the “mad,
mad whirl.” Having a hundred dates in

—

that

many

wonder^l

whom

nights

made me know how

to

have one steady date

it

is

in your own home with the man to whom
you’re married. And that steady date I
want to keep forever and always.

The End
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UNE HAVER

has her

own “New

/

Look” as you can see by the cover.
As long as I can remember, June
has had this “Look.” It was, in fact, one
of the most important factors that Paul
Hesse, Photoplay’s cover photographer, and
considered as we created the cover design for this issue. The secret? June’s
skin coloring and her hair. They are fresh
and natural. They exude health. All of
which is the basis of good fashion, and
the woman who tries to look smart without looking fresh and natural and healthy
is defeating herself.
I talked with June’s mother, who was
in the gallery with us while June dressed
in her cute colorful stocking cap, gloves
and sweater, attributes of high fashion.
She told me some of June’s beauty secrets
and also how June cared for her clothes.
June sleeps nine hours every night and
drinks water by the gallon. She also exercises on the tennis court and skating

THE BASE COAT THAT
REALLY STOPS NAIL POLISH

I

CHIPPING, CRACKING, PEELING!
Never before
life

a base coat like this, for

it

adds days

— even

weeks

of your manicures. Keeps any polish flawlessly lovely for

you

like

— without

Perma-Nail

today!

worry of chipping, cracking or peeling.
>cr///y

works

long as
Buy,

try

— ioi you!

$I jjhts lux, at cosmetic counters

\

— to the

as

and

beauty salons everywhere.

III

THE PERMA-NAIL COMPANY

BURBANK. CALIFORNIA

«

And when

she is working and can’t
indulge in sports, she does setting-up exrink.

morning and night.
To an old man like me, June

ercises

is a baby,
but even when she is forty, I am certain
she will have the same figure, the same

sparkle and, by the same token, that

“New

Look.” She really works at it.
June cares for her clothes herself and
her mother says there never was such a
fussy girl. To house her wardrobe, one of
the largest in Hollywood, June has four
closets.

When

clothes

come

from

the

they are placed in one of the
closets. After they have been worn once,
following a clothesline airing in the shade,
they are placed in another closet.
Her shoes are always brushed and
polished before they are put away on shoe
trees. June treats her clothes with the
respect they deserve, you see, and they
in return enhance her “New Look.”
cleaner,

By LILLIAN ALBERTSON
Let the dramatic coach who helped Rosalind
Russell, Cary Grant, Clark Gable and others,
show you whether you too can become a movie
star. Lillian Albertson, successful actress, direct
tor, and top coach for 15 years, tests you on your
“acting potential**, and teaches you the special
techniques that successful movie actors use.
Famous producer Jesse L.

•

Lasky says: “I heartily

ommend

it

to anyone, regard-

less of age, who aspires to
screen or stage.’*

ADEU

the

you'll be a successful actor
• The difference in acting

*‘lt will

I
"

I
I
z

I
I

DAYS TRIAL

•

You, too, can have lovelier,
Longer Hair that often leads to love and
HAIR MIRACLE encourages
romance
hair to grow longer by preventing brittle
dry ends from breaking. YOU BE THE
JUDGEI Try Hair Miracle. You’ll be delighted with its thrilling results. Hair can

the

going into
theater nor

into

acting as an

aren't

for

CLIP

art,

.

but who

would like to gain

and ability
actor

the

ACT NOW! DON’T DELAY! DO WHAT THOUSANDS OF WOMEN HAVE DONE! LONGER
HAIR makes you a perfect invitation for

has."

COUPON

NOW

.

hair regain natural beauty.

actress

or

.

grow thicker, become soft and lustrous.
Repeated application brings new life to
hair injured by dyes and bleaches. Helps

the ease and poise

tender embraces.

201
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153 East 24th Street, New York 10, N. Y.
Yes, send me a copy of MOTION nCTUKE ACTING for ten days' free trial. I aaree to pay postman

I

Upon

I

TEED! MONEY BACK IP NOT COMPLETELY
SATISFIED.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY

the full purchase price of $2.50 plus few cents
postal charjies. If after ten days 1 am not cornpletely sati.sfied I may letuin the book for full
refund. (We pay postage on order accompanied by
remittance. Same return privllene.)

I
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Write
for
your 2
months’ supply today.

arrival, pay postman $1.00 plus postage or
$1.00 with your order.
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mail
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Address
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LONGER HAIR!

says:

help a

great many who

stage and screen
• Good posture and movement
• Correcting regional accents
0 How to cultivate good speech
• How to concentrate on a rote
• How to be self-assured
0 Developing acting imagination
• How to visualize a role (with
actual practice scripts included)

I
*

ROGERS

JOHNS

ST.

omoxing book fells:
• How to find out whether
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Lester Qottlieb

Discussion of the disk-doings of your film
favorites and songs from the latest movies

VARIETY GIRL:

Paramount’s mammoth vaudeville
major highlight when Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope re-create an old-time pair of troupers singing
"Harmony.” Decca promises a dubbing of the team’s
performance but in the meantime try Johnny Mercer
and King Cole. (Capitol)

show has

Want

GIRLS!

ESCAPE ME NEVER:

Warner’s tender love story costarring Errol Flynn, Eleanor Parker and Ida Lupino

quick curls ?

W

a

Johnny Mercer

a sympathetic theme melody to underscore the
drama and Korngold and Koehler have composed
"Love for Love” and Hal McIntyre and his fine orchestra have re-

needed

film’s

HAT girl

doesn’t want quick curls
these days! Especially when that
favorite fella gives you a call at the last
minute. With New Wildroot Hair Set you
can set that favorite hairdo in less time. It’s absolutely tops for quick good
grooming that’s so important these days. New
Wildroot Hair Set contains processed Lanolin.
Leaves any textureof hair
soft, natural-looking, and
at its lovely best. Re-

places old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Light bodied F aster drying. Lets you style your
favorite hair-do at home
quickly, without fuss or
disappointment.

it.

called

It’s

corded

(M-G-M)

it.

GOLDEN EARRINGS:

The Ray Milland-Marlene Dietrich Paramount sizzler has
melody smoothly interpreted by Dinah Shore. On the reverse
Dinah sings "The Gentleman Is a Dope,” rhythmic hit from the Broadway musical
"Allegro.” (Columbia)
its

lush theme

title

ROMANCE OF ROSY

RIDGE: The Van Johnson folksy
America gives ample opportunities to the homely tunes
of the day. Capturing that mood is "I Come from Missouri” and the Denver Darlings give it a good spin.

tale

of post-Civil

War

(M-G-M)

.

NEW WUDRQOT

EMPEROR WALTZ:

The great opera star Lauritz
Melchior gives his attention to two melodies from the
new Bing Crosby film, singing the title tune by Strauss
and the new "Kiss in Your Eyes.” Top-flight perform-

HAIR

(M-G-M)

ances.

FUN AND FANCY

FREE: The

records playing tunes

Disney feature seem endless. Now comes Tony
Martin with "Lazy Countryside” and "Too Good to Be
True.” Incidentally, Tony has re-disked his famous version of "Begin the Beguine”
and, on still another Victor platter, sings "Stanley Steamer” from "Summer Holiday.”

from

this

THIS TIME FOR KEEPS: Jimmy Durante

repeats the laughs he gets in this new
musical hit with the comedy song, "I’m the Guy Who Found the Lost
Chord.” (M-G-M) This movie co-stars Esther Williams and baritone Johnnie
Johnston and the latter has a new M-G-M record that should please his fans. He
sings two slick ballads, "Why Should I Cry Over You” and "How Lucky You Are.”

M-G-M

SONG OF LOVE:
which

BRUSH

Victor albums.

HAIR
—

—

—

—

BROWNATONE

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
your hair. Send a post card

today— BROWNATONE. Dept. 281, COVINGTON. KY.
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The piano work

have and hold

is

played by Artur Rubinstein. If

see the Classical

Corner for

his latest

of the classics heard in the film are included.

THE

...AND LOOK 10 YEARS

of

Many

to

CLASSICAL CORNER: Artur Rubinstein plays Liszt’s stirring Piano Concerto,
ably assisted by the Dallas Symphony and in another Victor Red Seal album plays six
famed piano works by Schumann, Brahms and Liszt. The latter’s familiar Second

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades from lightest blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush does it
or your
money back. Approved by thousands Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vegetable derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray appears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and $1.75 at druggists. Get
now, or

Mention natural color

beautiful romantic biography of Robert Schumann
Hepburn and Robert Walker has a sound

track movie-goers are raving about.

you want Rubinstein recordings

CRAY

r

M-G-M’s

co-stars Paul Henreid, Katharine

Hungarian Rhapsody gets single disk development by radio’s First Piano Quartet
(Victor) .... The two new Mozart albums, both issued by Columbia, feature the Halle
Orchestra playing Concerto No. 4 for Horn, and the Quintet for Clarinet and Strings
Another
played by the Philharmonic String Quartet and clarinetist Reginald Kell.
fine pianist, Robert Casadesus, plays Chopin’s Sonata No. 2 in B Flat, which is excellently
One never tires of hearing Tchaikovsky’s Fifth and Columbia
recorded by Columbia.
has just released a new interpretation by the Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Paul
The fine piano team of Whittemore and Lowe play the Malaguena by
Kletski.
Lecuona and Gould’s Guaracha in a Victor disk.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Where

There's

(Continued from page 51)

Hope
“My

first

Victor record

gv\ie

New

Year’s resolution,” said Bob piously, “is to
quit picking on Crosby. After all, Bing’s
getting older. He deserves respect.
“I am going to tell the truth on the golf
course even if I play alone.
“I also resolve to drink more milk and
give my head a rest. Rest more and give
the nation a rest.”
Nation won’t stand for it. 150 visitors
were on Bob’s set. He couldn’t get through
the mob to confer with his writers. The
pressure continues right through lunch
hour. Bob eats in his dressing room. The
telephone jingles constantly as though it
thought it was Santa’s sleigh. Mrs. Hope
calls and Jack Hope answers: “Bob is late
getting off the set this noon, Dolores. Shall
I

have him

call

you?”

"MeRRy CHRISTMAS MUSiC"
Perry sings Jingle Bells; Silenf Night;

Winter Wonderland;

O

Come,

All Ye

Faithful; That Christmas Feeling;
I'll

Be

Home

for Christmas; others.

rother

jack takes care of callers and
fan mail. They are heaped together on
a davenport. You sit on the mail and it sits
on you. A machine opens letters with the
frantic speed of a buzz saw.
A Hindu emerging from the fan mail
said he came to report on “Monsieur
Beaucaire.” In Bombay theaters, he said,
rows of white turbans rolled back and
forth like foamy breakers in hysteric
Basic Bob Hope is replacing
laughter.
Hindustani and ancient Sanskrit.
Frenchman popped out of the letter
opening machine. Tangled in fan mail he
got opened by mistake. “My wife, Meestair
Hope, she laughs at you,” the Frenchman
exulted. “It is a miracle!”
“A miracle, huh?” said Meestair Hope.
“But you do not understand, Meestair
Hope. My wife never laughs. She sees
twice your picture and she laughs.”
“Lafayette, we are here at last!” cries
Bob. “La belle France, I love you.”
He seizes a photograph and signs it to
a French war orphan he has never seen:
“To Alain—Please laugh at me in France.
I need the business.”
For the past six years Bob has been
flying round the earth faster than it could
waddle round its axis. This year he required a rest. He scooped up Dolores and
the two oldest kids and went skyrocketing

B

ALBUM —

PgRRV COMO

“Just tell him I
says Dolores.
called to give him his daily kiss and find
out if he would be home for dinner.”
She has been married to the cherub
fourteen years and still phones a kiss at
\
noon.

“No,”

A

VENNIS OAV ALBUMBELOVED IRISH SONGS!
When Irish Eyes

Dennis sings

Are Smiling, Mother Machree,
By the Light of the Silvery
Moon, A Little Bit of Heaven,
others. Ask for "My Wild Irish

SPIKi JONgS ALBUM

Rose," P-191, $3.40.

-FUN FOR THE KIDDIES
Here ore Spike's

around South America.
“What a trip!” he cries, popping onto
the arm of your chair with his snapshot
album. He pointed out each snap with
the eagerness of a Scout just back from

Y-359, $2.25.

"Glenn Miller Masterpieces,"

Vol.

II.

Eight

sides by the original Miller band. P-189, $3.40.

"The Three Suns Present

.

P-185, $3.40.

.

"Year 'Round Favorites" album
Kaye and

his

and The

with

Sammy

Orchestra. Ask for P-184, $3.40.

"Prom Date"— College
Miller Orchestra.

songs by Tex Beneke

Album

P-183, $3.40.

"Tuxedo Junction"— Erskine Hawkins and
Orchestra.

for the annual

QoU W.Ja{

side-splitting ver-

Old MacDonald Had a
Farm, Our Hour, Hawaiian War
Chant and Chloe. Nonbreakoble
records— twice as many plays! Get
"Nonsense Music for Children,"
sions of

RCA

Victor

Album

his

P-181, $3.40.

"Concertos for Dancing" — Freddy Martin and
his Orchestra. RCA Victor Album P-169, $3.40.
"Getting Sentimental with
and his Orchestra." Album

Tommy Dorsey
P-80, $3.40.

—

"Suite 'n Swing" Album
with Henri Rene
and his Orchestra. Album P-190, $3.40.
Suggested list prices, exclusive of taxes.
.

.

.

RCA
— Victor's

plus

clusives"

electronic
to life

Victor quality! Two "ex-

billion-record skill and RCA's
wizardry— make music sound so true

on RCA Victor Records!

What! They have no phonograph? Give
them

a

new

Victrola

Christmas! "Victrola"

radio-phonograph

— T. M.

Hear Bob Merrill on

the

RCA

Victor Program.

Sundays, 2 p.m., EST, over the
Radio Corporation of America.

..y^warJ.d
is

the movie industry’s only
national public opinion poll

01^

ttCAyiCfiilimXROS

for

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

^
i

NBC

Network.

do love that table. I’d be the fattest man
in the world. I can’t afford that. I got a
closet full of suits.”
He says that all he gets for lunch is
weeds. “They call it chef’s salad.”

“That’s our reception
Montevideo. They know how to give a
This is Chile,
reception in Montevideo!
wonderful Chile, and our Ambassador
Bowers. What a guy. I sat in his office
two hours listening to his stories. This
is our consul in Buenos Aires, another

the world jamboree.
in

And

swell guy.

here’s Rio.

Huppy!’ that’s what they

call

Everywhere else folks yell”
in Rio I’m ‘Bubby Huppy.’

Humor

is

‘Hi

Bubby

me

in Rio.

At the moment he is choking down a
sandwich of turkey, chicken and ham.
“Of course when I have company for
lunch I have to eat what they order,” he
“Otherwise they’d think I was
explains.
trying to chop expenses.” He has company
Anyone ordering
for lunch every day.

‘Hi Bob’ but

basic, Bob says. People everyat the same things. “Such as

chef’s salad

where laugh
“This

is

a

great

country,” he

cracks.
his

“A poor boy can grow up and have
Company

The Grandpa Soap

offers

^ LOVELY /^^^^^^PATTERN
SILVERPLATED
TEA

SPOONS

FOR OHVi 2$^
Grandpa heads

with 3

from box)

(cut

pattern is a creation of one
makers.
of the nation's oldest silverplate

The

MARCY

at this

These spoons are offered

you to

to induce

try

low

price

Grandpas Wonder

Pine Tar Toilet Soap.
You'll love Grandpa's pine tar fragrance
and its great heaps of snowy white suds.
refreshing and
Its "gliding suds" action is
for
gentle, and you'll especially enjoy it
an invigorating tub or shower bath.
the
It's marvelous for shampoo and leaves
hair radiant and manage.able.

Get GRANDPA’S today, sep'^
3 Heads and 25c to us. Your 4
If dealer is out of
Grandpa's, request that
order from wholesaler.

hsl.

1878

CO., Dept. 883, Cincinnati 2, 0.

ear lobe.”

five brothers.^ This
the reason he is so good at the
He is philosophic
give and the take.
about life’s pressures.
“You have to go along with them,” he
says. “If you jerk away, if you try to pull
Not just in this
back, you are dead.
That goes for everything.”
business.

may be

OW

in the world does he stand the pace,
old ladies ask. Well, he takes his vitamins, watches his diet, lays off likker and
nicotine. Four years ago he quit cigarettes
They hurt his throat.
“I have bowling ball tonsils,” he says.

and

to cut them out.
‘•They’re not that bad!” squealed Bubby Huppy, squirming out of the doctor’s
he consults the doc by phone.
grasp.
He worries about his health but only
so long as it takes to reach down under
“Doc, I can’t sleep,” he
for the phone.

only

'Ve

chatters worriedly. “I wake
before I get to sleep nights.
slow digestion.”
“Eat less,” says the doc.

Beautiful Silver Black plastic

lb.
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ise.

PLUG IN NEEDED! Should
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think

I

I felt

swell.”

yaller shoes with
Paleface.” Pointing to the toe he said, “That’s where my
wealth is stored.”
Naw, that ain’t where it is, Bubby Huppy. It’s the heart of gold that gives out
Scripture says you have to
all the time.
Bob
lose yourself before finding same.
He
lost himself in the crowd long ago.
and it are one. To each he meets he gives
with vitality and cheer.
You meet Bob and you leave full of
He’s even got the right name,
hope.
that right guy. Hope of the World.

up two hours
I

habit.”

He was wearing high
big bump toes in “The

Now

It.

New York

cause of the hours. Combining the two
leaves no time for mike fright.
“It does you good to get scared,” he
“I used to get the shakes before
says.
going on for a show on the stage. It steps
you up. Now I rush on before I can
think. You have to be in training doing
two things at once around this factory.
Pretty soon I’m going to lay the big stale
body down in Palm Springs in the sun.”
Loafing he likes but it mustn’t be dull.
Things got to keep moving, or Hope disBob says it’s malarky about
integrates.
comedians being sad Hamlets in person.
All laughs. Peo“It’s a wonderful life.
ple liking you.”
He is lighter and fitter than before the
war. For this he gives no credit to the
abstemious life or regular hours.
“Naw, that’s not it,” he says. “It’s that
Like this morning, driving to
‘Hi, Bob!’
work. A couple of guys sang out ‘Hi, Bob!’

The doctor wanted

fORlD’S SMALLEST RADIO

not invited again.

Radio suits him better than pictures be-

Bob grew up with

H

at once.

GRANDPA SOAP

my

the

^

Spoons will be sent postpaid

THE

daughter sing in the Hollywood Bowl.”
But Bob succeeds where politicians fail.
He flies about knitting One World toIn South
gether with basic laughter.
America our Latin chums want no dubbing of Bob into Spanish. They say they
are learning American from him. Winston
Churchill can go peddle his basic English
to dinosaurs. Language of the world of
tomorrow will be Basic Bob Hope.
The telephone is tingling. Bob drags it
wherever he goes and keeps it under his
chair. “They’re off and running,” he cries,
picking it up. “Oh, just my brother hunh?
Why
Well where do you hide, creep?
bother phoning me? Come on over and
get hold of

is

“At dinner I go to town,” he exults.
“Lamb with mint sauce, mashed potatoes
and peas. And I polish off ice creani. I
have a deep freeze unit full of Will Wright
ice cream. I go for lemon pie too. Ma’s
lemon pie drives me out of my mind.”
“Besides starving to death, have you
any other cross to bear?” we ask.
“Ya. Seven-fifteen in the morning,” he
“That bang on the door.
says glumly.
I’m an eleven o’clock guy. I can’t get over

he adds.

politicians,”

have

“Eat less!” screams Bob. “Who do you
think you are, Taft?”
In disgust he slams down the phone.
“You got to be always watching the
stomach for health,” he mutters. “And I

.

.

.

The End

co*tdmded
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The Case of Cornel Wilde
(Continued from page 33) and confused
Cornel himself. His life went into
high speed so fast following “A Song
to Remember” that he had no time to
shift gears. Consequently, instead of being happy with his good fortune he’s still
defensive about Hollywood and producers.
He’s still fighting that old world that didn’t
understand or appreciate him.
Take for example an incident at a recent
party. Cornel was at the top of his persuasive form. His black eyes were shinHis voice
ing, his black hair was tossing.
as

was irresistible. He and David Selznick
were in a corner. And Cornel was trying
Selznick the idea of buying his
“Lord Byron” story with Cornel of course
to star as the romantic poet.
“Can’t you see,” Cornel concluded enthusiastically, “it would be terrific!” Selznick shook his head and said, “Maybe but
to

sell

—

I

can’t afford

it.”

—

” began Cornel.
the cost of the story,”
interrupted the producer. “But I’d have
to get you a top woman star and
“Oh, no, I could carry the picture myself,” Cornel is reported to have said.
“Look,” said David he was now getting

wouldn’t charge

“I

“It isn’t so

much

—

a

little

bit

irritated

—
—
“even

if

you were

Gregory Peck,

I’d still have to get a top
co-star.”
“Look,” said Cornel in turn he did not
like that “even” “The only difference
between Gregory Peck and me is that he
started a little before I did.”

woman

—

—

Selznick got up and walked away.
Cornel was not always as sure of himAnd to
self or as cocky as he is today.
understand and sympathize with the
change in him, I go back to the first time
I met Cornel, when he was getting his first
big chance at a big movie with Sonja
Henie in “Wintertime.”

—

he

year was 1943. Cornel had made only
previous movie a quickie comedy,
“The Perfect Snob” with Lynn Bari. He
was fresh from Broadway where he had
played Tybalt in “Romqo and Juliet” with
Lawrence Olivier and Vivien Leigh. He
still walked and talked as though Shakespeare was prodding him at the shoulder.
He metaphorically took off his hat with a
sweeping bow when he talked to you.
He was very easy to kid and how they
kidded him! First Director Archie Mayo,
then Cameraman Leon Shamroy.
And
above all, when he was making “Wintertime,” Cornel was kidded by his leading
lady, Sonja Henie. She was a great star
then Cornel was a beginner. To this day
Cornel refers to that movie as “a tragedy
for me.” It was but how much of a
tragedy he doesn’t realize. It changed him
from a gay, trusting person into someone

—

T one

—

—

suspicious, self-centered

and

difficult.

When

Cornel was trying to break into
Hollywood no one would have him at any
price. “Your head is too small for your
body,” they told him at RKO. “You have
too

much

“You

—

personality!” from Universal.
are too dark” from Metro, Para-

—

mount, Warners and Columbia. “You’re
a ‘heavy’,” shrieked all the independent
companies.
It’s a wonder really that Cornel wasn’t
more egotistical when he finally did hit
the big time in “A Song to Remember.”

Put yourself in his place. Laughed at,
pushed around, belittled for years, then
bang, the movie-goers of America, particularly the women, shout, “Where have
you been all my life?” Everything he told
Hollywood about himself in the lean days
comes true. He’s a big star.
So it’s Cornel’s turn to do the laughing
and the pushing around. And, still de-

Ydu have

fensive about the

enough

to

people a

When

old days, he’s

push even though

it

human

a Date with ’48

So wear your

makes

little sore.

he and Pat were in Honolulu re-

cently celebrating a reconciliation, for instance, he was difficult with the photographers. When he did pose he made such
a to-do about which side of his face he
wanted photographed that some of the
boys said “Nuts” and went home.
It didn’t help either when Cornel insisted on having Pat in every shot and in
every interview. But to us who live in
Hollywood that’s an old story. Cornel’s
adoration for Pat, and his devotion to her
is really beautiful, although it lands him
in a lot of scrapes with the press and his
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own

studio. There isn’t anything he won’t
to help Pat and make her happy.
To get Pat into pictures, Cornel wrote
her screen test himself and worked with
her for three days for the actual test itself.
That’s fine and no one minds in
fact they admire Cornel for doing it. But
it was the continual thrusting of Pat and
her supposed dramatic ability down everyone’s throat that finally made people angry.

do

Payment

—

ORNEL

has always been madly jealous
even before they married. Once
when they were engaged they had a date
to go to the beach together. Cornel was
late, and arrived just in time to see Pat go
off with another beau. In a jealous rage
Cornel threw the beach bag at his rival.
One thing about Cornel when he fights
with anyone in Hollywood, he takes on the
big guys perhaps that’s why he seems
more unpopular than he really is—the big
guys usually get their version of the story

C

of Pat,

—

—

send
to
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up an eyelid cold

is

anesthetic. Stitching
just about the most

painful thing in the world. But that’s what
Cornel made the doctor do. “I’m starting
a picture tomorrow and I don’t want to
hold them up by going into the hospital,”

he
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a nice

he him-

self is concerned, and very much more
where Pat is concerned. His early experiences in Hollywood have embittered him
and given him a chip on his shoulder. But
when he gets completely accustomed to
his success which many predict will increase with time Hollywood feels that
Cornel will settle down and allow himself

—

—

to be himself.
It’s really a very nice self.

The End
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Cornel, in spite of his supposed ill health,
managed a quick ten days to New York
with Pat for a hectic round of fun.
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More recently it didn’t help Cornel with
his studio when he refused to work in
“The Walls of Jericho” just before it was
about to start. “I need more rest,” said
Cornel, just back from two weeks in Honolulu. That alibi seemed even thinner when

yes, he finally agreed to
Walls of Jericho.”
It all adds up to this.
Cornel
guy, but he’s a little weak where

and

on a piece of paper.

said.

Oh

I

full.

-State.

City_

—

—

agree

Address

put

—

I

paid in

is

Name

into the papers.

Like when Cornel first* refused to work
in “Forever Amber.”
It is a woman’s
story. So Cornel went on strike he said
he was tired and he was. But the official
version said that Cornel had okayed the
script, then changed his mind at the last
second. Actually Cornel hadn’t wanted to
do the movie in the first place.
On the other hand few people know
that a few days before he was to start
“Forever Amber” a second time this time
with Linda Darnell Cornel had a nearly
tragic accident. He ripped off most of his
right eyelid with a steel coat hanger. The
doctor wanted to send him to the hospital
right away, so he could stitch up the eye
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Me

Don't Misunderstand
(Continued from page 34) “willing” to be a
great pianist. I was also willing to be a
great writer, or a great painter, or a great
anything else. I didn’t think of these accomplishments in mercenary terms. I
wanted glory. I wanted beauty. And I
was terribly, terribly discouraged. My
life
all eleven years of it— was whirling
by me and I was accomplishing nothing.
Have you ever known that depressed,
almost suicidal mood? I’m telling you
hold tight to your dreams, keep studying,
give yourself a chance to grow up. Things
work out. But I warn you, there is one
quite bitter price you must pay for any

NEWS!“Br HEADACHE
TABLETS IMMEDIATE
SUCCESS!

—

Users find same fast
relief as i}owders
Hear the acclaim! "BC” Headache
Tablets as popular as "BC” Headache Powders. Naturally! The
same famous formula in both.
The same FAST relief from headaches, neuralgic pains and minor
muscular aches. Two tablets equal
one powder. On sale

eminence you

may

attain.

You learn to accept
You learn that over

jealousy and envy.
the lustre of your
success there must fall occasional hateful
shadows. Sometimes those who have stood
still will try to twist the achievement of
someone and make it look unattractive.
Does anyone ever think of himself as
average? I certainly didn’t. I was in the
clouds or the depths about myself always.
Now I realize that you could find a million
other little girls in the United States who
are exactly what I was then; the fiercely
ambitious,
restless,
very Americanized
daughter of old-world parents.

WAS

the first-born of six children. Two
I years after me came Marsha, then John,
then Eileen, then Justine, and finally
baby brother, Austin.
Father was a grocer. He owned the twostory brick building where we lived, our
upstairs, the grocery store below.
flat

my

we always had

Naturally

all

the food

we

wanted

in lavish variety.
Our family was religious. One of
Mother’s sisters 'was a nun, her brother
all had to go to Mass every
a priest.

We

Sunday and confession once a
Mother saw to that, and it was quite something getting the gang of us dressed for
church. Later, when I became a model for
week.

Harper’s Bazaar, I realized how much
training for it I had unconsciously received from my mother. For she always
had lovely taste in clothes. She insisted

upon our being very neat, even though
we were robust, active kids. And while
we were permitted “dates” we had to be
home and in bed by ten, school nights,
and ten-thirty on Saturdays and Sundays.
We were not demonstrative and we still
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Scranton.

read everything

I

I

could get

hands on, but my preference was biogLooking back, I am sure that I
raphy.
was as humorless and solemn as a small
owl, but one bit of pure enjoyment I did
permit myself. That was “Alice in Wonderland” by Lewis Carroll and I’ll bet I
wouldn’t have relaxed into that much fun

my

When

Kidneys

—

WorkTooOtten
Are you embarrassed and inconvenienced by too
frequent elimination during the day or night? This
symptom as well as Smarting Passages. Backache.
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p

j

it

must be the most important
had ever known. Meanwhile
would absorb some acting technique
I
through mere motion pictures by going to
them constantly. That is how I happened
movie

star. I

star the stage

1

!
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hadn’t

my

better sleep.

Get Cystex from your druggist today. Give It a
on package. Money back guaranteed unless Cystex satisfies you.

I

of “Alice in Wonderland.” I condescended
Aunt Penny take me to it. I
to let
walked in, a girl who was willing to be a
famous writer, musician or artist. I floated
out, knowing I must be a star. Only not a

the very first dose of the scientifically compounded
medicine called Cystex usually goes to work right now
helping you these 3 ways: 1. Helps nature remove
irritating excess acids, poisonous wastes and certain
germs. 2. This cleansing action helps nature alleviate
many pains, aches, soreness and stiffness. 3. Helps
reduce frequent night and day calls, thus promoting
lair trial as directed

known

was a “classic.”
Perhaps you remember that Charlotte
Henry came out in a Paramount version
if

somewhere near her age?
was agonizing.

I

was nowhere.

It

I immediately decided that I, too, had to
be a coloratura. My poor parents! I besieged them the very next morning for the
price of singing lessons, and as soon as I
got it, I went hounding music teachers.
Marywood was no good for me, for the
Sisters were fine musicians, and they told
me I was a contralto. It took me five teachers before I discovered one who said, yes,
I could be a great coloratura. I bothered
little with scales.
Practically from my

lesson I was singing “H Baccio,” which
had heard Deanna sing. I practiced like
mad. I screeched at the top of my voice.
The trouble was that I, too, had ears. I
first
I

could hear myself.
By this time I was in Scranton’s Central
High School. I wasn’t top of my class, but
I was fairly bright, with grades that averaged between eighty-eight and ninetythree. I belonged to the debating society. I
took elocution lessons on the side, but try
as I would and I tried again and again
I never got into a school play until my final
year. Even then I didn’t have much of a
part. This “slight” would have been too
devastating if I hadn’t had compensation in
the form of a very glamorous boy friend at

—

that time.
Shall I tell you now that I remember
his car much better than I remember the
color of his eyes and that I remember

—

the highbrow letters

more keenly than
kisses?

He had

thought

I

we exchanged much

any shy, earthy
a yellow convertible and I
I

recall

was quite mad about him.

we used to exchange, my
I. He would write me a long
intellectual letter and I would reply with
a longer, more intellectual letter, writing
The

letters

“love” and

with the dictionary beside me, hunting out
an elaborate
correspondence we once had over Japan.
He disapproved of Japan for its politics.
I wrote back and praised its “culture.” I
argued that it was such a gentle country,
full of such gentle people who just puttered
around with the arts. It serves me right
that I had to worry myself sick about my
brother John in the navy in the South Pacific during the war.
Yet, somehow, this romantic
correspondence gradually dwindled into nothing.
To this day I am not good at
correspondence. I either write volumes or
five-syllable words. I recall

nothing.

My

mother entirely disapproved of my
dramatic
school.
She
was
afraid of the theater. She recoiled from
what she believed a girl “had to do” in
order “to get ahead.” She wanted me to
go on to college and I presume her
eventual ideal was that I should marry,
settle down and raise the same kind of
sturdy family that she had raised. Well, I
hope I shall do the latter someday.
What I actually did then was to secure
a summer engagement with the Mae Desmond stock company. Bad as I knew myself to be, it spurred me on more than
entering

In all my dreams the thought of acting
had never intruded. That was because
I
was such a little mental snob. I was
“above” going to the movies, and rare
indeed was the stage play that invaded

for quilting.
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be used

never quarreled but

As a child I spent a lot of
Aunt Penny. I still see her
whenever possible, and enjoy making publicity trips to the East so that we can be

HOLER

_

We

separate lives.
time with my

directions included.

to see Deanna Durbin. I nearly died of
jealousy. There she was, singing like a
glorious lark, and where was I, who was

—

ever. When autumn came, the family allotted me a $16.50 a week allowance.
tuition of $750 the season was paid at the
Alviene School of the Drama. It was up
to me to live on the sixteen-fifty per.

My

My

sum would discourage
move back home.

family hoped this

me

sufficiently to

But

I

made

it.

I

lived at

what was

called

a “Girls’ Residence” up in the Eighties
boarding house,
a kind of theatrical
packed with girls as ambitious as I. I had
a diction teacher, who disapproved of my
voice because she thought it was too

husky and much too low. She

told

me

to

—
my

use
to

“head tones” and from September
went around speaking
I

November

completely artificially. Most of the girls at
the “Hall” stopped talking to me and I
finally got it it was that phony voice.
I was awful at dramatic school. I was
so ambitious that when I got a part in one
of the plays, instead of analyzing it, I just
sat down and memorized the whole thing
in the course of an afternoon.
But how I worked! I only had five dates
the whole nine months of that first year
and I’m sure I bored those boys speechless, for I talked of nothing but my work.
When school closed, I went back home for
a month, but by midsummer I was back
The
in New York again, hunting a job.
family, still trying to discourage me, cut
my allowance to $10.00 a week, but I
moved into the tiniest room in New York.
I ate, paid carfare
It cost $6.50 a week.
and dressed on the $3.50 balance.
But, as the song has it, there isn’t any
business like show business. And finally,
after miles of walking, hours of waiting in
agencies and manager’s offices, I did land
a job in “Hellzapoppin’.” I was making
an actual whole $50.00 a week but you
can imagine what it did to my mental
snobbery to be in what was glorified
burlesque -vaudeville. I tried to give notice after a week, but I had signed for
a year and I had to stick.
Now I am so grateful. I toured every
state of the Union with “Hellzapoppin’.”
And I learned about timing about humor
about real audiences and I learned
what wonderful, vivid, un-snobbish people real troupers are.
When our road tour was over, I was too
proud to write home for money and I
would have starved if I hadn’t started

—

—

—

—

—

Big
(Continued from page 43)

and

after the

war finds out his father did the profiteering.
Edward G. Robinson is my father.”
“a major step forward” in
the direction he wants.
On the other
hand, there is always the danger he may
go too far from the Lancaster already tried
and tested. In his case, however, the results could never be too formidable. Perhaps, because the most useful bit of
equipment ever brought by any actor to
Hollywood is Burt’s ability to “break a
fall.” He learned it the hard way, working
in a circus for $5 a week and board as a
“stick actor” a fellow who performs on
the horizontal bars.

Burt

feels

it’s

—

Burt
W HEN
hearsing

quit college and started reNew York gym with a
pal, he’d had something more elegant in
mind as a salary. And, after thirty-four
weeks of rehearsing, thought it would be a
cinch to collect it from, say, Kay Brothers,
then breaking in a Big-Top troupe in St.
Petersburg, Florida. That’s a long way
from New York City on a map in a recalcitrant jalopy it is even longer. The car
gave up, but the boys didn’t, making the
last ninety miles on foot. After listening to
their demand for a three-figure starter, the
gentleman in charge replied, “Give you $5
a week and keep.” They decided he was
making a fair compromise.
“He was a real old-timer,” Burt tells, “and
I’ll never forget the first time I climbed
to the bar to show him what I could do.
I was so excited, I fell right off.
I got up
from the ground, surprised and woozy, and
tried it again.
It was a trick I knew I
could do, but after the sixth plunge of eight
feet, as I lay on my back, my tights ripped
in a

—

and

each

brothers ...

vertebra
I

knew

it

separated

was no

from

use. If

I

its

could

”

’

modeling for Harper’s Bazaar. Then becoming Tallulah Bankhead’s understudy in
“The Skin of Our Teeth” seemed the sure

way

to

fortune.

was

It

— in

a

circuitous

way. Through a combination of circumstances, I was brought to the attention of
Hal Wallis and signed to a contract by him.
That has been told and retold, but what
hasn’t been printed before are those
certain bitter lessons I was forced to absorb— and which I tell all you ambitious
ones you might as well learn to absorb,
too, if you really want to scale any heights.
Now, here’s an illustration: Last spring,
when I was East, I invited my mother up
to New York to stay with me at Fifth
Avenue’s Gotham Hotel. We had a glittering time, shopping on the Avenue,
seeing all the shows on Broadway, dining
in the most luxurious places. But what
happened when my mother went back
home? People said to her, “What’s the
matter with your daughter? Why didn’t
she come here? Is she too good for Scranton now?” Thank goodness this is a minority opinion. One of my proudest possessions is a letter from the Scranton City
Council wishing me well in my career, and
one of my keenest desires is to be able to
get enough time to return home for a
prolonged visit with my friends and famActually, I’ve made five pictures in
about two years. That doesn’t permit much
time for vacation away from Hollywood.
However I am learning to laugh without losing my sensitivity, my ideals, my
basic love of people. To work and to be
above pettiness. Yes, I think I’ve learned
that. At least I know I’m working at it.
Now do you see why I asked, “Don’t
'

ily.

Misunderstand Me”?
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The End

Guy
have accomplished the darn thing, the oldtimers were too weak from laughing to
appreciate it.”
Then, there was the neat trick known
as the “swing around.” Conscientiously
performed by Burt each day, it never failed
to remove several strips of skin from the
back of the knee to the ankle.
“By the end of the week I could hardly
stand. A mule -trainer gave me some salve
they use on mule-hocks, but it didn’t help.
One day, the owner asked me what was
wrong. I told him I couldn’t seem to get
my legs to heal. ‘That’s simple he said.
‘Lay off that trick for awhile and fill in

—

’

with somebody else

—

Send name and address

—

CLOVERINE

White

“I stood there, sort of paralyzed. It just
hadn’t occurred to
that although ‘the
show must go on,’ there might be a less

me

harrowing way of continuing it. I was the
most relieved kid you ever saw
“Kid” is right, for the Lancaster was
then a brave nineteen.
After his skin-the-calf debut, Burt and
his partner advanced through various
sawdust stages to a feature spot with
Ringling Brothers, and from there to

—

vaudeville, to balancing atop a long pole
held by his partner.
The
Theater Project allowed him
After WPA, he
to exercise his voice.
worked a succession of small-time fairs,
carnivals and hotels. The pay was even
sketchier than his skits, so he went to
selling at Marshall Field’s in Chicago. He
also went to working for a refrigerating
plant, the fire department, a meat-packing
plant, and eventually, back to his home
town of New York where he landed a good
job with Columbia Broadcasting. Before he
could get used to the feeling of collecting a
weekly pay-check, he found himself in the
Army. He trouped soldier shows through

—
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North Africa, Austria,
European stands.

Italy

and

other

September, 1945, found Burt back in New
for demobilization. Fate was about
ready to give in. It happened in the elevator of the Hotel Royalton to be exact.
Entering with him on the ground floor
was a Broadway producer looking for a
fellow a Lancaster to play the lead in
“A Sound of Hunting.” The CBS talentselling job with its steady pay was awaiting the soldier’s return, but Burt never
gave it a second thought. Within a few days
after the opening of “Sound of Hunting,”
he had bids from seven of Hollywood’s
major movie-mills. It was Hal Wallis who
got him on a contract. But it was Mark
Hellinger who first got him on celluloid.
“The amazing thing about those first
reviews—” Burt says, speaking of the
critics’ raves about “The Killers,” “is that
most every one of them spoke of the
Looking
‘ease’ of my first performance.
back, I can’t remember doing a scene in
which I wasn’t shivering so badly I was
afraid there’d be three or four of me on the
screen where only one was needed.”
It is not the money involved, but a
determination not to let anything best him,
which is the greatest reason for his satisfaction in achieving screen success.
“I’ve never had too much feeling for
material holdings,” he says. “When I was
an out-of-work acrobat, I often stood
around the corner of 42nd Street wearing
a $100 suit not to put on a front, but because I usually bought according to the
amount I had in my pocket. I bought a

York

—

—
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—
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works thru the blood, thus reaching the bronchial tubes
and lungs. Usually starts helping nature immediately
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sleep. Get Mendaco from vour druggist today. Money
back guaranteed unless completely satisfied.
let

home some sixty blocks.”
He admits, however, that
nowadays

his

view

of

not quite so nonchalant. His feet, his heart and his tomorrows have been secured by the blonde
Norma Lancaster. Norma is “pretty wonderful,” as he discovered to his surprise,
after knowing her just a few weeks in
Italy, where they met when she went
overseas with USO.
“I didn’t go for Norma at first, but as the
days went on and I saw her remaining as
sweet and unaffected as when she first
arrived, I knew she was lovely inside as
well as out.”
Norma, being “too good a housewife” to
do much rushing around, they’re taking it
things

is

easy, living in a surf-side house at Malibu
Beach. Except when they have a few close
friends in for dinner that’s the kind of
rushing ’round she prefers.
For the baby they’re expecting, Burt has
no specified ambitions. He hopes he’ll be a
“good kid, who grows up into a worthwhile
adult. I hope he’ll be smart enough when
he has to face life on his own, to face it

—
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without sham

— to look at

it

clearly,

nothing but honesty into it.”
Like all
parents, he’d give his heart to save the next
generation “some of the confusion of this
one.”

This

last,

he thinks he might help along

better as a producer instead of an actor.
His producing urge is so strong and so
continuously expressed, that when calling
on his close friend Mark Hellinger, he

must needs send

in

word whether

it

is

“Lancaster, the actor,” or “Lancaster, the

producer” who wishes a talk.
His yearning, as a producer, would be
to put his “own concept of good and evil,
but mostly of beauty, on the screen. 1 believe that if I tell you I’m a bad fellow—

—

and glory in that fact I am a
But maybe. I’m a fellow who
thing you consider ‘bad,’ but
with good in my heart. Then

bad

fellow.

does somedo it only
the deed is
not evil. I’d like to prove that the popularly-drawn lines of good and evil are
not ones which necessarily will stand
up ” He hopes to prove this with “Kiss
the Blood off My Hands.” his first produc-

—

ing-starring film.
This ambition proves Lancaster’s fairly
recent acquaintance with the screen. Sooner
or later he will find himself up against the
barbed-wire defense of the censor’s office,
which says good must be “good” in black
and white, and “evil” not only likewise,
but necessarily so.
Equally exciting is Burt’s ambition to
write, produce or just act in a real circus
story, a subject on which he will talk for
unlimited paragraphs, and keep you completely enthralled:

“Few people

realize what an integral
Americana the circus really is.
The first public sports events were the
leaping contests, usually presided over by
the mayor of the small towns, with circus
leapers encouraging and challenging local

piece of

talent.

“The circus stars were as important as
the movie stars of today more so. They
brought the world to the crossroads, because in those early days circus people
were the only ones who had travelled
everywhere and had seen everything.
“Routing the circus so that it reached
each town just as the tobacco crop or lumber mills paid off was a matter of much
battling between outfits and some colorful
fights really ensued. Most of all, the moving of those huge troupes of people and
animals was a science. When Barnum &

—

Bailey toured Europe, Kaiser Wilhelm
sent a detachment of officers to observe
how this troupe movement was done.
Many of their devices play an important
part in war-time troop movement today.”
The Lancaster circus classic is still
something to look forward to and according to the number of picture assign-

—

ments lined up for him

—you’ll

have

look pretty far forward.
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““The Biggest

of infatuation.
am a reporter. And when I was
told that June would talk to me, the first

a

fit

But

I

time she had opened her mouth about
her troubles, I could no more resist seeing
her than the well-known fire horse can
resist the cliche.
So, I was ready, if slightly unsympaand the first
thetic, when June arrived
surprise was her appearance. I had remembered her as plump and blue-eyed.
The girl who came in and took a chair
near the fire was slender to the point of
painful thinness and she wore suffering
and unhappiness as obviously as she wore
her simple blue sports suit. If she had
lost a lot of her musical-comedy glitter,
she had certainly gained in character. She

—

lost fifteen pounds or more
since I last saw her and I said so.
“All of that,” she nodded. “It’s because
I can neither eat nor sleep.”
I can’t sleep.
Apparently, we were out of the pleasantries in the opening round so without
waiting for further preliminaries, I said:
“How did you happen to marry Jimmy
Ever since you
Zito in the first place?
have been a star you’ve been giving out
interviews that you would think a long
time before you married, that your career

must have

—

deserved the next five years of your
and effort, that when you married
would stay married because that is
religious belief. And then you elope
a man you haven’t seen in years.”

Maybe

time

you
your
with

was a little blunt. But it
and I made it.
was my
No doubt about it, she was nervous, but
she must have known it was coming and
Even so, her voice
she was prepared.
that
point

shook a little when she replied, “I’ve
asked myself those same things a million
times.

Jimmy

“IT’S true I hadn’t seen
^ But during all that time, I carried
around an ideal of him. Do you know
in years.

mean? When I was first starting
out in show business and he was new in
the game, too, we seemed to be the same
kind of people.
We were young and
ambitious and we both wanted the same
thing success.
We were in the same
band, you know I, the singer, and he a
what

I

—

—

musician.
“I loved his family. They seemed to have
the same warm family clan feeling we
Havers have. When we were separated by
our work and I came to Hollywood, I still
remembered what wonderful times we used
to have together. Most of the men I went

around with here seemed

to

bachelor
free.

was

be typical
and fancy

types.
Foot-loose
Night clubs and premieres. There
none of that party-at-home, spa-

ghetti-dinner affairs that Jimmy and I
used to enjoy.”
Tears were there now, almost ready to
spill over. But she went on.
“And then,” she said, “last year I went
back home to Rock Island. I saw all the
girls I had gone to school with happily
married and with babies so cute and fat
you could bite them. I’ve always wanted
a baby. All of a sudden it seemed that all
the things I really wanted in life were
slipping by.
Frankly, I wanted to get
married. And, it was right at this time

—

“The

psychological

moment?”

I

prompted.

“The psychological moment,” she repeated, “Jimmy came back again.
A
reality this time my ideal walking back
into my life and my thoughts.”
She fell silent as though she had
reached a place in her recital where she

—

couldn’t go on. And
time, that June was
sincere.

I

felt,

being

the
honest

for

first

and

Life"

“And he wasn’t

(Continued from page 37) for a lifetime,
in

My

TIRED

like that ideal?” I tried

EYE

to help her.

She almost hurled herself out of the
chair and started walking up and down
the room.
“Oh, I can’t talk about it,” she sobbed.
“It was awful.
I want to forget as soon
as possible.

“We

hadn’t been married hours before

had never really known Jimmy. He was a stranger. He was either
down in the dumps or up on high. I
never knew from one moment to the next
how he would be. Sometimes he would
sit for hours and not talk, just stare at
realized

I

I

me —never

saying a word.

wanted so much to make a success
marriage even when I knew in my
heart it was no go.
I returned to him
because I thought it was the right thing
to do.
It was my religious belief that
I should stay with the man I had married.
“I

of

Tired, Dull one minute

SAFE RELIEF
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my

“rVEN my

know what I am
you now. They thought

studio did not

about to

tell

we were definitely parted. But, without
saying a word to anyone I joined Jimmy
and his orchestra at Grand Pass, Oregon,
and for ten days I traveled with them.
What a
Oh, those one night stands!
dreary, awful time.
“Night after night, I drove Jimmy from
place to place. One night we had a 440mile jump. All that way, he never said
a word just sat there. 1 tried to talk on
But he wouldn’t answer.
any subject.
Mile after mile of silence I thought I was
going to have hysterics.”
She had sat down again and seemed to
have better hold of herself.
“But I stuck along and finally we
came home. We moved into an obscure
place in a Santa Monica motel.”
Once again, she had reached one of those
places where she couldn’t go on. I would
have been stone if I hadn’t been affected
by what she was telling me.
“You see,” she said, “most musicians
live at great tension and Jimmy is unusually temperamental like a taut string
about to snap any minute. But I want
to say his family was always wonderful
They worried about me
to me always.
not about him. They worried when I
said I was going to marry him. I should
have realized then what a mistake I was
making.”
why, why, why did you
I said, “June
go through with a second religious ceremony?” I knew she is earnestly trying
to get an annulment in the Catholic
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I

“I didn’t

want

to cheat.

cere in trying to make
riage, I knew I had to be
priest thought
faith.

If I

was

sin-

my marsincere in my

a go of

My

I

should give

my

marriage every chance.”
“And, now,” I said, “you

may never

marry again. What a bitter lesson this
has been to you.”
“As salty bitter as all
She nodded.
those tears I weep into my pillow at night.
But I’ve got to try to put it all behind
me and pick up the pieces.
“I have put in an application to adopt
child,
because the most important
a
And,
reason for marriage is children.
although I have made a grave mistake,
be deprived of a child
I don’t want to
I adore my little niece, Kathto love.
leen June, who is just seven months old,
and being around her has made me want
one of my own more than anything else
I have asked for a boy.”
in the world.
“But will they let you take a child?”
asked.
“Well, I think they could look at my
record. The only two things against me
are my age and my unhappy marriage. I
could give a child a great deal a home.

I

I
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security and, above everything else, love.”
There was little sense in beating our
heads against the stone wall of her marriage any longer.
1 wanted June to be
happier. So I mentioned the great break
that had fallen to her being borrowed
from Twentieth to play the life of Marilyn
Miller on the Warner lot.
Suddenly, the shadows gave way to
sunshine. June’s face brightened and she
smiled like the kid she is.
“Isn’t it wonderful
the life of Marilyn
Miller?
What musical comedy actress
wouldn’t jump at the chance? She was
the greatest of all, wasn’t she?”
She was that—and while June hadn’t
been my first choice, I can see now how
she could be very good. Her sadness has
given her a sweetness and mellowness that
Marilyn had.
“Ernst Lubitsch told me,” she said as

—
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though she was aware of this personal
change, “that no woman has lived until

EXPENSIVE
TOO
for your pocketbook? Well—

she has cried bitterly into her pillow.
“All my thoughts and efforts are in my
work now,” she went on. “I should have
stuck to what I said that my career deserved the next five years of my life.”
“Just one more thing, on that subject,
Jime,” I interrupted. “Do you think your
career had anything to do with your
trouble with Jimmy?”
She laughed outright at this. “No in“He loved it. I think
deed,” she said.
the thing about me that attracted him
most was that I was in the glamorous
movies a recognized part of it.”
Some way I cannot feel that those miserable days with Jimmy Zito are going
to ruin June’s life. She is a sunny-tempered girl. She’s living with her mother
now until she gets back her health and
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getting good.”
In a year, June will be legally free of
Jimmy Zito. Whether or not she will ever
be free to love and marry again remains
to be seen. Certainly there are no more
worries about her career. She is getting
bigger and better opportunities.
And all of a sudden, I didn’t feel irritated or unsympathetic to June Haver

any more.
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afternoon nap
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to Raise Your Baby, is only 50c and we pay
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follow the doctor’s tricks for training in
toilet habit you’ll save yourself no end of
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cooks the most enormous
meals to see if she can tempt my appe“I’m helping her along
tite,” she laughed.
by playing golf and,” she smiled, “I’m

I thought, after she had left me, “She’s
paid a bitter price for one great mistake.”
She seemed little and lonely getting into
her car and driving away.
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Mature Mood
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(Continued from page 58) of it was
He was most
observing it with them.

WHEN DOES A MAN NEED

HIS WIFE

contrite.

Although if he had known what the
interviewer had in mind, he would probably have appeared bearing a spear in
one hand and the Encyclopedia Britannica in the other. And justly so. For a
man of Vic’s intelligence could hardly be
sympathetic with the sudden discovery of
a possible I.Q., or as he puts it, “Look
he can talk!” And adds grinning, “I could
always talk, I just said the wrong things.”
It was on a bond tour during wartime
that Vic began concentrating on making a
“Kiss of Death.” He saw the handwriting
on the screen in the veiled looks of people
he met; the contemptuous expressions of
hotel cashiers, elevator boys, the man in
the barbershop. These were average American people. They didn’t like this character
Mature. And it hurt. It was then that Vic
pledged himself when the “big show” was
over, to make pictures that would erase
those looks.
By Mature’s reasoning, one can hardly
plumb one’s dramatic depths from behind
a Technicolor chorus of lovelies, or as a
cave man wearing a bearskin rug. For
once, in “Kiss of Death,” he had lines to
say and he said them; a real role to
play and he played it.
And, if you know him well, you recognize in this picture the real Vic sans
stripes of course earthy, genuine, sensitive, a realist with sentiment, emotionally
equipped to give that poignant portrayal
of Nick Bianco.
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Vic got out of the Coast Guard with

happy solution

a young couple whose marriage had to be postponed.

sees his rushes

the screen.
(which alone is significant of his quiet
pride in it), once in a studio projection
room and again a^ the Carthay Circle
Theatre, at the insistence of a pal who
wanted him to go along. During the
course of the picture the last time, he ate
two bags of popcorn, went out three
times for a drink of water and finally fell

YOUNG TO MARRY” — The

old teen-age problem.

watching his pictures on
He saw “Kiss of Death” twice

and no place

another

.

restless

$800, a boat,

dating

started

The New January

remained.

fast

But when her
home on strike,

so.

stayed

Thrilling,

“One Million B.C.,” Mature-the-screen-star was strictly a cinema
commodity to Vic.
When his first picture was premiered
in Louisville, Jules Seltzer, Hal Roach
publicity man, had to lock him in his
hotel room to keep Vic from running off
This was his
to duck making a speech.
home, he argued, these were people he’d
ground knives for and to whom he’d sold
candy. They wouldn’t sit and listen to
him make any speech. “They’ll all walk
But they applauded and
out,” he said.

Even now Vic seldom

that all

in the big January

as the lead in

and gets

is

good wife? Clara

profit by, read

ature

.

...

keeping

woman. No one blamed Clara

—

.

.

she found she was wrong. For Nick

has always been much too
modest to connect himself seriously
with the star. To Vic that character on
the screen is entirely apart from him, a
commodity to be sold, and he has gone
about merchandising that Mature as objectively as the candy bars he used to sell
back in Louisville. The “hunk-of-man”
wasn’t a brand he liked; he cringed every
time he heard it. But, since Hollywood
had started selling it.
Few stars can match the determination
he displayed when he landed in Hollywood with eleven cents, set up housekeeping in a tent in a family’s back yard
in Pasadena and got jobs mowing lawns,
walking dogs and polishing the floor of
the Y.M.C.A. to help pay his tuition at
the Playhouse. But from his first break

M

home

to being a

Foster thought

—
—

—

is

.

.

The

ary role of the gun-toting consumptive,
Holliday, in “My Darling Clemen-

Doc
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Your Shoes
are Showiiigl

tine.”
He will always be gratetui to
Darryl Zanuck and to Director John Ford
for taking him that seriously.
His association with the great Irish director, which turned out so successfully,
had a strange beginning, yet one typical
of Ford’s probing, analytical approach and
of Vic’s forthrightness.
He was very
flattered when the director asked him to
drop by his office, but his face changed
when Ford intimated immediately that
he had heard much about him
much
of it not good.
That Mature threw his
rank on a set, for instance, that he ordered
the crew around. “Mr. Ford, I may be a
character,” Vic exploded, “but so help me
I’ve never stepped on any human l^ing,
up or down. That’s one thing I don’t do.”
Usually even-tempered by disposition,
Vic has often said, “’The only people I ac.

tually dislike are those
people.”

who

.

.

belittle other

Today, Vic speaks of Ford with exclamatory enthusiasm as “the greatest director,
the greatest Irishman, the greatest human
.” and defends
being
a battered green
felt hat
that he wears with, “It has
character. ... I stole it out of Jack Ford’s
dressing room.”
.

Enibarro^^'^S

.isn’t

H?

.

IIOTWITHSTANDING
isn’t

II

wearing his

all

new

of

which, Vic

professional dig-

where it shows. Hollywood without
Maturisms would be a dismal thought and
an equally unnecessary one. Vic hasn’t
taken even a wisp of the veil.
Having often stated, “I’m not exactly

nity

you
/veto

ShinolA

—

all I want out of life
the front cover,” he backed it up by
arriving in New York on location for
“Kiss of Death” wearing a huge creamcolored polo coat, a natty black Hamburg
hat, and carrying his old sea bag slung
over his shoulder. On the same trip he
signed autographs for the prisoners at
Sing Sing with a flourishing, “This en-

allergic to publicity
is

S«04
CU*Nffi

you to a three-day pass.” And once
while visiting a friend at Doctors’ Hospital, he donned an interne’s uniform and
made the rounds, giving the patients a big
laugh but worrying one doctor who
thought a feminine patient must be having a relapse when she insisted Victor
Mature had just been there feeling her
titles

pulse.

Nothing would surprise the citizens of
own community out beyond Twentieth
Century-Fox studios, since the day they
saw him mowing his lawn attired in tails.
He had few clothes when he got out of the
service, Vic explained, but he did have
two pairs of tails, “and I’ve got to get the
good out of them some way.”
his
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S.treet,

His home is a simple bungalow distinguished from the others by a silver lame
curtain fluttering in the garage window,
converted to an apartment for his Coast
Guard pal, a blue parasol on the roof, and
an occasional pair of half-chewed shoes in
the front yard, the latter being the creative
contribution of his German Shepherd,
“Nicky,” who’s always making new acquaintances who ring the doorbell bearing a wounded shoe or a football and the
same question, “Is this your dog?”
Making up the balance of Mature’s immediate family of evictees are Bud and
Ella Evans, their cocker spaniel “Blackie”
and Vic’s beloved “Genius,” the big boxer
he bought with a grand gesture from Tim
Holt when Tim had no place to keep him
and Vic was living in a dressing room.
As might be expected, Vic’s home is
Modern
the house of tomorrow today.
“Maturistic” in motif, it’s done with a
large and lavish hand and with colorful
charm throughout, from the den with its
massive gray upholstered divans to Vic’s
bedroom which features an oversize white
bed and turquoise and maroon wallpaper
with a Nubian slave design, which Vic
says “looks loud but is really restful.”

Chicago 44, HI.

.

.

With his dark good looks, Vic is often
mistaken for various extractions but
calls himself “strictly a mongrel
Austrian,
French-Swiss, Irish, Greek and
Italian, you name it.”
He’s thirty-three,
six feet three, weighs 220 pounds and
.

sums himself up as the “happiest lonesome man in Hollywood,” which when you
know him is an accurate description of
Mature.
Vic doesn’t like to be alone. He’s hap-

when

piest

and

people

surrounded
chatter,

jumping,

really

by

when

everybody

crowds

of

the

joint is
having fun.

He’s quick to sense any unhappiness in
others around him, and may break loose
with a spirited jitterbug solo to change
their

mood.

He

enters any room like a friendly
tornado, sweeping all present into a warm
circle around him. As a host he is always
concerning himself over the comfort of his
guests, putting a prop under foot, moving
an ash tray nearer and never letting a glass

go dry.
His friends are a mixed and stimulating
assortment of doctors, lawyers, publicity
personnel, writers, and many ex-Servicernen, who may just watch a ball game on
his

new

television

machine or get in-

volved in a widely divergent discussion of
world economics or philosophy.
Vic’s dates number both motion picture
and non-professionals, but at present he’s
confusing commentators with his revived
romance with Rita Hayworth. This is
causing some serious speculation among
his friends, who well remember that years
ago when she needed it most, Vic taught
Rita to laugh again and quit laughing
himself
inside.
Intermittently, he fancies himself quite
a gourmet. He improvises on proven recipes, makes his hot cakes with whipped
cream, puts canned peaches on his baked
hams instead of the more conventional
pineapple, and throws everything but a
leftover house guest into the seasoning

—

.

for

some

.

.

special sauce.

He’s equally generous with long distance telephone calls, particularly at odd
hours, and his mother in Louisville, to
whom Mature is deeply devoted, is never
surprised to pick up the phone and hear
his vigorous, “Hi Ya Sweetie,” his standard greeting for the opposite sex, including Bud Evans’s four-year-old daughter.
From all indications there will be no
more bearskin rugs or glamorous gams
for Vic to hide behind, for which he thanks

Darryl Zanuck, who kept his word to give
him something he could really “tear
into.” He has a new four-year deal without options and with a substantial raise
that’s indicative of a studio quote on Vic’s
future.

Henry

Hathaway,

noted

director

of

“Kiss of Death,” says emphatically that
rugged realism is Mature’s forte. When
asked for his own serious comment on that
picture, Vic is very apt to say he only
regrets that the neighborhood grouch back
in Louisville who’d always predicted “that
Mature boy will wind up in prison some

day” didn’t live to see it.
But break him down and he will admit.
“It gives me such a wonderful feeling
inside such a good feeling, I can’t explain it but you know.”
As to what the “new” Mature wants to
do from now on, he says, “Anything
down-to-earth. I should never do the
other things, not with these sad spaniel
eyes of mine and this sad droopy looking

—
—

puss.

At

least

my

friends think

it’s

sad,”

he shrugs, “others just think I’m smelling
something.”

And, shrug as he may, it’s the sweet
smell of success, the kiss of life to a
screen Vic, “matured.”

The End
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the year of “The Yearling” and
this month we’re going to let a number
of America’s famous authors tell you

This

is

M-G-M’s

about

W.

finest picture.

DAN
saw the preview of

All these writers

“The Yearling” and it’s
have them as our guest

k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
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k
k

a privilege to
columnists.

of

“Redbook Magazine”: “Heart-warming story, and superb acting and production. ‘The Yearling’ is an enthralling
film,

a masterpiece.”

LOUELLA PARSONS,

Hollywood’s
famed columnist: “A tender, true and
really lovely picture
one you will
thank M-G-M for making ... I laughed
at it and wept at it and loved every
minute of it and I think you will too.
Claude Jarman, Jr., as ‘Jody’ is great!”

—

ing background

of

woodland

and wilderness,
photographed in Technicolor so subtly
perfect it deepens and intensifies every

mood

of the story.”

OCTAVES ROY COHEN: “The

out-

standing feature of ‘The Yearling’ is (to
my way of thinking) the superlative

performance of Jane Wyman as Ma
Baxter. She plays an exacting and difficult role with superb restraint and
dynamic power.”
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Bill

Tomorrow

Let's Pretend You're Mrs.
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The Lives of Douglas Fairbanks
Close-up of Virginia Mayo, Our Cover Girl
Let's Gossip
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My Most Romantic Scene
The Philosophical Stilt Walker (Cary Grant)
Stars of

Editor

SMITHSON, Wesfern Manager

Picture Parade (Reviews)

justice in Hol-

The

Peck

a Clarence Brown
cast also includes

is

Claude Jarman, Jr., as “Jody”, Clem
Bevans, Margaret Wycherly, Forrest
Tucker. Screen play by Paul Osborn,
based on the Pulitzer Prize Novel by
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings. Directed by
Clarence Brown, produced by Sidney
Franklin. A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture in Technicolor.
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Devine taking a crack at Hamlet’s soliloquy? Or possibly Shirley Temple could
do a re-make of Camille.
Patsy

New

Simms

York, N. Y.

Dear Editor:
This concerns Frank Sinatra and us
Maybe it’s none of our business
what Frank’s personal life is, but we feel
he’s setting a bad example for us.
We always thought we could turn to
Frank if we had problems and he would
help us, but I’m sure a man who can’t
find happiness with his wife cannot take
other person’s problems in his hands.
Don’t let fame go to your head,
Frankie, for I know you will lose a lot
of your fans.
^Vouldn’t it be swell if
you were still the “kid from Hoboken”
of long ago with no worries?
kids.

Send your comninnications to the Editor, Motion Picture Magazine, 1501
Broadway, N. Y. 18, N. Y. Only letters with full signature will he published

Encore, Mr. Astaire

need him.

Who

can dance the
I’m concerned. He doesn’t look old to me. I’d
rather have Fred than any other dancer,
including Johnny Coy.
^\'e

else

way he does— no one,
Dear Editor:

Mark up your
That

X.

score card with another

edipictorial

concerning Fred

Astaire in the

November

Picture

good common sense in

liad

and came

issue of

Motion
it

as far as

Catherine Bilotta

Niagara

Falls,

Fred could only speak to his fans,
know that he’ll never grow old in
our hearts. Whether he dances or acts,
he’ll still be to]3s on our list. After all,
Fred hasn’t been up there on top just
because he can dance. He’s a wonderful
If

Chicago,

Dear

a s]rlendid actor as well.

Arbetman

111.

... I agree, he can’t retire. He is
certainh not too old to dtince— and won’t
be for a t ery long time.
.

...

I

tvant to say thanks to Fred As-

taire for all the years of

he has given me.
his

...

retiring.

will ever be

feel

I
I

another

don’t

entertainment
terrible about

Dear Editor:

.

.

the

article I turn to.

first

Oppenheim

Sally

Chicago,

111.

there

believe

him.
He deserves to retire, but here is one
moviegoer who will miss seeing him
dance through the air with the greatest
like

,

Carolyn Graham

Dear Editor:
In the

last

few issues of Motion Pic-

ture Magazine I’ve noticed that you
have stopped Popping Questions at the
stars.
That was one of the things I liked
Please don’t stop.

best.

Detroit, Mich.

Mai-y Di Silvestro

Bronx, N. Y.

.

Loretta Black

New

Dear Editor:

of ease.

Editor.

.

Missed

find

he'd

Gilbert

J.

... I was very disappointed not to
Popping Questions in your November issue. This is one of the main reasons
I buy Motion Picture Magazine, and it’s

Can.

right to the point.

comedian and

Ann Formoso
Englewood, N.

Frankie’s Fans

•

Bloomfield, Pa.

Occasionally

we’d

Dear Editor:
AN’ouldn’t it be simply wonderful if
Bing Crosby and Frank Sinatra could star

in a picture together?
Jessie

Ray field

Cherryville, N. C.

like

to

we

can’t

the

in

fit

all

the stories

magazine.

After

numerous letters on the omission of Popping Questions, we’re ordering more on this, series. Tom Drake is
the subject this month. Watch for Popping Questions at Mark Stevens and more
receiving

of your favorites in future issues.— Ed.

Covers and Color

Dear Editor:
Thanks,
Fans

say,

“No!”

Fred Astaire can’t quit, he just
can’t.
If a lot of his fans wrote in. we
might be able to make him change his
mind.
Doris Hamm
Richmond Hills, N. Y.

I

a

You were
.

.

.

that

certainly

Fred

right

when you

.\staire can’t retire.

wonderful

that

Wyman.
regularly,

but

would have

didn’t that cover

permanent customer.
Patricia

.

.

Dear Editor:
said

if

made me

Dear Editor:

for

cover of Jane

buy your magazine

I

even

.

thanks

November

Thomberry

Detroit, Mich.

Needs bucking up?

Dear Editor:
.

.

.

Orchids, or should

Dear Editor:

chrysanthemums,

understand that MGM’s Till the
I
Clouds Roll By is climaxed, if that’s the
word, by Frank Sinatra singing Ol’ Man
River.
What’s the matter with Andy

Macldick.

to

say golden

I

and Mead-

Janie

'Virginia

Baldwin

Terre Haute, Ind.
[Please turn to

page

6]
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More on Theater Vandalism
Interesting Letters
[Continued from page 4]

Dear Editor:

Thanks a million for printing
Nose) Wyman's beautiful
(Button
Janie
.

face

on your November

cover.

would have wide appeal, especially with
the new and better methods of production, Technicolor and a musical back-

Dear Editor:
If I had my way, the letter in your
November issue on theater vandalism
would be given first place on your Interesting Letters page, and a copy sent
to every motion picture theater manager in the country. I heartily agree with
all the sentiments expressed therein—

ground.

Ty Barker

and then some!
Augusta Stuart

Zanesville, O.

Columbus, O.

Dear Editor:
In answer to Auleen Eberhardt’s letin the November AIotion Picture

ter

Magazine,
I greatly
I

am

would

I

homes,

mention that

in

such mild measures

that

afraid

would often
Evangeline?

like to

appreciate her suggestion, but

They often have in
schools and other public
fail.

places.

suggest that the theater

I

“Button Nose”

We would

like to see Jennifer

Evangeline and Cornel Wilde

Every month another beautiful cover.
Lovelv ladies like Lana T in ner, Maureen
O'Hara, June Allyson and now Jane
Wyman have been eye-catchers on the
newsstands.

They

are so alive: they

to be saying, ‘AVon’t you look

seem

inside.''

Ramona Guerrera

New

Orleans, La.

Dear Editor:
That beautiful color portrait of
Alan Ladd was positively super.
Robert Jean
Wells Beach, Me.
.

.

.

Dear Editor:

That wonderful
photo of Rita Hayworth
.

natural

.

is

color

School

Md.

Baltimore,

June’s Defenders

Dear Editor:
would like to know what Janis
I
Straiter meant when she said June Allyson carried a pctut on her face and wore
such an outlandish hairdo. Or was she
doing

just

for attention?

it

her
I think June looks very nice with
hair as it is and I don’t think she would
have the reputation of being a sweet and

completely feminine person if she wore
her hair in an extreme style. Furthermore. I don’t think she carries any more
of a pout than any other movie star.
Jealous?

Dolores ^Villiams

the best one

of her I’ve seen yet, and she always looks

as Gabriel.

C Kenwood High

Class 8

—

Dear Editor:

Jones as

But what happened
is

to

always his

Colton, Calif.

Laddie? That

Dear Editor:

left!

...

Marcia Vespi
Dolgeville, N. Y.

I

think

it

is

but
(so

called)

right to criticize,

all

things like

little

June Allyson’s pout

and her hairdo are

entirely

We’re glad you liked the cover and
color inserts of Rita and .Man. T he photo
of Alan Ladd was reversed, Marcia, that’s
the reason for the wrong eye squinting.
It’s a good thing to know how observant
you fans are.— Ed.

They may then

continuation of the motion picture plot,
apply the brush vigorously about twenty
times where it does, according to human
anatomy, the most good. He may then
the offender back to his seat.
This will not only make the job of

assist

more

theater employees
useful, but

more

it

interesting

Auleen Eberhardt

best ansiver to

and

will also serve as the
s

vivid

letter.

Hans Bochner
Calif.

San Francisco,

Dear Editor:
After reading the letter sent in by
Auleen Eberhardt in the November issue,

I

would

really like to

know what

me before the picture started. The
to
lady sitting on my other side told me
to

be quiet.
friend

joined

this

lady

and they

June rates highest on my
She has a wonderful smile and her
hairdo is the natural type that anybody

talked all through the picture. When I
lady
said something to my friend the
though
even
quiet,
be
again told me to

that pout— I think
the cutest thing I have ever seen,
not to mention that sparkling look in

she wasn’t listening to the dialogue.
was wrong that time? Don’t always blame

Personally,

list.

would admire. And
it

is

her eyes.

.

.

Who

the noise

on the

kids.

Myra Gail Gainsboro

.

Pvt.

Evangeline

a flashlight.

A

too silly to gripe about.

•

and

stiff

adults expect from children.
and said
I went to the movies recently
next
a few words to my friend sitting

good.
squinty eye

manager or

hairbrush
pick out
the juvenile offender in the dark during
the performance, take him to some secluded spot and, while narrating the

usher be furnished with a

John Anderson

Miami Beach,

Fla.

Fort McClellan, Ala.

Personal Opinions

Dear Editor:

Our class has just
poem Evangeline.
much.
the

We

finished reading the

We

understand a

enjoyed

it

very

silent version of

poem was produced about twenty

years ago, starring Dolores Del Rio.
Manv other great successes of the silent

been reproduced in sound
and we believe a revival of Evangeline
film era have

Dear Editor:
... I wonder if this person realizes
that without them it wouldn’t be June
Allyson?

Norma Kraus
St.

Louis,

Mo.

score— all for and none against
Miss Allyson.— Ed.

• The

Dear Editor;
chewed off
I hope I won’t get my ears
by what is left of Mr. Guy Madison s
thinks
fans. He’s just another guy who
he is making good.

When

he made

his personal appear-

[Please turn to page 8]

There’s
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CENTURY* FOX

with

ANNE REVERE

•

allyn joslyn gene lockhart
•

Written for the Screen

and Directed

S

From a Story by Ernest and

Produced

fiEORGE SEATON

Frederica

Maas

•

by

WILLIAM PERLBERG

Dances Staged by Hermes Pan

Costumes Designed by Orry Kelly

laawk's production of W. Somerset Maugham ’s

ftAZOR’s

Interesting Letters
[Continued from page 6]

ance here in Seattle, my sister, who is a
school paper, was
lor her
thrilled and hoped to get his autograph
and maybe a smile, and had high hopes

reporter

lor a short interview.

ol

movie

giving advice in maga-

stars

zines to people they can’t possibly

know

or understand.
Shirley

Temple

is

much

too

young

both in years and marriage problems to
give such advice.
Mrs. Earl Carver

Lubbock, Tex.

Dear Editor:
...

like Shirley as

I

an

actress,

but

as

advice to the lovelorn, I

lar as giving

could think ol
who would be

at

dozen people

least a

much

including

better,

mysell.

Too

... I don’t believe there is a star in
Hollywood who knows anything about
happy marriages, much less a kid like
Shirley Temple.

big for his

breeches?

Sgt.

Kirk Hanson

Detroit, Mich.

Her hopes were

too high, because she

rewarded with neither. She was at
the theater door when Guy poked his
head out. At the sight ol eight girls
standing there, slam went the door and
he went back to the j^rotecting arms ol
the theater manager.
He ought to be ashamed, -with a
physique like his, to be alraid ol eight

tvas

Or

She

Is

Dear Editor:
II

anvone can give advice to young
Temple can-being one

people, Shirley
hersell.

Colleen Martin
Zanesville, O.

Dear Editor:

girls.

Frank Sinaalways the same

soxers helped

The bobby

stardom and he’s
to them. But Irom Guy’s actions, they
believe he doesn’t need them. Excuse us.
tra to

Gloria
Seattle,

Raab

... I

think Mrs. Agar’s article was taken

is
to heart by most teen agers. Shirley
ager.
in all respects an all-American teen
Shirley Temple
I am lor more stories by

Agar.

Joan Watters

Wash.
Los Angeles,

Calil.

Dear Editor:

am

glad that I live in a Iree
country where I can express my opinions. I’m going to use that privilege right
notv and say that in my opinion Lizabeth
certainly

I

Scott

is

“made-up” actress in
would like to see what she

the most

Hollywood.
looks like

I

when

she

first

awakens

in the

morning.

Toni

Long Beach,

Allison

Calil.

GORGEOUS COLOR
I
I

L
I

I
I

ears.

I

just

heard

a devoted Ian ol Van Johnson,
he is to blame lor breaking up the
\Vynn household then he’s off my list
right now. I hope this rumor is wrong.
Jo Anne Leonhardt
Cleveland, O.
I

but

Of The Valley Of The California Missions
starrin9

my

on the radio that Van Johnson will
marry Mrs. Keenan Wynn as soon as her
ditorce becomes final.

FILMED IN ALL THE

~

can’t believe

;

WN TIN TIN HI

DONALD WOODS BOBBY BLAKE

am

it

•

Gaylord Pendleton •Claudia Drake
Directed

Max
Riltosed

by

Too Young For Advice
^

Produced by

by

Nosseck

*

Dear Editor;

William Stephens

PRODUCERS RELEASING CORPORATION

:

Things

First

Dear Editor:
\\niy

is

it

that

Hollywood

insists

completely agree with Robert Jacobs
and Terry Lechniak on their opinions

on

showing the bad times in pre-war Einope
and the cause lor these periods that led
primary job
to World War II, when the
should be
industry
picture
ol the motion
the Elnited States ol past and present.
the only perI suppose that I am not
son in America who thought the novel

Arch ol Triumph was stupid and

Dear Editor:
I

First

Bergman and

en-

the film version lolknow that even wi'da
Boyer topping the cast, the

tirelv misleading.
lows the book, I

II

Arch ol Triumph will
be entirely distastelul to me.
troubles,
Let’s learn about our own
cures,
tvhat caused them, what are the
pubup
drum
to
tries
Hollywood
before
that has been
lic sympathy for a nation
weak and decadent for years.^
job for the
If Hollywood does such a
chance
good
a
stand
American public, we
picturization ol

to the
of avoiding the mistakes that led
downfall of France.

Robert

I

Alilwaukee, Wis.

F.

Cummings

AGAIHST

knowing
THE THINGS
I

FOUND OUT
ABOUT
MEN!"

/

TUKP
c^rRFFN PLAY BY CATHERINE
A
•
Directed by

AND CATHERINE TURNEY
1

by

FROM

ARNOLD ALBERT

—

Dana Andrews, Fredric
March and Harold Russell fly

home in a bomber, each with
own worries for the future

his

who

Russell,

actually

lost

both hands in combat, gives
a stunning performance with
Cathy O’Donnell as his girl

Not
is

a novelty, nothing tricky,

a simple

Tampax

and natural method

for ob-

taining sanitary prorection each month
without resorting to the usual belt-andpin arrangement supporting bulky outside pads. ... It is just the well-known
principle of internal absorption put to

new

use for the convenience of normal women
at those "trying times" of the month.

Harold Russell ... a young, plainlooking veteran with a flat New

England twang in his voice
and a pair of hooks where his
hands used to be
walks off with
top honors in a picture crowded
.

.

Perfected by a doctor,

Tampax is made

of pure absorbent cotton throughout. It
is so daintily inserted with patented oneuse applicator, that your fingers need
not touch the Tampax.
When it’s
properly in place you cannot feel its presence and other people cannot detect its
presence, because Tampax causes no
.

bulges,

.

.

no wrinkles, no ridges

to

"show

.

.

.

.

with superbly performing stars.
The Best Years of Our Lives
produced by Samuel Goldwyn from
an idea born of a news item almost
two years ago ... is a simple story,
simply told, of three veterans returning to the same home town at the end of the war.
Fredric March,
as an infantry technical sergeant
Dana Andrews, the young Air Force
captain from the wrong side of the tracks
and Russell, a Navy rate.
epitomize virtually every veteran in the country.
Their performances
unembellished by the slightest smitch of make-up
are moving
and realistic.
Myrna Loy, Teresa Wright and Virginia Mayo ... accomplished actresses all
prove their talent to the hilt.
And
Cathy O’Donnell
introduced by Goldwyn for the first time in this
picture
will wrap your heart right around her little finger.
photographer
Stopping his camera down to f.8 for almost every shot
Gregg Toland has achieved a remarkable depth of focus and clarity
aided by intense lighting and a wardrobe confined exclusively to shades
of gray, black and white.
Director William Wyler ... in underplaying every scene
has come up with a directorial masterpiece.
written at
Writer MacKinlay Kantor’s short story. Glory for Me
Goldwyn’s instance
formed the fabric for a superbly restrained screenThe picture runs three hours ... at
play by Robert E. Sherwood.
a cost of $1,000,000 an hour
but never palls. ... Its sets
headed by the huge Midway Drug Store (with $20,000 worth of real merAdd all this
chandise)
are masterpieces of artistic execution.
up
and throw in such fine supporting players as Hoagy Carmichael,
and you have
Gladys George, Roman Bohnen and Steve Cochran
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

through.”

.

.

Tampax

quick to change and easily
disposable. It cannot cause odor or chafing.
Buy Tampax ar your drug or
notion counter and enjoy peace of mind
while using it. Three absorbencies
Regular, Super, J unior. An average
month’s supply will slip easily into your
purse. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,
Massachusetts.
.

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

one of the best pictures of our
10

.

.

.

.
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.
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HOW

LIBEnT|

J'T

be A.SYTMlf<G ELSE?

FliLMS, INC.
presents

T’RANK

CAPR^
greatest-

f
Tops even Capra’s

Academy Award winners;
"It Happened One Night"
"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town" and

JUOPESl

three

"You Can’t Take

It

With You!"

He couldn't
do onythinq

_

pjC.\^oiiTe

PELLER.

right!

He couldn’t
do anything
wrong!

He couldn’t do
ANYTHING!

LIONEL
GlOnS

pwoRire

OAnOOE
*

Grdi]8(T)C

iiaiin laviGii
Produced and Directed by

Screenplay by Frances Goodrich, Albert Hackett ond Frank Capro

FRANK CAPRA

•

Additionol Scenes by Jo Swerlin9

•

Released through

RKO

Radio

Pictures, Inc.

!

Motion Pictum

• When

we asked Mead-Maddick

to

do a color photo of Virginia Mayo for
this month’s cover, they rebelled. “We
do not have,” they announced, “any
flowers lying around the studio to suit
that girl. She’s entirely too durned
beautiful.”

NOW
the

heard everything! jeered
woman. Maybe you think all

I’ve

little

my

tissues are Kleenex*, but
different! If jow

had

skin savs

a faceful of

makeup

oh a soft tissue — and you'd
know there’s no other kind of Kleenex!
you’d

insist

Clowning again snorted Sue’s mother.

And with me sneezing cold germs all
over. Young man, to hear you talk a
body’d think Kleenex was just like any
tissue. Well, my nose knows there’s onlyone Kleenex. You'll learn

So they took their problem to Cedric’s,
Hollywood flower shop. Mr. Cedric
took one look at Miss Mayo and said,
“This is going to cost somebody money. I
refuse to recommend anything but orchids.”. Mead-Maddick, who send their
bills to Motion Picture, said, “Tut,
tut— spare no expense, my good fellow.
You are quite right about Miss Mayo.
Nothing but orchids will do.”
We paid the bill gladly when we saw
the results, for it’s without a doubt one
of the most beautiful covers we’ve ever
a

You

had.

agree?

•

IIIIMIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIinilllllllllllllMlltl

a greenhorn you are about tisour Nora. What other
tissues comes poppin’ up so handy-like
one at a time? None hut Kleenex! ’Tis
by that Kleenex box you’d be knowin’
there’s only one Kleenex. But whish-h-t!
There’s still another way

you

Hold

Kleenex

It’s

Your eyes

sues, sir! smiled

Tissue up to a light. See any lumps, or

—

.

.

.

tell

weak spots ? Divil a

!

bit

!

a

ON

SALE DATE

You

see Kleenex
so you’re sure

quality smilin’ through —
Kleenex must be heavenly soft. And
husky! Faith, your own eyes tell you
there’s no tissue just like Kleenex!

S

FEBRUARY
M T W T F

S
1

Now know
I

Tkere

is

4 5 6 7 8
3
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
22
16 17 18 19 20
2

better...

only one

KLEENEX

23 24 25 26 27

The March

©

issue

of

MOTION PICTURE
Magazine
goes on sale at your

local

newsstand February 28 th
IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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tt

Marvin

A

CARNOVSKY- CANE -PRINCE -MILLER -FORD

COLUMBIA

Screenplay
Directed

PICTURE

Wallace

by

JOHN

by Oliver H. P. Garrett,

CROMWELL

*

Steve Fisher

Produced by

SIDNEY BIDDELL

—

—

INTIMATE TACTS
you should know about

THIS HIGHER TYPE

Easier— Daintier— More Convenient

LADY

THE LAKE

Robert Montgomery’s first film
IN
since his release from the Navy
finds him as both star and director. The picture is notable
for the use of a new camera technique. It is a first-person

movie, with Montgomery as narrator, and the story is told
from the viewpoint of the camera. The method is highly
effective in some^ scenes, particularly the one in which
Montgomery is injured in a car crash, but it’s too confining
for general use and necessitates too many sustained closeups. Lady in the Lake is based on a novel by Raymond
Chandler and it’ll be no end confusing unless you get there
at the beginning. Audrey Totter is a hard-boiled lady editor
who hires a private detective to do some personal spying,
then proceeds to fall in love with him. She’s very good in
her first major role. Jayne Meadows stands out in a small
part.
Others are Lloyd Nolan, Leon Ames, Tom Tully,
good.

all

AAA

MetrO'Gol(iwyn>Mayer

MAGNIFICENT DOLL
Greaseless Suppository Gives

Continuous Medication For Hours.

Easy To Carry

If

Too many wives

Away From Home!

still live

in

much

ig-

norance about this higher type intimate feminine cleanliness. If only
they’d learn about Zonitors one of
the most effective methods ever discovered and so widely used among
highly intelligent and exacting

—

Fred Astaire’s former dancing
partner. Ginger Rogers, now
turns up as Dolly Madison, one of the most fabulous women
in American history.
The story has moments of great
interest but for the most part it is slow moving and too
talky.
It is told in retrospect, a method which has been
over-employed of lat6, beginning with Dolly’s life on her
father’s plantation in Virginia, through her first unhappy
marriage, her romance with Burr, and ends with her as first
lady of the White House under Jefferson’s presidency. The
final scene in which Ginger gives a long and windy recitation on democracy will be too much for most audiences.
Burgess Meredith as James Madison does very nicely, so
does David Niven as Aaron Burr, but you’re apt to find it
difficult to fit Ginger into the Colonial background. Horace
McNally's fine work as Ginger’s first husband is outstanding
Universal
AA Vz
.

—

women.
Zonitors are so

much

easier, daintier

—so powerful
delicate tissues.

and more convenient
yet ABSOLUTELY SAFE to

Positively Non-Irritating;

Non-Smarting

Zonitors are greasele*s, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours assuring you hours of continuous medication. Yet they are

There may have
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES
been finer movies
made, but offhand we can’t think of one. Seldom has such
a superb, able cast been assembled (except in musicals)
and seldom has such a believable, touching story been
handed them.
It deals simply with three separate and
disparate
sergeant
is

instances

rehabilitation.

One

is

a

SAFE to the most delicate tissues. Positively non-burning, non-irritating,

non-poisonous.

GoldwyU’RKO’Radio

Leave No Tell-Tale Odor

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch. You
know it’s not always possible to contact all the germs in the tract, but
YOU CAN BE SURE Zonitors immediately
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Buy at any
drugstore.

job or to the wife

—

Zonitors, Dept. ZMP-27, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name.
Address.
City

State.

Darol Zanuck’s production of
Maugham’s
famed
Somerset

The
its flashy ballyhoo.
story of the young flier of World War I who goes looking
for peace and spiritual harmony is slow moving and tedious,
and fails to arrive at any satisfactory conviction as to how
he finally found peace, as the film would have you believe.
sizzling romance between Tyrone Power and Gene
Tierney enlivens things somewhat, but neither is yery
Therq will be mixed
effective as far as acting goes.
opinions concerning Anne Baxter’s interpretatior ' of the
dipsomaniac, fallen woman. Many will declare it’s a wonderful acting job; we’re inclined to think it’s overdone and
Clifton Webb takes what acting honors there
theatrical.
Others in the cast
are to take as the effete social snob.
are Herbert Marshall, John Payne, Frank Latimore and
book fails miserably to live up to

A

THE YEARLING

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts.

A AAA

’.

THE RAZOR'S EDGE

Elsa Lanchester.

4

veteran

who turns out to be a floozy; the third
is an amputee who comes home with hooks where his hands
used to be.
How each meets and solves his individual
adjustment is the story. HaTold Russell as the amputee
should win an Award for his quiet, realistic performance,
and Fredric March must be mentioned for exceptionally
fine work.
But close behind is the rest of the cast Dana
Andrews, Teresa Wright, Myrna Loy, Virginia Mayo."

—

1

of

who returns to his job as a bank executive; one
an Air Force captain who can’t return to his soda-jerker

AAV2

20th Century-Fox

When Academy Awards

are

being

handed out, The Yearling may well be
pushing close behind The Best Years of Our Lives for
Certainly for photography it will be hard to surhonors.
pass, and Jane Wyman gives a performance that will surprise those who have considered her only a pretty chorus
Adapted from Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings’ Pulitzer
girl.
Prize-winning novel, it’s the story of a young couple trying
wrest
a living from the Florida swampland. Cultivating
to
their patch is a trying, heartbreaking task for the Baxters,
but dreamy young son Jody loves the land and would find
life altogether happy if only he were allowed to have a pet.
Finally his mother is won over and he is permitted to bring
home a young fawn whose mother has been killed. Gregory
Peck is splendid as Pa Baxter, Jane Wyman superb as Ma
Baxter, but it is young Claude Jarman, Jr., as Jody who
AA.4A
wins top honors. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
[Please tarn to page 16]

BY SIMPLY MAILING THE COUPON BELOW, YOU BECOME A
MEMBER OF THE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB. AT ONCE, YOU WILL GET

by Frank Yerby
In the ^^Wickedest City” in the World, He Built an
Empire Out of Gunplay and Women's Eager Hearts

rom

disgrace and the gutter
Fox rose to conquer the
“wickedest city” in the world the

F Stephen

This is a gripping, milget back!
lion-copy best-seller, soon to be
spectacular
movie. The St. Louis
a
Globe- Democrat says, “Here are love
and lusts and greeds, quadroon balls,

—

bawdy New Orleans

of 1825.
For
Stephen Fox loved danger and inand women loved Stephen
Fox. There was Desiree, the exotic
quadroon who bore his son; Odalie,
the wife who prayed to see him
dead; and Aurore, who offered him
a love which he spurned at first
then braved disgrace and ruin to

voodoo, pistols at dawn.

trigue.

.

.

as your

—

first selection for

thrilling tale of

Fresh and

fascinating.”
It is the book which
the American reading public kept on
best-seller lists for months and it
comes to you absolutely FREE when
you join the Dollar Book Club!

this

. .

a plantation Mata Hari

^

In

a Dark Garden

by Frank C. Slaughter
If

You Liked “Gone With the Wind” You’ll Love
New Romance of a Plantation Mata Hari

This

nothing to gain her ends, yet whose
coldly planned wedding became a
Careless Whit,
thrilling romance

ere is a story that will hold you
transfixed as you plunge with
Julian Chisholm into the furious war
between the States. Here are characters as real and as fascinating as
any you have ever met! Lucy, intoxicating Southern belle, who gave
her body recklessly but refused

H

.

Julian’s offer of honorable marriage
Brave, lovely Jane, a mid-century Mata Hari. who would stop at
.

.

.

and— these Club privileges are yours!
he dollar book club

T club

that brings

is the only book
you newly printed, current

books by outstanding authors for only $1.00
each. This represents a saving to you of 50 to
75 per cent from the established retail price.
Every Dollar Book Club selection is a handsome, full-sized library edition, well-printed
and bound in a format exclusively for members. You are privileged to purchase as many
Club books as you wish at the special price of
»
$1.00 each.

Although one outstanding book is chosen
each month for exclusive distribution to members at $1.00 each, you do not have to accept a
book every month; only the purchase of six a
year is necessary. In fact, for convenience,
most members prefer to have shipped and pay
for books every other month.

The Economical, Systematic

Way

to

Build a Library of Good Books
Dollar Book Club selections are from the best
modern books submitted by the leading pub-

Start Enjoying Membership Now
receipt of the attached coupon you will
be sent a FREE copy of “The Foxes of Harrow.”
You will also receive as your first selection for
a double package
$1.00 “In a Dark Garden”
of reading enjoyment a generous taste of the
pleasures to come!
Every other month you will receive the descriptive folder called The Bulletin, which is

Upon

sent exclusively to members of the Club. The
Bulletin describes the forthcoming two months’
book selections and reviews about ten additional titles (in the original publisher’s edition
selling at retail for $2.50 or more) available to
members at only $1.00 each. If, after reading
The Bulletin, you do not wish to purchase
either or both of the two new selections for
$1.00 each, you may notify the Club any time
within two weeks, so that the books will not
be sent you. In any case, you may purchase
any of the other titles offered for $1.00 each.
There are no dues or membership fees at any
time.

lishers.

Outstanding new best-sellers by such popular
authors as Mary Roberts Rinehart, Louis Bromfield,
W. Somerset Maugham and Kenneth
Roberts have been received by members at
$1 00 each, while the public was paying from
$2 50

$3.00 for the publisher’s edition at
retail.
600,000 discriminating readers are enthusiastic supporters of the Dollar Book Club.
This huge membership enables the Club to
offer book values unequalled by any other
method of book buying.
to

—

—

Send No Money

—Just

MAIL THIS
“The Foxes jrnprl “In a Dark Garden”
Harrow” I If CCI Your First $1 Selection

of

Doubleday One Dollar Book Club,
Dept.

2FWG, Garden

With these books will come my first issue of the
descriptive folder called The Bulletin, telling
about the two new forthcoming one-dollar bargain
book selections and severa. additional bargains which
1 am
each to members only.
are offered for $1.0C
to have the privilege of notifying you in advance if
selections
months'
following
I do not wish either of the
and whether or not I wish to* purchase ^tny of the
other bargains at the Special Club price of ifi.Ofl
each.
Tlie purchase of books is entirely voluntary on
mv part. I do not have to accept a book every montli
—only six during the year to fulfill mv membership
pay nothing except $1.(10 for each
requirement.
I
selection received plus a few cents handling and shipping cost.
free

Mr.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB

Occupation
*Same Price in

New York

City, N. Y.

Please enroll me free as a Dollar Book Club subscriber and send me at once “The Foxes of Harrow'’
Also send me as my first selection for
as a gift.
$1.U0 a copy of “In a Dark Garden.”

IVIrs

City,

.

COUPON

Mail the Coupon
When you see “In a Dark Garden” and “The
Foxes of Harrow,” and consider that these
books are typical of other values you will receive for only $1.00, you will realize the great
advantages of free membership in this popular
Club. Don’t miss this wonderful offer. Mail
the coupon now.

Garden

.

gambler
who
the
light-hearted
risked his life for an ideal he didn't
even share. You will live every moment of this fast-paced new novel!
"In a Dark Garden” is yours for just
$1.00 as your first regular selection
from the Dollar Book Club!

(PLEASE PRIX

iliss

Street and

City

Zone

1

)

No

&
No

State
If under 21,
Age, please
Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto
Canada

2,
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Kaye and featuring Virginia Mayo, Vera-Ellen, The
Goldwyn Girls, Eve Arden and Walter Abel. The
laughs are provided by a milkman who becomes
orld.— RKO-Radio.
welterweight champion of the

Picture Parade
[Continued from page 14 ]

— AAA —

The classic story of
ABIE’S IRISH ROSE
the Jewish boy who marries the Irish Catholic girl
is the first film from the new Bing Crosby Productions, Inc. Story stands the test of time, with two
unknowns, Joanne Dru and Richard Norris, playUnited
ing the leads in highly acceptable style.

—

A rtists,

ANGEL ON MY SHOULDER — AA^

— An

imaginative fantasy starring Claude Rains, Paul
Muni and Anne Baxter about a murdered gangster
whose soul goes to Hades and who gets a chance to
United Artists.
return to earth.

ANNA AND THE KING OF SIAM— AAAA—
Adapted

Margaret

from

Landon's

best-selling

biography, this is an exciting and excellent film.
Story takes place in Siam during Victoria s reign
and revolves around an English widow whose
adventures as school teacher of the royal family
attected the progress of the country. Irene Dunne,
Rex Harrison, Linda Darnell. 20th Century-Fox.

BEDELIA

— AAA — England’s number one

actress,

Margaret Lockwood, in a psychological film based
on the novel by Vera Caspary, author of Laura.
This has the same suspense and drama of the
former, plus excellent photography.
Eagle-Lion

Ian Hunter,

Barry K. Barnes.

—

—

BLUE SKIES AAA Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire,
Joan Caulfield, Billy DeVVolfe provide a pleasant
evening’s entertainment though the story is rather
slight. There are 28 of Irving Berlin’s fine tunes,
and it’s all in Technicolor. Paramount.
CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA

—AAAA—George

Bernard Shaw’s wonderful and witty play comes
stunning spectacle, starring
Vivien Leigh and Claude Rains.
United Artists.
to

the

screen

as

a

CANYON PASSAGE— AAA — Oregon

is

the

this robust, romantic and radiantly
Dana
Western done in Technicolor.
Andrews, Susan Hayward, Brian Donlevy, Hoagy

setting
lovely

for

Carmichael.

Universal Pictures.

CLOAK AND DAGGER— AAVa— This

misses be
ing a really fine picture because it’s about a year
and a half too late. It’s about the atomic bomb
and how an American scientist attempts to check
on the progress the Germans had ma<le with it.
Picture is notable in that it introduces Lilli Palmer
to American audiences. She’s a real personality and
a splendid actress. Gary Cooper is the scientist.
Warner Bros.

DECEPTION — AAA — Women

will

like

it,

for

Bette Davis runs the gamut. Claude Rains is wonderful as an egotistical composer, but the whole
thing is overly theatrical.
Warner Bros.

GALLANT JOURNEY— AA
John

J.

Montgomery, the

'/2

first

— The

man who

story

of
ever flew

a controlled airplane. Captures the pioneer spirit,
but is only fair entertainment. Glenn Ford, Janet
Blair.
Columbia.

HUMORESQUE — AAA —Joan

Crawford doesn’t
well under way, but from
that moment on, it’s all hers.
Rumor has it she
may win another Academy Award for her role of
the neurotic, alcoholic socialite who sponsors a
young East Side musician, adeptly played by John
Garfield. Others are Oscar Levant, Joan Chandler,
Warner Bros,
J. Carrol Naish.
appear until the film

LUCKY —

is

—

AA’/2 If you’re a Perry Como
fan, you’ll like this, for it gives the popular young
crooner plenty of chance to croon. Vivian Blaine
is in it too. The story is weak and far-fetched, but
Como delivers his songs nicely. 20th Century-Fox.
IF I*M

MARGIE — AAA —

A film about high school life in
the late 1920’s, complete with raccoon coats, rolled
stockings, powerful roadsters and songs of that
time,
Jeanne Crain is fetching as an almost-wallflower who blossoms at the Senior prom.
In Technicolor,

with

Conrad Janis.

MR. ACE

—

Glenn

Langan, Barbara Lawrence,

20th Century-Fox.

—

AAVa George Raft and Sylvia Sidney
a well-matched pair for this tale of political
ambition and intrigue. Unfortunately, the story is
rather weak. The women will enjoy the spectacular
hats worn by Miss Sidney.
United Artists.
are

MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRE— AAA>/2 — A

satire

based on the late Booth Tarkington’s famed novel,
with Bob Hope as a clumsy barber in the court of
T.ouis XV, until his love for a scullery maid (Joan
Caulfield) gets him in a spot.
are Marjorie Reynolds and

Others in the cast
Patric Knowles.

Paramount.

MY DARLING CLEMENTINE— AAA—This

NIGHT AND

DAY—AAA —

Warner Brothers
2
chose this lovely, lyrical filmusical with which to
mark their celebration of the twentieth anniversary
of sound. It’s an excellent choice, being based on
the life of song writer Cole Porter. Cary Grant
plays Porter, others in the cast are Alexis Smith,
Monty Woolley, Jane Wyman, Eve Arden, Mary
Martin.
Warner Brothers,

NO

LEAVE,

NO LOVE—AAV2 — About

dis-

NOBODY

LIVES FOREVER

—AA / —The
1

2

tal-

ents of John Garfield and Geraldine Fitzgerald are
wasted on this mediocre tale of a con man who falls
in love with his victim.
Warner Bros.

NOCTURNE— AA

—A

pleasing detective-mysV2
tery which for a change has George Raft on the side
of the law as the detective.
Hollywood composer
is bumped off, leaving behind a number of angered
females, and false clues as to the actual killer.

A

RKO-Radio.
most that can be
said about this is that Ann Sheridan wears some
stunning clothes. She’s a young singer who brings
havoc when she falls in love with a married doctor.
If Bruce Bennett had been given the role Kent
Smith has (the lead) it might have been a better
picture.
Warner Bros.

—

NOTORIOUS—AAA Vi A good Hitchcock thriller
which stars Cary Grant and Ingrid Bergman. It's
about a spy ring, but Cary and Ingrid manage to
get in one of the best love scenes ever seen in a
film.

You’ll like this one.

SISTER

RKO-Radio.

KENNY — AAA—

The story of the crusadAustralian bush nurse who devoted her life
to her treatment for infantile paralysis has been
brought to the screen as a moving, sincere story.
Rosaliird Russell as Sister Kenny does a fine job.
Cast includes Alexander Knox, Dean Jagger,
Beulah Bondi. RKO-Radio.
ing

SOUTH— AAA—

SONG OF THE
Take the whole
family to see this latest charming Disney film, which
combines live action with cartoons. Highlight is the
Uncle Remus tales of B’rer Fox and B’rer Rabbit.

— Disney-RKO-Radio.

thrilling

psycho-

logical melodrama, with its unusual murder plot
laid in a medical setting, is given intense interest
and substance through the skill of the director,
Alfred Hitchcock, and the stars, Ingrid Bergman,

United Artists.

STORMY WATERS— AAAV 2 — In

French (with
English titles), this moving drama of the sea was
completed four days before the Nazis invaded Paris.
Jean Gabin and Michele Morgan are the lovers,
Jean Marchat is excellent in support. MGM1 liter national.

TEMPTATION —A A —

Lukas and George Brent lend support.

— Universal.

THE CHASE —AAVz —A

psychological story that
goes astray, in spite of good acting from Robert
Cummings, Peter Lorre, Michele Morgan and Steve
Cochran.
United Artists.

THE COCKEYED MIRACLE— AA'/,— Keenan
Wynn

and Frank Morgan try their best, but the
old gag of two dead fellows coming back to earth to
unravel their family’s problems falls flat. Audrey
'Totter and Richard Quine help out with the romanbut the story

is

just too

much

M etro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

and Morgan.

for

Wynn

THE DARK MIRROR—AAA — Olivia

de Havilland is excellent in a dual role. She plays identical
twins in a film that is a penetrating study of human
jealousy. Lew Ayres and Thomas Mitchell.
Uni-

—

versal-! nternational.

Dr. A. J.
Cronin’s best seller about a youth’s strong faith in
face of opposition is just as tender and touching on
the screen.
Charles Coburn, Tom Drake, Beverly
Tyler, Hume Cronyn, Gladys Cooper, Dean Stockall

score.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

THE JOLSpN STORY—AAA

'/2

—For

solid enterlife is

hard

Newcomer Larry Parks

scores as Jolson,
and the songs of Jolson’s era are spotlighted. Evelyn

Keyes,

Bill

THE MAN I LOVE— AA

—

'/2
Ida Lupino not only
has a chance for plenty of heavy e..ioting in this
one but she sings several songs too. She plays help-

ful sister to her troubled family and falls in love
with a down-and-out songwriter. Robert Alda, Bruce
Bennett, Andrea King, Martha Vickers, Dolores
Moran, Alan Hale, Don McGuire. Warner Bros.

THE OUTLAW—AAA— Howard

Hughes’ West-

ern epic about Billy the Kid has finally cleared the
censors, though some say they were blindfolded. A
woman’s bosom gets the play-up but there's ridin’
and gunnin’, too.
Jane Russell, Jack Buetel,
Thomas Mitchell, Walter Huston. United Artists.

THE PERFECT MARRIAGE— AA

'/2

—

David

Niven returns to the screen in a domestic story that
could be better, but it’s nice to have him back.
Loretta Young wears magnificent clothes, and VirParaginia Field and Eddie Albert are in the cast.
mount,
If you’re in the mood for a Western, you couldn’t
find a more pleasing one. Cast includes Vera Ralston, Joseph Schildkraut, William Elliott, Gail

Republic.

Patrick.

THE SHOW-OFF— AA'/2 — If

you’re a faithful
fan, you’ll like this; otherwise you’ll
young man who
brash
find it heavy going. About a
Marilyn Maxwell,
finally gets wise to himself.

Red Skelton

Marjorie Main, George Cleveland. MGM.
THE STRANGE WOMAN— AA /2 — Those
1

who

have had doubts as to Hedy Lamarr’s histrionic
in Hedy’s favor
abilities will have the score settled

— after

—

seeing her in this robust story of a

selfish,

scheming woman, from Ben Ames Williams’ book.
United Artists.
Louis Hayward, George Sanders.

—

THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL—
AA — Technicolor, lively songs, dance numbers
'/2

and slapstick comedy, but it doesn’t quite come off.
Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan are amusing as
a couple of would-be show producers who go looking
for a backer, but the story gets beyond them.
Warner Bros.
Others are Janis Paige, Alan Hale.

THEY WERE

SISTERS

—AAA—The

latest

J.

released through
Phyllis Calvert.
Mason, in an unsympathetic role as a bullying
Universal.
sadist, continues his stardom climb.

Universal, stars James

film,

Mason and

THREE LITTLE GIRLS IN BLUE —AA'/a—

Pleasant musical film about three sisters who go
out looking for rich husbands. It’s in Technicolor
with some good musical numbers and songs.
Celeste Holm stands out in a small part. June
Haver, George Montgomery, Vivian Blaine, Vera20th Century-Fox.
Ellen, Frank Latimore.

TIME OF THEIR LIVES

—AA'/ — By
2

now you

to expect from Abbott and Costello, and
It’s a ghost story,
one won’t disappoint you.
and Marjorie Reynolds, Binnie Barnes, John Shel-

this

ton help things along.

Goodwin, William Demarest.

Colum-

bia.

THE KID FROM BROOKLYN— AAA '4—
gorgeous Technicolored laugh fest starring Danny

— Universal.

OWN — AAAA—

TO EACH

Olivia de HavilHIS
land scores in this drama about a woman who loved
unwisely and suffered the consequences. It embraces
two wars and her life from a young: girl to middle

John Lund, Bill Goodwin, Phillip Terry and
Roland Culver are good too. Paramount.

age.

TWO YEARS

BEFORE THE

MAST— AAA—

The men

will like this a lot, but the love story is
so slight the girls aren’t going to be too enthusiastic. Based on the novel by Richard Henry Dana,
it’s about the wretched conditions of mariners which
caused (Congress to pass the Merchant Seamen’s
act. Alan Ladd, Brian- Donlevy, William Bendix,
Barry Fitzgerald and Howard da Silva, who is
Paramount.
exceptionally good.

UNDERCURRENT—AAVz— Robert

Taylor’s

first

from service is a psychological
drama co-starring Katharine Hepburn. It’s too long
film since his release

and bogs

THE GREEN YEARS — AAAA —

well

U niversal.

know what

Merle Oberon looks lovely
in this period story laid in London and Egypt, but
there’s not much more to be said for it.
Charles
Korvin scores as a scheming bogus prince, and Paul

tic interest,

Edmond O’Brien, Sam Levene, Ava

very good.
Gardner.

Arthur Rank British-made

SPELLBOUND — AAAA— This

Gregory Peck.

—

*/2
One of the best murder
stories ever brought to the screen. From a short
story by Ernest Hemingway, it’s packed with suspense, fine acting, superior photography and overwhelming tension. Introduces Burt Lancaster, who’s

THE PLAINSMAN AND THE LADY—AA'/2—

NORA PRENTISS— AA— The

to beat.
is

two

charged Marines who get into a lot of hot water.
Slow going in spite of the teaming of Van Johnson
and Keenan Wynn. Newcomer Marina Koshetz
shines.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

tainment, this film based on A1 Jolson’s

horse opera, pure and simple, but so well acted and
so^ well directed that you’ll enjoy it immensely.
Victor Mature will give you a surprise with his
fine work.
Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell, Cathy
Downs. 20th Century-Fox,

16

THE KILLERS— AAA

may

like
clothes.

WHITE

Taylor fan, you
Katie wears spectacular

in spots but if you’re a
it

well enough.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

TIE

AND TAILS— A A '/ —The
2

fine

of Dan Duryea triumph over this innocuous tale of a butler who decides to act the
gentleman while his employer is away. Ella Raines
is stilted in the feminine lead, but wears some gorUniversal.
geous clothes.
talents

—

WICKED LADY— AA— Another

of the

British-

films starring Margaret Lockwood, who appears to keep awfully busy. If there were more of
James Mason, it would be better. As is, it’s so
theatrical in spots that American audiences are apt
But Lockwood is
to laugh when they shouldn’t.
Universal.
good.

made

—
ii

I!
II

The girls who get around have a lot more than luck.
They have a way with their clothes ... an appealing
way of keeping everything they wear fresh and attractive. Look at a glamour girl from both sides.
See what makes her click.

Conie-closer Freshness: Her dainty undies get
daily dunkings in Ivory Flakes to help their sheen
anu color last. No soap gives clothes or colors
gentler care than this fast, flake form of baby’s
pure Ivory.

Cover-Girl Curves: Her girdle keeps those curves
under control, thanks to frequent beauty baths in
Ivory Flakes. Treat your girdles to rich, safe Ivory
Flakes suds.
stretch and

See hoiv much longer they keep their

fit.

Clothes That Cliek: She keeps ’em clicking
heads for twice the wear with Ivory Flakes care.
Even the newly developed DuPont nylon chiffon in
this

Bruno evening dress is safe with mild Ivory
So are the matching gloves. But take a
from fashion and fabric experts shun rough

Flakes.
tip

—

handling,

strong soaps.

Trust

your "special”

clothes to the soap that’s specially designed to

pamper

their style

and

color.

Eye-Catching Legs: She doesn’t worry about runs
in those cobweb chiffons. Her secret? Nightly dips in
Ivory Flakes she takes no chances on the wrong kind

—

of soap. Sudsing in gentle Ivory Flakes cuts doivn runs
up to 50%. Strain tests prove it.
Please don’t waste soap.

It

contains scarce materials.

P€m

,

!

.
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WANTED FOR BURGLARY

Romayna Cahcon,

charming Pan

American
World Airways
stewardess, uses

3-Way

Glover's

Medicinal
Treatment
for lovely
highlights

seen Marina Koshetz in
you’ll agree that she should be
If you’ve

on the grand

scale.

This

girl

No

Leave,

No

Love,

booked for larceny
scene-stealer!

a

is

in 36 minutes your
hair can look lovelier! Appear always at your
best.ow time, for business or social engagements

— and Glover's Mange Medicine helps you do
that! Fresh lustre and radiance, natural
color tone, hair softness and glamour — these
just

are yours with Glover’s famous 3-Way Medicinal Treatment
quickly, conveniently, in your
for Glover’s Mange Medicine,

—

own home! Ask

GLO-VER

Beauty Shampoo and Glover’s Hair
Dress at your Drug Store pr mail Coupon
today for free trial application of all three!

—

Tbc Compile

Medicinal limtment

•

Nothing

so bombastic as Marina
hit
Koshetz
has
Hollywood
since Betty Hutton rode a pogo stick

She speaks lustily with sweeping gestures and has a slight Russian accent

in a cyclone.

and color

If you saw No Leave, No Love
you must have noticed Marina. You
couldn’t help it. She played the
tvacky, blonde Russian countess who

when

oitch-a-choirnya’d

with

Van

John-

Keenan Wynn,
sang this side of wonderful for Edward
Arnold and burned up the screen in
son, kosatzkied with

Free Trial
Application

general.

One complete

person, too.

applica-

Marina

is

tion of each product in
3 in special
not

Package

sold

stores!

in

Mail

for free

Dept. 262

—

—

•

(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY)
Address

.

Martin,

watched and
listened to la Koshetz and, howling
with laughter, wrote down what she
said and did and incorporated it into
the script. And when Marina was

ail

1, N. Y.
Send free Sampler Package in plain wrapper by return
mail
Glover’s Mange Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo, Glover s Imperial Hair Dress in 3 hermetically-sealed bottles
with free booklet. 1 enclose
lot CO cover cost of packaging and postage.

.

Charles

production,

—

lOTW. 31*t Sn^New York

City

that in

bottles

Coupon

Name

like

the picture was in

hermetically-sealed
Sampler

Sampler Package today.

Glover'S/

something

When

Zone

.

Sfcfe

the

writer-director, sat back,

stuck for a way to interpret the larrupin’ countess, she just, as she says,

“remembered the way my aunts act
in real life and I acted that way too.”
In appearance and in temperament
Marina is peculiarly adapted to
Hollywood,, even to the town’s more
insane aspects. She’s a tall, healthylooking blonde, with a beautiful, well
chiseled face and freckles on her nose.

way she

the

that,

sounds

to

she

uses

what she

asks

full of

for

it,

gives

vim

says so that even

a

hamburger it
is what

portent. Color

of, anyway. What else
could you expect of a girl who, as a
baby, helped smuggle the family
jewels out of Moscow by obligingly
permitting her mother to hide them
in the folds of her diapers?
The family managed to get to’

she has plenty

America when Marina was 2 years
No little girl had a more confused
childhood. Her mother is Nina Koshetz, an opera singer of international
renown, and a fabulous personality
to boot. Marina was taken from city
to city on concert and operatic tours
with Mama. Their large New York
apartment and the hotel suites where
old.

they stayed overflowed with the biggest

names

in the musical

and

artistic

worlds.

“Always
people,”
apin, Pons,
of

parties,

Marina

always
recalls.

millions

“Chali-

Grace Moore and for
good measure even all the dancers of
the Chauve Souris congregated in our
li\ing room. [Please turn to page 20]

YOU

enter smiling ... as the overture brings back
all

how

the old enchantment. That night; and

row of the
balcony had seemed. That hush, when

close to the stars the topmost

the lights lowered, and the curtain rose

.

.

.

wafting you into a make-believe heaven.

Where

the heroine’s loves
.

Play-going

.

.

.

.

.

tears

.

.

.

trium[ilis

were very personally yours!

is still

keeping

one of your many ways of
life

fascinating; fun.

among those who come

to see

And

strolling

and be seen,

self-possessed, even at certain
Kotex is your choice of
napkins, knowing those flat tapered ends of
Kotex prevent revealing outlines.

you’re poised

.

.

.

times. For naturally

You’re sure, too, of extra protection, with Kotex’
special safety center.
lasts,

Of heavenly softness that
is made to stay soft

because Kotex

while you wear

napkin

is

made with

a

it

.

.

.

just as every

Kotex

deodorant locked inside to

keep you dainty, charming.

And

only Kotex

has 3 sizes for different women, different days:
Regular, Junior, Super Kotex.

And

so,

whatever the scene, you enter smiling

.

.

.

always confident; always young in that eager
love of

life

... so very personally yours.

More women choose Kotex*
than

aU

other sanitary napkins
*T.

M. Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.

Wanted for Burglary
[Continued from page 18]

And

all those gifted people around,
alone and very unimportant. I
was fat and mousey. I could do nothing.
If ever a little girl felt like a nobody, it

THE

with

I felt all

was I.”
She was studying the piano and hated
it.

About singing she never wasted

a

thought. She had a habit of comparing
herself with her widely-acclaimed mother
she never could approach
Because she had been surrounded

and

felt that

her.

so early in life by the greatest, Marina
had a natural abhorrence for being
second-rate. She had to be the best, like

Mama

and the

others, or not at

all.

It didn’t help matters when Mama’s
friends looked at her, a timid, fat little

shrieked, “But Nina
she iss not at all like you!’’
when she was bundled off to a con-

thing,

and then

darrling,

Nor

vent in France and was suddenly called
upon to sing in the auditorium, her
knees quivered and only weak little tones
came out. She hadn’t wanted to sing,
but the priest thought that any daughter
of Nina Koshetz must, of course, be a

Give her a Valentine

That’s enduring

A

compact

—

exquisitely

Smart and

A

good singer

gift

alluring!

wood, where
gift

that

is

useful

then to have

Mama

had

settled

— Marina

was sloughed under by
an inferiority complex that threatened
to bury her like a black cloud. The only
future open to her, she thought ruefully,
was something normal, like getting married, having babies and making borscht.
But Mama would hear of no such thing.
“You’re going to sing,” Mama an-

at the age of 17

Yet glowing with glamour
£l^in

And

herself.

the priest shake his head and mutter,
“Ah, there is only one singer in the
family,” deflated her completely.
It was Mama who took the bull by the
horns. Back in America— and in Holly-

Jmencans always enamour!

nounced

heartily.

“Who me? Oh

no,

I can’t.”

“You crrrazy gur-rul,” cried Mama. “I
veel make a singer out of you in spite of
you.”

Then began
as rigorous,

as

a training period that was
confining, as physically

exhausting as that a prizefighter undergoes before a big match.
“Becoming a singer isn’t doing the traHeort’s Desire

day long,” Marina explains. “It
was hard work. It meant hours of study

compact

in sterling silver,

la-la all

$24

COMPACTS BY
"Hearts Afire” compoct in
jeweler's bronze, $5.95

V
Other compacts from
$5 to $500 each
At better stores everywhere

ELGIN, ILLINOIS

COMPACTS

•

CIGARETTE CASES

•

©1947, ELGIN AMERICAN

DRESSER SETS

every day, learning to breathe all over
again. It meant giving up friends, good
times. It was like being in prison.”

Marina escaped from this prison long
enough to take a fling at pictures. What
she landed, oddly enough, was a shorttime contract as leading lady in a series
of Westerns. How an operatic Russian
blonde fits into Westerns even the usu-

verbose Marina can’t explain, but
she stuck it oiit, leaping over sagebrush
and cliffs, until Mama learned about it
ally

and yanked her

out.
[PJease turn to page 22]

Seymour Nebenzal
presents

ROBERT

CUMMINGS
in

With

MICHELE
STEVE

and

PETER

Screenplay by

PHILIP YORDAN
Directed by

ARTHUR RIPLEY
bkntlknimimiumis

Wanted

for Burglary

[Continued front page 20]

the Waldorf for launching her
career in this country. She was launched

of

“You’re a singer, not a cowboy!” declared Mania. The trouble with Marina
was not that she didn't want to become
a singer, but she still believed there was
but one star in the family. Finally something happened that forced her to be-

like

as

guest

show.

down with

t

“I

cannot

sing,”

she informed the program director,
“but,” she announced quickly, “my
daughter will sing for me!” When
Madame Koshetz says anything, even in
a laryngitis whisper, her voice booms

years.)

Marina rushed back to Hollywood to
study with Mama and prepare for the
Stokowski concert. The day she was to
confer with him, she walked into the
garage looking for an old Dick Tracy
cartoon, stumbled in the dark and broke

with authority.
director could only gulp, say yes
tear his hair. As for Marina, the

3

The

*1

and then

J

evening of the show she chewed her
handkerchief and was so thoroughly
frightened that she had to be helped to
the microphone, and it seemed to her a
full hour before she could get her mouth

s

her

was her blackest moment. There
went the Stokowski opportunity. Marinka was given to another girl. Lying

open.

evening that started out with such
ended in triumph. She sang
The Jewel Song from Faust and brought
the house down. She was promptly signed
as a regular member of the show. It was
not only her magnificent voice that was
unfolded but her personality. For with
the inferiority complex gone, Marina’s

The

i

r
3
4

is

*

own

began

personality

exciting

to

emerge. From this time on she was on her
own, building up her voice, her confidence and her name. She returned to

Europe

for

additional

training

and

good measure.
America and a truly big

starred in a French film for

Then back

to

opera Eugene Onegen for the Tschaikovsky Centennial Committee. The old qualms and

break— an

fears

offer to star in the

returned,

morale.

Mama

so

to

bolster

stepped in

Marina

again.

leg.

It

trepidition

If

snowball on an
a culmination

as

joyed the distinction of singing at the
Hollywood Bowl with Leopold Stokowski and Xavier Cugat three times in two

of the broadcast she

laryngitis.

and

being written just for her, and Stokowski
himself had asked her to appear in a
concert with him. (She subsequently en-

on Bing Crosby’s radio
came

artist

The day

irresistible

grade,

of her triumphs a special operetta entitled Marinka (named after her) was

come aware of her own glorious voice.
Nina Koshetz was scheduled to appear
f

an

infinite

in bed, her leg stiffened in a plaster cast,
she was cussing Dick Tracy and her
tough luck when Henry Koster, the producer, called on her mother. He met
Marina, and to cheer her up asked her
to sing for him.

The

result

tion led to

an

of

the

impromptu

MGM contract,

audi-

for Koster

brought Marina to Joe Pasternak. She
started to sing for the Metro producer
when he cut her off in the middle of
her song. ‘‘Put her in,” he ordered, which

meant

that

Sisters

From

Marina was placed in Two
Boston. It was she who sang

so exquisitely with Lauritz Melchior.
But it’s in No Leave, No Love that

Marina really shines, displaying a priceless sense of comedy besides a glorious

up

to the best

during one of Marina’s more capricious
scenes, she heard a rich, hearty laugh
emanating from the orchestra that resounded above everyone else’s.
“Ah,” squealed Marina to her companion. “That’s Mama. She likes it. That
means it’s good— verrry good!”
She lives with Mama and her stepfather in a large, noisy house in Hollywood that overflows with young singers
and eccentrics, for Nina is one of the
most popular vocal coaches in town. The
students come in at all hours and half
of them stay for dinner with everyone

|

pitching in happily with the cooking.
Marina has no special beau, because

,

has been dedicated, so far, to
music. “It is better to be alone when one
must make a career,” she says. She has
many boy friends, however, most of
whom are newspapermen. “They’re the

her

life

only ones crazier than singers.
them,” she cries.

I

love

good friend, but
comes over for Russian shoshlick and beef Strogonoff, which
Marina cooks herself, and when Marina
goes i> the movies with him she’s not at
out graall possessive. She helps him
ciously by ploughing through the line of
fans and bringing back their autograph

Van Johnson

only

as a friend.

books for Van to

is

a

He

I

sign.

no sign of the prima donna
about her. Rather she looks like a happy
young woman brimming over with vitamins. She wears peasant skirts and white
blouses with chunky gold or silver jew-

There

is

^

laughs a lot, displaying very even
white teeth, and has an enormous appeher slim, but she
tite. Her vitality keeps
elry,

|

downs a breakfast every morning that
would keep a laborer going all day, and
just

s

1

Koshet*
traditions. Even Mama put her stamp of
on Marina s performance.
approval
Marina was sitting in the balcony during
the preview when suddenly, above the
laughter and applause of the audience

voice that lives

before a concert she calmly con-

sumes two large steaks and a dish of

The

renowned Nina Koshetz took a minor
role so that she could be on the stage

potatoes.

near her daughter!

she
and drive-ins. "When she dresses up
when she
looks like a haughty queen;
clothes
runs around in those peasant
college
(without shoes!) she looks like a
is such
and
bowling
loves to go

Her tastes, like her personality, are exclubs
pansive and infinite. She likes night

Marina
found it difficult to get anywhere in
Hollywood. She was still known as Nina
Koshetz’s daughter and had the handiIn spite of

all

these triumphs,

kid.

cap of her mother’s brilliant reputation
overshadowing her. So she went to New
York, just as girls from farms and small
towns have done from time immemorial,
to make a name for herself. She sang in
the smartest night clubs and achieved
some sort of record by sing,ing arias and

rushes
peacehave a large beach house. It s no
too, the place
There,
though.
retreat,
ful
with people who make loud, gay
is filled

ooerettas on night-club floors and mak-

noises

ing the customers call her back for more.
Then she sang in supper clubs all over
the country and even squeezed in a
season as diva with the New York Opera
Company in New York, plus a 15-week
engagement at the Waldorf-Astoria. She

always gives

full credit to

Lucius Boomer

She

knock
a hit with the pin boys that they
help
over the pins her ball has missed to
she
ends
Week
score.
higher
give her a
they
off to Laguna Beach where

and sing

constantly.

seems,
Neither Marina nor Mama, it
friends
of
dozens
can breathe without
Marina.
is just as well for

around-which

she

Myrna Loy and Cathy O’Donnell, Goldwyn’s latest find, arrive for the Broadway
premiere of The Best Years of Our Lives

won

t

Eor with her mounting success
anyway. •
have a chance to be alone
publishes more stories
Remember, MOTION PICTURE

other shampoo
leawes ^our hair

lllo

more

lustrous* ^et

so easi^ to manacie*
star of the
dazzling Hollywood Ice Revue and

Ballerina on blades

.

.

.

Sonja Henie
and glides over the

20th Century-Fox Films
pirouettes, whirls

.

.

.

ice as gracefully as a bird in flight

.

.

her lovely, blonde hair gleaming
in all its glory.

“I love the way Drene with Hair Conditioning action leaves my hair so smooth
and shining and well behaved,” she says.

Whether you are a glamorous blonde
like Sonja, a beauteous brunette or a

radiant red-head, you too can bring out
all the natural loveliness of your hair
reveal all its sparkling high lights
.

.

.

.

.

.

dramatize

texture

.

.

.

all its soft, thrilling

when you use Drene Shampoo

with Hair Conditioning action.

No

other

shampoo

leaves your hair

lustrous, yet so easy !o

TIME OUT BETWEEN TAKES! Technicolor
demand perfection. And a movie

cameras

must always be radiantly
never
not a soap shampoo
dulling film on hair as all soaps do
ally reveals as much as 33 per cent

star’s

hair

Drene

is

.

.

.

.

.

clean.

shampoo. And
Drene removes unsightly dandruff Hakes the
first time you use it. Sonja favors this softly-

lustre than any soap or soap

leaves

curled hair-do for lively action in front of

actu-

the cameras. You’ll like it especially for
active sports and other informal occasions.

.

more

Sliciiiipoo
wvifli

more

manage.

Hair Condifionlnq /Iction

'A' TABLE FOR TWO! Sonja’s blonde
beauty is just as glamorous in real life.
For that “special evening”, try the simple,
but elegant up-do Sonja models here. It’s
so easy to fix when you use Drene with
Hair Conditioning action. Comb hair up
to crown, anchor, arrange in gleaming curls.

(9IRU
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her dreams
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BE A MODEL when I was
Bosworth says. "Well,
maybe I was a little hit higher. But anyway
I did start getting ready for my model
career about then. How? By babying my
skin with gentle Ivory Soap.” A good beginning, Betty! Ivory’s purity and mildness
are grand for baby’s skin, swell for “dream
girls” at any age.

“I

WANTED TO

this high,” Betty

“IT’S

room

EXCITING, rating the
in

star’s dressing-

leading photographers

studios,

popular Betty Bosworth says. "But modeling’s
very demanding, so I’m never careless about
my complexion.” Why be careless about
your complexion? Why not change to regular
care with pure, mild Ivory Soap? In just one
week, you can have a softer, younger-looking
skin.

“MOTHER WAS FOR

IT,” says Betty.

"She always approved of my going to
New York to be a model. She had me
balance books on my head and use babymild Ivory Soap for my skin.” How
right she was! More doctors advise Ivory
Soap than all other brands put together.

“I

HAD TO CONVINCE FATHER,” Betty

laughs.

"He would huff and puff every

mentioned going away to the Big
But Mother helped me persuade
him.” That done, Betty set out, complete with That Ivory TooA:— which gives
a girl a good introduction in any studio.

time

I

You can have That

Ivory Look.

More

Aoctors advise
Ivoiy ‘than any other soap

City.

f*leas€ don't waste soap.

It

contains scarce materials

r

From BILL VALLEE, who

also

is

to

blame for the pictures

Dear Fans:

The Chief and

Super sister were jammed to the throttles with movie
mainly to be on hand for the world-shaking premieres
of The Razor’s Edge, The Best Years of Our Lives and Ingrid Bergman’s
stage Joan of Lorraine. The Fox people led off with a press party for Ty
Power and Gene Tierney at the Plaza, and the next evening their Razor’s
Edge (it needed stropping) opened before the widened eyes of such as its
stars, searchlights, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, a television camera.
Secy. State Byrnes. Charles Boyer, etc., etc. Notably in absentia was foxy
Darryl Zantick, repf)rtedly hiding from a low-life process server. Notably
present was Annabella— with Ty.
faces enroute to

its

N.

Y.,

At one of the countless and typical parties where the tired celebrities
relaxed and acted just like celebrities, you could have jostled any of the
following: Hoagy Carmichael, in a corner, playing a little piano a little
with Gloria Swanson looking on; Bill Eythe, just back from London’s Com-

mand Performance, commenting on Queen

Elizabeth’s having a personal,
well-informed word for every star presented to her; or people just plain
having fun, like Dana .Andrews, Virginia Mayo, Phil Reed, Lon McCallister,
Maureen O’Hara, Keenan Wynn, Peter Lawford, Ruth Warrick.

The critics doffed their hats to Ingrid Bergman on her superb Joan of
Lorraine and critical playgoer Charles Boyer also (carefully) lifted his hat.
Barnes in the Trib said flatly: “A celebrated actress of the screen has served
notice that she is with few peers in the whole realm of make-believe.” Backstage, in a red dressing gown and witli few peers. Miss B. had jjreviously
been observed perusing what proved to be the improper Memoirs of Hecate
Cf)unty. Which must prove something.
The

town’s columnists had been neglecting their keyholes in order to get

Command

Performance in London. At a send-off'
woidd sooner or later have the King
playing quarterback for Notre Dame (perhaps as I'udoritzky?). Bill Powell
and Reggie Gardiner orated and the local wits worked off a slew of tepid ad
libs they’d been polishing up for months. All this so an O’Brien could look
at a king. The O’Brien, mind you, a true descendant of Irish King Brian
Boru, Where can Hollywood be presented next?
Pat O’Brien
party.

off to that

Bob Hope was

certain Pat

A World-Telegram

reporter named Brown, who’d called the Elea Market
made an apjjointment, was taken aback at the owner’s
crestfallen face when she showed up. Garbo, it appears, always makes her
appointments with them as Miss Brown, so naturally.
Bob Cummings
and wife, hard up for hotel space, were saved by the loan of the Eawcett

antique place and

.

(Motion Picture publishers)
Netherland,

triumph

in

Anne

Jeffreys

Fosia. She’s

suite at the Barclay,

was

now

.

,

.

.

.

And

at the Sherry-

modest about her singing
Broadway’s musical Street Scene.

refre.shingly

signed for

See you—
BILL VALLEE

2S

!

Rare books have always fascinated
Doug, a serious student of the arts.
Below, he shows up at a Hollywood
opening with his ermine-clad wife

Back in Hollywood after an un-Hollywood career of travel, war and high diplomacy, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has taken to producing as well as acting in films
Producing calls for desk work, which Doug mulls over here while preparing his
Technicolor epic, Sinbad the Sailor. Next on his production list is The Exile

The

Lives of

Douglas Fairbanks
THE TRUE LIFE STOR IES O F DOU GL AS FAIRBANKS,
NTO A SINGLE, SW ASHBUC KLING
JR., ROLLED
NARRATIVE OF WARMTH AND HIGH HUMOR
I

•

During the bombardment of the French coast in the early dawn of D-Day
commander of one unit of Allied ships was mysteriously busy with
furious pencil calculations between every order he snapped to his men. Ignoring the enemy shellfire and strafing, he concentrated on arithmetic problems
which seemed nonsensical to the subordinates who watched him. Finally he
the

explained.

down our bombardment without hitting that villa on
pointing to a faraway beach home which they could dimly

“I’m trying to lay
coast,”

he

said,

cern on the horizon. “It belongs to someone

I

the
dis-

know— an Englishman.”

The villa belonged to the Duke of Windsor. His American acquaintance
who thoughtfully spared it was Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.— an astonishing young
man who has acquaintances everywhere from Buckingham Palace to the
Bowery. At present, Fairbanks happens to be living and working in Hollywood, but there is no certainty how long he’ll stay there. Next year London
could be his ba.se of operations, or Rio, or Tokyo. No one in Hollywood is
more truly a world citizen than Doug F’airbanks.
Acting in pictures, and producing them, represent only a fraction of Fairbanks’ strange life. He has been an international trouble shooter for the U. S.
State Department, and it isn’t inconceivable that he might enter the diplomatic service some day. He was a versatile and venturesome military man, with
a five-year war record of strikingly swashbuckling exploits in Navy and Com-

mando

operations.

fine arts in Paris,

He

is

a poet, essayist, sculptor

London and

Switzerland.

He

is

Doug and Ethel Barrymore chat
during rehearsal for the CBS
program, Screen Guild Players

and painter who studied the
a political crusader and one

of Hollywood’s most energetic workers for the underdog.

He

is

a high-society

on four continents, with entree to such elevated circles as British
royalty, the South American embassies, the White House, the Australian bigbusiness groups, the Virginia ridin’ and huntin’ set and Park Avenue top-hat
favorite

society.

The Duke

of

Windsor

is

only one of his famous friends. Since boyhood he

has been a playmate and pal of the Roosevelt boys, \Please (inn to page lOOJ
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HOW A HORSE NAMED
PANSY LAUNCHED
A MOVIE CAREER...

1

MAYO

VIRGINIA

BY
SIDNEY

SKOLSKY
FAMOUS
MOVIE
REPORTER

•

was a horse and the movies that got her into the movies.
She was a dancing girl in a night-club act when she was spotted by .\ndy
Mayo, owner of a vaudeville act called Pansy the Horse. Pansy, of course, was
not a genuine horse— just a hide stuffed with two comedians. She joined this act
as ringmistress. She was decorative and she put Pansy through the paces.
She toured with Pansy for years, mostly traveling in the area between Boston
and New Orleans, New York and Chicago. It was while she was in Chicago
that she figured she wasn’t getting anywhere in show business and decided to
chuck the whole thing. After all, how far could you get with a comedy horse act?
Virginia was ready to quit and go home. It was' between shows. She had nothing
to

It

do and she went

a girl

who

could do
It
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stuck

it,

didn’t

it

to a movie.

out,

She saw Ginger Rogers in Stage Door— there was
as an actress. She decided if Ginger Rogers

made good

she could do it.
happen immediatelv. She wasn’t discovered

at

that evening’s per-

A girl with an expression like this
may possibly have a man on her mind,
such as Michael O’Shea. You’ll see
her in The Best Y'ears of Our Lives

Virginia is a “quick study,’’ left,
takes direction easily. Animals, at
right, are her passion. Whip a dog in
her presence and you’ve lost a friend

lormance by a talent scout. There were months more
was even an engagement in a Broadway
musical show, and then there were those nights when
she and Pansy were a feature of Billy Rose’s Diamond
Horseshoe. Even then, no talent scout merely discovered

ol touring, there

her.

Billy

New

Rose persuaded Sam Goldwyn, who was

visiting

York, to catch the show and look over this

Goldwyn

girl.

and arranged an interview with Iter the
next day in his apartment. Unlike most Hollywood joke
stories, Goldwyn signed her and not the horse.
Her real name is Virginia Jones and she hails from
St. Louis.
The date is November 30, 1922. Her aunt,
did,

Alice Jones, ran a dramatic

I’liotos

by Merv Watson

\Pleasc lurn to page 72]
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LET’S GOSSIP
-

BY VIRGINIA MACPHERSON

-
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Van’s got a house... and guess

•>is

who helped him

pick

out?

it

# BIGGEST FLING

of the month was tossed
by the Hollywood Press Photographers, the
boys who spend all their time photographing
the stars. So what do they do for their annual
celebration? Yep, they invite their “victims” to
a fancy-dress ball and keep flashbulbs popping
all over the place.
Only this is on their own

time.

The
Larry Parks and his wife, Betty Garrett, congratulate Kate Smith on her 18th year in show business

U“U

U U U

UJ

stars,

who

earn their living in costumes,

and
showed up en masse— and everybody had himself a merry whing-ding.
This year the fotogs ordered the stars to come
light-heartedly climbed into fancy outfits

'

'Pr~*=3,

dressed as their “childhood ambition,” so

many

popped out as the movie
queens and their escorts crammed into Giro’s.
Greer Garson, glittered up as a Gay Nineties
a secret frustration

t
With
I

iQ'^'L

dance hall gal, arrived early with her cowboy,
Richard Ney. Esther Williams looked beautiful as a chorine, Jane Withers was Madame
Pompadour and Ava Gardner wore a fetching
costume of plumes and ostrich feathers.
Dorothy Lamour came as a bearded lady.
Sonny Tufts stopped the show when he
clanked in in full regalia as a deep-sea diver.
Jackie Cooper brought back old memories as
Skippy, and Shirley Temple was cute asi a
button in her Alice in Wonderland getup.
Zachary Scott and the missus showed up as
white bunnies with long, pink ears.
Lois Andrews wore a white wedding gown,
but we doubt if it’s [Please turn to page 113]
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plea to

Fred Astaire, sign petition saying, “Don’t quit!”
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The three stars of Wild Harvest, Alan
Ladd, Dorothy Lamour, Robert Preston,
enjoy a party at Alan’s ranch after com-
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That

is

the question,

and Gene Kelly wants

^

to give him

the answer

•

There’s a lot of

who can’t

low

wisdom

in the old saying

see the forest for the trees

about the felit comes

when

to solving a problem that’s particularly close to him. Any
attempt on his part to arrive at an answer only leads him
into deeper confusion.
I know, because I’m in that peculiar position.
I can’t

and there are plenty of reasons why
you don’t mind a little imposition on my
to ask your help in solving a question that’s

see the forest, either,
I

So,

can’t.

part. I’d like

if

me ever since I’ve returned to pictures.
my cjuery, and I won’t mince words putting it
Should resume my career as a dancer in films, or

been with
Here’s
to you.

should

I

I

strike out to build a .solid reputation as a

dramatic

actor?

This
all of a

cjuizzical attitude isn’t a

sudden.

I’ve

come upon me
good deal, weighed

thing that’s

thought about

it

a

and then when I think I’ve
awake the next morning to discover I

the arguments of both sides,

made

a decision,

I

On Monday I conclude that I’ll
with dancing, but on Tuesday I remember the pleasure I get out of doing dramatic roles, and I change my
mind. So it goes.
feel exactly the opposite.

stay

You may
a way,
In

To

Kiss and
above.

LaCava,

I

say there’s

no reason why

disagree, becau,se

it’s

my

I

can’t have both.

In

contention that perhaps

To Keep, directed by Greg
Gene acts and dances!
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i

1

Christmas Holiday proved something to Gene Kelly and to the
that he could act as well as dance, and do both well
public

—

one or the other. Don’t ask me
feel about it.
Believe me, each choice has plenty to back it up, but
every time I think of some good ammunition for my arguments in favor of dancing, in no time I find others equally
effective to back up a decision for dramatic acting. This
has been going on ever since I left the Navy, and now I’m
asking you for your ideas. Maybe we can .settle this thing
once and for all.
Let’s look over the main points for each side, as they’ve
come to me from time to time. First of all. I’ve been dancing for quite a while now, which should make you think
it would be the favorite in my own mind.
But, oddly
enough, my dancing is tied up with a certain dramatic
skill.
I don’t follow the usual pattern for working out a
dance routine, as you may know. When I dance, I try to
You might call it a form of dancing
tell a complete story.
1

ought

to stick to either

why— that’s

just the

way

I

dramatics.

As a matter of fact, I can’t dance any other way. If a
dance director were to tell me to do a routine merely by
referring to standard dance steps, I doubt if I could do it.
I'here must be a story, some message I want to convey,
and it must have a complete meaning.
Although it tinges on the
[Please turn to page 108]

But you don’t see the Paul Munis doing
and therein lies the question

this

—
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MY MOST ROMANTIC

SCENE

•

Greer Garson, now starred with newcomer Richard Hart in MGM’s
A Woman of My Own, is emphatic in saying the most romantic scene
she ever played was with Ronald Colman in Random Harvest, the story

World War I and the love he had forgotten.
was just after he recoters from his amnesia,” says Greer. “We were
meeting at our once-beloved little cottage in the country. All the lost
years of our love, and all the hopes for the future are crowded into that
one scene. It hit the deepest emotional point I’ve ever experienced in a
picture— and it remains a thrilling memory.”

of a shell-shocked veteran of
“It

• “My favorite,” says Glenn Ford, who’s in Columbia’s Framed,

“came in
Gilda— the love scene in the bedroom where Rita Hayworth accuses
me of hating her. I tell her she doesn’t know, she can’t know, how much
I hate her. She replies, ‘I hate you too, Johnny. I hate you so much I
think I’m going to die from it— darling.’ Then came the crushing embrace
and kiss that shut out the world. I liked that scene because of the balanced, easy dialogue that carried us right into the

mood

Too, the implication was unusual— two people declaring

of our story.
their lo.ve

by

saying over and over that they hate each other.”

•

“In Centennial Summer,” says Jeanne Crain, whose

Margie, “Cornel Wilde and

I

are in love,

latest

picture

is

but haven’t yet admitted

with Linda Darnell and NVhlliam
must go now'.’ Distressed, Cornel begs,
‘Oh, please don’t leave so soon.’ But I insist, saying, ‘I must go, for I have
something awfully important to do.’ The scene w'as shot and I immediately
left the studio— and that very afternoon Paul Brinkman and I were married. So you see,” Jeanne adds, “why this scene of implied romance and
its apropos dialogue takes on so much added importance to me.”
it.

\VA‘’re sitting at a table in a cafe

Eythe.

I

stand up, saying,

‘I

•

Mark Stevens, who is currently appearing in 20th Century-Fox’s
I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now with June Haver, chooses the
wedding morning scene in From This Day Forward with Joan Fontaine,
as his favorite romantic scene. “It’s where I see my new wife for the first
time without make-up or any added glamor,” Mark will tell you. “She’s
and natural, and we’re so sincerely in love with each
other, that the scene accumulates an emotional power that reaches a
triumphant peak. The,se young lovers have nothing at all in the sense
of material things, but they know the world belongs to them because of
so sweet

and

fresh

their great love.”
34

•

The

Loretta Young, of

made some

pest,

“Its utter simplicity

in the

woods.

Perfect Marriage, goes back to

Gene Raymond,
power,” she explains. “The

years ago with

gave

it

Zoo

in

setting in a cave

Zani, played by Gene, has just rescued me, a girl

escaped from a convent.

Buda-

for her fatorite.

who

has

Both are young, and suddenly they become aware

The dialogue is stark. He
His answer, ‘1 like you,’ is the
crux of the situation. Alone, frightened, they ‘like’ eack other. And they
Simple and real, it needed no glamor promptings.”
kiss.

of love— a love as primitive as the forest

She

kisses her.

• “The

asks,

itself.

‘Do you like me?’

love scene on the

Rio de Janeiro balcony with Bette Davis

in

Now, Voyager, is my favorite,” says Paul Henried, who is again teamed
with Bette in the Warner Brothers film,. Deception. “I choose it from the
standpoint of story, performance and romantic background. This is when
I first light

her into
because

the

now famous two

my arms and
it’s

•

cigarettes.

I

give one to Bette, then sweep

her tenderly— passionately,

natural and real, and also because

lasting romance.
I still

kiss

consider

it

I

it

recently saw the picture again, with

the best love scene

How Green Wa.s My

I

I like

the scene

conveys the feeling of

my

mother, and

have ever played.”

Maureen O’Hara,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., “I know VV^alter
Pidgeon, as the minister, loves me but won’t ask me to share his hardships.
So I determine to propose to him. It is late afternoon and the green slopes
of the Welsh mountains spread before us give the moment a dreaminess
that strains our emotions. With great tenderness, he tells me that human
love isn’t always to be shared, that we must go our separate ways. It was
a romantic scene to remember. Quiet, without even a kiss, yet eloquent
with the deepest emotions that come to a man and woman.”
“In

now

Valley,” explains red-haired

in Sinbacl the Sailor with

•

Cornel Wilde picks a scene from his latest picture, 20th Century- Fox’s
Home Stretch, played with Maureen O’Hara, as his favorite
romantic scene. “It takes place in a colorful gypsy camp in England and
is

the

first

time I’ve taken Maureen in

my arms and

really challenged her

man, played by Glenn Langan,” Cornel says. “It is a
and plead with her to go away with
me to South America, where we can share our love in peace and quiet.
Although she refuses to go, I am convinced she will eventually agree because our love is inevitable and sooner or later must express itself.”
love for another

very ardent, emotional scene. I beg
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CARY GRANT STARTED
AT THE TOP. ..ON A
PAIR OF STILTS. HE'S STILL

UP THERE. ..BUT WITHOUT
THE STILTS

•

A

D-Day I was sent as a war correspontowm of Failand, England, a few miles
from Bristol. In Bristol I ran across a barber shop still standing
amid the rubble and, needing a haircut, I went in.
The proprietor was a fairly oldish man who had lived in
Bristol all his life and it was not long before he began telling
me of the famous folk, whose hair he had cut.
“I say,” said he, ‘‘do you happen to know Archie Leach?”
When I told him I didn’t, he went on, ‘‘That's not his name
any longer, but when Archie was a little fellow, his father, who
manufactured clothing a few blocks from here— it’s a hole in
the ground now— used to bring him in for a haircut. And let
me tell you he had the blackest hair I ever put a pair of shears
short time before

dent to the

to in all

my

little

life.

and his father irsed to tell
me how the little fellow was crazy to become an actor. When he
was not much more than 3 or so he had worked out a new plan
for stage lighting, and bless me if he didn’t in some way get in
to see the manager of the Princess Theater— it’s still standing,
three blocks dowm and four to the right, you can’t miss it—
and they tried it out. The manager himself was one of my
clients and he told me about it and said the youngster knew
‘‘Archie

was

a

mischievous

tike,

1

a lot about electricity.

heard he had run away with Bob Pender’s pantomimists— I think you call them acrobats in your
country— and it wasn’t long before [Please turn to page 76]
‘‘The next thing

I

if'

Grant would

like to use this

armor when the professional

autograph
nuisances

of

make
themselves

seekers

Shirley Temple, looking very grown up, listens intently
as Cary thinks out loud on RKO’s The Bachelor set

With Betty Hensel,

left, Cary shows up at a Hollywood
His preference for blondes continues
apace, Hensel having succeeded Hutton in the ratings

cocktail

party.
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•

I’ve always
is

right

talk to her,

thought the best place to interview any screen performer

on the sound stage where she’s working. First, before you
you have a chance to stand behind the camera and watch

A

her do a shot or two.

few minutes

someone

later,

when

she strolls over to talk

on the wall.
glamorous cocoon that is her screen personality and becomes as real as someone you went to school with.
While on the prowl for our new crop of Stars of Tomorrow at 20th
Century-Fox, I had the good luck to catch Martha Stewart working on

to you,

it’s

like seeing

Under your

step out of a picture frame

eyes, she sheds the

I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now. Martha is the pretty kid
from Brooklyn who recently married the superb Joe E. Lewis, probably
the funniest of all our night-club comics.
Martha had been working since 6 a.m. the day I saw her and looked
tired. Her new picture is the screen biography of the vaudevillian and
song writer, Joe E. Howard, and Mark Stevens, who is playing this part,
was at the piano on a stage from' which Martha had just sung a Howard
oldie called. Oh, Gee, Be Sweet to Me, Kid.
In the shot I watched, Martha was taking a bow. When she stepped
out of the wings into the glare of the big lights, she became like a light
herself. The weariness dropped from her, as though by magic, as she
bowed and smiled and blew kisses to an invisible audience.
On my way to the set I’d run into George Jessel, producer of this
period musical. He asked me what Fox stars-to-be I was writing about
this year. I told him, and when I came to Martha Stewart’s name, he

the set of

Charles Samuels looks on
as Martha Stewart is made
up on the set of I Wonder
Who’s Kissing Her Now"

grinned.

“That’s the one,’’

Jessel, a

long-time star himself, said. “She’s the

winnah and new champion! Martha
I’ve seen since

I first

is

the surest star-in-the-making

took a look at Betty Grable. She has

all

the same

from toes to larynx, and looking in either direction.”
Martha was w'earing tights in the stage shot and I could verify Jessel's
exuberant statement for myself. Martha is tiny, with a cute face, a
shape that curves and blooms in the right places and the prettiest pair
of drumsticks this side of Flatbush Avenue, a street where perfect legs
requisites,

common, for some reason, as roses in Picardy.
As we lunched together, Martha looked tired until I told her I came
[Please turn to page 16]
from Brooklyn. This turned on the electric

are as

1
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Peggy Cummins lost Amber,
then found The Late George
Apley.

Fox executives are

unanimously strong for her

Nancy Guild, who rhymes with
wild, was first seen in Somewhere in the Night, has another
hit in The Brasher Doubloon

Charles

Russell is the fifth
bet for stardom, will be
seen in The Late George Apley

Fox

Conrad Janis made a name
for himself in Snafu, did

again in his

latest,

it

Margie

By Charles Samuels
MOTION PICTURE’S SPECIAL TALENT SCOUT
39

popping questions at

TOM DRAKE
Quizzed by Helen Hover
Q.

What

attempt in your

life

turned out

to be a failure?

A.

My

marriage. Chris and

reconciled

I

once after we first broke up, and we made a
sincere attempt to stay married. But it didn’t
work. I guess we didn’t have what it takes to
make us happy together, in spite of our efforts.
Q.

Who

A.

Jean Harlow.

was your

Q. What
woman?

first

screen crush?

quality do you admire most in a

The

best way I can describe it is to say
happy woman. A happy woman is a
good woman. She’s never bored, never nags
and never whines. A man
who- has a happy woman is

A.

I

like a

lucky.

Would you

Q.

marry

to

like

again?

Photo by Clarence

A.

took

Not

me

for a long time. It

twenty-six years to

say “I do,”

Lunch at the Brown
Derby with Beverly
Tyler is something Tom

will take

me

years to say

and

I

expect

twenty-six
it

it

more

again.

finds particularly enjoyable these days. A hit in

The Green Years, Tom
is now in I’ll Be Yours

Q.

most
A.

•

Q.

Describe your bachelor quarters.

think

and
They’re really not bachelor quarters at all.
I was evicted from the house in Beverly Hills where
1 used to live and I’ve been looking around for an
apartment ever since. In the meantime. I’m staying
A.

homey, rather than a
glamorous setup. There are three kids around my
age and that makes six of us living in a three-bedroom house. They’re grand people and it’s lots of

with friends in Westwood.

•
40

An

iiivelerale doodler,

About

was color blind the way
together.

What was

Q.
A.
after

I

like

my

clothes.

You’d

jackets, slacks

I toss

clothes to be neat, but

the turning point of your

I

life?

When my sister, Clare, and I went to New York
my mother died when I was 16. My father had

died a few years earlier so Clare and
alone.
to

Tom draws

ties

careless?

go haywire assembling them.

It’s

fun being with them.

I

About what are you

I felt

that

make my own

I

had

responsibilities

I

were quite

and

that

I

had

decisions [Please turn to page 104]

caricatures of just one person...

•

to stardom in two pictures with your
husband and are now making a third. Dark Passage

You zoomed

You^re L,auren Miacati, known to the
world as Haby^ but he calls you Chuck
Jack or Charlie or Junior
» m . or
•

You’re the famous “Baby” of one of the most headlined
romances that ever came out of Hollywood. Fans, news-

papermen and columnists referred to you and your husband
Baby and Bogey. But your husband never calls you Baby.

as

His favorite pet name for you, the one that signifies the most
love, is Chuck. Or else he calls you Joe or Jack or Charlie or
Junior. Never Baby. And never Lauren. He calls you Betty,
your real name, when he's a little peeved with you.
Sometimes you call him Baby for a gag. Or else Chuck
or Jack or Joe or Charlie or Junior. Most often. Bogey.

Never Humphrey.

You appear blase, sultry and fashionable on the screen.
Around the house you wear no [Please tarn to page. 106]
Almost
sailing

BY BELEIV WELLER

all your spare time is spent working and
on your husband’s big yacht, the Santana
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White

lace

skirt dress

edging and a flounced

up the

Suij-Surf enof striped cotton,
by Hope Skillinan. In blue and
white, aqua and white, coral and
white, it’s about $20 at Stem
Bros., New York City; Z.C.M.I.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Sizes 12 to
16. Below, a feminine version of
the bare^midriff suit of Dan River
cotton with wide off -shoulder ruffle, brief shorts and full skirt.
Blue and white, red and white,
brown and white, sizes 12 to 16.

semble,

left,

About $15

at

New York

City;

son,

Los

James McCreery,
J.

W. Robin-

Angeles,

California

BY MILLICENT ANNE BARR
FASHION EDITOR

i

Cotton

is

the star performer

under the southern sun. June
Lockhart, soon to be seen in
Eagle-Lion’s

It’s

a Joke, Son,

frolics in three of the season’s

prettiest playsuits

An

eyelet embroidery shoulder ruffle and
gleaming pearl buttons trim this playsuit and
skirt in brown, aqua, gray or rose chambray
by Peter Pan. Sizes 12 to 16; priced at about
$20 at Best & Company, New York City

World-famed Giro’s, on Hollywood’s Sunset Strip, where the stars gather for their Saturday
night out. And tonight you’re MOTION PIGTURE’S guest at a ringside table!
We’ll gape at
the famous stars, fondle our champagne, try our rumba and maybe even cut in on Lana Turner!

•

How

do they behave when they’re having fun?
What are they like, these stars
whose every word and movement is publicized, when inhibitions are down, when
they’re on their own and can bounce and frolic unrepressed?
In the lush, lipstick-red and glass interior of Giro’s, the night club they call their
own, romances are born and love affairs flare up and die, friendships begin and feuds
kindle, stars come to laugh and dance and have a good time, others shrewdly use the
Look! There’s Band- occasion to meet the right people and advance their careers.
leader Xavier Gugat
Little dramas, light and humorous, are written there every night in the antics of
sketching one of the
dancers for lovely Lorraine Allen! Shall we
ask for his autograph?

the stars.

Like the time

Guy Madison
at the

end

first dates, and
which romance progressed

took Gail Russell there on one of their
of a glorious evening during

another notch, made the appalling discovery that he’d left his wallet
home. If Gail knew that her red-faced beau had suddenly hit a snag,
she never

let

Guy had an idea. He made quick tracks
understanding maitre d'hotel, and whispered his

on. Suddenly

to Louis, Giro’s

Newcomers

flock lo Giro’s to see and be seen. Here John Dali
dates Joan Lorring, who’s just finished making The Verdict

Very

fitting is

George Raft’s new picture.

Nocturne, and his partner, June Williams.
Not so fitting George’s dinner jacket

—

—

And

it’s Bill Powell, celebrathere’s a real treat
ing the completion of Life With Father! And helping
Bill
is
that lush table-hopper Marie Johnson

predicament. “Sure, sure,” soothed Louis, fishing into

With

from the heachvaiter,
Guy .saw the evening through and romance rode high
again. Guy and Gail are like two high school kids when
they’re dating. The glamor and elegance of Giro’s doesn’t
affect them. Although they’re stars of sufficient lustre to
rate a ringside table, they always recpiest one way oft in
his pockets.

a borroived

.IjiSO

and they always ask the waiter for candlelight.
Over the dim and romantic flickerings of the candle
they dine and talk all evening, all wrapped up in each
other and oblivious of the crowd around them. When
a corner

Having completed Pirates of Monterey, Maria
Montez is here tonight for some dreamy-eyed
dancing with her hubby, Jean Pierre Aumont

they dance, they’re the cutest look-

ing couple on the

go in
Gail’s

floor.

Either they

for dreamy glidings, with
head nestled on Guy’s shoul-

der, or a lively jitterbug that causes

the other

[Please turn to page 81

Bob Hutton, of Love and
Learn, dances with Lana Turner, who’s in Metro-GoldwynMayer’s Green Dolohin Street

•HOTOS

one out ; it’s too
dance anyhow.
But, look! There’s Bill Cagney,
center, sitting one out too!
Let’s

sit

crowded

this

to

WHO^S
RLUSiilNG

NOW?
A cynical
York

IVew

nei%’spapernian
finds that Heimnt

Dantine

is

something

else again
Dantine and Sigmund Rott, former Austrian statesman, meet again in U. S. They
were cellmates in a Nazi prison camp in ’38
Photo by Peter Basch

1/F
•

MARTi\ ARRAMSON

The

reporters batted quips around

like

shuttlecocks as they sat in the anteroom

sipping cocktails and waiting for their subject
to

Helmut, now in Canada’s

first

major motion

picture production, The Stronghold, enjoys
fencing, his favorite sport and exercise

come out

for his interview.

They were New

York reporters, the toughest, most cynical
newspapermen in the business, and they were
sharpening their cutlasses for one of their
favorite victims— a Hollywood movie star. It is
true the most puissant weapon at the disposal
of the press was a lead pencil, but so many of
Hollywood’s favorite citizens have been disso effectively by New York lead
pencils that a bout with an ordinary meat
cleaver would probably shape up as a love session in comparison.
“Imagine,” said one of the reporters to an
afternoon sheet sidekick, “a Hollywood glamor
boy passing himself off as an expprt on foreign

emboweled

affairs.”

“Probably spent a

[Please tarn to page 92]

By

MICHAEL SHERIDAIN

•

gold, movie laleiu is
where you find it, says genial,
blue-eyed, be -spectacled Ivan
Kahn, who should know. Respon-

Like

sible lor

bringing such delectable

and decorative figures of hlmdom’s glamor to the attention of
the movie moguls as Linda Darnell, Joan Fontaine, June Haver,
Olivia de Havilland and Ann
Sothern, Mr.

Kahn

recognized

is

one of Hollywood’s top talent

as

Now making Forever
Amber, jLinda Darnell

scouts.

He

has appraised

personalities,

and

viewed 2,000 of

number.

some 5,000

jjersonally interthis

mammoth

Fair batting average, he

will tell you,

is

being able to un-

earth one good, solid
for

rewarded a scout'’s faith
in fher f acting
ability

contender

movie stardom out of the huge

A SCOUT LOOKS AT
What

d oes

a

number

scout look for?

would he find

talent

it

And
in

to the
.

.

you?

tagged, tested and tried in any year. But as
most popular and profitable hunting ground

he movie talent scouts, Mr. Kahn is vociferous on
one point. 1 here is no such thing. Little theaters,
it seems, no more have the edge on night clubs than
the latter have the advantage over college campuses.
.And Mr. Kahn covers them all.
Talent scout Ivan Kahn found Lxw .Ayres in the
main entrance of a hotel, lovely Jeanne Crain one of
a theater audience in the congested lobby during
intermission time, Joan Fontaine busy about the
house where he had gone to see sister Olivia de
Havilland, and Jtme Haver in a high school play.
Fhat is why Ivan Kahn is quite sincere when he offers
the following advice:
\Ffease turn to page 94]

of

I

Jeanne Crain wasn’t even on a
stage when a scout spotted her;
she was merely one of a large
audience in a crowded theater
49

Overheard

in

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

•

Hollywood
ance of

is still

buzzing over the

first

public appear-

Van Johnson and Mrs. Keenan Wynn,

wife of the comedian.

estranged

I’hey were a dinner twosome at the

swank new' Somerset House and obligingly posed
photographers.

A

It may mean, as rumor has insisted,
become Mrs. Van after divorcing Keenan.

out a new' house.
she

IMiuto by Meil

Watson

w'ill

for

few days before, Evie helped Van pick
that

Hollywood has heard rumblings for some time that
James Mason, the English star, is sometimes rather
difficult to get along with. He has definite ideas about
things and doesn’t like to have them changed.
Apparently there’s some basis to the reports, with
Mason putting up an awful howl over the cutting of

Wicked Lady.

All his contracts give

approve any changes— and in

this case

him

the right to

he says he wasn’t

consulted.

up w’ith a new hairdo for her latest
Mother Wore Tights. It’s tw'enty-two tightly coiled
ringlets around her forehead, a la pompadour. The studio
hairstylist is rather proud of it, but he’ll probably jump
off the Santa Monica pier w'hen he hears Betty’s description
Betty Grable comes

[jicture.

of it— “My innerspring mattress make-up.’’

Mayor Roger Lapham of San FranLauren Bacall. But now we’re not so
Lauren and husband Humphrey Bogart went up

Until recently.
Acme

Plioff

cisco w'as a fan of
sure.

Trying

to

follow the on-again-olf-again divorce

plans of the

Keenan Wynns is a job for a seer. But as we went to press,
Van Johnson still was seeing the town with Evie Wynn. Here
they’re shown dancing at Giro’s on completion of High Barbaree

A “must”

for all celebrities visiting New York is a trip
backstage to chat with Ingrid Bergman, now appearing in Maxwell Anderson’s play, Joan of Lorraine. Charles Boyer, Joan’s
co-star in Arch of Triumph, shown with star and playwright

A new twosome in the Hollywood night spots has been Marlene
Dietrich, now in Golden Earrings, and Burt Lancaster, who
scores in Desert Fury. Lancaster first startled Hollywood by showing up as an unknown in The Killers
and stealing the raves

—

Hollywood
Short shots from the movie lots

.

.

.

with Hollywood’s ace reporter

and commentator

at your service
Wide World Photo

San Francisco

to

to film

The Dark

Passage.

One day

Lauren to
Mayor Lapham
an
attend soifte kind of civic celebration, with Lauren
to be crowned a flower queen. Someone advised the
mayor that she had accepted and everything was set
issued

invitation to

for her appearance.

The mayor,
hat and

tails,

waiting on the city hall steps, was in top
holding a bunch of posies in his hand.

But there was no Bacall. While the mayor fumed, a
quick phone call to Baby’s hotel room revealed that
she had a bad cold. The ceremony went on without
her.

is still the same old Gable.
Broadway producer figured maybe he was bored with
Hollywood and invited him to do a New York play.
Said Clark: “Look, brother, I’m a motion picture actor.
My artistic sensibilities— if any— are not stifled in Hollywood, and I have no message to give the world. I’m not a
great actor and I never will be. I’m just lucky, or I’d still
be drilling oil wells back in Oklahoma.”

Clark Gable

A

All

those

Hollywood

separations

and

divorces

have found dubious recognition in the fashion world.
Dress designer Don Loper came up with a white
But
lace tea gown which he calls ^‘Reconciliation.”
the price of the gown, $1,500, would break up any
[Please him to page 120]
home.
Photo by Charles Rhodes

No

gossip here!

just the George Murphys, a real Hollyat the Brown Derby with Charles
You’ll see George in The Rich, Full Life

It’s

wood couple, having dinner
Vidor, the director.

El Borracho, Manhattan’s newest rendezvous, usually is every
star’s first stop in New York, and Mickey Rooney was no exception. Mickey celebrated finishing Love Laughs At Andy Hardy

When

&

Clark Gable appeared on the Burns
Allen show, it was
a lot funnier than it looks from this picture of Clark and
Gracie going over their lines. What’s the matter, Clark
tired?

—

Is

Laraine Day to be Brooklyn’s new

lady?

The

gossips
say yes, with this shot of the star of The Locket dancing
at Ciro’s with Leo Durocher, Dodger pilot, offering proof
first

Photo by Charles Rhodes

COONS

BY ROBBIN

Marlene found herself
new kind of glamor during the war, became the top
a

men

favorite of U. S.

• The

Hollywood

overseas

film factory, the time a few

scene

is

a

years ago.

A

couple of writers are muttering to them-

selves

and

pace their

to each other as they

The baldheaded one

cell.

chewing a pencil into pitiful
pulp, and the other— the one with hair— is tearing out
Cjuantities of same and tossing it to join countless pages
of crumpled script in the wastebasket.

“We

is

Now! The

gotta get this scene done!

We got

screaming.

and

the boy

front office

together— now what?’’

girl

The hair-tearer groans and mutters some
pass. Then— bingo, in.spiration!
“I’ve got it!” he cries. “She’s a

We’ll just put
cover

glamor

more. Hours

girl, ain’t

close-up of the

girl.

she?

That’W

it!”

And

so

it

was done.

And Marlene
admifs
liked

down— long

it

is

may

it

it

And

(who

Dietrich

not be

so little that

done.

literally

And done
the

tells

true)

again.

fable

little

didn’t like

,

it.

.

.

.

and
She

now, back in Hollywood after her

matchless work as an overseas entertainer for the armed
forces, she

has raised the red flag of rebellion. She wants

no more of that glamor girl tag. From now on it’s to be
Marlene Dietrich, actress, and glamor can take a good
long walk.

“They put

that

glamor

automatically she
she

insists.

girl tag

on an

Marlene

is

I

actress

and almost

deprived of opportunities to act,”

“Myself, I’ve had enough of

sign for a picture,

Of

is

want

it.

Now', before

I

to see the script.”

sincere in all this,

and

yet there

is

fine irony

Hollywood’s beautiful fugitives from glamor,
Marlene is the one least likely to escape.
Even if she surprised the world by turning up some
day with an Oscar, even if in Golden Earrings she should

here.

all

out-Davis Bette, she w'ould

From now on

still

it’s

[Please turn to page 64]

to

be Marlene

Dietrich, actress. ..or so she says

-

r-'i

!

New! Blush-cleanse your
See

it

{•di'ce^r
—

You’ll see results tonight
with the new blush-cleansing
with Pond’s Cold Cream.
Y ou blush-cleanse Rouse face
with warm water. Dip deep into
Pond’s Cold Cream. Swirl it on
your receptively moist, warm

give your skin:

— an instant clean, refreshed look
— an instant softer, silkier feel
— a lovely blush of color

—

skin

ment

in

3i^a^e</-/ore^ /ooA.
creamy "engageup over your

little

ring’’ circles

face, throat.

Tissue

blush-rinse Swirl about
25 more creamy Pond’s circlets
over face. Tissue well. Tingle
with cold water.

soft,

will feel!

glowing

—

Pond’s demul-

cent action softens, loosens dirt

off.

—

You

Extra clean,
your face

Blot dry.

and make-up

—

helps free your
Every night, this full blushcleansing. Every morning, a onceover blush-cleansing with Pond’s.

skin

!

BARBARA'S RING—
a stunning diamond
set with utmost
simplicity

She uses Ponds
Barbara Chipman

is

the delightful daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Chipman

— of

New

where the family’s
beautiful country house is located. She is
engaged to Barrie McDowell, of New York,
who served two years overseas, in the Army.

York and Easton,

Her beauty

is

Pa.,

poetic

— and memorable — her

hair like a shining cap of gold, her brown-

amber

eyes, the

warm peaches-and-dew

look

of her soft, young complexion.

Barbara finds blush-cleansing with Pond’s
delightful, "1

feeling

my

love the glowy,

clean-smooth

face has after it,” she says.

Have the Pond’s blush-cleansed look! Get
6-ounce jar of Pond’s Cold Cream today.

a big

Barbara Chipman says

— "I just

love this blush-cleansing with Pond’s Cold Cream'

Kde
H.

MRS.

HENRY

L.

H.

PRINCESS PRISCILL.A BIBESCO

ROOSEVELT,

JR.

THE DUCHESS DE RICHELIEU

THE LADY VICTORIA MONTACU-DOUGLAS-SCOTT
MRS. RICHARD C. DU PONT

MRS. FRANCIS

Engagement ring diamonds for some of America’s

loveliest girls!

MRS.

ANTHONY

J.

GROVER CLEVELAND

DREXEL,

HI

OFFICE

MEMORANDUM

Fawcett Publications.
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

From:

Maxwell Hamilton

To:

E.

J.

Smithson, Hollywood Office

Inc.

Date:

Jan.

Subject:

General Comment

15,

1947

Dear Smitty:
I was thinking this week of how, every time you and I get together, we sit around and
gas about what's wrong with the motion picture industry. And I seem to recall that we
always conclude that there can't be very much wrong with an industry that gets about
80 million customers through its doors every week.

Still, people don't seem to learn that the film itself is the most important thing.
Recently, a theater opened in New York where you could reserve your seat by the year,
and the house's features included, according to the publicity man, "love seats, a
snack bar, a television screen, a game room for bridge, backgammon and gin rummy, a
beautician in the ladies' lounge, and many other novel facilities." Unfortunately,
the "many other novel facilities" didn't include good movies, so the idea went the way
of Tom Thumb golf and the shimmy. They say Universal-International has leased the joint.

When you talk about good movies, though, you almost begin to wonder what constitutes a
good movie. There are two, alleged-to-be-great motion pictures on the country's screens
right now. The Razor's Edge and The Best Years of Our Lives.
Both were hailed (before
their release and by their makers) as "great" pictures, and both received one of the
most fantastic, pre-opening publicity build-ups seen since before the war. And what
happens? The Razor's Edge, one of the most expensive pictures ever made and with one of
Hollywood's greatest casts, was rated just a so-so item by the critics, whereas The Best
Years, just as expensive and with an equally great cast, was declared one of the greatest films to come out of Hollywood
!

(

Now why should there be such a divergence? Two outstanding producers, Zanuck and Goldwyn,
given good stories, top talent and plenty of money, each have come up with their version
of a once-in-a-lifetime picture
and one achieves universal acclaim, the other a brushoff.
It's enough to give a producer ulcers in the large economy size, but it proves again
that it takes more than a cast, more than money, more than a build-up, to make a picture
good.
It takes a story, yes
but it also takes intelligent writing.

—

—

Which reminds me that the critics were unanimous in their reviews of Helen Hayes in
Happy Birthday and Ingrid Bergman in Joan of Lorraine, in^ saying that, without these
two stars, their respective plays would be nothing.
W ith the stars, of course, the plays
are great hits which is pure nonsense to me.
These critics seem to forget that great
stars have appeared in the past in poor material, and they invariably have been flops.
There isn't an actor or an actress who can be a hit on the stage or screen by just reciting a meaningless jargon.
They have to have a story behind them to show off their wares,
and a story means that somewhere there has been some good writing.
I'm in favor of giving
the scribblers their due, aren't you?

—

I won't
By the way, we have a surprise for you, and for Hollywood, in our March issue.
tell you now what it is, but I think it will really give the folks out your way something
to talk about.
So hold onto your hat for the March number!

Regards
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EHie, the dissatisfied eyeful

. .
.

NOW

VET

6LLI6

ELLie,

HAD

.

.

AND A TERRIFIC TORSO!

ARTICULATE ANKLES...

.

OF ALL PEOPLE, WAS

STILL DISSATISFIED WITH

HERSELF! AND HERE'S

WHy

|

SO ELLIE SMOOTHED CREAMV,
FRAGRANT TRUSHAY ON HER
HANDS EVERY DAY BEFORE
SHE TACKLED THE DISHES...
BECAUSE TRUSHAY GUARDS
HANDS EVEN IN HOT,

SOAPY WATER!

COULDN'T MAKE HER HANDS
GIVE OUT GLAMOUR LIKE
THE REST OF HER! THEY'D GET
DRIED OUT, CHAPPED AND ROUGH...

WHAT'S MORE, ELLIE PUT ON
BEFORE SHE DUNKED

TRUSHAY

HER LIGHT LAUNDRY- AND

TRUSHAY'S SPECIAL

"OIL-

RICHNESS" HELPED PREVENT
THE DRYING DAMAGE OF THAT

SOAP -AND -WATER TASK, TOO!

50 SCRATCHY, IN FACT, THAT
HALF THE TIME ELLIE'S
PUBLIC THOUGHT THEY'D GOT
HOLD OF A PORCUPINE
!

LOTION...

... as

a

Trushay contains no alcohol,

WELL, AS YOU CAN SEE BY THE

GOT SPLENDID
RESULTS FROM TRUSHAY'S
SPECIAL BEFOREHAND PROTECTION

_AND ITS WONDERFUL
SOFTENING HELP!
WILL, TOO

^

!

powder base
is

TRUSHAY!

ABOVE, ELLIE

P. S. Trushay’s grand for softening hands at

dry elbows and heels

THEN ONE DAY, NELLIE TOLD
ABOUT AN ENTIRELY
NEW ^ND DIFFERENT HAND
lotion! the beforehand
ELLIE

.

.

any time. Wonderful,
.

too, for rough,

before and after exposure to weather.

not sticky. Begin today to use Trushay.
t;:;

MN OF ENGLAND
Ann Todd

is

probably

the only actress

Hollywood who

in
will

admit her
exact age

BY

TOM DE VANE

Ann came to America to
Her clothes are seven years
36 and she thinks it’s ridicuWhich makes her 100% correct

Heroine of The Seventh

make The Paradine

• Not

since

Madeleine Carroll

first

old, she herself

is

lous to fib about

it.

arrived on these

shores has a British glamor girl aroused such furore
as

Ann Todd.
Miss I'odd. also blonde, beautiful and brilliant, was

recently imported to
first

American

film,

Hollywood by David O.

The Paradine

Case,

is

Selznick.

Her

being directed

by Alfred Hitchcock. Her co-star is Gregory Peck, with
Ethel Barrymore heading the supporting cast.
T his auspicious Hollywood debut is largely due to one
film, the memorable The Seventh Veil.
“I had heard the picture was very well received over
here,” Miss

Todd

confesses, ‘‘but

I

didn’t realize just

how

much. Certainly I didn't expect to be recognized. Wdien m\
husband and I went to the theater on our first night in
New York, we were confused when people stared in our
direction.

We

started looking

around— because we love to
we were ever so startled

look at celebrities ourselves— and

we were the ones being stared at!”
Being famous, however, is not exactly new to Miss Todd.
She has been a top-ranking star in England for almost a
detade. But, as she admits;
[Please linn to page 62]
to realize
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Veil,

Case.

—

—

Lovely

star,

Elyse Knox, has

it

.

.

.

day long.

skin sparkling-fresh

all

“For cleansing that

beautifies, too

—

it’s

Woodbury Complete Beauty Cream!”

featured in

Monogram’s Cinecolor picture

“BLACK GOLD”

WOODBURY

Beautifies as

if

Contains four
to soften

BEAUTY* CREAM

cleanses.
rich oils

and smooth

tiny dry-skin lines.

That “Alwoys-Fresh Look”
this

Woodbury-Wonderful Way

Cleanse with Woodbury Complete Beauty Cream. Tissue off.

Repeat creaming for

p/us-

softening. Tissue. Splash with

—

cold wafer
skin glows with
that “Always-Fresh Look”!

FOR SPKIAL SKIN PROBLEMS
Very Dry Skin: First Woodbury
cream-cleanse. Soften with
Woodbury Special Dry Skin

Cream — rich

in

lanolin’s

ben-

Under make-up, Woodbury Creampuff Powder Base.

efits!

Skin morning-fresh

01 after a dewy

mH

Luscious-looking Elyse

with her football-star

Tommy Harmon. Her

bath” the Woodbury- Wonderful

husband.

Way. Even Baby Sharon approves! As Elyse says: “An earlymorning face-do with Wood-

skin sparkles fresh, lovely, after

—

bury Complete Beauty Cream
beautifies

my skin as it cleanses!"

another

Woodbury -Wonderful

“Woodbury Complete
Beauty Cream whisks off studio
!”
grime
leaves my skin glowy
cleansing.

.

.

.

Oily Skin: Woodbury Liquefying Cleansing Cream
melts
on skin. Finish with Woodbury
Vanishing Faciol Cream to
check shine. Stericin in all

—

Woodbury Creams helps purify
against blemish-causing germs.

11

P.M.

Woodbury time again.

Another skin-glow

cleansing with Woodbury Cream.
“And”, says Elyse, “a thin film
to soften dryness overnight.”

Try

this

Woodbury-Wonderful

way, girls, to keep your skin
Always-Fresh around the clock!

mm SMW’

HOLLYWOOD DMRY

• WEDNESDAY: At 10:15 this morning I stepped off
my first cross-country
an American Airlines Skymaster
flight, and a big thrill.
What could be more exciting than
dropping down like a bird on Hollywood
that town of geniuses,
After
phonie,s, nuts and half of the most beautiful blondes on earth?
a year, Hollywood seems gayer, faster-paced, more carefree
more like its old
giddy, childish self than it ever was during the war.
Flashy new buildings have
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gone up on Hollywood Boulevard.
bare midriff, tw'o-piece

.

...

outfits.

.

.

The

.

on the

cuties

.

.

.

almost

streets

all

the
up some of my mob
Ben Hecht and
little like home
call

I

each year make Hollywood seem a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

wear those

who

friends

Phil Dunne,

Mooney, all producers now; Dan Seymour
and Jack (The Professor) Grant, of the Holly-

the writers; Val Lewton, George Blair, Martin

and Jack Raymond, the

wood

Reporter.

.

.

.

actors,

They

all

have gags to

tell

me, or gossip,

stories of the latest heart-

.It’s all hot, new, inside stuff, they
and love affairs of the town.
For this is the razzle dazzle town of the universe,
say
and it always is somehow.
more real and fake
the actors’ town ... as unreal as a diamond that weighs a ton
and
talent is here than Paris, London and Vienna ever knew in their great days
where there are thousands of actors
zillion
explosive
have
a
dollars’
worth
of
you
temperament, vitality, jealousy, childish behavior
practical jokes, some of them
thoughtless and cruel
unbelievable double-crossing and even more unbelievable
generosity. ... In this actors’ town, where dreams for the world are fashioned, the only
actor’s town in the world
excitement, belly-laughs, tragedy are the daily menu

breaks, lucky twists
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

.

.

for the circus never leaves

THURSDAY;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood.

hadn’t been in Hollywood an hour yesterday before

I

was ex-

periencing, as always, the sensation of being in a place populated almost exclusively by

Most of them aren’t old friends, or even acquaintances— just perI have seen on the screen dozens of times.
On the terrace in
front of the Hollywood-Knickerbocker, I saw an old man sunning himself. ... I
started towards him, and he scowled, apjiarently thinking me an autograph pest. ... I
stopped, realizing I didn’t know him.
It’s just Charley Grapewin, one of the oldold friends.

.

.

.

formers you and

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stopping my rented car before the Fawcett Publications office
on Sunset Boulevard, I saw another fine character actor
Sam Levene, looking
as raffish and East-Sidy as he does in pictures.
This afternoon I passed Dane
est

.screen players.

.

.

.

.

.

Clark, walking with his

hand

.

.

.

.

resting on the back of the neck [Please turn to page 70]

RONALD COLMAN

says; MRS.

MRS. RONALD COLMAN
delightful wife of the dis-

tinguished

World’s

Newest Shade!

No wonder

this

new queen

of the

Tangee Red Majesty — is a sensation
York and Hollywood.
of all

what

—a

it

It's

in

—

New

that rarest shade

royal

red.

does for your

lips!

truly

reds

And

you'll love

I947’s Smartest Case!
Last

word

in

post-war beauty! Gleaming

brass— exquisitely etched.
swivel base

A

simple twist of

its

and up comes your Red Majesty.

America’s Top-rated Lipstick!
In a recent test of 27 leading lipsticks (conducted by a group of impartial experts)
Tangee Satin-Finish lipstick was rated No.
I

...receiving particularly high marks for "staying

power" and ease of application.
PRESENTED IN:
RED-RED

RED MAJESTY
THEATRICAL RED

MEDIUM-RED

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head of the House of Tangee
and creator of Tangee Red
Majesty Lipstick and PetalFinish Cake Make-Up.

GAY-RED
NATURAL

screen

star

is

one of many Hollywood
beauties who give "rave
notices" to Red Majesty.

catching up with

•

Brian Aherne’s

home

and Brian himself

sits
is

on top of Hollywood
on top of the

sitting

world.

No more
to love to

Aherne the restless fellow who used
pack up on a minute’s notice to fly
is

across the ocean,

who thought

it

made

a nice im-

pression to have a Beverly Hills mailing address

and a home spacious enough to please a discriminating servant— no more the man about
town who got his share of space in photos taken
at night clubs, who matched the next fellow sniff
for sniff in inhaling cigarette smoke in the
crowded confines of popular hangouts.
He still is the same dashingly handsome chap
with a dry, on-tap wit, a quiet clipped conversational tone, a winning smile and dancing blue eyes.

But now

his life

is

wrapped around

wife, his 13-year-old stepdaughter,

Brian laughs,

“is

new

are apt to be baffled by their daugh*

ters,

but Brian Aherne's

1

3-year-old step-

daughter has him completely stopped

Leonie (who,

and charming, but
man who hadn’t had a verbal

attractive

alarming to a
exchange with a 13-year-old in fifteen
and his 1,50-acre ranch in Indio which
still

his

Men

years’’),

he’s de-

\eloping personally.
In addition, his war-

[Please turn to page 73]

Brian and his bride, the former Mrs.
Eleanor de Liagre Labrot, enjoy a
laugh on her first visit to a studio

With Bob Mitchum and Laraine Day,
Brian discusses a sequence between
takes on the set of RKO’s The Locket

By Bob Arnell

—

—

gir/s

kam som€/^mg

A/ar/A/ THE SOOiiS!
IN TESTS

AMONG

COLLEGE GIRLS—

99 OUT OF 131 REPORT

NO CHAFING

WITH NEW FREE-STRIDE MODESS

College

girls

from coast

something not

to coast recently learned

Something that

in the books.

make happy reading
Here’s the story

who

for every girl

.

.

will

chafes.

.

Interviewers asked college girls

who had

suf-

fered chafe with their regular napkin to try out
a

new, improved napkin

Free-Stride

Modess.

name or
new

Naturally, the girls weren’t told the

brand.

They were simply asked

to try this

napkin— to see if it gave them freedom from chafe.
At the end of the

99 out of 131

test,

girls

reported no chafing with Free-Stride Modess.

The

secret of the chafe-free comfort so

college students found in Free-Stride

many

Modess

lies

in the clever fashioning of the napkin edges!

Modess has
softness

The

extra cotton

on

its

edges

extra

— right where the cause of chafe begins.

extra cotton helps create an "absorption

control.” This acts to direct and retain moisture
inside the napkin,

longer.

And

dry,

keeping edges dry, smooth

smooth edges don’t chafe!

Modess has

a

guard against accidents.

A

So safe, too! Every
triple safety shield to
fine, sealed-in

fresh, too!
is

Free-Stride

deodorant to help keep you flower-

And never

a telltale outline

— Modess

silhouette-proof!

Try

this luxury-comfortable, luxury-safe nap-

kin. Free-Stride

Modess

is

on

sale everywhere.

U/d/k.
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of England
[Continued from page 56]

chance

return

to

to

the

stage

in

a

sj^lendid role, the lead in Lottie Dundass.

Lottie was a murderess, not a very admirI changed my hairdogrow to my shoulders— and that
seemed tcj help a good deal."
For the critics rubbed their eyes and

able character,
let

it

tossed their hats into the air.

The

play’s

producer had to call in extra help to
count the box-office shekels. Miss Todd
made a film version of Lottie Dundass,
and later followed it with the role of another murderess (the notorious Madeleine Smith,

known

to all

followers of

crime mysteries) in a play called
The Rest Is Silence.
Ann Todd was now an actress of importance. She could pick and choose her
roles, and astutely chose The Seventh
Veil, produced by the canny Sydney Box.
.\fter almost two years of shooting (“It’s
a bit difficult to film a movie with air
raids and robot bombs overhead,’’ Miss
real life

Todd

was released under
the |)roud sponsorship of J. Arthur Rank.
The rest is history of recent vintage:
everyone knows that both the film and its
stars. ,\nn Todd and James Mason, were
able to write their own tickets from then
reminisces),

it

on.

another world when we
York,” said the lovely
lady.
“So many things were different.
Nigel (her husband, former R.\F commander Nigel Tangye) and I came over
on the Queen Mary, and during the voyage got used to the idea of eating almost
ecerything we wanted.
“But there were so many other things
“It

first

was

like

arrived in

New

of Alfred Hitchcock, in
has boundless confidence.
“Imagine!” she says, “I haven’t even read

the

direction

whom
the

she

.script

of

The Paradine Case, and of
mean a great deal to my

course it will
future career.
it’s all

right,

it’s

However, if Hitch says
good enough for me.”

Miss Todd’s disarming frankness made
her an instant hit with the hard-boiled
New York press, who met her in large

numbers at a flos.sy reception. When
complimented on her gown, she stunned
the feminine reporters by airily admitting
it

was the dress in which she was mar-

ried

which

mean

little to Mi.ss

Todd,

startled the fourth estate

a fact

when

the

lady blithely admitted she was 36 years
Hollywood glamor girls rarely get
old.
past 29.'

“But how utterly ridiculous to lie
about one’s age!” exclaims the actress.
“London audiences have been seeing me
stage and screen for the past
teen years in adidt roles— they’d roar

on the

fif-

if I

suddenly became, say, 25.”
She looks many years younger than her
admitted age, both off-screen and on. In
d'he Seventh Veil, she was perhaps the
most convincing 14-year-old girl yet seen
on the screen. She is startlingly tiny

when

leading English

primary

interest

is

forthcoming picture. Daybreak.

one

remembers

Besides her vast popularity. Miss Todd
also the highest-salaried of all English

is

After the rousing hit made
Seventh Veil, she signed a threeway agreement with both J. Arthur Rank,
foremost British film tycoon, and Sydney
Box, responsible for her current fame.
film stars.

The

by

Under

this

the

statuesque

one
complexions to
complement her golden hair and deep
pianist of her biggest hit. but she has

of those superb English

blue eyes.
She is ideally wed to Nigel Tangye, a
personable and talented young man who
will never be known as a movie star’s
husband. He is a noted author and authority on aviation topics, and has con-

contract, she will

make

oc-

Hollywood, with her
roles zealously chosen by her mentors.
“Don’t expect me to becqme a permanent Hollywood fixture,” Miss Todd

casional

films

in

warns. “I am sure I shall love it— and I
am sure it will be a thrill working opposite Gregory Peck, who is such a fine

young

seven years ago.

Years

articles to

His

music, and he composed the score to his
wife’s

“Nothing very spect.icular ever happened to me. Generally I played the
good-girl heroine— and ordinary heroines
aren’t \ery exciting. The public seemed
to like me and I appeared in dozens of
films, hut I never set the world on fire.
Rut a couple of years ago I was offered a

many

publications.

Ann

But

actor.

my

life

has been so

thoroughly English it would be difficult
to uproot me for very long.”
Miss Todd claims to be at her best in
tailored clothes, and one of her chief
New York delights was being fitted for
new outfits. “After years of hoarding
every scrap of clothing, you can imagine
how I felt!” she laughs. She has never
been fond of hats, until she saw some of
the
I

“mad” New York

had

to break

concoctions.

down.

“Then

They’re too fan-

tastic.”

She has

a delightful sense of

humor,

She cooks very well, because she likes it,
and likes both swimming and tennis. She
is an ardent music lover, and the Tangye’s
London flat is filled with antiques chosen
by the lady herself. Her literary tastes
are diversified, ranging from Sir James
Barrie

Pan

in

(she

the

played the role of Peter
1942 Christmas revival) to

Chekhov.

A vivid personality, Ann Todd, and a
welcome addition to Hollywood. •
Remember, MOTION PICTURE publishes more stories

to make us gasp. The shops, for instance,
trammed with things that were only

vague memories. I must have spent a
hour at Saks Fifth Avenue at the
perfume counter— just sniffing! And the
clothes, the stockings, the cosmetics— all
so sery scarce in England— to be had for
solid

the asking!”
(Ratiotr books have long since been

forgotten by American

girls, but it will
be years before things return to normal

for their English cousins.)

Miss

Todd

unaccustomed to
young men oh the

rvas also

the idea of seeing

“Eor so many years all our actors
were middle-aged or old men. So it was
a pleasure to see musicals like Annie Get

stage.

Your Gun and Carousel and find stages
full of handsome and talented young
men!”
She is overjoyed to appear again under
62

Your

a

virtue which she shares with her husband.

editor, Maxwell Hamilton, left, enjoys a luncheon at the Stork Club with Lon
McCallister during the young film star’s recent visit to Manhattan. Lon came East
after having finished his stint in the new Sol Lesser production. No Trespassing

)
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Woodbury
is

actually 2-lotions-in-l

PROTECTS AS
The
it’s

first

Lotio

IT

SOFTENS

touch of this luscious new

something excitingly new.

protective ingredients

—

Woodbury Lotion on your hands

tells

a beauty blend of softening
actually 2-lotions-in-l:

A softening lotion that helps
bring hands endearing natural
softness. (Its luxury lanolin is
the smoothing “first-cousin” of your
skin’s own natural moisture.)

/

And

CONTAINS LUXURY LANOLIN

•

it

is!

It’s

MAIL COUPON FOR PURSE-SIZE GIFT BOTTLE.

A protective lotion that helps
glove” your hands against roughne!
ness,
redness, drying, chapping
from winter cold, daily dishwashings and soap and water cleansing.

See

^

'Woodbury Beauty-Blended Lotion

is

rich,

how

for

Lotion

yourtelf

the

lovely

things

Woodbury

does for your hands.

Box 45, Cincinnati 14, Ohio. Woodbury Beauty-Blended
Lotion sounds exciting. Vd love to try it. Please send
me a FREE purse-size gift bottle.

creamy, exquisitely

Namc-

Use it for smoother, softer
elbows, shoulders, legs, too. Get it at your drug or cosmetic counter,
today. 25c and 50c. Or try it for a week at our expense. (That's

fragrant.

you
and

Never sticky or greasy.

confident

we

are that you'll fall forever-after in love tvith

Street_State_

it!
(

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF WOODBURY FACIAL SOAP AND OTHER BEAUTY

AIDS

Print name, address plainly
Sorry, offer good in U. S. A. only.
Paste on penny postcard if you wish.
Dept. ^09
.

.

.
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and it was as an American that she toured the European battle
zones— one of the gayest, most tireless and
popular of Hollywood entertainers.
citizen since 1938,

Glamor, Good-by!
[Continued from page 52]

Marlene’s

do

She can’t help it.
Glamor shimmers around her like a morning mist. It clings to her like a dancer’s
leotard. It swirls and flows about her like
sables and satins on a fairy-tale queen.
Authentic glamor is derived from the
accumulated legend of a personality as
much as from the personality itself: and
Marlene, ever the non-conformist, ever
startling, constantly is enhancing the
glamorously.

it

Dietrich legend.

Whether she does

Consciously and by design

is

a

this

mystery—

mystery perhaps even to Marlene, who
would disavow guile with a limpid and
almost convincing sincerity.
But mystery, of any kind, only adds to glamor.
She carries the evanescent quality even
in her current discouraging getup as a
gypsy fortuneteller; her golden hair is
a

hidden by a wig of flowing, stringy black;
her fair skin is lost behind a mask of
dirty brown make-up which accentuates
the blue of her eyes; her

Romany

dress,

tinkling with cheap trinkets and baubles,

Yet she is beautiful— more beautithan when she first came to Hollywood from Germany in 1930, sponsored
by director Josef Von Sternberg who had
discovered her for The Blue Angel and
who remained her mentor through most
of her early films. Svengali to her Trilby,
is

dirty.

ful

Hollywood .said.
But let Marlene have her say on the
glamor tag:
“They thought of us (glamor girls) as
they used to think of color photography.
the story was weak, they shot it in

When

color as a cover-up. If the feminine lead

was a weak role, they cast a glamor girl
in it. But if you tried to find the girl’s
part on paper, it wasn’t there. Actresses
ri.se or fall with the parts they play, so no
glamor girl could ever be an actress.
Think. Did you ever hear of an Oscar being given to an actress in a bad role?”
Oddly, because

many

critics

castigate the stormy, eccentric

coat cut on the lines of a man’s topcoat.

When

she

first

arrived at Paramount,

last

Hollywood

was Kismet, sheer glamor

member

film, in 1943,

girl stuff.

Re-

the gilded legs? Before returning

America she made Martin Roumagnac
with Gabin.
She still likes “bad women” roles.

which now again has her under contract
for a picture a year, she confounded the
bosses by letting it be known she had a
baby daughter, Maria. In those days some

to

forbade players to marry,
and motherhood— at least, openly acknowledged motherhood— was not the

easier to find the roles she likes, because

contracts

still

style for stars.

Marlene

said

pooh-pooh

to

She was a mother, so what?
7'oday parenthood is fashionable
among the stars, many of whom vie with
each other in being photographed among
that.

their babies

and

their kitchen pots

and

This Marlene deplores— not the
babies, but the publicity about them.
She believes the public still likes its stars
to be different, remote, other-worldlysymbols of e,scape from routine.
“But that’s glamor, isn’t it, Mar-laynah?”
pans.

“Glamor

girl

or actress,” she smiles,

“it

should be the same.”
Hollywood, and America, used to bewilder the newly-arrived German girl.
She knew little English. It amazed her
that newspapers should feature her passing remark that she often baked

German

pastry for her husband, Austrian director

Rudolph

Sieber. It

amazed

her, later, that

her marital status should be the subject of
speculation and gossip when Sieber’s
work was elsewhere and she spent much
time in the company of actor Jean Gabin
or other romantic stars.

Except for adamant refusal to discuss
her personal life (she and Sieber are still
married) and a continental attitude that
Mrs. Grundy would be healthier minding
her own affairs, Marlene long since has
become Americanized. She has been a

in Ptfris, co-starring

“More

interesting,” she says. In Paris

there the films are

made

it is

for adult audi-

and here censorship is based on a
preponderantly juvenile movie attend-

ences,

ance.

always explain this to my European
when they complain of American
censorship,” she says. “I think the censorship makes picture-making difficult, but I
appreciate its necessity.”
“I

friends

She

French
“Here we have technical

will be returning to the

studios soon.

much

perfection, but there, lacking

of

Hollywood’s equipment, the French
achieve a wonderful realism. Perfection,
after all, can cease to be exciting— just
like perfection in a

man

or a

woman.”

Meanwhile, the fugitive from glamor
has found a home in Hollywood but is
living mostly, as

.she

usually does

when

working, in her dressing suite at the
studio. Her daughter, Maria, now a
grown young woman, is her secretary and

companion.
Now and again a GI

visitor

director Mitchell Leisen’s set

comes to
and seeks

out the gypsy Marlene to hash over old
times at the front. The other day an electrician dropped down from the catwalks
for a visit with her— another of her frontline buddies.

These, and thousands like them, are
the fans waiting to welcome Marlene back to the screen— whether as

among

glamor

girl,

Remember,

or actress, or both.

MOTION PICTURE

•

publishes more stories

used to

Von

Stern-

berg for “wasting” Dietrich on mere arty
photography, Marlene expresses only
admiration for the director and predicts
he will be better appreciated in Paris,
where he has gone to resume his career.
“It was he,” she says, “who broke off
our work together, not I. He insisted he
was hurting me, because of the critical
reactions.

wood
a

Actually,

my favorite Hollyhim— The Devil Is

picture was with

Woman.

It

was a

terrible flop. Perhaps,”

she adds twinkling, “that

is

why

I

liked

it.”

This

woman

has always had a

compulsion— for the

a

knack— or
Her ex-

different.

ample, for better or worse, put a large
portion of feminine America into slacks.
Once she appeared at a night club in a
modified tuxedo. Recently she set Hollywood on its ear by affecting an ermine
64

the Warner Brothers see this one, they're liable to cast Lauren Bacall in
just shows you how a candid camera can catch you offguard. She
Dracula’s Wife
and Humphrey Bogart, both in Dark Passage, were dining at the AP editors’ party

When

—
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My Beauty
skin fresh

Facials give

new Loveliness

Allied Artists’

HAPPENED
ON FIFTH AVENUE
'MT

how I take my Active-lather facials with LuxrSoap,” says
Gale Storm. "Smooth the beautifying lather well in. Rinse with
warm water, splash on cold. Pat gently with a soft towel to dry.
Skin is softer, smoother looks so much fresher too!” Don’t
let neglect cheat you of Romance. Be lovelier tonight!

'Here’s

—

In

recent tests of

Lux

Toilet Soap facials

skin specialists, actually three out of four

complexions improved

skin

Lux Toilet Soap is
of scarce materials
don't waste it!

mode

—

in a short time!

by
•i..

Who doesn’t love the rich pungence
of a good onion soup? Cheese dumplings add a note of extra interest

Republic star Catherine McLeod prepares onion soup, a favorite of hers

Nothing is so very right for chilly February days as steaming
bowls of hot soup, the thicker the better. With cold winds blasting
you from every corner, it’s reassuring to know there will be a bowl
of hot, fragrant, stick-to-the-ribs soup on hand to warm you.
Bouillon drinkers stop here— this article is not for you. We’ll join
you in the spring or summer for your delicate brew. When there’s
a nip and a tang in the air we’ll take ours hot and hearty.
Voted to the top of the list by soup lovers is smooth, thick lamb
barley broth, sometimes known as Scotch broth.

Lamb
3
>/2

(4
/4

14

Barley Broth

pounds neck of lamb, cut in 1-inch cubes
cup barley (soaked in cold water 4 hours)
cup sliced carrots
cup chopped celery
[Please turn to page
cup sliceci onion

So thick, so satisfying, so nice to
to on a winter night is
hot and tasty lamb barley broth

come home

68]

BY VIVIAN READE
Household Editor
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dream-

teamed with the screen’s
new young star sensation... and matched for
mirth with your favorite

laugh-makers

'om4^
MENJOU

Adolphe

Walter Catlett -Franklin Pangborn- William Brooks
Produced by FELIX
Associate Producer:

From the Screenplay "The Good Fairy" by Preston Sturges

•

Based on a comedy by Ferenc Molnar

•

JACKSON

.

Directed by

HOWARD CHRISTIE

•

WILLIAM

A.

SEITER

Adapted by FELIX JACKSON

Translated and Adapted by Jane Hinton

•

Director of Photography: Hal Mohr, A.S.C.

Hot and Hearty
[Continued from page 66]

4 tablespoons butter

teaspoon salt
Vo teaspoon pepper
tablespoon finely chopped parsley
1

AS THE KISS THAT
SEALS YOUR

1

VOW

1

Cover lamb with

3 pints cold water, bring
quickly to Ijoiling point, skim and add

barley.
1

Simmer iVo

2
mixture,
mix quickly. Drbp by teaspoonsful into hot soup.
Cover, simmer for
10 minutes. Serve with extra grated

cheese. 6 servings.

hours. Saute vege-

tables in butter 5 minutes,

add seasonings,

lamb. Simmer until vegetables are
tender, about 20 minutes: Add parsley
just before sersing. Serves 8,

add

covered. Sift, measure 1 cup flour, resift
with baking powder and salt. Stir in
cheese and parsley. Stir milk into flour

Oyster

to

You’ll

want

Chowder

to have this

good recipe

for

Oyster Chowder on hand.
3 onions, sliced
stalks celery, coarsely diced

Parmesan Dumpling Onion Soup

2 tablespoons margarine

This recipe comes custom tailored with
dumplings to match:

pound peeled
Vi
1

6 small potatoes, sliced
3 teaspoons salt

onions, sliced

teaspoon pepper
cups boiling water
4 cups milk
2 tablespoons margarine
2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce

14

cup margarine

3

tablespoon enriched flour

2 quarts beef or chicken bouillon

pepper
cup enriched flour
teaspoons baking powder
salt,

1

*/2

teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons grated Parmesan cheese
1
tablespoon chopped parsley
1/3 cup milk

1

pint oysters

1

cup cream or evaporated milk

1

Saute onion and celery in margarine until
golden. Add potatoes, seasonings and

A.
and

magnificent

the

to

milk.

servings.

share

a lifetime's dream

fulfill

is this

vow

Cook

until almost tender, then add
Melt margarine, add Worcestershire and oysters and cook until oyster
edges curl. To oysters add cream or evaporated milk. Add to first mixture and
heat. Serve at once with crackers. 6

water.

Saute onions in margarine until browned.
Sift flour over onions, stir, add stock
slowly, stirring until smooth. Add seasonings, simmer 10 minutes. Let stand
several hours. When ready to serve, heat
to boiling in a pot which can be tightly

pledge

of

diamond

your

that

lips.

Can

unites two

people and radiates their love

be any

less perfect?

You can be

sure of such perfection only by
selecting a Bluebird Registered

Diamond. Fine
liance

.

.

.

color, full bril-

every

guaranteed

Bluebird

is

perfect.

FAMOUS

DIAMOND RINGS
Theyr'e PerfecU

of

SEND FOR FREE COPY
“The Book That Lovers Love" Complete
details of judging

BLUEBIRD

55

diamonds. Address:

DIAMOND SYNDICATE, Dept5-F

East

Washington

St.,

Chicago

2,

III.

Two top-notch hailds at the acting trade, Robert Montgomery and Charles Boyer, are
seen at New York City’s Stork Club. Montgomery is in Lady in the Lake, which he
directed as well as played in, and

Le Boyer

will

soon be seen in Arch of Triumph

—

Hie Good
Provider

baby bunting,
Daddy's gone a-hunting.

Bye,

To get a little rabbit's skin
To wrap the baby bunting in.

Bye,
More short hair

this spring, say the

experts, but short in a modified fashion.

Like

worn by

coiffure

this

Marsha Hunt,
Smash-Up. All

star
it

of

Universal’s

requires

is

And

daily brushing

He has Fels-Naptha

'in

the bag.'

expert

cutting plus a soft permanent

ends.

baby bunting.

Daddy's back from hunting.
He landed 'baby' modern swag,

on the
and fre-

quent shampoos to keep hair shining.

Even

if

a

man

manage mink
he might do a
just

can’t

these days,
fair job

keeping 'the

little

woman’ in Fels-Naptha.
To a housekeeper
faced with a big wash
this

grand laundry soap

is

almost

priceless.

—

There

s magic in the simple word naptha
when
blended with good mild soap, the Pels way.
Magic that makes dirt do a disappearing act

it’s

that

makes your washing machine

a 'quick change’ performer.

When

buying laundry soap means hunting instead of
shopping Fels-Naptha is the prize 'catch.’

—

Fels-Naptha Soap

—
'""

Jem

no

["ii"

i

!
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Charles Samuels’ Hollywood Diary
i
I

[Continued from page 58]

How to Relieve
of a pretty redhead. ...

hind him.

I

PERIODIC
,PAIN?

fists
.

.

.

love,

I

.

.

.

introduces the redhead, his wife,

tells

autograph hunters
swarmed over a cab he was riding in.
“The cabbie stopped,” says Dane, "and
told me sternly, ‘Get out, funny face!
I
can get another passenger, but I can’t get
no new, shiny cab if your screwball fans
wreck this one.’ ”

111answer that!'..
i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

any grease monkeys.
Ty tells me
about the six weeks’ good will trip he and
Cesar took through South America.

IS

s

.

.

himself

piloted

the

plane.

.

.

.

.

.

“Zanuck must have loved having two of
his top-money male stars flying all over,
dangerously,”

showing

Romero grins,
"What could Darryl

said.

I

his teeth.

.

.

.

.

.

.

he demands, "after Ty flew on all
those missions during the war? At least,
on this flight, there was no ack-ack
bouncing around him.” ... .At RKO, saw
Myrna Loy walking toward the set in a
say,"

(

dressing

gown

.

.

colored maid following

.

her at distance of ten paces.
And
Robert Young, looking as always like the
boy who won all the prizes for good conduct in Sunday School
and the really
.

Just take a Midol tablet with a
glass of water. That’s all!

f.^

I

Then you can forget that oldfashioned idea that functional
periodic pain means suffering,
for you will be doing what miland women do, to
from periodic pain,
headache, backache and that

I

I

i
i

... he

happy

Grant

at all, that

he’s

.

“let-down” feeling.
You see, Midol’s formula is so
compounded that it doesn’t interfere with the normal menit

.

.

carrying

still

doesn’t look
.

.

the

lions

.

wealthiest heiress
for months,

helps give

solable

quick relief from pain and disMidol
comfort in 3 ways: 1
contains an exclusive ingredient
that relaxes tense muscles
soothes cramps fast. 2
A second
ingredient relieves menstrual
headache quickly. 3 Still another ingredient acts to dispel
“blues”, picks you up!
So take a Midol tablet with a
glass of water at the first sign of
menstrual pain, and learn how
easy you can go through your
period. Y our druggist has Midol.

—

.

.

.

.

the

.

.

world’s

brooding, unhappy, inconshe calls it a day.

when

.

SATURDAY;

Down

Hollywood

to

Park for the races.
Only performers
I saw there were Belita, Charlie Bickford
and Jim Brown, one of my 194-1 Stars of
Tomorrow
too busy losing money to
.

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

look around much.

SUNDAY: Worked

.

.

.

.

.

She’s in his

De

.

.

.

my

“She can join

she likes,” he says.

.

.

.

Mille’s

Unconquered.

.

.

.

me

looking at
harem any time

producer, passing, sees

her

Mine,

too.

.

.

.

Ran

into whole flock of jrlayers I’ve written

Jfl

about in former years in my Stars of Tomorrow series
John Lund, Billy DeWolfe, Gail Russell, Diana Lynn, the im"They gave
mensely tall Bill Edtvards.
you a tremendous build-up on your first
“Maybe
picture,” I remark to Lund.
.

amis

.

.

.

J

to

'

else

I

billing,

.

.

meet in Hollywood.

TUESDAY: At MCM,
would happen

know only

On

.

if

by her

slightly

the set of

wonder what

I

called a great star

I

A Woman

first

name.

My Own,

of

I
.

.

.

see

I

Miss Carson, the most dignified of them
all, and say, "Hello, Greer.”
“Hello,
Brooklyn!” she replies sweetly. “Come
over and talk to me for a few minutes. I
want to study vour Brooklyn accent: it’s
.

priceless.

spectacular.”

It’s

another great

me

told

star.

the same thing.

With some

.

.

.

broad shoulders
good looks
brains. With me, it’s only a Flatbush

.

.

Years ago,

Margaret Sullavan

fellers, it’s
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

... Un-

accent that attracts the ladies.
fortunately,

enough.

.

.

.

never attracts them

it

Twentieth Century-Fox

is

the only lot where a tourist can actually

drive his car inside the gates of the studio
.

.

where
and the beautiful stars, large and
are hidden. ... At 20th Century-

but

.

try to get inside the inside,

the sets

Fox,

.

.

.

couple of pictures from Samuel Goldwyn.
This little dancer puts on no makeup but lipstick.
She is studying shorthand and typing six hours a day between
pictures.
Believe it or not, she’s doing
it so she can an.swer all her own fan mail
has great following for some reason
among Japanese and Chinese movie fans
each month they send
in this country
her whole barrels of chop suey and saki.
She dresses very plainly, in sharp contrast to Marilyn, who dresses to kill.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WEDNESDAY;

I

am an

early riser

.

.

.

Passing the sleeping houses, I think of all
the mighty stars, has-beens and never-

.

a sldve girl, is sitting at Cecil B.

,

a,sks.

Tomorrow,
live up to that

Paulette Goddard, dressed as

table.

Write Dept. D-27 Room UtlS,
East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

have

I

do?” he

I

and enjoy walking through Hollywood
streets in the hour just after dawn.

missary.

PERSONAL SAMPLE— in plain envelope.

could

Star of

a

work some time.
MOND.AY: Lunch at Paramount com-

a writer has to

A

else

me

don’t I?”
This
alumnus of the series has plenty of suggestions for this year’s candidates for
stardom. ... So does almost everyone

day, for even

all

“What

I run into Marilyn Maxwell, looking as radiant as a sunflower
and
Vera-Ellen, who’s been borrowed for a

then walks alone

.

.

small,

for

.

women, marries

.

torch

.

of

.

.

everybody

Barbara Hutton, the wife who divorced
him.
What a town is Hollywood!
A stilt walker from England comes here,
becomes rich, famous, is adored by mil-

relief

strual process, yet

.

great Cary Grant
says

lions of girls

get
?'

.

.

called

high-class

.

.

.

didn’t you? ...

.

.

Ty

I

.

“You

.

.

as

I

him.

.

FRIDAY: At 2()th Century-Fox, in the
commissary, I see those two returned
servicemen
Cesar Romero
Tyrone
Power
looking as dirty and disheveled

t

.

.

around the studies since his tremendously
funny work in Blue Skies. Perils of
Pauline and the rest. ... I congratulate

New York

that in

.

^

too much,” John replies modestly, “and
maybe too fast.”
He’s going into The
Wayfarers next.
DeWolfe is hot stuff

off

you wolf.”
Dane whirls,
clenched, smiles on seeing it’s me

the girl

me

sneak up be-

I

"T ake your hands

snarl,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

who have

lived, been happy,
broken in these houses.
The telephone rang one day. The
agent. "I got the big part, the one you
wanted for yourself, baby doll. It means
Or the phone
top money, fame, glory.”
didn’t ring, the break didn’t come.
This morning, as I walk down Beverly
Boulevard at 6 a.m., a driver calls, “Hey,
It’s Selma Diahiond,
early worm!”
gag woman for Jimmy Durante, Rudy

wases

had
.

.

their hearts

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

She's been
Vallee and Groucho Marx.
working all night on a Kenny Baker
Gag writers
script
wants to talk.
.

.

.

never
.

.

.

.

Maybe

.

.

.

just as well

it’s

.

except professionally.

jokes,

tell

.

.

.

most of

.

enough when the

chose jokes sound bad

VERA-ELLEN

says: "Maybe you're
with roughened hands.
love
discouraging
Hands can be excitingly smooth and
soft with Jergens Lotion care.
I use Jergens." It's so easy and lovely.

them.
Dined at
best strawberry shortcake in
Lucey’s
town ... it .should be, because it costs $1
Steak costs $3.50 in any
per portion.
but the waiters
good restaurant here
don’t snarl at you as much as they used to.
FRIDAY: At the regular weekly poker
game of Martin Mooney’s “Forty
Thieves,’’ the group comprises producers,

comics

great

.

tell

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Danny Seymour,

agents and Pat Gleason,

George Travell, actors ... I
a man named Erwin Ashley.

.

pered

evening

all

.

.

K7VE cooling?

His

next to

sat
.

.

He

whis-

the only person in

.

Hollywood I ever heard whispering.
“I am an auctionask him about it
.

I

.

.

.

.

.

eer,” he explains, “I holler at people all
day long. At night, I like to whisper.”
SATURDAY: Dined at Vine Street
Brown Derby with hot shot producer.
We were shown to reserved table, though
Captain of
big crowd was waiting.
waiters apologetically asks me if I’d put
on tie
it’s a house rule, he says, gets
me one
my rich friend tips him more
than three such ties would cost in a store.
“Being ushered into this place like a
tycoon,” he says, “is about all I get out
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

my success. My wife doesn’t
my relatives sponge on me
.

each time
here, I

I

but

.

.

“A” producer welcome

get the

remember

me

love
.

the days

when

I

batted

around Hollywood, unable to buy a cup
of coffee in this place.” ... In a booth
opposite ours sits Ginny Simms, my favorite radio singer

looks very classy,
with her long face and black eyes.
“Couldn’t you tell she was a star,” I say
to my companion, “even if you couldn’t
.

.

.

.

Identify her?”

.

He

.

.

nods.

.

.

“Stars are

he replies.
“There’s something about them, something different,

like

that,’’

maybe they had it
and wera tapped for the
for that reason. That grows,

almost imperial
all

the time,

stardust trail

.

.

.

OTHER STARS AGREE WITH VERA-ELLEN
The

Stars, 7 to 1, use Jergens Lotion. Amazingly finer
than ever, now. Makes your hands even smoother and
protects even longer against distressing roughness.

whatever it is, gets stronger
after their names go up in lights.”

develops,

HIGH POINT OF MONTH:
Margaret

viewing

MGM

mother

on
Dance. Maggie

is

O’Brien
set

of

Inter-

and her
Unfinished

It’s

the only really natural

heard about.
is

Hollywood

I

still,

is

now more

with two ingredients superb for

Walking

For the

Softest,

Adorable Hands, use

sneeze violently and a

pivot tooth in front of my mouth flies
out like a bullet. It cost $80 and I look
for it carefully for 20 minutes, as a curious crowd gathers to watch and speculate

on what I’m doing.

No

luck,

after I hear a middle-aged
to her

wartime research that Jergens

a refreshing experience.

LOW POINT OF MONTH:
in

to

skin-smoothing— used by many doctors. Still 10^ to $1.00
(plus tax) for this famous hand care of the Stars.

known, or even
Talking to her and her

child actress I’ve ever

mother

due

effective than ever. Blessed,

softer;

and

I

woman

quit
say

husband, “Oh, Henry! Give the
poor man a whole cigarette! It’s sad that
he should have to look for butts without
finding one fit to smoke.” 9
Remember, MOTION PICTURE publishes more stories

JERGENS LOTION
FREE!

why ^
^
^
Lotion
^

See for yourself

Hollywood Stars,
7 to I, use
Jergens

t

Mail coupon today for gift bottle. (Paste oa peuny postcard if you wish.)
Box 27, Dept. 75, Gncinnali 14, Ohio. Please send my gift bottle.

Name
Address

.

City ^

^State _

(Please print name, address plainly

Sorry, offer good in U.S. A. only)
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Close-up of Virginia Mayo
{Continued from page 29]

Hair
school

which she attended and

there,

w'here she got the urge to be an actress.

'Mafee-Up'
Created for
your*Color Type!

She has been doing it for years.
She constantly strives to improve. She
still takes certain lessons.
She wants to

despite

be a better

Pansy, and

actre.ss.

She is 5 feet 4i/^ inches tall, weighs 1 15
pounds, has 36-inch hips, a 34 bust,
natural ash-blonde hair and a creamy
complexion. She was designed for Technicolor.

Her initial screen role was as a Goldwyn Girl in the Danny Kaye picture. Up
In Arms.

She believed she would be a
leading lady, but was told not to be discouraged.
Betty Grable, Paulette Goddard, Lucille Ball are just a few who

Goldwyn Girls.
Her next assignment was opposite Bob
Hope in The Princess and The Pirate.
After that she was Danny Kaye’s leading
started as

lady in

all

his

pictures

including the

was

his player

After

she

all,

and William Wyler

is

an

excellent director.

on

easily

a set.

and
She

is
is

easy

good

company.

She is eager to learn. It is a
safe bet that from here in she will be
given more dramatic roles.
She seldom wears make-up on the
street, only powder and lipstick.
She
claims she wears lipstick only as a protection for keeping her lips from chap-

.

.

ping.

It also

She

is

looks good.

a big eater,

unconcerned about

More Color ...

a little or a lot. Marchand's
you which rinse to use for the
effect you desire for your hair. If gray strands
are your problem, there’s a shade to blend them
in with your original hair color!
tells

Absolutely Harmless
Marchand’s Rinse is
not a bleach, not a permanent dye. It's as safe to
use as lemon or vinegar and washes out easily
the next time you shampoo your hair.
.

. .

Ilarchand’s
t

^‘Mafee-Up"

HAIR RINSE
4

RINSES~25€

•

Plus

By

_22

the

2

fringed

skirts,

coats.

Her

cowboy boots and
special

colors

are

blue and green for daytime wear. When
she dresses up to go out at night she favors
black and an upswept hairdo. She likes to

go

to the movies.

Her

favorite actors are Bob Hope,
George Sanders and, of course, Michael

arine

Her favorite actresses are KathHepburn, Ingrid Bergman and, of

Ginger Rogers.
She reads articles in preference to

tion, she admits.

When

fic-

name
Thomas

she has to

her favorite authors she selects
Paine. Dorothy Parker and Edgar Allan
Poe. Her favorite people in history are
Abraham Lincoln and Joan of Arc.
She likes to wear jewelry and is ticklish.

Her

pet aversions are insincere persons

and people who mistreat animals.

She

she can’t stand a liar.
She prefers tub baths to showers and

soak and read. She is fond of
perfumes and sprays herself with her
favorites after getting out of the tub. She
likes to snuggle in a huge bath towel.
She resides in a modest Hollywood
apartment. She has still to get herself
a house and servants.
She is an orderly
likes to

person, puts her clothes

and belongings

in their particular places.

She

is

very neat

and when undressing, regardless of the

.

her weight.
Her favorite breakfast is
orange juice, a pair of poached eggs on

.

color chart

fringed

shirts,

insists that

She takes direction
to get along with

.

it was Mike who, taught her.
She now owns her own horse, called
Patty.
She has even ridden in a rodeo.
She doesn’t smoke and hates the smell
of ash trays loaded with cigarette butts.
When it comes to drinking, she likes a
glass of wine before dinner.
Her favorite costume is a cowgirl’s
riding habit. She adores those loud silk

course.

still

those years in vaudeville with

all

satisfied.

cided to take the chance.

.

She didn’t know how to ride a horse,

O’Shea.

thought of Ginger Rogers and
Stage Door. Ginger Rogers had to fight
to get out of musicals to play the dramatic
role in Stage Door. Virginia, too, wanted
a dramatic role.
She finally persuaded
Goldwyn to let her turn dramatic in The
Best Years of Our Lives.
Goldwyn de-

.

movies.

latest. The Secret Life of Walter Mitty.
She had now made good, but she wasn’t

She

Highlights for Eoery Color Type.. brownette, brunette and redhead, as well as blonde!
Choose the Marchand rinse shade you want
dissolve it in warm water, after your shampoo
then, brush or pour it through your hair. In a
jiffy, dulling soap film vanishes! Your hair is
softer and easier to manage, lovelier than ever.

ranch in the valley, where they went
horseback riding— just as lovers do in the

RINSES- 10c

Tax

Makerf of Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash

and coffee, only one Cup. Her
home-cooked dinner is boiled
chicken and dumplings. She loves fried
onions and occasionally has them for
lunch, even though she may have to play
toast

favorite

a love scene.

Her

big

started

as

romance is Michael O’Shea. It
a movie romance. Between

playing the lead in a

and

Danny Kaye

Bob Hope

picture

was
loaned out to be the feminine appeal in
the picture Jack London. Although she
didn’t startle audiences, she did startle
The
Jack, who was played by O’Shea.
romance was on.
Their romance, unlike the vast majority of Hollywood romances, wasn’t conducted in the dim light of the night clubs.
They soent most of their time at Mike’s
a

picture,

she

hour,

always

she

carefully

places

her

She never just slips out of them.
Her hobby is sketching— portraits and
figures.
She can also knit and sew. She
is a good cook, but doesn’t like to cook
and only does so when it is necessary.
She sleeps in silk pajamas, wearing
both the trousers and the jacket. She
likes to get plenty of sleep, always with
the windows wide open.
But after you see her in The Best Years
of Our Lives, you’ll agree she’s going to
get less and less sleep— and more and
clothes.

more work.

#
And

nexf month

Sidney Skolsky profiles

JOAN CAULFIELD
Your March Cover Girl

J

ONE MOTHER TO ANOTHER
Catching Up With Brian

My, how we Mothers wait for baby's first smile cherish each succeeding one. There's such a world
of reassurance in watching the corners of that tiny
mouth curve upward, as if to say, "Everything's fine

[Continued from page 60]

with me,"

time experiences in louring Europe for
months with Katharine Cornell in

eight

The

Wimpole

an
on him.
“Our home in Hollywood has a wonderful view— and so have I, personally,”
Brian muses, puffing on his pipe. “When
I left Hollywood two years ago I was unhappy— and discontented with the town.
Barretts of

Street left

indelibly sobering impression

Now

.

''K

can hardly imagine leaving Cali-

I

fornia even for a holiday.”

Brian today

Even

is

happy and contented.

his native British reserve

seems to

be diminishing. Now, at the drop of an
opening, Brian talks delightedly about
his wife, the former Eleanor de Liagre
Labrot, sister of the New York producer,
Alfred de Liagre: or he takes the floor

and

tries to

switch the subject to crops.

His reading nowadays is separated into
“Natuthree categories, Brian admits.
rally 1 read movie scripts because we
need an income to maintain the ranch.
I’hen I read agricultural treatises so I
can handle the ranch, and finally I’ve got
a half-Nelson on books concerning psychological handling of teen-age children.
I tell you that’s quite a problem— Leonie
is.”
(Leonie is the daughter of Mrs.
Ahern e and her former husband, whom
she divorced six years ago.)

Leonie goes to boarding school

in

New

York, but for her 13th birthday Brian
gave her a Constellation trip West, along
with her same-age friend, Nancy, daugh-

Who

Nugent.
“Leonie is an intelligent girl but makes
me feel completely ancient and old-fa.shioned,” Brian laughs, shaking his head.
“You know. I’ve always prided myself
on having an appreciative and discriminating eye for women’s clothes, but when
I took her shopping in Palm Springs recently she said all my ideas were old-hat.
“I tried to talk movies with Leonie and
Nancy. I inquired how they liked Clark
ter of Elliott

Gable.

They

stared at

me

pityingly

talk
says habies can'f

—

of n,o*e.s

good for
,o eat and so
Sste of Gathers
washed i P
fruits are

Sd"nf sSh,

B^^J'^egatables and

^11

precious minerals
means easy

’

unifotm textnre

-Best-Kno.n
Getbefs-with Ametica's

“ttX
on the

and

changed the subject to Peggy Ann Garner, June Allyson and Van Johnson. I
then realized Clark hadn’t been in a
picture for some time, having been in
service, and the kids had been too young

Baby”

label!
-

ca <
f

rot« c«o.« or

him before the war.
“And is Leonie crazy about

to see

horses,” he
exclaims. “In fact, she got quite sniffy
about the horses I was able to rent for
her. She said Maryland had a much better

with your doctor.

erber’s baby foods

brand of horses than California.
“One day she and Nancy asked me for
a dollar to go to the movies, and then
asked for cab fare. I said ‘What’s wrong
with the busses?’ and she very calmly
said, ‘You can afford a cab. I read in the
papers how much money you make.’ ”

When
gleaihs

he discusses Leonie, Brian
with delight. In fact, he’s so
[Please turn the page]

CEREALS

CHOPPED FOODS

strained foods
(18 Varieties)

(3 Varieties)

FREE SAMPLES— Please send me
samples of Gerber’s Cereal Food,
Gerber’s Strained Oatmeal and
Gerber's Barley Cereal. My

baby

is

Address.

now

months

old.

Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. MP2-7, Fremont, Mich.
In Canada: Dept. MP2-7, 49 Wellington Street East, 'Toronto 1, Ont.

I NameCity

and

State.

Catching Up With Brian
[Continued from page 73]

happy over the youngster,

many

that

due
baby Aherne.
Brian married Eleanor last January 27

friends

the household,

predict

in

time, will include a

home

at the

of her parents at Sneden’s

Landing in upper New York State.
He had met her thirteen years before

New York, chatted about the
theater— and said gciod-by. Through the

at a party in

years they

met occasionally and

when Eleanor

visited

last year,

Hollywood, they

spent considerable time together. While
both denied it, their friends insisted they

were heading for matrimony.
“Now that we are married and so
happy about it,” he says, “we wonder
why we didn’t marry years ago.”
Brian’s divorce from Joan Fontaine became final in June, 1944, while he was
overseas. He returned to New York the
following February and then came to
Hollywood to consider movie offers.
“I used to have a difficult time deciding
between screen and stage,” Brian states.
“When I was offered the lead in The
French Touch, a comedy by Jerome
Chodorov and Joseph Fields, I packed
my clothes and went back to New York.”

Yes, even finest soaps and soap shampoos hide the
natural lustre of your hair with dulling soap film
• Halo contains no soap. Made with a
new patented ingredient it cannot leave
dull soap film!

• Halo reveals the true natural beauty
of your hair the very first time you use
it, leaves your hair shimmering with
glorious highlights.
• Makes oceans of rich, fragrant lather.

The

even in hardest water. Leaves hair sweet,
clean, naturally radiant!
• Needs no lemon or vinegar afterrinse. Halo rinses away completely!
• Carries away unsightly loose dan-

druff like magic!
• Lets hair dry soft
easy to curl!

and manageable,

So

soothing

it

closed, Brian

wife, a vivacious,

sion,

a bewitching giggle.

Brian

-says

The

Of Eleanor,

simply, “She enjoys

Esholiers Club,

ing and Greta Garbo

life.”

Edmund
figure

Gould-

in

their

romance.

HALO REVEALS THE HIDDEN BEAUTY OF YOUR HAIR!
for

play lasted only six weeks. Shortly

married his present
charming brunette with
an exquisite speaking voice and, on occaafter

Nervous

HEADACHE
I

for tired,

HAD A NERVOUS
HEADACHE
IT

ALMOST

DROVE ME MAD

burning feet
You con actually

BUT NOW TAKE
MY MILES NERVINE
I

BEFORE THEY
GET SO BAD

feel

tired muscles relax, fiery

burning subside as feet
respond almost instantly
to the cooling, soothing

comfort of frosty-white

medicinal

Ice-Mint.
Grand, too, to help
soften up stinging
corns and callouses. At drug and
department stores.
Get Ice-Mint today.
,

... Miles Nervine

is

wonderful! Try it when
you feel a nervous headache coining on. It may
save you hours of need-

Try it also
are cranky,
restless and can’t sleep.
It helps relieve nervous
tension, helps you calm
down permits refreshing sleep.
Take only as directed. Miles Nervine Liquid
25c and $1.00; Effervescent tablets 35c and
75c at any drug store. Miles Laboratories,
Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.
less distress.

when you

— —

CAUTION

MILES NERVINE

June Haver dances

at the Stork Club
with her latest serious rumor, Dr. John
Duzik. June’s latest picture is I Wonder
Who’s Kissing Her Now, a Fox film

.

Their Hollywood home is a small
house on top of King’s Road, which cuts
into Sunset Boulevard opposite the Sunset Towers. “We sit on top of Hollywood
and Beverly Hills,” Brian says, “and on
a clear day we can see the ocean. Like
sitting on top of the world, and that’s
just

how

I feel.

gotten soft and peaceful,”

“I guess I’ve

he sums

He

it

up.

He

soft.

isn’t

and

Cassius,

still

possesses

is

as lean as a

a devil-may-care

handsomeness. He and his wife have no
nicknames for each other. “But we
”

neither of us like the name ‘Eleanor,’
he says, “and we’re scouting around for

a good substitute.”
re-discovering Hollywood with
She had been out on several
visits before but he’s making sure she
sees all the sights. She was thrilled at
her first visit to a set, at RKO, where
Brian is starring in The Locket. She has
never been to Arrowhead or Monterey,
two trips at the top of the Aliernes’ itinerary for the near future.
“The other day my wife said I hadn’t
taken her out dancing yet.” Brian recalls,
“so I guess I’ll rouse myself one of these
nights and take her out nightclubbing.
But we find so much to do here and at
the ranch. Here we’re painting the bedroom and planting roses, and at the ranch
we’re putting in a vineyard.”
The Ahernes spend a lot of their spare
time at the beach cottage of the Alan
Napiers. Other good friends whom they
see often include the Ronnie Colmans,
the Nigel Bruces, the Artur Rubensteins,
the Reginald Gardiners.
They see few movies. Brian has a 16
mm. camera and is hopeful of getting a
projector so he can build a screening

Brian

is

his wife.

room

for

home

His wife

is

Divided hearts at our house
Somehow, somewhere, we’d lost our
thrilhng

lovely,

realize that I
I

oneness.

was

I

at fault.

didn’t

Sure,

knew about feminine hygiene

.

.

.

or so I thought. But finally I
learned, from my doctor, that the

.

careless, now-and-then care I’d
trusted to, was a frequent cause of
marriage failure. He said a wife
advised
can’t afford such neglect
.

.

.

my

using “Lysol” brand disinfectant for douching— always.

movies.

a gdod cook,

and he

loves

particularly her dish of Risotto with crab

meat.

Fried

kippers

are

his

favorite

and Eleanor sees to it
that a supply is on hand. He likes wines,
and that’s probably how he happened to
think of putting in a vineyard on Thunderbird Ranch.
All Englishmen are supposed to love
to walk. But Brian declares, “I got out
breakfast food,

of that habit

when

I

lived in

Beverly

cops slow up and question you, or dogs suddenly leap out and
attack you. You’re not supposed to walk
in California. It’s not fashionable.”
Hills. Either the

When

"'Now

it’s

one heart again"

“Two

hearts that beat as one”—
that’s us again! I wouldn’t have believed careful feminine hygiene was
so important in married happiness.
But my doctor was righti I always
use “Lysol” for douching, now, and

can recommend

its thorough yet
gentle cleansing. “Lysol” is thorough
—far more so than salt, soda or other

homemade

solutions. It’s a

so easy

and economical

asked his height, Brian recalled
Gary Cooper. He and

a conversation with

Gary both measure

6

feet

2

Y2

inches.

One

night at a party Brian noticed Gary
staring at him. After awhile, Gary came
over, looked him up and dowm, then said
laconically,

“Two and

a

half?”

Brian

nodded, “Yes. Two and a half. You too?”
Gary nodded, “Yup. Never tell ’em 3,”
Gary counseled. Brian agreed: “Yes indeed. Never

tell them 3. Just 2V2-” That
ended the conversation. #
Remember, MOTION PICTURE publishes more stories

More women use "LYSOL"

for

other germicide

Reason No.

4:

CLEAN ODOR-'Tysol's"

clean, antiseptic odor disappears
quickly after use. Being an effective
deodorant, "Lysol” helps to solve an

.

proved

germ-killer— it works— and

Feminine Hygiene than any
. for 6 reasons

important problem of personal
daintiness.

Note: Douche thoroughly with corsolution . .
always!

rect "Lysol"

.

to use.
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he

America.

left for

twenty-five years ago,

That must be over
and he has come

But when he does,
Oh, I forgot to
mention the fact that Archie changed
his name.
He’s Cary Grant now and I
don’t doubt but that you have seen him
back only on

visits.

the town goes wild.

in the cinema.”
It goes without saying that I had seen
Cary Grant “in the cinema,” but the first
time I saw him in person was when I
w'alked into his hotel suite and heard
him saying over the phone, “I’ve been
waiting for the guy for over half an hour
and he hasn’t shown up yet.”
I had arrived at the hotel on time, but
had to make my way through a crow'd of
youngsters who w’ere standing about the
entrance with pictures of Cary Grant in
their hands.
He hung up and rushed
over to greet me. 'When I told him what
had happened, he smiled and seemed
embarrassed that his fans should have

me

held

up.

By the time I got through talking with
him, I was one of his fans myself. For
Cary Grant is a chap with much charm.
He is over 6 feet tall, with the trim body
of an athlete.
Perhaps it was the stilt
walking which he did at Coney Island,
when he was stranded in New York, that
developed his muscles and gave him a
litheness of action.

His hair

Don’t
Yes

.

.

let
.

dry as

housework be unfair

housework can leave your hands rough, red, and
don’t blame the housework
dust. But
.

.

.

.

blame yovrself for not taking care
your hands. Pacquins helps keep
your hands looking smoother
and whiter in spite
hard housework.

of

Doctors and nurses use Pacquins
Doctors and nurses scrub their hands
water from thirty to forty times

was

first

made

in

hot soapy

a day.

Pacquins

especially for them. If Pacquins

can help their roughly treated hands

how much

it

to your hands

can do for your hands!

.

.

.

imagine

daily

of

.

had

it

when he
dark brown

as black as

still

is

and

cut in Bristol,

his

eyes are surmounted by inky eyebrows.
His complexion is swarthy and his beard
so heavy that he shaves twice a day. He
seemed all the darker in contrast with
his opened, white .shirt.

He

retains a slight tinge of Eng-

still

intonation in his speech, so faint as
But he has an
to be hardly noticeable.

lish

American sense of humor. He is sentimental, too, and a faraway look came
into his eyes as he spoke of his first tryout for pictures. He had been appearing in musical comedies and in a stock

company when he made up

his

mind

to

drive out to Hollywood and see the place.
When he got there, a friend suggested

they

make

a

him before

of

test

the

camera.
“I

many

“So
was nervous,” he told me.
really good actors had been tried

out and failed
would happen

that

HAND CREAM
Creamy-smooth,

fragrant... nor
not greasy. More hands
use Pacquins than any other
hand cream in the world.
sticky,

The

talked wdth

him how

Bernie,

scared

on the

know what
my

wasn’t sure

I

and when

in the
test
I

I

told

was, the old maestro,
I have
was bound to go
‘Take it easy and
me, ‘and I’m will-

of the swellest guys

ever known, told
places

I

night before the

Ben

who was one

didn’t

would help me

stage experience

movies.

I

to me.

me

screen.

I

be yourself,’ he said to
ing to bet you’ll make good.’ I’ve never
forgotten that. His reassurance gave me

confidence in myself which
find a place in Hollywood.”

certain

a

helped

me

At that time he was still Archibald
Alexander Leach, but after his tryout
proved a success and he was signed to a
contract, the company decided he had
better have another name for screen pur-

UKUC'

poses.

know what name

“I didn’t

to take,”

“but a short time before I’d been
in a play as a character named Cary, so
The comI took that for my first name.
pany just hit upon Grant— never did
know why. So that’s been it ever since
he

said,

and I’ve changed my name legally. It
was as Cary Grant that I became an
American citizen.”
Like many other top-flight stars, Cary
Grant is now interested in becoming a
movie producer. He has joined up with
,41fred Hitchcock and the two of them
are going to make a modern version of
Hamlet, much of which will take place
in a psychiatrist’s office.

This will not be the first time that
Hitchcock and he have worked together
on a picture. Nor will it be his first
attempt at playing a psychological part.
For although he admits he does like light
comedy roles, he made a tremendous hit
as Johnny Aysgarth in Hitchcock’s Suspicion.

He

Notorious,

has since scored heavily in

another Hitchcock

still

pic-

ture.

He welcomes

a variety of parts.

“It

is

monotonous,” he says, “to be typed
and not given a chance to play somesort of

thing different. Of course I know it’s a
standing joke that every comedian wants
to play Hamlet and tragedians are always
anxious to try their hands at comedy.
That’s human nature. But variety is the
spice of acting as

“Of course,
producers,

who

much

as of life.

understandable that
have a player under con-

it’s

[Please turn the page]

SLIPS
Blue Swan lingerie styles for every figure are available
in a delightful variety of rinsable rayons.

them

at

your favorite

Be sure

to look for

store.

BLUE

SWAN

MILLS

A DIVISION OF THE MeKAY PRODUCTS COUP.
EMPIRE STATE BLDG.

Cornel Wilde and his wife, Patricia
Knight, about to board a clipper for
their nine-day vacation in the Bahamas.
Cornel’s next seen in Home Stretch
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tract

who

has

made

a

hit in a certain

kind of part, hesitate to let him play
something different. It’s a big gamble.
On the other hand, I do feel that if
actors were given an opportunity to play
more varied roles they would have a
better chance to develop their art.”
Yet on meeting Cary Grant no one

would

at first

glance associate him with

a psychological part.

There

is

something

hearty and healthy about him. He is an
outdoor type and it is easy to believe he
is pretty swift on a tennis court and can

do the Australian crawl with perfect
timing. He has a house on Santa Monica
Beach and when there, he is clad a good
part of the time in shorts.

Although he is not extravagant when
comes to clothes, he is one of the

it

screen’s best dressers, for he

who

is

a naturally

what he
But he is neat about other things,
too, and while he was talking with me
he got up once or twice to empty ash
trays which I managed to keep full of
neat person

is

careful of

wears.

Like President Truman,
he was at one time a partner in a haberdashery shop which had a New York
branch.
Although he is a good dancer and from
time to time goes to night clubs, he also
enjoys his home. Like many gentlemen,
he prefers blondes.
All three of the
women in whom he has been interested,
two of whom he married, were all much

cigarette butts.

... for

let

a

lovelier

Noxzema

nurse Your Skin

YOU

want a skin lovely to look
at— smooth to touch. Every woman
does!

Do

as thousands of nurses

do, use

Noxzema Medicated Skin

Cream

regularly as

an aid to lovelier skin. Greaseless. Use it as a
night cream and a long-lasting
powder base. See for yourself if
this famous beauty aid doesn’t
help

make

attractive

.

your skin look
.

.

far

more

complexion

more

externally-caused skin irritations
...soothes and smooths. Today

Noxzema

is

used by thousands

and thousands of women.

the same type.

Over 20,000/000

be piano playing.

yearly.

today.

jars

Get your jar of Noxzema
Use it regularly for that

softer, lovelier look. Start
let

bought

Noxzema nurse

now

your skin!

beautiful.

Discovered by nurses. Nurses
in Baltimore were among the
first

to find that

Noxzema

is

a

has no particular hobby unless it
He says that when he

mixed up he sits down and strums
anything from swing to Chopin, and he
points out that this is another thing he
has in common with the President. He
is naturally keen about music and the
only kinds he doesn’t like are Hawaiian
melodies and hillbilly songs.
He reads considerably— not detective
stories, but biographies, and he also turns
gets all

frequently to the Bible.

valuable beauty aid that helps
to soften rough, dry skin. They
discovered, too, that Noxzema
helps heal blemishes and other

to

He

Sold at all drug counters
10^, 35<, S0( plus tax

“I find

it

still

up to date,” he says. “If more people
would read it and be guided by it, perhaps the world would be a better place
For the two things most
it now is.
needed in the world today are faith and
tolerance— faith in something higher than
man and tolerance of the rights and bethan

liefs

of others.”

WTen Cary
his

he

work
is

goes off on a subject such

he becomes intense.

as this

He

also takes

.Although he claims
better in his parts when he rehearses
seriously.

home than when he is in the
he goes there often when he is
not needed and sits around watching
what the others are doing. People who
have acted with him say he is wonderful
He never blows up or
to work with.
them

at

studio,

loses patience.

—
He

told me, “I like hard

can take

because

it

I

work and

know how

I

to relax.

ever gets tired doing what he
My recipe for life is work hard
likek
and relax hard. By this I mean, do the

No one

best you can and then forget about it.
There’s no use regretting the past or the
mistakes you have made.
“I don’t believe in wasting time, for
But many people have
that tires you.
the idea that relaxing is wasting time. It
isn’t.

It is just as

necessary as working

hard.

“Have you ever been out in a car on
crowded roads and watched people dashing along trying to get away from themselves,

They

thinking they are relaxing.

seem to be in a hurry to get somewhere and the chances are that after they
get there, they don’t know what to do
with themselves. And if by chance there
all

is a block in traffic, they become excited,
swear at the fellow ahead of them, work
themselves into a frenzy.
“There are a lot of men who have the

making money
They have the
money is the only

idea that unless they are

they are wasting time.

mistaken notion that

means of securing happiness. And take
it

from me, money

in itself

is

not worth

a darn.

was never happier than when I lived
bedroom and spent 50 cents a
day for my food. That was when I was
“I

in a hall

a barker at

The Old

Mill at

Coney

Island.

learned a lot in those days, much of
which has served me since. There is only
one thing it spoiled me for—"hot dogs. I
ate so many that I avoid them now as if
they had rabies.”
Several people had arrived and I got
up to leave. Cary’s good-by was typical
of the man. “I’m afraid,” he said, “that
I haven’t given you any material for your
I

piece.

But

after

all,

an

actor’s job

speak lines supplied by someone
Remember,

MOTION PICTURE

is

else.”

to
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Mother’s Ignorance of These

Intimate Physical Facts Often

—

Before your daughter marries it’s
your solemn duty to instruct her on
how important douching often is to
intimate feminine cleanliness, health,
charm and marriage happiness how
important it is to combat one of
woman’s most serious deodorant
problems.
But FIRST make sure your own
knowledge is just as up-to-date and
scientific as it can be! And it will be
if you tell her how important ZONITE
is for the douche

—

—

To Blame!

septic-germicide for the douche of all
those tested is so powerful yet
absolutely non- poisonous, non-irritating, non-burning, zonite positively
contains no bichloride of mercury,
phenol or creosote. You can use
ZONITE as directed as often as needed

without risk of injury.

What Zonite Does

—

ZONIte’s powerfrd strength and safety
to tissues

make

of great

it

feminine hygiene.

worth

Ask your

for

doctor.

ZONITE actually destroys and
No other type

liquid antiseptic-germidde

is

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

Thanks

to a world-famous Surgeon

tested

Chemist who have given
the remarkable zonite
principle
wise women no longer use
old-fashioned, weak or dangerous
products for the douche.
The ZONITE principle is truly a
miracle! No other type liquid anti-

and a

the

skilled

world

—

removes

odor-causing

FOR NEWER

The Franchot Tones caught by MOTION
picture’s cameraman as they arrive
at Associated Press party at the

Biltmore

J^eminine /ly^iene ^

sub-

multiplying.

Buy ZONITE

today.

Any

FREE!

Zonite

waste

stances. Helps guard against infection.
It’s so powerfully effective no germs of
any kind tested have ever been found
that it will not kill on contact. You
know it's not always possible to contact all the germs in the tract. But
YOU CAN BE SURE ZONITE kills every
reachable germ and keeps them from

drugstore.

NEW/

enlightening
new
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
mail this coupon to
published
Zonite Products, Dept. MP-27, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

For

amazing

—

Name
Address-

State-

IfYourUttleOneHasACold-

Here’s a sure cure for those rotary
beater blues. It’s a portable food mixer,
made by Miracle, that whirs to work at the
of

flick

selector

a

A

switch.

and

slide-type

speed

control, set conveniently at

the top of the motor, operates on thumb
touch.
New improved stainless steel
beaters give double action and can be
detached from the motor for easy cleaning. A guard protects beaters and bowls
and gives a firm stance to prevent slipping. Now you can take it with you
wherever you need it in the kitchen.
*

A new

#

floor covering

#
is

now

available

that will surpass yoiu wildest dreams. Its

Tonight Relieve His Distress

name is Koroseal and it’s made of a
durable plastic that has unlimited color
It has a self-lustre finish
needs no polishing or protective
coating. With a minimum of effort, soap
and water or any standard cleaner will
keep it gleaming. A non-porous sur-

po.ssibilities.

J7e^s/

This
easy to understand why most
young mothers depend on this
modern way to relieve distress of

This wonderful, special penetratingstimulating action (brought to you

children’s colds. It’s so easy

relieves

t’s

I

and

it

.

.

.

brings such wonderful relief.

What you do

rub warming, comforting Vicks VapoRub on throat,
chest and back at bedtime. Its
2-way relief-bringing action (shown
is

below) starts to work instantly

.

.

.

PENETRATES

STIMULATES

info

upper bronchial
tubes with special

chest

medicinal vapors.

warming

only by Vicks VapoRub) quickly
discomforts and invites

restful sleep.

WORKS DURING

THE NIGHT

that

face

and

a

permanent

action

of

VapoRub

keeps on working during the night
to relieve coughing spasms, ease
muscular soreness and tightness
and bring grand relief. Try it yourself the next time a cold strikes.

and back surfaces like a good,
poultice.

make

it

re-

and best of all, dirt. According
manufacturer, the tile is installed
just like linoleum, rubber tile or asphalt
with a special adhesive. All this, and it’s
alkalis,

to the

available, too!

For hours the special penetratingstimulating

gloss

sistant to oil and_ grease, acids, alcohol,

*

*

*

Something netv in electric bed coverings is the Westinghouse Electric Comforter.

Made

of beautifully quilted rayon

double
bed comforter provides and maintains
the temperature you select w'ith no assistance from extra coverings. For cleaning, just open the 36-inch zipper at the
foot end, turn it inside out and untie
satin (in rose, blue or green), this

warming sheet. The satin covering
can be sent to the cleaners, the warming
sheet w'ashed at home, but because it is
completely protected and not exposed to
soil, the sheet needs only occasional w-a.shing. Unlike conventional comforters, this
one has a spun rayon faille finish on the
underside that makes it slip-proof. The
thermostat control, shaped like an ornamental powder box, has a soft neon signal

the

light to tell

you the control

is

on.

Attention Homemakers! Are you still
saving your used fats? Your government
still needs them to make those precious

Best-Known Home Remedy
You Can Use To Relieve Distress of Colds. For Children or Adults

soaps!

VIVIAN READE, Household

Editor

Saturday Night
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Hollywood
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dancers to watch out for their safety.

Lana Turner and Bob Hutton couldn’t

when

they used to
they were to be
seated in the telephone booth. Lana with
her vivid beauty, her extreme hats and
attention

escape

come

to Giro’s, even

coiffures

if

and her spectacular

clothes, al-

ways draws attention. Bob, who. looks so
naive that mo.st girls want to mother
him, is actually smooth and poised. Desi

Arnaz and Carmen Cavallaro, two orchestra leaders

who

play at Giro’s regu-

one of the best dancers
they’ve seen. He’s unstudied and unhurried and rhythm just naturally bounces
through his long, lean frame.
Just the opposite of what you’d expect him to be is Vic Mature, who you’d
think would have a different glamor girl
draped on his arm each evening. Vic
say he’s

larly,

usually barges in

looks forlornly

stag,

around the room and when he

sees

friends, parks himself at their table for

He

the evening.

When

too.

usually leaves alone,

Vic joins a group, however,

he makes it come to life. He tells funny
stories
loudly and colorfully, has a
buoyant, infectious enthusiasm and a
hearty laugh that can be heard ten tables
away.
If

Sonny Tufts wanted

charge the

management

instead

there,

Sonny

is

evening.
college

funny

of

to,

he could

for having

vice

versa,

him

because

good as the floor show any
He’s like a big, mischievous
boy, roaring heartily, making
as

and emitting

lusty wolf calls
with the band.
His
svelt, exotic wife, Barbara, is his best
audience. When Sonny clowns, Barbara
is the first to laugh.
Barbara used to be
a dancer and she brings out the best in
faces

Depend on Deltah for

neckline

glamour

at the girl singer

Sonny on the

floor.

Sonny covers the

with big, sweeping steps so that
he’s all over the place but he’s a very
good dancer at that. Barbara is almost
as tall as he, and her dark hair and pale
coloring make a stunning foil against
Sonny’s ruddy blondness.
But when

Nothing can match the creamy

flattery of

glowing and lustrous against your
treasure

them for

their fine quality.

skin.
.

.

.

DeLTAH

simulated pearls,

Choose them for

their beauty,

Necklaces and earrings, perfectly

floor

Sonny dances with any girl in their
party who happens to be much shorter
than his 6 feet 4 inches, the young lady
is

in

for

something.

He

spends

session gagging instead of dancing.

the

He

stands on his toes, so that the girl barely

reaches his midriff and, shading his eyes,
looks

way beyond her head and pretends
room for her.

he’s searching the

The man

you’d expect to be the best
slickest night-club patron
of all, really isn’t. Errol Flynn has been
known not to get on the floor more than
once during an entire long evening. And
instead of squiring his wife, Nora, or
some other beauty, he usually comes in
with half a dozen men friends.

dancer and the

[Please turn the page]
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Occasionally Nora and one other girl
may be in the party, but mostly his nightclub forages are nothing more than a

amorously are still cooing together or
whether divorce lawyers were called
in that morning.
In order to keep

rounding up of old

cronies,

the "wolf pack," wlto

sit

abreast of the highly unpredictable
romantic hanky panks of the stars, the
gossip columns of the trade papers are
clipped out each morning and left for
him to peru.se before the evening begins.
Sometimes drastic measures have to be
used to prevent firew'orks, such as the
time a prominent film star, known for

all

known

as

at a large table

Once, at a formal party given
by Atwater Kent, when all the
shotved up with the most dazzling

night.

at Giro’s

men

beauties in filmtown, Errol escorted the
modestly attired, 17-year-old schoolgirl
daughter of one of the photographers
covering the event.
The girl’s father

happened to tell Errol that she had
dreamed of some day attending a
sumptuous Hollywood affair, and Flynn
promptly asked permission to take her
Errol
It was all very decorous.
had his usual retinue of men friends,
sophisticates like Bruce Cabot and Freddie McEvoy, which made the evening
all the more gala for the girl. And, oh
yes. papa sat at the table, too, and
escorted his daughter home.
Another Cinderella episode that
cjccurred at Giro’s, thanks to Peter LawA
ford, was completely unprepared.
there.

party of friends.
That was not the
time to try separating them merely by

alone and

a

the distance of the room.

One

of the

headwaiters steered the panicky but
errant husband through the kitchen into
the back of the parking lot and out to
the free night air.
On the other hand, there is that gay
marital trio composed of Dennis O’Keefe.
Steffi

Duna and John

Garroll

who

such good friends that even though

was once married to Garroll and
the

happy frau

of O’Keefe,

it

is

are

Steffi

now

is

not an

uncommon

nalk into Giro’s together and spend the
evening laughing and dancing just as
though there never had been any comShirley

are

tant.

another divorced couple who don’t
Louis gray hairs. Not only are John
Anne still on good terms, but .Anne
Gloria de Haven are as friendly as

give

for anyone?” asked

you waiting

"I wish I were,” replied the girl. And
then in a rush of confidence told him,
‘A’on see. I’m from South Dakota— I’m
visiting Hollywood for ten days and I
did want to .see the stars here. But I’m

alone
"I’m

sight to see the three of

plications at

them

all.

John Payne and Anne

and
and
two

know,

women

girl’s face fell.

a crony. Bullets

sitting at a table in

Durgum,

the lounge, heard

this byplay, and Peter, who is impulsive
and good-hearted, immediately jumped
up. “There’s no reason for you to leave

tion to the evening.

ravioli.

The

Bob Walker came

They

basic

tradition

of

the

stars’

not
by intent, then by accident. One Sunday
night while in the powder room, a diamond bracelet slipped off Joan Davis’

arm and went down the

drain.

A

if

hasty

was sent out for a plumber, but none
was to be found. Finally one was locall

in

wedding of his brother. The
plumber arrived straight from the affair,
dre.ssed in top hat and tails.
"How' do you like that?” shrieked
Joan. “Even the plumber has to dress
like Basil Rathbone when he comes to
cated at the

duties of his job,

Louis has to keep informed on the latest
Hollywood tw’osomes— who is going with
whom, and more important, who is not;
whether the happily marriecEcouple who
came in last night and held hands so

regal

nightly stamping grounds goes on,

their table.

the

and

act.

he said in his crisp British accent.
"Why don’t you sit with us?” By his
very enthusiasm and cordiality, he left no
doubt as to his sincerity. The evening
was one the girl will never forget. Peter
danced with her and pointed out the
celebrities in the room, and as a culminaat all,”

Besides

Italian spaghetti

by the gilded guests when the
moves. One night Danny Kaye
began to kid Jimmy Durante, who in
turn picked on Red Skelton. The customers within earshot began to chuckle
and soon the three were involved in a
hilarious comedy routine for the benefit
of everyone in the room. No night club
in the world could have bought such an

wish I could help you,” continued
the maitre lamely.

and joined

a dinner reservation at Giro’s, the
being a logical soul, assigned his
kitchen help to preparing an authentic
Swedish smorgasbord which he thought
would bring back nostalgic memories to
these two Nordic romancers. The large
platter was filled with every type of
Swedish delicacy, all kinds of herring,
smoked pork, fish balls, Swedish brown
beans and a total of fifty-five native appetizers. Everything was ready when the
waiter came back with a long face. “They
chef,

mood

"I

Lawford and

made

gratis

mitted here.”

The

one night two years ago,
and next day announced she was going
to see her lawyers.
Then Lucille and
Desi kissed and made up— at the very
table where the original spat took place!
When Sonja Henie and Van Johnson
said at Giro’s

Impromptu shows whose cost would
bankrupt the place are often put on

“but you
unescorted are not perLouis,

said

star manifestations she displays are the
spectacular hats she wears. Lucille Ball
became miffed at something Desi Arnaz

like Italian food.”

.

sorry,”

Ginger and Jack usually come in
sit quietly by themselves. Ginger asks no special favors because of her
prominence. In fact, the only moviefloor.

want

.”
.

positively blooms at Giro’s.
was the scene of John Payne’s first date
with Gloria. Ginger Rogers and Jack

friend w’hen he saw his wife enter with

his pecadillos, w'as in Giro’s w'ith his girl

one evening and stood tentatively at the
head of the steps which lead from the
lounge to the main room. She wore a
red party dress, as though she had hoped
to have a good time, but appeared hesi’’.Are

Romance

It

Briggs dated regularly at their ringside
table before they were married, kept a
rendezvous there every time Jack came
home on leave and go there regularly
now. The girl whose sensational dancing
rolled up millions at the box office is a
very conservative dancer on a night-club

small, timid girl entered the night club

l.ouis.

sorority sisters.
Just before Anne and
her husband, Adrian Scott, left for England. they made an evening of it at
Giro’s.
\Vhen they discovered John and
Gloria there, the four got together at one
table, with John and Adrian talking
golf, and Anne and Gloria deep in conversation about babies.

David Street and Marilyn Maxwell cut a
caper or two at the big Hollywood Press
Photographer’s Costume Ball at Giro’s

Giro’s.”
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Joanne
is married to Dick Haymes, has
two children and came up with the coveted
lead in United Artists’ Abie’s Irish Rose

—
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Joanne
in her

the

Two

Samba

Breathless
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COLORS:

thought for a moment she
would turn out to be Abie’s Irish Rose.
In the first place, Abie’s Irish Rose
was a play which opened on Broad-

way twenty-five years ago, before
Joanne was born. But Abie’s Irish
Rose is a hardy perennial and keeps
blossoming on stage, screen and radio
because of its timeless theme— the
fight against racial prejudice. She
couldn’t know, of course, that Bing
Crosby Producers, Inc., would bring

Aquo

Name
Address
State
IF

classic into

NOT COMPLETELY

could she guess that
associates, including
producer-director Eddie Sutherland,
would want an unknown for both
Abie and Rosemary and would test
over 200 candidates to find these two
new young people for the screen. But
Least of

(check second color choice)

YOUR MONEY BACK

famed American

Bing

11

City

Left Feet, Chesterfield Girl,

SATISFIED

they did, and
ris

and

all

his

emerged

handsome Richard Norand Joanne as his

as .\bie

Rose.

Only
out that

Joanne was chosen to
it come
she had still another name!

A name

that was already famous. She

Siren

at

Q

13 15 17
Chartreuse Blue

9
Melon

Whth

screen.

$5.95, plus 25c postage.
Remittance enclosed

SIZES:

Girl

bloom
again, feeling that now, more than
ever, such a story is needed on the

Illinois

me 0-Ann Adorable's Romantic Whirl

The

never

the
PREVUE PRODUCTIONS,

such as

and Powers Girl, not to
mention having been at one time or
another Joanne LeCoque (her real
name) and Joanne Marshall. But she

with on air of excitement. Romantic ruffles

full skirt

Dm has had many a name

life,

after

play the celebrated role did

is,

in private

life,

Mrs. Dick Haymes,

wife of the popular singer and 20th

Century-Fox star. Dick had finally
agreed to her having a career of her
own in addition to her role of wife
and mother of their two young
cherubs. Skipper (Richard Ralph),
aged 4, and Pigeon (Helen Joanna),
aged 21/^.
For a girl who spent the first night
of her life sleeping in a bureau
drawer, Joanne has done all right.
She was born in Logan, W. Va., where
her father owned the city’s only drug
sfore.
Logan is in a coal mining district and Joanne was born in the
miners’ hospital where there was no
maternity ward, so a bureau drawer
was converted into a crib for the little
newcomer.
She was Joanne LeCoque then. She
attended high school in Wheeling, W.
[Please turn to page 86]
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final year her father died and
she and her mother moved to New York,
where Mrs. LeCoque turned her talents
to costume designing for various shows.
Joanne wanted to get into show business too, but she wasn’t quite sure just

during her

what she wanted to do. She decided to
try singing — and with some success, even
short lived. She sang with bandleadei
Louis Prima at the Famous Door for ttco
nights before her mother found out and
yanked her home by the ear, feeling

if

Joanne was too young

for

night-club

work.
first regular job was modeling in
York’s wholesale clothing district
until she saved enough for a glamorous

Her

New

wardrobe and some photographs to
thrust under the critical eye of John
Powers. Powers looked approvingly on
these photos and she soon became one
of the famed Powers models, during
which time she also posed for one of the
cigarette ads.

she was offered a chance to go

When

into the A1 Jolson show, Hold On to
Your Hats, as a chorine, she changed her

name

to

Joanne Marshall and decided

to

break into show business.
"But I was the world’s worst dancer,”
she chortled, as we both paddled our
This interview took
feet in the water.
for we were doing
uniquely,
most
place
our interview on the edge of the swim-

ming pool
rS
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a

rprepare
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4 tablespoons chopped
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4 tablespoons flour
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potatoes
"loderate
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bill at
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through
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When

they bid each other
one of them realized
neither
good night,
they would be seeing each other again
the next morning at rehearsal. But Dick
Haymes was singing with the Harry James
band, and there they were on the same

her escort.

““"'"6".

”

were to open for an engagement at
Paramount Theater in New York,
Joanne visited a night club. During the
evening a young singer by the name of
Dick Haymes was introduced to her by

girls

far

Left Feet.’

Joanne’s next experience in show business was as one of the Samba Sirens, a
group of several very beauteous showgirls
who also danced. The night before the

H

Pour into well.grnsed cassurol
orLkt?“sV'‘D,'oo
by spoonfuls over top, or
press throimh
a
oven (350°-375° F.) to brown
top. Servts 4 t^^^'
“‘>k-rich Carnation dishes.

in

idea.

Two

-K

cup boiJing water
cup diced cooked carrots
y4 teaspoon salt
V2 teaspoon pepper
2 cups
mashed potatoes
*

Encino ranch, and,
happy informality, it

In fact,” she went on, “I was such a
bad dancer I was billed as ‘The Girl With
the

PIE

Slowly brown onion, pepper,
celery and meat in

Arl,?^

d
"tl

a hearty meal!
1

of her

typical of Joanne’s

the Paramount.

Joanne
a solid two weeks
listened to Dick’s love songs along with
several thousand other people in the
So

station

for

audience and fell for him. Needless to
sinker
say, he also went hook, line and
for her.

Although

vimmi

their

bookings took them in

opposite directions, romance found its
way and they were married four months
later

on September

Joanne’s

first

21,

1941.

view of Hollywood took

when Dick came out with James

place

to

Hollywood Palladium, while
Skipper was a tiny baby in arms. As
Dick’s career zoomed ahead, Joanne
added Pigeon to the family. Then when
Dick began stirring up excitement at the
box office for 20th Century-Fox, she
studied dramatics with Batami Schneider,
well-known drama coach.
sing at the

One

night the class gave a “showing”

for the studio casting directors

Traber,

Samuel
Joanne’s

Town.

and Lee

who was

then casting director for
Goldwyn, was impressed with

monologue

scene

from

Our

He

arranged a meeting for her
with Goldwyn, but nothing further hap-

pened

at the time.

One week end Joanne and Dick

took
themselves to Palm Springs, favorite resort of the filmites, and producer Howard

Hawks met them

socially.

Hawks,

dis-

coverer of Lauren Bacall, soon signed
Joanne to a personal contract and took
over guidance of her career.
It

was casting director Traber, how-

who had a memory like an elephant,
and when he started casting Abie’s
ever,

Irish Rose, told producer-director Eddie
Sutherland and Bing Crosby that he knew
a perfect Rosemary.
Since they had in-

spected

every

prospective

actress

in

Hollywood, they didn’t mind looking
over one more. That one more was
Joanne.
Joanne still continues her studies with
Batami Schneider because she is determined to keep learning and have herself
a full-sized career. She feels that she and
Dick have more in common now than
ever.
Their favorite social relaxation is
running off home movies, which at the
same time gives them a chance to study
acting techniques.
Dick’s former boss,
\Please turn the page]
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on Virginia
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Harry James, and his beautiful wife,
Betty Grable, are frequently their guests
at these old movies which, more often
than not, are John Barrymore starrers.

Joanne

says her

ambition

is

to appear

a very sophisticated person, but everyone
tells her she
reminds them of Rose
Franken’s Claudia.
She’s 5 feet 5% inches tall, weighs
114 pounds, has hair just between
brunette and chestnut and wide, green,
expressive eyes, luxuriantly lashed. She

and prefers emeralds
way of jewelry. She adores orchid
as a color and laughingly told me she
would give anything to own an orchidloves cheeze blintzes
in the

colored car, but

it

was too attention-

attracting.

She recently has learned to ride horseback and does it beautifully. Her
husband taught her. The Haymeses

own

a

stable

of

horses,

including

a

prize-winning

Palomino, but Joanne’s
personal horse is a pinto named Cimarron. Joanne has a weakness for animals
for there are six kittens besides a

German

shepherd puppy given to her by Linda
Darnell and a cocker spaniel named
Michele. Michele is a story in herself..
Willinger, a well-known cover photographer, was doing a colored photo of

Joanne to decorate a magazine cover and
he had rented tiny Michele for the picture.
It was a dreadfully hot day and
Joanne kept fondling the gentle little
pup and saying, “I hate to think of her
having to go back to that hot kennel, the
poor little orphan. And after working
all day under these hot lights, too.”
She
said
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They

are

building

a

and

even

their

own

private

kitchen.
all

of the

names Joanne has had,

she enjoys the name Mrs. Dick Haymes
most and proves it by running her home

Los Angeles 35, Calif.

Quantity

it.

separate nursery building for the children which will have a playroom, bed-

With
F

times she finally got the

on the Encino ranch.
Both Dick and Joanne love early
American furniture and their home is

rooms

Rush Coupon

10-DAY TRIAL

many

kennel owner on the phone and bought
Michele without even looking at her
papers. So now the orphaned Michele is
a member of the big, merry family out

with her children as if she
were one of them, and being a gay companion to Dick at home and at the various openings of name bands, which Dick
always gets a kick out of— like the wellknown sailor going row boating.
well, playing

Joanne is of French, German and
Welsh descent, but she blushes at one
Abie’s Irish Rose
vital statistic slip-up.
hasn’t one drop of Irish blood in her,

Zone

State

begorra!
Remember,
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Richard Hart wandered in from Broadway and promptly won the lead opposite
Greer Garson in A Woman of My Own

9

takes a good man to fill Robert
Montgomery’s shoes in a motion picture which co-stars Greer Garson. You’d
think studio moguls would automatically
select a replacement from the ranks of
Hollywood’s established top bracket
players with proved box-office appeal.
It

Instead, they reversed the usual pro-

cedure and brought from the New York
stage an actor who had never emoted
before the cameras. Outside of the immediate area of Gotham’s playgoers he
was practically an unknown when the
summons to cinema fame and fortune

was dropped into his lap.
Such a man is Richard Hart, who was
signed to a contract without a screen test
when talent scouts saw him on Broad-

way

in a drama of witchcraft and sorcery called Dark of the Moon. He played

the lead opposite Carol Stone.
His rise to a prize role with Greer
Garson in one jump conforms to no

YOURS FOR KEEPS because you hold his
love with your hands — those ravishing,
lovable hands that use the

NEW HINDS

•

Hollywood formula. He does not come
from a theatrical family, in college he
w’as an athlete instead of an actor, he
never starved in a garret waiting for a
lucky break and he did not work at
other various and sundry chores while
he was biding his time to be discovered.
This climb to sudden success sounds
too easy. Perhaps it has been just that,
but Dick Hart has plenty of the stuff
that makes for handsome leading men
who can act. Strongly resembling Laurence Olivier,
[P/ease turn the page]
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Hart,

ing now, and then. He’d much rather
spend an evening at a pleasant private

The Unknown

party,

[Continued from page 89]

home

or stay at

in

their

small

heach house, listening to his collection
of classical records.

he took to acting only because

it

looked

like fun.

According to inside dopesters. Hart
on the receiving end of one of the

is

best strokes of luck of the year.

To

begin

with, he wasn’t an actor by profession,

and

his

New York won him

play in

first

A

rank newcomer to Holly-

“They’re too zooty for me,” he says.
“I’m not the drape-shape type.”
Came the time for the shooting of
Creer Carson’s newest picture, A Woman
of My Own. Robert Montgomery was
scheduled for the co-starring part, but
at the last

moment

left

the cast. Marvin

wood, he was signed to a part opposite
one of the screen’s leading tjueens hardly
before he had unpacked his bags on the

Schenck mentioned Richard Hart as the
replacement, and when director George
Cukor saw Dick on the screen in the
studio projection room, Greer Carson

AVest Coast.

had

studio nods.

He’s 6 feet

dark-haired, with a

tall,

well-built physique that suggests

swimmer

pert

Born

or a

tennis player.

fast

in Providence, R.

an ex-

some

I.,

thirty-

two years ago, he planned to be a newspaperman. He attended Brown University in his native city, where he

crammed on

the essentials necessary for

budding reporters.
It was after graduation that a chance
trip through Tiverton, R. I., introduced
him to the world of the theater. He
visited a friend there who was the director
of a group known as The Shoestring Players. The company was desperate lor a
juvenile lead for a

The

new

offering entitled

and the Hitchhiker, and

Princess

Dick was persuaded to take the role.
“I didn’t know a thing about acting,
but when we ended up with a profit and
had fun doing it, I knew right then and
there that acting was the profession for
me,” he says.

During a season

in

summer

stock at a

Cam-

he played
the second lead in Without Love, which
starred Constance Bennett, and was
teamed with a pretty little blonde named
bridge, Mass.,

theater,

He and

Louise Valery.

new

leading man.
Preliminary reports have

is

a

perfectly

cast

in

his

The

voice

that

surest place to find

borhood

it

that

Hart

picture.

first

excellent,
soft,

records

well-

beauti-

fully for the movies.

His appearance and screen temperament may not make him a favorite of
the bobby soxers, but their older sisters
will sigh gently and longingly at the
sight of him.
He packs a suave appeal in his restrained and intelligent performance
and is the type of player who can tackle
successfully a variety of portrayals. He’ll

be no single-flash success. Once you see
him on the screen, you’ll agree he’s here

curdling

when you

participate in

He’s indifferent to tinseled night spots,
although he and his wife like to go danc-

thrillers.

and religious bigotry.
tremendous admiration for
Frank Sinatra and the splendid work he
is doing along this
line. Not unlike
champions for causes, he is completely
honest and considerate. Actually he behaves more like a lawyer or a doctor than
an actor.

He

has

Tops

a

in

He

competitive athletics,” he explains.

He

the subject of racial

Dick’s nature is extremely volatile.
He’s never the same twice, and although
his moods change quickly, he is never
sullen. Not one to hold a grudge, he
gets his gripes off his chest in a hurry.

at a neigh-

is

cannot bear intolerance and frequently gets into heated arguments on

Paulette

that

is

He

to stay.

“You learn

him

which

showing a
has been
known to see five chiller-dillers in one
day. He reads every whodunit he can
lay his hands on, and his first choice in
radio
programs
consists
bloodof
theater

double feature of mysteries.

director labels him an
highly sensitive actor with a

modulated

He has one eccentricity which has
caused people to give him the doubletake. Whenever he climbs a flight of
stairs, he must end on the right foot,
and sometimes this little trick calls for
a neat bit of fast foot-juggling. It’s the
same when he steps off a curb. He
doesn’t know why he does it.
On days when he is not on call, the

women film players to him are
Goddard and Greer Carson.

likes Paulette for her forceful feminine characterizations, and about the
leading lady of his first picture he says,
“She has an inner beauty that comes
through in her acting.”
And not too surprisingly, his favorite
actor is Laurence Olivier, the man he

so closely resembles.

Remember,

9
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Louise had a

and Dick
soon found that he was looking forward
torrid lore scene in the play,

more and more

to

this

one particular

spot in the evening. At the end of the
first week he knew he was hopelessly in
love.

The

succeeding summer he was still
This time he won the lead in
Dark of the Moon, which soon moved
to Broadway. The play was a smashing

in love.

success,

and there he changed Louise

name

Richard Hart.
was
clone in borrowed clothes. To this clay he
still doesn’t give a hang about clothes
and wears weird combinations which
send studio fashion experts into spasms

Valery’s

to Mrs.

Dick’s screen footage for

of head-shaking.
clothes,
side.

he

He

especially

He
wears

MGM

prefers old sports

those

on the

tired

has one matching suit which
to

occasional

studio

busi-

and to. church. On his
way to Hollywood he stopped off in
Chicago to buy a wardrobe, but he has
never worn any of the outfits he purness conferences

chased there.

Tyrone Power, in New York for the world premiere of The Razor’s Edge,
surprised the gossip columnists hy showing up everywhere with his wife,
Annabella, Here they’re seen with producer Sam Goldwyn at the Stork Club

!

Who’s Blushing Now?
[Continued from page 48]

few nights in a Paris night club, signed
autographs in Pigalle and feels he’s
learned so much about postwar Europe
he can tell the State Department how to
run its business,” cracked another scribe.
The door swung open just about then
and Helmut Dantine walked in. He was
lean and sun-tanned, with slim hips and
easy gait, and he was perhaps the handsomest hunk of guy the press had ever
seen around town. If the reporters had
been women of any size or shape they
would have been hog-tied, muscle-bound
and love-blinded inside of a couple of sec-

But the press was all male that
day— and good masculine looks didn’t
faze them one iota.
Helmut sat down on one of the chairs,
lit a cigarette and squirmed a little nervonds.
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A TEST PROVES IT: Remove one side
of your make-up with your present
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some cotton and wipe the Albolene-

The cotton

stays clean!
wipe the other side. Note the

treated side.

Then
smudge

“FLOATING FACIAL" ACTION: Albolene
liquefies

almost instantly,

literally float-

away old make-up and dirt. No
“double creaming” necessary. It lithri-

—

PURITY: Albolene contains no wax, no
irritating chemicals, and no water. It
is recommended by nurses for the delicontains no skin
cate skin of Infants
irritants, will not turn rancid
and
won’t grow hair.
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SCENTED OR UNSCENTED: Because
many women prefer the light, crystal
of this cleansing cream
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the price of many “treatment” brands
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lor your beauty,
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Shour
;

eager to

tell

the

was

newsmen

hard-boiled New York newspapermen
took copious notes and didn’t interrupt
him with a question until he’d run clean
out of breath.
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NEW

row of

flats

and a

little

woman

pieces.

Later they had

all sat

down

to supper.

was a supper of celebration and a
sumptuous affair for an Austrian family,
though strictly the kind of meal you’d
expect in a one-arm joint when measured
It

against

American

standards.

they ate their soup,

fish,

Quietly

beans and some

of Dantine’s chocolate bars

and talked

about Helmut’s homecoming. They had
heard his voice for the first time in seven
years on an OWI broadcast he had made
shortly after

V-E Day and they had won-

over.

dered since then what America was like.
Helmut leaned forward and poured out
encomiums on life in Beverly Hills and
Times Square and Squeedunk, Iowa.
Then he asked, “Has it been very bad?”
His mother suddenly found some sewing to do while his brother became en-

talked of the destruction he’d seen in

grossed in lighting a cigarette and his

Austria— the wrecked buildings
and the smashed cities and the piles of
rubble pyramiding up to enormous

some wood was needed on
Helmut never did find out from
his loved ones what had happened to
them through the seven turbulent years

He

talked of the old

men

and of the new generation.

of

He

Europe
talked

about the political philosophies that
pushing against one another like
peting tackles in a football game,
trying to bowl his opposite number

He

were
comeach

his native

and the pictures of desperation
etched on the forlorn faces of the inhabi-

heights;

He talked of General Mark Clark,
Red Army generals Koniev and Lebe-

father thought

the

fire.

of war-time separation.

Acquaintances

tants.

and

of

formation for whatever story he was able

denko and of war crimes prosecutor
Robert Jackson, for he had spoken to all
of them, and had spoken at length to
American officers and plain GI Joes in
the occupation zones.

16 oz. jar at $1.

products

He

started to talk.

about the extraordinary things he had
seen in Europe as a correspondent that
the words came pouring out in quick
freshets.
But what came out made
sense— so much sense that he kept on talking for a full thirty minutes while the

ing

cates as it cleanses, too
a softening
action important for dry skins.

Then he

front of a

was flying down the steps. “Mutti,” Dantine had screamed, and then his mother
was sobbing in his arms and mumbling
her thanks to God because her son had
come home again. Then Helmut was
digging out the nylons and the dresses
he had brought for her, the shirts, chocolate, cigarettes and fountain pen for his
dad, the watch for his 6-year-old brother.
Of all the gifts, the cigarettes turned out
to be the most fabulous.
“With two of these packages,” Helmut’s father had said, “I can go to the
shoemaker and get a new pair of shoes
made.” The leather on his only pair of
shoes was rotted and tom almost to

And he talked, of course, of his family,
because one of the reasons he had accepted that offer to go back as a correspondent to his native country was that
he could stage a glorious reunion with
the people he’d left behind when he’d
emigrated to America and the grandeur
of Hollywood’s footlights.
His friend Ernst Hausserman, who’d
been active with Helmut in the anti-Nazi

strangers were his only sources of in-

to piece together.

When
of

his

Dantine
trip,

the

finally finished the story

hard-bitten

ruins?”
“I

certainly

do,”

Helmut answered.

“There is hope, but only if we act quickly
and properly. We must create a United
The Europeans are
States of Europe.
They need constarving intellectually.
structive leadership, for they will never

youth movement in pre-Hitlerite Austria,

learn to create a democratic

met the actor-correspondent at the airport.
They had driven together in an

by

Army

jeep

to

storied 'Vienna.

Dantine’s birthplaceTheir jeep had raced

through familiar streets and past remembered landmarks and then they were in

newsmen

were looking at him almost openmouthed, as if they couldn’t quite^comprehend it all. Then one of the reporters
asked him: “Do you think there is hope
of a new Europe coming out of the

way

of life

them
powdered eggs and old clothes and they
need these things badly. But they need
spiritual guidance and they’re not getting
any.

themselves.

The

ghost

through Europe.

Sure,

we

of

Hitler

send

still

stalks

Merely restoring the

independence of countries that were
under Germany’s heel is not enough.
These people need a purpose in life,
something to live for. If they don’t find
it, they will follow the next drummer boy
of doom— the next Hitler. By recreating
old froirtiers and old rivalries without
doing anything constructive, we are setting

up

the stakes for the next war.

And

Europe and

finish

another war will

finish

BORDERLINE ANEMIA'
steals

your energy and

spoils

your fun!

the rest of the world, too.

“The
dead,’’
if

people

spirit of these

he added.

we work

fast.

is

not yet

“We can work with it
And don’t think motion

pictures can’t help. I don’t

mean

straight

comedies to make the Europeans gay
again. Heaven knows they need gaiety,
but they need information even more.
We should send them pictures with a
message.

show how democracy
what those fancy words,
FREEDOM and LIBERTY, really mean
when you translate them into everyday
“Pictures

works

that

and

existence.’’

When

the

New York

reporters finally

trooped out after the interview had
ended, they had formed a new opinion
of Helmut Dantine. They had expected
abysmally ignorant of
a pantywaist
almost everything except love-making and
rumba dancing at Giro’s. They’d found
instead a clear-thinking

young man who

felt

deeply aliout world problems,

had

a firsthand

who

knowledge of what they
consisted of and who wanted in all faith
to do whatever he could to help people
who were stumbling around in the darkness of insecurity and despair.
It was
patent that, unlike some other residents
of the City of Make Believe, Helmut Dantine had refused to seal himself off from
real-life existence when he had crashed

#

into screendom’s big time.
Remember, MOTION PICTURE publishes more

stories
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pirited.
pale, drab people may trace their lack
of personality and fun to a Borderline
Anemia, resulting from a ferro-nutritional deficiency of the blood.

Results of medical studies show that
to 68% of the women examined—
many men— have this common Borderline Anemia. And if you have noticed
a loss of color and energy in yourself,
you too may be a victim. Perhaps you
need to build up your red blood cells—
supply line of energy.

Continuing tiredness, listlessness and
may be caused by other conditions, so consult your physician regularly. But when you have the signs of
this depressing Borderline Anemia take
Ironized Yeast. It can help you build
up your blood — and your natural vipallor
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and appeal.
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Energy-Building Blood.This

Build

up Blood and Energy
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your face is too pale and you tire
too easily it may be the result of a
Borderline Anemia and you should
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formulated to help combat Borderline
Anemia by restoring puny red blood
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A Scout Looks

You

at

[Continued from page 49]

“Don’t waste your money by buying
transportation to Hollywood, because the
film industry has been quietly frittering

away $3,000,000 a year looking you up in
your home town for the possible purpose
of offering you a one-way ticket to screen
glory.”

In sorting out candidates for possible

Hollywood stardom, the problem the
talent scouts have most to bear in mind
is a simple one. “We look for one thing,”
says Ivan Kahn, “and that is sock personalities. If the candidates, no matter

how

attractive they are, lack the essential
ingredients that go to make a big boxoffice draw, they are given the go-by.”

Kahn explodes

"W'hereupon Mr.
ular fallacy.

A toatWe

thorougbh’

^

^

pop-

say that the talent scout

guy is just so much
he says emphatically. “In fact, no
one ever gets discovered by a talent scout,
really. Give a little credit to the people
who first write in, to the photographer

made

*‘“‘''be°wo”Mt>>“”‘’"i

“To

a

this gal or that

talk,”

Avho took the

first

that coached

them

ents

who

first

pictures, to the school

in acting, to the parbelieved in the genius of

But don’t, whatever you
blame too much of the reasons for
sudden fame on the poor talent scouts.”
Of the many discoveries he has been
responsible for, Ivan Kahn rates Linda
their offspring.

do,

**

’
1

in

is

rto'Eua

action.

its

too.
Ex-Lax
But Ea-I-'J "/eSviiy at
UIICS
;"d Eti-ax

It

thoyo^Java,

svotks

at

Darnell’s as about the 'most 'interesting.

Discovered in a high school play in
Dallas, Tex., fame was not to be hers
at the first asking. She was brought out
to Hollywood, tested and found to be a
little

young

for the screen.

She was sent

Yet Ivan Kahn’s jottings remained in
file: “Monetta Darnell, 5:3-98 lbs.
Dark brown eyes and hair. Third prize
winner in Texanita Contest of Greater
T exas and Pan-American Exposition in

the

IF

YOU NEED A LAXATIVE

Don’t dose yourself with harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take Ex-Lax — the chocolated laxative!
it’s thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

EX- LAX
THE "HAPPY MEDIUM' LAXATIVE
lOc and 25c at

all

drug stores

Dallas.

Model

for

screen

advertising.

Selected by McClelland Barclay as pho-

model

Exposition City.
Radio and stage experience. Semi-classical singer. Has definite possibilities. Rectographic

ommend

for

strongly.”

Heartbroken, Linda Darnell had returned home. Only what she didn’t know,
and what she was soon to find out, was
that the studio didn’t drop her there. Unknown to Linda, her progress was carefully watched, and more than a year later
there was no more surprised girl in Dallas
when she received her fare to proceed to
Hollywood for the sole joyous purpose
of signing a fat contract.

TING works while

it

helps hide them!
You simply apply ting to
pimples, let it dry
off excess powder,

and
—ting

whisk
both

is

fungicidal and germicidal

—

really works wonders for externally caused pimples. Even

other products have failed,
ask your druggist for new TING
antiseptic medicated cream.

if

Stainless, greaseless.

Only

50c.

to

Hollywood,

quickly proving Zanuck’s hunch that he
had heard a star worth grabbing.
As is to be expected, the mail of talent
scouts

full of circulars

is

and announce-

fairs, shows, new night-club entertainments, college plays and drama

ments of

him by friendly conSometimes tips on definite people are received, and all of these

festivals, all sent to

and

tacts

tipsters.

are followed up, occasionally necessitat-

ing a sudden air triji of 1,000 miles or
to catch a high school play.
If you are among the thousand and one

more

tinknowns

whom

Ivan

across sooner or later,

Kahn may come
you may be

this

is it:

“We

look for inner warmth, spontane-

sparkle. You just can’t put it coldbloodedly on paper in mere words, but
when it’s there it’s unmistakable, and you
can bet fair odds that we’ll catch it. When
^\'e do, beauty becomes secondary.”
Ivan Kahn will tell you that a girl
about 5 feet 4 inches in height and weighing anywhere from 100 to 115 pounds has
the best chance from the physical standpoint of being selected for a test today.
If she is much above 5 feet 6 and weighs
better than 130 pounds, her chances of
ity

and

snagging a contract are somewhat slim.
But it’s been done. The old question of
personality overcomes even such handicaps as too much height or weight.
Southern girls, says Kahn, are the most

and

self-assured

when

Kahn

nervous himselfl

is

But even
Ivan

a talent scout

Kahn once went

can be fooled.

to a ball

game and

out of his seat when he singled
out a voice singing somewhere near the
fifty-yard line. It was a voice that did
nearly

fell

justice to Sinatra,

Crosby and Lawrence

together. Mr. Kahn
couldn’t wait to get to the rooting section
from whence the voice appeared to

Tibbett

emanate.

put

all

And was our favorite talent
when he discovered what

scout shocked

it was. It was the coach playing a Bing
Crosby record on a phonograph in the
locker room, back of the showers. •
Remember, MOTION PICTURE publishes more stories

Listening to the radio and visiting
is another duty of the talent
scout, but even higher studio executives

hoping

for a find.

This was the way Darryl E. Zanuck discovered a rich male voice on the air waves
which he identified as belonging to one
Don Ameche. Without even a test.

con-

fronted by a talent scout. The middle
westerners are the most nervous. But—
and here comes a reassuring note—nervousness is never counted against the candidate. In fact, when interviewing a
candidate, in more cases than one, Mr.

radio stations

twist the dials nightly

inter-

ested to discocer the sort of thing that a
talent scout goes for. In his own words,

confident

back.
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BAILEY, Beauty Editor
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and walk gracefully ... how' to choose and wear clothes
how to use make-up to your greatest
most flattering to you
advantage
how you can acquire a more vibrant, glowing perstand,
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Few women

to be that way!

The step-by-step instructions in Eleanore King’s Home COURSE
IN Beauty, Poise and Charm show you honestly and clearly
juk what you cart do to develop a more attractive figure
how to

.

.

Crown

.

stars possess,

.

.

in gold
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LEARNED

They

movements, and

figure, graceful

many movie

born beautiful— «owe born with charm and poise. All you
need, to develop your best qualities, is professional coaching and practice.

;

.

you envy the lovely

this:

every age, Dermetics 1199.
Delicate yet lasting. Desert
Flower by Leigh in lovely hand-etched

appeal
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CHARM
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sonality.

ELEANORE KING, famous coach of motion picture stars and starlets, is, herself,
the personification of the charm and poise
and beauty which she teaches to hundreds
of Hollywood women every year.

Miss King’s personal career includes:
radio artist teaching charm over the air
with NBC ("Glorify Yourself") and with
CBS ("Your Charm Coach”); author of
featured Hearst column, "Glorify Yourself
lecturer before hundreds of women’s
groups; teacher of "Personal Presence”
for the Adult Education Assn, of the Los
Angeles Board of Education; insuuctot in
Airline Hostess Training for the University of Southern California. Samuel
Goldwyn, president of Samuel Goldwyn
Motion Picture Studio, chose Miss King

This is the same coaching that Virginia Mayo, Lenore
Aubert, Constance Dowling and other motion picture
stars have received from Eleanore King, on how to
develop new beauty, new poise, new charm. Now it can
be yours, to praaice right in your own home! The instructions are easy to follow— you'
spend only a few minujtes a day on
each lesson— and you will be delighted to see

I
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days.

“A More Desirable Figure
and

stars-.

My whole

YOUR FACE
How to be radiant
How to have expressive eyes
How to exercise your eyes for
beauty
Best eye make-up for your type
How to have expressive lips
How to have more klssable Ups
How to take care of your com.

plexion

I did a
few weeks ago, and walk into
the room poised and assured.
To know that you don’t look
old and dumpy as too many
people do and that you’re

YOUR LEGS
to handle them lor grace
to reduce your legs
What to do tor thin legs
What to do for bow legs
to sit gracefully
to keep them properly

How
How

balanced

YOUR VOICE

diets

control"

The easy way

to breath con-

trol

For a younger voice

How to

use your lips correctly
effect of your smile
"Good-looking" speech

The

YOUR CLOTHES
What

to wear to look taller or
shorter
to disguise large hips
Chart of clothes and acces-

How

wear
Play clothes combinations
Late afternoon clothes
Evening clothes and accessories for street

YOUR WALK
How to walk “like a queen”
How to use your feet and legs
sories
How to get rhythm
What not to wear
How not to wiggle
What colors are best
do with your arms

YOUR HANDS
How to use them gracefully
How to groom them
How to reduce them
Exercises for hands
Dally hand care
Exercises for iioise

for

you

YOUR HATS
A proposal hat!
How to buy a hat

What should it match?
What kind of hat flatters

them

tion

THEmost desirable worn
to the man you married

still

an

-
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A THRILLING EXPERIENCE FOR YOU
When you enroll in the Eleanore King Home
Course you are at the threshold of a wonderful
new world. Almost at once you find a new zest for
living ... your radiant personality, graceful movement, and streamlined figure make you more
popular; you experience the joy of knowing you
possess the priceless attributes of beauty, poise and
charm that women envy and men admire.
And it doesn't cost you a single penny to convince
yourself that YOU can achieve the results promised. Just fill in and mail the coupon below. The
comolete Course ( 1 5 lessons ) will come to you
for FREE TRIAL. If you decide to keep it, the full
cost is only $4.95— but if you are not absolutely
delighted with it, send it back and pay nothing.
Isn't that a fair offer? Mail the coupon NOW.

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL”

1

-"

PRENTICE-HALL, INC., Dept. B-EK-70/63-A
70 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, New York
Send me at once for 10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL the new
Eleanore King Home Course in Beauty. Poise and
Charm. If I decide to keep it I will send $4.95 plus
full payment. If not absolutely
delighted. I will return the Course to you and owe
nothing.
few cents postage in

Name

YOU

YOUR CONVERSATION
YOUR FEET
Bad conversational habits
How to use them as models do Conversational pitfalls
How to strengthen them
How to charm a man
How to care for them
Popularity-getting conversaCorrective exercises for

—

How
How

charts
Yojir reducing diets

How to reduce the bust, waist,
hips, stomach
How to develop the b’lst
YOUR POSTURE
How to master “the youth
line"
How to stand "straight as a
string"
How to have "upper body
control"
How to have "lower body

I

to a college reunion, as

Your weight and measurement

YOUR FIGURE

since

”

YOUR HAIR
How to "do" It to flatter you
How to brush it as stage beauties do
How to shampoo It tor beauty
How to care for your scalp

Correct facial massage
What to do for crow's-feet and
wrinkles

to

Poise"

took Eleanore King’s Course,
writes Margaret Hartwell, 2334
Chariton St., Los Angeles. "It
does something to you to go

gain from this Course:

What

New

"I am a new person!
attitude is different

See what this Course can do FOR YOU
Hundreds of "how-to-do-it" illustrations,
plus clear step-by-step instructions, show
you just HO’W to transform yourself into
the attractive, desirable person you want
to be! Here is a partial list of benefits you

Your weight-gaining

quickly a few

more desirable you. Send coupon
below for this Course
— examine it FREE for ten

to assist in the training of three of his

promising movie

how

changes in your present habits can
lead to a new, more attraaive and

City.

Q

,

Zone.

.

.

State.

Check here if you enclose $4.95, in which case
ycu save postage charge. Same return privilege.
Refund guaranteed.

YOUR SHOES
ARt SHOWINOI

In Saludos Amigos, Walt Disney experimented with a fusion of the photographic and cartoon mediums
and invoked considerable plaudits
from every critic capable of realizing the potentialities of this compre.

Ki>

EMBARRASSING.

hensive technique in story-telling.
But it has remained until his latest
production. Song of the South
which presents the heart-warming
folk tales of Uncle Remus within the framework of a live-action drama
for the combination of photography and cartooning to achieve its
For the first time in Disney’s
first real significance as an art form.
career ... he has produced a movie predominantly peopled with live
.
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So don’t be caught

short.
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you’re
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stepping out for the evening, and want to
look like a million dollars— see to it that your
shoes are shined. You’ll fiiid it pays to keep
a supply of Shinola Shoe Polishes on hand.
Shinola’s scientific combination of oily
waxes helps to hold in and replenish the
normal oils in leather— helps maintain flexibility— and that means longer wear. It’s
smart to keep ’em shining with shinola.

actors.
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They occupy 70 per

cent of the footage, to be exact
yet the
for the Br’er Rabbit stories of Joel
so sentimental and delicately treated that it does
.

.

.

framework

story he has chosen as the

Chandler Harris ... is
not once seem like a departure from the Disney style. ... It concerns the
adventures of a lonely boy left at his grandmother’s Southern plantation
There
during an estrangement between his mother and his father.
sitting at the knee of sagacious old Uncle Remus ... a new vista of
the world of Br’er Rabbit, Br’er Fox,
experience is opened to the boy
with all due apologies
These new cartoon characters
and Br’er Bear.
.
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.

.

.

.

.
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.

Mouse and Duck

to Messrs.

Shinola

.

.

.

.

are the freshest characterizations to

come

and their voices
done
out of the Disney animal factory in years
are perfectly handled by actors Johnny Lee,
in rich Negro dialect
.
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Nicodemus Stewart and James Baskett, who also plays the live-action
The film also introduces two Disney discharacter of Uncle Remus.
two child actors whose
Bobby Driscoll and Luana Patten
coveries
The photography
precociousness is never strained beyond its bounds.
particularly in his exterior shots of plantation life
of Gregg Toland

All Colors
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.

.
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Although very
frequently approaches the richness of oil painting.
few people are likely to stay away anyway. Song of the South is unreservedly recommended to both children and adults.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Luana Patten, Disney’s
discovery,
has
trouble with her rowdy
brothers, who are
about to be properly
child

socked by manly

little

Bobby Driscoll.
Bobby’s velvet

suit is

ruined, but the bullies
are thoroughly whaled
Lustrous finish 8" x 10" of
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Back now in Hollywood, she scored
The Southerner two years ago
is constantly sought after by younger

heavily in
.

toilet

its

rinse

letters

but still available professionally
should the right script come along
Estelle refuses to turn to trade.
She’s
still an actress
not a businesswoman.
For almost set en years
she tvas
married to Jack Dempsey
then heac y^veight champion.
When the marriage folded
she made one more picture
Street Scene
then took to
the road on ])ersonal appearance tours.
.
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Comfortably retired today
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Connie’s next film

is

Mother Wore Tights
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BEAUTY EDITOR

#

Keeping a small fry’s hair well groomed seems to be one of the biggest problems to confront a
busy mother. And no exception is Catherine Marshall, mother of the accomplished little
actress, Connie. Mrs. Marshall admits that Connie’s typical "Little American Girl” look has required
meticulous hair care. # Blonde Connie’s hair grows quickly and she usually wears it straight with
the ends tucked under, in preference to pigtails which she feels she’s outgrown. However, when picture requirements call for curly tresses, Connie herself has learned to put it up each night.
Many
mothers I know have given their daughters cold waves at home— and most successfully. Expert
cutting also helps to give straight locks a soft up-swirl. Two more essentials on Connie’s hair beauty
routine: a good fifteen minutes of brisk brushing before going to bed and, once a week, a thorough
shampoo. • Much attention has always been given Connie’s teeth. Right now she wears braces
which are removed while she’s working in a picture and then replaced. Tooth-brushing, of course, is vital
and a good way to get your youngster to do this regularly is to let her choose her own dentifrice. # Mrs.
Marshall has always emphasized the importance of good shoes.
Ill-fitting footwear, she feels, not
only works a great hardship on a growing child, but also contributes toward poor posture and an
awkward walk. # Once a year, Connie’s eyes are tested. Children’s eyes can change very quickly
so Mrs. Marshall is constantly on the alert against Connie’s undergoing any eye strain.
# As most
youngsters do, Connie recently went through a nail-biting siege. To cure her of this, Mrs. Marshall
hit on the idea of taking her, once a week, to a beauty salon for a manicure.
Now Connie is proud of
her nails, thinks twice before spoiling their appearance. Another effective measure is to let your
small fry “do” her nails as you do yours. Supply her with emery board, buffer and some colorless
polish for a sparkling finish.
# Actually the best policy any mother can follow is to set a good
example herself, and then to do what she can, in small ways, to make good grooming fun. For
instance, grubby extremities, hands, elbows, knees, will profit immeasurably if you teach your small
fry the hand lotion habit.
Give her her “very own” and encourage her to use it— just as you do—
when she comes in from out-of-doors, after bathing, when washing up for meals. Too young for
her own perfume, but not too young to get into yours? Circle this problem with a small bottle of
light floral cologne that she can dab on whenever she pleases. No make-up, of course, but a small stick
of colorless lip pomade will give her a grown-up feeling, prevent painful chapped lips. Finally, when
sonm special occasion warrants, present your daughter with a fragrance set, one especially designed for
pre-teen agers. It will contain such luxurious items as bubble bath, powder mitt and lotion that so to
make bathing and cleaning up a treat instead of a tiresome chore. •
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The Lives of Douglas Fairbanks
[Continued from page 27]

for his father

was a friend of Franklin D.

Roosevelt in the days

when

the President-

to-be was Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
Snowball fights and roller-skating races
with the young Roosevelts make up part
of Fairbanks’ childhood memories, just

do seasickness on transatlantic voyromps through his father’s tremendous movie sets of Nottingham Castle and
the Palace of Bagdad, and childish attacks on the statue-like sentries outside
as

ages,

Buckingham

Want
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girl doesn’t want quick curls
these days! Especially when that
favorite fella gives you a call at the last
minute. With New Wildroot Hair Set you
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Leaves any textureofhair
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at its lovely best. Re-

places old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Lightbodied. Faster drying. Lets you style your

remember

“I can

5,

tugging

one of those towering

guards because I xvanted to ask him a
question,” Fairbanks recalls. “Of course
he wouldn’t move a muscle or even turn
his eyes downward toward me, but I
couldn’t imagine why. So I kicked his
shins, and tried to twitch his rifle out
of his hand, and screeched at him— all
in vain.

It

was rather fun.”

Young Doug’s mother was Anna Beth
daughter of a cotton king, and
through
o her he met business bi^wisrs
o
o and

Sully,

artistic celebrities tvhile still a

spent

much

boy.

He

of his adolescence with her,

but also turned up frequently at Pickfair, the resplendent Hollywood home
of his father and his stepmother, Mary
Pickford.
At Pickfair he met some of
the tvorld’s great figures.
Pickfair,

favorite hair-do at home
quickly, without fuss or

he met a great

And

outside

many movie

fig-

wanted to get into Pickfair.
mansion was the most impregnable social fortress in the West, and invitations to it were as coveted as bids to
the 'IVhite House. Therefore Doug, Jr.,
found Hollywood stars and executives
constantly hovering around him, darting
here and there to do favors for him, pressures (vho

disappointment.

The

NEW WILDROOT

Palace.

myself, at about the age of

HAIR SET
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vast
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school in Paris, he was the target of

86,

to

Trudeau, N. Y.

young Fairbanks’ disastrous debut as
motion picture star. While attending
fre-

quent attentions from European representatives of Paramount.
They wanted
him to go back to Hollywood and take

Paramount
them he was

the starring role in a

picture.

He had

18,

told

but

• TonisHt,
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highly publicized failure.

Young Doug was not

the

first

nor the

son of a famous actor to fall on
his face in attempting to follow tlie
parental path. But to make such a conspicuous flop would be a terrible blow
last

to the self-respect of any young boy.
It
must have been especially mortifying to
Fairbanks, who idolized his father and
had always cherished a hope of achieving a career in the same profession in
which both his father and stepmother
shone so brightly. Paramount speedilv
made it clear there would be no more
starring parts for him under its banner.
So he went sorrowfully back to Paris for
more education.

There, while still in his 13th year, he
entered a piece of scidpture in an exhi-

under an assumed name. It won
an honorable mention from the judges
Young Fairbanks began
of the show.
bition,

to devote himself energetically to sculpture,

and

to oil paintings, as well.

His athlete father was probably baffled
and perhaps horrified at this new zigzag
of his unpredictable son.
“I think he
felt that painting and sculpting were all
right as sidelines, but that I shouldn’t
let
Jr.,

them dominate my whole
says

now.

“He

life,”

Doug,

tried to influence

in other directions— but this only

me

made

me

If there
persist more determinedly.
had been no opposition I might not have
gone ahead so hard. I’ve always been
something of a rebel, you know.”

The urge to be an actor, however, still
burned in the young man’s breast— possibly stoked by the determination to go
back and “show them” in Hollywood.
It is likely

that every youngster

who

has

undergone a humiliating failure tells himself that some day he’ll return in triumph
to confound those who laughed at him;
probably Fairbanks was no exception.

they suspected this was exaggeration and

He

mentally estimated his age as 17 or 16.
Actually he was 13. Young Doug was
growing deceptively fast during his

and working down could be a rather good
way to build a career as an actor. He
persuaded Paramount to let him try
again in small stock parts, and in between did stage roles to gain experi-

adolescence.

its

His only previous acting experience
as an obscure extra in hi»
father’s epics; he had been given tiny
,bits in them since he was 8 years old.
But now he was heralded as a boy wonder in such extravagant language that no
one could have lived up to the advance
billing.
The picture proved to be a

had been

he looked the part of a
that was the part Paramount had selected for him: the title
role in a picture about a teen ager, enNoah Beery
titled Stephen Steps Out.
and Theodore Roberts, great actors of
that era, would appear in the picture
with him, so it seemed certain to be a

At any

rate,

17-year-old,

and

box-office success.

discovered that starting at the top

ence.

Eventually he was given another
chance at a sizeable movie role, and this
time he scored heavily in Stella Dallas
with Ronald Colman and Lois Moran.
When Milton Sills made The Barker,
Fairbanks got a choice part in it, and
again heard the sweet music of praise

and fans. The dashing young
with the devilish grin began to be
a favorite in his own right, not just as
He
“the son of Douglas Fairbanks.”
was starred in Chances, and it went over
well.
He made a series of puppy-love
from

critics

man

pictures with Loretta Young, and the
public adored them. He made The Dawn
Patrol,

Outward Bound and

Little Acci-

dent-all hits. Ever since then— for seventeen years altogether— he has been a

Hollywood star.
But while making movies with one
hand, he dabbled in all sorts of surprising projects with the other. To quote
his own metaphor, he had “one foot in
the clouds and the other on a banana
peel.”

One project was a series of articles
about prominent people, which he wrote
for the sophisticated, sardonic Vanity
Fair magazine when he was only 17 (although he gave himself his usual fiveyear boost and passed for 22).
Mrs.

Booth— later to become
Luce— was a Vanity Fair

editor at that

and one of Fairbanks’

time,

Clare

Henry
farflung

was she who suggested he write articles, and he accepted.
He found that magazine writing was
fun and continued to do a wide variety
circle of friends.

of

it

It

in his spare time.

He

sold

poems

bang-bang thrillers to
the pulp magazines, an article to The Saturday Evening Post and short stories to
Liberty and Red Book. In 1932, he contracted to write one short story a month
for Esquire and fulfilled the contract for
to Vanity

its

Fair,

duration of a year.

full

During these years he also was rambling here and there around Europe and
Australia and South America, painting,
yPlease turn the page]

Charles Korvin expounds to his wife at
the Hollywood Press Photographer’s big
costume ball. He’s just about the first
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politicking, playing golf

ing into

—and

all

manner

and

tennis, mix-

of social gatherings

getting married.

While on the stage he had met Joan
Crawford, and when he was barely 19
he secured parental permission to marry

The marriage ultimately failed, but
probably made a more steady and serious man of Fairbanks. Up to this time
he had been, in his own words, “like the
young man Stephen Leacock wrote about,
who ‘leaped on several horses and rode
her.

it

directions.’ ”

In his twenties
he began to simmer down, giving up
some of his more playful hobbies, easing
up on his social gadding about and never
trying to do more than two or three
off in

all

things

at

dilettante

He became less of a
and more of a businessman.

once.

By the mid-1930’s, he was concentrating fairly closely on his motion picture
work, but was also spending a good many
evenings at home in his
browsing through rather highbrow volumes on foreign affairs. Hitler’s
shadow was lengthening over Europe and
Fairbanks became genuinely alarmed
about the Nazi threat to democracy. He
began joining groups which were working to awaken this country to the dangers brewing overseas.
“I was always
thoughtful
library,
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invisible,

up his last pre-war picture. The
Corsican Brothers, then joined the Navy
in March, 1941, as a lieutenant (j.g.).
Shortly afterward he found himself in
the North Atlantic on convoy duty, trading shots with German submarines in the
“undeclared war” that went on for
months before the Nazi declaration of
war.
For the next five years he ts'as in the
fiercest kind of action all over the world.
"IV^hen asked about it, he’ll wittily avoid
discussing any of his ad\entures.
“My
battles keep getting bloodier and more
hair-raising and less accurate each time
“All that
I tell about them,” he’ll say.
really happened to me, though, was that
ished

instead of being a ‘yes man’
‘aye aye’

Now
has

people,” he says sometvhat sadly.
When the war began in Europe and
half the nation was saying we should not

in

America by Aiding the Allies.
Soon
afterward the U. S. State Department
began to be disturbed about certain suspicious occurrences in South America.
President Roosevelt, Secretary of State
Cordell Hull and Undersecretary Sumner

began casting about for someone
undertake a series of delicate missions
to Latin American trouble spots. “Maybe
young Fairbanks could do the job,” someone suggested.
Fairbanks was known
"Welles
to

personally to the President

and the

State

Department; he had traveled widely in
South America and made top-drawer
all over the continent.
Fairbanks was called to Washington.
After a series of conferences at the AVTite
House, he departed quietly for South
America as a special Presidential Envoy.
The precise nature of his missions has
remained secret to this day, but in 1941
President "Vargas of Brazil presented him
with the Order of the Southern Cross for
undisclosed “special services.”
Douglas Fairbanks is a suave, charm-

friendships

ing,

steely-eyed

young gentleman tvho
like a cat on a fence,

can handle himself

informal diplomatic jobs for

government in various parts of the
world. Nine months before Pearl Harbor,
however, he decided that the United
States would soon be forced into the war
in self defense, and that he might as well
get a running start into action. He finthe

on committees, always making speeches
and writing articles, always going to see

entangle ourselves by sending supplies
to England and France, Fairbanks was
traveling around the country helping to
organize
Committee to Defend
the

MOREMOHEVfor you

to be no doubt that he
proved himself highly valuable to the
State Department. Over a period of several years he carried out a number of

and there seems

I

became an

man.”

that the

traded

war

is

life-or-death

over, Fairbanks

adventures

in

tvar theaters for make-believe adventures

movie theaters. His current picture,
Sinbad the Sailor, shows him leaping

balconies and bedeviling pursuers with
a nonchalant gaietv that will remind oldtimers not only of his own pre-war adventure pictures, but also, irresistibly, of
Fairbanks the elder in The Thief of
Bagdad. This is, roughly, the sort of
movie Fairbanks wants to make from
now on. His RKO starring contract expired with the conclusion of Sinbad and
he has now embarked on a career as an
independent producer, with plans to
make two or three pictures a year in
this country and one in England.
At the same time, Fairbanks is still up
to his necktie in political activities.

He

national vice-president of the American
Association for the United Nations. He
is

a director of Americans United for
He is an active
"World Government.
is

American "Veterans Comas A.V.C.— and of
the American Academy of Political and
Social Sciences, which sends him weighty

member

of the

mittee— widely known

publications to peruse at regular intervals.

seems paradoxical that such a serious
should choose to make such
frothy motion pictures as Fairbanks does.
Sinbad the Sailor, of course, is a fairy
tale from the Arabian Nights. Terry and
the Pirates, one of his forthcoming efforts
an independent producer, comes
as
It

thinker

from the comic strips. The Exile,
production now in the planning
stage, is a romantic story about King
Charles II during his years of exile from
the throne; it is full of swordplay and

straight

his other

and mustachios and screams

horses

Altogether,

night.

it

in the

seems a rather light

of fare to come from a man who
trying so earnestly to help build a betBut Fairbanks insists there
ter world.
bill

is

is

a pill of philosophy, thickly coated with
deep down inside each of

sugar, hidden
his pictures.

“My

pictures will never try to drive

a message

home with

but

hammer,”

a sledge

he explains. “There
nugget of philosophy,

is

a moral,

or a

in each of them,

not spelled out in capital letters.
the message obvious would be
to spoil both the message and the picture, it seems to me.”
The message of Sinbad, as Fairbanks
sees it, is that happiness doesn’t come
from material possessions, but from a
state of mind.
“The people in Sinbad
run themselves ragged in a search for
“When they
treasure,” he points out.
find it, it’s nothing. Sinbad wins happiness through his carefree outlook on life,
not through getting a treasure.”
it’s

To make

As for The Exile, it is built on a poignant romance between the exiled king
(played by Fairbanks) and a peasant girl.

When
is

he

is

called back to the throne, he

forced to give

up

the

girl.

“The king

must choose between his
duty to his country and the woman he
loves,” he says.
“Sometimes one must
finds

that he

up happiness for the sake of others
—that’s the thought behind this story.”
give

Fairbanks seems

new freedom as
the people who

to

be enjoying

his

It’s

• Only Royledge has long-lasting doubl-edge,
such wide choice of patterns, colors. Inexpensive
— less than a penny a day to change pattern
monthly. Ask for Royledge at 5-and-lO's, neighborhood, hardware and dept, stores.

so

NewHOSPITALand
SURGICAL POUGY

“I’m not a hair-tearer or breast-beater,”
he says. “I like to make a movie at a
leisurely pace and take time to enjoy
life.
I was a bit fed up with being a

Protect s Whole Family
Costs Only 3^ a Day for Adults

One gets tired of arguing with people— it will be pleasant to
let people argue with me for a change.”
contract player.

He

also finds

matrimonial
tary service.

life

married

to,

Life seems to be settling down at last
for the young man who has flitted

through so many different kinds of life.
Apparently he will stick to being a movie
maker and movie actor for a while. But
there’s no telling when he may be sidetracked again into the life of a diplomat,
or a poet, or a politician. He likes them

#

Remambar,

HEN

your baby suffers from

teething pains, j ust rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.
Buy it from your druggist today

publiihas

mora

itorlai

a Day for Children
The new Family Hospital and

Surgical Expense Policy that insures the whole
family
mother, father, children, anyone now
in good health, age 3 months to 65 years. Provides Cash to help pay hospital room and board
for as many as 90 days in any one year for
and
person insured;
benefits for medicines, laboratory fees, other
hospital charges; ALSO doctor’s operating fee;
to help pay hospital and surgical bills
for sicknesses, accidents, operations and many
other disabilities not covered by other policies
and even special hospital benefits for child-

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
it

on the gums

EVERY

EACH

EXTRA

CASH

—

You select your own doctor and hospital.
This low-cost Family Hospital and Surgical
Policy issued at special family rates by strong
company with over $3,000,000.00 surplus for
birth.

Send
policyholders’ protection, investigate
no money, mail coupon below quick for 10-day
Trial Offer. There’s no obligation. Act today!
I

I

Jusf rub
MOTION PICTURE

HERE!

—

Mary

Lee Eppling in 1940, and they now have
two daughters. Daphne and "Victoria.
The family lives in what Fairbanks irreverently calls a “young palace” in
Pacific Palisades, and is also looking forward to vacations at Boxwood, the Fairbanks farm in Virginia, where Mrs. Fairbanks and the girls stayed while papa
was off to the wars.

alll

Only
IT’S

pleasant to return to
after the years in mili-

it

He was

e

shelving paper and edging all-in-one — just

fold edge down.’

do
working with him.

a producer,

are

and

• In minutes, you add glorious color and banish
that"bare-shelf' look, using wonderful Royledge.
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Popping Questions at

Tom Drake

[C ontinued from page 40]

what spoon
and

would you

them through. I decided to go to
York to pursue a stage career and

see

New

choose?

how

that’s

atra’s made. I don’t go for Hawaiian
music or opera.

I started acting.

Surely the one

Q.

Do you

A.

Yes— I always doodle
and they’re invariably

How

would you spend what you
knew was your last day on earth?
Q.

with these

scenes,
^"'/z ll\'' '/';in>'''''

The two blocks

of

sterling inlaid at
backs of bowls and
handles of most used
spoons and forks.

They make

piece set

A.

Fifty-two
$68.50 with

chest, (tax free)

HOLMES & EDWARDS

or on

most

persistent

The way we all avoided
room for years

into the living

stepping

my

after

That room brought back so
many warm and happy memories of the
evenings we’d all spent there that none
of us had the heart to enter it again. And
father died.

I

remember, too, that after Dad died
no more big Sunday dinners

there were

that used to be a great family event.

What was

Q.
Copyright 1947, The lirtemational Silver Co., Holmes

S

Edwatrls

Division,

This

new

128-pa^e book, “Stammering:,
Its Cause and Correction/* describes the
Bogue Unit Method for scientific
correction of stammering and stuttering — successful for 46 years.

Free — no obligation,
Benjamin N. Bogue, Dept. 4031, Circle
Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

I

I

Lovely

solid storlinjj
silver cushioD shape

set ring in your

|

own

Barthstone Color
I

I
*

given for selling 4
boxes Rosebud Salve
at2Sceacbremitting
the$1.00 toua. Send

No Money. Order

I

I

[
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4 Rosebud Salve by oneceotpoRtciird.
(Will mail ring and 4 salve now. if you send $1 .00 with order.)

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often

sufferers relieve nagging backaclie quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.

When disorder of kidney function permits poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puflfinesS
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent orscanty passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows there is something wrong with youi.kidneys or bladder.
Bon’t wait Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,
a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 50 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will
help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s PUls.

Q. What was the most
you ever played?

didn’t pull

it

difficult

scene

A. The one in The Green Years
where I throw a sacred medal to the skies
and say, “I don’t believe in God any-

more.”

ht i to be very careful or else

I

»

intentionally,

What

can’t

you understand about

women?
it

happened. Clare and I lived on our
trust fund in New York. It was a very
modest allowance, but somehow the
term “trust fund” seemed to imply that
we were heirs to millions. A certain group
of people began to rush us, inviting us to
wonderful parties and entertaining us
lavishly. When we denied that we were
rich these people thought we were being
cagey. Finally, when one of the men tried
to talk me into buying a big chunk of

A. I can’t understand why they spend
an hour and a half in the tub getting
fresh and clean and then ruin that fastidious effect by plastering a heavy veneer
of make-up over their faces that makes
complexions look greasy and
their

had to convince him that Clare
had only a small income and not

Biting my fingernails. They still
A.
look chewed down to the bone, but you
should have seen them a month ago!

stock

I

and

I

the

millions

he

Slowly

thought.

but

Q.
A.

caked-up.

Q.

What

Are you an ice-box raider?

and ice cream when
midnight food forages.

I

indulge in

What

Q.
a star?

you trying

quality are

you sometimes accused?
A. People who don’t know me well
think I have no sense of humor because
I’m usually quiet and appear to be serious. I’m not as serious as I look.

Q.

What

A.

I

is

your

taste in

your greatest expense as

No

a big home, a

secretary

Of what unpleasant

is

particular one, as I don’t own
swimming pool, a yacht or
a station wagon. There are certain expenses in the business, such as hiring a

A.

Yes. I usually go for hamburgers,

celery

Q.

fault of yours are

to correct?

we

got the brush-off. But it was
fun being a millionaire for a month.

surely

Brings Happy Relief
Many

has remained.

Q.

I

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 87, WOODSBORO.MARVUND.

did you develop the coffee

A. When I was broke and living in a
small apartment in New York I found
it very easy to fill up on coffee. The habit

the biggest bluff you

just

1

I

How

might be considered sacrilegious by a
good many people.

ever pulled?
A.

Q.

I

it

Meriden. Conn. Sold in Canada by: The T. Eaton Co.,ltl,°Ree.U. S. PaLOff.

STAMMER?

eat for breakfast?

habit?

still.

Q. What poignant childhood memory
do you recall most vividly?
A.

What do you

A. Just coffee— about twelve cups!
drink coffee all day long.

Drumming my fingers on a table
my knee, and pacing the room. I

can’t be

between
little cari-

catures of Garbo.

Q.
Q. What is your
nervous gesture?

this sil-

verplate stay lovelier

longer.

A. I’d get married again. I wouldn’t
wait twenty-six years.

like to doodle?

now and

then to help

me

catch

up with my mail and buying more

on
do

a front

and don’t

find

it

necessary to

so.

Q. What was one of the greatest
appointments of your life?

music?

ex-

pensive suits than I ordinarily would because they’re the clothes I wear before
the camera. But on the whole I don’t put

dis-

!

like

popular music, semi-classics

and almost every recording Frank

Sin-

A.
of Life

Losing a role in the stage version
With Father years ago because I

had grown

tired of waiting. I signed a

company only two
days before it went into production and
it almost broke my heart not to be able
contract with a stock

go into the play.

to

What

Q.

BESTFORM
Strapless Bra

possession of yours has the

deepest sentimental

memory

for you?

artfully wired,

old ring of my father’s which
I still wear. It used to go into hock regularly, but as soon as I got hold of a few
dollars it was the first thing I bought
back.

Q.

Do you

A.

Very.

Q.

Were you

A.

Of Cary Grant, but he

get dejiressed easily?

And

over nothing at

awe

ever in

all.

of anyone?
set

me

at

of
my first picture. The
of Virginia, in which I had the
role of Cary’s 13-year-old son. When it

shooting

Howards

came time for me to speak my line, I was
so petrified that when I opened my moutli

no words would come out. Absolutely
none. I had played on the stage before so
it

wasn’t self-consciousness about actine
O

as

much

as

it

was a certain awe of working

with an actor as celebrated as Carv. I
thought I’d be thrown out of the picture.

Cary started to laugh and told me that
the same thing happened to him when he
was working with Irene Dunne. That
loosened me up and I was able to get the
words out in the next take.
Q.

How

A.

I’m the slow-and-easy kind.

Q.

What

do you

is

BESTFORM

rate as a dancer?

your favorite form of

entertainment?
A.

Going

to the races or to the fights.

Q.

What

is

your hobby?

A. Horses. I love to ride, but I’m
even more interested in the breeding and
lines of horses. It’s

own some race and
have my own stable.
Q.
A.

treme

of finest

nylon marquisette ... $3

ease as soon as he realized how pop-eyed
I was of him. It happened during the

blood

made

An

A.

Do
It

you

my

ambition to

saddle horses and

when he

like hats

on

Q.

How

A.

I

get

I even like exprovided they’re not garish.

do you keep

up

every

bed every night. I’m

fit?

morning and go

to

just a lazy guy.

Q. What picture did you most enjoy working in?
A. My latest, The Beginning or the
End, because it’s my first really adult
role. I’ve played young boys in all
my

other pictures.
Remember.

•

MOTION PICTURE

'‘all

girls?

doesn’t matter.

hats,

catches you

publishes

more

stories

a t)U 4^^

cream"— don’t scream...

^

Chest Cold Misery

Let’s Pretend You’re Mrs.

Humphrey Bogart

[Continued from page 43]

^

Relieved by
make-up but

Moist Heat of

bounce around in
and usually skin your

lipstick,

shorts or slacks

hair back in braids like a child.

Your husband has
too.

ANTIPHLOGISTINE
SIMPLE
CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL

The moist heat

IRRITATION

SIMPLE
SPRAIN, BRUISE

an
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice relieves cough,
tightness of chest, musof

cle soreness due to chest
cold, bronchial irritation

and simple sore throat.
SORE MUSCLES Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
BOILS
poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable — then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest, muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice also reduces swelling and relieves pain
due to a boil, simple sprain, bruise, or similar
injury or condition and limbers up stiff, aching
muscles. Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE (Aunty Flo)
in tube or can at your drug store NOW.

his paradoxical side
screen tough guy, he likes break-

A

bed.

fast in

have children.

were a little
pared not to like him. You thought he
would be rough, unfriendly and a bit
of a tough guy.
To your surprise you
discovered he was extremely thoughtful
and kind, understood that you were
nervous and tried to make you feel at
home. Besides, you learned he was an
extremely well-informed and well-read

LARGE QUILT PIECES
cur PROM NEW BOLTS

GOODS'

Equal To About 22 Yards
Of 30-Inch Width Goods

pieces

—some even

i

j

1

|

larger.

Ordw
Pay postman only $1.98 and postage!
or send $2.00 and we pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or
money back! You'll be deliehtedl
Great American Sales Co., 2226 Silverton Way, Dept. A-16, Chicago IG.Hh

Shin?
In cosmetics, too, physicians know best. Ask

\

\your doctor about AR-EX
^
jCosmetics. At Ieading\

(drug stores. Write

’^1

*

AR-EX COSMETICS, INC.,1038-BF W. Van Buren St..Chicago7

the

at

what to do. He makes no demands
around the house. He asks only that the
fuss

house look comfortable. The servants
are crazy about him.
The maid. May,
has been with him twelve years. May’s
son plays the piano for you at many of
your parties.
You do most of the talking at home.
You’re as enthusiastic as a child and your
husband likes to have you talkative and
gay.
He’s taciturn and unemotional by
nature, and says little. When he comes
home from the studio, he gets into a
sport jacket and shirt without a tie, and
into his moccasins. You wear slacks or
Chinese pajamas.
You used to wear very tailored suits.

Your husband

likes

softer

touches,

so

are more feminine.
a beret and a sequin
skull cap for evening which you’ve never

now your clothes
You own two hats,
worn.

,111.

ABSORBINE

Jr.

he thinks you look nice he says

“You look cute

more than the most extravagant compliments. But if he doesn’t like what you’re

a gray flannel suit— the first new suit
he’d bought in a year.
Your husband is very indifferent about
clothes. He likes his suits freshly pressed
every day, but that’s the extent of his
sartorial demands.
He owns only one
coat, a trenchcoat. He had another, but

wearing, he tells you so.
Your husband’s friends have become

band

on

placing
cluding

a train

it.

and never bothered

He owns

but four

re-

suits, in-

gray flannel one he was
married in. He has one pair of moccasins
which he wears all the time. He hates
to go near a store. You buy his shirts,
His tailor has his
ties
and socks.
measurements and you help him select
the material, so that he can get a suit
the

minimum

of fitting.

His food tastes are Spartan, and never
change. For years he’s ordered the same
lunch, eggs and bacon. He often takes
his lunch to the studio from the house.
You prepare it. It’s a cinch. Just hard-

i A/-

possible

Bromfield’s rambling farm in Mansfield,
O. You wore a dusty pink suit, your hus-

with a

-

made every mistake
beginning.
You gave
the servants confusing orders and weren’t
sure of yourself. Your husband was very
patient, smiled and explained without
You

lishment.

very

lost it

Facts on Skin Care.”p(,^

-

Having been
an apartment dweller all your life you
were unprepared to tackle a large establarge house with servants.

Your husband never proposed to you.
You just decided to be married on Louis

for’

FREE BOOKLET: ‘New

U/^

pie.

The most difficult adjustment you had
to make when you became Mrs. Humphrey Bogart was learning how to run a

When

person.

]

SEND NO MONEY!

i

lemon meringue

I

J

It Piici Siwin; Outfit aad 20 Qoill PattwBS laelmlid With

,

met your husband, on
Not, you
frightened of him and prefirst

To Have and Have

the set of

quality. Ready to use. None
pasted or sewn. Useful for quilts,
pillow covers, patchwork aprons
and skirts, rugs, children’s play
clothes, shawls, etc. Lovely,
colorful assorted palm size cottoo

relaxes him.

ing to get a stage break. Now that you’re
a star, you’ve given it second place to
your marriage. If career interferes with
your domestic life, the career gets the
hoot.
Because your husband loves to
live on his boat, you gave up all kinds
of opportunities last summer for interviews and photo spreads, which w’ould
have meant valuable publicity to your
career, to stay on the boat with your husband. You’d like, more than anything,

\Vhen you

Bargain! 4 pounds gorgeous
prints and solid colors, excellent

it

Your household is very informal. But
you have a colored butler who talks with
an Oxford accent like Ronald Colman,
and calls you and your husband “M’lady”
and “M’lord.”
You were always an ambitious career
girl.
You were born* in New York,
worked as a fashion model and trudged
from one theatrical office to another try-

to

of DRESS

Says

onions seven nights a week and he’s
happy. His other favorites are spaghetti,
steaks and curried foods with chutney.
He doesn’t touch desserts. You like

boiled eggs.
dinner give

He’s a small eater.

For

him hamburgers and green

little

your

except,

But

night.”

to-

his pleased expression says

and

friends,

it’s

to

your credit that

you’ve been able to fall in with his crowd
so easily because they’re an older group,
liberal thinkers, writers,

a lot

newspapermen,

who have traveled
and men who talk and argue.
people

intellectuals,

Among

his

closest

friends are novelist

Louis Bromfield, the Mark Hellingers,
Thornton Delehanty, the writer, Peter
Lorre and his wife and Jules Buck, the
photographer, and his wife. When you
entertain, dinner is usually followed by
a spirited and uninhibited gabfest in the
living

room where

ever)'one stays

up

late

arguing politics and the finer facts of
life with good-humored, robust talk. You
have the proper refreshments at hand,
but you yourself never touch anything
stronger than

tea.

You’ve adapted yourself thoroughly to
your husband’s tastes. Because he’s crazy
about boating, you’ve become quite an

;

The

expert sailor yourself.
tana, is docked in Balboa.

and any time

find the

off

there in old slacks
seafaring

life.

boat, the San-

Week ends
two of you

and sweaters

You

love

it

as

THE LOVELIEST

living a

much

as

your husband does.
You’re not a good cook, but when you
live on the boat you do all the cooking,
cleaning and bunk-making. Your husband says you make the finest ham-

YOU EVER HAD AT AHY

PRICE!

burgers in the world.
Once a week you dine out, usually at

You always sit at the first
LaRue’s.
booth, which is now known as the Bogart
booth. Then, no matter how early you
have to be up, you stop off for at least
one dance at a near-by Strip night club.
It’s a ritual with you. When the orchestra
leader sees you on the floor, he signals
his musicians to go into That Old Black
Magic, which has become your song.
Your husband has never forgotten an
anniversary or birthday, but he hates to
admit to sentimentality. He’s given you
a handsome collection of chrysoborryl
and gold jewelry. When he gives you

Like the
tries to fluff it off.
time he gave you a beautiful jeweled
cigarette case.
“I’m tired of seeing
tobacco in your bag so I got you this
cigarette case,” he said. He also likes to
send you red roses.
anything, he

impossible to try to buy presents
him because he hates jewelry on himself and his personal tastes are so plain.
Fortunately, his birthday falls on ChristIt’s

for

mas, which gives you a partial break anyway. You give him gag gifts, like a gold
monocle, which he pulls out for laughs,
and a gold toothpick, which he flourishes
at the end of dinner.
You both wear
matching gold link wedding rings.

You and he have a pair of gold whistles,
apropos of To Have and Have Not. You
wear yours on a slave bracelet, he wears
his on his watch chain. When you’re in
one part of the house you blow on your
whistle. Your husband answers back on
his.

You bought Hedy Lamarr’s house, a
white farmhouse on top of a hill. The
dining room is Pennsylvania Dutch. Your
bedroom has some feminine touches, suggestions, surprisingly enough, from your
tough-guy husband. Right off the bedroom
It’s

to

a

is

room

your husband’s special

“mad room.”
room to retire

when he wants to be by himself.
When you moved in, you discovered
was

there

house on the
with sixteen
chickens, two roosters and eight ducks
grounds.

a

chicken

You

filled

chickens.

Your

linens are

The

design

monogrammed “B and

interwined and is
very effective. It seems to go together.
And so do the two people the initials
stand for.
is

•

Remember.

The soft,

lovely

permanent that

MOTION PICTURE

he finds

enchanting ... is yours so easily with
Chic. Chic Aluminum Curlers are so
easy to wind and lock
never break
off or become soggy
can be used
over and over. And what a beautiful
.

.

.

.

.

permanent
dant curls

you’ll have.
.

.

.

Rich, abun-

the kind men love

.

.

gloriously natural. You’ll say
finest

it’s

permanent you’ve ever had.

the

He'll

say you’ve never looked so lovely.

Now Y~u can

TRIAl KIT

publishes more stories

chk

THE LINHALL COMPANY, DEPT.
500 Robert

fr;

'fl

try

^

|

plus

tOA
Chic reflil kit
everything except curlers

for
<

79<

“

I

plus tax !I

me (HOW

Aluminum

F-3

Minnesota
Trial Kit” contain-

Curlers and everything

I need to
permanent on-my end curls. I enclose 25c
each kit to handle postage and mailing.

ing 12

creme cold wave
Complete with 60 hew
Aluminum Curlers

Street, Saint Paul,

Please send

HOME permanent!

CHIC

Nantie__

Address.
City

.

and deep, lustrous waves that look so

it

and now consider yourselves farmers.
You eat the eggs, but would starve to
death rather than eat one of your own

B.”

FOR EASIER HOME USE

.

called the

Takes only
2 to 3 hours,
at home!

’^Aluminum Qu

State.
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To Dance or Not
Featured

to Dance

[C ontimied from page 33]

in

Monogram's

I

"

f

High

In

dramatic, this argument is one for dancing. I think dancers are creators, not the

Gear," a
Jan Grippo

imitators that actors

Production.

So Easy to Have Lovely Hair
The undertones

of beautiful hair glow with rich,
brilliant flashes shimmer in the high lights. Its tresses are soft,
silky, snarless and easily arranged. People say,
“Ohl What lovely hair! Isn’t it beautiful!”
radiant

color:

fleeting,

you want, you can have
But you will have to do something
more than just wishing and shampooing to get it.
The right shade of Golden Glint will set free*
the true beauty of your hair as silver polish reIf that’s the kind of hair

it

— today!

veals the true luster of silver or as bluing brings
out the true whiteness of linen. Golden Glint
rinses come in 12 shades. They are harmless,
not have beauquick and easily removed.
tiful hair today?

Why

Get a 10c or
25c package

now from
variety or

drug

store.

GOLDEN GLINT
//

How

Make Money

to

With Simple Cartoons"
A book everyone who
free; no obligations.
dress to

draw should have. It is
Simply send name, age and ad-

likes to

CARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE

DepF. 292

Pleasant

Hill,

Ohio

High School Course
at

Home

Many

Finish in

2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H.S. texts supplied- Diploma.

must

be.

An

original

dancer creates his own routines out of
his thoughts and experiences, and he gets
a big wallop out of building something
that is entirely new. The sense of personal gratification is very warming, because you know you’ve designed and executed something no one else has done
in your own manner before.
Naturally, actors must

depend upon

others to write their lines for them, so
that phase of their

ceptible physical deterioration that must
come to all dancers. Unfortunately, you
can’t stay

may

young

forever,

along,

and

my

find

I

desire for

mental comprehension
dancing betterment is los-

ing pace with my physical deterioration.
This is a brash statement coming from
a picture player, but it’s the obvious
truth, so let’s face
I’ll

put

it

it.

this w'ay. If I decide to con-

centrate on dramatic roles,

and actions of the

to

skill

it’s

the

they show' in depicting these presituations that makes them

arranged
artists.

On the other hand, being one who’s
not too keen on hard labor, I can think
of a superb argument for being a dramatic actor. Dancers must work hard to
keep in good physical shape. They get up
early and go through workouts at the
gym, then they continue at rehearsals.
It takes a lot more time to prepare a
dance sequence for filming than for a
dramatic scene of the same length. No
matter how you look at it, it’s the dancer
who puts in the longer hours.
When I weigh this point against the
pleasure I’ve had in doing a good dance
number, as in Anchors Aw'eigh, I get the
feeling that it’s been w’orth all the effort.
There’s an exhilaration to dancing tlfiit’s
lacking in a dramatic scene, but there’s
also a deep satisfaction in doing a moving
dramatic portrayal.
A very Important argument in favor of
straight acting is the fact that non-dancing actors don’t have to face the per-

you

Dancing, to be done well, must be done

original. They’re reflecting the thoughts

and

as

every day. But I don’t dance every dav.
I’m getting older, and as the years creep

work must be unwriter,

much

try to fight the ravages of time!

I w'on’t have
worry about the dancer’s constant

A period of ten years
comparatively insignificant to an actor
after he has passed his thirtieth birthday,
but it’s mighty important to a dancer!
Then, too. I’ve noticed that actors generally last longer than dancers. There
are plenty of fine performers who are
touching the 60 mark, but who ever heard
of a dancer in top form at that age?
From a straight business point of view,
musical films make the most money for
battle against time.
is

the
is

box

office,

constant.

so the

demand

for dancing

How'ever, the turnover of

talent in the field

blame a dancer

is terrific,

and you

w'ith a choice

if

can’t

he looks

forward a bit into the future.
Fred Astaire quit while he was still
great, and for this I admire him tremendously. I knoiv I w'on’t dance after I
can’t dance well, because I think there’s
nothing sadder than to see an artist who
keeps capitalizing on his former reputation. If I
I’ve

come

gone over

for the public

to the conclusion that

my

peak.

and do

it

I’ll

stop dancing

only for

my own

pleasure.

—

Credit for H. S. sobjects already completed. Sint^le subjects if desired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don’t be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Freo
Bulletio on request. No obUgattoo.
I

American School,

DeiL H2R,0reiel

al Slth,

Chicato 37

Have you

sent

in

YOUR

vote?

The deadline

Show beautifnll4-card $1.00 assort- ^
ments of Birthday, Get-Well. Easter
cards; also Baby Congratulations,

for ballots in

Greeting

Sympathy cards, many other big values.
Quick sales ... easy profits. Write
today for amazing SAMPLE OFFER!
,

Cards

MOTION

WETMORE &SUGDEN,INC.
749 Monroe Avenue, Dept.

59. X,

Rochester 2, N.

PICTURE’S BIG

POSTCARD POLL

Y,

is

PROTECT
this

February 10!

VOTE TODAY FOR:
Your favorite actor

Here's the quick, easy

woy

to protect

bottle nipples and feedings from
erms and dirf
originated by Sterit eol. Specially shaped gloss cop —
seals vacuum-tight. On or off instantly.
Widely recommended by doctors and

Your favorite actress

—

nurses.

Sold everywhere.

STERI-SEAL,

Columbus,

Ohio

STERI-SEAL

Your favorite picture of 1946
Your favorite up-and-coming young actor
Your favorite up-and-coming young actress

—
I

remember what

a genuine satisfac-

The

professioii as lacking in masculinity,

and

Cross

have a strong antagonism tow'ard male

of Lorraine, a very dramatic picture in
which I took a straight role. It wasn’t

Dancing is essentially a graceful
form of art which must be expressed in
rhythmic motion, and too often people
regard men who use this media as short
on ruggedness. That’s a foolish conception of long standing which is completely
nonsensical, and against which I’ve been

tion I derived out of acting in

very

successful

standards, but

according to box-office
stays with me as one

it

of the best things I’ve

The

pictures.

done in motion

lack of public reception

movie might be an indication that
people didn’t want to see me in a nondancing role, and yet there were others
in the cast who have their own particular
for the

following.

Then again, would I tire of playing
continuously in one type of picture? In
the past I’ve alternated a musical with
a dramatic picture, so that I’ve had an
interesting variety. I have a yen to work
in a dramatic film of Academy Award
caliber— as does every actor— but when I
contemplate not dancing again, I undergo an acute sense of loss.
argument are so
convincing that I wonder why we can’t
have a musical which combines dramatic
Both

sides

with

hasn’t

come

though
it

it

the

dancing? This
motion pictures yet, alhas been done on the stage a

acting

number

of

dramatic

to

of times, but perhaps we’ll get to

eventually. This might easily be a solu-

tion to
I

my

dislike

dilemma.
the thought of giving up

dancers.

fighting ever since I

became a

profes-

dancing because I enjoy doing
my own choreography and stylizing. To
me there’s quite a thrill in dreaming
something out of thin air and seeing it
like

come
body

to life.

You know

all yours,

it’s

no-

wrote the script, you yourself
did it all from beginning to end. I get as
much satisfaction out of this as a writer
or painter gets out of his own finished
else

product.

Yet w'hen I get up mornings and go
through my workout, I find myself envying dramatic actors who live a less strenuous mental and physical life. No, I don’t
mean that I really envy them in the full
sense of the word; it’s merely that no
matter what side of the fence I’m on.
there are times when the grass looks
greener on the other side.
I

started

Keep with

in the picture,

I’m a champion for a cause. Too many
people think of men in the terpsichorean

requests,
I

Kiss and To
do no dancing
but because of numerous

working in

To

the idea that I’d

dancing for a strong personal reason.

up on
Then

when I had a touch of the flu, I often
reminded myself it would be wonderful
to be a dramatic actor and not have to
go through a difficult dance number with
a high temperature.

much time
does to complete
a dramatic picture, and because I’m the
only male dancer on the
lot, my
teal problem is to see that everything I
do is not a musical, with no time left
for any other sort of role. I like acting,
but I like dancing, too, so where do we
go ’from here?
It

to

requires almost twice as

make

a musical as

it

MGM

sional dancer.
I

in the service, so I had to double
rehearsals to get back into shape.

some routines were inserted.
was out of practice after having been

You

see

where

all

this gets

me?

compromise?
I don’t know. I’m still up in the air
about the whole business. If you were I,
what woidd you do?
(Ed. vote: Send your answer to Gene
Kelly, do Motion Picture Magazine,
1501 Broadiuay, New York 18, N. Y. His
decision will be announced in a future
i-isue.)

Remember,

MOTION PICTURE

publishes more stories

• ••
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when you
smoS
vou smoke
PHILIP MORRIS!

CLEAN, FRESH, PURE
America’s

UHiSl iigsusUt!

An important difference in Philip Morris
manufacture lets the FULL FLAVOR of the
world’s finest tobaccos come through for your
com p lete en joyment clean, fresh , pure !
That’s

ALWAYS

why

I’ve

given you my conclusions on both sides
of the question, and I still don’t have an
answer. At this tvriting I have a definite
slant toward the dramatic, but by next
week I’ll probably be leaning the other
way. ^Vill it be Gene Kelly, dancer, or
will it be Gene Kelly, dramatic actor? Or
can we bridge the two and strike a happy

flavor’s

ALL

yours!

BETTER... BETTER ALL

WAYS

.

f

For you (even though your Mathis
a

little

weak)

if

you keep your

smooth and neat and sweet

Tony

hair

to see

deadpan

and

Martin

songstress Virginia O’Brien
shine in spectacular Show Boat
sequence. Sinatra’s in it, too

. .

You'll rate A-plus with that dream-

boat

sitting

next to

and what more can
Just keep

you

in class

.

•

.

a girl ask?

your hair clean and

shiny and leave the rest to DeLong

Bob

Pins,

those indispensable

They keep

allies.

stray locks in place be-

cause they have a

Robert Walker, right, scores as Jerome
Kern in this lavish MGM drama-musical,
with Van Heflin as cohort and arranger

Stronger Grip
IVont
No

fear

grip.

Slip

Out

They’re

made

it

MGM’s

is

turn to bring forth a big Technicolor film

famous American tunesmith.
Their choice for eulogy
is Jerome Kern
out of whose sedate lif^ they have fashioned a flamboyant and highly dramatic story that measures up to the typical Hollywood treatment of lives and times of our modern composers.
Like its
jjredecessors
Till the Clouds Roll By gets its vitality from Kern’s music
rather than from the facts of his existence.
Frank Sinatra, Judy Garland, Van Johnson, June Allyson, Lucille Bremer, Kathryn Grayson, Tony
Martin, Johnny Johnston, Angela Lansbury, Dinah Shore, Lena Horne
and Virginia O’Brien
.all get at least one of Kern’s'beautiful songs to
sing.
.Asa matter of fact, about the only people who don’t sing in the
film are Robert Walker
Van Heflin
who plays Jerome Kern
who portrays James Hessler, Kern’s best friend and arranger
and Cyd
Charisse
.who does a sprightly ballet number to .Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes. ... As a story. Till the Clouds Roll By is concerned with the
struggles of a young composer to be recognized by Broadway ... a not unfamiliar notion in musicals
without which Hollywood would be hard
This is
jjut to find sufficient dramatic conflicts to hold your interest.
briefly spiced with the personality conflicts between Afarilyn Miller (Judy
Directed by Richard
Garland) and Hessler’s daughter (Lucille Bremer).
AVhorf
Till the Clouds Roll By was filmed in two distinct sections
Set
the narrative as one unit and the big stage numbers as another.
designers for the musical scenes have outdone the grandiosity established
at
in Ziegfeld Follies
the finale number being the most spectacular filmed at the studio. ... In it, eight major stars are on the stage at
once, competing with a 150-voice choir and a 100-piece symphony orchestra.
The film ends with a sweeping medley of Kern’s recent songs
It
topped by Sinatra singing Kern’s biggest hit, OF Man River.
Ijiograjjhy of a

of DeLong Bob Pins losing

Why?

This month
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MGM

Quality ^Manufacturers for Over 50 Drears

BOB PINS

SAFETY PINS
HAIR PINS
PINS
SNAPS'
HOOKS & EYES
HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS
.
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a fitting climax to a very pleasurable evening of music.

.

.

.

.
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By Mary Callahan
Backstage with BETTY GARRETT,

ME

Here Are The Latest Developments

star of

On The Hollywood

Here, too, Peter Pan's Merry-Go-Round

Social Front

"CALL

MISTER".

bra wins enthusiastic applause!

MARRIAGES
The

marriage on October 14th
Mexico, of Lois Andrews
and actor Steve Brodie was announced
recently in Hollywood by Lois’ first husband, George Jessel. Lois’ second marriage to singer David Street was annulled.
in

secret

Tijuana,

eter

Pan makes

-GO-ROUND

-

with Circular Bias.

Tom

Brown and Barbara Gormley were
married in Sacramento on November 9th.
Comedian Lou Costello acted as Mr.
Brown’s best man.

The rumor
will

still

Wynn

persists that Evie

become Mrs. Van Johnson

she divorces Keenan.

as

BRASSIERES -GIRDLES
U6 EAST 27 ST., N.Y. 16

pcKa PAa

Bandleader Charlie Barnet married Rita
Merritt in Tijuana on October 4th.

soon as

\

GodJacobson on

Paulette Goddard’s moiher, Alta
dard, married

November

Donald

C.

3rd in the Little Church of

the West, Las Vegas.

Actress-author Ilka Chase, who divorced
her second husband, actor’s agent 'Wil-

liam Murray in Nevada
Norton Sager

ried Dr.

York on December

last

month, mar-

Brown

of

New

8th.

Stage actress Marianne Stewart became
the bride of stage and screen actor Louis

Calhern in

New York on November

CONCEALS SANITARY
NAPKINS or TAMPONS

sani-case

25th.

HYGIENIC PLASTIC CASE

BIRTHS
Holm, star of the New York stage
Oklahoma!, and currently appearing
in 20th Century-Fox films, became the
mother of a son, Daniel Schuyler Dunning, on November 5th.
Miss Holm is
the wife of Schuyler Dunning, airlines
Celeste
hit,

executive.

Sani-Case keeps your secret— while
it keeps a sanitary napkin or supply of tampons always handy. Fits
conveniently into purse or desk
drawer
keeps sanitary needs
.

.

.

(tissues too) fresh

A

and

clean.

product of STOR-AID, Fifth Ave., N. Y.

KQf;

°i 5
If

& 10c, Dept., Drug Stores

unavailable

in

your city,

mail coupon.

PROCTOR
The only iron that
Stands on

its

own

lifts itself!

cool legs at

the touch of a button, saves
lifting 2V2 tons in an ordi-

nary ironing day. See
your Proctor Dealers.
''No

lift.

..No

tilt.

it

at

..No twist"

STOR-AID,

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Reynolds— she’s Marjorie Reynolds, the

Paramount actress—

became the parents of
on November 19th.

a daughter, Linda,

Inc., Dept. F-4
347 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me.
.sani-case(s) at 50c each,
phis 10c to cover postage and packing for
one or more. I enclose $
Indicate color
Brown or
Ivory.
.

—Q

Q

NAME
Bandleader Bob Crosby, brother of Bing,
[Please turn the page'\

It'5

new.

. .

it's

exclusive...

it's

.

PROCTOR
Proctor Eiectric Company,

ADDRESS
In

Canada add

10c

Philadelphia 40, Pa.
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Motion Picture’s Bulletm Board

AT LAST!

[Continued from page 111]

A HAND CREAM

became the father of a son born Novem-

THAT HELPS KEEP

Blonde bombshell Betty Hutton gave
birth to a daughter, Lindsay, on November 23rd.
Betty is married to camera
manufacturer Ted Briskin.

Paramount

IS

J

^u/htier /

of the

actor

^V^^en fully recuperated from an auto-

mobile accident, which resulted in the
premature birth and death of a baby
daughter, Ann Miller tvill divorce her
husband, Reese Milner.
Laraine Day filed suit to divorce Ray
Hendricks on November 20th and is curreiulv being linked romantically vith
Leo Durocher, manager of the Brooklyn
Dodgers.

HAND CREAM
Luxor contains Carbamide, the ingredient long familiar to surgeons,
which helps relieve the tiny cracks

The Conrad Nagels— she’s Lynn

Merrick,

Ciolumhia actress— have separated.

and scratches that make hands look
red. feel rou^h!

The

^
n
m
M
A
^
^
W
V
A
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A
When They Use This New
-Minute Home Shampoo n
SAFE
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo A
helps keep light hair from darkening— bright- M
1 1

ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous highlights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at lOc,

drug and department

CHECKED /AT A JIFFY
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,
and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication developed by Dr. D. D. Dennis positively
relieves that cruel, burning itch.
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription,

A few drops of OUTGRO in the crevice of the toenail bring: blessed relief from tormenting pain of innail and so toughens the tender skin underneath the nail that it resists the ingrowing nail.
When clipped, the toenail should grow naturally.
OUTGRO is available at aP druj» counters.
Whitehall Pharmacal Company, New York 16,N.Y.

Sterling silver ladies ring in
new lovely pattern, eet with
brilliant white etone. Given
for Belling 4 boxes Rosebud

Salve at 25c each, remitting
the $1 .00. Order 4 salve by
Ic post card. You can sell
thesalvein a fewhourR.(Wiii
mailringand 4 salveNOW if
you Bend $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO.,
WOODSBORO,
Box 41
MARYLAND.

DRAWforMONEY
Artist!

Vera-Ellen, movie actress and dancer, ob-

j:H<4IUjn

[viOMEH]
Women

go wild about “Form-Tailored”
Lingerie — new, glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workmanship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine holsery. girdles and underwear
want
If you
for the whole family.
money, full or spare time, write today
illustrated
beautiful,
for
complete.
Style
Equipment sent ABSOLUTELY

on November 27 in Los
Angeles from Robert Hightower. They
were married in New York in 1941.

Your Spare
a Fascinating Hobby and

Time

Jack LaRue, wife of the screen
tough guy, is in Reno to obtain a divorce.

Afrs.

for

WSA

TWO ART OUTFITS FURVETERANS!

NISHED.

available under

FREE BOOK

Course

Bill.

Ann Rutherford and David May
nounced

details!

gives

Studio 962 H.

It

Washinoton

D. C.

5.

Send your booklet and

Name

15

full

15th St..

particulars.

AGE

Street

City

Zone

N.

State

W.

WORLD’S STAR-MALLOCH
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Dept. A-38

WE WILL PAY YOU
FOR SELLING

50 - $1

Demand

^25

ASSORTMENTS

for our Birthday and All Ocyour profit 50c. It
casion Cards. Sell for $1
Write for samples today.
costs nothing to try

Great

—

MERIT card CO., Dept. L
St., Newark 2, N.

an-

70 William

their separation.

J.

Una Merkle

plans to start divorce proceedings in Florida against her aviation
executive husband, Donald L. Burla.

WOMEN AND

l.'iEN,

18

tO

SO

Many Swedish Massage graduates make $50,
S75 or even more oer week. Large full time In::omes from doctors, hospitals. Baoatorlurr.'.
clubs or private practice. Others make good
Lmone v n spare time. You can win indepenk

1

DEATHS

i

dence and preoare for future security by training at home and qualifying for Diploma. Anatomy Charts and
.12

Airs.

Leon

Errol,

the

former

Stella

Chatelaine, a Ziegfeld Follies beauty,
died in Hollywood on November 8th
following a cerebral hemorrhage.

—

-page II lustrated Book FREE Nowl
College of Swedish Massage

^llThe
Deo. 761 B. lOOE.OhioSt. Chicago 11

What

gives each

a guiding

Hollywood

lost

one of

its

finest character

when Donald Meek, 66, died on
Novembei 18th of leukemia. The vetactors

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART

—

FREE.

—

In

Profitable Career!
Study Art the
way.
pleasant and interesting
Commercial Art. Designing. Cartooning all in ONE complete course.
No
previous art experience necessary
hundreds have profited by our practical step-by-step methods since 1914.

With Form
Tailored

tained a divorce

Troined Artists are Capable of
Earning $50, $60, $75 a Week
draw at home

—

—

fore Thanksgiving.

grown

stores.

A

W
A
M
M
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July 11th marriage of actress Judith

Anderson and theatrical producer Luther
Greene lasted only four months. They
announced their separation shortly be-

to

J

New York

DIVORCES AND DIVORCE RUMORS

NOT GREASY!

Learn

Y

y
y

ber 19th.

NOT STICKY —

Be An

S

Wendell Corey, recently
stage, and Mrs. Corey
became the parents of a son on Novem-

• AND

• •

Blonde Mothers
and Children

ber 23rd.

HANDS SOFTER,
SMOOTHER

V
V

eran actor was born in Glasgow, Scotland,
and came to Hollywood in 1929 where
he appeared in hundreds of movies and

became famous

for

his

Milquetoast characters.

portrayals

of

file

mark

Like lighted street
signs, after dark?

INDEX TABS
At Stationery Departmentt Everywhere

.

.
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Let’s Gossip
[Continued from page 30]

any “secret” that her ambition
a bride. She’s

made

it

is

three times

to be

now

in

twenty-two years.
Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball came as
Mr. and Mrs. Pirate, Dinah Shore as a
Western beauty and George Montgomery
a cowboy. Ann Rutherford was one of
the prettiest of all in black lace stockings

and

FREE SAMPLES
Read

this thrilling: news! You don’t pay one penny
ever, for your choice of gorgeous new dress in your
own favorite style, size and color. Select your dress

She told us she was sup-

tulle skirt.

posed to be a Folies Bergere chorine.
The entertainment for the evening was
kid games— and the stars themselves did
the performing. Esther Williams, Janet
Blair

and Shirley Temple

from more than 100 newest Harford Frocks

it's yours just for sending orders for only 3
dresses for your friends, neighbors, or members of
your family. That’s all 1 Not one cent to pay now or at
any other time— everything supplied without cost!

tried to guess

their husbands’ noses, inserted in

slits

Experience Not Needed

in

Imagine showing your friends and neigh-

a black cloth.

who

styles

— and

Janet was the only one
guessed right.

bors a vast complete selection of gorgeous,
exquisitely-designed Harford Frocks— more
than 100 styles, all sizes, and scores of beautiful fabrics in the season’s latest colora and
patterns— as well as hosiery, lingerie, sportswear, suits, coats, children's wear, etc. Your
friends and neighbors will be eager to give
you their orders when they see the beauty

Marilyn Maxwell and David Street tied
on blindfolds and tried to eat an apple
together.
Looked like fun— for both of

••

•

Use Spare Time

of the styles, the huge selection, and leam
the
PRICES.
And for sending orders for only 3 dresses at
the low regular prices,
SELECT

LOW MONEY-SAVING

YOU CAN
YOUR OWN DRESS TO BE SENT TO YOU

without paying one cent for it! And this
thrilling plan does not stop with only one
dress! You can go right on getting dress after
dress, until you have a complete wardrobe!

’em.

Gorgeous Style Presentation Sent FREE I

For one whole evening the sophisticated stars acted like kids, proving again
it’s more fun to play make-believe than
anything.

—

we send you gorgeous style presentation showing scores of latest fashions with actual sample fabrics in dresses, lingerie, children’s wear, sportswear,
Yes

$22.00 in a

up

trying to spark

Lindstrom

flew

besides.

to

be

with

his

— Max Mehl also paid Mr. Brownlee
of Georgia $1000.00 for a coin. Mrs.
I)owty,Texas,$400.00 forhalf dollar.
Mr. Manning, of New York, received
•

$2500.00

r

wo, e

.

forone silverdollar. Mrs.G.
$740 for a few old coins.

Adams, Ohio,

„.'WILLPAY$100TO$300FORADIIVIE

Liberty Head Nickel (not
i hundreds
ButfalcU and
of other amazing prices for

coins. I am looking for old coins, bills,
stamps. Send
4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder and
further dewiis. It may mean much profit to

you. Write today ^
Bldg., Fort Worth,
I

Lee Marshall, who usecl to share
ing cards with Herbert Marshall.
it’s

B.

MAX MEHL, 140 Mehl

(Largest Hare Coin Establishment

in

U. S.)

Lee’s been spending a lot of time at
Palm Springs these days, which is where

Bob, too. He hops down there
every time he gets a minute or two off

Bitter

winds

scufiy,

overheated houses

from

a-g-o-n-y for the asthmatic

his

movie chores.

.

. .

wonder winter

snow, slush
...

. .

no

usually spells

who

has not yet tried Dr. R. SchifF-

mann’s Asthmador! Take
pity on the poor sufferer... tell
him how Asthmador's rich,
aromatic fumes cur right

SPOTTED ELLEN DREW

and Sy Bartthe writing spouse she just shed via
the local divorce mills, snuggling up in
public at La Rue’s. They looked mighty
lett,

friendly for two people

who

couldn’t get

along together under the same roof.
“No, this is not a reconcilation,” they

through congestion, let in lifeair, help reduce the se-

verity of the attack. Tell

to ignite

when

sleep, or

him

Asthmador powder
too stuffed

up to
smoke an Asthma-

he's

dor

cigarette anytime, anywhere. No costly sprays to buy

— nothing

to take internally

—

Asthmador way. The
leading inhalant — sold under
a money-back guarantee.
tested

Maybe

not.

But they decided

[Please turn the page']

to try

’"rcS'C

giving

just welcon^i. relief the time-

told us.

a

fo**

myself

ordetirur

1

FREE.

ADDRESS .

cmr„

NOW— for

Top-Pay Career

Fewer have trained for Accounting in recent years. Yet
government regulations and taxes demand more boolrkeepers and accountants. Good opportunity now to enter
this growing, well-paying field. After short period of
sparetime training, you can take accounting position and continue study on the job. Interesting, free 48-page booklet
describes opportunities and requirements in Accounting
and tells how you can prepare quickly and at moderate
cost. Write for "Accountancy, The Profession That Pays.”

G.

I.
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LASALLE
A

EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
Correspondence Institution

417 S. Dearborn St.,0ept.

230-H

Chicago S,

UJflGnER£a
"PICK-UP"

call-

you’ll find

INC.

^

gorgeous wife during her Broadway stage
show. From this end it looks like everything’s hunky-dory, as usual.

seems to go for
ladies a few years his senior.
A while
back it was be-dimpled Sonja Henie. Now

r«t

fl

mo

Please rash

Style Ehreaoatation

study KCOimiTIlie

Dr.

ROBERT WALKER

warn to
3 <Jr«sa©9 for

MAIL COUPON NOW!

somebody was

a dull evening.

east,

week cash

INC.,
M002, CINCIMNATI as. omo

i

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

about a
bust-up between Ingrid Bergman and her
Dr. Peter Lindstrom had everybody in
town frantically checking his gossip
sources.
Including Ingrid, who spent
hours on the long-distance wire trying to
find out who started it. And why.
to think

—

HARFORD FROCKS,
Dept. P-9002,

THAT WILD-EYED RUMOR

We’re inclined

HARFORD FROCKS,
'

etc.— ABSOLUTELY FREE. No money
needed. Don’t miss this opportunity to get complete
wardrobe for yourself
with chance to earn up to

suits,coats,

Urug

stores^

III.
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Let’s Gossip
[Continued from page 113]

again once before. And who knows?
been toting a torch tha-a-a-t high ever
since Ellen got her first papers.
it

Sy’s

DOUBLE FEATURE
Chocolate Bar

LUCILLE BALL and

Desi Arnaz just
celebrated their sixth wedding anniversary,

now

but

pop up with more
Yep, they’re gonna get
over again— this time in a

wedding

plans.

married

all

they

“Last time it was a justice of the peace
in Connecticut,” Lucille told us.
“But

Starring In

“Vacation

In

Reno.” anRKORadio Production

You Get These

VITAMINS
In

Every Bar

A

4000

I.

U.*

Mg.*

Bi

1

Bj

2 Mg.*

C

30 Mg.*

D

400

I.

U.*

Niacinamide 10 Mg.

H

ERE’S
ment

. . .

double enjoydelicious

choc-

olate plus a full day’s
supply of SIX essential vitamins. For example. Vita
Sert contains 3 times as much
B 2 as the average of 246 major foods. Vita Sert is even
richer in five other vitamins.

now

we’re going to do it right— with a big
all the trimmings.”
They’re not sure just where yet. Maybe

ceremony and

And maybe

Hollywood, says Desi.
ago, Cuba.

Santi-

•These quantities are
100% of minimum Adult

SUSANNA FOSTER, who sort

daily requirements as set

up where she left off with Turhan Bey
when he joined the army, isn’t letting her

by U.

S.

Government.

of picked

romantic inclinations slow down that determination to study grand opera in
Switzerland.

be on

“I’ll

came stag, kept pretty much in the
background and went home early.
ally

church.
ANNE JEFFREYS

from Keenan, helped him find it. And
way things look now, she may be the
lady of that very same mansion come next
year and her final papers.
Evie and Van, incidentally, have been
doing a lot of night-club hopping these
evenings, and the dream boy always turns
out to be the life of the party. Quite a
change from the old days. Before
he started squiring Evie about, he usuthe

crossed

for

country

all

New York

before

“And keep your

fingers

my way

long,” she said.

me.

to

be driving

I’ll

cross-

alone.”

While she’s warbling in the Alps, we
doubt if Turhan will pine away from
loneliness. Audrey Totter’s very much in
town— and very willing to see that he has
entertainment of an evening.

NOW THAT LANA TURNER’S
Lawford off her list of
busy consoling himself with
that pretty Latin songbird, Liaa Romay.
They were the hit of the evening at the
Beverly Tropics with their sensational
rumba. Seems to us that floor should’ve
crossed

Peter

escorts, he’s

been made of

AND

HERE’S

asbestos!

ONE

BOB TAYLOR,
ALL THAT FUSS

about her dates with
Leo Durocher, manager of the Brooklyn
Dodgers, is plenty silly, Laraine Day tells
us.
She’s getting a divorce from Ray
Hendricks, she

says,

so what’s so sensa-

tional about a girl having dinner with

another man?
“He’s just a pal of mine,” she said.
“Anyway, now is no time to talk about
another romance.”
Laraine said it wasn’t any one thing
that caused her to split up with Ray.
“Just a lot of
“I guess

mon
If

things,” she said

my

strict

Mor-

you follow our clear home study instructions for
only a half hour each day, you should soon be playing
simple melodies.
Easy as A-B-C!
No tedious scales.
You learn to play real tunes by note right from the start!
Study any instrument you like for less than 7c a day\
If interested, send for Free Booklet and Print and Picture
sample. See how easy it is to learn music at home without
a teacher.
Mention your favorite inif

I

strument.
U. S. School of Music,
Bldg., N. Y. 10, N. Y.

362 Brunswick
'

FREE

BOOKLET

U. S. School of Music, 362 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Have you
Instrument?

Instrument

Name
(Please Print)

Address

to see to be-

who’s an old horse ex-

pert from way back, thought he was being
extra nice to Barbara Stanwyck the other

day when he presented her with a Tenneswalking horse. Barbara appreciated
the thought, thanked him sweetly and
promptly gave it back to him.

see

“There

was,”

she

told

us

grimly,

“nothing of a ‘walking’ nature about that
nag. He was a devil.”
Bob just grinned— and started looking
around for a better present to make his
beautiful wife happy. Make it jewelry.
Bob. Wee’ll bet she won’t give

THAT

back.

upbringing.”

©

You Can Read English

You Can Learn To Play Your Favorite Instrument
Yes,

little

you could blame

we had

Greer Carson, that dignified queen
of the “dramah,” cutting a mighty mean
rug at the Hollywood Palladium with
Richard Ney.
Louis B. Mayer should have been on
hand— he’d probably have gotten a new
idea for a Carson movie. Greer was in
there jitterbugging with the best of ’em—
and holding her own with those teen-age
jive hounds!
lieve:

CORNEL WILDE,
WELL, BOBBY SOXERS,
latest

here’s Van’s

The Johnson lad, after
camping out in hotel rooms, has
bought himself a house. And a

address.

who’s fascinated by
Gregory Ratoff’s Russian accent, started
imitating the fiery director a little while
He’s now^ot his voice down so

years of

back.

finally

pat he phones everybody in town and

right fancy one, too!
“It’s the

old Cedric Gibbons estate near

Santa Monica,” he tells us. “High up on
a hill. Lots of privacy.”
We hear tell he parted with a cool
$100,000 to get the deed.
Evie Wynn, who’s working on a divorce

pretends he’s Ratoff.
But the “mad Russian” is getting even.
When he answers the phone, he rasps:
“This is the original Ratoff— not that

cheap imitation.”
Gregory, incidentally,
troubles these days.

is

Those

having real
thieves

who

—
robbed his Beverly Hills mansion got
away with $50,000 in Valuable antiques.
'They belonged,” he moaned, “to the
late Czar of Russia.
And I’ll probably

0*
never see ’em again.”

POWELL

DICK
and June Allyson are
scouting around for a bigger house. Say
the one they have now doesn’t have
enough rooms
Naturally,

in

it.

we demanded

to

know

if

they were planning on a larger family.

Naturally, they just grinned and refused to say more.

Help us build

%

THE CHESTER MORRIS

Hope

Institute

baby

is

few jnonths now, and when
arrives it’ll really be rocked in movie

in

a

due
“it”

tra-

dition.

model hospital for care
of advanced cancer patients
First

THE NATIONAL
CANCER EOCNDATION
85 FBANKLIN STREET •

NEW YORK

13, N. Y.

THROAT MISERY
• For

’

unpleasant hawking, coughing,
caused by colds, sinus and catarrh— use
this “old stand-by method” that thousands for 70 years have used . . . HALL’S

TWO-METHOD TREATMENT.

WRIST WATCHES FOR ALL

GIVEN
m
Perfect t i
e •
keepers^ Pour
popular models

Get a handsome watch for your very own. Given to you for
selling Garden Spot Seeds at 10c per packet and remitting
per catalog. Nothing to buy. Send forfOpkts seeds TODAY.
post card will do.
Paradise, Pa.
Lancaster County Seed Co.f Sta. 274

A

MOTHERHOOD

BACKACHES
ore

often

and

motherhood

strained

couse

So, to help these along, we’re bor-

ings.

rowing the rocker a lot of other stars
have used.”
Connie Moore owned it first. Before
she turned it over to Lee Bowman, she
tacked a little silver plaque on the headboard. Lee added another plaque before
he passed it on to the Dennis O'Keefes.
“Dennis stuck on another one and now
Ronald Colman and Benita flume have”
it,” Chester grinned.
“By the time we get
it, there’ll probably be so much silver it’ll

give

relief

•

.

;

JANE

WYMAN

a lot of sense as well as a lot of

good

Because she has strict ideas about
how her two kids are gonna be raised.
“Eor one thing,” says Janie, “no interviews about ’em. It’s a tough enough job
J^or Hollywoodites to raise kids without
their reading
about themselves and
getting an idea they’re important.”
Ronald Reagan agrees. And, although
they’ll let the photographers snap piclooks.

boy and

girl, that’s as

far as family publicity goes.

prompt effective
They support the

muscles, bring heat to painful
25c at druggists.

Spot.

ALLCOCK'S Porous Plasters

Sell

Tiine

THEN SURELY TRY THIS PROVEN
EASY SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR
Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!

AMAZING INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
Just try this System on your HAIR seven

Hair
proves she’s a gal with

tures of their little

by

bock*-

MAKE Spare

LONGER HAIR?

days and see if you are really enjoying
the pleasure of LONGER HAIR that
can capture Love and Romance for you.

be top-heavy!”

oches for years. Allcock's Porous
Plasters

DO YOU WANT

Loosens and

helps clear up phlegm-filled throat and nasal
congestion or money back. Ask your druggist. ’Write for FREE Vitamin and Health
Chart today! F. J. Cheney & Co. Dept. 32, Toledo, O.

Muscles

“It’s our first-born,” Chester told us,
“and we want it to have theatrical lean-

PROFITS

everyday GREETING CARDS

to earn extra CASH. Show lovely KveryGreeting Cards
Birthdays, “Get-Well’*,
SEND FOR 1 etc. Assortment for
of 14 sells for only $1.
(Take orders, make up to lOOo/o cash profit.
Gift
Stationery,
other Assortments.
on Approval I Wrappings, retail 60c up. START NOW—
* write
for samples now!
PHILLIPS CARD COMPANY. 708 Hunt St.. Newton. Mass.
j«y

SAMPLES

RITA HAYWORTH

breezed back from
Mexico with a beautiful tan acquired on
Errol Elynn’s yacht while it was anchored
in Acapulco Bay. Also a decided dislike
for her new hairdo— the short, blonde

scalp and hair conditions are normal
and the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can
be retarded by supplementing the natural
hair oils, it has a chance to get longer and
much more beautiful. Just try the easy

JIJELENE System 7 days and let your
mirror prove results. Your money back if
not delighted. See if JUELENE’S tendency
to help your hair to become softer, silkier,
more lustrous than it has been before in
just one short week helps your hair gain
its normal beauty. Mail the coupon now.

THRILLING RESULTS!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take advantage of this
Fully Guaranteed Introductory Offer
today, and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier,
longer hair and be envied by so many.
JUEL COMPANY, 4727 North Damen, Chicago 25, III.
Mail This

INTRODUCTORY COUPON!

JUEL COMPANY

one.

“As soon
this

May Get Longer

when

as

picture,

Orson

finishes

I’m going to

out,” she told us.

“Then

I’ll

with
let

it

me

grow

go back

to

Dept. M-642

4727 North Damen, Chicago 25. Ml.
Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn’t
show satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back,

in

nI

am

enclosing $1.00.
Send C.O.D. plus postage.

I
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I

being a redhead again.”

MOTION PICTURE Magazine
brings you MORE gossip
by MORE well-known wrlfers

Amen

to that, say we.

I

Rita’s the best-

looking carrot-top in town. We never
could understand why she wanted to compete with all the goldilocks. •

fl

I

NAME

j

j

ADDRESS
CITY
*^

I

STATE

Our Customers Participate in Gifts
At drug and department stores or by mail
druggist cannot supply you at this time.

1

If

your

I

J

Stars of

Tomorrow

LContinued from page 38]

light again. I was her pal, and we talked
about the neighborhoods we’d lived in as
kids.
Kentucky-born, Martha moved
there with her family at 4.

“We

downtown,” she

lived

back of the Fox Theater.

in

said, “right
I

was

stage-
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slice

of

across the stage, the acro-

and

let

I

got

my

week— I was

first

16

night-club

and had

just

graduated from high school— she’d separated from my father and was working
in a luncheonette as a waitress for $8 a
week and tips. Thirty-five coconuts a
week looked like a zillion to us. She
didn’t complain, but she worried that I
might be drinking and smoking. Each

will

I

little

theatrical ambitions.

job at $35 a

Ship C. 0. 0. I
pay postman
plus posUge.

i

acrobats
the audi-

she didn’t particularly encourage

girl, so

Ballco Products Co.. Dept. 2002
19 West 44th St.. New York 18. N. Y.
|

The
when

singer. She’d missed plenty of meals as a
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but

me take a bow. But I didn’t try it again.
“My mother had been a Chautauqua

10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
Enclosed find
$1.00. Send me

first,

bats pretended I was in the act

does it
risk infection, order today!

PLEASANT

at

ham bouncing

.

m

morning when I came home, she’d get up
and smell my breath. The club was the
Troc. It was on 52nd Street, Swing
Manhattan’s hot music paradise
You have to drink in a night
club, but the Ifartenders helped out by
giving me little jiggers of seltzer water
with a few drops of sauterne to color it
Street,

at the time.

and make

1151 Seward
Hollywood
VOGUE products;.:
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LEARN

Street
Calif.

POBTRAIT PAINTINQ
AT HOME

• Previous

art training or talent
necessary. This new Stuart
System teaches you, in
simple,
easy-to-follow
lessons,
to
make
exact charcoal and oil likenesses.
Guidance for your every step. Send
for free bools today.

NOT

H

121 Monument Circle, Room 672, Indianapolis 9, tnd.
Please send me free book and outline of lessons.
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Street
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Morning Coughs
Often Due to Bronchial Asthma
Do you cough and cough, especially mornings
at night? At times do you feel like you were
tearing yourself to pieces trying to get rid of
strangling mucus and still you choke, gasp for
breath, wheeze and often can’t sleep? The cause
of these devitalizing symptoms may be recurring
attacks of Bronchial Asthma. In such cases, the
very first dose of Mendaco, a physician’s prescription, usually goes right to work thru the blood
helping relax that clogged up stuffy feeling in
the bronchial tubes, then helps Nature loosen and
remove thick, strangling phlegm. This helps you
get good fresh air into your lungs and promotes
restful sleep, which is a natural aid to greater
energy. Mendaco is not a smoke, injection or
spray, but is in tasteless tablets which you take
exactly according to simple directions at meals.
Mendaco must satisfy in every way or your money
back is guaranteed. Don’t cough and choke, don’t
lose sleep another night, because of recurring
attacks of Bronchial Asthma, without trying
and

That isn’t going to lielp her career
along any, but it isn’t too important.
What is important is that, when I first

was very proud of my ability to do
somersaults and I ran out and somer-

ence went wild over this

ejected.
all! Don’t

with me.

jammed with

were startled

pearance, invite criticism.
Now your blackheads can be
removed in seconds, scientifically, and easily, without injuring or squeezing
the skin. VACUTEX creates
a gentle vacuum around the
blackhead, cleans out hard-toreach places in a jiffy. Germ
laden hands never touch the
skin. Simply place the direction finder over your blackhead, draw back extractor
and it’s out. Release exiractor

lot, is shy and uncommunicative when
talking to a reporter. At least she was

walked

saulted across the stage.

ap«

it look like whiskey. Mother
could never make up her mind whether
those few drops of sauterne would prove
a bad influence on me.”
(Ed. Note: Martha is now appearing
in the Broadway musical. Park Avenue,
and has won high praise from the critics
for her performance and her beauty.)
Doll Face, in which Martha sang
Hubba Hubba, was her first picture. But
Lloyd Bacon, the veteran director of her
new one, says she’ll not be just a musical
comedy performer for very long.
“Martha has everything,” Bacon declared. “She has a beautiful face and
figure, she’s a gifted dancer, has a luscious
voice. But I’ll go on record with a pre-

diction:

when

to screen

as fine

an

IT
with

more accuspacing— timing— she’ll be

she becomes

tomed

actress as Bette Davis!”

WAS quite a contrast, after chatting
to

interview Peggy

who was given the
Amber, only to have
taken away and given to Linda Darnell

the

little

title

role in Forever

it

Martha
Cummins,

free-and-easy-going

the

Stewart,

Irish girl

Jiit£LJQa.ojj.Lhs of

shooting.

the studio’s press boys
the top star prospect on

the

their turn, I just couldn’t restrain myself.
I

barrassing. They clog

girls say is

and the stagehands let me hang
around in the wings and watch the acts.
One day, while some acrobats were doing
struck

pores,

whom

Peggy,

and

into

the

studio

stars,

commissary,

famous

character

and starlets, the only person I
asked “Who’s that?” about was this same
Peggy Cummins.
That’s

how

she hits a lot of people.

She has q glow about her round, exquisite
face. Almost everybody at Fox says she
is

also a terrific performer, though, for

one reason or another, she was withdrawn from tw'O other pictures— Cluny
Brown (in order to test for Amber) and
Bob, Son of Battle. In the latter picture,
she was judged too old for the role, which
was handed over to Peggy Ann Garner.
For Amber she was considered too young.

Too Young or Too Old,
my theme song as a Hollywood

“I’m Either
that’s

actress,” she told

But

me.

after a year of being given

good

then having them taken away,
Peggy has really got started in Hollywood.
When I talked with her, she was playing
the daughter of Ronald Colman in The
Late George Apley, and doing a magnificent job, according to the executives who
have seen the rushes.
parts,

who has appeared in
what she thought was
the main difference between the movies
made in London and Hollywood.
“Over there,” she explained, “they
take it easier. There is less rush and
bustle and they pay much less attention
I

asked Peggy,

British pictures,

Because the studios in
dose to London, they get
almost all their character actors from
the stage. Our character actors, even those
who have very small bit parts, arc into small details.

England are

so

variably good.”
I

asked Peggy

how

she

felt

when

she

Amber. Did she
cry?
“I was upset,” she replied, which
was an understatement much more characteristically British than Irish. As a
lost

the juicy role of

matter of

fact,

Peggy, not unnaturally,

was heartbroken. I suggested that anyone would have been, under the circumstances.
“I will say,” she added, “that Amber
the kind of part, the once in a lifetime
role, that every actress dreams of playing.
But perhaps it’s just as well I didn’t get
is

such a big chance right at the beginning
of my Hollywood career. Perhaps it
would dwarf all my subsequent parts, fo’’
how could I hope to top it?”
That’s a real trouper’s philosophy.
Ben Lvon, the one-time silent star, was

Loiulon with his wife, Bebe Daniels,
I'eggy was making her sensation

ill

Doctor^ hmila

PEPS UP
lAZY BILERight

Way

to Relieve

CONSTIPATION

and Feel “Tip-Top” In Morning!
doesn’t flow freely every day from
bladder into your intestines
constipation with its headaches and that
“half-alive” feeling often result So pep
up your lazy bile secretion and see how
much better you should feel! Just try
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets used so successfully for years by Dr. F. M. Edwards
for his patients with constipation and
sluggish bile.
Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are
wonderful! They not only stimulate bile
How to help digest fatty foods but also
help keep you regular. Get a box today.
If bile

your

\b<t,

—

gall

Follow label directions.

30f!.

when

Ben

as Fuffy.

new

is

now

the head of 20th’s

talent department.

“Everyone who has seen the rushes of
The Late George Apley,” said Ben Lyon,
“agrees that when Zanuck found Peggy
Cummins he made one of the greatest
acting discoveries of his career.

London

saw her in

in

When we

Junior

Miss,

Ttt>o smart hair-dos from a single
Tip-Top setting— Tip-Top shows
you how to do it at home!

neither Bebe nor I could understand
why one of the British film companies
hadn’t signed her to a long-term contract. To me, she brought to the stage

and beauty seldom equaled
anywhere. In addition, she has a great
comic ability. The girl is a great artist.”
a freshness

CHARLES RUSSELL, who

is

plaving

young man opposite Peggy
in The Late George Apley, was our next
Star of Tomorrow. There is nothing retthe romantic

Charming by day. You need no
skill to set exciting new

special

hair styles with

Tip-Top Curlers.

icent or shy aliout Cliarlie, a gay, bounc-

ing young felloM' full of quips and zip.
“f had my first bit in Cajjtain Eddie,
blit I was on the tvrong raft in the pic-

one Fred MacMurray teas
avay from the camera each time I had a line to speak that
the director would gi\e it to some other
ture, not the

on. I\’e tvere so far
.
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Charlie has an arresting, mischietous
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NOREEN

Fred’s raft.

oil

wanted

dam ing
New York,

face, rather

square in sluqie, and

black eyes.

He was

born in

played some stock in the East then, like
thousands of other inexperienced youngsters, headed for Holhivood. The couple
of hundred dollars he'd saved up was
soon exhausted and Charlie lived with
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How much lovelier you
look, under the sun or
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when Tip-Top
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turn
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possible, Tip-Top gives you soft, naturallooking hair beauty. You’ll wonder that
you ever found your hair unmanageable
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"Professional Hair Styling at Home".
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money

Home”.
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2-hand professional radio style at one sitting! Pun!
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check,
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Waving a big welcome on her first visit
to New York is one of Warners’ stars,
Janis Paige, who’s now in Love and Learn

judi
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World”
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Box 488, Windsor, Ontario
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Engel Art Comers
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to use for mounting prints, cards,
stamps, etc. Six styles andcolors.

New Poc-kets permit filing negatives in back of prints. At photo
supply and album counters or send

The

test

Engel ArtCornersMfg.Co
Dept. 43-P*

4711 N.ClarkChlcagolO

Get Well

QUICKER
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Due to a Cold
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Extra
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Money Every Day
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sm CORMS
INSTANTLY RELIEVE PAIN!
sign of sore toes from tight shoes, use
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads and you’ll stop corns before

At the

was shown around and

S. P.

Eagle, then an independent producer releasing through 20th, signed him.

“That

first

they develop! If you
have corns, these soothing pads will give you
instant relief. Separate

Medications included

removing corns.
Cost but a trifle. Get a
box today!
for

DtScholls Zino-pads

so easy

very

all

me

sent for

to

come out for
do some

more stock, to learn something. But I
came back and found it was a great picture I was in— fine director, elegant story,
great cast— Ronald Colman, Edna Best
and Peggy Cummins, who is breath-tak-

Fred Kohlmar, producer of The Late
George Apley, thinks Charlie has what it
takes to make a star. Kohlmar pointed
out that the screen, unlike the stage, is
more a medium for personality than for
acting. “Otherwise,” he said, “why should

we choose

this

young woman or man out

of the hundreds

Many

we

see in screen tests.

of the others have dramatic train-

have stage experience. It’s hard
to define what the ones who are signed
do have. Charlie, whom I have always admired but never before employed because
I had no role in a picture for him, projected something from the screen in his
ing, often

film test that

made me

say, ‘That’s

it.’

picture.

Somewhere

and such fun, I didn’t take acting
in Somewhere in the

seriously

grinned. “And this summer, disgusted
with Hollywood, I went back to New
York. I found the big town very invigorating. I love that counter in Liggett’s
drug store where I used to jerk sodas.

Fox

first

saw her co-starred with that
crafty performer, John Hodiak.
“Your performance in that picture
drew some terrible slams,” I remarked.
“The critics said you were wooden. They
were brutal.”
A twinkle appeared in Nancy’s starlike eyes. “Of course,” she told me. “But
I expected the notices to be much worse
than that. You see, I’d never had any
acting experience, never even played in
college plays. And the test I made was
in the Night,

Night.”

this one, I rebelled. I rvanted to

Her

zine covers.

first picture of mine was directed by
Lewis Milestone who was so swell to me
that I decided all the bad things actors
in New York had told me about Hollywood was wrong. But then I did a couple
of other movies and I could see what
they’d meant.” Russell, 28 and boyish,

ingly beautiful in certain scenes, playing
opposite me.”

10c for pkg. of lUO and free samples
,

checks.

but hadn’t the price to get one.”

‘AV’hen

AddressCity-

brown

was two inches too short.
“I still get calls from studio prop men
i\ho have seen that test. They ask where
they can get one like it for use in a horror
picture. I also needed a haircut that day,
“It

women
great charm and beauty
the center of attraction at any
ball or party
are unable to wear glamorizing
attire because of ugly psoriasis lesions. Are you
among this unfortunate number? If you are try
SIROIL. It may alter the entire situation for
you. SIROIL tends to remove the crusts and
scales of psoriasis which are external in character
and located on the outer layer of the skin. If or
when your psoriasis lesions recur, light applications of SIROIL will help keep them under control. Applied externally SIROIL does not stain
clothing or bed linens, nor does it interfere in
any way with your daily routine. Try it. Certainly it’s worth a trial, particularly since it’s
offered to you on a two-weeks’-satisfaction-or-

SIROIL

chance to do a screen test came. “What
a day that was,” he said. “I hd^ a cold
and a friend gave me a drink of whiskey,
which was a very bad idea. Another
friend loaned me a suit of clothes, made

up

Many women of
who would be

money-refunded

Tomorrow

[Continued from page 117]

She is a chatterer, but a gay and wholesome and very entertaining one. As I
studied her, and listened to her bluestreak conversation, I decided she could

become a very great star indeed, if she
kept on wanting to be one. I mean, with
her heart.
She has the intelligence and the energy
and, above all, the beauty. But Nancy,
born of well-to-do parents, lacks one of
the driving forces that often makes* stars.
Stardom cannot give her security, because
she has that already. She was born with
it, will not go hungry if she quits acting
today.

Nancy accepted

those dreadful notices
picture as a challenge which
she intends to meet. She’ll learn to act,
for she has what it takes to learn and

on her

first

the studio that starred her in her very
picture can give her the best coach-

first

ing instruction in the \vorld.

The only question in my mind is how
Nancy— this rich, healthy, beautiful

long

girl— will continue to care about acting
as a profession. After the first thrill is
gone, there’s plenty of boredom. And
natural, honest people like Nancy often
tire

At

quickly of basking in the spotlight.
it’s an artificial, strenuous life

best,

that only the supremely ambitious person enjoys.

talked about Nancy with Robert
I
Palmer, the lot’s casting director. “Most
important thing in Nancy’s favor right
now is her face,” he said. “She looks like

He’s handsome without being too goodlooking, has a fine voice and can act, but
what he was chosen for was something
else— the hard-to-describe personality
that’s a little different from that of every-

something any
home.”

one

Right now she’s certainly a
green pea but doing an astounding job
in The Brasher Doubloon. She has highly
emotional scenes in her role as a neurotic
girl. You’ve talked to her and know, that

else in pictures.”

HAD

American

girl

you

see

on maga-

I

asked, “can

like to take

you teach a novice

like her to act?”

“Yes,

Nancy

looked forward eagerly to meetI
ing our next Star of Tomorrow. She’s
Nancy Guild, the girl who got the golden
apple— the chance at stardom— without
seeking it.
Nancy’s a beauty, the outdoor type, but
a streamlined and lovely version of the
typical

“But,”

man would

if

she has the intelligence,

and

has.

in playing a neurotic, she surely is not
being herself. And her real quality

just

her wholesomeness, comes through when
she is straightened out at the end of the
picture. It convinces you that neurotic

girls

made normal.
anything on it.”

can be

I’d bet

fpROVES WONDERFUL

SKIN RASHES

I

She’ll

be a

star.

CONRAD

JANIS, the last of our 20th
Century-Fo.x prospects, grew up in New
York against the most unusual background of any of his fellow starlets.

who

Conrad,

and

18

is

sallow,

is

UP TO

8 lbs.

the

son of an art critic and connoisseur,
Sidney Janis. When he was small, the

and

writers

greatest

10 DAYS

IN

outstanding

the

modernistic and surrealist painters were
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Snafu and played in several Broadhe got his big chance in
Margie, the Fox Technicolor musical in
which he portrays a 1928 high school

one

after this

Lynchburg, Va.

is

O. M., Brooklyn.
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meals daily, and watch your inches and
of ugly fat disappear as if by magic.
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10-DAY FREE TRIAL

on him
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you do not lose at least 8 pounds in the
ten days after you faithfully follow Dr.
Hayunga's safe, easy plan, we will promptly
refund your money. Take advantage of this
sensational money-back offer NOW. You
Have Nothing to Ijose Except Your Weight.

Fie looks like an intellectual boy,
sensitive and book-loving. He has deepa slow

but enchanting smile.
out of stardom,” he told
me, “a wife and a couple of kids.”
eyes,

hope

If

first

high school.”

a real

a grave, thoughtful young-

ster.

WAY-LESS CO., Dept. F22
275 Seventh Ave., N. Y .C. I, N. Y.
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young man able

have the
feeling that he is going to turn out to be
one of the finest young actors in America.
He had a difficult part in Margie. Once
he understood the character, he played

Cummins

— $2.50 State
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to express himself naturallv.
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too tvhen they see him on the screen.
“Being in high school on the screen tvas
lots more fun,” he explained, “than I
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starvation
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prominent physician,
founder of New York's
LutheranHospital, tried,
tested and proved this

profession.

me about Conrad.
Mr. King, whose dozens of great pictures
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comjjany of Junior Miss, played with the
for twenty months, had the best
time of his life and decided to stay in the

company

Henry King, one
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tvas a little boy,
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But, though he has
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the group within
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enough to give her heart and soul to the
trying work of being an actress.
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Most popular
ably,

pretty

is

town, unquestionMarilyn Buferd, Miss

girl in

America of 1946. Since signing a
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Germain got
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for their 5-

year-old son, John.
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to be the wife of a genius!
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Residents of southern Texas are probably still wondering why the early
morning streamliner, the Burlington
Rocket, roused the countryside with ex-

powerful whistle one
ayem recently. Cause of the commotion

cited blasts of

its

was the Rocket’s “guest engineer,” Gene
Autry,

who

rode the cab of the giant

Diesel locomotive from Fort Worth to
Houston. Gene was once a railroad man
gets a thrill out of

and he still
herd on them thar iron horses.”

himself,
“ridin’

^

TRAINED PRACTICAL

.

pl^

GmdwSle learning. NURSE’S OUTFIT and Placement
Write now for
Tnce included®- EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
pages.
facts and fascinating FREE sample lesson
INC.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING,Illinois

2301 N. Wayne

Ave., Dept.!-- 27. Chicago 14,

new

labor-saving

gadget,

resist

went

overboard in more ways than one
power-driven lawn
for a fancy
mower recently. Intrigued wdth being able to ride the machine as he

moived the spacious lawn around
his San Fernando Valley home,

Wayne

piloted the

mower

as

if

it

w ere one of the cayuses he has ridden
in Western epics. It was great sport
until John tried to cut a sharp turn
and was thrown from his automatic
grass cutter into a clump of rose
bushes. John now testifies that lying on a bed of roses is just a thora
Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing: scalv skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non • staining Dermoll.

in the side!

Thousands do for scalv
spots on body or scalo.
Grateful users, often after
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disapneared and
they enjoyed the thrill of * fTear <;k!n aealn.

Dermo

manv doctoT*s and |« barked by a positive agree
reto elve definite benefit In 2 weeks or money is
funded without question. Send lOc ^stamps or com) for gentesx
erous trial bottle to make our famous “One Snot Test
It yourself. Results mav surprise you. Write today for y^r
test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
plainly. Don't delay^ Sold by biqqett and Walqreen Drug
Is

your “course of true love”
O’Shea turned down a
Michael
stories:
very good offer to do an Eastern personal
appearance tour because he didn’t want

Add

used by

ment

.

Mme

a

“jail

Column. As an American

A

switch

bait”

girl

em-

in

casting brings
picture,

Best party of the month was the* Hollyw’ood Press Photographers’ Ball, wdth
Hollyw’ood’s stars invited to “come
dressed as your childhood ambition.”
Most surprising couple was Diana
Lynn and Henry Willson, who had
broken their engagement just a few
weeks previously. Marlene Dietrich came

Burt Lancaster.
Dorothy Lamour was the sensation of
the evening as a circus bearded ladycomplete with beard. Shirley Temple
came as Alice in Wonderland, Carmen
Miranda as herself, Greer Garson as a
Western dance hall queen and Ann
Rutherford as a French can-can dancer.
Most comical getup was Joan Davis
in a big turtle neck sweater. She explained: “I ahvays wanted to be a

w'ith

this to

to leave the vicinity of Virginia Mayo.
few days later Sam Goldwvn

i

sweater girl.”
Errol Flynn didn’t show up, so we will
have to carry on without knowing about
his childhood ambition.

Jane Greer thinks we
expose the she-wolves of
Hollywood. The idea intrigues us.
Pretty

should

Maybe we

John Wayne, w ho can never
a
Splendid income, new social contacts, and the
satisfaction of serving humanity can be yours
NURSE.
as a
Ages 18 to 55. High School not necessary. Traming
welcomed by physicians. Prepare in spare bm®'

plays

Stromberg’s Personal

Despite their marital problems. Jack

/

FOR TRIAL SEND NO MONEY —
SAMPLES
A
Knd name

Ball

Hunt

not as the murderer, but as the

On the 7th of every month Rita
Hayworth and Orson Welles celebrate some sort of a very special—
and very private — anniversary.

State
and Address

Lucille
role in

George 'Zanders into the

l

Address

Lives.

derer.

l

Name

Our

hero.

gether for a birthday party

252 Brownatone Bldg.. Covington. Kentucky
Without obligation, please send me, free and postpaid. Test Bottle of BROWNATONE arid interesting
'
illustrated booklet. Check shade wanted:
Blonde to Medium Brown
Q Dark Brown to Black

of

ployed as a taxi dancer in London,
she cooperates with Scotland Yard
and becomes a lure to trap a mur-

Alice Faye and Phil Harris were
introduced at a Hollywood night
club as “One of the few famous
HollyAvood couples that are still
married.”

Carson and Kay

The Kenton Pharmacal Co.

,

film

contract, she needs a social secretary just
to keep track of her dates. Peter Lawford,
in particular, has been swamping her
with phone calls.

shipped Virginia off to New York for his
red-carpeted premiere of The Best Years

will.

At

least

the re-

search should be interesting.
Jane’s favorite type is the gal who
accepts a date to go to a movie, then
turns up wearing an evening dress, a
coat and exotic perfume,
cooing: “Oh, I thought you said we

mink

were going

to Giro’s.”

Mrs. John Lund was interviewing a
prospective maid but the maid had a few
questions to ask, too. Right off she wanted
did.
to know what Mrs. Lund’s husband
“He’s a motion picture actor,” said
Mrs. Lund proudly.
“Oh,” replied the maid, quite evidently unimpressed, “I do hope it s steady

work.”

Constance Bennett brought the
wTath of Paris designers dowTi upon
her blonde head when she rapped
’47 styles as being “outrageous.” Connie, however, thinks American styles
are first rate, and her 044^1 origina'

i
i

—
dress desigpis are

on

sale

now with

price tags ranging from $14 to $25.

PAIN

PILES

There has been a lot to do about actress
Margo’s full name, which is Maria Marguerita Guadalupe Bolando y Castilla.
But Producer Eddie Small, producing
the Rudolph Valentino biography, has
Rudy’s full name to wrestle with— Rudolpho Alfonzo Raffaelo Pierre Filibert

GOES FAST
• Think of it! A single soothing
ointment that speeds relief from
those tortures of simple piles. It’s
amazing Pazo Ointment acts instantly to relieve pain and itching
soothes inflamed tissues— lubricates dry, hardened parts— helps
prevent cracking and soreness
acts to reduce swelling and check
minor bleeding. It’s wonderful
So, to speed this relief from itching and pain of simple piles, get
Pazo Ointment. Your doctor can
tell you about it. At all druggists
in tubes complete with perforated
pile pipe — also tins and handy

—

BE PROTECTED
CASE OF
IN

SICKNESS

or

ACCIDENT

Guglielmi di Valentina d’Antonguolla.

—

(You pronounce

it.)

Dick Powell and his wife, June

!

Allyson, practice an idea w'hich may
be one reason for their domestic
bliss.

June

is

an ardent fan of Powell,

the crooner, whom Dick dislikes now
that he has become a dramatic actor.

Dick, meanwhile, is crazy about Allvson, the singer, whom Allyson the
actress scorns. By “gentlemen’s agreement,” neither is free to play the

suppositories.

other’s records unless

he or she

is

out of the house.

One

Beautiful new prints. Large colorful
pieces. 3 lbs. (18 to 22 yds.) only
$1.49 plus postage. Sent C.O.D,
FREE! EXTRA! Five hundred yds.
good white#50 thread FREE and 16
lovely Quilt patterns all sent free. If
not perfectly satisfied, just return!
Quilt pieces (keeping free sewing
thread and free quilt patterns for
your trouble) and we will refund your
$1.49 plus all postage spent
ways!
You be the judge. You can’t lose. Could
anything be more fair? Compare our offer
i

BOTH

and

liberal

Money

!

guarantee with others.

Just mail a card

REMNANT SHOP.

Send No

Today. Act Now!

Box

486-B.

of the funniest

_

SESSER. ILLINOIS

HAIR
GRAY
ENDS
WORRIES
SECONDS
IN 5

Quick, easy Tintz Touch-up
Pencil colors gray, faded hair
at roots, parting, temples.
Like lipstick. In metal swivel
case. Won’t rub off, but washes

SEND NO MONEY.

Deposit with

postman

on

delivery 50c or $1 for 2 plus
tax and C. O. D. postage on
guarantee of satisfaction or
Money Back. State shade:
Black, Dark Brown, Dark Warm Brown, Med. Brown, Light
Brown, Auburn or Blonde. Mail order now to:
TINTZ CO., Dept.2-B. 205 N. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 1, III.

ENLARGEMENT
o/youf

Photo

FIOM FAMOOS HOllTWOOD FILM STUDIOS
!

Just to get acquainted we will make a beautiful 5x7
enlargement of any picture or negative. Be sure to
include color of hair, eyes and clothing and get our

bargain offer for having your enlargement beautifully
hand colored in oil and mounted in your choice of
handsome frames. Limit 2 to a customer. Please en«
close 10c to cover cost of handling and mailing each
enlargement. Your original picture or negative will

^^4^7^77ill«kVLV\ be

returned with the

paid.

Aa

oow! Offer

HOLLYWOOD

FREE 5x7

enlargemeot post*

70S1 Santa Monica BWd.. Dept, 216, Hollywood. Calif.

U/M COLORIHG PHOTOS
Fascinating hobby and vocation
home by average man ov woman
who is artistically inclined. Work fall or spare
nme. Modern method brings oat natural, life-like

^ at Home'

earned while learning.
to get started doing this
delightful home work for photographers, stores, individuals, and
fr’onds. Sind today toT youT

FREE BOOELE^ tolls how
.

'£ASy TO

L6ARN

I

No

'

obligation.

PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL

NATION/,i.

1315 S. Michigan Ave.,

ANY HOSPITAL
CHOOSE YOUR

home

town, to help out
in a local fashion show. It was in
gratitude to Bill Thompson, the guy
who gave her her first job as a model
at $3 a day.

Dept. 2132, Chicago S,

IN U.

S.

OWN DOCTOR

New! It’s Different! It's a reol Securit-/ Plan . . . designed
to give you the Protection you'll really need in case of Hosmisfortune
pital confinement for sickness or accident.
strikes, you may go to any Hospital in the U. S. or Canada

It’s

When

WE

PAY YOUR EXPENSES in full
under any Doctor's care.
accordance with Policy provisions. You are assured of expert
worry.
financiol
without
the
medical care . .
.

And speaking of Amber, Natalie
Draper got a job in the film— her debut
—because she was a gorgeous platinum
blonde. So 20th Century-Fox immediately dyed her hair red for the role of
Lady Castlemaine.

her greatest ambitions when she sang
her first concert in Sacramento with
the Sacramento Symphony Orchestra. She hopes it will be a prelude to
an extensive tour of the United
States this

summer.

The mayor

of Stamford, Conn.,

is

a

Hollywood fan from now on. While
the Boomerang company were on location, the mayor was in
the middle of getting re-elected. He won.
On the victory night, Director Elia Kazan
dragged out all the company’s spots and
arc lights, and gave Stamford and the
mayor a taste of what the opening of a

Dana Andrews and

premiere, or a super-market,

is

INDIVIDUAL OR FAMILY ELIGIBLE
Why is

It that North American
can offer so much useful cov-

erage for so little money?
Because this Protection is sold

like in

POLICY PAYS
HospitolRoomand Board

direct. Individuals or family
groups can enroll from birth

for Sickness or Accident

age 70 and get such exceptional benefits as Doctor

’uMr

to

fees, weekly compensation
for time lost from work, death
benefits, etc. What's more,

up by a
you're backed
strong, reliable Company
operated under the full supervision of the Insurance
Dept. This Plan has won the
approval of Hospitals and
Physicians throughout the U.S,

Kathryn Grayson realized one of

limited to U. S. A.

FILM STUDIOS

learned at

in Betty

Linda Darnell took three days off
from Forever Amber to fly back to
Dallas, her

out.

moments

MacDonald’s best-selling novel, The Egg
and I— that out-building sequence— will
be missing from the film version. The film
censorship code does not approve the
presence of outdoor plumbing.

w

Case of Accident

*3.00

Surgical Operations

*150.00
.Ime Lost from Work
In Case of Accident

NO MEDICAL
EXAMINATION

w’.«

You are not required

Vo

to take
a medical examination to get
North American Hospitalization Protection. Already over
20 million persons In Amer-

have

ica

enrolled

for

.

.

common

No

obligation.

Dismemberment

Vo*2000.00
Identification Service

Up

to

sense of protecting

plan.

Agent

*2000.00

Physical

your savings. Send off at
once for all the details about
this

*25.00

Accidental Death

this

valuable kind of coverage
proving the practical

.

*6.00

Doctor Visits
in

No

*100.00

Ambulance Service

*

10.00

will call.

FREE!! MAIL

COUPON

NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
Dept.

FW

74-2,

Wilmington. Del.

Please send me, without obligation, details about
your "3c A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan".

Hollywood.

i
•
1

I

You’ve probably seen

»

Women
COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Free Botktai— Tht Mirvti Cs.. BOEattSt., New Heven. Cenn.

The

Razor’s

Edge by now—but there was one
scene you didn’t see. It was cut dur\Please turn the page^

Name.
I

Address.

I
I

—

^llie WAS

S'

Overheard
[Co)i/!>iued

in

ing filming.
nect at nine. Her

combed

hoir

and

curled— every strand
her way
to'wotk^ 5he caught

Hollywood

from page 121]

Amber

It was in the script as a
big Parisian love clinch between Ty-

salary difficulties.

rone Power and Gene Tierney. During filming, a floppy tarn o’ shanter

given a picture to do.

the Forever

the picture free

if

picture was not

all

He would

have done
Mrs. Wilde had been

which Gene was wearing bobbed

in place. Or»

down

glances
odmiring
ond a few low whis-

George Sanders,

into Power’s face at the cru-

publicized

the

,

lles.

But look

.

.

moment. After three tries, during each of which Power kissed the
hat and not Gene, they just forgot

cial

,

woman-hater, has a perfectly cast
part in Personal Column— he makes

women

disappear!

about the scene.
tousled at twelve.
few hours,

a

After
Millie's

halr*do

seemed

Lon

just

come

to

oporti Drat ...
lads looking rrow

Whiting. They

no
.

.

McCallister

dating Barbara
were a dinner twosome
is

Mary Pickford is very unhappy about
way the Hollywood press is treating
her because of her failure to show up for
the

a scheduled press conference. It seems

at Henri’s.

.

that her attorney advised against her hav-

Irene Dunne, who keeps a souvenir of each picture she’s in, makes
no exception with Life With
Father. She’s preserving, in a tiny
locket, a lock of her

HAIRLAC
—

the deticafely

was dyed bright red for the

lie's

own
day
at

Follow

Mil-

keep

your

example

to

hoir neat

and

long.

6et

film.

The

Hairlac

to notify the

RKO will make a star out of Ralph
Byrd.

He

starts as

substitute in the

role

Jolson Story, you get the impression that Mrs. Jolson walked out on

Ralph.

A1 because of HIS fans. Those who knew
AI and Ruby Keeler say that the Jazz
Singer had to step over Ruby’s relatives
to get from one room to another.

rial.

In

shining all

j^les^le

your drug or dept,

but was supposed
which he didn’t!

it,

The

perfumed hair lacquer

Now Millie pats a few drops of
Nestle Hairloc on her finished
hair-do and prestol she's all
set for a whole day of blissful
hair-smoothness.

own hair— which

ing

boys,

Morgan Conway’s
Dick Tracy series.
come

should

easy

for

He was the first movie Tracy,

playing the part in a Republic

se-

However, he’ll have to hire a
new stand-in. His old one isn’t available anymore. His name was George
Montgomery.

store.

A

KEEPS HAIR UNDER CONTROL AND LUSTROUS

needle in the haystack? Teeth
another
thing. But it hapjTcned to Evelyn
Ankers who got in front of the cameras for a scene following lunch.
The director said, “Teeth, please.”
And the whole comj)any turned out
the garbage, frantically searching for
the caps for Miss Ankers’ molars. She
found them in the salad. Can’t expect too much from these meals on
in the garbage? Well, that’s

location.

It

took two days for Mickey

to convince his barber,

Rooney

Harry Drucker,

that he wanted a crew-cut haircut. He
won, and now both the Mick and his
little son are sporting what he calls,

MGM

“scared heads.”
much as the barber.

didn't like

it

as

“Prince” Mike Romanoff, descendant (or so he says) of the Czar, has
signed an acting contract. And well
he might, too. He’s been dishing out

and vodka for the more
dough-heavy of the film colony for
some time in a swank restaurant in
borscht

A
tells

soldier just returned

me

that he

sidered Ly

from Germany

met Emil Jannings, con-

many

the greatest actor in the
world, on the steps outside the Stuttgart
Opera House. The Nazi star asked about

many

old acquaintances in

Hollywood

and then asked him

to contact producers
here for a part in a picture. Methinks too
many saw a couple of his Goeringproduced epics made during the war to

make any

Don’t pay several hundred dollars more than necessary
a home!
Buv it direct from our mill at
low factory price.
We ship you the materials
lumber cut-to-flt; ready to erect. Paint, glass, hardware,
nails, etc., all included in the price
no extra charges.
Plans furnished also complete building instructions.
No
wonder our customers write us that we saved them 30% to
40%. Prices subject to change without notice.

Handsome
I|||EhH|

CATALOGUE

Lafayette Ave.

all

the

trouble Cornel Wilde

Knight, at 20th Century-Fox, where

is under contract, it looks now as
though Universal-International will give
her tlie chance. Wilde’s walking out on

she

CO.
Bay City. Michigan
I

The pianist-actor wizard Oscar Let^H
placed a long-distance phone call from

MGM

tricia

LEWIS MANUFACTURING

packing!”

structed to find a story for him.

got himself into fighting for a motion
picture career for his beautiful wife, Pa-

Pictures wonderful homes in colors at moneyDesigns to suit everyone.
saving prices.
Send 25c for catalogue today

3
HSC4
BCSSHP6472
^3^33

Big

spinsters, were notified first.
Leaning on his royal prerogative,
Mike set an extra table by the window. A wire said, “Our most humble
pardon, your Highness, but start

ried

After

Then

a

no
two

lease specified

old

Warren Williams is getting fed
up with six hours a day on the tennis
court and his agents have been inour

—

The

offers.

when you build

—

Beverly Hills.

alterations unless the owners,

tew aavs

Latei

New York

to his

former wife,

now mar-

a top executive of the great
theater chain and living in Pasadena. Getting the butler out of oed and
excited with the urgent call, he finally
got her on fhe phone. “What is it, Oscar,”
to

she asked dramatically, “are you in
trouble?” “No,” anstvered Oscar, "wake
up the character next to you and ask hint
what’s playing at Loew’s State.”
Remember, MOTION PICTURE publishes more

..tori os

/

YOU JUST CAN’T IMAGINE AN

WAY TO

EASIER PART-TIME

MM mu mil WI!K!
. . .

and get

It’s really

quick!

your

ail

own

dresses as a bonus without cost!

astonishing— this unbelievably easy way to earn good money

You make up

to S18,

money— all you do

is

own

S20 and S25 in a week, and also get your

lovely spring dresses without a

penny

take orders for

You

of cost!

don’t have to invest any

FASHION FROCKS— famous

Holly-

wood-inspired creations in rich fabrics and exquisite tailoring, yet surprisingly low in price.

You

friends and neighbors.

take these orders

We

when and where you

— you

deliver and collect

And, in addition, you receive

all

your own dresses

from

please,

get paid on the spot!

as a

bonus!

NO CANVASSING-NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
open because we must have more repreadded feature of FASHION FROCKS
—striking new styles personally designed by the lovely screen star,
Constance Bennett, "one of the world’s ten best-dressed
This wonderful offer

is

sentatives to introduce a great

women.” Miss Bennett,

now
FROCKS.
stance

idolized for her magnificent style

designs dresses exclusively for

sense,

Millions of

women

Bennett creations.

FASHION

want these ConThey’ll welcome your
will

presentation of the big, colorful FASHION
FROCKS Portfolio featuring Constance Bennett originals and scores of other appealing

models for

And since
cannot be bought in

as little as $3.98.

FASHION FROCKS

women must come

to you if they want
admired for wearing these magnificent styles
Door-to-door canvassing is unnecessary! And, as for experience, you simply don’t need it for work that’s as
easy as this! Our special plans help you make exceptional
weekly earnings such as $28.84 made by Claude Burnett,
Ala., or $27.10 made by Marie Patton, 111.
stores,

to be

Style

809

A

peek-a-boo charm-

er

highlighted by

special side interest.

EVERYTHING FREE-RUSH COUPON
Warning! Since news of Constance Bennett’s

FASHION FROCKS has gotten around, our
openings are being filled fast. Don’t wait another minute— mail the coupon now for all the
details of receiving the valuable Presentation

Portfolio FREE. Paste coupon on a postcard
you wish, but make sure it’s mailed today!

FASHION FROCKS,
Desk

ScKKett
.

.

.

glamorous

star of stage, screen

radio. One of the world’s 10
best-dressed women, she designs exclusively for FASHION FROCKS.

and

Style

A

42045

if

Inc.

Cincinnati 25, Ohio

812

candy-stripe

cotton with big
sleeve news.

FASHION FROCKS,

Inc.

Desk 4204S, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES— I am

interested

in spare time

Send

me

full

and get

in

your opportunity to make money

my own

dresses without a

penny

information, without obligation.

Name
Address

Our 391b

Successful Year

JZ.one-

City

Age-

Dress Size-

State-

of cost.

M.

THE TOP
STARS OF HOLLYWOOD
CHESTERFIELD IS
BY FAR THE
FAVORITE
CIGARETTE

starring in

Warner

“NORA

Bros. Production'

PRENTISS"

Gipyright 1947, Liggett

&

Myers Tobacco Co.

^WhoAre^
r

AMERICA’S

MOSTPOPUMfi
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TO INTRODUCE THE

NEW BATH-SIZE CAMAY^

^l,0P0a year for life!
[and 553 OTHER.CASH PRIZES]

name the girl on
the Camay wra
Just

And

B

tell

selected this

ath-size Camay
of the year!

more
all

why you

more

luxury,

your skin the
Here's

Now

It’s

is

name

the beauty

bigger!

It

news

gives you

lather. It brings to

finest

complexion

care.

More Wonderful News!

here’s a sensational contest to in-

troduce Bath-Size Camay! YOU MAY
LIFE, or one of

WIN $ 1 ,000 A YEAR FOR

553 other cash prizes. J ust name the girl
on the Camay wrapper and tell, in 25
words or less, why you chose this name.

A Few

Helpful Hints!

In thinking of a name, think of

Camay. The girl on the Camay
wrapper is just like Camay itself.
She is gentle. She makes friends
wherever she goes. She is a symbol of beauty and romance. And
well, you can think of lots of
.

.

Get the whole family to enter the Camay Contest!
THE GRAND PRIZE WINNER MAY BE RIGHT IN YOUR HOME!
This Camay Contest is so easy to enter! Even a child might win! Just
choose a name you think is suitable. Then complete this sentence
in 25 additional words or less "1 would nam the girl on the Camay
" These examples may help you:
wrapper
became

.

other nice things about

Camay

"7 would name the girl on the Camay wrapper HOPE became any
woman can hope for a lovelier skin from head to toes, if she’ll use BathCamay in her daily Beauty Bath.”

on the wrapper! Things
that suggest names to you— names that
may win a big prize! So enter today!

and the

girl

Size

"I would name the girl on the Camay wrapper
Snow White, the girl in the fairy story, was the

SNOW WHITE because
fairest

of them all.”

name the girl on the Camay wrapper GARDENIA because
Camay leaves my skin just touched with a delicate, 41ower-Iike fragrance."
"I would

READ THESE EASY RULES:
name
Camay wrapper. Put

t. Choose a

for the girl

the

on the

name you choose
*'1

the blank space in this sentence,
girl on the Camay wrap” Then
because
complete the sentence in 25 additional
words or less explaining why you think
in

would name the
per

name is suitable.
31, Have your dealer help you with your
entry. Get from him an official entry
this

blank or write on one side of a plain
sheet of paper. In either case, be sure to
print plainly your name and address, and
THINK
.

JI.OOO

C

WHAT
A YEAR

WIU. BUYI

the name and address of the dealer who
has helped you. If you win a prize, he
will win one, too.

'

,

,50 »S1*

.

4

• •
•

500

CW

“•

Mail to Camay, Dept. MW,Box 2 178,
1 Ohio. You may enter as often
you like, but each entry must be accompanied by one Bath-Size Camay wrapper and one regular-size Camay wrapper
(or two regular-size Camay wrappers) or

3,

Cincinnati

"*

,

as

facsimiles.

500

^

All entries must be postmarked before
m'idnight March 26, 1948 and received
by April 9, 1948 to be eligible. No en-

4^^

2»7ZvF woiP'-ffer omc/Ai

f/mp

returned. Entries, contents, and
therein become the property of
Gamble.
Procter
tries

ideas

&

5, Any resident of the continental United
States, Hawaii and Dominion of Canada
may enter except employees of Procter &
Gamble, their advertising agencies and
their families. Contest subject to all Federal. State and Dominion regulations.

grand prize of $1000.00 a y^r
provided by an annuity
by Procter & Gamble.
Or the grand prize winner may take
$20,000.00 in cash instead of this an-

6 , The

for life will be
policy paid for

nuity.

7, Entries will be judged on the appropriateness of the name selected and the
aptness of the sentence explaining your
choice. Judges’ decisions will be final.
In case of ties, the full prize tied for will
be awarded to each i^ing contestant.
Grand prize winner will be announced

on Camay’s radio program, Pepper
Young’s Family, as soon

as possible after

close of the contest. All winners will be
notified by mail. Prize winner lists will
be available on request about one month
after the close of the contest.

soi/v/c rtTroc/K

oe/iicm /

CUPID: ouch! Hey,

Sis,

why

the rush act?

GIRL: Serves you right, you dime-size double-crosser!
Bragging about being the world’s best matchmaker
—and then falling down on your job!

CUPID: On my job? Get this, Gingersnap— 7 can’t
land you a lad unless you cooperate. Swap that
crabapple look for a smile! Give out with some
sparkle!

GIRL; Your advice is brilliant. Sonny
teeth aren't. They're strictly dull
brush-brush-brush, but what gives

my
I

.

CUPID:

A

touch of “pink” on y^our

tooth brush mebbe?

GIRL: Ye-cs, come to think of

it.

So what?

CUPID: So listen, dimwit! That “pink”
you toss off so airily is a sign to see your dent
Let him decide whether or not it’s serious. He
find that soft foods are robbing ymur gums of

i

exercise -and suggest “the helpful stimulation of

pana Tooth Paste and gentle massage.”

GIRL: Stick to the subject. Short Change.
today was my smile. Remember?

Our

topic for

CUPID; You remember

this: firm, healthy gums are
important to sparkling teeth, a radiant smile. So get bright
and start now with Ipana care. And don’t say I didn’t tell yc

that

men

really fall for a gal with a gorgeous Ipana smile!

Follow your dentist's advice about gum massage. Coris so important to the health of your gums
and the beauty of your smile that 9 out of 10 dentists
rect massage

recommend

regularly or in special cases, according to
Same survey shows that dentists
recommend and use Ipana 2 to i over anv other tooth
paste. Help your dentist guard your smile of beauty.
it

a recent national survey.
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by

VALDA SHERMAN

My Baby

For

Feudin’, Fussin’ and Fightin’
Take-off (Tyrone Power)
Ask the Boss (Rita Hayworth)
.

Many

mysit'erious changes take place in
your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical
development and is especially evident in
young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.

for alarm— There is nothing
“wrong” with you. It is just another sign
you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also
a warning that now you must select a

No need

truly effective

underarm deodorant.

to overcome — Underarm
a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially
to overcome this very difficulty. It kills
odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you

Fred R. Saininis
Dr. George Gallup
Shirley Temple
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Elaine St. Johns
Louella O. Parsons

.Congratulations!
The People’s Choice for 19-17

,
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Two dangers
odor

is

Moreover, it protects against a second danger— perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embarrassing remark may easily make you per-

FEATURES
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74, 97, 100
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safe.

spire
All

and offend as well

as ruin a dress.

deodorants not alike — Don’t take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops

SPECIAL EVENTS
Beauty Spots
Brief Reviews
Call Him Doc
Casts of Current Pictures
Crown Jester
Don Loper’s Clinic

No

more men and women every where — use
Arrid than any other deodorant.

Firth. Assistant Editor

to protect yourself —You’ll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.
Never gritty or grainy. The American InLaundering has awarded Arrid
Approval Seal — harmless to fabrics.

stitute of
its

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate
skin. No other deodorant tested stops
perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During

“age of
courtship,” don’t let perspiration problems spoil your fun. Don’t be half-safe—
be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39^i plus tax at
your favorite drug counter.
(.Advertisement)
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underarm perspiration

as well as odor.
other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid’s exclusive
formula. That’s why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid
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What Should

and Bm.

I

Do ?

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Claudette Colbert,
delightful star of

“Sleep,

EAR MISS COLBERT:
took some of
my training in California and I sure
liked the place. Everybody was keen
to us service men. I met people I had
never hoped to meet. Also, I was invited to some wonderful homes. After
the war I returned to my home town
and married my high-school sweetheart. I got my old job back, too, and
we bought a house on time. In ten
years, if everything goes well. I’ll
really be a property owner.
I’d like
Lately I’ve grown restless.
to go back to California and work in
a studio. Maybe I’m glamour-struck,
as my wife says in some disgust; maybe

During the war

^

GOSH, YOU R£
SCRAPPY LATELY, JUDY!
A
r SPEND MORE TIME IN
THE DOGHOUSE THAN
FIDO! WHAT'S THE

TROUBLE?

JIM,I CANT
YOU! YOUR DENTIST

TELL I

CAN HANDLE A
SUBJECT LIKE
LIKE BAD BREATH
BETTER THAN
I CAN!

—

want more than this little town
Here are my qualifications:
I am a journeyman electrician. Also,
I took typing and shorthand in school,
so I could be a secretary if anybody
wanted a man for the job. I have a
certain amount of artistic talent, as I
draw and paint for a hobby maybe
Disney could use me. I have no acting
I

just

has to

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC
TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,
COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES

IN

THE MOUTH!

j.

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating
foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

—

helps clean out decaying food particles
remove the cause
stop stagnant saliva odors
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft polishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely!”

—

L.'ITEK-Thanks

to Colgate Dental

Cream

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM DIO ALL RIGHT BY ME!
NOW I'M OUT OF THE DOGHOUSE, AS YOU CAN SEE

I

offer.

—

ambitions. I’m just average looking so
However, I’d
that part of it is out.
like to mingle again with the world’s
great, see them at parties and become
a part of Hollywood. My wife says the
war is over and that I can’t forget it.
Floyd D.

Your type of letter is coming into my
by the dozens every day. Almost
everyone who writes has a wrong conception of Hollywood in peace time.

office

True, service men were royally entertained on the west coast. But not as
individuals, but as courageous, devoted
members of a crusade. The idea, not
the man, was the inspiration for much
of the hospitality.

You have told me enough about
your personal life to assure me that
you would be miserable in California.
Only specialists in technical fields are
able to come west and make good.
You have obligated yourself to buy
a home, an obligation that you would
have to dispose of probably to your
detriment. And you would find that
peacetime Hollytvood is no more hospitable than peacetime I\ew York, Chicago, Milwaukee, or Dallas.
To insure your eventual happiness,
stay where you are. Immerse yourself
in the activities of the community and
decide to be happy there.

—

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:’
I got married September 19, 1947 to
an ex-GI. He had been out of service
eighteen months when I met him at an
American Legion dance. He is a wonderful dancer and lots of fun.
We went together four months before
we got married. I thought I knew him

My

Love”

pretty well, but it turns out that it
wasn’t quite well enough. He explained
that

we would have

with his

to live

parents a few weeks until we could get
settled. Well, we are still with them.
Worse than that, he quit his job two
after we were married because
of something the boss said to him. He
said that he had taken all the top-sergeant talk he was going to take for the
rest of his life.
Since then he hasn’t
even tried to get a job and he actually
asked his mother for money to buy
groceries and for the movies. I’m so

weeks

embarrassed.

What would you do?
Harriet B. M.

If I were you, Vd first get a job.
Then, having established a source of
income, find a room with cooking
privileges or some sort of living accommodations. Insist on Bud’s helping you
to start a home of your own no matter
how modest it is at first.
Don’t nag at him to get a job. Get
busy yourself, bearing in mind that
you took him “For better for worse,

for richer for poorer.”
Then, if he hasn’t been fired by your
ambition to get busy himself, you
should encourage him to see a doctor
at the nearest Veterans’ facility. Every
Veterans’ hospital is doing wonders for
the maladjusted, the confused and the
disgruntled.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I had a nice wife, a little extravagant,
a little pepper on the tongue, but still a
nice wife, and we had three young ones.
I am a cook by trade, and she was a
waitress.

We

got along fine,

I

thought.

We

bought some ground, built a house
and were getting along fairly well.
Then she up and left me. Just walked
out. No note or anything. Not even a
quarrel. I could not believe it. I broke
One hundred and
down and cried.
ninety pounds of man crying. I tried to

—

find her. Finally a relative told me she
was with her parents in another state.
I

lost

work

my

job because

for trying to figure

I
it

could not
out,

maybe

drinking a little. I lost our home because I could not make payments. Almost, I lost my mind.
Her lawyer sent me divorce papers.
I got me a lawyer. He wrote, asking for
a fair chance for me. She would not answer my letters or my lawyer’s letters.
Finally her mother wrote to me saying she felt sorry about everything.
She knew that sometimes my wife
picked up a few things in stores, a little
mistake she got over because I lectured
her and that I had kept her out of
trouble because I knew it was a sickness. She said the family was grateful
to me, but that (Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 4) my wife would
listen to them. She said my wife
wanted to be courted like a young girl,
even if she had three children. Wanted
pretty clothes. A house was nice but good
times kept a woman happy.
What kind of a woman is my wife, won’t
come back, won’t write, won’t let me see
my children? I decided to write maybe

not

ooAfrP(^/i
eoa? /A^ yo(//^

make me

—

feel better.

Karl E.
/ won’t be able to help you very much
but perhaps / can help you to at least understand it a little better.
From your letter, I judge that your wife
suffered occasionally from kleptomania
tvhich, as you have said, is a sickness of
the mind. Her running away from you
and taking the three children was evidence of mental sickness of a different

POCA^ET/^ (/SE
1

^

'

sort.
1

Un

1
1

U

•

^rwoLA^ii^
C3h^

Just as illness is cured by nursing care
and time, your wife’s problem may be
corrected. Her mother’s letter, as you
have quoted it, would indicate that she is
an understanding woman, eager to do
what would be best for both of you.
If your mother-in-law is living in a
large city it might be wise to take your

wife to a psychiatrist. Private care is very
expensive, so perhaps it would be better
if your wife’s family would first consult
their regular doctor who could refer them
to a good clinic where psychiatric care
is provided. I feel certain that if your
wife’s health can be restored she tvill come
home to you.
If this happens, you might take the
suggestion of your mother-in-law very seriously. Sometimes, in the daily routine
of living, each of us neglects the small
courtesies, the evidences of love that require very little time and little thought,
yet give great happiness.
Marriage would he a more successful
institution if husbands and ivives always
remembered to treat one another with the
same courteous consideration they show
to friends or even strangers.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I have been married almost two years.
At first my husband seemed to worship
me and we were very happy. Now he
scarcely notices me at all. I mention his
indifference to him occasionally, but he
says he still loves me and can’t see my
point in wondering about it.
My mother died when I was nine and
I was sent to live with relatives. I tried
to pick the husband (Continued on page 8)

LITTLE LULU SAYS:
Compare tissues— compare boxes— and
you’ll see that no other tissue gives
you

all the advantages of

saa/'A-TissoE
Have you a problem
which seems to have
no solution?
Would you like the thought-

America’s
Favorite
Tissue

—sS^ILLLL..

'

Kleenex.

With Kleenex

you save time, trouble, tissues.

ful advice of

C^iaudelle C-oilerl?
to her in
Photoplay, 321 S.
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,
California, and if Miss Colbert feels that your problem
If

you would, write

care

of

of general interest, she’ll
consider answering it here.
Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your
is

Pull just

one double tissue at a time.

Next one pops up ready for use!

protection.
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6(f smile/

wins a career’

in

ihe clouds

—

THtSMIie THAT WINS
(5 TH&TEfSOOENT SMILE-!

{Continued from page 6) who would love
me all the rest of my life and make up to
me for my loveless childhood.
He works on the morning shift and I
work on the evening shift, so we see each
other only during the weekend.
He always wants to go some place with his
friends. My heart just breaks to be with
him on the one day we could be together.
I try to be a good wife but he takes
everything for granted. Lots of men invite
me to step out but I don’t want our home
to be broken up. I just want to be happy
with the man I love, my husband.
Do you think, if I went away for awhile
my husband and I would fall in love again?
Venetta S. C.

If your mother had lived, I believe she
would have told you it is impossible for a
human being to be madly in love twentyfour hours a day. You wouldn’t want to
live on chocolate cake and ice cream three
times a day, would you?
The French say, ’^Always there is one
who loves, and one who allows himself to
be loved,” Perhaps you are the one who
loves more deeply, but what difference
does it make, whose love is greater, just
so a fine and happy relationship is main-

tained?
Certainly you shouldn’t go away. You
should remain with your husband and
grow up to the simple knowledge that you
can’t gobble a lifetime of love in ttco
years of marriage.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I met Bob in January

November

of

that

of 1946

and

we became

year

in

en-

gaged. Shortly afterward, Bob’s company
transferred him to Cleveland, so we decided not to be married until he could

an apartment there.
to me every day and I emswered. Meanwhile, I continued to work
and save money, telling my friends of our
plans. I began to collect a trousseau.
Bob came home three times during the
year and we talked over the telephone
once a month. Early in 1947 I began to
find

He wrote

notice that Bob’s letters weren’t quite as
lover-like as they had been.

He

telephoned just after Thanksgiving,

telling

me

that

he had

to

make

a trip to

Chicago and asking me to meet him there.
For twenty-four hours we had a wonder-

June Cotey, Airline Stewardess flies the
New York-to-Chicago run for American

exciting

June started her Airlines
career as a reservation clerk. But soon she was
promoted to the reception desk — and there she
won her "wings.” Now passengers often comment on her sparkling smile. "It’s a Pepsodent
smile,” June says, "I’ve used Pepsodent for years.”
Airlines. Chicago-born

Do you have a winning smile?

Pepsodent has

If

—

helped your smile and career send your picture and
story to Pepsodent, 141 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4,
Illinois. If used in our advertising you will receive
regular professional model fees.

ful time.

Then Bob broke the news

that he

with him until I had returned his ring,
because she thought the engagement was
still on and she didn’t want to be a patsy.
Would you return the ring?

Margo

Wins

3 to

What

over ana other tooth jjoste!

is

an engagement ring?

of a betrothed

man

It is

the

to his intended

Pepsodent

with the tooth paste they were using at home. By
an average of 3 to 1, they said New Pepsodent

band of another girl, you would wonder
what had become of her self-respect if

all

I

over America agree with June Cotey.
with Irium is their 3-to-l favorite

New Pepsodent

for brighter smiles! Just recently, families

coast to coast

compared delicious

New

from

makes breath cleaner and teeth
brighter than any other tooth paste they tried!
For the safety of your smile use Pepsodent twice a
tastes

she kept a meaningless token, wouldn’t

better,

day —see your
8

gift

B.

bride. Customarily it is worn, after marriage, on the same finger with the wedding ring, dual symbols of a promise, and
a promise fulfilled.
If you knew a girl who clung to a
man’s ring in spite of the fact that the
man had withdrawn his promise, and had
told her he planned to become the hus-

People

f

had

desperately in love with a girl
he had met in Cleveland. I asked him if
he wanted his ring back and he said,
“Well, there’s no hurry.”
I went home and said nothing to anyone and continued to wear my ring. Last
week I received a letter in which he
He
asked if I would return the ring.
said his new fiancee refused to go steady

fallen

dentist twice

a year!

you?
Another

fine

product

of Lever Brothers

Company

Of course you know that you should
have returned the ring the instant Bob
broke his neivs.
Claudette Colbert

TOM TOLLY
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•

DAN SEYMOUR
P
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delights

again in “It’s Al-

ways Spring”
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SKIN
1
because New Hinds has
'

special "skin-affinity”

ingiedients

— makes hands
—

feel softer instantly

gives longer-lasting
protection!

k

W
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PALMS
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protect

New

L
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HjO reasonable facsimile of anything like
1 Billy De Wolfe, the snifter-sneaking
Mrs. Murgatroyd of “Blue Skies,” ever
has happened to Hollywood before.

Hinds helps

them from work-

—

soothes and
helps soften calluses
i
... yet never feels

roughness
1

,

A

Before joining the navy in 1942 Billy

made one

sticky!

picture, “Dixie.”

However, when

he returned

to the movies in 1945 in “Miss
Susie Slagle’s,” audiences spotted him in
his first scene and exclaimed with delight:

guy with the cockroach!” 'lliey
had never known his name, but the mem“That’s the

r

SMOOTHS
KNUCKLES
because

New

1^

Hinds

contains emollients that
absorb
."work into”
roughened knuckles
soothing and smoothing
k
miraculously!
.

.

^

^
r

SOFTENS

CUTICLE
because New Hinds
is enriched with
lanolin
helps avoid
.unsightly, ragged edgesk keeps your manicures
'

Now in NEW Beauty Bottle

—

^k

lovelier longer!

ory of the hilarious cockroach scene in
“Dixie” was as fresh as ever. Since then
his inimitable comedy has bolstered five
more pictures, including “Perils of Pauline” and “Dear Ruth.”
Plain Bill Jones is his real name. He
darned near was born in a theater in his
native Wollaston, Massachusetts, due to his
Welsh mother being such an avid movie
fan. Later he became an usher and junior
janitor after school and determined to become an acrobatic dancer. He watched
other dance acts, imitating their routines,
and then landed his first job with a touring band.
Two years later he was a success in
Europe where he had been billed for four
weeks and stayed five years! It was during
this period he switched from dancing to
The European tour led to a
comedy.
lengthy appearance at the Rainbow Room.
Then on to Hollywood and the subsequent

Paramount

contract.
Billy has a quick wit and the warm
friendliness of a country doctor but in
other respects he’s a mass of contradictions. He worries about his health almost
to the point of hypochondria, yet himself
suggested the back -flip exit in one scene
in “Blue Skies” which an old spinal injury
made extremely painful to perform.

Surf ace wise he is gay and debonair;
underneath he is supersensitive. He professes to yearn for the joys of a home and
family, yet at thirty he doggedly persists
in remaining a bachelor.
Billy’s one great love is his maiden aunt
And he
in Wollaston who raised him.
speaks of her so constantly
(“Aunt
Laura will be pleased” or “Tut, tut! Aunt
Laura wouldn’t approve!”) that most
friends feel they have known her for
years. As witness last Christmas when
Aunt Laura received a long distance call.
“Who was that?” Billy asked when the
lengthy conversation was concluded.
“A nice young man named Bing Crosby,”

Fragrance

p

IN
10

FOUR GENEROUS

SIZES — 10<

Cream

TO $1.00

Aunt Laura answered casually. “He said
he was a friend of yours and just called
up to wish me a Merry Christmas.”
The End

JUNE ALLYSON
in

is

VAN JOHNSON
WILD*^

adorable indeed as she plays opposite

Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s ^^THE

BRIDE

GOES

Here’s a proved complexion care! In recent

Lux

Toilet Soap tests

by

skin specialists,

actually 3 out of 4 complexions

became

lovelier in a short time!

June Allyson, famous Hollywood star,
beauty facials with Lux Toilet Soap
really work! She smooths the fragrant
lather in thoroughly, rinses and then pats
with a soft towel to dry. Don’t let neglect
cheat you of romance! For softer, smoother
skin, try June Allyson’s beauty care!
finds

YOU

want the kind of skin that’s
lovely to look at, thrilling to touch.
This beautifying care famous screen
stars use will help

you to have

it.

p

9 out of 10 Screen

Stars use Lux Toilet

(9/!^ are ^t^e/^'er/
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What

a

Guy!

Roiiiaiice

s^et

the pace,

Guy Madison

Gail Russell and

>»enl

it

seemed^ the night

dancing

at Giro’s, hut...

Ijook who’s here!
girl.

Same Guy, same pose

hut not the same

He’s with Judy Clark at Reserve Officers Club party

Photographs by Fink and Smith

Here and There; Both divorcees, June Haver and
to adopt a child. Eve wants

Eve Arden are planning
a littjd boy as company

for her fonr-y ear-old Liza.
Although her divorce action has been filed, one hears /
June tell drops by Club Morocco ;to hear the band
of husband Jimmy Zito ,
Madeleine Carroll fit
j^omanoff’s looking wan and thin after those years
of hectic war. work, but still -beautiful. Madeleine is
here to make more movies
.
Edmund O’Brien
overrode those arguments of Olga San Juan’s
that her family comes first. The couple will marry
soon,
.
Dan Dailey was the most disappointed lad
in pictures when his studio refused to lend him to
Warners for the role of Jack Donahue in the Marilyn
Miller picture. All his life Dan has dreamed of playing the Donahue role. Not given to pouting, however,
Dan has asked for the job of dance director on the
“Sweet Sue” film. Even though he’s not in the picture he may get it.
:

.

;

.

.

,
'

/

.

-

.

.

Party of the Month : The Princess of Behar, daughP

12

and wife of one of India's
wealthiest rulers, arrived in Hollywood for a quick
glimpse of the stars and found the heavens full of
them at the party tendered her by Elyse Hunt. The
•beautiful home of Madeline Hoffman was the setting
and the princess in her gold encrusted pink sari was
as eagerly excited as any tourist.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Colman, who seldom attend
parties, arrived early and left late. Cal complimented Greer Garson on her gown of red brocaded
satin, a daring but successful experiment with her
carrot-colored hair.
George Murphy and his wife, Julie, seemed glad to
see Cal again, and Turban Bey, back from New York
took us off in a corner for a chat. Nora Flynn,
lovely in a new “bangs” hairdo, and Errol, straight
from the set of “Don Juan,” seemed the favorites
of the Princess, who had been Errol’s guest on his
set that afternoon.
Confiding that officially she had played hookey
from Washington in flying (Continued on page 14)
ter of Turkey's last Sultan

;

:

On

a

have-fun

from

stint:

Dashing Errol Fl>nn and

\\il<-

Nora Edilinglon

their family to eelehrale at tiiro’s «illi

Signpost lo happiness: Ben Gage and Esther Williams eelehrated seeond wedding anniversary at Riviera Coiintr.v Chih

Skijt

to

a

inv

easy to gel

jtarly

of

lake

fi-iends

Lou. niv darling!
in

lime out

uinler the

Martha Viekers found

rope — with

it

A. C. Lyles's help!

13

(Continued jrom page 12) to Hollywood, the
Princess declared it was worth any governmental scolding just to meet the stars.

A

Victor Record: Victor Mature, who
loathes writing letters, has hit on a novel
scheme of communicating with his best girl,

Dorothy Berry,
week, Victor

New

in

sits

York.

Once every

down and makes a record

of all the news of the studio, with tidbits
about their friends, and a few personal postscripts that are nobody’s business. Then the
record is mailed to Dorothy.
Incidentally,
this

friends seem to think
really serious about the

his

time Victor

is

Pasadena girl and the two may marry. They
were together constantly at Laguna last
summer so the romance has had a year’s
time to grow and blossom. With his career
zooming right along and Vic more seriously
ambitious, maybe marriage would be ideal
for that “gawjus” hunk of man.

Lunch at Twentieth: It’s always old home
week at this pleasantest of studios, with
executives, producers, actors, publicists and
directors friendly and cooperative.
Back

from a

Supper

at Giro’s:

Howard Duff and Ava Gardner, one of

trip to

.

.

.

Greg Bautzer,
lovely

.

.

as are

Olga San Juan and

Edmond O’Brien

(they plan to be

married soon) who stop to chat with orchestra leader Eddie Oliver
p
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(Continued on page 16)

the most

popular gals in Hollywood, concentrate in a corner while

.

New

Joan

in

another corner, concentrates on

Crawford

—

they’re

frequent

twosome

)

Keep your hands
as Kissa ble as your

li

ps

so-completely-new,
so-wonderfully-different

smoothing touch on your skin tells you
are changing to Woodbury
Lotion than to any other leading hand lotion.
So really and newly different. So lusciously
rich. Creamy. (Never sticky or greasy.) Beautyblended to protect as it softens. At drug and
plus tax.
cosmetic counters, 10c, 25c, 49c

ACTUALLY 2-LOTIONS-IN-1

Its

first

why more women

A

1.
softening lotion! Quickly
helps bring your hands adorable new
softness. Woodbury Lotion is beautyblended with luxury lanolin and other

—

costlier-than-usual skin-smoothing ingredients.

2. A protective lotion/ too. This same
Woodbury beauty-hXtnd contains protective
ingredients to help “glove” your hands
against roughening, reddening wind and
cold, the drying effect of soap and water.

MAIL COUPON FOR PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE

own hands tell you, in one week, that
Woodbury Lotion is really new, wonderfully

Let your

different.
56, Cincinnati 14, Ohio
penny postcard if you wish.) (5022)

Mail to Box
PROTECTS AS

IT

SOFTENS

CONTAINS tUXURY LANOLIN

(Paste on
.

.

.

Name
Street.

City

State

(Please print name, address plainly. Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only.

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS WOODBURY FACIAL SOAP AND OTHER AIDS TO LOVELINESS
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Ar^ you

in

INSIDE STUFF

know?

the

(Co'ntinued jrorn page 14) York, Cal was
greeted on all sides on his first visit to
the studio commissary.
Cesar (Butch) Romero bounded over
to tell us about that lobster episode in
his film “Spoonhandle.” Seems when the
troupe returned here from Maine, they
discovered the local lobsters didn’t match
the Maine lobsters in size and color. So
they sat around for two days until the
Maine lobsters arrived by air
Mark
Stevens, still pale but looking a hundred
per cent better, came over to tell us he
and Annelle are off for Washington,
D. C., where Mark will make scenes for
“A Street with No Name.” Their son
Richard, in the meantime, is visiting his
grandfather in Texas
Dave Raksin,
who wrote the unforgettable tune
“Laura,” is happy that his “Forever
Amber” music has been put on records.
So much of it was lost in cutting the picture
Colleen Townsend, who blushed
when we spoke of her romance with Robert Walker, told us how wonderfully kind
and thoughtful Linda Darnell is. It seems
Linda insists Colleen share her dressing
room on the “Walls of Jericho” set, Colleen having only a makeshift room.
.

.

.

What's best
your skin?

if

She

winter gets under

is

she's

More "fuel"

for your

telling the

A curfew dodger

frame

O

Stock up on sweaters

n

No

Comes the yawn— and all too often it
reveals more mouth than manners. A smooth

Stoke your system
Get the
with warmth-giving foods — extra lush with
Vitamin A. Guzzle lots of liquids: fruit,
veg and sky juice. All to keep you cozy,
help guard your skin. For comfort on
"calendar” days, there’s nothing — hut
nothing— like the new, softer Kotex. With
softness that holds

to stay soft while

you wear

cover girl

The dentist's delighf

Firemen's flannels

chilly-willies?

downy

world that

—

its

shape.

yawns — to spare her
glamour and etiquette rating. You can rate
an A for assurance, if you know how to
spare yourself problem-day embarrassment.
Simply choose the napkin with the exclusive safety center (Kotex!) That gives you

gal will cover those

Made

extra protection.

it.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Guess Who: She came to Hollywood as
way back in ’33. She’d played
summer stock with Katharine Hepburn
and Bette Davis but took to musicals on
Broadway. Her name then was Dorothy
McNulty. Today she’s a happily married
woman and a mother, famous in a comic
strip.
Hint name of Blondie Bumstead.
Right her name is Penny Singleton.
She plays fast-talking hep roles both
on the stage and screen. She’s married
to a successful New York doctor and is
the mother of a grown son by a former
marriage. She commutes between Hollywood movies and the New York stage
and keeps a long distance marriage goa dancer

—

—

ing well. In 1928 she played a young
debutante in the Broadway play “Love,
Honor and Betray.”
Her father was
played by a character actor named Clark
Gable. Her name
Glenda Farrell.
She was born in Pennsylvania and got
her first job as a singer with the late
Hal Kemp’s band. Columbia signed her
and lost her although she’s now on that
lot playing opposite Red Skelton in “The
Fuller Brush Man.” Her husband is a
musician and (Continued on page 19)

—

When

in

doubt about whether

these days. But when in doubt about
dressing up — don’t! Better to err on the
casual side; at least you’re less conspicuous.
it is

to

"dress up" —
Don't be a Plain Jane

Don't go

At certain times, there’s never a doubt
about confidence — with Kotex. Those flat

Don't

pressed

^ore

prevent

ends

And your new Kotex

Will the wing-ding be informal, or a fluffand-flowers affair? Naturally, you’d like to
look your loveliest — with competition what

snugly,

comfortably;

adjustable

ivo/?7e/7

.

.

.

revealing

outlines.

Sanitary Belt
doesn’t bind.

fits

It’s

all-elastic!

c/?oose /COTEX*^

a// o//?er san/Yary
Kotex comes

in

3 sizes: Regular, Junior, Super
Dailey stint for the evening: Dan,

P
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dancing sensation, with his wife

new

at Giro’s

1

SWEET MOMENT

I

i

I

’

forXiislre-Creme

. . .

Dream Girls Only

'iCar,

By

cJhi’

MARY

1 1

1

1

li

1

MARILYN MAXWELL’S

first co-starring
opposite George
Raft in “Race Street.” In
it
she wears a brunette
wig. Screen tests revealed

JANE

role

FULTON

is

NO ANXIETY

besets you
music stO|)S. How
nice to know your hair’s
witchery lingers on after the
dance
haunting your
alter the

it made her appear more
dramatic for the part she plays. Her own
hair is bleached to a glamorous platinum
blonde. A blonde, she feels, should be
especially careful about keeping her locks
clean and bright looking. If it’s a bleached
job, she should never let a dark part
Marilyn thinks that the beauty of
show
.

.

.

three-way loveliness.

know your

C>,n,

its

hair’s

You

gleaming

highlights are /oidights

.

.

.

and when he murmured
Dream Girl, you know he
”

didn’t

JU

with

smooth softness. Such trust
you rightly placed in your
Lustre-Creme Shampoo and its
magic gift to your hair of

enhanced by a hair rinse
is
that brings out the highlights and imparts
a soft sheen to it. It’s old-fashioned, she
says, not to admit the use of hair beautifying aids. For when used according to directions, the result is natural looking.
'

.

memory

fragrance, brightness a?]d

your hair

Go,.s

.

.

escort’s

mean maybe.”

Ifair

She partly dries her hair with a towel
shampooing, then puts a dab of scalp
ointment or cream hair dressing in the
palm of her hand, rubs the brush bristles
Next,
in it and brushes her locks dry.
after

she applies a wave set, sets her hair in
pin curls, or uses hair curlers. While
combing her completed coiffure, she dips
the small end of her comb in wave set and
smooths unruly wisps of baby hair at her
hairline neatly up and out of the way. Or
she uses a little hair lacquer on them.

MANY
can

lell

A BRIDE willi Ibcam Girl” liair
you here’s e\er\ reason to [irefer
•

l

Lustre-Creme Shani[ioo. Not

a soap, not a

Lust re-Crenie

new,

liquiff.

lavishly lathering cream

a dainty,

shampoo,

tireateil

hy famed cosmetic specialist. Kay Daumit,
to give hair

(

is

new, three-wav loveliness:

/

C

r<‘iiiiuj

rcinui

(1)

For a dramatic evening

effect,

she adds

false curls or braids to her upsweep. She
has “falsies” in jade green, dark brown,
blonde to match her own hair, and curls in
varying shades of pink from light to a
deep rose. Dark brown hair looks stunning, she says, with either a Kelly green,
vivid purple, deep rose, gold, or silver
false piece added
Falsies are reasonably
priced, and can be so expertly matched to
natural hair colors, that no one will suspect
jfthey are not a part of your own pretty hair.

—

.

~J

1 1

Iki L’}-s

C.

('

.

Makes

it

fragranllv clean, free of

dust, loose dandrulf; (2) highlights every

strand with a lovely, glistening sheen;
(3)

leaves your hair soft, easy to manage.

Lustre-Creme’s instant, billowy lather
plus
a rare blend of secret ingredients

in a

Hail-

healthy scalp. Try Lustre-Creme Shampoo!

Be

utterly, shiiiiiig-sweel for sweet

.

moments ...

he

a

“Dream

Girl”.

.

.

a

Koy Daumiljnc. (Successor)

lovely LustresCreme Girl!

919

N. Michigon Avenue, Chicago,

I

Her

audience realizing

manners are

•Xircam-L^’'

gentle lanolin, akin to the natural oils

While making a personal appearance at
New York’s Capitol Theatre, Marilyn had
a cold. But by doctoring and sniffing from
inhalers between shows, she was able to
sing catchy songs without her admiring
Hef'

is

—

how

“coldy” she

as pretty as she

is!

felt.

£?«/,

Rekindle

your

.S'hampoo.

A

hair’s

highlights

with

Lustre-Creme

few llnger-tipsful makes a rich, cleansing

lather, in hard or soft water. (No special rinse needed.)
Leaves hair clean, sparkling, soft and manageable. 4 oz.

iarti
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LANA TURNER
Sfarring in tAQfrO’Goldwyn-SAayer's

CASS TIMBERLANE”

Blue Red
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When

for YOUR
three

you buy

this sensational

new lipstick,

you, too, will say: "It’s the most wonderful
ipstick in the world.” Select

I"

the shades

recommended

from the Chart
for

your color type.

Whether blonde, brunette, brownette

or

redhead, there are three exclusive
for your

own

type of color.

.

.

3

new

reds

glamour

changes to match every fashion, every mood.
look for these outstanding features:

And

This sensational
so s-m-o-o-t-h

new

lipstick

oh,

is

K The color stays on until you take off
t New original formula does not dry the lips
it
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2

1
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Color

Harmony Alake-Up

PAN-CAKE BRAND MAKE-UP
POWDER • ROUGE • LIPSTICK

In a modern-design metal case
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.

$1.00
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See toh^

r use Mumf

Baby takes a bow: Jeanne Crain

intro-

duces son Paul to director Lloyd Bacon

on tbe “You Were Meant for Me”

set

INSIDE

STUFF
(Continued from page 16) song writer.
She’s very happy as Mrs. Louis Busch.
She’s just as happy as Janet Blair, too.
Set of the Month: The laughter could
be heard a block when the door to Sound
Stage 9 was opened to admit Cal to the
“Sitting Pretty” set. Two minutes later
we were laughing louder than anyone at
the spectacle of two-year-old Roddy

McCaskill nonchalantly flicking oatmeal
over the immaculate Clifton Webb. It
was difficult to muffle our guffaws while
the camera recorded the sight.
Never having been in pictures before,
little Roddy got the job when his mother
explained the child’s only accomplishment
was standing on his head. She didn’t

know

the picture called for just that
Clifton Webb, with a crew haircut
trimmed here and there with gobs of oatmeal, and Maureen O’Hara, beautiful
and warmly happy over the picture, were
confident this would be the scream
movie of the year. And Cal can only add
it already is for our money.
feat.

Meet the Crew: You’ve probably seen
them in the newsreels and wondered
about them many times, so when Tyrone
Power popped in with an invitation to
meet his crew on that wonderful flight
over Africa and Europe, you can imagine

how honored Cal
There was

Orchids to you for holding on to your honeymoon happiness
for guarding
the charm he finds so adorable. No wonder you vow never to be without
Mum! Your bath washes away past perspiration. But to keep that daintiness
from fading ... to prevent risk of underarm odor to come
always complete
your bath with Mum.
.

.

.

. ,

a

ik

iVl ufl

g

felt.

Bill Ritter, radio

engineer,
kidding Bill Agnew, crew chief, about
taking the plane apart in mid-air. And
navigator Bob Stevens ribbing co-pilot
Bob Buck about that “Athens incident.”
Maybe the Greeks had a word for it but
neither one of the Bobs would elucidate.
Both Bill Gallagher and Jim Denton from
Twentieth, who were along on the trip,
came in for their share of ribbing, but
the one who enjoyed it most was Tyrone.
Over a cocktail we enthused over a
rare antique vase Tyrone had brought
home from Greece. When the boys
learned “that funny blue box” that everyone threw (Continued on page 118)

Product

Mum
Mum
Mum

safer for

charm

Mum

of

Bristol-Myers

checks perspiration odor, protects
all day or all evening.

your daintiness

Mum

contains no harsh or
ingredients. Snow-white

Because
tating

irri-

Mum

is

safer for skin

gentle— harmless to skin.

safer for clothes

No damaging ingredients in Mum to rot
or discolor fine fabrics. Economical Mum
doesn't dry out in the jar. Quick, easy to
use, even after you're dressed.
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My

(F)

Girl Tisa (Warners)

umor

and sentiment are effectively blended
to provide a picture with a few tears and
loads of laughs. It harks back to “the good old
days” of 1905 in
York’s East Side.
As Tisa, Lilli Palmer is an appealing enough

H

New

greenhorn
migration

'^y'\ery

good

—For the whole family
—For

A

melt the most hard-hearted im-

She works

in

Akim

Tamiroff’s

sweatshop so she can eventually bring wer ker
papa to the land of plenty. But Sam Wanamaker,
an amusingly aggressive young citizen of these
United States, upsets her careful plans.
Right there, the story takes on a fairy-tale
quality with Teddy Roosevelt (Sidney Blackmer) cast as the original Mr. Fixit. Although no
Adonis, Wanamaker has plenty of personality.
Akim Tamiroff, Alan Hale, Hugo Haas and Stella
Adler turn in fine performances.

VVv' Outstanding

F

to

official.

Your Reviewer Says:

adults

A

heart-warming romance.

(F) Captain from Castile
(20th Century -Fox)

or

those who like their film fare on the lavish
side, here’s a romantic adventure tale of Spain
in the days of the Inquisition.

F

Power arouses the enmity
powerful John Sutton who persecutes Tyrone’s parents and causes his young sister’s death. Power becomes part of the Cortez
expedition to the New World. The courageous
Cortez assigns Tyrone to guard the gold and
jewels. As if that weren’t dangerous enough,
Tyrone’s old enemy appears on the scene.
Power displays twenty-four-carat courage
while Jean Peters is pleasing as the girl he loves.
John Sutton is mighty formidable and Romero
makes Cortez a colorful character.
Aristocrat Tyrone

of politically

Tender:
in

“My

Sam Wanamaker and
Girl Tisa,”

Lilli Palmer
romance of the 1900’s

Your Reviewer Says:

High, wide and handsome.

(A) High Wall (M-G-M)

A

pply

murmix well, then
Audrey Totter and

a smattering of science to a juicy

der, inject a romantic note,

serve with Robert Taylor,
Herbert Marshall. Result: A gripping psychological thriller that will have you nibbling your nails.
After two years overseas, during which he’s
suffered head injuries that cause lapses of memory, pilot Taylor returns to his two-timing wife,
Dorothy Patrick. Next thing you know she’s
found strangled and Taylor is clapped into an

asylum under psychiatrist Audrey Totter’s

Roy Roberts, Tyrone Power, Jean
in historical “Captain from Castile”

Terrific:

Peters

care.

Aware

that publisher Marshall knows more than
he cares to tell, Taylor escapes so he can force the
ugly truth out of him. As a man fighting a murder rap, Taylor arouses deep sympathy. Totter is
terrifyingly efficient as the psychiatrist with more
than a professional interest in her patient. Marshall makes a suave scoundrel.

Pulse-quickening whodunit.
(Continued on page 22)

Your Reviewer Says:

BY

BRANDEN

EISA

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures
See Page 26.
of the

Tense: Robert Taylor and Audrey Totter in
psychological

murder mystery, “High Wall”

For Best Pictures

Month and

See Page 24.

Best Performances

For Brief Reviews

of Current Pictures See Page 28.

Trushay, the “beforehand lotion” —rich, fragrant, fabulously different

from other

lotions.

A wonderful skin softener, yes. But, OHl so much more. Smoothed
on before daily soap-and-water

tasks,

Trushay protects hands

even in hot, soapy water— guards against drying damage.

Once you

see

what Trushay ’s beauty extra can do

for

your hands,

you’ll

• Give your hands the benefit of
its excluTrushay’s beauty extra
sive “beforehand” protection. Ap-

—

use Trushay for all your lotion needs.

ply

Trushay before doing undies

or

dishes to guard your hands from the

drying damage of hot, soapy water!

The

fflCSHAY

^^Beforehand’’^ Lotion

P

)

)

{Continued from page 20)

A Woman’s Vengeance

(A)
(

Universal-International

part

from being a smooth, subtle melodrama, here’s a fascinating character
of
study
a woman going to pieces because

A

she loses the man she loves. The film’s
one glaring fault is there’s too much talk,
tending to slow up the action.
From the beginning, you know who poisoned Charles Boyer’s nagging screen
spouse,
Rachel Kempson, for Jessica
Tandy has guilt written all over her. But
circumstantial evidence marks Boyer as the
murderer and she does nothing to save
him. That’s her revenge when he spurns
her for teen-age temptress Ann Blyth.
The debonair Boyer is well cast as a
philanderer and Ann Blyth ’s portrayal of a
child bride is most moving. Jessica Tandy
excels as the neurotic spinster; Sir Cedric
Hardwicke ably handles his role of discerning physician; nurse Mildred Natwick
is convincingly spiteful.
Your Reviewer Says:
meller.

Intriguing

(F) Tycoon

B

etween

bridge

murder

(RKO)

building

and

love-

making, big, two-fisted John Wayne
has himself a man-sized job. Hired by
Sir Cedric Hardwicke to construct a tunnel in Latin America, Wayne insists a
bridge would be better. When he starts
courting daughter Laraine Day, Hardwicke puts every obstacle in Wayne’s way.
Once married, Laraine learns that life
in a construct on camp is no soft snap. Her
engineer-husband doesn’t sit behind a
desk but plunges right into the thick of
things with his men.

Told in Technicolor, “Tycoon” is more
decorative than dramatic, providing a juicy
role for Wayne. Laraine Day delivers a

politician with

somewhat

and empty promises,

performance. The satisfactory supporting players include James
Gleason, Anthony Quinn, Judith Anderson.
static

John Wayne builds a

Your Reviewer Says:
long, long bridge.

(F)
Sierra

The Treasure of the
Madre (Warners)

gold
W HAT greed
depicted
for

vividly
drama tailored

in

to

will do to a man is
this high-voltage

Humphrey

Bogart’s

tough-guy talents.
Bogie is seen here
minus his “Baby” or, for that matter, any
baby, since the picture is strictly a stag
affair. But don’t think because it lacks love
interest it’s on the dull side, for you
couldn’t ask for a movie more crowded
with color, action, suspense.
A couple of down-and-outers, Bogart
and Tim Holt join prospector Walter Huston on a rugged mining expedition in the
Mexican wilds. Although friendly at the
outset they gradually grow distrustful,
good fortune proving their undoing. As a
snarling killer who can take adversity but
not prosperity, Bogart’s performance is
something special.
Holt contributes an
able acting job and Huston lends salty humor to his role of the sly old timer.
Your Reviewer Says:
y'

B

A

Bogart bonanza.

(F) The Senator

Was

Indiscreet
( Universal-International

ULLETIN: Hollywood

try

in

When

the senator spouts silly slogans

he’s harmless enough
he’s revealed to be a deep-dyed
grafter, as well as an incompetent nitwit,

when

but

it isn’t quite so
gal, Ella Raines

amusing. Being a bright

—everything

a newspaper
reporter should be uses her typewriter to
show up Powell. Thanks to Ella’s press
agent sweetheart, Peter Lind Hayes, who
handles his first film role with marked assurance, Powell stands a chance of being
nominated. Suddenly, the senator’s highly
incriminating diary is stolen and everyone
is in a dither.
At that point the picture slides into
slapstick with a pajama-clad Powell run-

—

ning about in public.
Arleen Whalen
portrays a sweet young thing poking her
pretty fingers into politics.
Your Reviewer Says:

A

good

satire

goes

sour.

^

(F) Under Colorado Skies
(Republic)

uick

on the draw and easy on the ears
and eyes. Western singing star Monte
Hale has a lot of shooting and a little
singing to do in this outdoor opus in Trucolor. Being a big guy in every sense of the
word, he shields bank robber John Alvin,
member of a notorious gang and brother of
Hale’s attractive sweetheart, Adrian Booth.
Smoking guns and slugging fests are

Q

the order of the day. On the lighter side
there’s kindly old codger Paul Hurst who
knows a real desperado when he sees one
and Foy Willing and The Riders of the
Purple Sage to take care of the music.

Your Reviewer Says:

Hurrah

for Hale!

(Continued on page 24)

yes, ^

T^fleer’s^
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ITS COATING^
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Powell as a pompous
White House aspirations.

puts Washington

spot! At least it makes a good
this fairly funny political satire

on the

William

starring

'

.
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WET FEET or

GERMS called the "secondary invaders,” are believed
to be responsible for much of
a cold’s misery. These are already present in the mouth

may be transferred to you
you get in the way of a
cough or a sneeze.
or
if

ANYTHING that lowers body resistance makes it
jt\ easier for threatening germs called "secondary
invaders” to enter throat tissues and start trouble.
So, at the slightest hint of a chill, sneeze or cough,
begin at once with the Listerine Antiseptic gargle

and use

it

regularly.

This pleasant precaution may "nip your cold in the
bud”, or lessen its seriousness once it has started.

Here

is

why;

Listerine Antiseptic reaches

surfaces to

kill

ary invaders”.

way back on throat

millions of germs, including "second.

.

you know so

helps guard against their staging

may

DRAFTS, fatigue, and sudden changes of temperature

may

them before they

also

make

it

easier for

germs to stage a "mass

in-

vasion” of the throat tissue.
Reduction of germs is an

important step in warding
off a cold.

well.

mass invasion of the

a

In short

tissue.

it

gets after

get after you.

Germs Reduced Up

to

96.7%

in Tests

Remember, repeated tests have shown reductions
on mouth and throat surfaces ranging up to 96.7%
fifteen

Attacks “Secondary Invaders”

cold feet

lower body resistance, and
so make it easier for the
"secondary invaders” to invade the throat tissue and
produce many of the miserable complications of a cold

and up

minutes after a Listerine Antiseptic gargle,
to 80% an hour after.

Also remember that those who gargled Listerine
Antiseptic twice daily in tests had fewer colds and
usually milder colds than those who did not gargle
.

.

.

and fewer sore throats.

Lambert Pharmacal Company,

St.

Louis, Missouri

THE “SECONDARY INVADERS”

Here are some types of the "Secondary Invaders” which many aucause much of the
misery of a cold. As you can see
from their names, they’re threatening in character.
thorities say

Gargle with

LISTERINE ANTISEPTiC

TOP ROW,
Type
ROW,

IV,

left

to

right;

Pneumococcus Type

111,

Pneumococcus

Streptococcus vindans, Friedlander s bacillus. BOTTOM
Streptococcus hemoiyticus. Bacillus influenzae,

left to right;

Micrococcus catarrhalis, Staphylococcus aureus.

p

IT’S

NEW

!

Have you

tasted the zippy

MINT

flavor of today's Listerine

TOOTH PASTE

v/ith

25%

more Lusterfoam

?
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^Continued from page 22)

(F) Always Together (Warners)

ove

versus money is the theme of this
L comic valentine that will set you snickering in spite of yourself. It’s the story of
a couple of kids in love who learn that too
much money is sometimes worse than
none at all. (Anyway, it says so here!)
Boyish Robert Hutton strongly resembling Jimmy Stewart is
a
would-be
writer who sees nothing wrong in letting
the lady of his choice support him. According to pert Joyce Reynolds, that’s not
the attitude of a red-blooded American.
Their squabbling takes a serious turn when
millionaire Cecil Kellaway, believing him-

BLOHDES!

—
—

self at death’s door, instructs his attorney,
Ernest Truex, to present Joyce with a

million bucks, no strings attached!
Droll situations and laugh-provoking
wisecracks contrive to make “Always Together” a bright, unpretentious comedy.

Your Reviewer Says: All in good fun.

Pins hold your hair as firmly

as a thriller holds your attention

The Stronger Grip DeLong

.

is

no mere slogan dreamed-up by ad-writers
.

. .

It’s

a fact as cold and hard as the

high-carbon
quality

much
your

bob

better

hair,

steel that

pins

.

.

.

goes into these

Try them and see how

DeLong Bob

how much

Pins stay in

longer they keep their

strength and springy action

.

.

.You’ll

never go back to the wishy-washy kind of

bob
in

pin that’s in your hair one minute

perts in hair care, the

new, improved Golden

Hair Wash gives you
the exact degree of

T’S tough to love a genius, particularly
I when he’s a blind, struggling musician
with a good-sized chip on his shoulder.

.

boasts about

—

—

Golden Hair Wash
Whether you are blonde, brunette or redhead,
you can lighten your hair as much as you wish, or
merely add golden highlights. Perfected by ex-

(RKO)

(F) Night Song
DeLong Bob

• Why sigh over the lost golden loveliness of your
hair when you can make it beautifully blonde
with Marchand’s
again
and keep it that way

and

your lap the next. Always remember

what be-minked

lightness you desire!
Even if your hair

is

dull or streaked,
Marchand’s can give it
that smooth, even

Merle
Oberon discovers when sharp-tongued
Dana Andrews becomes head man in her
life. Intent upon helping Dana to fame via
his concerto but realizing he’s proud as
all get-out. Merle poses as a poor, blind
girl eager for piano lessons. It works for
That’s

socialite

blondeness

that’s

so

alluring.

Not a dye, not an
expensive “treatment”,

Marchand’s Golden
Hair Wash — in the

awhile before complications crop up.
Even as a disgruntled artist, Andrews is
extremely attractive and Oberon never
looked lovelier. That these two could make
beautiful music together is the most convincing part of an unconvincing story. As
Merle’s sympathetically cynical aunt, Ethel
Barrymore plays with great finesse, and
Hoagy Carmichael is delightfully natural
a:^ Dana’s band-leader pal. Pianist Artur
Rubinstein and the New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra lend their
prestige to a picture that has expert acting

—

smart new package is
complete in itself. More
convenient than ever
for you to use at home!
Fine, too, for lightening arm and leg hair.

HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with
handy attachment. Does two piece,

this

in its favor.

criss-cross,

inlaid,

circular

and hem.
smock*

stitching for pleats; also tucking,

Stronger Grip

hard to

Out

plays

Makes

slippers, etc. out of

rugs, comforters,

any material.

Easy

directions included.

get.

(F)

'Won't Slip

Dana Andrews

Your Reviewer Says:

ing and picoting.

BUTTON HOLER

Bambi (Disney-RKO)

Makes button holes on your sewing machine instead of by hand. Also darns
stockings, sews buttons, zippers; and can

S a soothing antidote

for all the gory
A gangster films, Walt Disney’s pastoral
portrait, first issued in 1941, offers seventy
minutes of relaxation.
Briefly, it’s the biography of a deer.

Best Pictures of the

be used for quilting. Sews in any direcfront, back or sideways.

tion

—

SEND NO MONEY

-

Merely send
your name, address and pay postman
$1.00 plus postage on arrival. Or, send $1.00 with order, an« we mail
attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfaction guaranteed or
your money back.
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Humphrey

Bogart, Walter Huston
in "The Treasure of the Sierra Madre”
William Powell, Ella Raines,
Peter Lind Hayes
in "The Senator Was Indiscreet”

Dana Andrews, Merle Oberon, Ethel
Barrymore, Hoagy Carmichael in
Quality ^Manufacturers for Over 50 “Years
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"Night Song”
Prank Sundstrom, Mikhail Rasumny
in "Song of My Heart”

Sally was smart. She knew that Monthly
Blues, nerves, irritability just don’t go over
with a man. “Be wise,” says Sally. “Don’t

nervous tension, p>eriodic headache and
cramps play havoc with your romance! In-

let

stead
these

—wonderfully
help

relieve

Pills!”

Packed

Chi-Ches-Ters

symptoms with
Chi-Ches-Ters
convenient sizes. Get
your druggist today.

those

effective

in three
Pills at

The Improved CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relief from **periodic functional

—^New

distress**

illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in

FREE

Chichester
Write today!
wrapper.
Chemical Company, Dept, 0-3, Philadelphia

plain

46, Pennsylvania.

!

Bambi, who shares many adventures with
fellow creatures of the forest:
The
wise old owl, the brash rabbit Thumper,
the coy skunk called Flower, the majestic
old stag whom all the animals respect, and
lovely young F aline, destined to become
Bambi’s mate. These cartoon characters
are endowed with all the human emotions fear, courage, love, jealousy, selfpreservation. Man is the villain who intrudes upon their paradise and Bambi’s
mother falls victim to this two-legged,
gun -toting menace. However, the mood
his

2

—

is

predominantly cheerful.

A

Your Reviewer Says:

^

Disney delight.

(F) Bill and Coo (Republic)

loud

tweet and a cheery chirp for Ken
Murray’s Trucolor novelty featuring
our feathered friends, among them George
Burton’s cute love birds and Curley Twi-

A

ford’s evil-looking crow,

Jimmy.

Reel troupers that they are, the birds
perform their specialty numbers in costume, circus tricks included. Youngsters
and oldsters alike will enjoy this birdseye
view of how game little Bill outwits the
big black crow and saves his sweetheart
Coo, along with Chirpendale’s other songsters.
Bill

and Coo”

melodious

colorful,

clever
—altogether, a good bet.
is

Your Reviewer Says:

A

and

small fry special.

(F) Song of

My

Heart

(Allied Artists)

IROUND Tchaikovsky’s haunting music
A a romantic story has been woven that
far too fragmentary and uneven to be
wholly satisfying. It’s told via flashback
technique by the composer’s valet’s son,
colorfully played by Mikhail Rasumny.
is

Frank

Sundstrom suggests sensitivity
temperament as Tchaikovsky
while Audrey Long is lovely enough to
inspire any composer. Indeed, her youtharid artistic

ful beauty defies the years to such
an
extent that, although everyone else ages

nary a wrinkle mars her features.
Hardwicke gives a smooth performance as the girl’s father who frowns
on her love affair with a mere music
maker; Gale Sherwood pleases as Tchaivisibly,

Sir Cedric

kovsky’s frivolous wife.
An ambitious production

that doesn’t
quite come off, “Song of
Heart” nevertheless merits an “A” for effort.

My

Your Reviewer Says: Tchaikovsky

deserves

better.

(F) The Fabulous Texan
(Republic)
’tugged
Western star, William
1 Elliott, has his hands full
trying to
establish order in his Texan neck of
the
woods following the Civil War. His job is
made especially tough by his boyhood pal,
John Carroll, who was law-abiding enough
until the police callously shot
down his
old preacher -father. Then he turns
into
a reckless outlaw.

Catherine

McLeod

is

cipient of attentions

the attractive re-

from both boys for
which you can hardly blame ’em. Albert
Dekker invites hisses as the heartless head
ot the police.
Andy Devine and Ruth
Donnelly are wasted in minor roles.
“The Fabulous Texan” could have been

an authentic account of a trying time in
the history of Texas; instead it’s merely
a
routine, bang-up Western in fancy
dress.
However, those uncritical folk who prefer
action to logic may find the proceedings
satisfactory enough.

Your Reviewer, Says:
love a fight!

How

those

Texans

viiik

nM perm

Now

Fresh brings you a new, more effec-

tive,

creamier deodorant to give you care-

free

underarm protection.

Yet dresses
•

.

.

are perfectly safe from rotting

normal skin

tation.

is

perfectly safe from

irri-

And Fresh doesn’t dry out in the jar

Only Fresh can

give

you

this

patented

combination of amazing ingredients.

But don't take our word for
See

if

New

effective

it

— test

it.

Perfect Fresh isn’t the most

deodorant you’ve ever used!

Casts of Current Pictures
VENGEANCE—

A

IV OMAN’S
Universal-InternaHenry Maurier, Charles Boyer; Doris, Ann
Blyth; Janet Spence, Jessica Tandy; Dr. Libbard,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Nurse Braddock, Mildred Natwick;
General
Spence, Cecil Humphreys; Robert
Lester, Hugh French; Emily Maurier, Rachel Kempson; Clara, Valerie Cardew; Coroner, Carl Harbord;
Prosecuting Counsel, John Williams; First Warder,
Leland Hodgson; Moisey, Ola Lorraine.
tional:

ALWAYS TOGETHER—

Donn Masters,
Robert Hutton; Jane Barker, Joyce Reynolds; Jonathan Turner, Cecil Kellaway; Mr. Bull, Ernest
Truex; McIntyre, Don McGuire; Judge. Ranson
Sherman; Doberman, Douglas Kennedy.

—

FROM

CAPTAIN
CASTILE 20th Century-Fox:
Vargas, Tyrone Power; Catana, Jean
Peters; Cortez, Cesar Romero; Juan Garcia, Lee J.
Cobb; Diego De Silva, John Sutton; Don Francisco,

Pedro De

Antonio Moreno; Father Bartolome, Thomas Gomez,
Botello, Alan Mowbray; Luisa, Barbara Lawrence;
Marquis De Caravajal, George Zucco; Captain Alvarado, Roy Roberts; Corio, Marc Lawrence; Manuel,
Robert Karnes; Soler, Fred Libby; Dona Maria, Virginia Brissac; Coatl, Jay Silverheels; Cermeno, John
Laurenz; Mercedes, Dolly Arriaga; Escudero, Reed
Hadley; Donna Marino, Stella Inda; De Lora, John
Burton; Hernandez, Mimi Aguglia.

FABULOUS TEXAN, THE— Republic:

Jim Me-

Wade, William

Elliot; John Wesley Barker, John
Alice Sharp, Catherine McLeod; Gibson
Hart, Albert Dekker; Elihu Mills, Andy Devine;
Josie Allen, Patricia Knight; Utopia Mills, Ruth
Donnelly; Bud Clayton, Johnny Sands; Reverend
Barker, Harry Davenport; Doctor Sharp, Robert H.
Barrat; Luke Roland, Douglass Dumbrille; Jessup,
Reed Hadley; Stanifer, Roy Barcroft; Wade Clayton, Russell Simpson; Shep Clayton, James Brown;
Sam Bass, Jim Davis; Dick Clayton, George Beban.

Carroll;

HIGH WALL — M-G-M.:
lor;

Dr.

Ann

Lorrison,

Steven Kenet, Robert Tay-

Audrey Totter; Willard

I.

Whxtcombe, Herbert Marshall; Helen Kenet, Dorothy
Patrick; Mr. Slocum, H. B. Warner; Dr. George
Poward, Warner Anderson; Dr. Philip Dunlap,
Moroni Olsen; David Wallace, John Ridgeley; Dr.
Stanley Griffin, Morris Ankrum; Mrs. Kenet, Elisabeth Risdon; Henry Cronner, Vince Barnett; Emory
Garrison, Jonathan Hale; Sidney X. Hackle, Charles
Arnt; Tom Delaney, Ray Mayer.

—

MY

GIRL TISA U. S'.-Warners: Tisa Kepes, Lilli
Palmer; Mark Denek, Sam Wanamaker; Mr. GrumAkim Tamiroff; Dugan, Alan Hale; Tescu,
Hugo Haas; Jenny Kepes, Gale Robbins; Mrs. Faludi,
Stella Adler; Herman, Benny Baker; Georgie, Sumner Getchell; Binka, Sid Tomack; Svenson, John
Qualen; Riley, Tom Dillon; Theodore Roosevelt, Sidney Blackmer; Prof. Tabor, Fritz Feld.

bach,

NIGHT SONG— RKO:

Dan, Dana Andrews; Cathy,
Merle Oberon; Miss Willey, Ethel Barrymore; Chick,
Hoagy Carmichael; Artur Rubinstein, Artur Rubinstein; Eugene Ormandy, Eugene Ormandy; Connie,
Jacqueline White; George, Donald Curtis; Jimmy,
Walter Reed; Mamie, Jane Jones.

SENATOR WAS INDISCREET, THE— UniversalInternational
Sen. Melvin G. Ashton, William
Powell; Poppy McNaughton, Ella Raines; Lew Gibson, Peter Lind Hayes; Valerie Shepherd, Arleen
Whelan; Houlihan, Ray Collins; Farrell, Allen Jenkins; Dinty, Charles D. Brown; Waiter, Hans Conned; Oakes, Whit Bissell; Woman at banquet, Norma
Varden; “You Know Who”, Milton Parsons; Frank,
Francis Pierlot; Helen, Cynthia Corley; Indians,
Oliver Blake, Chief Thunder Cloud, Chief Yowlachie,
Iron Eves Cody; Politicos, Boyd Davis, Rodney Bell;
Eadie, Edward Clark; U. S. Officer, William Forrest;
University President, Douglas Wood; AttendantStand, Tom Dugan; Texan, George K. Mann.
:

UQUID CREME
—a joy to use!

Y

ou’ll love the soothing, caressing, kind-to-yout-hair effect of

the eggin Richard

Modern

Hudnut Shampoo.

science has found that just

amount of plain, old-fashioned egg in powder form makes
this grand shampoo extra mild, extra
gentle. It’s a new kind of shampoo,
the right

Not a dulling, drying soap. Contains

no wax or paste.
Richard Hudnut

Shampoo

is a

sm-o-o-o-th liquid

creme. Beautybathes hair to
"love-lighted” per-

created especially for the beauty-

wise patrons of Hudnut’s exclusive
Fifth

Avenue

Salon.

A New Kind of Hair Beauty from
a World-Famous Cosmetic House
p
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SONG OF MY HE^ET—Allied

Artists:

Peter

Tchaikovsky, Frank Sundstrom; Amalya, Audrey
Long; Grand Duke, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; SergeiStephan, Mikhail Rasumny; Sophia, Gale Sherwood;
Ivan, Serge Krizman; Jurgesen, Charles Throwbridge; Nurse, Kate Lawson; Rubenstein, Lester
Sharpe; Kolya, Drew Allen; Lieut. Sanderson, Scott
Elliott; Lieut. Julian, Gordon Clark; Pfc. Murphy,
Jimmie Dodd; Rimsky-Korsakoff, David Leonard;
Czar, John Hamilton; Cesar Cui, William Ruhl; Aide
In Uniform, Steve Darrell; Borodin, Robert Barron;
Housekeeper, Elvira Curci; Ballet Master, Maurice
Cass; Doctor, Grandon Rhodes; Doorman, William
Newell; Conductor, Leonard Mudie.

TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE, THE—
Warners: Dobbs, Humphrey Bogart; Howard, Walter
Huston; Cody, Bruce Bennett; Curtin, Tim Holt;
McCormick. Barton MacLane.

TYCOON — RKO:

Johnny, John Wayne; Maura,
Alexander, Sir Cedric Hardwicke;
Miss Braithxvaite Judith Anderson; Pop, James
Gleason; Ricky, Anthony Quinn; Fog, Grant Withers;
Joe, Paul Fix; Chico, Fernando Alvarado; Holden,
Harry Woods; Curly, Michael Harvey; Senor Tobar,
Charles Trowbridge; Chavez, Martin Garralaga.
Laraine Day;

fection. Rinses out

quickly, leaving hair

easy to manage,
free of loose

dandruff. At drug and

department stores.

—

UNDER COLORADO SKIES Republic: Monte
Lucky”
Hale, Monte Hale; Julia, Adi ‘an Booth;
William Haade;
John Hawkins, Paul Hurst;
Alvin;
Faro,
LeRoy
Mason;
BlanSheriff
John
Jeffi,
chard, Tom London; Clip, Steve Darrell; Red, Gene
Thornhill,
Ted
Adams;
Steve
Doc
Pony,
Evans;
Raines; Slim,

Hank

Patterson.

Dark-haired Jane Wade, cliarming Conover
model and Katharine Gibbs student.

“Pretty Gay”

— newest,

come-hillierest Cutex shade

OnC^ac/e/:
“This new Cntex wears longer than

any polish

I’ve ever used,

regardless of price,” says Jane.

DRESS BY FlUCOL

/
Bright beauties everywhere are raving about the new,

Now

diffeient, magic-'wear Cutex.

long— even longer than “budget-breaker”

New Cutex dries faster,
fadeless colors.

So use
cure.

this

Only

too

lOff,

.

.

polishes.

sparkles with clearer,

plus tax.

wondrous polish

And remember— Cutex

perfect companion.

.

for

ANOTHER BEAUTY...
NEW CUTEX LIPSTICK

wears incredibly

Five fresh, kiss-me-quick shatres. So
creamy-smooth and clinging. Color
keyed to make exciting harmony with

Cutex polishes. Only 49i, plus

your next mani-

Cuticle

Remover

is its

tax.

Try new Cutex Lipstick. And try all
the famous Cutex manicure products,
from

nail

files

to

cuticle

nippers.

Northam Warren, New York.
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l^elyDiesses
Sivento\bu(
If there’s

one thing every

NEW

(F)

COLORS
in slim lines

work magic
for a comfy
casual

a

woman

can always use,

DRESS!

THE— Go\dwyn:

Film-

(F)

CAPTAIN SOrCOrr— Rank-U-I:

Man’s

age-old fight for food and shelter is the theme of this
first-rate film. With Cecil Parker, Stewart Granger,

Robert Donat and Kathleen Ryan. (Feb.)
(F)
TIMBERLANE-M-G-U: Spencer
Tracy, as a middle-aged, small-town judge, invites
trouble when he weds impetuous, young Lana Turner

from the wrong side of the tracks. Zachary Scott
the threat to their May-December match. (Feb.)
(A) DAISY KENYON — 2Uth Century-Fox;
^
Crawford's problem in this domestic drama of

is

Joan
mar-

riage and divorce is:
Should she hold on to the
attractive but already married Dana Andrews, or
forget him for unattached Henry Fonda?
(Feb.)

(F) DESIRE ME — M-G-M;
^
to infuse fresh

With Greer Garson
life into the old Enoch Arden theme
and Robert Mitchum and Richard Hart to help her,
plenty of punch.

this picture has

(F)

EXILE,

(Dec.)

THE — L'niversal-lnternational:

Douglas

Fairbanks Jr. puts on a good show as
Charles II during his exi’le in Holland. He has
Paule Croset and Maria Montez to flirt with, Henry
Daniell to fight with in this entertaining picture.
(Feb.)

(A)

for FASHION
FROCKS— gorgeous originals of exquisite fabrics, unbelievably lowpriced down to $3.98. For every
V
A order, you get paid in cash on
\ the spot. It’s really a cinch.

where you please

*ptC6 PORTFOLIO

Jl’IFE,

mas

Especially wlien it’s beautifully made in the latest style and the newest colors and fabrics— such as those shown on this page,
would you like to receive one, two, three or
more lovely Spring dresses, without paying
of cost? That’s right, without paying out
cent in cash! Well, here’s your chance. It’s
opportunity offered by FASHION FROCKS,
nc., America’s largest direct selling dress company.
Our dresses are bought by women in every state, and
nearly- every county. W''e need new representatives
right away to take orders in spare time and send them
to us. Any woman, even without previous experiencej
can act as our representative. Whether you’re married
or single— housewife or employed woman— you can get
the chance to obtain stunning dresses as a bonus—
dresses that will not cost you a penny. In addition, you
can make splendid weekly cash commissions— up to
$23 and $25 a week, or more! You
simply take orders when and
it’s

BISHOP’S

may find the pace of this Christfable too leisurely, but the more discriminating
will applaud it. Cary Grant plays an angel sent down
to straighten out the affairs of bewildered Bishop
David Niven and his wife Loretta Young. (Jan.)
goers geared to speed

FOREVER AMBER— 20th

Century-Fox;

Kathleen Winsor's tale emerges as a lavish production with Linda Darnell as the bold beauty who climbs
love's ladder until she reaches the throne of King
Charles II. Cornel Wilde is her real lover even if
she dallies with Glenn Langan, Richard Greene, John
Russell, Richard Haydn and (jeorge Sanders. (Jan.)

THE—

(F) FOXES OF HARROW,
20th CenturyFox: Set in New Orleans of 1830, this conventional
costume drama has Rex Harrison playing an Irish
adventurer turned country gentleman and Maureen
O’Hara as a proud beauty who spurns him. (Dec.)

THE —Argosy-RKO: Intolerance
^ the FDGITIVE,
keynote, Central America the setting of this

of latest

{.Y)

is

strange, sombre story. Henry Fonda, playing a priest
fleeing from an anti-religious government, is aided by
devout Indians, among them Dolores Del Rio. (Jan.)

SPRING DRESSES
as

(A)

GANGSTER, THE— Allied

for comfort
by his slum

MORE REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED RIGHT AWAY!
Right now, more representatives are needed to show a marvelous added feature of FASHION FROCKS — sensational new
styles personally designed by the lovely screen star, Constance
Bennett, "one of the world’s ten best-dressed women”. Be the
one to present these exciting dresses to friends and neighbors.
Remember, they can’t be bought in stores, so people must
come to you if they want to be admired in stunning Constance Bennett originals. FASHION FROCKS carry the famous
Good Housekeeping guaranty seal. You can make good
money without previous experience. Our special cooperation
plan helps you to exceptional earnings like these: Marie
Patton, 111., earned $28.84 in a single week — Mrs. Claude

GOOD

Ray McDonald and Mel Torme. They

RARE FLOWER PRINT

note in a Technicolor musical.

blooms with sparkle
and style.

FASHION FROCKS,
Desk 63039,

^

YES— am

Glamorous

}

of stage, screen
and radio, one of the world's 10
best-dressed women, she designs
exclusively for FASHION FROCKS.

Ohio

INC.
Cincinnati 25, Ohio

sings torch songs.

I

interested in your opportunity to make
money in spare time and get my own dresses without
a penny of cost. Send me full information, without
I

obligation.

I

I
I

I

Name
I

I

Address

I
I

star

I

Thrill-thirsty

(Jan.)

Walter’s shrewish
he’s kind to little Janet Leigh.
wife, Angela Lansbury. believes the worst but his real
(Feb.)
love, Deborah Kerr, knows better.

j

^^4UtaMce ScMHctt

^L(9A’£—-Paramount:

COMES—

I

I

U,

/

audiences will find action galore here. Burt Lancaster
is an ex-convict who feuds with former night club
partner Kirk Douglas while slinky Lizabeth -Scott

M-G-U: Poor Walter
(A) IF WINTER
Pidgeon is a much misunderstood man just because

I

I

Cincinnati

STREET—

GREEN

(A)

Desk 63039

hit the right

(Feb.)

U-G-U:
(F)
DOLPHIN
Crammed to the bursting point with a New Zealand
earthquake, tidal wave, shipwreck and jungle warfare, this overlong adventure story gives you more
than your money’s worth. With Lana Turner, Donna
Reed, Richard Hart and Van Heflin. (Jan.)

dresses, without cost! Mail the
to reserve valuable Style

I

twisted

(F)
NEWS-U-G-U: Oh, for a college
education with such cute classmates as June Allyson,
Peter Lawford, Patricia Marshall, Joan McCracken,

coupon now

Presentation Portfolio sent FREE. No obligation— and nothing to pay. Just paste
coupon to a postcard and mail it today.

Too grim

man

AGREEMENT—

GET STARTED NOW- MAIL COUPON
Think how wonderful it can be to get all

own

Artists:

this sordid story about a

20th
(F) GENTLEMAN’S
Century-Fox: Here's a powerful plea for fair play
toward all minorities plus a stirring love story. Gregory Peck is excellent as a writer given a tough assignment; Dorothy McGuire is his charming but confused
sweetheart. John Garfield and Celeste Holm contribute
praiseworthy performances. ( Feb.

Burnett, Ala., collected $27.10.

your

is

environment into believing that the whole
world’s a jungle in which he must make his kill or be
killed.
Barry Sullivan is the gangster; Belita plays
his girl friend; Akim Tamiroff his partner. (Jan.)

Zone

City

Age-

.

Dress Size-

State

(F)
^
Rogers

IT

HAD TO BE YOC — Columbia:

Ginger

plays a flighty female who jilts three bridegrooms at the altar. Just as she’s about to marry
Number Four, up pops dream man Cornel Wilde.
(Jan.)

KILLER McCOY—M

G-M: Mickey Ro 9 ney
(F)
rings the bell in this film for fight fans. As a lightfather James
no-account
with
boxer,
saddled
weight
Dunn, he demonstrates he's a game little scrapper.
Donlevy.
Brian
(Jan.)
Blyth
and
With Ann

THF—

FROM

ColumSHANGHAI.
(F) LADY
Orson Welles provides a three-ring circus with
something doing every minute. Welles plays an Irish
Hayworth and her sadistic
sailor hired by Rita
husband Everett Sloane. Glenn Anders completes the
(Feb.)
jiarty, and from then on it’s murder
bia:

1

(K) LAST ROUND-l'P. THE — Columbia: Gene
^
Autry throws a monkey wrench into the plot of Ralph

Morgan and Mark Daniels to defraud some poor
Jean Heather makes Gene’s troubles easier
to bear. The Texas Rangers give out as usual. (Jan.)
Indians.

LOST MOMENT.

(F)

7H£--UniversaMnterna-

Which Twin has the

American publisher Robert Cummings snoops
about a gloomy house in Old Venice, inhabited by
ancient crone Agnes Moorehead, her daffy niece,
vSusan Hayward, and frightened housemaid. Joan
t'onal:

T.orring.

(Feb.)

Full of fancy flimflam.

MAN ABOUT TOWN —

RKO; In the guise
(F)
Lothario, suave Maurice Chevalier re()f an aging
counts the three-cornered love affair between bimself,
his charming protegee. Marcelle Derrien, and her
ardent young admirer. Francois Perie. (Jan.)
RKO:

(A) MOURNING
Fugene O'Neill’s

BECOMES ELECT R A—

ei)ic tragedy with psychoovertones made into a stupeiidou.s production
that has greater appeal to the intellect than the
Rosalin{l Russell and Michael Redgrave
emotions.
dominate a distinguished cast including Leo Genu,
Katina Paxinou. Raymond Massey, Kirk Douglas.
A bold, noteworthy experiment. (Feb.)

logical

ROSE—

MY

Warners-. This
WILD IRISH
(F)
musical salute to Frin has Dennis Morgan in top form
Chauncey Olcott. iiopular singer of Irish ballads,
Andrea King as fabulous Lilliati Russell am! newenmer Arlene Dahl, llright, breezy and gay. (Feb.)
as

(A)

NIGHTMARE ALLEY— 20ih

It’s carnival time, folks, with
ruthless rogife irresistible to

Century-Fox:
Tyrone Power playing a
women; Joan Hlondell,

mind reader: Coleen Gray, pretty circus performer;
Helen Walker, clever psychologist.
(Jan.)

a

(F)

ON THE OLD SPANISH

When

lic:

hold-ui)S,

gypsy Tito Guizar

Roy Rogers goes

is

Repub-

suspected of several

after him.

Fists fly

and

horses’ hooves clatter with some tuneful songs sandin between.
(Jan.)

wiched

(F)

F— Universal-

PIRATES OF

Rod Cameron. Montercy-bound to deguns to friends fighting the Spanish Royalists,
meets up with flirtatious Maria Montez on the verge
of wedding handsome Philip Reed. (Feb.)
International

:

liver

UniversalF) RIDE THE PINK
International
Pof> Montgomery learns revenge isn’t
always sweet and blackmailing’s a bad business when
he goes after gangster Fred Clark for the murder of
a pal.
Mixed up in these dangerous doings are Art
Smith. Wanda Hendrix, Thomas Gomez. Andrea
King. (r)ec.)
{

:

(F)

ROAD TO RIO — Paramount:

Crosby, Hope

and I.amour make
time

this a delightfully daffy farce. This
the trio is off to Rio with Bing and Bob getting

Dorothy’s villainous aunt.
into no end of scrapes.
Gale Smulergaard. hyi^notizes everyone. (Feb.)

MY LOU£—

Triangle-l'A: This
(F) SLEEP,
suspenseful thriller is sure-fire entertainment. Claudette Colbert is in a spot when her husband. Don
•Ameche, consi)ires with George Coulouris and Hazel
Brooks to drive her crazy. Fortunately, quick-thinking Robert Cummings rushes to her rescue. (Feb.)

(A) SO WELL REMEMBERED- Rank-RKO:
John Mills and Martha Scott breathe life into this
interesting movie covering the years between \^b)rld
War I and IT. Patricia Roc, Richard Carlson and
Trevor Howard complete an outstanding cast. (Feb.)

SWORDSMAN,

(F)
777£— Columbia It’s a
gay excursion into Scotland’s colorful juist when
opposing clans fought each other fiercely.
Dashing
Larry Parks belongs to one clan, bonny Ellen Drew
to another.

:

(Jati.)

THAT HAGEN

—

(F)
GIRL Warners: Winsome
Shirley Temple and stalwart Ronald Reagan wrestle
with a mediocre, tawdry meller depicting the evils of
small-town gossip. Rory Calhoun, Lois Maxwell and
Jean Porter lend their assistance. (Jan.)

. .

.tklSwl

amazing! Yes, and it’s true. A Toni
is every bit as lovely
as an expensive beaiitv shop wave. The
Toni twins show it— and you can prove
it
todav. But before buying the Toni
It’s

Home Permanent

kit you’ll

Will

want

to

know —

TONI work on my hair?

M

\/ (F) UNCONQl'ERED—Yaramonut: If you like
your history, as interpreted by Cecil B. De Mille,
this Technicolor production is for you. An all-star
cast includes Gary Cooper, Paulette Goddard. Boris
Karloff, Howard Da Silva. Katherine De IVIille. (Dec.)

(A) UPTURNED GLASS, r//£— Rank-U-I
murder is your movie meat, you might take to this
morbid bizarre picture. Pamela Kellino turns in a
fine acting job as a reluctant victim of James Mason’s
If

violence.

(F)

(Feb.)

VOICE OF THE TUR7 LE— Warners:

This delightful comedy has
soldier in for an adventurous

Ronald Reagan as a
weekend with actress
Eleanor Parker who is recovering from a disastrous
love affair. Eve Arden and Wayne Morris contribute
mirth to a thoroughly engaging picture. (Jan.)

WHERE

(F)
THERE'S LIFE— Paramoxxni:
Ihis gag-strewn story of royal intrigue has Bob Hope
pursued'by spies, nearly kidnapped by beautiful Signe
Has.<(,, and threatened by William Bendix. Hope has
a lively time of it
and so will you. (Dec.)

\/y

—

Which twin has the TONI?
Lucerne and Suzanne McCullough
well-known

Yes, Toni waves anv kind of hair that
take a permanent, including gray,
dyed, bleached or hahy-fine hair.
will

(F) THIS TIME FOR KEEPS—
G-M: Swimming star Esther Williams is in this one; also Johnnie
Johnston who proves an easy target for Cupid’s dart.
Jimmy [)urante dishes out the humor, and Lauritz
Melchoir attends to the serious singing. (Jan.)

with handy fiber curlers only $1.25. The
Toni Refill Kit complete except for
curlers is just $1. (All prices plus tax.
Prices slightly higher in Canada).

Must be handy with my hands?
Not at all! If you can roll your hair up

New York

are

Suzanne, at
the right, is the Toni twin, and she says,
"My Toni wave was soft and naturallooking the very first day. That’s why
Lucerne says her next wave will be a
artists.

I

Toni,

too.”

on curlers you can give yourself a smooth,
professionaldooking permanent with Toni.
Just hy following the easy directions.

How

long will

take

it

me?

only 2 to 3 hours. And
during that time you’re free to do as

Waving time

you

How

is

please.

long will

my TONI wave

last?

Your Toni wave is guaranteed to last
just as long as a $15 beauty shop perma-

nent— or your money

How much

will

I

back.

save with TONI?

The Toni Home Permanent

Kit with reusable plastic curlers costs only $2
.
.
.
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incover

W

new, natural
with your very

first

your hair

Rayve Creme Shampoo

Mwas

color

there!

you never dreamed
Almost magically,

Rayve uncovers sparkling
champagne tones if you’re
blonde.

Hints of midnight blue

in hair that’s raven-black.

hair, catchlights of

gold.

And

gleams

.

.

see
.

how

In red

copper and
white hair

with blue-diamond

whiteness!

Call it a miracle
but you’ll see it happen.
Before your very eyes, the very first time you use
Rayve Creme Shampoo brings out new, natural
.

it,

.

.

you never dreamed your hair could have! Rayve is
not a soap, so leaves no film. And Rayve contains
lanolin
needs no conditioner, for your hair dries
glossily lovely
not over-dry and dull! Try Rayve
sensational billion-bubble creme shampoo. Lathers in
hardest water
rinses out so thoroughly your hair
color

.

Handy Tube
No

or Jar

1

.

.

—

—

0^, 29^, 60^, $1

Federal Cosmetic Tax

.

.

.

whispers

its

All drug,

Royve
^Pronounced

RAVE— Reg.

gleaming, colorful cleanliness!

department and 10-cent

(W Shampoo

The Creme Shampoo that brings out Color and Gleam!
O. S, Paf, Off.

stores.

.

.

.

latter
atte
By

r

Lester Qottlieb

TO THE VICTOR:

This melodrama
theme song, "You’re
Too Dangerous, Cherie” and Hal Derwin (Capitol) makes it attractive.
has

cautious

a

YOUR RED WAGON:

Has

a fetch-

ing theme melody that hands out some
lyrical advice and Tony Pastor (Columbia), Jackie Paris (M-G-M) and
The Starlighters (Capitol) all take full

advantage of

it.

GOOD NEWS: M-G-M
album of

all

has

made an

the tunes sung

by June

Peter

Allyson,

Lawford,

Cracken and Pat Marshall.

Joan
If

Mc-

you pre-

fer single disks, try Jo Stafford (Capi-

Dinah Shore (Columbia), or
tol),
George Paxton’s band (M-G-M) doing the lovely "Best Things in Life Are
Free.”

FLL

WALK ALONE:

ture song

is

It has hit

parade

titled

The

film’s fea-

"Don’t Call

It

Love.”

possibilities, especially

the way Claude Thornhill (Columbia)
and Freddy Martin (Victor) spin it.

TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRE:
Humphrey

Bogart’s

Pan Alley

new

gives Tin
on disks to
launch it are Freddy Martin (Victor)
and Ray Noble and Buddy Clark
(Columbia)
a

latest

^

ballad and

And

GREEN DOLPHIN STREET:

Here’s
another recorded version of the title
song, excellently grooved by Dick
Jurgens’ capable orchestra (Columbia)

THE CLASSICAL CORNER:

(Victor)

.

.

.

The Buda-

Quartet plays Mozart’s
Quintet in D Major for Columbia
You’ll find Mozart’s Serenade in G in
Victor’s new album played by the London Philharmonic under Sir Thomas
Beecham’s baton
On the lighter
side try Morton Gould’s Showcase of
stunning orchestrations, also issued by
Columbia ... A single disk recommendation is soprano Licia Albanese’s
two arias from Pagliacci as disked by
Victor
Lily Pons sings a whole
album of operatic arias for Columbia,
plus Strauss’s "Blue Danube.”
pest

String

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

like so

this brilliant

many women,

hands.

opera star prefers

PACQUINS Hand Cream
AND YEAR after year, Pacquins dra.XA matizes more beautiful hands...

Bee-

thoven’s majestic "Eroica,” Symphony
No. 3 is beautifully performed by
Serge Koussevitzky and the Boston

Symphony

^

. . . .5

.

.

beautifies

more hard - working hands

.

scent

is

RISE SIEVEIVS

Mmmmmm! Feels so good! The
even nicer. A litde later
where
. .

Now

look

Now

. .

.

.

at the

transformation! Just

creamy hands!
you’re ready for your audience!

look at your

soft,

MARION PUNCH,

than any other hand cream in.the world!

"Pacquins

But learn the magic “why” for yourself.
Start tonight to groom youf hands the

'must’

starlit

way.

Just try a 12-second massage of this

snowy-white, wonderful cream on your

for (Ireani

.

did that lovely cream go?

R.N., says:

Hand Cream

on my

chart!

With

a
the

is

dozens of scrubbings my hands
submit to every day, nothing
less cherishing than Pacquins
could keep them socially acceptable And Pacquins was first
!

made

for doctors and nurses.”

handb - cream your hands

with

^

P

HAND CREAM

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR TEN-CENT STORE.
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Colgate's

:

:

'

!

::

SMART
NEW

New

Deodorant

BOTTLE EOR

QUICK CURLS
Brainwaves:

Safe for Skin!
Safe fer Clothes!

Dear Photoplay
There are polls for “the girl you would
like to be marooned on an island with.”
Why not a poll to see what man the
women would like to be marooned with.
I would like to nominate Dane Clark.

Betty Jane Bonham
San Antonio, Tex.

Question Box:
Dear Editor

Would you please help me settle a
friendly argument. I maintain Boris Karloff played the part of Dr. Fii Manchu in
the first pictures of the name.
I right?

Am

Mrs. Ray Kline Jr.
Arkansas City, Kans.
Warner Oland played Dr. Fu Manchu
in the first pietnre of the series, “The
Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu.” in 1929.
Karloff did play the part of the doctor in

“The Mask

of

Dr. Fu Manchu”

in

1932.

Dear Editors
heard Alan Ladd
sing with Dorothy Lamour.
Could you
tell me if he was doing the singing?
If
he was, let’s hope we’ll have Ladd singing
in another picture soon.
In “Variety Girl”

I

WILDROOT HAIR

New

is

new boudoir

thick,

gummy wave

now available in this

Just right for
your dressing table. Right too for setting
your favorite hair-do quickly at home, and
tops for good grooming. New Wildroot
Hair Set contains processed Lanolin. Leaves
hair soft, natural looking, and at its lovely
best. Light bodied. Replaces old-fashioned
Leaves no

bottle!

sets. Faster

drying.

Get Wildroot Hair Set
in the smart new bottle today, at your
favorite drug or toiletries counter.

Albert Annibalini
Alan Ladd did

SET

smart

flakes.

NEW WILDROOT

London, Conn.

HAIR SET

his ozvn singing in “Va.-

riety Girl.”

Amazing New
Pro an d Con:
Dear Photoplay

Only VETO, No Other Deodorant,

A

word about

the

DRESSforYOU

Communist writers

and actors in Hollywood We do not need
them and certainly will not see any pic-

fob 0*'®^*"**®^

:

Contains Exclusive
Safety Ingredient

To guard your

New

— DURATEX

loveliness, protect

your

charm — use VETO! Colgate’s amazing
new antiseptic deodorant checks perspiradoubly safe! Safe
for any normal skin! Safe for clothes!
Only Veto contains Duratex, exclusive
new safety ingredient it's different from
any deodorant you’ve used before. Use
Colgate’s Veto regularly to check perspiration, stop underarm odor sa/e/y. 10^
and larger sizes. Drug, cosmetic counters.
tion, stops odor, yet

Why

tures they are connected with.
should
we help them to make a good living if they
cannot be loyal to these good old United
States ? Those are my sentiments and also
the sentiments of all good Americans.

THRILLING

Experience Unnecessary

SAMPLES FREE
Famous Harford Frocks will send you
big, new Style Line showing scores of
latest fashions, with actual fabrics, in
dresses cottons, woolens, rayons at
sensationally low money-saving prices.
Also suits, sportswear, lineerie, hosiery, chQdren’s wear. Show styles, fabrics to neishbors.
friends, family— send in only Borders and your
own dress is incladed without payiner one cent.

JAH! NeveR ORITTY OR. GRAINY

—

—

Editor

— Letter

Section

;

upon to express my respect
for those Hollywood stars who were alert
enough and courageous enough to rise to
I feel

EARN CASH, TOO Time!

called

the defense of the rights of others. I am
referring to Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Bacall and the many others who made up
the Committee for the First Amendment,
who had the courage of their convictions
to go to Washington to protest the witch
hunt which was on at that time.
To me they are now more than just
actors ; they are first-rate citizens.
S. Shuster
IN

PLAN!

Everything supplied without cost.

—

STAYS MOIST

NEW

Yourchoice of Gorgeous New
Dress or Suit— in your favorite
style, size and color, given to
you for sendingorders for only
THREE! DRESSES for your neighbors,
friends, or members of your family.
THAT'S ALL! Not one cent to pay.

Mrs. Texas L. Lawrence
Tucson, Ariz.

is

Plaid

Milwaukee,

Wis.

Up to $22

in

a Week in Spare

Yes, you can earn big cash income— up
to $^.00 in a week brides gettii^ com-

EASY I
plete wardrobe for yourself.
Mail coupon for complete STYLE LINE today!
.

.

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept J-9001
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

HARFORD FROCKS.

Dept, j.9001
CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
new Harford Frocks Style Line and
details of your offer.

I

Please rneh

I

full

I

Name^^^

I

I

me

the

Address
City.

State

—

|
j
I

I

::
:

:

:

Brickbats and Bouquets:

Dear Editor
In the December issue of Photoplay
there was an article about Mark Stevens,
“Can This Be Love?” On one page there
was a picture of Mark kissing Hedy Lamarr. On the opposite page was a picture
of Mark and his wife, Annelle, not kissing.
mistake. He isn’t the only
Therefore, why slap him in
the face with this picture?
I also thought a reporter was only to
give facts and not what he or she thinks.
This was done all through Sheilah
Graham’s story. As she said, she most
certainly is confused.

Mark made a
who has.

one

Loretta

Duckworth

Detroit, Mich.

a skin-smoother finer than Lanolin... now in

Dear Editors

A warm

you for Readers Inc.
Do go on with it. Another warm kiss to
Miss Claudette Colbert for her remarkable
efforts in “What Should I Do ?”
kiss to

A gentle slap to “our reviewer” who
thought the English film “Caravan” was
a bad one and that J. Arthur Rank slips.
Edward E. Teen
Damascus, Syria

Dear Photoplay
A few weeks
brought to
went to see

We

this

ago “Henry V” was
and a group of us

city

it.

if the English want us to
see their “wonderful” pictures they should
at least talk so we can understand them.

think that

Joanne Knipshidd
San

Angelo,

Texas

Dear Editor

As an English reader I welcome your
new feature Readers Inc. as it gives me
the opportunity of saying how much I
appreciate the impartial criticism given
British films by your magazine.
Over
here it is very difficult to realize just what
Americans think of our recent films we
read so many varied yarns.
;

It is good to see that at least one magazine gives them a straight deal and many
thanks for your fair reviews.

Sheila Colman
Sussex, England

Dear Editor
The night after I saw “Crossfire” I took
my two growing sons to see it. Later I
took
Class.

my entire high school Citizenship
No American should miss “Cross-

As

Now yours... a smoother, ready-for-romance complexion. Yes, yours
enriched with Vitone, the ingredient called
with Jergens Face Cream
finer than Lanolin itself by skin scientists. Smooth Jergens rich cream
feel
how marvelously it cleanses, softens,
over face and throat. See
helps smooth away tiny dry skin lines. Acts as a powder base, too.
.

fire.”

a teacher,

T am

delighted to see

Hollywood at last stop evading our touchy
race problems and boldly strike for tolerance. As an ardent movie-goer “Crossfire” thrilled me with fine acting, tense
drama and suspense.

Lucille Everly
Omaha, Nebr.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Like four creams in one jar, Jergens is all-purpose face cream — now
better-than-ever with Vitone, yet costs no more than ordinary creams.
See for yourself what Jergens Face Cream can do for your complexion.

Address letters to this department to
Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street,

New

York

17,

N. Y.

However,

our space is limited. We cannot therefore promise to publish, return or reply

show 8 out of 10 complexions beautifully improved...
“skins softer, smoother, fresher" with Jergens Vitone-enriched Face Cream!

Doctors’ tests

to all letters reeeived.
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‘‘There’s something

“Sure

I love

him

corrupt in you, Kathy,

4s that a sin in

something that

your book?”

soils

love!”

The
Most
Acclaimed

Motion
Picture
in

the

History
of the

Screen!
Darryl

F.

Zanuck

pratnit

HOLM

Anne REVERE

with

Celeste

•

HAVOC

•

Albert

lane V^YATT

•

Dean

June

"BEST

IN

YEARS!”

DEKKER

STOCKWELl

"MOVIE OF THE WEEK!"

Sam lAFFE

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH!”
Produced by

DARRYL
Screen Play by

F.

ZANUCK

PICTURE OF THE MONTH!

Directed by

MOSS HART -ELIA KAZAN

CENTURY-FOX

"PICTURE OF THE MONTH!’

. .

his

Gold Medal issue, the
George Gallup’s
poll are known, and the names
the most popular stars and motion pictures of the
is

the Photoplay

month when the
T Audience
Research

results of Dr.

of

year can be

As

made

public.

before, certain highlights underline this

exciting event of the film year:

A

most

glittering dinner

which all the Gold
Medal winners will be present for the Awards
ceremonies and the Lux Radio Theater broadcast
of the Gold Medal winning picture on Monday night,
February 16, over the Columbia Broadcasting
System at 9:00 Eastern Standard Time.
When you turn this page you will learn the picture
most movie- goers liked the mopt in the year 1947.
at the Beverly Hills Hotel at

Remember

to

tune in

when

this picture is

broadcast

February 16 on the Lux Radio Theater.
A broad hint as to the name of this picture is
on this page in the photograph of A1 Jolson, who
will be very much featured and honored on the
program that night and at the Photoplay dinner.
To all of the stars voted by the American
movie-going public as their favorites; to all of the
producers, directors, writers and actors of the ten
most popular motion pictures; but especially to
the man whose life and whose voice inspired the
most popular picture of the year Photoplay’s finest
Gold Medal congratulations.

—

A1 Jolson, whose
life story

most

was 1947’s

popular

film

—

—

P

THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE
Once

again, through Photoplay’s nation*wide poll,

Winning

American movie-

picture,

“The Jolson

Story,” co-

be dramatized on Lux Radio Theater

will

—Ingrid Bergman

Second time winner

By DR. GEORGE GALLUP

or

the fourth time you, the people

;pf

these United States, have chosen the stars

F and

were your favorites
during the past year. Through Photoplay’s
nation-wide poll conducted by Audience Research, Inc., you have directly voted for the
King and Queen of Hollywood as well as the
most popular motion picture, all three of
which will receive Photoplay’s Gold Medal

Awards

pictures

that

for 1947.

For the fourth consecutive time your votes
acclaim Bing Crosby actor of the year.

For the second consecutive time Ingrid

Bergman is voted the most popular
The most enjoyed motion picture

actress.
is

“The

—

Jolson Story” proving America goes to the
theater for entertainment pure and simple,
not for top-name stars. “The Jolson Story”

contained no famous

Work on

stars.

this 1947 poll got

ing the first

months

under way dur-

of the year

when

the

trained investigators of Audience Research,
Inc.,

started

on

their

of public opinion.

country-wide canvass

In suburban towns, coun-

FOR 1947

o

o

o

o

goers decide the most popular stars and pictures for the past year

starring Larry Parks

1

dnd Evelyn Keyes,

'I

over CBS,

Monday

evening, February 16
A

t
]

—Bing Crosby

Fourth time winner

Director of Audience Research,

Inc.

try villages

old question prevails,

“Which came

persons from

chicken or the egg?”

Was

and large cities alike, they asked
all walks of life to vote on their
favorite stars and motion picture. These
rushed to our offices, kept the statisticians busy throughout the year.
There is no need to linger over Bing
Crosby’s infinite popularity with you, the

votes,

During this year, Bing’s fourth as
Popularity King of America, he appeared, as

people.

you will see further on, in two of the ten
most popular pictures of 1947: “Welcome
Stranger” and “Blue Skies.” But again, that

it,

first,

the

in other words,

Bing who made the pictures popular, or did
these pictures help keep Bing on his threeyear throne?
After Bing Crosby, your four most beloved
actors in alphabetical order are Humphrey
Bogart, Gary Cooper, Alan Ladd and Gregory Peck.
Only one star on this list in 1946 remains
in 1947
Gary Cooper. Peck, Ladd and Bogart have replaced Bob Hope, Van Johnson

—
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Greer

Carson,

twice

winner

of

Cold Medal and one of leading ^
five last year, rates

again this year

Bette Davis maintains her place
in the hearts of the public
poll as

one of

five leading

and Spencer Tracy, who were the other three 1946 top

and the

favorites.

women

In the case of the four most popular men stars after Bing
Crosby, the explanation of popularity is made easier by the
fact that all of them (with one exception!) made a number
of pictures released in 1947. Humphrey Bogart made four
pictures; “Marked Woman,” “The Dark Passage,” “Dead
Reckoning” and “The Two Mrs. Carrolls.” So did Gregory
Peck: “Gentleman’s Agreement,” “Duel in the Sun,” “The
Yearling” and “The Macomber Affair.” Alan Ladd made
three: “Wild Harvest,” “Variety Girl” and “Calcutta.” But
Gary Cooper remains among youi- top five most popular
actors in spite of the fact that he had no picture released in

(“The Unconquered,” his one 1947 release, was first
a few days before the end of this poll and so did
not influence his popularity one whit. Any other film in
which you saw Mr. Cooper was a leftover from 1946).
The fact that Ingrid Bergman is again voted the most
popular actress is additional proof of your public loyalty.
1947:

shown only

was logical enough that she was a great favorite in 1946.
During that year she had remained before your eyes steadily in four pictures: “Saratoga Trunk,” “Spellbound,” “Notorious” and “The Bells of St. Mary’s.” In 1947 she didn’t
have a single new release! She was acting on Broadway in
the play “Joan of Lorraine.” Your only chance to see her
on the screen was in holdovers of her previous pictures!
It

June Allyson, with only one picture release in 1947, replaces Lana Turner in
this

p
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year’s poll of top

five

actresses

Humphrey
made first
Spencer

Bogart

holds

gains

half of year, replacing

Tracy

in

leaaing

five

Gary

Cooper,

last

two

popularity

in

years,

top

five

proves
third

for

for
his

time

Alan Ladd, in

Your choice

of the four next

interesting to note also:

You

most popular actresses

is

liked best in 1947 in alpha-

first

five early in

1947, maintains his place in final
count,

replacing

Van

Johnson

June Allyson, Bette Davis, Greer Garson and
Rita Hayworth.
Bette Davis was also on the top five list of popular actresses in 1946 and Greer Garson, in addition to being on the
top five list last year, was previously a two-year winner of
the Photoplay Gold Medal Award. The other two actresses
chosen this year, June Allyson and Rita Hayworth, replace
Lana Turner and Judy Garland on last year’s list.
One last note on the subject of the four feminine favorites
after pictureless Ingrid Bergman: All four had only one
picture released in 1947. Out of sight isn’t out of mind.
June Allyson’s one picture was “High Barbaree,” Bette
Davis’s was “Marked Woman,” Greer Garson’s, “Desire
Me,” and Rita Hayworth’s was “Down to Earth.” All four
stars had pictures which had been released the year before,
still being played off into 1947; but holdovers never have the
impact of a newly released picture.
betical order:

N the September issue of Photoplay, a half-year count of
I your choices was made. It is interesting to note that in
the. subsequent six months, your choice of feminine and
male stars has altered in only two cases. Lana Turner then
was on the top five list, instead of June Allyson. And you
preferred Bob Hope to the man who now holds his place,

Gregory Peck upset Bob Hope from
last year’s position, to

pearance for

first

make

his ap-

time in top five

list

P
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THE PEOPLE’S CHOIC

“The Best Years of
Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright, Myrna

Second most popular picture:

Our

Lives:’’

Loy, Fredric March, Harold Russell, Cathy O’Donnell

Third most popular

picture:

“Welcome

Stranger,”

which starred Joan Caulfield, Barry Fitzgerald and

Bing

Croshy,

mixing

medicine

and

Gregory Peck. Aside from these two
shifts, however, the public favor has
not changed in six months’ time!
10.
Now to the most popular pictures.
They are, in the order of their popularity:

3.

The Jolson Story
The Best Years of Our Lives
Welcome Stranger

4.

It’s

1.

2.

5.
6.
7.

a Wonderful
The Yearling
Dear Ruth
Boomerang

8.

Blue Skies

9.

The Egg and

Life

I

Margie and
The Farmer’s Daughter,
Six months ago, at the halfway
mark, your list of ten favorite pictures was a very difficult list indeed.
This was partially due to a late release of many pictures that have proven very popular. Six months ago only
four of the current top ten pictures

were
“It’s

“The Jolson Story,”
Wonderful Life,” “Blue Skies”

favorites:

a

and “Margie.” The other six pictures
on the halfway list have disappeared
entirely from the top ten: “13 Rue
p
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Fourth most popular picture:

“It’s

a

Wonderful

Donna Reed and Jimmy Stewart as smalltown couple who were richer than they dreamed

Life,” with

melodies

WINNERS FOR 1947

Sixth most popular picture: “Dear Ruth,” starring
Edward Arnold, William Holden, Mary Philips, Mona
Freeman and Joan Caulfield. A comedy of mishaps

Fifth

most popular picture:

“The Yearling,” with

Wyman

and newcomer Claude

Gregory Peck, Jane

Jarman

Jr.

sharing honors with a fawn

named Fins
Madeleine,” “Till the Clouds Roll By,”
“Notorious,” “Song of the South,”
“The Dark Mirror” and “The Killers.”
You, the people, definitely prove the
theory that nothing is certain but
change! (Except, of course, when it

—

comes to Bing Crosby and, for two
years now Ingrid Bergman. With or
without pictures!)
Our ballots also reveal that the two
men and two women who made the
greatest increase in popularity are:

—

Ann
And

Sheridan and Barbara Stanwyck.
the two men, Robert Mitchum
and Larry Parks.
Ann Sheridan, after a long absence
from the screen, skyrocketed back
onto it with two new pictures: “The
Unfaithful”

popular picture: “Boomerang,” enmurder mystery based on facts with Dana
Andrews Edward
Begley,
friends
turned
foes
Seventh

most

grossing

—

V

and

“Nora

Prentiss.”

Furthermore, an old picture, “King’s
Row,” was reissued. Barbara Stanwyck, appeared in three pictures in
1947: “The Other Love,” “Cry Wolf”
and “California.” Also, she may have
benefited from “The Strange Love of

Maitha Ivers,” which was released
late enough in 1946 to continue its
run well into ’47.
You saw Robert Mitchum in four
p
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PHOrOPLff S WINNERS FOR 1947

“The Locket,”
“Pursued,” and “Desire Me.” Larry Parks
might well be called “The man who invented
himself” in “Th^ Jolson Story.” For Larry,
who has climbed from complete obscurity to
national fame in the past year, has only “The
Jolson Story” to thank for it aside from his
own undoubted charm and talent. His last
picture previous to “The Jolson Story” was
“The Renegades,”' released June, 1946 and in
it he went unnoticed by you, the people. His
pictures this year, “Crossfire,”

—

Eighth:

“Blue

Skies*’

with

Fred

Astaire,

Caulfield and Bing Crosby in Irving Berlin iniisij^il'

r

—

“The Swordsman” and “Down
came out only a few weeks before

latest pictures,
to Earth,”

ended and had no effect ^uppn your
Larry as a rising star.
There were four other stars who made considerable gain and one of them also owes
^uch of her popularity to “The Jolson Story.”
That girl is Evelyn Keyes. However' she also
ihade “Johnny O’clock” in 1947, and she post^ibly benefited by the playoffs of '“The Renethis poll

..choice of

rmimm
Ninth: “The Egg and

I,”

which featured Fred MacMur-

ray and Clandette Colbert scrambling for the laughs

gades,” released in 1946.

The other three

fast risers are

Susan Hay-

Iward, Teresa Wright and Virginia Mayo. Su1947,

Hayward was seen in two pictures in
“Smash-Up” and “They Won’t Believe

Me.”

Teresa Wright and Virginia Mayo, of

-san

course,

owe

a great deal of their success to

Our
them had splendid
roles. Virginia Mayo also was in “The Secret
Life of Walter Mitty” and “Out of the Blue,”
and may have profited by the final showings
of “Kid from Brooklyn,” a 1946 picture. Teresa
Wright was seen in 1947 in “The Imperfect
Lady,” “Pursued” and a reissue of “The
the popular picture, “The Best Years of

Lives,” in

which each

Trouble with
Tie for Tenth: ’’Margie” (above) with Glenn Langan,

Lynn

Bari,

Jeanne Crain. “Farmer’s Daughter” (be~

low) Charles Bickford, Loretta Young, Joe Cotten

of

Women” —in

addition to “Best

Years.”

Those, then, are the facts and figures gathered by public nation-wide vote by Audience
Research, Inc., on the favorite stars and motion pictures of 1947 for the Photoplay Gold

Medal Awards.
You, the people, have once more announced
your preferences in cinema entertainment.
Until 1948, then, and your new decisions!
Who and what they will be, only you can
know. But whatever they ai’e, they will be
of lasting interest

and

of lasting conjecture.

The End

p
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ver
I

want a world upon which

E

since that

day

anything which
all

children can look with

come
I

to concern

have far

ardize our

eyes

that

are

unafraid

learned

I

I

was

me

have a baby

who

with those

American way

by

of life

idealizing less

know, who sincerely

something better than

But

all

we have

here.

the earnestness

my common-sense

things,

jeop-

society.

of this world, or at least a part of

them with

I

And

among other

mightily. So,

rooted and proven forms of
I

to

future.

believe threatens the future has

less patience

There are those,

BY SHIRLEY TEMPLE

I

have been thoughtful about the

I

feel the rest
it,

has

I listen to

can miister.

always (Continued on page 77)

Vision in velvet
Shirley

Temple of
“That Hagen Girl”
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Six

Behind the

stars

and

strife

of

Hollywood, where rising tempers
create below-zero temperatures

BY SHEIIAH

GRAHAM

i-.
.

1

'
.

Clark Cable and Lana

—where

Tomer on

the **Homecoming” set

the mereory kept droppini^ as time went by

!

Cary Grant was no “angel”

Katie

—

Hepbnm hasn’t saitl anything

yet

He’s a had “hekle” hoy!

M

ovie stare have
and

fuss

added.

politics.

fight

Red Shelton and Direetor Sylvan Simon

always been able to find things to
about But, something has been

Now, among other

On

things, they fight about
the conservative side are stare like Rob-

Adolphe Menjou, Gary Cooper and George
Murphy. Among the more liberal thinkers there
are
Gene Kelly, Katharine Hepburn, Danny Kaye
and
Judy Garland. And they are having the biggest
and
most burning battle of the Hollywood century.
It

when the Congressional Un-American
Committee yanked Hollywood personaliWashington to testify on the red-hot question

started

Activities
ties to

of

Communism
At

in Hollywood.

this time, conservative

Adolphe Menjou was in
making “State of the Union” with
Katharine Hepburn. The day after Adolphe

the middle of
liberal

returned from Washington after giving
his impassioned testimony, the stage was set for
the greatest
feud since the Hatfields and McCoys
plugged each
other with lead. Only Katie and
Adolphe didn’t use
bullets. They used the more deadly
weapon of frigid
politeness.
It was worth the price of
admission to see Katharine after each scene march (Contimied
on page 113)

The

“1 GUESS,” Tyrone Power said ruefully, “I was bom
" with sand in my shoes; a constant urge to go places,

plane’s silver wings lifted

see things,

him

into the sky.

Time for Ty

to look

It’s

meet new people.”

certain that

Ty

feels a constant irritation

when

—even when he’s holding hands with

he’s standing still

ahead.

The golden dream was over

BY ELAINE ST. JOHNS

Young
places:
tain

man

Lana Turner, one

of the most glamorous girls in
glamorful Hollywood.
The saga of Tyrone Power up to the time of the war
was a quiet one. He married Annabella when he
was twenty-five. If he had “sand in his shoes” then,
even he wasn’t aware of it. He was bvisy consolidating
his screen popularity. He was achieAnng financial security.
He and Annabella belonged to the ultra-conservative group
of married stars. They spent their weekends building
garden walks and planting flowers.
For four years it was all very charming and domestic.
'Then came the war. Ty {Continued on page 88)

going

Tyrone Power of ‘*Cap>

from Castile”

Potcoiny
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Do men make up
Is

Rita’s

mind?

her new contract worth a fortune?

Does she

like to be

known

as a

“Goddess of Love”?
Is

marriage in her mind?

Royal fare: With Prince

Mahmoud

Pahlavi at Mocanibo

sk the boss
BY lOUEllA

0.

PARSONS

he

Goddess of Love was miffed. That was plain to be seen.
hair was caught up casually with a couple of hairpins
on top of her head. The limcheon spread before her was hearty
to say the least, and there was a determination about
her far more
like Rita Hayworth than like a Greek Goddess.

T

Her red

Done up in high boots because it was raining and in a white
smock topped by a bright KeUy green coat to keep the make-up
off her slacks, Rita looked very unlike
“Aphrodite” as she sat
across the luncheon table in her beautiful studio
dressing room.
Rita was in a rare mood for my girl friend ^peeved.

the minute

we

—

sat

I

saw

it

down, even before her maid served us the soup,

cooked in the Goddess’s own earthy kitchen.
Frankly, it was this very “Goddess” business that had
her down.
Several weeks previous. Life magazine had come out
with a cover
article on her, proclaiming the red-headed
glamour queen the
leading “love image” of America. It marked the fourth
cover Rita
has had on that magazine (more than any other
person has rated
with the exception of the late Frankhn Delano

Roosevelt). But
the flattering things in the story, Rita had
detected a note that obviously had the Goddess
on her high horse.
“Do you,” she asked, spearing a tomato with more force
than
needed, “think I am a dumbbell?”
“Not a dumbbell nor a dumb-belle,” I laughed.

skipping over

that’s

all

on your mind?”

“How come

(Continued on page 90 )

Beauty’s chaUenge:
Rita Hayworth, star of

“The Lady from Shanghai’’
I

Coburn
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.1

A

plain-talking star

answers his

critics

no doubt about

BY

“Bad man” Bogie of “The Treasure of the

S the guy

A

hanged:

me

a lesson

his

leaves

meaning

HUMPHREY BOGART

Madre”

Sierra

said to the warden, just before

“This will teach

—and

he was
never

I’ll

forget.”

No,
to

me

sir, I’ll

never forget the lesson that was taught

in the year 1947, at Washington, D. C.

got back to Hollywood,
fish

and imdemeath

my

big mouth,

it

When

I

some friends sent me a mounted
was written: “If I hadn’t opened

wouldn’t be here.”
The New York Times, the Herald Tribime and other
reputable publications editorially had questioned the
I

House Committee on Un-American Activities, warnit was infringing on free speech. When a group
of us Hollywood actors and actresses said the same
thing, the roof fell m on us. In some fashion, I took
the brunt of the attack. Suddenly, the plane that had
flown us East became “Bogart’s plane,” carrying
“Bogart’s group.” For once, top billing became em-

ing that

barrassing.

And

the

names

that

were

called!

Bogart,

the

who always had loved his swimming pool,
home and aU the other Hollywood luxuries,

capitalist,

his fine

overnight had become Bogart, the Communist! Now
there have been instances of miscasting, but this was
the silliest. I refused to take it seriously, figuring that
nobody else would take it seriously. The public, I
figured, knew me and had known me for years. Sure,
I had campaigned for FDR, but that had been the
extent of my participation in politics. The public, I
figured, must be aware of that and must be aware that
not only was I completely American, but sincerely
{Continued on page 86)
grateful for what the
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<I>W'

TliU

T

.TKED

this story

when

I

read the novel by

was thrilled
was to play Jinny. Jinny is the
emotional role for which I’ve yearned so long.
Then, too, ever since I worked with Spencer
Tracy years ago in “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,”
I’ve wanted to act with him again.

I

Sinclair Lewis.

when

I

knew

So, of course, I

I

I like to keep a photo record of all my films.
Here are highlights from “Cass” with scrapbook
captions by yrs. truly.

snowing and I’m blowing kisses to our home-town
friends as Cass Timberlane (Spencer Tracy) and 1 leave

It’s

on a

train for

Miami Beach on our picture honeymoon

news we’ve finished for the day. With us are
and George Rhein, assistant director
manager,
Ed Woehler, unit
two of the best technical men with whom I’ve ever worked

We

gel the good

A

dramatic sequence

tone and
consider

Tom
Tom

is

the jail scene between Judge Timber-

Drake, who plays a spoiled young rich boy.
to

be one of the screen’s

finest

young

actors
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1

-A

-

“

’

most important aspect of any joh
ture,

is:

Do you

enjoy

it

and the people with

which shows the company laughing at one of Spence’s gags,

lane.” Zach Scott, beside

“There now, your

me

here, does a wonderful joh as the

sacroiliac isn’t

out of place

—

^you

ought to be glad!” We’ve just finished arranging our

new furniture and Cass

insists that his

back

is

broken!

whom you work?

illustrates the

This off-set pic

fun we had on “Cass Timher-

handsome “heel” who

lures

me

away

to the big city

How

scared can you look, Mr. Tracy? He’s had plenty of adon how expectant fathers calling the doctor should look.
Three crew memhers became fathers during shooting of film!
vice
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Elsa gives a

verbal spanking to

some

star offenders

manners
Hollywood society knows what to expect of Bette Davis

about the gayest place on
the crossroads of the world! You meet

OI^LYWOOD

H

earth.

It’s

today

is

—

Hollywood royalty, labor leaders,
and great painters as well
economists
famed musicians,
because they’re
stimulating
are
people
The
actors.
as
workers and 'inspiring because they’re artists.
Hollywood, however, needs to mind its manners. Good
manners, which are nothing more than a willingness to
be pleasant for the sake of those about us, do not come
easily to Hollywood. It is a commimity of unfettered
think
egos. And egotists have little time or inclination to
everybody

in

anybody but themselves.

of

well remember a little dinner party given by Joseph
Schenck of Twentieth Century-Fox not long ago. There
were only six of us; Joe, Irving Berlin, Merle Oberon,
her husband Lucien Ballard, Greer Garson and myself.
Since Joe had said nothing to the contrary. Merle and I
wore dinner dresses. Whereupon Greer, arriving in a
short dress, was horrified.
I

matter?” we said. “You look beautiful!”
But, refusing to be consoled, she sent home for a dress
with a long skirt. Had Greer’s fear of being socmlly incorrect been less, her manners would have been better.
Her imeasiness over her short dress made everyone else
imeasy. And there was confusion at table when the long
dress finally arrived and she (Continued on page 120)

“What does

it

Barbara Stanwyck’s early struggles

56

left

a

mark

Clark Cable’s heart caused his change of mind

GAME CONDUCTOR— RALPH EDWARDS

1.

Q: Wkat qualities

do you

5.

look £or

in
Alan,

Ralph “helps” out on Q. 6

most important. I

2.Q:

H ave

straight-forwardness, I think
dislike dishonesty.

pretty straight shot.

you personally £ound konestv to

it’s

6.Q:

But I pay high

A: okay,

fancy ones wi th flow ers

go.

never wears

it

But she
again.

stands by

3.

7.

She

Alan

doesn’t k now the cup on his

emergencies?

rise to

me comon occasion such as

I don’t know. Little things throw

But I have

risen

the time Susie lost her engagement ring

down

Q: Wkat would you say

the washbasin in a train compartment.

I re-

tke secret o£ success
wi tk women,?r

mained

A: A secret is exactly
what it is— with me. Let’s

pretty calm

and

as model.)

coordinated, called the

porter to take the thing apart

8.

and fished it

out.

O: Would you say you are master o£ your
own kousekold?

Alan criticized Sue

and Donna Reed

Stitch in time saved Q. 17

help him

filled with milk.)

Q: Can you
A:

all over.

have the consequence.
’s hats, he was required
to design a woman’s hat himself — with the aid
of a saucepan, bunches of celery and carrots
(Since

is

pletely.

is

Alan drew a blank on Q. 12

to

downstairs!

head

goes out and buys another

one and we start

pay.

Alan had to

carry an armload of cups,
one on his head. Ralph

volunteers that I like
nothing she buys, jams
the hat on her head and

away we

I’ll

(Blindfolded,

and feathers. Susie comes home with the latest
creation and asks how I like it. "It’s all right,”
say I, trying to get out easy. Upon which Sue

'

>ooa screen

k

dividends! For instance, I hate most women’s
hats, especially those

Do you consider

vourse l£

the only policy.

f

/.

ke tke kest policy?
A: I think

tke screen

A: Actually, I’m too chicken-hearted to kill an
anima But I love to take on target practice at
inanimate objects and
since you ask — I’m a

women,
and wkick do you dislike tke most?
A: Honesty and

Q: Are you tke ^ood skot you appear to ke

on

A: I wouldn
Q. 3 went to Donna’s head

’t,

but

Susie would. I don

’t

think I’m being too

unreasonable inhaving

sisting on
4.

Q: wkat would you
for

money?

A:

A

call a

man wko

wires

and gravy
every meal or on
having Susie get up

potatoes

relative.
{Qronif nuea on
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Tune

in Trutk or Consequences witk Ralpk Edwardi

page

no)

Saturday at 8:30 P.M.

NBC

Man on

the beam: Alan Ladd, star of “Saigon’'
Morris

Third degree on Ladd with Ralph Edwards,

radio’s

famous Quiz Master, imposing the penalties on a game guy
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It

was done very quietly because that was the

way Bing wanted

but what developed

it,

was the scoop that comes once in a lifetime!

T

BRACK

AL

BY

he
my

—

I got the night
scoop that comes once that’s what
his wife Dixie stepping out
and
Crosby
Bing
caught
camera

in a whUe he’ll let us
]Ss murder on news pictures. heOnce
ducks or puts all the pho-

a few shots. But most of the time
honor not to aim his
togs who are around on their

way—so

grab

he can

relax and have fim.
HiUs Hotel, was a
Because this baU, held at the Beverly
decided it
committee
the
big benefit for St. John’s Hospital,

would be better

man to- take pictures. OtherHoUywood was to be there, the place would

to hire just one

wise, because the

cream

of

It was my lucky day aU round,
be mobbed by guys with cameras.
photographer they selected.
I guess. I was the
t t. j
think I had a
When I saw Dixie sitting beside Bing I didn’t
step out together.
prayer. It is unusual for these two to
together
before when they had gone night-clubbing
.

,

Just the week
pictures to be taken.
they’d refused absolutely to allow
But I figured I had nothing to lose by asking.
not make a big
“Sure, go ahead,” said Bing. “But let’s
them.”
grab
and
chance
your
Just wait
fuss about

it.

1
you why Bing’s laughing his head oft.
joke.
the
missed
I
was so busy getting him and Dixie in focus
the tunes he s
Later Bing sang a series of parodies on
was so easy and
performance
his
done in his pictures. And
had to finish with
finally
He
go.
him
let
smooth they wouldn’t

That’s

why

I

can’t -tell

“White Christmas.”
us, never gete
And I can tell you that Dixie, like all the rest of
anybody else.
as
long
and
loud
as
tired of hearing him. She clapped
all smiles.
was
she
her,
beside
down
sat
when he came back and

60

An

On the laugh line: A1 Brack was so busy getting this picture
of Bing Crosby and his wife Dixie Lee together,
he missed the joke!
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HE
gets our orchid starts oarly
The old m^rto think about the future.

he

T

girl

who

dilemma never depresses
to have both, or at
expects
she
her
along. She
least one until the other comes
Clockself-supporting.
takes pride in being
She
days.
her
occupy
watching doesn’t
riage-vs.-career
.

.

.

When fashtakes pride in her appearance.
takes a few
she
skirts,
longer
decrees
ion
using
off and lets her hems dovm,

evenings
money.
her brains instead of her hard-earned
the
leaves
never
she
Haver,
Like June
criticaffy
herself
surveying
Avithout
house
Before setting out
in a full-length mirror.
for the office she uses a clothes

brush vig-

in her
orously and tucks a clean hanky
easily
of
bottle
a
keeps
she
purse. And
off
whisk
to
handy
cleaner
dry
applied
lipstick marks.
a
Like Claudette Colbert, she chooses
in
keep
can
she
which
simple hair style
wave
perfect order. Her weekly shampoo,
oils her nails
She
rituals.
are
manicure
and
day.
and creams her hands at least once a
deodorant.
use
to
And she never forgets
She takes a tip from Diana Lynp, whose
attractive
effective styling makes her an
and she stresses dignity in her

powder or

woman,

public appearances.

She keeps her complexion and figure atoutdoor
tractive by sensible eating and
if she feels
physician
her
sees
She
exercise.
she should reduce.
Our smart girl sees to

it

that she builds

a
for the future, instead of acquiring

Any old thing won’t do, even
sets
at home. Mona Freeman

past.

her
Her male companions do not occupy all
to be althrilled
is
She
thought.
and
time
lowed to use make-up, but she is careful
makenot to overdo it. She doesn’t aUow
and
soap
old
good
the
for
to substitute

up

water scrubbing,

She

either.

she studies, she talks with

reads,

from
people of varied interests and learns
for
foundation
of
a
them. Laying this kind
of windthe future, she has a good chance
type
careless
the
which
that
with
ing up

—remember!

dreams about

should worry,
should care.
I’m going to marry

“I
I

A
And
she’ll

62

if

millionaire.”

she doesn’t, being a smart

have a good

life

anyhow.

girl,

Lets the future take care

of itself
she has

—then
is

finds that all

a “past”

By Anita Colby
Photoplay’s Beauty Editor

and

adviser to

Paramount

stars

many a slip between
and a job. June Haver takes

There’s
girl

the long view of herself

Sitting pretty:

Lynn watch

Smart

their

girls like

Diana

public appearances

e

feminine horizon.

veri

aradine

y

father said, ‘You will be broke
illusioned at thirty-five,’ ” mused

and disGregory
Peck. “When he saw I was set on becoming an actor he said, ‘Okay, be a good one.’
I
hope I may show as much forbearance with

M

my

sons,

never giving too

much

guidance. It

HOWE

BY HERB

is

a problem.”

Papa Peck looked solemn. His eyes for a
lost the amused black Irish sparkle,
intimate and insinuating, which instantly puts
you in a spell of blood brotherhood. You
would have thought his sons Jonathan, aged
three, and Stephen, one, already had chosen

moment

careers of crime. Jonathan had.

Jonathan, handsome as his princely sire, enroom with a retinue of Monkey, a
Siamese cat, and Perry, a polar white shepherd
tered the

dog.

He acknowledged

introductions and took

his place next his father.

“What have you been doing today?”
father inquired.

his

{Continued on page 84 )

Jonathan, pint-sized Peck, has some
money-making ideas!

Who could

ask for anything more?

Not Gregory Peck, who has fame,

—and

tune

The mustache

is

a wife

for-

who can cook!

part of the act

—

he’s

doing “Angel Street” on the stage
65

a

Hunter's

Ann Blyth at Marian
where new novels sell

like hot cakes as

customers

search for a story that wiU

make

Interior of Adrian’s dress

salon

a movie

where a model displays the
McDonald
latest creati<ms for Marie

Looking north down Beverly Drive,
heart of the shopping center

—

stone's throw from

many

stars’

homes

Menagerie, the kiddies’ paradise
AnticipaUon Shop, for mothers-lo-be, and Toy

Let’s

go shopping in glittering

Beverly Hills, where small,
intimate stores are the happy

hunting grounds of the

stars

OU’RE

off

Y intimate

on a shopping expediwhere small,

tion in Beverly Hills,

stores along three

streets provide

Strolling fiddlers

add

zest to

lunch in the continental atmosphere of L’Aiglon

main

one of the most lux-

urious shoppiAg centers in the world.

Beyond

you’U
avenues
where Loretta Young, Jack Benny,
Ann Sothern, Fred Astaire and dozens of other film folk live as subur-

stroll

this shoppers’ paradise

down

pahn-lined

ban neighbors. Ten o’clock is the
curfew hour for sightseers, however.
For aftei* this time special police
escort all strangers outside the city

But

leave with a
dreams from your
dreamiest Hollywood Tour.
limits.

pocketful

you’ll

of
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Proving you can take them with you

lifting ideas to

RY MITCH
Famous Hollywood

make your

old furniture

fit

—some

face-

any new room

lEISEN

Director of **Dream CirV*

N

housing-shortage days,
must concentrate on
I
keeping a roof over our heads. We
cannot be too demanding about the
these

most

of us

manner in which any series of walls
accommodate our possessions.
As a matter of fact, wherever you
move, whether it’s a humble or
heavenly new abode, you can take
will

your furniture with you. Just pat
that cherished old divan fondly and
that if humans could
adapt themselves as graciously to
new circumstances as can furniture,
changing homes every now and then

remember

would become

my

a national

sp>ort.

have pieces
which have migrated faithfully from
home to home, style to style and
year to year; from large house to
small
{Continued on page 116)
In

possession

I

Sawed-off column became a gay side table for dramatically framed bed

Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin at the Leisen bar.

68

Vivid painting set color scheme of

room

Eg;;";

Decorative measure: Empire scales grace living

room

table created by Leisen out of

wooden stands and

table top

laid eyes

“Bohemiai^’ set.
cause of her acquaintance with the
really paid off, beThis particular Sunday afternoon
factual, I don t
cause my future walked in. To be
think he

knew

—

it

at the time.

and still
Johnny or Juhe, as he was called then
him well was a very striking
is by those who know
his face and a
young man. He had an alive look to
fascinated
simply
was
I
arrogant manner, and
slightly

—

collar. He got
by his longish hair and Barrymore
by being a
learn,
to
overawed
that way, I was
Repertory
member of Eva Le Gallienne’s Civic
undecided
an
and
Theatre. I had a straight black bob
that the
conviction
a
figure—and after he had gone,

70

didn

t

unimpressed.
young man had been completely
proved it.
that-which
see him for a year after
more tangible
had
party,
a
Our second meeting, at
discussed with
we
and
dance
to
me
results. He asked
I

on John Garfield before I was
girl fnend
sixteen years old. I was visiting a
1 qxxite
beenvied
secretly
I
girl
Bronx—
a
of mine in the

FIRST

gentleman to
some asperity the proper way for a
were perwe
whatever
hold a lady while performing
he anwhen
that
forming at the time. I remember

me

home (some
his intention to escort
her head at
shook
friend
girl
get asked!)
seemed, was rumored to

nounced

my

frantically.

JuUe,

it

girls

me
be

as a “wolf.” I’ve never to

what nowadays is known
let down when
him but, secretly, I was very much
just a mild
dangerous—
aU
at
he turned out to be not
night.
who didn’t even try to kiss me good
fellow

aU
shattering a few
Because

of

can understand I may be
page 94)
illusions (Continued on
this

I

John,

head

house

of

of

the

Garfield

She knew when he walked in
that she faced her futures—and she wouldn’t

change one surprising minute

BY MRS. JOHN GARFIELD

Rohbie admits
timental

On

the

“Body and Soul”

one

she’s

in

the sen-

their

family

set

with co-player Hazel Brooks
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Linda Darnell and

Pev Marley

at

Mocambo

It’s

a

good

idea

to

remember your husband had hopes

too'

CDorifc”

Rush Into Divobce
BY LINDA DARNELL
72
i

It

ciled with

Pev

wasn’t until long after Linda recon-

that

she learned what

every wife should

Qover

know about marriage

Photogropf** hy Valeaha

“We

T
I

have a word

to

end

all

words”

She and Pev have plans when “The Walls of Jericho”

IS a year since Pev and I saved our marriage.
frightens me to think how close we came to

It

missing

the

wonderful thing

we have

today.

was separated
from my husband. But it was all mixed up with
misery and emotion. Not until we were back together did I have the detachment to analyze what
had happened to us.
I

learned a lot during the time

It is

only
to

it

only

now do

I

now that I can write about it because
I know how foolish—and stupid
it is

—

rush into divorce.
Fifty-one percent of the marriages in this coimtry,
is predicted, will end' in divorce by 1965 if our

is

finished

These figures are tragic
know. I found out the hard way.
When Pev and I were first married, the word
“divorce” had no real meaning for me. It was
something that happened to other people. I was
married to the man I loved and we were going to
five happily ever after. Divorce couldn’t touch me.
But when Pev and I drifted into a misunderstanding I did the thing so many other women have

present rate continues.

and needless.

I

I thought divorce was the answer. Worse yet,
put that thinking into words! I was in an emotional
state, ovei’wrought and unhappy. All of a sudden,
instead of trying to find an (Continued on page 123)

done.
I
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PHOTOPLAY’S
V«ug

Lovely

trimly tailored blouse

wears

and

this

skirt in the

Samuel Goldwyn production “The Bishop’s
Wife,” an RKO release.
This costume, designed by Irene Sharaff,

make yet is so charming
want two or three blouses and
in different fabrics and combina-

simple to

is

you

will

skirts

tions.

Have a pure

silk

print blouse with

a solid color skirt or for summer
both pieces in shantung or crisp butcher

make

linen.

Foreman

Fabrics have a lovely

selection of silk prints

and other material

suitable

for

this

design.

!

Photoplay Patterns,
205 East 42nd Street,

New York

17,

New York

Enclosed End thirty-five cents (S.35) for which please
send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Loretta Young
"The Bishops Wife” blouse and skirt in size
(Grcle size you wish) 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20.

—

My name

and address

is:

Size-

Name
Street..

City-

74

-State-

MOKK PHOTOFLAV FASHIOAS
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^'how to give the Folks

a ^Breok^

for Breokfost^^

N

othing like a cheery start in the
morning
and a good breakfast ’ll

do

it

.

.

.

every time

.

.

Like, f’rinstance...

Piping hot pancakes ... made extra
tasty by adding two tablespoons of
KARO* Syrup to your favorite batter...
drenched with dee-licious, energizing

KARO ... or maybe
Cinnamon Buns

a few special deluxe
so easy to make with

KARO ...
Well

.

.

.

what more do

Excepting

.

.

.

hafta say?

I

.

.

perhaps
these are about
any hearty breakfast a
.

as low in cost as
thrifty gal can fix

.

.

. .

the RAro

K't>

a rewrifitorcd trade-mark distintruishing this product of tho
(’.P.K ('o,. 194S
(’urn Products KeMoirij; (’.o.. New York. N.Y.

*KA!i(J

J9

©

CINNAMON BUNS

RICH

%

4 teaspoons baking powder
1 V2 teaspoons salt
V2 cup shortening
1 cup milk

cup KARO Syrup, Blue Label
Va cup butter or margarine
V4 cup brown sugar
3 cups sifted all-purpose flour
Place

first

three ingredients

in

a saucepan; bring to o boil over

minute. Pour into
medium heat and boil
pan. Mix and sift flour, baking powder and
1

ing with pastry blender or two knives.

9-inch square cake
salt; cut in

Add

milk to

shorten-

make

soft

dough. Turn out on floured board. Roll into rectangle V4 inch
thick. Spread with Raisin Nut Filling, Roll as for jelly roll.
Cut into l“inch slices and place cut side up in syrup. Bake in
moderate oven (375° F.) 45 minutes. Let stand in pan about
2 minutes. Invert pan to remove buns. Makes 16 buns.
Raisin

and

Nut

Filling:

Combine Va cup KARO Syrup, Blue Label

2 tablespoons melted

butter or margarine; spread over

spoons cinnamon, V2 cup

For

other

KARO

Products Refining

recipes,

raisins

write

Company, 17

%

cup brown sugar, 2 teaand V2 cup chopped nutmeats.

surface of dough. Sprinkle with

Home

Service

Battery Place,

Department, Corn
York 4, N. Y.

New

america^s loveliest colors

A

reigning Holly-

wood beauty,

— the

choice of Hollywood’s

of lipstick colors...

and the one

glamourous

stars!

says

dozens

"I've tried

And Tangee goes

best for

me

woman

for every

on easier, stays on longer!

of
is

that's

— and

my coloring —
Tangee Red

Majesty."

MEDIUM RED

THEATRICAL RED

Tangee colors

are recognized everywhere

as the world’s loveliest, smartest lipstick shades.

And

Tan gee’s own secret, exclusive’ fermula means that
Tangee goes on easier — stays on longer. No wonder
more women have used Tangee than any other lipstick on this globe. Let your next lipstick be— Tangee!

RED MAJESTY-/
New hit shtide by
Tangee. ..a rare red...
a truly Royal Red...
and

you’ll love

does for your

NEWEST HIT SHADE BY

what

lips.

it

v

My

For

Baby

(Continued from page 44)

interrupts to

why, then, are we the
one nation to whom the rest of the world
turns in times of need whether their
emergency be drought or famine, disaster
ask:

If this is

so

If your hair

or pestilence, suppression or invasion?
Also, thinking of the future, of course
I fear war. And find myself ready to make
any sacrifice that need be made to avert
war.
In this respect some of our friends bewilder me. They talk long and loud of our
great responsibility to work out a good
and lasting peace. But more often than
not their words lacking sufficient conviction,
knowledge or thought are war-

—

Books like THIS

Mchen

—

mongering.
These thoughts and hopes and fears of
mine have always been common to mothers
and prospective mothers, I am sure. But
with me, as with others of my generation,
I can believe they are more intense. It
would be natural that this should be
so because of our immediate background.

was a school

I

girl

when World War

it

should

look like

THIS

II

began and a bride when it ended. Jack and
I originally planned to wait until the war
was over to marry. But the fact that he
might go overseas at any moment changed
this plan, and I accepted his ring and was
given showers, one of which took place on
V-J Day. I had the wedding announcements printed the next morning.
the war years my friends and
saw the boys we knew go away.
Waving good-bye we felt neither reckless nor gay, only fearful of what later
proved true; that many would not come

D

uring
I

back.

There are many, of course, who still have
not entirely recovered from the war. It
was an emotional shock for the young
when suddenly they found themselves
called upon to fight and perhaps die for
the ideals which their elders taught them
but failed to preserve.
I do not say this with bitterness or in
criticism.
For, as I write, wanting my
baby’s world to be better not worse than
the world I know, I face the mistakes my
generation has made. I know, too, that it
is doubtful that we possess either the wisdom or time enough to correct these mistakes.

Jack and

—who

baby

be

to

girl.

I

do not care whether our

HELENE CURTIS

will be born or be just about
born as you read this is a boy or
care only that our baby grows up

—

We

upon which all children can
look with eyes that are unafraid.
And to this end:
a world

in

I

ing.

want my child to have religious trainNone of the problems that beset our

world can be solved without the principles
of religion, I’m certain.
child to value the freedom
I want
we enjoy in these United States. To value
our liberty to choose our own faith and
practise it in any manner that seems right
to us; our freedom to discuss the need for
any change and to revise laws in a constitutional and orderly way.
I want
child to realize the only way
to secure and maintain peace in this world

my

the Cosmetic for hair
greaseless ... aot a hair oil

my

by regarding all peoples with an open
and friendly mind and never to turn from
those with whom he does not agree, with
hatred and calling of names.
I want my child to uphold the American
way of life with heart and mind, words
and actions so it may survive and with it
his happy birthright as an American.
The End

WHAT SUAVE IS

WHAT SUAVE IS

easy to arrange and keep in place
.

.

cloud-soft

—

The Stars Model
Photoplay Fashions on Page 97

. . .

The amazing discovery beauticians
recommend to make hair wonderfully

is

.

.

.

.

.

romantically dustrous

alive with dancing highlights

control-able even after

.

.

.

.

shampoo

from sun’s drying action!
For the whole family, men-folks, too.
,

.

.

NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT

safe

Rinses out in a twinkling.

*

ISOT

a hair

oil,

.

an upholstery "smearer”
a dirt collector

.

.

^'swayv**,

.

.

it

either

"stcahv**.

way

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

not smelly
not sticky

.

.

drying; no alcohol

some pronounce

. . .

downer”
lacquer or pomade

a greasy "slicker

.

.

.

.

.

others say

means beautiful

hair.

AT YOUR BEAUTY SHOP, DRUG STORE, DEPARTMENT STORE

are fluid, you are a changing thing,
you are never finished, you are always becoming.
continue
Get away from the thwarting idea that you must
yourself
to be the way you are. You can change

You

1

The two women wlio
JVIany women

live

YOU

constantly with a

any
sense of self-realization missed. Yet
normal woman may achieve personal diswith it.
tinction. And the success that goes
There
used, a

he
exists within you, waiting to
transcan
that
force
tremendous

of
example, how a sense of well-being,
wominner confidence can radiate from a
an who has lifted herself out of physical
nondescriptness

.

.

.

same

efforts

tend to neutralize the dethe feelings of self-

structive impulses

—

doubt, loneliness, defeat.

work each day
whole world can
change. You needn’t feel dull and drab
always on the outskirts of life, never
in the center. You can gain new power
over yourself and your life. You can
If

you

This power of outer change to effect
to do with the basic

will resolve to

for self-realization, your

nature of a woman. As the generalized
fears of the male have to do with the loss
of strength, so. when a woman s appear-

stand out as a personality, be vital, lovely,
surrounded by people who love you, ad-

arouses in her

Thegreat/awso/fieauty haven’t changed.
They are: a strong, healthy circulation
that will help keep you, year in and year

ance is even threatened
the deepest anxiety.

it

etfort a woman makes torealizing her physical possibilities

But— every
ward

strengthens her constructive impulses
those that reach toward new experience,
love, friendship, achievement. And these
.

.

.

And
see

for the face, the

out, almost outside of time!

A

balanced

—

do you
diet. Cleanliness. Relaxation
know that one of the chief causes for the
is

tenseness?

You that others

practice the rites that follow.
reward can be a face brought to

first,

Your

a higher pitch, starry

and

fresh, happy,

You

will find that if

you

will

maintain

these regular, thorough, careful renewal
disciplines,

it

will affect

your

ability to

organize your whole living and thinking.
Start today!

A New

Face Treatment

— like a window — has two sides.

Your
To clean one side only is not enough. Pond’s,
skin

mire you.

look of age

the open. Plenty of water each day.

brightly alive.

—

into distinction.

inner change has

P

—

Organize your day note so that there s
a time for each of these rejuvenating
habits. Exercise. A few minutes of conscious relaxation during the day. Plenty
of sleep. Deep breathing while walking in

Ti^^can maj^e^ouoyer

of
form your whole world. It grows out
inner
the
between
the close inter-relation
you and the outer you, and the power of
for
each to change the other. You know,

are

working with distinguished dermatologists,
has studied the needs, behavior and possibilities

skin— and now brings you
new "Outside-Inside Face

of facial

the special

Treatment that

of your
your face care

acts on both sides

skin at once. It "capsules”

—
utes that even the busiest of

women can

easily find time for.

the Pond’s Cold Cream
working for you as you massage.

FROM THE OUTSIDE
itself is

The

fine, light, perfectly blended oils in
Pond’s have a satisfying way of softening, loosening and carrying off the day’s
surface dirt, make-up, dried-skin particles. These same light oils throw a protecting veil of softness over your skin.

FROM THE INSIDE

— every step of this Pond’s

ment with

Is yours a "Special Skin”?

Into four quick beauty-stimulating min-

Dry?

Give your skin the extra benefits of
a very rich lanolin cream Pond’s Dry
Skin Cream. Homogenized to soak in

—
—

Has a

better.

special emulsifier, for extra

softening aid. Each night smooth

on

it

over face and throat and leave on 5 to 15
minutes or overnight for very dry skin.

—

Oily? Use

a light-textured cleansing
for
cream
Pond’s Liquefying Cream
your "Outside-Inside” Face Treatment.

—

—

face treatment stimulates the circulation

of your face. Tiny blood vessels speed up
in their vital work of bringing in skin-cell

away

food, and carrying

skin-cell waste.

Dull? Darkened by Exposure? Whenever
your skin has been overexposed to wind
and weather
looks rough and coarsened
and darker than it should a 1-Minute
Mask with Pond’s Vanishing Cream will
restyle your complexion quickly. Spread
the cream lavishly over your face
all but
eyes. The "keratolytic” action of the cream
loosens and dissolves off curling dead skin
cells. After one minute, tissue off. Your
.

.

new

to give your skin Pond’s

”Outside-Inside”Face Treatment

—

—

Twice each day better three times give
your face this new approach to skin health
and beauty;

Hot Water Stimulation —

—

face looks brighter, clearer, feels softer.

—

use face cloth press it comfortably hot
and wet against face to stimulate blood

Make-up goes on with

Two Creamings — to
1)

Cleanse

.

.

.

^^condition" skin

— clings.

silky ease

And now your make-up!

—

massage briskly with more
Pond’s Cold Cream to search out and

into Angel Face.

2) Rinse

.

.

.

rinse off last traces of dirt. Tissue

Cold Freshener Stimulation
first

splash with cold water

off.

—

apply
it

— wakes

up lazy skin
and freshened.

Mrs. Ernest du Pont,

Jr.,

me

side-Inside'

smooth-

pressure-fused

.

.

.

(Can’t spill in your handbag either!)

Play with your face a
down

on some

— leaves

—

in front of

your mirror and try

different faces!

You can

gain

more

vital,

—

blend a little Pond’s "Cheeks” up around
cheekbones, over eyes very youthifying!
.

.

.

—

There are fascinating new
in your face. Find them!

possibilities

Charting a

Be bold

— experi

new

more

New Way

of Living

can be Fun!
It’a

easy to break an old habit and

make a new

one,

you follow

if

certain definite steps.

FIRST, IMAGINE it! Pieture your*
you want to look! That
image of the New You is the
self as

step of action.

little

for

it!

Make

ceremony of ribboning back
your

hair, setting out

THIRD, START

it!

jars.

Today! Not

tomorrow!

FOURTH, PERSIST

in it!

Don’t

miss a single day.

FIFTH, SUCCESS! Each time you
complete your beauty work
successfully, you get a glow of
increased self-esteem that makes
easy to continue the good work!

bit, too!

power over yourself, be

says:

’’Pve never done anythingfor

has given

is

A

Makes it go on evenly
stay on. Not a cake make-up though
not drying, gives a softer look. Not greasy.

Sit

of fatigue

on longer than powder!

ing "cling” ingredient

with moistened cotton the astringence of
Pond’s Freshener.

face toned

— no water, no greasy fingertips. And

stays

— then pat on

This "Outside-Inside” Pond’s Face Treatment helps smooth away temporary lines

.

.

your

A sensational new make-up that’s easier to

—

.

a

over warm, damp
throat, too. Pond’s
skin in brisk circles
thorough demulcent treatment sweeps
dirt from pore openings. Tissue off.
it

colors.

.

SECOND, PREPARE

Pond’s Angel Face

coat face thick with Pond’s

Work

Cold Cream.

.

take two wonderful blue-pink lipsticks,
Pond’s "Lips” in Black Blaze and Heart
Throb. With the darker shade, outline the
curved lipline. Smooth the lighter shade all
over the lips. This highlights the sweet curve
of your lips
makes them look rounder! Try
other experiments in color Pond’s has
eight "Lips” shades for you to play with.

first

flow to skin.

.

.

—

How

make-up

neiv dramatic

Just for example

lovely.

REMEMBER— the

You

it

that

your face.
To develop the beauty of your
own face is not vanity — it
makes you a more worthwhile,
others see first

is

in

distinctive person, brings the

myface that

You

such good results as this 'Out-

closer to other people.

Face Treatment of Pond's.’’’’

To

help you look the woman
you want to be llie world’s
most famous beauty aids.

—
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HEADACHE

Alka-$eltzer brings Relief

No matter where you roam.
It pays to keep an £XTM
At work and in the home

The Rap went

Some
There’s
Seltzer!

nothing quite

get the

AlkaMillions have discovered

to

Gary

.

.

.

Cooper, Jennifer Jones

—some

Golden Apple

get

The

like

Rap for

bubbling, effervescent Alka-Seltzer
brings wonderfully fast and dependable relief from the pains of a
headache.

their help or hindrance to the press

KAY PROCTOR

BY

President f Hollywood^ Worr\en*s Press Club

Upset Stomach
You can depend on
Alka-Seltzer for quick
relief for

stomach up-

sets and acid indigestion! Next time try

Alka-Seltzer yourself
and discover why
it’s so popular

—

Aches and Pains
Alka- Seltzer’s analgesic brings fast,
effective relief from
muscular aches, neuralgia and similar

year.

we

started

— those

This

nam-

job

more

who had

effective

gargle, too.

BUY 2 PACKAGES INSTEAD OF

1

buy an extra package,
have it when you need it.

wise to

drugstores, U. S.

and Canada.

Alka-Seltzer

to or dread, as the case

may

be.

The 1947 Golden Apple Party was
gayest and most elaborate to
All past winners of Apples
date.
the

were invited and came in best
bib and tucker. The entertainment
program was headed by lovable
Jimmy Durante, Margaret Whiting
and Betty Garrett (Mrs. Larry
Parks)
of the Golden Apwere Joan Fontaine and Gregory Peck. Loretta Young, Dorothy
Lamour, June Haver, Ronald Reagan and Glenn Ford gave them a

Happy winners

ples

good race for the honors. Tagged
with Bad Apples for being the bad
boy and girl of the year, were notso-happy Jennifer Jones and Gary
Cooper, edging out Katharine Hepburn, Ingrid Bergman, Ronald Colman and Bing Crosby for this
dubious distinction.
The Golden Apples actually are
little apples wrought in gold.
The
trophy for the actress

is

fashioned

into a lapel pin, while the actor’s

difficult.

Along with us, Hollywood has
watched the Golden Apple awards
grow to an event of major importance, which the stars look forward

relief from the "acheall-over” feverish
feeling and other discomforts of a cold.

— all

the

actress of the year

Alka-Seltzer’s unique
formula brings quick

30c and 60c

during

us with our job of reporting.

made our

Discomfort of Colds

so you’ll

cooperative

was to be our way of saying “Thank
You” to those stars who had helped
Also, at this time,

because it’s dependably effective.

It’s

years ago the Hollywood

Women’s Press Club decided to
award Golden Apples to the actor
and actress who had been most

ing the least cooperative actor and

pains. Alka-Seltzer is
popular with millions

Makes an

^ EVEN

Apple

is fastened to the top of a
gold script marker.

It

tally,

was Walter Pidgeon, incidenwho coined the name “The

Bad Apple”
tive
it

award.

in 1944 I

for the least coopera-

Shortly after he

bumped

into

him

won
at a

party at Lana Turner’s house, and
he still was sizzling at the insult.

“Hey, there,” he collared me. “How
gals dished me that Bad
Apple at Christmas? You all know
I don’t beat horses, and I always
say ‘Women and children first!’ for

come you

lifeboats.”

As

I

explained

the

how-come,

Walter listened with growing comprehension.
“You’ve got a point
“I never
there,” he said finally.

——

—
thought of things in just that light. Guess
have to mend my ways.”
It wasn’t long before the whole press
world of Hollywood was marveling at the
change in Pidge!
Our first Golden Apples went to Bette
Davis and Bob Hope. We also named Bing
Crosby and Ginger Rogers the least co-

f£LS-NAPTHA SOAP

I’ll

operative players of the year. One of these
days we’ll have to give Bing up as hopeless. We’re forced to admit that no amount
of spanking (he won once and has been
nominated three times as uncooperative)
does any good. But at least the guy is
consistent! And, dam it, so all-fired charming when he wants to be.

F

all The Raps we’ve handed out none
caused so much comment as that which
we gave Frank Sinatra in 1946. Just the
year before we had honored him with a
special award of merit for good citizenship in connection with his campaign for
racial tolerance. But this fact did not deter
us from expressing an unflattering opinion
a year later; which I think speaks well for
the honesty of our awards.
No tangible token is given those who

«

win the uncomplimentary tag. And although we’ve expected it and I’m sure we
would enjoy the drama of it, no loser has
ever made a surprise appearance at an
award party.
Greer Garson threatened to do so in 1945,
we learned via the grapevine, but she must
have changed her mind at the last minute.
We also were told that George Sanders
was planning a party in our honor as a

This

is

lucky Mrs. "White”, fast asleep on

Washday dreams
It

will

improve her

soon be lucky you,

if

rest, since

Washday

Night

her laundry soap’s the best.

you use Fels-Naptha, too.

SOMETHING ELSE

—

turn-the-other-cheek gesture after we
pinned The Rap on him in 1942 but that

—

Too bad! George
being charming to one hundred women
the
same
time
at
would really have been
too failed to materialize.

something to
Greg Peck,

see.

winner of the Golden Apwas making “The Yearling” when he
his first Apple in 1945. He dashed to
the party that year from the studio in full
make-up, with official permission to stay
’47

ple,

won

HOLD ON TO

YOUR HEARTS
.

.

when you tune

.

Here

in

is

restless Mrs.

"Gray”, haunted by the coming day

She knows she must rub and scrub,
Mrs. G.

hope,

victim of the

if she'll

Washday

try Fels-Naptha

Tub.

Soap.

Every week there are more Mrs. "Whites” in the world
and fewer Mrs. "Grays”. Women who want to make

on the

washing easier— who want their washes completely,
fragrantly clean and sweet naturally turn to

SUPPER CLUB

—

STARRING

PERRY COMO

will find there's

golden Fels-Naptha in place of lazy laundry

JO STAFFORD

—MON.-FRI.

EVERY NIGHT

NBC

soaps.

Or

tricky "soap substitutes”.

Why not mark

your shopping

list

now?

For whiter washes, brighter colors,

READ
with

Perry Como’s
full

color

photograph

of

March True

Story,

own

story,

easier

washing, Fels-Naptha Soap.

autographed

Perry,

on

in
sale

the

now.

Golden barer Golden chips- FEIS'NAPIHA banishesTattleTale Gray

.
just the regular studio lunch hour. He recalled that to us this last time as he lifted
his champagne glass in a toast.

“You probably remember

I

overstayed

my

time,” he said. “Wild horses couldn’t
have dragged me away from that party.
When I did get back to the studio I didn’t
know if I was making ‘The Yearling’ or
‘Duel in the Sun,’ and I didn’t much care!”
Another reason for special interest this
year was our other winner, lovely Joan
Fontaine. In 1943 we had named Joan as
the least cooperative actress of the year,
so it was doubly pleasant to be able to
erase that rebuke with a Golden Apple.

Avoid underarm
irritation

. .

Joan unfortunately could not be present
at the party

but telephoned her greetings

and happiness from her Christmas hearth
in Connecticut.
“I know now that I undoubtedly deserved The Rap when you gave it to me,”
she said. “I was an unhappy, mixed-up
girl about that time, although I don’t offer
that as an alibi. Now I’m completely happy
and not at all mixed up, and I hope I
deserve The Apple as much as I earned
The Rap.”
Accepting the award for Joan in her
absence was equally lovely Loretta Young,
runner-up for the prize. It was one time,
she said, she would rather be a stand-in
than a star.
With so many past winners sitting at the
table, it was natural our thoughts turned

No bulges

No

We

Not even
a wrinkle

Not only slimness, bur smoothness, helps
a woman’s figure to look young. And
she cannot count on a smooth silhouette
if bulges or edge-lines show themselves
Millions of
under her dress or suit
women are now using Tampax for
monthly sanitary purposes, and this form
of protection cannot cause any outward
unevenness because it is worn internally.
Don’t let your standards down on
"those wretched days’’ of the month.

Tampax
It’s

is

another word for nearness.
only 1/15 the bulk

small, dainty

highlights of past parties.
cute and folksy Bette
Davis looked in the gingham apron she
drew from our grab -bag of ten -cent store
gifts, and the beautifully polished speech
Roz Russell made the next year. We remembered sophisticated Ann Sheridan
being too scared to say more than “Thanks,

backward

ridges

—

to

recalled

how

and bubbling Betty Hutton making
us all cry when she cried with joy in 1944.
Later at the party we were crying again,
but with laughter, as she sang her heart
out for us.
pals!”

Most particularly we all recalled when
Joan Crawford won the first of her two
successive Apples in 1945. The day before
the party Joan had separated from Phil
Terry, and it took a lot of courage for
her to appear before us in the midst of
that heartbreak. Sitting next to her I could
see her knees wobbling and her hands
shaking, and all of us sensed the great
emotional cost she was paying to be pres-

of the other kind. Whole month’s average needs slip right into your purse. No
belts or pins to bother with— just Tampax itself, pure surgical cotton contained
in slim dainty applicator.
Invented by a doctor for use

women

generally,

Tampax

is

Wonderful!

Yodora stops perspiration odor

safely, quickly ... yet is positively soothing to

normal skin. Made with a face cream base,
with no harsh acid salts to cause irritation,
Yodora actually helps soften your skin, like a
gives
face cream. Ao other known deodorant
this PLUS protection. Try Yodora, the soothingest deodorant. Tubes or jars, 10 (!, 30 (. 60 <.
McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

among
sold

at

drug and notion counters in 3 absorbencyRegular, Super, Junior. Its design
based on the well-known medical
principle of internal absorption and its
wide acceptance is proof of the willing-

sizes:
is

women to try new
methods and accept modern ideas.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
ness of American

ray Hair
...AA/t?lOO/</0
YEARS yO(//Y&£R
• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to naturalappearing shades from tightest
blonde to darkest black. Brown-

—

atone and a email brusti does
or your money back. ApIt
proved by thousands— Brownatone Is guaranteed harmless
when used as directed. No skin
Is a
needed The principal coloring agent sajte
stable derivative with Iron and

—

Cary Grant, Press

Club

Papa,

Ronald

Reagan, Kay Proctor and Loretta Young
who accepted the Golden Apple for wintht Journal of the American Medical Association

ner Joan Fontaine

who was

in Connecticut

Cannot affect waving ot
fast action
It In. One
—does not wash out. Just brush or comb
retouch, as new
licatlon Imparts desired color. Simply

rite

for FREE TEST

notiiro.1

pninr of vour hair.

BOTTLE

Send

ent.

Few

of

us,

daresay,

I

to match
to a gallant lady!

been willing

it.

Our

would have
salute again

Not unexpectedly, Alan Ladd brought
his wife. Sue Carol, to the party when he
came for his Apple in 1944, insisting in
characteristic fashion that it was she who
deserved the honor. Dana Andrews likewise gave all credit for his 1946 Apple to
his wife, Mary. It may have been the obvious thing to do in addressing a group
of women, but we knew both those men

meant it.
Laughter and Bob Hope usually are
synonymous, but he too made us weep in
1943. In lieu of a second Apple and because he was visiting all the battlefronts
then, we gave him a St. Christopher medal
to safeguard him in his travels. In thanking us he spoke straight from the heart
and a solemn moment it was.
Dearest of all to our hearts is Cary
Grant, the Press Club Papa. No Golden
Apple party ever will be complete without
him, beard or no beard. You heard us,
Cary?
Way back at the very beginning we
named Cary as among the three most uncooperative actors in town. It was true of
him, too. The next year he was on hand,
beaming like a schoolboy, to receive a
Golden Apple. Believe me, he had earned

as Edmond OBrien sees them

it!

“It was like this,” he explained the quick
change. “I couldn’t afford to have it said
a Grant ever failed to cooperate with a

lady!”

The same year saw the start of our Santa
Claus Grant tradition. Grabbing the big
baskets of trifling gifts we exchange, Cary
made the rounds, distributing a pretty
speech with every package. The next year
he made an entirely unexpected appearance, all done up in a Santa Claus suit
and long v^hite beard this time, and again
made an exciting interlude of the gift
distribution.

Not one Golden Apple party has he
missed since. Not one party will he ever
miss if we have our way.

The End

/lau^k witk

AND EDMOND O'BRIEN IN "A DOUBLE
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
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"Edmond thinks a woman should be the
loveliest thing in a man's life. So he's riled
by rough hands in a woman. I don't blame
him. It's easy to have soft, attractive handsuse Jergens Lotion. I always use Jergens."
Hand Care the Stars use. 7 to 1

Show

contestants

MIRROR

says:

He’s Riled.

did,

Magazine

.

Take this charm hint from the Stars and see your
hands become divinely smoother, softer than ever. The
hand care— Jergens Lotion— is finer than ever today.
Protects even longer, too, due to recent research.
Babies your skin with 2 fine skin-care
ingredients many doctors use. Still 10^ to
$1.00 (plus tax). No oiliness; no stickiness.

Used by More

Women

Any Other Hand Care

on Sale.

Stars’

than
in

the World
P

For the

Softest,

Adorable Hands, use Jergens Lotion

make

Everything but Ulcers
(Continued from page 65) “I have been
making money,” said Jonathan.
His father looked puzzled. “You mean
you have been earning money?”
been making money,” said
“I have
Jonathan. “I cut out pieces of paper and

sure of

accepted modern way!

this

color them.”

Mr. Peck gazed at his son. “A counterhe said. That day the papers reported the FBI was on the trail of a bogus
feiter,”

artist who had been passing the
“queer” to farmers in exchange for turkeys. Jonathan is known to like turkey.
His father showed forbearance but he did
not say, “Okay, be a good counterfeiter,

money

son.”

He sought

to divert his eldest to pride

accomplishment.
“Jonathan made a speech,” he said, “at
the Walt Disney party.”
Versatile Jonathan had drawn the prize

in another

ticket
party.

among five hundred children at the
He received a Mickey Mouse watch

and was invited to step to the microphone
on the stage.
“What did you say?” inquired an inter-

DULIMYS
CM BE
GAY DAYS

viewer.
“I said ‘Thank you,’ ” said Jonathan.
With this he left the room, followed

by

Perry, doubtless intent on
making another quick million.

Monkey and

Feminine daintiness
That’s

why

fastidious

a fleeting thing!

is

women

prefer the

Feminine Syringe for intimate
hygienic care. Scientifically designed
convenienf ... no accessories to assemble
thoroughly, gently cleansing. 89c to
. .
$2.89 at drug stores everywhere. Send
for free booklet "Facts You Should Know
About Intimate Feminine Care." Feminine
Faultless

.

.

.

Products Division, Dept. P-38.

The

Faultless

Rubber Company

along pater Peck
held a record for fast accomplishment.
In five years he shot from World’s Fair
barker to the roof of the world in Hollywood. He heads the cavalcade of young
Indeed, in all the
Hollywood actors.
Hollywood cavalcade reaching as far back
as Valentino, there has not appeared a

U

NTIL Jonathan came

young man richer

RELIEVES FUNCTIONAL

PERIODIC PAIN
CRAMPS-HUOACHI-’BLUIS:

in gifts and personality.
In person he shows, even more than on
the screen, a quality of character.
Apart from the actor, he is the man you
might well choose to be were you not the
man you are. That is what old Diogenes
said to Alexander, you recall, when that
young Greek had the world by the tail
and was looking about for another for his
other hand. Gregory could play Alexander.
Knowing him, you might say there is no
classic role he could not play, with the
possible exception of Andy Hardy. Gregory is not exactly the boy next door of
which the screen today has a surfeit. Who
wants to get out the jalopy and drive
downtown to pay a buck to see the boy

next door?
Peck has been likened by his ardent
partisans to Lincoln in appearance, presumably because he is tall, dark and adThat is absurd. With a gray
mirable.
beard he might as well be George Bernard
Shaw on account of his witty eye.
Apparently Peck has got everything that
He lacks
goes with success but ulcers.
those because he has a wife who not only
This lovable phecan cook but does.
nomenon is a product of Finland and if
that land can afford to export any more
like Greta, we shall have to start paying
our debt to her.
The highway to a man’s heart starts in
the kitchen and there’s no prettier picture than a pretty woman in operation
there amid walls of apple green with robin
red flashes in curtains and cupboard pulls.
Greg’s helpful. He eats everything. He
escapes drying dishes because he thoughtfully installed a dishwasher, and there is
no garbage to carry out because it goes
down the drain to a disposal. However,
he does butler cheerfully when there are
guests. He carries a tray of coffee all the
way from kitchen to living room.
The Pecks live on a mountain crag just
Their house is imthis side of paradise.
pregnable as a castle. There are canyons
on two sides, the world with an ocean at
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WIN
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North Abington 39, Moss.

its

feet. It is

a California ranch house of

cream painted

BE

brick.

ROMANCE-READY WITH

You

are transfixed by beauty as you
enter the loggia. It is walled with glass
to the south. Below are ranch houses set
in green the old Will Rogers place and
that of the late Harry Carey. Beyond is
the sea foaming on beaches that sweep
around the promontory of Playa del Rey
and south to Los Angeles harbor.
The interior of the house is light and

—

iridescent as a bubble in tints of canyon
greens, hibiscus and primrose. The furniture was built for the house '.mt of
honey-pale primavera, called South American mahogany. Cabinets and a huge coffee table are grooved with miniature

gardens containing dwarf palms, rubber
plants and philodendron.
“My wife chose these,” says Gregory,
“because they are similar to those in the
houses of Finland.”
The house is one story in horseshoe
shape. To the right of the loggia is the
living room and the bar; to the left is
the dining room from which there opens
a wing of three bedrooms and another
containing Greg’s den, the kitchen and
the bachelor quarters of Jonathan and
Stephen, with the nurse’s room adjacent.
Mrs. Peck requires no other regular assistance, but two boys come twice in the
week to do the heavy cleaning.
Gregory’s den is painted a dark fir
green even to the bricks of the fireplace.
With fire in the grate the room is snug as
a lighthouse on a stormy night.

MAN

may be judged by the books he
keeps. Peck’s chief companions on the
shelves are poets John Donne and Stephen
Vincent Benet, volumes on drama, plays

A

of Shaw and Shakespeare, Carl Sandburg’s
biography of Lincoln and other Lincolnia.
A slim book titled “Personal Finances of
Abraham Lincoln” has proved helpful.
“I haven’t yet paid for this house,” says
honest Greg Peck.
“Why should you consult Lincoln on
personal financing,” asked a friend, “when
you have Jonathan?”

HAZEL BROOKS
in

"SLEEP,

A

After pictures. Peck’s recreation is the
He believes the theater is the best
school for an actor.
Before coming to
Hollywood he appeared with Katharine
Cornell, Jane Cowl, Fred Stone, Jimmy
Savo.
He was acclaimed, but engagements were short and so was the salary.
“We lived in an eight-dollar-a-week
room,” he says. “We came to Hollywood
with two suitcases. We wanted a home

MY LOVE"

United Artists Release

stage.

Try Hazel Brooks’ Beauty-glow Cleansing
“ First

deep eleansing
grime.

to raise children.”
He has been a rave from the first picture, “Days of Glory.”
Four studios got
him to autograph contracts to make twelve
pictures in four years. He thinks his last

one, “Gentleman’s Agreement,” the best.
It’s his ninth. “But I have not seen
‘The

Paradine Case.’
“I

remember Carole Lombard

u you

said that

can stick for ten pictures you are
Greg. “I have one to go. I hope
I shall be in for life.
I should ask for
little more.”
His tenth may be “The Brothers Karamazov.” The role is greater than any he
yet has done. Of all actors in Hollywood
he suits best its towering magnificence.
There is but one threat on Gregory’s
horizon in the way of rivalry and that is a
minor one. If Jonathan finds there is
more fun earning money as an actor than
as counterfeiter, Papa may be forced to
assume the gray beard of Lear before
in,” says
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(Continued from page 53) American system had allowed me to achieve.
in that comfortable frame of
It was
mind that I reached New York City. I

Upside-Down Uake
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Here’s a cake

BETTY BLAKE
that’s

not only a

treat for

prune and

alternate pattern of purple

Your Shoes
are Showing I

learned how wrong I was in my
reasoning through a newspaper pal of
mine, Ed Sullivan. He and I have been
friends for close to twenty years and
when we met, at Madison Square Garden
during a big charity show, he called me
aside and bawled the life out of me.
“Stop it, Ed,” I told him. “Suppose I have
likely as not, I’ve
lost a few Republicans
Sullivan
picked up some Democrats.”
looked at me as if I had two heads.
“Look, ‘Bogie’,” he said, “this is not a
question of alienating Republicans or
Democrats this is a question of alienating Americans. I know you’re okay. So
do your close friends. But the public is
Get
beginning to think you’re a Red!

first

—

the palate, but a treat for the eye... with
its

No Communist

I'm

golden apricot.

—

that through your skull, ‘Bogie’.”
Me a Red! That was the first inkling

had of what was happening. Impossible
though it was to comprehend that anyone
could think of me as a Communist, here
was an old friend telling me just that. If
But
it had begun and ended there, okay.
Letters began to arrive. There
it didn’t.
were local newspaper stories and word of
mouth spreading rumors across the counSomething had to be done quickly.
try.
But what?
I

I

10 to 1 2 servings . . . everybody will
come bock for another piece

BOTTOM OF PAN
cup water
^ cup granulated sugar
% cup melted butter

1

1

cup cooted sweetened
"Tenderized Apricots
cup cooked Tenderized” Prunes

BATTER
cups granulated sugar

% cup
3egg3
1

fat

2%

cups sifted allpurpose flour
3^ teaspoons baking

powder

teaspoon vanilla extract

%

% cup milk

teaspoon

salt

Bottom of Pan: Combine water, sugar, and butter
and stir to blend. Pour into greased paper-lined
pan (about 10Mx7^x2^ inches). Arrange fruits
ov er mixture, alternating apricots

isr

pitted prunes.

Batter: Cream sugar and fat together, add beaten
milk
egg yolks and flavoring and stir to blend. Add
powder
alternately with flour sifted with baking
and salt and mix. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites.
Pour batter over fruit. Bake in moderate oven (350
degrees F) about 1 hour and 10 minutes. Invert
pan onto serving plate and remove paper. Serve

was

in the position of the witness

KOU
/VEtD

EgHWOl*.;
“
/

what we considered censorship of the
movies. The ten men cited for contempt
by the House Un-American Activities
Committee were not .defended by us. We
were there solely in the interests of freedom of speech, freedom of the screen and
protection of the Bill of Rights. We were
not there to defend Conmunism in Hollywood, or Communism in America. None
of us in that plane was anything but an
American citizen concerned with a possible threat to his democratic liberties.”

'f.
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“Have you stopped
suddenly is asked.
beating your wife?” If he answers “Yes”
or “No” he is a dead pigeon.
Let me set it down here, that in this
crisis, the newspapermen and the radio
commentators of the country were standouts. A few of them, polishing apples for
managing editors, acted like imbeciles, but
the bulk of them went to my defense. My
first statement turned the tide. It read:
“I’m about as much in favor of Communism as J. Edgar Hoover. I despise
Communism and I believe in our own
American brand of democracy. Ou- planeload of Hollywood performers who flew
to Washington came East to fight against

with whipped cream.
-Cr
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Richard Quine, in a story you
forget, reveals the courage
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will

never

faith that

brought his wife Susan Peters back to the
screen in
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We may

not have been very smart in
did things, may have been
dopes in some people’s eyes, but we were
American dopes!
Actors and actresses
always go overboard about things. Perhaps that’s why we play benefit shows
night after night, why we contribute
money so freely to causes we believe just
and good, why we volunteer our time and
services to help sell bonds or just sell
America to the rest of the world. So why

way we

the

is it that as loyal American citizens
and
taxpayers, we shouldn’t raise our voices
in protest at something we believe to be

wrong?
that

Honest Infun’

••

was our belief, and it still is,
House Committee easily could

It

the

have identified the very small percentage
Communists in Hollywood through the
r^ords of the FBI. There was no necesof

sity

—

for

the vaudeville show the Klieg
newsreels, coast to coast radio
broadcasts and the dirtying of many good
lights,

—

names with no

right to speak in their

own

defense.

out Hollywood?
As
W HY
Montgomery and Ronald Reagan
single

we have

Bob
said,

a minute percentage of Commies,
but they are under control. Why didn’t
Washington single out the auto industry,
the coal industry or the Newspatier

Why

Guild?
It

in

seems

mind

we have

to

smear Hollywood?

me

is this:

that the thing to be kept
the left, in America,

On

the Communists, not many, but

tightly organized. On the right, we have
the bulk of our population, who believe
with me, that cures can be effected within
the framework of our democracy. In the

middle, however, there are a great many
Americans, liberal in thought, who are
stoned by the unthinking, who don’t realize that these liberal-minded folks are
pure Americans. Let’s realize that these
liberals are devoted to our democracy.
Let us trust that what happened to us,
in Washington, does not discourage actors
and actresses from taking active, constructive interest in our form of government.
It would be tragic, if, because circumstantial evidence created the wrong impression at Washington, actors should

withdraw to the political sidelines. 'That
would be downright cowardice. So long

''RC
tastes best!"
says

WANDA
See her in

HENDRIX

"MY OWN

A Paramount

TRUE

1

Picture

we are opposed
munism and do not
as

completely to Compermit ourselves to
be used as dupes by Commie organizations, we can still function as thoughtful

American

citizens.

In the final analysis, this House Committee probe has had one salutary effect.
It cleared the air by indicating what
a
minute number of Commies there really
are in the film industry. Though headlines may have screamed of the Red menace in movies, all the wind and fury
actually proved that there’s been no
Communism injected on America’s movie
screens.

As

no Communist. If you
you were dead wrong. But,
brother, in this democracy, no one’s going
to shoot you for having thought so!
The End
said, I’m

I

thought

so,
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"The taste-test proved It
beyond any doubt!" says
pretty Wanda Hendrix. “I tried
the leading colas in paper cups,
then picked one as best-tasting.
It turned out to be Royal Crown
Cola— so I’ve been serving it in
my home ever since!” Yes, only
RC gives you all three: 1. Cool

refreshment! 2.

Two

full glass-

es in each bottle! 3. Best
taste-test quality!
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Take-off

Love-quix

. . .

{Continued from page 49) became a transport pilot with the Marine Corps.
The
“sand in his shoes” got a first-class chance
of working out of them. He was one of the
first pilots to land supplies on Iwo Jima,
to land and take off again during a fourminute period of protection given them by
the Marine guns.
“If things had not been right between
Annabella and me before I went away,”
he told me, “I decided there and then to
throw everything I had into the marriage
when I got home. Like a lot of other soldiers, my wife and my home and everything they stood for took on a singularly
clear value while I was away.”

For Married Folks Only

But like many other service men and
their wives, they just didn’t make it. They
tried hard, two fine, sincere people working together, to pull their marriage together that first year. But they failed.
That mainstay gone Ty was really ready
to “bust out.” The wanderlust was on him
and he planned to fly around South America. The failure of their marriage, which
neither he nor Annabella announced rmtil
his return from the long trip, had been a
great disappointment.
It was on the eve of this flight that he
met Lana, one night at Romanoff’s. “I saw
her standing in a crowd,” he said. “But she
seemed to be standing alone. And there
was something in her eyes that I won’t
ever forget.
Something that asked for
help.” Thus Ty describes their meeting.
Truthfully the romance did not begin
then. Not for some months. Ty, at that
time, wasn’t looking for romance. He was
looking for adventure. In South America
he had a whale of a time.
However, when he came back, he and Lana met again through friends. That did it!

WHY DOES SHE SPEND
THE EVENINGS ALONE?
f

Because she keeps her home immaculate, looks as pretty as
she can and really loves her husband, BUT she neglects that
one essential . personal feminine« hygiene.

A.

.

Q.

.

y

did a picture in Mexico. Lana flew
spent her free hours watching
the “Captain from Castile” company work.
When he had some time off they did Mexico City together. They went to beautiful
Acapulco and ate strange native dishes.

really important to married happiness?

Is this

T down and

A. Wives

often lose the precious air of romance, doctors say, for
lack of the intimate daintiness dependent on effective douching.

For this, look to reliable “Lysol” brand disinfectant.

Q.

Is

and gentle as

“Lysol” safe

They danced and dined

well as extra effective?

A.

Yes, the proved germicidal efficiency of “Lysol” requires only
a small quantity iiT a proper solution to destroy germs and
odors, give a fresh, clean, wholesome feeling, restore every
woman’s confidence in her power to please.

Q.

How

about homemade douching

solutions, such

which has proved efficiency
in

in

as salt and soda?

scientific

the douche, to help give the assurance that comes

"romance appeal.”

with perfect grooming ... confidence in

Check these

facts with

“Lysol"

septic

in

doctors

is

non-injurious to deli-

cate membrane.

your doctor
Many

Hollywood’s

formula of “Lysol”
contact with organic matter.

A. They have no comparison with the
ALWAYS USE “LYSOL"

in

most glamorous night spots. They spent
evenings in the Hollywood Bowl listening
to symphonies under the stars.
“And those symphonies were Lana’s doing,” Ty maintains. “She’s a pretty amaz-

recommend

“Lysol,”

the proper solution, for Feminine

Hygiene. Non-caustic, gentle.

Its

clean, anti-

odor quickly disappears.

Highly concentrated, “Lysol”

economical

in

solution.

is

Follow

easy directions for correct douching solution.
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FREE BOOKLET/ Learn the truth about intimate
hygiene and its important role in married happiness.
Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, Dept. P.-483,
92 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J., for frankly
informing FREE booklet.
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Target for rumors: Lovely Linda Chris-

I

CITY

STATE
Product of Lehn

«fe

Fink

I

,J

tians,
is

whose friendship with Ty Power

the source of

many column comments

never forget what she taught
and books.”
about music
Long before she ever knew Ty Power,
Lana Turner had told me, “Of course I
ing

girl. I’ll

me

.

want

to

marry

.

.

again.

I

want more

My

chil-

—

daughter needs company and
I.
It’s an unbalanced life for a
woman to be alone. But,” she added a little bitterly, “you’d be surprised how many
men are afraid to marry Lana Turner.”
Lana had married twice, very early in
dren.
so do

band leader Artie
Shaw, then to play boy Steve Crane. They
were both mistakes. But they only conher

career.

Once

to

firmed Lana’s determination that marriage
to the right man was what she wanted.

Lana
looking

She started
Twice she
Once with Tur-

didn’t sit still and wait.
for her happiness.

thought she had found it.
ban Bey, young Turkish star,
Hollywood’s most determinedly
bachelor, Howard Hughes. But
happiness slipped through her

tearful Godspeed, but showed no
inclination to sit by the fire knitting socks
until he returned.
Meanwhile, Ty fell in love with Rome.
He took a look around the first day, went
back to the hotel and told his pals, “You
might as well unpack, boys. This is the end
of the line.”
He was interested in the Italian film
industry. When he met the camera man

him a

who had

filmed

“Open City” he congratu-

He

told him that all Hollywood
was acclaiming his new technique.
“I thought he’d die with mirth,” Ty recalled. “He claimed his ‘new technique’ on
long shots was just lack of film.”
“And their actresses are different. Not
quite so polished, but very fascinating.”
He claims he loved all the Italians in

lated him.

then with

Italy.

immarried

“There’s beauty there,” he told me.
“Raising its head even above the havoc
wrought by war. A purposefulness mixed
with the gaiety of the people. You have
the feeling you are taking something in
spiritually, getting recharged.” As it was,
this trip, he extended his three-day stay to
twenty-three. Lana didn’t understand that
one. What was there, she demanded, that
made him so much more anxious to stay
an extra twenty days in Rome than to
spend them with her in New York? The
trans-Atlantic telephone sizzled.

both times
fingers.

was at this precise point in her life
that Ty Power first crossed her path, while
Lana, hurt, bewildered and confused, was
It

seeking refuge in a feverish gaiety.
Ty Power believes that some part of
every experience stays with you becomes
a part of you. And what remains with
him of Lana isn’t the glitter. “I honestly
think it was what she taught me about
music. I’m not very bright about it but
she has imderstanding of music. After a
concert she’d put the same records on in
her home and explain the passages to me.”
The break-up between these two appeared to be sudden. Actually there were
indications three months before that this
was not the romance of the century.
When Ty bought a house with only one
bedroom it did not look as if he planned
to carry a bride across the threshold. Then
he decided to dust off his private plane and
take an inside look at Europe. Lana wished

—

—

he arrived
WHEN
Lana flew out

back in Hollywood
to see him. Ty met her at
the airport. They went to a mutual friend’s
house for a talk. They had been apart
three months and there seemed to be some
things to settle, some catching up to do.
Exactly what was said at that time is a
point on which they both have remained
silent. But the results were plain enough.
After a hasty visit to her studio the following day to okay some costume sketches.

Miss Turner returned to New York with
her daughter, Cheryl, and Cheryl’s nurse.
She made a flat statement that it was all
off between them and that she and her
daughter would join her mother in Sun
Valley for Christmas.
Ty got busy redecorating his new bachelor home. He started studying Italian. At
the moment he is seeing more of Linda
Christians than any other girl and here
again he is running true to form in his
search for color and adventure. Linda is a
fabulous girl. Dark, svelte, international
and alluring, she makes a perfect companion for a guy who wants to be footloose and fancy free because undoubtedly
Linda does herself. There are rumors of
a romance in high places in Mexico for
Linda. So this does not look like a matrimonial venture on either side.
When
asked about her, Ty said: “She’s grand.
She’s one of my best friends if that isn’t
too trite a remark to be acceptable. It
happens to be true.”
'Ty has been tied down. He wants now
to explore, perhaps to understand a little
more about this sorely confused civilization of ours. He is ready to take flight.
“It’s not something new with me. I’ve
always wanted to do it. But it’s the first
time I’ve been able to indulge myself. And
with that on your mind it’s no time to be
thinking of marriage. You can’t expect a
girl like Lana, or any girl for that matter,
to sit at home while her man pays his
respects via long distance from Rio, Rome
and North Africa.”
It just didn’t work. Lana is temperamental, volatile, emotional. Ty is quiet,
searching, thoughtful. Lana will continue

looking for what she wants most in her
heart of hearts a happy rnarried life. And
Tyrone will fly high trying to shake out
the “sand in his shoes.”

—

—

The End
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Ask the Boss
(Continued from page 51) “Well, whoever
wrote that magazine story thought I was a
dope. The idea all through the story is that
I can’t make up my own mind on anything.
That I let other people make all my
decisions,” she said, with an annoyance
foreign to this seldom-ruffled girl.
“That’s the most unfair, most ridiculous
thing that was ever written about me. I’m
sure my business associates know I am
quite capable of making up my o'wn mind.
My producing unit, the Beckworth Company, has just been formed. I sign all the
checks I’ve got one of the best contracts
ever drawn up for an actress in motion
pictures. Does that sound like I’m doubling for ‘Dulcie’?”
Believe me, I had more to ask about
that fabulous contract Columbia boss,

—

—

Harry Cohn, has given her but first, I
wanted to get something else off my mind.
I think what really upset her was the sug-

limiynsCahgon,

gestion in the article that the men in the
lovely Hayworth’s life have made her decisions for her and I said as much.
“That’s it!” she agreed. “By gad borrowing a phrase from ‘Life with Father’

charming Pan

American

—

World Airways
stewardess, uses

3-Way

Glover’s

Medicinal
Treatment

—

NEWS!“BC” HEADACHE
TABLETS IMMEDIATE
SUCCESS!
Users find same fast
relief as powders
Hear the acclaim! ’*BC” Headache
Tablets as popular as "BC” Headache Powders. Naturally! The
same famous formula in both.
The same FAST relief from headaches, neuralgic pains and minor
muscular aches. Two tablets equal
one powder. On sale
everywhere.Caution:
use only as directed.

(and choosing it in preference to a more
emphatic expression) what I’ve accomplished, I’ve accomplished by myself.
No
man has done it for me. Perhaps when I
was married to Ed Judson, he did lead me
by the nose, but I’ve come a long way

for lovely

—

bigblightsl

since then.”
I

ND

it

in

right here

my

two

is

cents’

where I want to get
worth about this girl

I have kno'wn ever since she started in
Hollywood as Marguarite Cansino, the

dancer.

The main thing wrong with that article
that it was not up-to-date on Rita. It
played up the shy, diffident girl of eight
is

36 minutes youf
hair can look lovelier! Appear always at your
best on time, for business or social engagements
and Glover’s Mange Medicine helps you do
just that! Fresh lustre and radiance, natural
color tone, hair softness and glamour— these
ate ^uts with Glover’s famous 3-Way Mediciesj

in

—

nal Treatment

— quickly, conveniently, in your

own home! Ask for the regular sizes of Glover’s
Mange Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo

and Glover’s Hair Dress at Drug or Cosmetic
counters or mail Coupon today for free trial
application of all three

—

The

years ago and not the independent woman
she has become in her thirtieth year.
In spite of her great beauty and the fine
way her career was coming along, Rita did
let her first husband, Judson, do her thinking.
He completely dominated her.
On the other hand, she may have been
doing her own thinking when she married
Orson Welles, but he did all the talking
which gave many people the idea she was
inarticulate.

Today,

Rita

Hayworth

is

an entirely

Success has given
her assurance and an authority she never
had in the old days. She does know her
business, which happens to be motion picpersonality.

different

Famous 3-Way
Treatment

tures

—and
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Glover’s, Dept.

I

had heard that her new contract would

make her

the richest actress in Hollywood.
I asked.
She opened her eyes wide and smiled.
Who wants to be that
“Oh, nonsense.
rich? I don’t. But I do have a wonderful
deal releasing my Beckworth Productions
through Columbia no star has a better
(Incidentally, Beckworth is a conone.”
traction of her daughter Becky’s name

1, N. Y.

Send/ree Sampler Package in plain wrapper by return
mail Glover's Mange Medicine, GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo, Glover’s Imperial Hair Dress in 3 herwith /ree booklet. I enclose
metically-sealed bottles
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own

A

the Beckworth Company.
big
percentage of the profits go to me and
above that, my regular salary. Johnny
Hyde, my agent, gets a cut and so does
“I

Becky.
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“Is that true, Rita?”

with Hayworth.)
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herself!

can be pointed out here that at the
pinnacle of her fame, there is no man in
her life bossing her or making her business
decisions.
She’s doing a whale of a job
of managing her own affairs and her own

different assortments retail 60e to $1.00. Also •

\

Division of The Kendall

Company

—
‘Gilda’ that I have on my first Beckworth
production, ‘The Loves of Carmen,’ I
would stand to make $3,000,000!
“That’s big business in my league, and
don’t think I don’t realize it,” Rita said in
The girl
the tones of a lady executive.
who formerly never opened her mouth has
plenty of things to say now, for never has
the glamorous redhead had such confi-

dence in herself.
“I sincerely believe this new responsientire life,” she said.
bility is changing
For one
“I can feel the change in myself.

my

thing, I’m plenty tired of night clubs and
casual dates. I’m far more interested in
good screen stories than in romances.

—

before you ask me I’m not going
All this talk every
married!
time I have dinner with a man that I’m
engaged to him, is so silly. Right now, I’m
not even going out because I’m too inter”
ested and busy working on ‘Carmen.’
The picture of the glamorous
I laughed.
Hayworth staying home nights going over
the company books flashed through my
mind and amused me so much I couldn’t
help laughing aloud.
“All right, go ahead and laugh,” she
smiled. “Having a financial interest in a
picture is far more intriguing than being
merely the star. You can bet I’m never late
on the set these days! Charles Vidor, the
The way she
director, calls me ‘Boss.’ ”
caressed that word was cute.
I suppose she thought I would feel she
was bragging for she added quickly, “But

“And

to

get

He has
I certainly do listen to Charlie.
directed four of my most successful pictures and if he says we have to retake a
scene, I know it should be done.”
It is hard for Rita to get off the subject
of “The Loves of Carmen,” which is
definitely the love of Miss Hayworth. She
told me at great length how they are not
using Bizet’s opera or any of the wonderful

music. Their production is based instead
on the original Prosper Merimee story
from which the opera was taken.
“In place of the opera score, we are
using delightful, haunting old SpanishGypsy melodies. I am dancing the real
Spanish dances. I have really done these
dances since I was a child. My father
taught them to me as soon as I was able
Now he is coaching me in the
to walk.
routines for the picture.

“Do you

realize

how many

actresses

and

Learn Here These

“I heartily sympathize with any

who
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woman

hasn’t proper, scientific knowledge

about Intimate feminine cleanliness.
“I, myself, had no idea how important
vaginal douching often is to health, charm
and marriage happiness. I had no idea of
what type product to put in the douche.
I noticed my husband growing indifferent
and 1 didn’t realize why.
“Then my luck changed. I found scientific knowledge I could trust. I discovered NO OTHER TYPE LIQUID ANTISEPTICGERMICIDE FOR THE DOUCHE OF ALL
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Truly

A Modern Miracle
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opera stars have played ‘Carmen’ such
greats as Geraldine Farrar and Mary Garden? I know I am shooting at a high
target.
But I want to give my own conception regardless of other actresses. I’ve
put on ten pounds or so. Carmen was
voluptuous and well curved. And I’m not
playing her with spitcurls and a slinky
walk. My Carmen is an earthy belle with
a good healthy appetite.”
But don’t worry! The Goddess of Love
(excuse me, Rita!) isn’t getting fat.
We had been talking through her lunch
hour and it was almost time for the “boss”
to be back on the set. But we still had a

few moments left.
“Rita, if you had your life to live over
again, are there any things or people
you would drop from it?”
Without a moment’s hesitation she answered. “No. Not anything. Not anyone.
I haven’t always been happy, that’s true.
But I feel I have learned much from all
my experiences, good and bad.
“If it is true I have an easy going dispo-

—

sition, I

am

glad of

it.

I

can

feel bitterness

—

when someone has hurt me but

as time
can forget. I never hold grudges
against people.” Nor, apparently, against
husbands. Ed Judson is biuried deep in
the past as far as Rita is concerned. As
for Orson Welles
“We are perfectly good friends. I am
glad I married him.
He taught me an

goes on,

I

appreciation

of

many worthwhile

hadn’t married him,
have the greatest happiness in
our little daughter.”
in life.

If I

I

things

wouldn’t

my

life

he light

that shines in Rita’s eyes
she talks about Rebecca is lovely
to see. She went on to tell me about the
surprises and party she had had for Becky’s
third birthday. “And believe me,” she
laughed, “that was one day I did not come
to work.”
Because I know her so well, I felt I
didn’t have to go into detail about all the
so-called “boy friends” in her life since the
exit of Welles. Personally, I think the most
serious romance she had was David Niven
but that’s over. If they did find happiness
together for a little while, I believe it was
because they were both lonely. But it was
over before Rita sailed for Europe last year
on a vacation.
That trip was a joy and yet a fiasco for
Rita.
She was terribly upset over the
stories that she was “difficult,” hard to
interview and that she broke appointments.
“The only trouble I had, Louella, was
in France,” she told me. “And it was all
because I couldn’t speak the lEmguage.
Half the time I didn’t know I was being
‘invited’ to appear at various places.
So
it’s no wonder I didn’t show up.
“When I was interviewed I felt iU at
ease because I couldn’t understand what
was being said to me. You know me. Have
I ever been hard to get to or acted stuffy
about meeting the press? I’m too grateful to
be uncooperative. There is one statement

T

when

—

Crisp

and curled and

carefully

coiffured...

her Best Beau looked
at her hair and said

"Smooth!" But then,

Whot happened?

Passed Up!
Poor

Patsy

know what

it

didn't

takes to

keep a coiffure (and
a beau!) just so.
.

.

.

in that
I

magazine story that

want people to like me!”
With Rita, that isn’t hard

like her
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At drug and
SO?

stares,

and

men

.

.y

very true:

to do.

—

Women

adore her ^but I sinwill be a long time before

cerely believe it
she thinks of marrying again.
There is a new determination in her
voice, a new light in her eye no man has
ever been able to put there. No longer is
she just a pretty girl with sex-appeal. She
is a woman who has learned to stand on
her own two feet. She is a warm, intelligent person as well as a dazzling personality. And she’s never been so happy
in her life!
far better label than
Love for Rita as she is

A

a//

is

Independence.”

The End

The Goddess
today

is

of

“Miss
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Peggy Ann Garner is a curly-haired
blonde who has just turned sixteen.
Completely unspoiled by her success,
Peggy loves Hollywood, people and_

She appears next

work.
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Hazel Brooks

is

a green-eyed red-haired beauty

her career as a model.

Triangle Production “Sleep,
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who

started

You’ll see her next in the

My

Love”
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At the Crystal Ball:

Ann

Miller (with Ernie Byfield Jr.) a

dream

Lovelies

in bugle beads

To

Star items from the Hollywood date

book, bringing yon up-to-tke-winter
Winter sonnet: Ava Gardner’s rust
suit has gold lame “vest.”
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Protruding cuffs add bright note

news on gowns and

gossip.

and

tulle:

Frances Bergen, slim and lovely in bugle beads from

Cook
ARTIES,

P

all

—

to halter

Quick change: Underneath the jacket

fit
—

parties, parties
a whole rash of ’em
kinds at this very height of the social
season in glamourtoAvn! One of the most

and

hem

which the movie belles
most luxurious new duds)
was the Crystal Ball. It was held in the new
Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills Hotel. What a
room ^with its crystal chandeliers and white
(with a dash of red) decor as a setting for the
beauty and swirling gowns of the stars. And what
a night! With top stars entertaining in the imlavish {and the ball for

really got out their

—

—

of Martha Vickers’s satin suit, a

lace-topped dress for dinner dating

—

topped by the one and only
Bing Crosby singing and singing some more.
One of the most elegant gowns was on pretty
Frances Bergen, Edgar’s wife. Very slinky in
contrast to most of the very full skirts swishing
about the dance floor, it was a white crepe embroidered solidly from its semi-halter neck to
hem, in white bugle beads in a scroll design. It
must have weighed a ton but it looked divine.
Prances carried a purse of white satin, also embroidered with matching (Continued on page 108)

promptu manner
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Newest Star

in

the

Fashion Picture!
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•John's Other Lite
(Continued from page 70) when I connever once have I wakened to
my screen-toughie husband had
the drop on me with a tommy-gun.
I have one big “gripe” but show me the
wife who can be completely happy unless
she has at least one thing to wax rebellious
fess that
find that

THE STYLES
WITH

about!
.

I

don’t play cards and, like a lot of

Hollywood spouses, I object to the way in
which most movie-town gatherings end
up with the males around a poker table.
people who work
with their minds and emotions find cardplaying a great form of mental relaxation
(so they tell me!) but it still seems like
sort of one-sided fun.
During our first years in Hollywood, we
invariably came home from a party with
one of us wearing a guilty look. Either
he’d left me by myself while he played
cards or I’d made him sit around with
his palms itching all evening. Now, we’ve
reached a compromise. We have our fun
together during the early part of Saturday
evening. After he’s brought me home, he’s
free to join his pals and play till morning.
I’ve tried to realize that

—

Sometimes

I

really get a fast ride

home.

Usually, however, John has a disposition
.far better than mine. He’s the kind of
husband who prefers steak and roast, but
will eat anything and be nice enough to
act as if he likes it. An icebox raider, too
but one who never forgets to put the
top back on the catsup bottle. Neat as the
famous pin and definitely not a nagger.
Sometimes I can’t believe my luck.
Especially I can’t believe my luck
when I remember all our good years in
the largo, lovely William Haines home in

—

You see, when John and I
were first married we shared a small
Greenwich Village apartment with several
Hollywood.

other couples.
Like ourselves, they all
kids, broke, and all trying to get a

were

break on Broadway. It sounds very gay
and Bohemian, but actually, it was like
living in a

mud

puddle.

Johnny, you know, was a lower East
Side pewsboy who fought for a living just
the borderline from New York’s
underworld. It may have been destiny that

across

made him an actor instead of a third-rate
prizefighter or worse but destiny was
assisted by Angelo Patri, that great reclaimer of “problem” kids.
It
was Patri who turned the earlyvintage Garfield’s mind to debating, and
then acting. But before the stage became
a surety there was a vagabonding period
in which Johnny saw America, mostly as
he clung to the rods beneath a freight car.
Some of the sights were pretty bitter. He
saw a friend crushed to death on the
tracks. He got a closer glimpse of death’s
face when he almost died of scarlet fever.
As a father, he’s one of the most adoring
parents in Hollywood or points East. If
there’s an expression of David’s or Julie’s
that hasn’t been caught by our favorite
child photographer, then it’s because they

—

—

it yet. What makes me haphowever, is his confidence in me as a
mother. I can’t ever remember his having
disputed any of my ideas about raising
either of our youngsters.

haven’t worn

piest,

I get a beautiful lot of non-interference
in other matters, too. Luckily, I’ve stumbled

on the one positive method o.f preventing
a husband from making jibes about his
wife’s hats I don’t wear hats.
If any of these last paragraphs sound as
if my husband and I have never quarreled
well, it’s a false rumor. For the first five
years we quarreled like mad, over anything. Looking back I know it was a part
of our “growing up,” which is never funny

—

trade-mark distinguishing this product
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—

while it’s happening.
A hold-over from those kid years of ours
is Johnny’s enjoyment of “surprises.” He’s

—
always bought gifts like fury and never
inexpensive ones. The first gift he ever
gave me was a ring, a really criminal
creation (I know now) of fancy filigree
and unembarrassed opals.
Our taste has quieted down now, of

My favorite recent gift is a set of
tear-drop pearl earrings (for which
I had my ears specially pierced)
with a
ring and pin to match. The grandest is a
car of my own with which I am still so
enthralled I “baby” its gleaming finish and
feed its oil-pump like a mother.
course.

little

In Hollywood, Johnny and I didn’t mix
much, as the saying goes another hangover no doubt from those early days when
we had to live with other people and try

—

We

like it.
still prefer small groups
of a few close friends, the Lewis Milestones, the John Contes, Gene and Betsy
Kelly, the Paul Drapers and a few others.
to

We’re habitual read-in-bedders too, and
the maid never dares to disturb Johnny’s
night table, always stacked with scripts,
books and magazines.

G

oing
wife

back

to those questions an actor’s
asked, there’s the one about, “I

is

suppose he’s moody at times, isn’t he?”
to that one is, “Of course!”
When John’s studying or about to begin a
new role, we have some deep purple
silences around the house. I’m told it’s
the same way with a real estate man or a
rnanufacturer husband when they have a
big deal on, however, and I know he’d be
a lot moodier if he wasn’t working.
Don t you ever get jealous, watching
your husband make love to other women?”
someone is always asking.
Truthfully,
I
have stood so often in a theatei’s
wings watching him go through scenes
with an actress, that I rarely think of it
as anything but a part of the business. Too
—and this may be a great shock to "tny

The answer

husband

—

it

was not

until

I

saw him

^emefhi

in

“Nobody Lives
Forever” that I ever
thought of Johnny as being the sexy type!
Only one actress ever worried me—
my
favorite actress, Joan Crawford. You see,
Johnny has never been too susceptible to
girlish laughter, he much prefers a woman.
To me, Joan Crawford is the most exciting
woman I have ever seen. All the time they

were making “Humoresque” together, I
went around sort of woe-begone, feeling
that for a man to work with Crawford all
day and come home to just plain me at
night must be an awful letdown!
Humoresque,” by the way, is the only
one of his daddy’s pictures our son Davy
has seen. Both of us are thrilled over the
early interest and feeling he shows
for

—
—

music. As for some of father’s gangster
epics, well, they might be a
little hard
to explain to Davy at this tender
age.

Perhaps the picture that comes nearest
my Johnny’s restless acting
urge is Body and Soul.” Not only does
he consider it the greatest fight picture
ever made, but also the best job he
has
done for the screen. Too, it is his own
production, and thcro^s the pride of ere—
atiyeness in every phase of it.
Gentleman s Agreement” will always be
another favorite picture with the Garfield family, even though top
billing goes
to (Gregory Peck and Dorothy
McGuire.
to satisfying

—ai/Ud
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Dentyne’s flavor-refreshment is sure
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quality
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In this case, John wasn’t afraid to
take a
minor role he felt it was a story that had
a lot to say, and that with such fine
actors
the leads, it was bound to be an important picture. Frankly, he’d rather
be
just a part of a good picture
than the
whole business” in an unimportant one
Someday he’d like to film “’Yolpone”
natural color and background
of Venice. Its a project of which I
heartily
approve. I’d like to go with him.
Its a very nice life being Mrs.
John

—

m

Garfield!

The End
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for a spring eye-opener.

Also in black. Sizes

9-15. SI 7.95 at R.

“T-Men”

H. White
and Alaison Blanche Co.,

For other

Co., Boston, Mass.,

New

Orleans, La.

stores in your vicinity write to the

factstrer listed

on page 106
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* QUALITY
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MEASURED

any
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classic

w

by

herever

You Live
You Can

If
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preceding

the

do

not

your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, write to the manufacstores in

Rayon crepe

turers listed helow;

— about

fl3 in
Pink Gabardine Dress
Jerry Gilden

better stores

498 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

everywhere

Gibson Girl Blouse

Cathy-Lee
240 West 3 5 th
New York, N.

St.

Y

Zip-2- Fit Skirt

Chili Williams

Ann

Marie

264 West

starlet of

New

Ea file- Lion

3

5th St.

York,

N.Y.

Chambray Blouse and

Studios,

Nan

producers of

13 50

“Mickey”

New

Skirt

Scott

Broadway,
York, N.Y.

Navy Faille Dress
Doris Dodson

1120 Washington Avenue
St. Louis,

Mo.

Plaid Dress

McKettrick

DIVISION OF ELY AND VYALKER
4 3 4

SOUTH WABASH

•

C H

ICAGO

list

5

13 50
Tslcuj

Broadway
York. N. Y.

Rrene
9haraff9
the designer of Loretta Young’s
clothes in “The Bishop’s Wife”
and of the pattern on page 74

She believes a woman should dress
according to her mood, and should
not be told that any specific design
suitable for any specific occasion.
Although her designs for the stars
are daring and chic, Miss Sharaff,

is

being essentially a lazy person,
lounges around her home in a mode
of dress which she knows adds to
her individuality and comfort. She
wears an aviator’s coverall virtually
all the time!
She also has adopted
the “new shoe” technique which was
used in the Gay Nineties ^she has
someone break them in for her!
Irene earned her reputation by
the investment of years of hard work
and at the rainbow’s end a Hollywood contract with Samuel GoldWyn. Before Hollywood, she dressed
more than thirty Broadway shows.
When Irving Berlin was preparing
“As Thousands Cheer,” he tossed
Miss Sharaff one number in which
she would design the costumes. This
turned out to be “Easter Parade”
and Sharaff’s inspiration of designing
the costumes in the period and spirit
of Godey’s Ladies Book helped make
that number the musical sensation

—

—

—

of the entire theatrical season.
Sharaff’s predominant distinction
is

that she

is

as

much

at

home

•

Satin elastic and sheer Lena elastic are combined by

Gossar-DEB

in

...to

a waist-marking, whistle-slick girdle

make a dream

girl of

you! The Gossard

uplift of

semi-circle stitched satin, topped with lace

and banded with

elastic ...in A,

B and C cup

sizes.

in

any age or country as she is in her
own, and could dress Marie Antoinette or Lucrezia Borgia with as much
authority and chic as she has Loretta
Young. She has spent a lifetime of
study in the important libraries and
galleries of the world and her own
shelves of reference books on fashion
are the most read in her huge library.

ftS ui fur Of I

^

Gossard
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Lovelies

NEATLY BANDED

.

.

.

CUBAN HEELS TOO.

—

floor-length skirt

was composed

TWO

SWEETLY
ANKLET

.

.

STRAPPED
Genuine

In

Black or Balenciaga

with Ernie Byfield

(almond brown) Suedes.

HEELS.

.

B

AA
4

» A (narrow)
C (medium and

CHARLES COREY
me

please send
.

at $4.98

SIZE

WIDTH

SIZE

WIDTH

COLOR—
"SPICE”

-

.

.

—

.

.

Viennese drape. Betty wore two fresh gardenias pinned to the skirt and two at her
bodice. She had her hair pulled back from
her face and tied with a tiny white ribbon
designed to hold in place the curls that
floppied down the back of her head. Her
very small bag was gold and metallic.

®

Haverhill, Moss.

“SUGAR".

^

shoe Mfg. co.

COLOR
-

NAME

he

Lamour wore, she
It was powder

blue crepe, also muchly embroidered with
blue bugle beads. The skirt was draped
(and so was the bodice) and both drapes
were heavily fringed with long strings of
matching bugle beads. She carried a bag
heavily embroidered with matching beads.
Her only jewelry was a pair of diamond
clip earrings. Dotty had her hair pulled
back straight with a bun of braids on the
back top of her head. But most of the gals
are cutting their tresses to a rather medium-length bob, letting it hang fluffily. And
a lot of them are going back to the “feather
bob” that Lana Tiumer made so popular a
few years ago. The feather bob, they all tell
us, seems to be so right for the new clothes
and hats and so flattering to most.
You ain’t seen nothin’ imtil you’ve seen
(or tasted) the scrumptious dessert that was
served at the very swanky dinner party
given by Sylvia Sidney and Carleton Alsop.
The fifty all-dressed-up guests gasped

STATE-

CITYC.

dress that Dotty

T designed herself, she said.

STREET

O. D.

MONEY ORDER

u—————————

CHECK

—

the huge balls of vanilla ice cream
were brought to the tables, each blob of
cream sporting a flame in its middle
giving off a slight blue smoke! Closer inspection revealed that in the middle of each
ball was a twisted tube of meringue (also
hollow in the center) evidently soaked in
brandy and lighted just before being
brought in. Such a sensational looking
hunk of dessert. Anyway, the hostess
wouldn’t reveal the secret.

when

^d

Saw Judy Garland

Don’t reach for that cookie but

do reach

H

for a Real-form Girdle or Ponty Girdle!

0
T
0

Raschel-Knitted of fashioned to

P

with

removable

fit

—

“Blaster

Lastex

crotch. Can’t run! $5.00.

A

REAL-FORM GIRDLE CO., 358 FJ«h Ave., New York
Write for Free lllustroted
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been working so hard in
Parade” not only singing but
doing dance routines with Fred Astaire.
We were crazy about the dress that Myma
Dell wore that night (she was with Jimmy
Stewart—how that guy gets aroimd)! On
you d
its lovely sea-green taffeta skirt,
have sworn there was a dainty black lace
apron but close inspection revealed that it
though

L

Y

wearing

a beautiful floor-length dinner dress of
bright brown taffeta. A tiny jacket of the
same material had great big puffed sleeves
sorta leg-o’-mutton sleeves that ended
tightly at her elbows. Judy looks so well
again. She’s put on a lot of weight even

—
p

at this soiree,

1

she’s

—

had a V neckline. Into the neckline
was tucked an ascot chiffon scarf in shades
of mauve and soft green. Jo wore a little
brown feathered hat by Walter Florell,
matching brown suede shoes, dark brown
stockings and gloves. Her beige suede bag
had an enormous gold monogram.
While on the subject of suits, Ina Claire
wore a beauty in fact an American beauty
to the big cocktail party that Atwater
Kent gave for her. It was of red wool, with
a matching blouse of American beauty
satin. Ina, always so simply chic, wore a
tiny black beret on the back of her sleek

jacket

of course started people predicting a “new
.
Betty Garromance” for these two
rett’s gown rushed the season a bit but it
was lovely. It was of white organdie, full
skirted and strapless, with inch-wide panels
of the organdy gathered horizontally in a

TOO.

3'/2-Y

ened at the waist with a buckle and the

from Chicago. And Joan Caulfield, we
might add, was dancing mostly with Jimmy
Stewart who brought her to the ball. Which

Black Patent.
Red, Green and
Blue Smooths.

CUBAN

right.

the hotel magnate

Jr.,

up toward the hips from left to
The little waist-length jacket fast-

swirled

of three

tiers of white tulle the
tiers getting much fuller toward the floor
as you can see. Ann was dancing mostly

enormously fuU

SIZES: 5-?

m

—

Genuine Black
Black Patent.
Suede
Red, Blue and
Brown Smooths.
In

—

print! The draped, strapless bodice
looked as if it were covered with lace too
but again it was just a “mirage.”
Jo Stafford was at L’Aiglon fCr lunch
a novel beige gabardine suit that got a lot
of comment because it looked like a onepiece dress. The tubular, almost anklelength skirt had four overskirts, each one
about twelve inches in length which

was a

(Continued jrom page 103) bugle beads.
Her only jewelry was a diamond bracelet
and diamond ear clips set with a pearl.
Another knockout dress was on Ann
It proved again that a tiered
Miller.
gown (if you use the right number
and properly proportioned tiers) does
wonderful things for most gals tall or
short. Ann’s was a skin-tight basquelength bodice of silver bugle beads, with
nary a hair’s breadth between bugles, and
a halter neckline. Which reminds us to
that the completely strapless
tell you
gowns seem to be disappearing from the
scene they’ve been so overdone. The

OUR PLATFORM SUNS.
.

Look At

’I’o

—

—

blonde head, black suede accessories
Merle Oberon looked simply dreamy in an
entire outfit that she’d just brought back
from Paris with her. She’s one of the very
few who looks well in completely impadded shoulders, which was the way she
appeared that day. Her dress was of stiffest,
vaguely strijjed black heavy silk taffeta,
with a tiny “old world” jacket. The full
skirt was ballet-length. Her tiny, cockeyed little black hat had a perky coq of
feathers jutting forth at an angle from its
little brim which was tilted way back off
her face.
Shirley Temple had her cute husband,
Johnny Agar, puzzled for a minute with
that trick scarf-in-braids hair-do of hers.
It sure is an eye-catcher. Shirley has her
long reddish brown hair slicked back
smoothly and then brought around in coronet style. A gay handkerchief scarf is
pinned to the back for a hatted look, but it
also intertwines with the braids low on her
neck and its ends come out along the sides
of her head. Looks right sharp with her
brown and black wool suit and that Chinese
.

.

.

—

antique pin she just treated herself

ERY

smart

is

Ava Gardner’s new

to.

spring

suit of rust red broadcloth with gold
lame tucked vest. The coat has a quaker

V

and very large patch pockets. The
lame sleeves of her “vest” protrude at the
wrists to brighten things up. She wears
black suede gloves and shoes with it.
Martha Vickers made a big hit at Ciros
the night she showed up there after a cock-

collar

^

party in a dressy, black satin suit. It
consists of a one-piece dress that has a lace
top, open in back. And what a lovely top
with its bands of lace contrasting with the

tail

sheer net on which

it

is

appliqued.

m

The

back
straight with a slight dip
and a slit for walking comfort. Over this
she wears a flared box jacket with a Peter
Pan collar—all of black satin. Her drop
earrings are rhinestone circles with a
straight gold drop. Three tiny sparklers are
set in the end of each drop. Her closedtoe shoes are of black suede with rhmestone side clips. That idea of Anita Colby s
about putting jeweled clips onto plain
black shoes seems to have caught on. And
how about that “tea-cozy” skirt we told
skirt

is

—

you about months ago when Colby, Lana
Turner and just a couple of others were
the only ones in Hollywood to have it?

Now that little quilted chintz, tremendously full circular skirt (so stiff it stands on
the floor by itself) has caught on like wildand can be bought all over the land!
fire

—

The End

^ INDA DARNELL arrived

at

Paul Hesse’s studio wearing slacks, a
sweater and a short matching jacket. She
had about ten scarves under her arm that
she had brought back from Paris and Paul
must choose the one he liked best.
When Linda saw the gold lame dress I
had designed for her she was happily
excited and we had a long discussion
about clothes. She said that while she
thought the Parisian fashions were very
beautiful, she believes that
American
clothes are more suited to her as an
American girl. I am not in complete
agreement with this as I believe clothes
shoiRd be international, not national.
Linda had dyed her hair back from
blonde to her own natural shade. I think
Linda is absolutely right in this. Her
own dark hair is the best for her.

Because Linda’s eyes are brown with
purple flecks in them, I trimmed the gold
dress she wears for this month's cover
photograph with bands of purple velvet
and gave her a real amethyst necklace
and earrings, too.
However, with her
beautiful skin and coloring, she wears
almost any color welL Consequently, she
makes almost a fetish of matching colors
for her costumes. Since most women are
not as fortunate as Linda in this respect, it
usually is desirable for a woman to decide which of the basic colors are best
suited to her coloring then plan her
wardrobe around that one color. Various
de'viations of it can be used, of course, to
inject Life into a wardrobe.
If you have any questions you would
like to ask about your own wardrobe,
about motion picture fashions in relation
to your way of life, about buying a wardrobe for all occasions, I will be happy to
answer them. Photoplay will send your
letters on to me.
See you next month.

—

Don

Loper, Paul Hesse and lovely Linda

Darnell get ready to take Photoplay cover
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Ladd

Play Truth or Consequences with Alan
(Continued from page 58) in the middle of

the night and whip me up some German
pancakes. She can really make them you
know the kind, filled with applesauce,
rolled up into a big puff.
If your wife doesn’t mind getting
9. Q
out of a sound sleep and cooking, what do
you find to fuss about?
A; Little things like her hats—and accusing her of cutting her hair. I like long
hair and every time Susie comes home
from a beauty salon I thmk she’s had it
cut again. She always insists it will come
down and eventually it does. We’re always together on important issues.
10. Q: Are you equally adept at maintaining discipline with the children?
A: Yes. Alana can talk her mother out
of anything, but not me. I have a theory
about kids, that once you say somethmg
you must follow through. Actually, Ive
never had to spank her, but she minds.
:

11. Q: How do yon punish her?
A: By ignoring her. Lannie’s typical
of her sex ignoring her really kills her.
12. Q: Is this a sample of the secret of
your success with women?
A: How much more is this going to

—

cost

me?

(Alan has to make a sketch of Alsulana
Acres. See page 58.)
13. Q: Would you consider yourself a
methodical man?
A: I always remember to ask Sue to
remember things such as ordering trintwo
kets for the crew of a picture about

—

days before the picture ends. “The Long
Grey Line” finished two days ahead of
schedule and there was a little confusion
when I called her at ^o p.m., to tell her
the picture was finishing by six. She had
we
fifteen things to be engraved, but

made

it.

«

^

Q: To what extent does Sue influence your career? I know she’s a successful agent, does she manage you too?
A: Berg-Allenberg are my agents. Sue s
influence is that of a wife, sweetheart and
14.

^

She knows the business and
We can weigh
to talk to.
toss things back and forth and

best friend.
is

wonderful

decisions,

rJleVs

C^ome

Out

yourself a good actor?
A; No. But I honestly don’t think Ive
had a legitimate chance to prove it either
way—outside of the chasacterization I had
in “This Gun for Hire,” my favorite thus
far.

17.
roles?

Q: Don’t you

it

19.

to his toes.

Q; Anything

life?

dressed at the same time.
20. Q: What would you like to have
been, if not an actor?
A: A farmer. And we probably would
have starved to death. At Alsulana Acres,
now
the twenty-five-acre ranch we have
out in Hidden Valley, the pasture wont
pasture (there’s been a drought ever
since we bought it), the chickens wont
chicken, etc. But we have eleven horses
and hope to be successful horse breeders

someday.

in the C^pen:

one

you’ll
of the ten best for the month,

judged

favorite,
receive a lovely portrait of your

personally autographed.

Send your entries
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ownwear

to;

Contest Editor, Photoplay,

205

My

E.

42

St.,

you want from

—

a secret.

letter is

else

A: Just one thing I’d like to have a
house with a larger closet. At the r^ch
and at our small town place, it’s positively
haizardous for Susie and me to have to get

—

your

screen

—

down

And

if

your

18. Q: How would you like to change
your career?
A: I’d like to be recognized as an actor
instead of a personality. I’d like to have
Chisa crack at roles like that of F other
holm in “Keys of the Kingdom” or others
I
that Gregory Peck has played so well.
think Greg is a wonderful actor clear

Send it in with a
or less, telling
words
letter of twenty-five
why he or she is your favorite.
Don’t keep

like

A: Guess I’d better pay off on that one.
(“Tough Guy” Ladd is asked to knit
was
five rows on a baby sweater Sue
making! Susie spent more time picking
up dropped stitches! See page 58.)

IJour favorite .Star?

^MJlio

1

reach a solution without my having to
consult a dozen others with contradictory
opinions. Sue? She’s just my right arm.
15. Q: Are you a hero at home?
A; I doubt it. Alana’s only seen one
of my pictures, “The Glass Key,” and she
accepted it without comment. Once she
heard me on a radio program and remarked, “That doesn’t sound like Daddy
... he didn’t shoot anybody!”
16. Q: Do you think you’ve proven

N. Y.

favorite star

is

17,

N. Y.

]

—

Q: Having read much about your
thoughtfulness on anniversaries and such,
don’t you think you’re a little sentimental
for a guy with a gat?
A: No. Quite the contrary. Susie and I
21.

much of each other we’re not
afraid to put it into writing. So we have
a habit of putting inscriptions on watches,
lockets, etc., that we give each other.
think so

John Farrow kids us, saying we’re going
to have to hire a script writer if we keep
giving gadgets to each other. But so far
we haven’t run out of words, and I can
think of a lot more.
22. Q: Have you ever felt thoroughly
helpless?
A: Yes, when Susie nearly died having
our last baby, David Alan. They didn’t
think she’d live for three days, and I
All I could
didn’t sleep for three days.
do was sit in the comer of her room,
feeling utterly helpless, staring into space
and not even trying to imagine life without her. I couldn’t.
23. Q: What’s your philosophy of life?
A: Most of it is pinned on the Golden
Rule. Also, I believe that most mistakes
work out for the best. And I think our
strength is tested all the way in good
fortune and bad.
your biggest worry
24. Q: What’s

—

now?
A: Our children’s future. I have no
relatives at all and Susie has very few.
I get scared thinking about what would
happen to them, who would look after
them and give them what we want them
to have if anything should happen to both
of us even though we are trying to provide for their security now.
25. Q: Going from the sublime to the
ridiculous
who do you have to thank
for your middle name
Walbridge, that

—

—

—

is?

A: Must have been handed down from
somebody in my family. I can’t think of
any other reason for it, can you?
26. Q: Can you take criticism?
A: I welcome it if it’s constructive. I
like people to tell me where I’m wrong,
if they also tell me why.
A kid in Great
Britain wrote recently that I smoked incessantly in pictures and you won’t see
me smoking at all in “The Long Grey
'

I’m a chain-smoker, but I’m really
it on the screen from now on.
I’m very grateful to the fan who

Line.”

watching

And

brought
27.

it

to

my

attention.

Q: Do you envy any fellow

thes-

Curve-conscious this season?

pian ?
A: Yes, Bing Crosby.

Besides being a
watch him or) the set by

fan of Bing’s, I
the hour, fascinated. Bing just rolls along,
with never a nerve exposed.
28. Q: I won’t breathe it to Biilg, but
have you any serious plans about muscling in on the crooning racket since
“Tallahassee” became such a hit in
“Variety Girl”?
A: You’re kidding I hope.
29. Q: How long have you been sing-

magic name that guarantees “The
Lift that never lets you down” —
“Perma*lift”* Brassieres.
The reason is, “Perma*lift”
Brassieres have a soft, yet firm

—

ing?
A: All

sang
the role of Koko in “The Mikado.” Singing
has always been a nervous outlet for me.
I sing all day long on the set, working off
excess energy. Now the boom boys and
life.

In high school

I

the rest of the crew are all on to it, to
the extent of taking turns starting a piece,
then standing by and watching me unconsciously pick it up and finish the tune.
They work me to death and I don’t even
realize

cushion inset at the base of
^11

my

it.

Q; There’s just one more thing,
Alan: To what do you attribute your success with women? Now shoot the works
what am I saying don’t shoot!
A: Okay pal, you got me. I’ve paid out
enough for this one and I’ll tell you. I
just take a tip from Mr. Hush hnd let the
30.

—

— of

course you are. Then remember the

BRASSIERES
THE LIET THAT NEVER LETS YOU

each bra cup, so that comfortable and natural support
is always given the breast
DOWN
from below.
Wash your “Perma*lift” Bra
it will never
again and again
lose its famous lift. At better stores
everywhere — $1.50 to $3.50.

—

Wear

a comfortable “Perma*lift”
rdle too
“No Bones about it

—

—

ys up without stays”.
•

lift"

and ” Hirkoru"

fteg.
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ladies talk.

The End
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EVERY PLACE
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BLOUSE

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON
Hear **Erskine Johnson in Hollywood,** MBS, 4p.m.
iEST); Sp.mXCT):

ary

2p.mXMTy;

COOPEIR, on

11:15

location,

a.m^PT)

had been

G

suffering from a virulent cold. One
night he retired to his hotel room, closed
all the windows and set going one of those
electric lamps, cooking up a mixture of

Rayon Crepe
keyhole neck with

handmade

rose petal trim.

About $4.00
department

eucalyptus oil, benzoin and other high
smelling ingredients. Gradually the pungent odor permeated the corridors of the
hotel.
guest sniffed distastefully and
asked a bellboy;

A

at leading

“What

is

“That,”
Cooper.”

stores.

that
said

I

smeU?”

*

A menu

beUboy,

the

at the

*

Gary

*

*

RKO

“is

studio cafe read:

“In compliance with President Truman’s
appeal, Tuesday is meatless day.” Then
on the left side of the menu, as a special,
were the inviting words:
“Ready to serve: Limcheon of broiled

baby with mushrooms, bacon, creamed
spinach and dessert.”
The cafe claimed a typographical error.
*

*

*

*

At a Hollywood sneak preview there was
a scene of a villain hauling off with a
right, smacking the leading lady right in
the face. It was a tense moment for every-

one in the audience. Then a little boy
piped up^ in a voice that could be heard
all over the theater;
“Mommy, why doesn’t she hit him

—like

back

you

Daddy?”

hit
*

*

Asked how he liked the new long
on the
worry

skirts

Pat O’Brien said: “It doesn’t
much. I have a good memory.”

ladies,

me

*

*

*

*

“Forever Amber” Wcis released to Legion
of Decency wrath despite every precaution
the studio could think of. Linda Damell
herself tells this one.

In one scene she had td run a half block.
Naturally, she was a little out of breath
and her chest was heaving.
We’ll have to t^e
“It’s no good, Linda.
The censors would never pass it,”
it over.
said Director Otto Preminger.
Linda blew up!
“Can’t I even breathe in this picture?”
•

»

The
p

H
0

T
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A

cherished cobra necklace with

matching bracelet and earrings,
studded with jewel colored stones.

face,” a director said to

necklace about $4.
earrings about $1.
bracelet about $3.

Y

Prices plus tax.

At all leading stores.

I

destn patents app'd

New

York

for

1.

Jack Oakie, just

“Let’s not haggle,” replied Oakie.
is a new face.”

“What

need

*

Coro, Inc.,

112

*

“You need some new make-up on your

*

•

Notation in a casting
for a cafe sequence;

*

office

“Ten men of distinction
assorted cafe types.”

cmd

breakdown
thirty -five

Feudin', Fussin'

and

Fightin'

(Continued from page 47) silently to her
dressing room snubbing Mr.
the way. Ditto for Adolphe.

Menjou on

Hollywood always has been very sensianything can start a
everything does. And it’s not
only with politics. Take Maria Montez.
Maria never seems to be as happy as when
she is in a “teereefic” battle with someone.
And she usually wins ’em like her recent
billing battle with Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
and Universal-International. Maria’s role
in “The Exile” was only twenty minutes
long. “But I steel get top beelling,” Maria
told me complacently at the time, adding,
“I’m nobodees fool.” Neither is, or rather,
tive.

fight

Practically

—and

—

was Doug. Maria got top billing all right.
But Doug, at the bottom, had his name
printed in larger type! Armed with a tape
measure and her attorney, Maria marched
to the theater, measured the names, and
sued Doug and Universal-International.

What’s more they settled.
Funnier but not as financially profitable,
was Maria’s feud with Zorina when the
dancer was starring at Universal in “Follow the Boys.” Someone, I believe it was
George Raft, stated that Zorina filled a
sweater more amply than Maria. “Who
is zis Zorina?” yelled Maria in a rage,
whereupon she maneuvered Zorina to the
wardrobe room and declared herself the
winnah! by half an inch!
Humphrey Bogart picked a fight with
the entire city of San Francisco a few

—

months ago. He and Lauren Bacall, there
on location for “The Dark Passage,” were
supposed to appear at a flower show with
the Mayor. They cancelled at the last minute and the press murdered them. When
Bogie and Baby returned to Hollywood, it
was their turn. They sounded off about
how the women of Frisco were homely
and the food was even worse. I’m amazed
that they came out of the ensuing skirmish
with the Bay City in one piece!
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Metro does not treat
Grandma’s “lickle” boy right. The fight
was
studio
the
Red
and
between
fanned to a fine blaze when they loaned
him to Columbia to make “The Fuller
Metro.
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Brush Man.” At Columbia he was treated
like royalty.
“They even asked for my
opinion on the script!” Red tells me. To
date Metro has answered Red’s feudin’ and
fussin’ with an aloof silence.
But when
Junior returns there for his next picture,
he has some tricks up his sleeve that will
be good for a laugh, if not his freedom.
I

was

Metro when Deborah Kerr
test with Clark Gable

at

arrived to

make her

“The Hucksters.” All over the lot I
heard the whisper, “She’s the new Queen.”
Then as Deborah’s publicity swelled into
a crescendo of acclaim, they were whispering all over Hollywood, “How will this
affect
Greer Garson?”
Like all true
royalty, Greer said nothing not even
when the whisper rose to the shout “The
Queen is dead. Long live the Queen.”
Greer undoubtedly didn’t like it or the
for

— —

imaginative episodes the columnists printed
about her “feud” with Debbie. To this
day both sides insist it was a lot of smoke

and no fire. Be that as it may, Greer
isn’t worrying any more. Time has proved
that there is room on the lot for two
Queens.

IISUALLY when Hollywood
U couples part and divorce, they

Pictured is lovely Joan Murray, winner of
ENTER THE STARDUST CONTEST
the last Stardust Beauty Contest, now a Walter Thornton Pin-Up Girl. Enter
our 1948 Contest now. YOU may be the lucky winner of $500 first prize or
27 other awards! Just send recent non-returrTable photo, with height, weight,
bust, waist and hip measurements before May 31, 1948. Decisions of famous
beauty judges are final. Mail entry to P. 0. Box 65, Murray Hill Station. N. Y.
.
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married

give out
a “we’re still the best of friends” statement.
But not Ann Miller and Reese Milner.
“When I divorced him, I wanted to forget
him completely,” Ann told me afterwards.
“So,” she added, “I gave him back everything he’d ever given me, the engagement
ring, the furs and the house.” Round two:
I receive a letter from Reese saying Ann
hasn’t given him back anything, “not even
a bead!” Round three: Ann calls me to
say she has too given Reese back everything everything except two diamond
bracelets “and they were very thin anyway!” Round four may have happened
by this time because Ann has hired lawyer
Jerry Giesler and the fight will probably
in court.

The Joan Fontaine-Olivia de Havilland
and feudin’ continues without a
stars and their
I saw the two
husbands recently in the same dining
room at the Del Monte Hotel in Northern
fussin’

GIFT!

let-up.

California.

And

they passed each other
without so much

to their respective tables
as a nod of recognition!

Joyce Reynolds recently co-starred with
Robert Hutton in “Always Together.” And
that title is a big laugh for those who

Genuine PHOTOS

8 [WALLET

SIZE

know their feuding situation. Joyce, shall
we say, is not partial to Robert. And vice
But just every time Joyce makes
versa.
a movie for Warners, she gets Bob as her
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lover and leading man! I’ve watched them
do passionate love scenes, then leave each
other with a glare when the director calls
“Cut.” After the kissin’ comes the hissin’!
Clark Gable and Lana Turner are another pair of movie lovers who are not
presently what you might call friendly.
During “Homecoming,” the atmosphere on
the set was below freezing they tell me.
And that’s really strange because Lana and
Clark are the two sexiest characters in the
mean, if anyone can
I
film business.
out-sexy Clark, it’s Lana and vice versa.
I’m told they had an outside date once and
something went wrong. However, they’re
both too smart to let it show in their
movies.
A1 Jolson and Larry Parks haven’t
spoken to each other since Larry played
Mr. Jolson in “The Jolson Story.” Larry
was paid something like $15,000 for his
grueling work in the movie, which will
net Jolson around three million dollars!

—

So, when A1 wanted Larry to play him
again in the sequel to Al’s “Jolson Story,”
the young actor said, “Ha, ha,” which
Rumor has
translated means “No, no.”
it Larry’s beef is not only financial, that
he claims A1 nagged him so during the

.

shooting of the picture that he

doesn’t

work with him again.
Diana Lynn is now twenty-one. And
she believes she is now grown up. Howwant

to

and her mother have been fussin’
over this point for a long time now ever
since Diana was eighteen to be exact. A
year ago the fussin’ reached the point
ever, she

—

when

who

Diana,

waist

this

girdled

this

whirling, twirling beauty

little

.

.

away from

where Diana wanted to
home. A compromise was reached only
live

really loves her parents,

bought an apartment immediately next to
Now they are all together, but
theirs.
Diana is free.
Jeanne Crain and her mother had quite
a set-to when Jeanne insisted on marrying
Paul Brinkman. Now, with the baby and
Jeanne’s obvious happiness with Paul, her
mother has come around and this is one
feud you can write off the book.
Linda Darnell has said that she’ll never
make another film with Otto Preminger
so has Cornel Wilde. But I’ll take bets
that if Otto wants them for a good movie,
they’ll both say, “Include me in.” The feud
started during shooting of “Forever Amber.” Linda was sick because of over-dieting and her marital battle with Pev Marley.
And Otto has a way of sounding acid when
he’s not pleased with a scene. There was
almost a fight on location I understand
when Otto was a little more sarcastic with
Cornel Wilde than usual.
Cary Grant looks positively angelic in
“The Bishop’s Wife” in fact he plays an
angel. But earlier in the picture, he gave
out with some quite devilish remarks because he didn’t like his role or the way his

—

—

director made him play it. The picture
closed down for three weeks. The direcAnd Cary who had
tor was changed.
wanted to switch roles with the Bishop,
stuck to his angel and that proves his

—

boss

Sam Goldwyn was

smart

because

Cary is a knock-out in the part.
Poor Edward G. Robinson he seems to
get in the middle of any extra-curricular
fight that takes place during the making of
his movies. George Raft knocked him cold
in “Manpower.” And I hear Burt Lancaster had the same idea in “All My Sons.”
For the same reason. Eddie has an irritating habit of taking over the camera spotlight and it seems to irk his fellow players.
I’ve just had a thought. One day I’ll

—

wbo

write a piece about

with whom!

i

It's

the

is

gold rush

not fighting

is

•

The End
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Star

creamy, odorless

Home

Your

in

(Continued from page 68) apartment. In
living room is a divan that once was
done in red antique satin and had a lovely
old Italian carved wood base.
A very

my

LOTION

safely

REMOVES
HAIR
1.

Safe

— doesn’t

room.
irritate

normal skin. Painless.
2.

No

clinging depilatory

odor

— a pleasant white

lotion.

3 . Not messy. Quick
rinses off easily with

lukewarm

water.

4 . N o razor stubblei

Keeps legs

hair-free

longer. Economical!

5.

Removes

hair close to

skin, leaving skin soft,

smooth and

aiiuring.

59 ^
plus tax

‘Country’s Largest Seller"

Many

It

is

well to consider carefully before

embarking on any extensive reshaping of
your furniture. Sometimes bad architecture, either too
is

much

or too

little

detail,

preventing your room and your furni-

ture from feeling at home together. Take
off the fussy molding that dates your
walls.
Remove that overbearing mantel
from the fireplace and frame it with a
strip of brass or copper laid flat against
the wall instead.
Very often, despite all the ingenuity
you expend on drapery, your windows
still look
bare.
They may need extra
framework or a heavier cornice overhead.
If walls look high and stern, no matter
what the height of your furniture or the
number of your pictures, bring the ceiling
down. This is easily done by calcimining
the ceiling like a canopy its scalloped
edges extend your walls and cut down
their height. For instance, a white canopy
and a reseda green wall the white scallops drawing the eye around the room,
instead of up and down.
Color, of course, is always a reconciling
factor in helping furniture and rooms to
get along with each other. I once found
that a reception hall remained a cold, aloof
place until I painted the staircase in a
manner I’d never seen any stairs painted
before. I made the balustrade black, the
square newel posts enameled-white and
the handrail a Mexican pink. Whimsical
but it added the needed warmth the conventional Spanish hallway lacked before.
Pictures, too, can add to or interrupt
the fluidity of the general ensemble.
Sometimes just a reframing of these wall
pieces with special attention to the room
moldings and window frames, can give a
definite and harmonized style to the place.
Bookcases and other large, ornamental
cabinet pieces are usually the most obstinate about becoming friendly with a room
for which they were not originally bought
or designed. 'That’s because too often, the
puzzled home decorator fails to discern
that the culprit in incongruity is that
fine, but hard-nosed old bookcase, protruding its stern break front into quarters too small.
In that case remove the
solid door and substitute gilt wire grilling
instead.
This will make the piece seem

—

—

Cosmetic lotion to remove hair

Twice as

SnrNIIK!

piece in certain surroundings.
But
much too ornate to be effective when
moved into a smaller, differently-styled
room. Cutting down the arms to give it
width was the first step.
The wooden
base came off with nary a protest. Red
satin was replaced with quilted chintz
and the couch is now thoroughly pleased
with itself; at home in a modern Regency
fine
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also tells voii how to make over old hat'^ which is
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FREE!

*Ke*ttcccletf

“protruding” this same

piece will look.
Care exercised in the
objects placed on its open shelves will
keep it as ornamental as before.
There are pieces, of course, which would
not respond gracefully to the open-shelf
Maybe it’s the finish that’s
treatment.
adding “a dark brown taste.” If so, lady,
there’s only one thing you can do: Strip
give
off that mahogany or walnut veneer
it a bleached or pickled, or a mellow green
antiqued tone. Don’t be afraid to enamel
it white to match the woodwork, or any
gay color to match your fancy.
I can hear a few gasps out there in the

.

ducing and advertising this sensational new soapless hard and soft water shampoo to fellow employees and friends. Use your lunch hour and
spare time to advantage. Many make several
dollars extra each day right in their own office or

add warmth to its
whole living room.
If necessary, to add an illusion of space
to cramped quarters, I would sacrifice the
front or doors of the cabinet.
Not until
you’ve tried it, can you have any idea
dark
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D- Scholls lino -pads
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much
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Handcolored to look like the real fire*
stones. Smoke curls out the chimney.
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nd matches. Has metal ^replace
grill cover which lifts out to re*

f ul

. .

.

move ashes.

Ideal gift. $1.98^
includes a package of incense.
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Rush Barbecue Ash Tray C.O.D.for$1.98oo money back guarantee.

.

reading circles at those last paragraphs,
plus cries of “desecration!” that I heard
when I stripped a set of eight Empire
dining chairs, circa 1800, of my own. For
that reason, I would like to make it clear
that these suggestions are for those persons who wish to hang on to and also to
utilize those cherished old pieces.
And
who realize that no one is ever “at home,”
until their furniture also feels “at home.”

y own

studio was entirely created
M around a picture,
a large, vivid painting

by Emrich Nicholson, on the Daliesque
side but with a great deal of individual
technique of his own. The Nicholson was
bought for my apartment, but when hung
I found its color and size completely overpowered the room. I substituted, on that
particular wall, a wallpaper mural which
blended with, rather than ruled its surroundings.
The painting
in
of

one end of

now hangs

my

created by

WESTMORE

over the bar

studio, in a

fit

setting

red walls, a high white ceiling and
white woodwork, with green and white
upholstered furnishings. Most prominent
pieces are two green and white double
seats with bleached wood frames.
Originally they were by the fireplace in my
house in Beverly and much too large to
use in a small apartment.
In fact, there is not a piece in my studio
which is not reclaimed from some former

the “new look"
in

a wonderful

style or usage. The long, low coffee table
in front of the divan was once two tall
and narrow end tables. The two commodes against the wall were stripped of
their former dark antique white and given
a modern bleached finish. They were also

in

make-up

,

.

new shade

matched

lipstick, rouge,

maKe-up foundation

from the Beverly house. The two very
tall, very impressive lamps at either side
of the end window, began as a pair of old
andirons.
I found them in my favorite
haunts, the second-hand stores. The stout
bases, ready-made gilt paper shades, a
touch of red velvet, completed the deal.

and powder

All together, the pair cost me less than $25.
Varnish removers, bleaches, wood fillers and other refinishing materials can
be bought at any paint store, complete
with directions for using. To these standard mixtures you will, of course, have to
add a good amount of elbow grease also
a goodly portion of imagination. The finished results, I guarantee, will be pure
pride in your own ingenuity and pure
satisfaction in the knowledge that as far
as that displaced furniture is concerned.
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around con-

tained the priceless vase, they

all but
swooned.
Wonderful, we thought, that after so
many weeks together these boys from
should still have that warm friend-

TWA

liness that made this trip a truly successful one. The boys are back on their
regular trans-Atlantic runs, but it will
be a long time before Agnew, Ritter,

Stevens and Buck forget Tyrone or Tyrone forgets them.

The Sherrys: It was the first day of
shooting on “Winter Meeting” and Bette
Davis, as usual, was on pins and needles.
The first scene called for Bette to emerge
from a subway pursued by actor John
Hoyt, but somehow a sailor with pack
on back kept getting between Hoyt and
Miss Davis. Irritated, director Bretaigne
Windust strolled over, took one look at
the sailor, snickered and said nothing.
After the third take with actor Hoyt

Netv
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beside himself with frustration, Bette,
sensing the confusion behind her, whirled
to give the awkward sailor a piece of

Then throwing back her
mind.
head she laughed uproariously for the
sailor was her husband, William Sherry,
who had stolen into the scene as a gag.
The gag, however, gave Sherry an idea
which he later discussed with his wife.
Why wouldn’t it be a good idea, he wondered, to appear in one scene with Bette
in each of her films as sort of record for
Davis
their baby daughter, Barbara
her

«
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used Mary T. Goldman's. Accept no substitutes.
Get a bottle of Mary T. Goldman s Gray Hair Coloring Preparation at
your drug or department store. Use it
i

today on Money Back Guarantee. Or
send coupon today for FREE TRIAL kit!
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MARY

T.

GOLDMAN’S.L-HGoldman

Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn. Send FREE
sample. My hair is color checked.
Medium Brown
Black
Light Brown
Blonde

Auburn

Dark Brown

Name
A ddress
City

set

— Send for

CO.. 200 Fifth Ave.,

FEMININE HIGH-LIGHTS
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Carson

Stale
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And so it was agreed.
Little Beedee, as they call her, is now
standing up in her crib demanding an
Sherry.

audience. Her graceful hands are a constant delight to her artist father who
points them out with pride in the various
pictures about their studio bungalow.
A happy compatible family are the
Sherrys, each engrossed in his work, and
each constantly striving for fuller expression.
Girl of the Month: She has something
of the Bette Davis look in her eyes, but
in her heart
that is all her own. It’s the song of happiness that comes from success in work
and love. After struggling for years

Martha Stewart has a song

INSIDE STUFF
through $36-a-week singing jobs in small
night clubs and with smaller bands, she
finally stepped into a cozy singing spot
with the orchestras of Glenn Miller and
Claude Thornhill. Tiring of travel, she
accepted small jobs on radio to bigger
jobs on the radio, and eventually hit the
Copacabana in New York as a star. It
was 3000 miles to Hollywood and her
first movie “I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her
Now” but Martha made it in one leap.
She’s been leaping ever since to such pictures as “Daisy Kenyon” and “Up in
Central Park.” And that’s not all. She
leaped into matrimony with the famous
night-club singer, Joe E. Lewis, and although their work keeps them apart
months at a time, they’re happy as larks.
Born in Kentucky, her family moved
to Brooklyn where Martha attended Public School No. 48 and New Utrecht High
School. After school she worked at a
soda fountain and later at a bakery.
Her money-earning habit came to an
abrupt halt when she suffered facial

The Ring that goes
straight to the

HEART

The Bob

Huttons

at

a

welcome-back

party for Maria Montez, from trip abroad

injuries in a taxi crash-up but even with
her features bandaged, she kept on rehearsing and auditioning.
She likes to write poetry and used to
write the high school dramas back in
Brooklyn, but movies are the nicest thing
next to Joe E. of course that have
happened to her.

January— Cornet

Those Jungle Blues: Of all the stars
Hollywood, Dorothy Lamour is one of
the most regular which goes without
saying after all those Bing and Bob pic-

June

—

—
in

—

tures.

just as good humored on
other sets, too. For instance on “Lulu
Belle,” ‘director Leslie Fenton planned a

But Dottie

is

gag that would have thrown many an
actress. In the lush living room set, Fenton placed a life sized stuffed tiger on the
sofa as a kidding reminder of those jungle-sarong epics in Dottie’s past.
Unaware of the beast, Dottie entered
the set while cameras whirred. Then she
turned to speak her lines. A howl of
fright developed into shrieks of laughter.
“Listen,” she told Leslie, “I’m a graduate of the Crosby-Hope school of gags.'
Bring on anything you can think of and
I can take it.”
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Hollywood Bad Manners

_ BEAUTIFUL STREET

DRESSES

(Continued jrom page 56) disappeared to
change.
In the beginning, in the old Mack
Sennett days, there was no question of

Lovable,

anyone having good manners. Hollywood
society was comprised of gas station
attendants and cowboys who had caught
the public fancy, of waitresses and second
and third rate actors. These people skyrocketed to fame overnight. In most cases,
unsure of their new-found importance
and splendor, they behaved arrogantly. No
one could blame them for this all-toohuman conduct. But arrogance and
graciousness like oil and water never

—

mix.
Today,
stars are

however,

of

dery.

and

colony’s
are.

party
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belts

Sizes
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size

and colors desired. Pay
postman $4.35 (plus postage) or send $4.50 and
we pay postage. SATIS-
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GUARANTEED OR
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REFUNDED. Send for
FREE CATALOG of
clothing for the entire
family. Dept. N-56.

Hollywood’s

consequently, expect the
film
manners to be better than they

Many with
insignia.

12-20

GUILD, 120

men and women who have come
from good homes, who have had education
and, in some cases, travelled widely. You
would,

gay

are
bu
feature

some

skirts, others
trimmed with embroi-

—

most

wearable

Some

prints.
front,
flared

E.
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Borrow $50

Need money? No matter where

avid

O. SELZNICK certainly knows
better than to do the selfish, inconsiderate
things he does too often. Ask David to

D

dinner and

accept with enthusiasm.
Whereupon you’ll find yourself looking
forward to seeing him again, for he can be

BY MISS ADMIRACION
Your hair may have much more
loveliness to reveal. To see, choose

shampoo sure to conjure
wondrous radiance.
Choose Admiracion! Watch the
magical new ingredient
Decanium
the

all its

.

.

.

.

banish beauty-robbing film.
Feel how"alive,”soft your hair

becomes. How gloriously
it curls, manages. Naturally,
expert hairdressers and

America’s loveliest
use Admiracion.
Sold at toilet counters,
hairdressers everywhere.
girls

ADMIRACION

SHAMPOO
WITH "NEW" DECANIUM

.

he’ll

very fascinating. But when it comes time
to sit down to dinner you’re likely to receive a telephone call from David’s secretary explaining that he will not arrive for
about an hour and asking that you sit
down without him. Dinner then will be
Gin
served, eaten and cleared away.
rummy will be played for hours. It will
be eleven o’clock or thereabouts before
David arrives. He expects to be fed, too.
In no other society in the world, of course,
But in
would dinner be served him.
Hollywood, genius rates more important
than anything else on earth and David
is a genius, undoubtedly.
So a hostess
bribes her cook into a good humor or
scurries into the kitchen herself.
If you do not think that bad manners
are as catching as measles, consider Jennifer Jones. Jennifer normally has lovely
manners. But for years she has spent

much

her time with David and her
graciousness, as a result, is less than it
used to be.
Barbara Stanwyck has more interesting
qualities than I have space to enumerate.
No one who knows Barbara could fail to
admire the fine life she has made for herself after starting with nothing. Her family and her close friends adore her. But I
doubt that even they would describe her
For, quite cynical,
as a gracious lady.
Barbara has no time for anything that

you

live

you can borrow

MAIL $50.00 to $300.00 this
easy QM'ick confidential way*
IT IS

EASY TO

BORROW

BY MAIL!

Completely
confidential

and private
CONVENIENT
M O N T H LY
PAYMENTS

pretty basic. And, socially defensive,
she is often brusque.
Paulette Goddard runs Barbara a pretty
close second. Paulette will tell you frankly
that she is a business woman first and
foremost.
She offers no excuse for her
attitude

of

“What

will

this

mean

of good

character can solve their money problems quickly and in privacy with loans
MADE BY MAIL. No endorsers or cosigners. We do not contact employers,
friends or relatives. Convenient monthly payments. Send us your name and
address and we will mail a^lication
blank and complete details FREE in
plain envelope. There is no obligation.

STATE FINANCE COMPANY
216 Savings&Loan Bldg., Dept.B-1 l9iDes Moines 8, Iowa
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walking, working, playing

TOMBSTONES
DIRECT TO YOU

$Q.95

Genuine Beautiful Rockdale

U*!!?

MONEY BACK. pacv

Monuments,
faction or

Markers. Satis-

Freight paid. Write for our Terms
FREE Catalog and compare prices.

ROCKDALE MONUMENT
Dept.

CO.

JOLIET. ILLINOIS
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EASY TO LEARN AT HOME
fill the need for Trained Practical Nurses
community or travel. Wayne Training Plan, welcomed by doctors, prepares you
for experience at home in spare time. Many
earn while learning. NO HIGH SCHOOL
NEEDED. Ages 18 to 55 accepted. Nnrses
Outfit included. Easy payments. Information & sample of lessons fVee. Write today.

Help

in your

—

Wayne School of Practical Nursing. Inc.*
2301 N. Wayne Av. Desk G26, Chicagol4.IU*

ARE YOU BEAUTIFUL?
Your

“Before

arrived. May we bring them?”
voice. I’m sure, expressed

my

Buzz
just

After”

has

about the latest scientific
methods for correcting face wrinkles, sagging museye bags. etc. Tells about the correction of
badly shaped noses, pro-

fects. etc.

fully

6LENNVILi.E PUBLISHERS
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life.
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thirty

invitations read. At eight
“Elsa, some friends have

aged

o happy

helped thousonds of people for the
past twenty years. It tells
that

Plastic Surgery
explained by a famous and experienced specialist. 125 pages richly
illustrated. 25c coin or'
stamps. Woman or man;
girl or boy.
Write today,

my

for

or successful future
Read this well known

truding ears, thick lips.
Also pendulous breasts.
Hare lip and other de-

phoned.

prematurely

face doesn’t have to be

I

asked Paulette and Buzz, whom I
find most stimulating and amusing, to
a dinner party recently. My other guests
were people both Paulette and Buzz enjoy
commentators, artists and writers. Eight-

...

there’s no better way to fresh, swert
onderarm daintiness than NEVEk-'TEL.

ncAiiADAikY
IfCOOOBBOT
NEV£B.TEL.Boz2A,KansasCity6.Mo.
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Employed men and women

to

tel) the most fantastic stories about
Paulette’s recent sojourn at the Arthur
Rank studios in London. And they’re believable because they run true to the
Goddard form. Burgess Meredith likewise
So he has
is cast in an aggressive mold.
been no tempering influence upon Paulette during their years of marriage. He
wants what he wants irrespective of how
many others may be inconvenienced.

My

to $300-

NO ENDORSERS NEEDED
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They
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EASE TIRED EYES

“It isn’t a buffet, Buzz,” I parried.
“I’m seating people.
Just how many
friends are with you?”

eye-gene

said. “Two men.”
right,” I agreed, making mental
calculations.
“Be here with your friends

W.TH

QQI^
You’ll See, Feel The Difference In Seconds!
Just two drops of safe EYE-GENE in your eyes
tired or irritated from overwork, wind, glare, late
hours or over-indulgence presto! they will be
rested, cleared, refreshed! Yes,
EYE-GENE is gentle and safe.
Use it every day. At all Drug rv Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping J
stores in handy eye-dropper

—

—

^

t

bottles

—

25)1, 60)1

and

$1.00.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?

Immediate
Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO brin^ blessed relief from
tormentiDepain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO toogbens the skin nndemeath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis*
comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.
Wbit0h«IIPharnacalCeMDept.MWG.M.T.I6.ll.r.

roAit

hied
MONEY

IMl help you get extra cash to fill year pocket*
book to live on. Sopply my food and household
products to regular customers. No previous

—

experience or capital needed. I’ll send FREE}
assortment of fine full-size products to test

and show. Start near home, full or spare time.
Gift premiums, big monthly premiums. Rush

name and address today for free outfit. Hurryl
BLAIR, Dept. 1 880C, Lynchburg, Va.

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold
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Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

I

and quallfyingforDiploma. Anatomy
Charts and 32-page illustrated

-#Book FREE—Now!

^THE

Colle e of Swedish Massage
Dpt.8S9C.100 E.OhioSt., Chicago 11

SOMETHING

NEW

and SENSATIONAL

in

EVERYDAY CARDS
Make
Money

Gorgeous Satin and Velour Design:
Show rich Satin and Velour Cards. Ge

easy orders FAST! Astounding value —
for$l. Upto 100'7o profit. Imprinted Stationery. 14 other assortments retail 60c to
SAMPLESonapproval. Write today,

PUROCO.,280lLocust.Dept.81»-C St.Louls3.Mo.
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However, Hollywood will learn.
For
no community lacking a good society
can hope to enjoy the world favor that
Hollywood both deserves and desires.
Snobbery thrives among those with bad
manners.

Hollywood

—to

emphasize

my

statement

that snobbery flourishes amid bad manners—is very snobbish. You’ve heard no
doubt how some hosts and hostesses actually give A, B and C parties with the
most important members of the colony
listed in the
group and so on.
Furthermore no crown prince ever
was more catered to than the Ty Powers

and the Cornel Wildes and no crown
princess ever demanded more prestige
than the top-ranking women stars. So it
really behooves Hollywood, I should say,
to acquire the graciousness that has been
identified with royalty.
Ty Power, as a matter of fact, has pretty
nice manners.
So do Irene Dunne,
Loretta Young, Deborah Kerr and Merle
Oberon, to name a few. Douglas Fairbanks Jr. has delightful manners. He accepts the fact that people, tacitly, agree to
act in certain ways. And, a true gentleman, he obeys the rules.
But do you think John Garfield has any
manners? He has none. As he would
tell you himself, laughingly, no doubt.
Take a man like Gary Cooper. Gary is
a sweet thing. I have loved him all my
life.
But his manners are atrocious.
There’s also Clark Gable. Last winter
I asked Clark to a dinner for one hundred

ImoDth BIrthstonel
I Color or in a black!
“onyx**Mlor given I
I
I
I

the'exlra advantage'

within the half hour and I’ll seat you.”
At nine o’clock Buzz and Paulette arrived with seven people!
I crowded my guests and rushed into
the kitchen, where dinner already was the
worse for waiting to limit portions. Once
again Hollywood, deliberately or otherwise, had chosen to ignore the rules.
In Hollywood, you rarely see a man
put a lady in her chair at table. And
at big buffets it is the exception, not the
rule, for a man to fix a girl’s plate and
carry it to her.
Joan Crawford, to whom I am devoted,
has dreadful manners.
She will enthusiastically accept a date for limcheon
and then not appear.
Now, mind, when the stars break appointments or delay your dinner or descend upon you with extra guests they
know they’re wrong. They explain and
apologize and deluge you with flowers.
But you know that the next time it suits
their convenience or fancy they won’t
hesitate to do the same thing.
It’s
a
standing joke in Hollywood that a guest
list numbered fifty and only ninety-five
came.

Greaseless Suppository Assures

Continuous Medication for Hours

A

from doctors, hospitals, sanato*
clubs or private practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security by training at home
f

cern.

Benin^4 boxes of I

Easier
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Daintier

— More Convenient

Zonitors are a brilliant scientific contribution to a problem which has
long troubled women intimate feminine cleanliness. They are one of the

—

most satisfactory and

—

effective

meth-

—

—

ods ever used easier daintier more
convenient so powerfully germicidal
yet absolutely safe to tissues.

—

Positively Non-Irritating

— No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.

They are not the type which quickly

—

when inserted
Zonitors instantly release their powgermicidal
properties and conerful
tinue to do so for hours. They are
positively non-poisonous, non-irritatmelt away. Instead

ing, non-hurning.
Easy To Carry

If

Away From Home

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They are so powerfully effective they
immediately kill every germ they
touch. You know it’s not always possible to contact all the germs in the
tract. But you can be sure Zonitors
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying.
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Scratchinq
Re/ieve /fch In aJiffy

SPEAKS

Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
scabies, athlete’s foot, “factory” itch,
^ andjother itch troubles, are praising
j cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
r
..sm This l^e-proved medication devdopedbyDr.D.D.Dennis positively relieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy.
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D.D. Prescription.
.
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which

I
was giving at Romanoff’s. He
refused by wire, which was fair enough.
But four o’clock on the day of my dinner
he telephoned. “Does that invitation for
tonight still hold?” he asked.
He had
learned, I knew instantly, that Millicent

TEETHING PAINS

Rogers wpuld be there. I told him to
come by all means. What woman could
resist Gable?
In no other society in the
world, however, would a man do such
a thing or, if he did, be asked to come.
Last spring, I saw the Command Performance Mary Martin gave in London.

RELIEVED

—

Princess

remained

who was

Elizabeth,
at

But the

home.

QUICKLY

not well,
rest of the

royal family, including Philip Mountbatten, whose betrothal to Elizabeth had been
announced, occupied the royal box. Mary,
coming on stage, waved to the royal box
and called to Princess Margaret Rose,

Wh

KHEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

“How’s your sister?” Now that’s very
American and amusing, perhaps, but it

^

also

is

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one

very improper.

As long

we

accept kings and queens
or princes and princesses as such I believe
we should treat them in a manner that
befits their crowns.
A crown, like a national anthem, is a symbol of a country.
We stand up for a national anthem gladly.
By the same token we should curtsy to a
as

baby

for the entire teething period.

Buy

it

from your druggist today

crown.

visited the Twentieth
‘
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Says BILLIE BURKE
stomach and a smooth performance
just don't go together. So when I suffer acid
indigestion, I reach for Turns. Their relief
is sweet
and fast!”
'‘‘‘Fluttery

—

When

acid indigestion hits you, get almost instant relief with Turns. And when
it won’t let you sleep, don’t count sheep
count on Turns for a refreshing night’s

—

There’s nothing surer, nothing faster!
Turns not only neutralize excess acid almost instantly — Turns coat the stomach
with protective medication, so relief is
rest.

more prolonged. Turns sweeten sour
stomach. Relieve that bloated feeling, gas
and heartburn jifify-quick. Turns contain
no soda no raw, harsh alkali so Turns
won’t overalkalize and irritate your delicate stomach. Turns are handy, too
no
mixing, no water needed. Never overalkalize, always neutralize excess acidity
with Turns. Get Turns today
genuine
Turns for the tummy!

—

—

—

—

always

corryTut*'^*

Century-Fox

studios.

TEETHING LOTION

Because I knew the Princess, they sent
word over to the stage where I was working on a picture. Joe Schenck and all the
other executives were in morning coats
and striped trousers. It was very wonderful with a special luncheon to follow.
As I approached the Princess I curtsied
and then the Princess and I embraced.
We quite startled the camera-boys. “Hey
girls,” they called, “do that over again.”
Princess Martha has never forgotten it.
Just last

summer when

spoke of

it

—

—

Jusf rub

(LEANER
z

U.V/XO

style hOQsecleaninff mess and moss. No
ky **doagh"— no red, swollen hands. No
stepladders. Literally erases dirt like

magic from Wallpaper, Painted Walls, Ceilings, Window
Shades. Take orders from friendel Earn moneyl Actnowl

SAMPLES FOR TRIAL

send name at once. A penny postal will do. SEND
your name, KRISTEE CO.» 457 Bar Street,

jxist

ShowBirthday, Humorous, Easter Assortments and other money-makers— 14 cards
for only $1. You make up to 60c on easy
sales! Send for FREE SAMPLES of Imprinted Remembrance Notes. Special plan
for clubs, churches, etc. Write today!
WETMORE & SUGDEN. INC., Dept. G-5
749 Monroe Avenue, ROCHESTER 2, N, ¥•

WHY

snubbed all three of us. We were sitting
at the Hollywood Park race track when
she came flying in, her head in the air, and
sailed by leaving us the three most surprised women you ever saw. It takes a

BE

UNHAPPY BECAUSE OF

GRAY HAIR
hsSUN-RAYi.,
.

LOOK 10 YEARS VOONGER
Restore your gray hair back to its oicn former
beautiful color with , “Sun- Ray’' Hair Color.
Rub in like hair tonic. Quick results. No
streaks, no stain, nobdUy -can tell.
Used by
men and women. Money-back guarantee. Only
$1.25 for large 8-ounce bottle. Send check
or money order to save COD charges .
Holdstrong Chemical Co., Dept. M, 2406
Fuller St.. Bronx 61, N. Y.

times.

Bette Davis is another girl who gets no
But you fororchid for good manners.
give Betty somehow because her honesty
Invite Bette to a party
is so refreshing.
and she’ll say, “I wouldn’t care to come.
.”
That sort of thing is not for me
Over a period of time everybody has
come to accept this attitude and are no
Again, you see
longer offended by it.
a star does what she wants to do and
others make allowances for her.

.

.

One day Hollywood will
wait!
discover the art of life. The stars’ egos
will be disciplined to a place where they
and their manners which will have become good manners will consider the
rights and feelings of others. Then, Hollywood, truly grown up and cosmopolitan,

OkOBR BY MAIL NOW!

LEARN

MILLINERY
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TUMS ARE ANTACID— not a
p

(Nature’s

1

laxative.

For a

laxative, use mild, dependable, all-vegetable

9 «>

Remedy).

Get

a 2 5c

NR

box today.

may

—

very well become the

cultural capital of the world.

The End

artistic

NO MONEY —

AKRON, OHIO

^Everyday Cards

luncheon for her and selected a little
brooch with much care. It was through
Mrs. Howard Hawks that Howard discovered her in the first place. And it
was Mrs. Jack Warner’s husband who
finally put her on the screen. Nevertheless
as soon as Lauren was an accredited star
and, to boot, Mrs. Humphrey Bogart, she

.

on the gums

Saves Costly Redecorating
AMAZING INVENTION. Banishes old-

unknown girl brought out to Hollywood
by Howard Hawks, I gave a birthday

great lady to be gracious towards those to
whom she feels under any obligation.
For only those with a deep sense of
security avoid feeling defensive at such

it

WALL

saw her she

I

again, laughing.
Lauren Bacall’s another star who gets
no orchid for good form. When Lauren
we called her Betty then v/as a little

HAND’S

DR.

'HICH reminds me of a day, some years
when Princess Martha of Norway

W ago,

and

HOME

Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America's
noted designers. Complete materials,
etc7, fumisned. Every step illustrated. You make
exclusive salable hats right from the start. Begin a profitable business in spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

blocks,

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept.

FREE

193,

Chicago

I,

III.

catalog describing your training
me your
course in professional millinery.

Please send
Print

Name
Address

Don't Rush into Divorce
(Continued from page 73) answer with
husband to something that was
threatening our happiness, I was discussing the end of our marriage.
I always have been impulsive. Pev, fortunately, is not. He said, “Look. Why not

my

and see how we feel?”
was confused and miserable. I could
not bear the fact that our marriage was no
longer perfect. The only solution I could
think of was to end it right away admit
try a trial separation
I

—

You

defeat.

Because divorce

is

a defeat. It

is

a pub-

admission that two people who have
loved each other enough to be married
have not been wise enough or adult enough
to protect the love that made them promise
“Until death do us part.”
I thought I did not want a trial separation. I thought that there was no hope—
that it was useless to drag the whole thing
out. I felt that a quick clean break would
lic

make

it

happy

I

don’t have to press down at all
with the new Bissell Sweeper! Just
glide it gently for perfect pick-up,
even under beds!

easier to bear. And, I was so unto get the whole thing over

wanted

in a hurry.

Pev did not force the matter of a trial
separation.
“Well, darling, do what you wish,” he
said and left it to me to make the next
move. He couldn’t do anything else.
I was on a sort of emotional binge and I
knew vaguely that I was too upset to see an
attorney. I let a couple of days pass. Then
chance took a hand. The studio notified
me that I was to play Amber, starting im-

Thanks to
^isco-wafto*

mediately.

The days were crowded with fittings,
tests and long hours on the set. I plunged
into

work.

thought.

THEN
^
SYSTEM

TRY THIS PROVEN EASY
ON YOUR HAIR
'K

^

Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!
•

# Hair May Get Longer
when

Bcalp and hair conditions are normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded
by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much more beautiful.
Amazing. JUELENE is not a hair restorative.
Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Your money back
if not delighted. See if Juelene’s tendency to help
your hair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous
than it has been before— in just one short week
helps your hair gain its normal natural beauty.

G

“I’ll

finish

picture,”

this

“And then when

it

is

off

brash action!

I

my

mind I’ll see an attorney and find out
whether Reno or some other place is best.”
Without realizing it, I was doing exactly
what Pev had suggested. I had put the
idea of immediate divorce out of my mind.
We were actually having a trial separation,
even though we did not call it that by
name. And how glad I am that accident
took a hand and forced me to take that
trial separation.
During our separation, I tried to put Pev

This amazing new Bissell feature adjusts the brush automatically to any
rug, thick or thin!
Makes your

sweep-ups easier

— and cleaner!

The new "Bissell”®

is

available

in limited quantities at Bissell dealers

only

—

complete with "Sta-up” Hanand easy "Flip-0” Empty. Priced
from $6.95.
dle

out of my mind, but being away from him
did not make me forget him. I found myself going back in memory over our whole
thinking about our courtlife together
ship and our first happiness instead of
concentrating only on the events of the

—

brunettes, blondes, TITIANS!

Just try this System on your HAIR seven
days and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of LONGER HAIR that so often
captures Love and Romance for you.

^ Send No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory
Offer today, and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.
JUEL COMPANY, 4727 N. Damen, Chicago 25, Illinois

THace

tul introductory coupon,^

f

JUEL COMPANY, Dept. A610,

I

JUELENE SYSTEM

I 4727
I Yea, I

show

III.

hair. I will try the
for 7 days. If my mirror doesn’t
satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back,
I
enclosing $1.00.

Send

C. O. D. plus postage.
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J
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Our Customers Participate in Gifts

At

NBC
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Van

on

visit to

New

Sweeper Co.
Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Bissell Carpet

York, chats with teen-age Broadway actress

Van and Lois appeared
on “Cavalcade of America” broadcast
Lois Volkman.

J

Heflin,

Reff U. S.
.

Pat. Off. Biasell Sweeper’s exclusive
full spring controlled brush

brush action with
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few unhappy months. I found myself
thinking with a new knowledge and a new
humility about the meaning of marriage,
and I got a lot of things straight in my
own mind. Before “Forever Amber” was
last

half finished

Pev and

arriage

I

were back together.

an intimate and demanding
It has only just begun
when we promise to love, honor and
cherish. A marriage does not run itself.
Both of you have to bring constant imagination and care to it. If you learn to
cherish your marriage you can keep love
all of your life.
If you don’t learn and
rush into divorce, you are very apt to have
a lonely and thwarted old age.
Because if you make a failure of one
marriage, you may very well make a failure of another. You certainly don’t improve matters by running from one marriage to another. I am not talking about

M

with

such tragic things as discovering that the
man you married is a drug addict or a
wife-beater or a cheat. There are some
cases when a woman has to separate from
a husband or condone a way of life that
isn’t decent or honorable. But those are
the rare exceptions. Most human beings
are neither angels nor devils. Most human
beings are nice people doing the best they
know how. It may not always be perfect,
but it is a good idea to remember that your
husband had the same hopes for happiness
that you did when he gave you his name.
I came to some conclusions during this
year of wonderfully renewed happiness
and maybe they can help someone else
who is threatened with the futility of

CONDITIONING OIL

Blondes! Say goodbye to "straw" hair—
here’s the perfect way to have soft,
natufiil-looking golden blonde tresses.
Nestle Lite is a patented formula of
kind-to-hair ingredients; made by the

world-famous company who originated
permanent waving.
Also lightens unsightly dark hairs on
arms, legs and face quickly and permanently, At drug and dept, stores or mail
the coupon below.
BE BEAUTIFUl

•

BE

is

relationship.

lOVED . BE BIONDE

Finest

embarrassing

Grateful users, often afte.
ears of suffering, report
{he scales have gone, the

red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Oermoif
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is refunded Without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous “One .Spot Test .
Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
lainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
g tores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station. Dept. 1104. Detroit 4, Mich.
i

divorce.

RULE ONE—When

don’t discuss your

MAIL THi^COUPON TODAY

I

i

The Nestle-LeMur Co., Meriden, Conn.
Please send me (to* and postoge prepaid) one

I

Q

L

package of Nestle Lite with complete instructions
for quick and easy application. $1.00 enclosed.

I
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I

I
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City.
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.State

Easy to Sell $1.00 Assortments

Your friends will be thrilled by these lovely
greetings for Birthdays, Anniversaries, etc. 14 gorgeous folders sell for $1. You make big cash profit.
Also show Gift Wrappings, notes, many other big sellers. Write now for 14-card Sample box sent on approval.
Chas.C.SchwerCo.,16SEImSt.,Dept.l-2, Westfield, Mass.

^r^ee^sK
SEND NO MONEYAssortmentof

FREE

(F.O.B. Factory)
FOODS,GROCERIES, SOAPS, etc.
ackages.

Ears and

— full Size

Show these products to neigh-

\

friends. Take orders for sensational
values, more than 200 quality products used in every home. ^Thou^nds
of others making good money monthly this way. No experience is ne-

cessary

ZANOL.

WRITE FOR FREE ASSORTMENT OF PRODUCTS NOW.
Dept. 6036-B. Richmond Street, Cincinnati 3. Ohio

Earn ^35 a week
AS A TRAINED
PRACTICAL NURSE!

go

wrong,

culties with anyone.

diffi-

No

exceptions.
separated, I
asked for a lot of advice. It is the natural
Some people, thinking to
thing to do.
comfort me, started to criticize Pev not
realizing that in so doing they were criticizing me for loving him in the first place
and making it harder for us to think of
reconciliation.
Some people took the
chance to criticize me. In my upset state,
that just made me justify myself without
thinking of Pev’s side. Most of that talk,
No matter
in the end, was a total loss.
what good intentions your friends have
they cannot possibly be authorities about
your marriage. That is something that
belongs to you and your husband alone.
But I do remember with gratitude two
conversations during those unhappy weeks.
One friend merely asked a question. “Why

When Pev and

I

were

,

.j to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 da^. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOO£l.

not wait?” she said. “You may think you
are unhappy with him but how do you
know you won’t be miserable without
him?” The other was Pev’s wonderful
Aunt Millie who lived just long enough to
see us back together again. I loved her as
much as Pev did. She stayed with me
while Pev and I were separated. More
than anything else, she wunted to see us
together again, but she never volunteered
She refused to take sides. She
advice.
said, “You and Pev should each try to
think from the other side.”
Don’t
the
word
say
RULE
There are
Don’t think it.
“Divorce.”
periods of lost enchantment in nearly
But you don’t cut off
every marriage.

—

,

140 North Dearborn

lllinolfl

Extra Money Every Day
Easy to sell
stunning folders for Birthdays, Anniversaries, etc. 15-card Assortment
sells $1 You make good profit. Alsosell
other Everyday card assortments, engraved
Stationery $1 a box. Samples on approval,
PROCESS CORPORATION, Dept $-15
Troy at Ztst Street. CHICAGO 23. ILL.
'

.

|
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And Big Money in Spare Tinie,Too
We want you to wear thie fine made-to-measure suit!
Make it yours by eending a few orders, and earn BIG
CASH PROFITS in spare time. Your euit will help you
get more orders with ecoree of rich, quality fabrice. taiored-to-meaeure to neweet etylea. Aleo Ladies' Tailored
complete line. Write today for FREE SAMPLES. No
Suite
experience, no money needed. For ouick action tell us
IviC,
about yourself. J, C.
Harrison and Throop Sts., Dpt.C>i835, Chicago?, I It.
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FIELD & SON,
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Everyday Greeting Cards
Extra cash showing friends, neighbors fast-selling

WALLACE BrOWN

days,
Birth, Sympathy, Anniversaries. Only
your profit up to 60c I 9 other
tl.OO
-

-

—

^""“"'Floral Stationery, others. Sendforsamplesonapprc
Organi^tipns write for Fund Raising Plan. WALLACE BROWN, F

your hand when you break a

fingernail.

Don’t settle a quarrel by destroying your

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson: in 14 months she earned $19001 You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 49tb year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
p

Yes, for 79 years, Dr. Guild’s

-

GREEN MOUNTAIN ASTHMATIC COMPOUND has been

Be Sure to Listen to

THE LUX BROADCAST

the choice of thousands for relieving the miseries of asthmaticattacks.
Why not try this trusted asthmatic
aid yourself ? Cigarettes, 50^5. Powder,
25?! and $1.00 at nearly all drug
stores. If your dealer cannot supply
\ yoUjOrderdirect.Useonlyasdirected.
SAMPLE, write
For
I
f

February 16th— over CBS

9:00 p.m. (ESL)
7:00 p.m. (MT)

_Age_
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COMPANY
VISCOSE
Street
Chicago,

RG.

first

TWO —

Practical nurses are always needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women 18 to 60 years of
age have done through Chicago School of Nursing,
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

—

things

husband or your

seal.

disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Dermoil.

Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.

8:00 p.m. (CT)
6:00 p.m. (PST)

,

FREE

!

If you are under such strain you
can’t talk things over calmly, wait.
In a case like this, separate for a week. -Don’t see each other.

marriage.

Aclniiriiig

RULE THREE —

When your nerves occasionMiles NERVINE. Use only

as directed. All drug stores

MILES

Don’t telephone.
Don’t send messages.
This gives you a chance to see what your
life will be like apart.
It gives you a
chance to clear your mind; to think calmly
of what both of you wanted of your mar-

H
H
H

ally get Jit-Jit-Jittery try

—two forms—Liquid Nerv-

riage,

lips««.Arms • •• Legs
.

.was

.discouraged.T ried many th ings .even razors. Then I developed a simple, inexpensive method
that brought satisfactory results. Its regular use helps
thousands retain admiration, love, happiness. My
FREE book about Superfluous Hair explains method,
proves success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
. .

. .

TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P. O.

Box

4040,

Mdse. Mart, Dept, 657, Chicago
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Need EXTRA MONEY Quickly?
personal nylons FREE!
PRO-PORTIONED

Women

adore

AMERICA'S
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HOSIERY

.

.

.

t^g+h

"Fittingly

just right fit for

every type

leg! Pleasant order-taking plan
(spare or full time) pays handsome*
lyl No experience necessary. Request FREE outfit including sample
stocking and (earn how to procure
unlimited supply of personal Nylons
without co|^
write today !
.

.

prmai

Inc. I0 34S

at

Home

Go

Many

Finish in

blue,

— red,

green or

black. Sizes 4 to 10,
vridths

INCLUDES SHIPPINC

AAA

to B

CHUEES

“Not much,” I told him honestly.
“I thought you loved football,” he said,
astonished. “I thought you didn’t want to
be with me when you made excuses not
to go!”

And

right there a misunderstanding that

They were just differences of opinion.
But they could get tiresome. So we chose a

bles.

word

Middletown. Dei.

2 Years

as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent t- dent School work prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for U. S. subjects
completed. Sintilu euhieets if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
P American School Oept.H-392 Drexel at 58th.Chicago37

—

I

navy

t''

High School Course
I

smooth leather

Also Pev and I used to argue just as all
married people do; usually over something
inconsequential. Often these arguments
would go on and on. They weren’t squab-

.

DELAWARE HOSIERY MILLS,

In

take each other for
granted. Don’t be too sure you really
understand each other thoroughly yet.
After a few weeks of separation, Pev
and I began to play a game. He began
“courting” me. He asked for a date and
pretended it was our first. I got all dressed
up and we went out for dinner. He asked
me about my hobbies, what books I read,
what food I liked. I asked him about his
habits, his phobias, his friends. Then we
started talking about sports.
“Do you like football?” he asked, playing it straight in spite of the fact that we
had gone to dozens of games together. It
was the first time he had ever asked that
question and so for the first time he heard
the truth about me and football.

granted.

Length Nylons!

selective

luxurious,

Yours" Nylon Hosiery

ELIZABETH

of

had endured all of our married life was
settled by not taking each
other for

p"laJ

At Last!

you have made

RULE FOUR— Don’t

NERVINE

unloved

of

your marriage.

^ine or EffervescentTablets.

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair.

what the two

Eyes

flu

—
—

just a nonsensical piece of gibberish and the rule is that if either of us
says it out loud the other is honor bound
It works.
to stop talking.
In the first
place it makes us laugh.
In the second
place it changes the subject.

And on some
were

still

in

I

matters about which we
disagreement we set up positive

I

Earn big money. Sensational Value. Sells on sight. Costs
50c. Sells $1. Worth $3. Other 1948 creations: Sunshine
Notes, Birthday Get-Well. Gift Wraps. Monogrammed Floral
Stationery 50 for $1. Write for samples on approval today.
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order and w
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Send your
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Dept.
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Ill*
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a famous crime.

unique radio experience,

It's

a

made more
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on

TRUE DETECTIVE

Read
teries,

How

beautifying that is And oh what a
delight to loll in this fragrant, restful bath
No wonder thousands of women insist on
Bathasweet Water Softener. Also other
bath needs. At all drug and dept, stores.

MYSTERIES.

the inside stories of real mys-

more

every month

exciting

than

fiction

—

in

TRUE DETECTIVE MAGAZINE

est proof

that Bathasweet ends
hard-water hazards to skin is that no
hard-water ring is left on tub. Bathasweet
makes water soft as rain. Soap billows into
lather. Your skin is cleansed immaculately.

thrilling because every crime is real,
every detail authentic. Tune in when
the pages of True Detective Magazine
come to life, every Sunday afternoon
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FREE
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World’s Smallest

compromises, each one giving a little and
getting a little.
For instance, I suppose I am really a
little on the
antisocial side.
I
can do
without hordes of people around.
The
typical big cocktail party bores me stiff.
On the other hand, Pev loves all kinds of
parties and is stimulated by having lots

BALL POINT

more

LOOK! $395 \faiue,..
LIGHTER AND
CIGARETTE CASE
and

ALL FOR

$198

PEN

%

of people around.

So

Asthma attacks without warning
prepared with Asthmador Cigarettes,
Powderor Pipe Mix— for relief from the
painful, suffocating paroxysms. Breathe
Asthmador’s aromatic, medicated fumes

agreed to go to
he wouldn’t go
off the deep end giving them.
I have known Pev since I was fifteen.
During my first years in Hollywood he
more or less guided me. By the time I
parties with

him

I

if

you’ll find this time-tested inhalant
tops for convenience and dependability.

and

DR.

grew up, it was a habit for him to advise
me on most matters and it lasted into our

was

wanted to be his
up teen-ager. Or
maybe
him to respect me
as an individual capable of making the
right decision. Anyway, I wanted to ask
him for his opinion not to be told what
to do.
We talked about that and he
understood. But the habit was hard to
just that I
a mixed
that I wanted

not

wife,

—
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break, especially since his advice always
had come from concern for my own good.
is an example of how you
keep on adjusting even after you
think you have everything understood.
I came home one day full of an idea.
Impulsively, as usual, I had decided that I
wanted to go to Europe as soon as I finished “Amber.” By the end of the day, I
had plans all made. Pev was astounded
when I told him I thought I’d start in
about two weeks.
“But why didn’t you let me know before
this,” he said explosively and began to

What happened
have

to

me

give

all

SCHIFFMANN'S

It's

Fun

.

,

he didn’t

Thrilling

It's

.

SAY "HAPPY BIRTHDAY’

L

How
STARS

I

1

to your Screen FaYorites

Use our Birthday Calendar of
the
listing names and birthday dates
of over 250 most popular Stage, Screen and
Radio headliners.
FREE with our famed
Hollywood Star box assortment of glamorous
Here’s

.

.

.

Birthday Cards. Smash hit selection of 12
glamorous cards that express your “best
wishes” in clever, delightful verse. Only $1,00
No C.O.D.
postpaid, in gay, colorful box.
your money refunded if not completely satisfied.
Order Today!

Hollywood Birthday Club, Dept. B
6365 Selma Ave., Hollywood 28, California

^

advice.

smiled at him and pretty soon he
began to smile back. Then we both laughed
and began to make plans for him to join
me, though that didn’t work out because
I just

stores^

nsTHmnDOR

marriage.
It wasn’t that his advice wasn’t good.
It

drug

At
R.

SYRINDl

Free Booklet— The Marvel Co.. 11 East

We

New

Haven,

Home and

Just Send Your

finish his picture in time.

St.,

Ct.

Address

Then there was the matter of a baby.
Pev didn’t want an adopted child and I
have always wanted a baby. So we talked
over that difference of opinion, too. As

GLOWFREE CATALOG
showing many VALUABLE GIFTS that
are GIVEN with FULL INFORMATION on HOW TO RECEIVE THEM.

soon as I finish “The Walls of Jericho” we
are going to adopt a baby. But that isn’t
a compromise. Pev is just as excited now
as I am over that prospect.
It was while I was on my vacation in
Europe that I realized how intensely glad
I was that Pev and I hadn’t gone through
with a divorce. I never thought I could
miss anyone as much as I missed him. I
really knew then how much I loved him.
It wasn’t the intense thing that I had when
we were first married. It was the steady,
sure, calm security that comes only after
two people have found a real marriage.
I am frightened to think how close I

THE RELIGIOUS HOUSE,

came to losing it. All we needed was a
few weeks apart to start us working for
our marriage. You have to work for most
our jobs, our business, our
expect to use all the imagination and patience and talent we have if we
are going to be successes. So that is why I
say, “Don’t rush into divorce.” Do some
work, instead, to make a success of the
most important thing of all the love that
inspired your marriage in the first place.
things.

careers

In

we

—

The End

will mail you this beautiful
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Also

or

GLOWING CROSS.
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coin
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MAC,
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fkFF SAMPLES pirsonai siATioffm
New 1948 liae. 30 boxes retailing 60c
to $1.00 each. "Flower-of-Month
Initial Stationery, first name imprinted. Remembrance Notes. ProSpecial
fits to 100%. Extra bonus.

Write today for Feature
All-Occasion samoles on approval
and free Name Imprinted, Floral
Stationery Sam^'le Portfolios.

offers.

.

ELMIRA GREETING CARD
Dept. M-ll

CO.
Elmira. N. Y.

NEW

PLAN
Earn

CASH Showing

to Friends!

Write at once if you want this fine made-to-measure euitl You can get it by taking a few orders
from friends, and earn up to $10.00, $12.00 in a day. Yoor
bonus suit helps you take more orders with latest style,
made-to-measure guaranteed suits at amazingly low
prices. Also complete line of Ladies’ Tailored Suite.

perience, no

No

money needed. Write today for FREE SAMPLEjS

—telling about yourself—age, etc. No obligation—act nowl
PIONEER TAILORING COMPANY
and Throop Streets, 0 ept«ci 235 .Chicas 0 f

When

IDs

Kidneys

WorkTooOflen

Be Sure to Listen to
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BLONDEX,
is

the specially

made shampoo for blondes
a new way to blonde loveli-

ness. It

THE LUX BROADCAST

removes the sticky film

which dust and dirt collect,
causing the hair to darken. The
first

hair

shampoo makes blonde
shades

lighter, easy to
it soft and with

Feb. 16th

9:00

P.

M.

7:00

P.

M. (M.

Over

(E. S. T.)

C. B.

8.00

P.

S.

M. (C.

T.)

manage. Leaves
P

1

a lovely lustrous shine. Safe
to use and fine for children's hair. Try
at
home tonight. It’s the world’s largest selling blonde
shampoo. At 10c, drug or department stores.

BLONDEX

oa

T.)

6.00

P.

M.

(P. S. T.)

Are you embarrassed and inconvenienced by too
This
frequent elimination during the day or night?
symptom as well as Smarting Passages. Backache,
Leg Pains. Nervousness. Rheumatic Pains and Swollen Ankles may be due to non-organic and non-sysIn such cases
temlc Kidney and Bladder troubles.
the very first dose of the scientifically compounded
medicine called Cystex usually goes to work right now
helping you these 3 ways: 1. Helps nature remove
irritating excess acids, poisonous wastes and certain
germs. 2. This cleansing action helps nature alleviate
many pains, aches, soreness and stiffness. 3. Helps
reduce frequent night and day calls, thus promoting
better sleep.

Get Cystex from your druggist today. Give It a
on package. Money back guar-

fair trial as directed

anteed unless Cystex

satisfies you.

!

.

***•

New TING

is

Pfapfes

proved

effective in laboratory
tests in killing on 60
second contact specific
types of fungi that

may

cause pimples

High-tone guy: Franchot Tone,
star of “I

T

Love Trouble”

ALMOST INCREDIBLE NEW
TREATMENT FOR PIMPLES

takes a fast candid camera to catch up
all the things that make Franchot

with

I Tone the fascinating guy he is.
First, we focus on a kitchen in the home
of Charlie Granucci, prop man on the
Franchot Tone-produced picture, “Her
Husband’s Affairs.” The kitchen is redolent with spices and pungent tomato
paste. Snowy spaghetti is heaped in an
earthenware dish. Standing in the kitchen
door, watching the cook, is a young man.
Charlie looks at him and says, “Doc, put
that French bread in the oven and we’ll
“Doc” is Producer
eat in five minutes.”
Franchot Tone. Nobody quite remembers
the origin of the nickname but all his close

him that.
When Tone decided

friends call

to

take the

jump

from acting to acting -producing, he wanted
Sylvan Simon as his associate producer
and director. The company was shooting
one picture while preparing the shooting
script for the next. They worked long
hours meeting at the studio each day at
seven o’clock. Between scenes, Tone and
Simon worked at untying script knots on
“I Love Trouble.”
Sound effects accompany the next shot;
of honking horns, screaming people and
two unheeding gents. The two gents are
Franchot Tone and Glenn Ford happily
leafing through dozens of pictures of their
small fry. Franchot’s two sons, Pascal,
four, and Jeff, two, are the twin beacons of
They and their pretty mother,
his life.
Jean Wallace, have made Franchot’s life
full and complete.
When Jean and Franchot were married,
they rented Hedy Lamarr’s hill-top home.
Then, to complete the picture, Jean announced that they were to have a baby.
So, the last picture in this candid portrait is of a father and a brand new son
late at night. Franchot, determined not to
be a harassed, comic-strip father, was

ready the

night to cope with any
infant emergencies. Paddy defied the rule
book by sleeping straight through.
Franchot called the pediatrician. “Doctor, there’s

first

something wrong with

Even the

my

son.”
couldn’t

actor’s polished tones
cloak the worry.
“What are the symptoms, Mr. Tone?”
came the cool professional accents.
“I watched him all night and he hasn’t
cried once. Not even for his feeding.”
“Congratulations, Mr, Tone. The diagnosis is obvious—-you’ve got a young man
of dignity and consideration.
Another
high-tone guy if you’ll forgive the -pun.”

—

(EXTERNALLY CAUSED)

New Ting

It’s true!
it

works while

hide pimples,

helps

blemishes,

simply apply Ting to
and whisk off
pimples, let it dry
excess powder. Ting is both fungiblotches.

You

—
cidal and germicidal — often works

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH

holds them tighter

wonders for externally caused
pimples. Even if other products have
ask your druggpst today for
a tube of new Ting Antiseptic Medicated Cream. Stainless, greaseless.
failed,

Only

60<.

Economy

size $1.00.

Amazing! $25

Is

Yours!

For selling only 50 boxes greeting cards.
your profit to 50c.
Costs nothing to try.
ples on approval.

Sells for
for

Write

$1—
sam-

MERIT, 70 Williom Street.
Dept. F. Newark 2 , N.

J.

KLTJTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk
with greater comfort and security; in many cases alteeth. Klutch lessens the
constant fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate. 25c
and 50c at druggists. ... If your druggist hasn’t it,
don’t waste money on substitutes, but send us 10c
and we will mail you a generous trial box. © I. P. Inc.

most as well as with natural

KLUTCH CO.,

Relieve

Cbild^ Cold

Constipation
Pleasantly!

AsHeSleeps

Millions like
this

and

trust

easy-acting laxative!
is bad enough Why
your troubles by taking

Constipation

add
I

Relieve

Box 4886-C, ELMIRA, N. Y.

to

!

a harsh, upsetting laxative? Next
time you or your children need relief, take Ex-Lax
the pleasant,
easy-acting laxative that many
doctors use in their practice.

—

Ex-Lax gets results gently.
You can depend on Ex-Lax for
thorough

relief because it is biologically tested to assure effective
action. Ex-Lax really tastes good
just like delicious chocolate!

—

Always keep a box of Ex-Lax
handy.

Still

only 10^.

When Nature “forgets”...reniember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

AT BEDTIME
Rub on Vicks VapoRub.
It

relieves distress

.

.

.

invites restful sleep.

B

WORKS FOR HOURS
as child sleeps. Often

worst miseries of cold
are gone

by morning!

est-known home remedy you
can use to relieve distress of

your child’s cold
throat, chest

is

to rub his little

and back with warm-

ing, comforting Vicks VapoRub.
Its relief-bringing action starts

and it keeps right on
working for hours to bring relief
in the night. Often by morning
instantly

.

.

the worst miseries of the cold are

gone.

It’s
adults,
Just try it!
for

fine
too.
'•

WICKS
W VapoRub

p

m

{

!

This sensationally different best-selling novel

Now.

yours

as a new member of
The Fiction Book Club

It's

AAan Against Nature!

Man

Against

For twenty days and nights the great snow

falls,

Woman!

imprisoning Ruston

Cobb,

his love-starved wife, his devil-may-care sister-in-law, and
her artist-lover. Then hidden emotions burst forth— conventional
morals break down— in this fight for life and love.

Here

is the passionate, revealing story of two beautiful sisters
forgot about consequences and defied conventions when
they thought the great snow meant each day might be their last!
You’ll share what starts out to be just an amusing weekend
at the Cobb’s country mansion; then find yourself trapped by
the worst snowstorm in history with Ruston Cobb, his neurotic wife, their son and daughter, his voluptuous sister-inlaw, and her drifting artist-lover.
In an atmosphere of violence and jealousy, Cobb
must watch his frigid, timid wife’s surrender to her
sister’s lover— but lets himself be drawn into a love
affair with his sister-in-law. Yet all four are to find
new meaning to life, a happiness they thought
would never be theirs. Discover for yourself what

who

•'

in “THE GREAT SNOW” — sweeping the
country at $2.75 in the publisher’s edition— yours

happens

MUSTN ^

\A/E

:

"Not

the

*

m^".u^hrTu

to

Retyl into the

apartment.

ifUSSIs

—

Send No Money! Mail Coupon!

Membership

'PH-3

. . .

YOURS
The

novel

best-selling

The FICTION
I

FREE...' 'THE
BOOK CLUB

everybody's talking

want

your

to take advantage of
sensational introductory
send me free the out-

offer to

standing best-seller

GREAT SNOW."

and

"THE
at

the

same time (and also FREE)
make me a fully privileged
member of The Fiction Book
I understand that each
I will be offered a new
and popular best-seller at only
$1.30 (plus a few cents postage). This means savings to

Club.

month

W.

about!

coupon. You’ll also become a

57 St.. N.Y. 19. N.Y.

member

is to

Fiction Book
your choice of the

The

Club with
club’s monthly best-seller selections and you'll get these four

me of up to $1.61 on each book
from the regular price of the
publisher’s edition. However. I
can accept or reject monthly
selection as I please. My only
agreement

of

big advantages, too:

—

the entire year’s offerings. Rush
my free copy of "THE GREAT
and begin club service with current selection: that
sensational best-selling novel

SNOW"

"The Vixens."

——

NAME

The FICTION BOOK CLUB

2.

You’ll find plans so simple and
easy! If you decide you don t want

You get outstanding new books!
are made only after a

4.

Sf»lertTon^

ing,

of top-quality novels ($2.50 to $3.00

.

.

and

it will

be mailed to

plus a few cents postage.

SO ACT NOW!
FREE copy of the
sensational best-seller described
above and get all the conveniences and savings of free
Fiction Book Club membership!
But hurry— offer is limited It’s
first served. Mail
first come
coupon
to The Fiction
Book Club, 31 West 57th St.,
Get your

.

.

!

—

NOW

—

New York

19,

New

York.

She wouldn't share her man with any woman— not even his wife!
talk of the French
No wonder this passionate vixen was the when
the irresistible
And
That blazing
quarter in its most scandalous days
$2.75 best-seller Denise Lascals meets that reckless renegade Laird Fournois, the
"You’ll
consume it
set
to
gasoline.
torch
as
a
result is as explosive
with little gasps of excitement. ’’—Cin. Enquirer. "Better than
Sun.
Yours
for
only $1.39
.’’—Chicago
"The Foxes of Harrow"
Only $1.39 to
Club Members. —as a new member of The Fiction Book Club. Mail coupon now

Please Print Plainly

First Selection!

ADDRESS

!

VIXENS

_STATE_

CITYZnne Xo.

(if

.

any)

AGE

OCCUPATION
(Slishtly liisher in (’anada. Address 266

(if

King

under 21
St.

5'ou.

For each monthly selection YOU
decide you want you pay just $1.39

in the publisher's edition) our editors select the best available books
that are "the cream of the crop."
Fiction Book Club selections are
.
always outstanding best-sellers
brandbooks by leading authors
new, full-size, beautiful books you
will be proud to own.
3. You pay no special dues or fees!
No trick obligation clauses. You
simply agree to accept any six of
the twelve outstanding books offered
in a year. You do not have to accept
every book offered just those you
decide you want after you have read a
detailed description well in advance.
.

on every
I. You save up to $1.61
book! Fiction Bonk Club contracts
prints
for big special editions
plates,
and
in
return
from original
for mass distribution, authors accept lower royalties. These savings
are passed right on to you. You
save up to $1.61 on every book you
get. And you get the current bestseller
the book everybody’s talking
FREE as an introductory
about
gift when you join

purchase 6 of

in

these Money-Saving advantages too!

all

You will be sent immediately
FREE your copy of this new
best-selier when you mail the

GREAT SNOW"

(Dept.210). 31

FREE

is

and you get

)_

West Toronto)

.

I
||

MAIL
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...
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I
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more
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Al boiler stores

Charming Adele Mara, starring

in

•

•

MAIL

"Campus Honeymoon,"

COUPON FOR GENEROUS

TRIAL SIZES

PRINCESS PAT,

a Republic Production

2709
PAT.

U. S.

Send

Depl. 8103,
South Wells St., Chicago

Triat Sii&s.

I

1
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III.

enclose 12c (2c Fed. tax) for each.

Check shades wanted:

Liquid Liptone

“CLEAR”

used over cream lipstick gives

smearproof glossy coat

n
Q
G
G
G

Medium— Natural true red—very flattering.
Gypsy—Vibrant deep red —ravishing.
Regal— Glamorous

rich burgundy.
Scarlet— Flaming red definitely tempting.
Orchid —Exotic pink romantic for evening
English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.

—
—

Please Print

Name
Address—
City

State

—

LIGGtIt

SfCAUSE

1

Mvtos TOBACCO CO.

miLDER
^ BETTER TASTINO
j^jMTXKS

^ COOEER SUfOKIATO
The Right

Combination.
best Tobaccos

WORLDS

. -

SHOW

THE

A

WORLD

LOVELIER SKIN!

Everybody's talking about
Trying

it.

Praising

it

the

to the skies!

new

Bath-Size

Because

this

Camay. Buying

bigger

it.

Camay

it every day,
makes every bath a luxurious beauty treatment. Bathe with
from head to toe.
of your life — and your skin will be lovelier

And

you'll rise

from your bath

flower-like fragrance of

CAMAY

NOW

IN 2 SIZES!

Use Regular Camay for your
complexion — the new Bath-Size
for your Camay beauty Bath.

just

Camay,

touched with the delicate,

the

Soap

of Beautiful

Women!

Help your dentist help your smile

any other tooth

paste, according to a recent national survey.)

IPANA 2oo^A Paste
Jbryour Smile ofBeau^
F

Products ol Bristol-Myers

P.S.

For correct brushing, use the double duty Tooth Brush with the

twist in the handle. 1,000 dentists helped design itt
1

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR

blush of

VALDA SHERMAN

Many

mysterious changes take place in
your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical
development and is especially evident in
young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.
for alarm— There is nothing
“wrong” with you. It is just another sign
you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also
a warning that now you must select a
truly effective underarm deodorant.

No need

to

overcome — Underarm

a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

odor

is

overcome this very difficulty. It kills
odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a second danger— perspiration stains. The
to

embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embarrassing remark may easily make you perspire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

physical

All

exertion,

deodorants not alike — Don’t take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration

How to protect yourself —You’ll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.
Never gritty or grainy. The American InLaundering has awarded Arrid
Approval Seal — harmless to fabrics.

stitute of
its

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate
skin. No other deodorant tested stops
perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe

— During

“age of
courtship,” don’t let perspiration problems spoil your fun. Don’t be half-safe—
be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39^ plus tax at
your favorite drug counter.
(Advert nement)
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as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid’s exclusive
formula. That’s why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid
than any other age group. More nurses—
more men and women every where — use
Arrid than any other deodorant.
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Screen Play by Luther Davis • Based on the Novel
by John P. Marquand
Directed by

RobeftZ. LeOHard

•

Produced by

EdWIfl H.

KPOpf • A

P

METRO -GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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Your whole

hanc

benefits from this wonder-working

W
r

BEAUTIFIES

new

lotion

^

SKIN
1
because New Hinds has
'

special "skin -affinity”

ingredients

— makes hands
instantly —

feel softer

gives longer-lasting
protection! •

k

,

k

AW

"SATINIZES"
PALMS

r

^1

because

New

protect

them from work-

roughness
,

k

Hinds helps

—

soothes and
helps soften calluses
... yet never feels

i

A

sticky!

ROAD TO RIO: Outstanding is "You
Don’t Have to Know the Language”
which Johnny Mercer (Capitol), Tex
Beneke (Victor) and Buddy Clark
with Xavier Cugat (Columbia) have
grooved.
Margaret Whiting (Capitol), Frank Sinatra (Columbia), Art
Lund (M-G-M) and Beneke, click
with the ballad "But Beautiful” while
the English thrush Beryl Davis (Victor) helps herself to the witty "Experience” number.
JANE RUSSELL:
law”

The

shapely "Out-

an album

siren sings expertly in

that includes such oldies as "Body and
Soul,” "Love For Sale,” "Do It Again.”

(Columbia)

THE LAST ROUNDUP:
of

Pioneers

the

The Sons
come up

(Victor)

with an excellent platter, pairing the
title ditty with "160 Acres.”

TISA: The three Suns will help you remember the pretty sound-track theme,
"Candlelight Cafe.” (Victor)

IF WINTER COMES: Both Freddy
Martin (Victor) and Johnnie Johnston
(M-G-M) have disked the title tune.

SIGN OF THE RAM: The
SOFTENS

W

N

CUTICLE

because New Hinds
is enriched with
helps avoid
lanolin
unsightly, ragged edgeskeeps your manicures

'

—

W
r

SMOOTHS
KNUCKLES

because

New

^'

Hinds

CLAS-SICAIJ

a
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ColumColumbia has

an album of fine old Irish songs by
the celebrated Irish tenor, Christopher
Lynch, with harp and cello accompaniment
The fine soprano Maggie
Teyte sings a collection of French
Don’t’
operatic arias for Victor
miss the San Francisco Symphony’s
performance of Ibert’s "Ports of Call”
just waxed for Victor with Pierre
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The comthe podium
Chopin Etudes are stunningly
played by Alexander Brailowsky in a
Monteux on
plete

p

I

Love You,” has won two splendid recorded offerings: Kate Smith (M-G-M)
and Clark Dennis.

k

Ik

film’s at-

Never Say

tractive love song, "I’ll

massive Victor album.

.

.
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What Should

I

Do ?
Claudette Colbert,

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Dear Miss Colbert:
marI am thirty-one and have been
ried twelve years. My husband and I
were deeply in love until a year ago
when I found out that he had been dating my younger sister, who is different
from me in every way. She is divorced
and admits that she gets a kick out of
flirting with every man who comes
along, especially a man with a jealous
wife. She has told a mutual friend that
my husband cares for her, not for me.
We have two daughters, and I am
We
certain my husband loves them.
wouldn’t think of parting, but it is
miserable to live like this. My husband
tells me repeatedly that he loves me,
although I have never once said a word
to him about the gossip.
getting
I used to have an awful time
him to take me out to my home to

that my sister
husband
is living with them again, my
frequently suggests that we call on “the
family.”
What can a woman do in a case like

visit

my

parents.

this?

Now

Edna O

T.

I thiitk

delightful star of

to be
about the future of your
In your case, it seems to

you have every right

optimistic

marriage.

—

and
aggressor
to
it is always foolish for a woman
adopt that role. ISever by word or deed
let anyone in your family know what
you have been told. Simply refuse to be
a jealous woman. Love your husband,
praise him for the happiness he has
given you, for his devotion to his children, for his success as a home-maker.
Contrast your own happy state with
me, your

sister is the

that of your sister.
Don't be hurt. Be as steadfast as
the rock of Gibraltar. You will weather
this

storm.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I

am

just finishing

In the last analysis, it
school, nor the particular

is

not the

newspaper

on which your first experience is
gained, but the individual who determines how “good” a particular school
of journalism is.

Newspaper people

tell

ditionally, this country's

me

that, tra-

most exacting

and most professional school of journalism

located at the University of
However, Columbia Univer-

is

Missouri.

School of Journalism has turned
out many famed reporters and so has
the University of Colorado whose graduates cut their writing teeth on Denver Post type. Eugene Field, Damon

sity's

Runyon, Bide Dudley and Gene Fowler are but four of the great names
whose springboard was The Post.
Claudette Colbert

my

year of
time to de-

last

high school so I think it is
cide on a college. I am interested in journalism, but do not know where I can
go to take the best course offered. My
family will send me wherever I wish.
I hope you can help me.
Vista C.

Dear Miss Colbert:

My father is married to my second
stepmother. Both my stepmothers have
used the “soft-soap” treatment on me.
whom
I am nineteen and my mother,
years.
I worshipped, has been dead ten
Recently my (Continued on page 8)
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GREAT PICTURES ARE FOREVER NEW!

my
my own mother’s
things that my mother

(Continued from page 6) father gave

new stepmother
linens.

of

all

They were

had

embroidered or crocheted herself,
things I would have liked to have when
I marry. My mother’s sewing machine was
given to
told

me when

that

when

I was
Td get my
bedroom suite. But

she died. Also,

I

married

mother’s and father’s
from the present look of things

I will never
have never permitted
anyone to use mother’s sewing machine
and I won’t until I have a daughter of my
own. If anyone tries to get any of my
mother’s possessions, I will fight harder
than I have ever fought for anything.
Both my stepmothers saw more of my
father than I did. I have no privacy with

get these things.

I

him. When I am talking to my father, my
stepmother will interrupt if there is something she wants to talk about. Slowly but
surely I am getting pushed out. I love my
father more than anything in the world
and want to have a true father-daughter
companionship. What can I do?

Le Maire B.

You apparently are an unhappy girl,
hurting yourself with needless anger and

majij smife in a spoonfiz].^
QjLuL Uo.l

No

book on baby-feeding

gives

you the number

of smiles per spoonful of cereal. But thousands
of mothers find that even baby’s first spoonful
of "solid food’’ ( usually cereal ) is well-seasoned
smiles — if

with

it’s

creamy-smooth and has that

just-right-with-baby flavor.

QjliAt

ready— you’re

ready for

— the

.

.

.

easy-to-digest

milk or formula.

jealous^ of

is

aren’t going to bother you.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
The girls I go with have started a new
teen canteen. We have a juke box, plenty
of records, a Ping-pong table and a small

But quite a few members do not dance.
Since there is only one Ping-pong table,
there is nothing for these members to do.
We are afraid of losing some of our
members because of this problem. Could
you give us some suggestions?

Amapola

For appetite-upping variety rotate Gerber’s
Strained Oatmeal, Barley Cereal and Cereal Food.
All three contain added iron, calcium and

B-complex vitamins. Your doctor knows baby
needs them. So do we, because babies are our
business — our only business!
through
For FREE SAMPLES of all 3 cereals tots thrive on all
Mich.
Fremont,
Dept.
F4-8,
Gerber’s,
babyhood, write to

erber’s
BABY FOODS

niEMONT. MICH.-OAKIAMD, CAl».

CEREAIS • 20

To be

a foolish waste of time
and emotion. The other things you mention in your letter, the distribution of
possessions, are minor. If you can get
straightened out in your own mind, these
piddling little occasions within the family
that relationship

off to a fine start..

Gerber’s

Cereals that taste so
good, mix to such smile-getting smoothness with

CJU%>.3

needs from his mate.

refreshment booth. We are properly chaperoned by mothers and we have gotten

So when the doctor says
baby’s

ill-founded jealousy.
You say that both of your stepmothers
tried the “soft-soap” treatment on you.
This means to me that both of them tried
to win you over, tried to make a friend of
you, but you would have none of it. Much
of your unhappiness stems from a serious misunderstanding of your place in
your father’s affection. / am positive that
he loves you deeply.
But you must remember that every
man and every woman searches this
world for a mate. JSo child, however devoted, can supply to a man the love he

SmiNfO F0Sl»

• 1$

WNIOR FO^S

I.

First of all, some of the boys should
construct a dark room for amateur
photographers. A camera club could be
formed within your canteen, and an
exhibit maintained on one wall space.
You should get in touch with your local
children’s hospital and with the nearest

The girls in your
hospital.
group who do not dance could occupy
veterans’

themselves with making doll clothes or repairing toys for the sick children^ the
boys could busy themselves re-painting
battered playthings.
For the veterans’ hospital, you could
make cartoon books. This is easily done
by collecting old magazines, cutting out
the cartoons, then pasting them in loose
paper in
leaf notebooks. The sale of the
discarded magazines should provide the
money to buy the notebooks.
Try to arrange to have a dancing teachteach the
er come in occasionally to
rumba or some dance steps that yo^
group is anxious (Continued on page 10)

«

kate Leak...

or love Leak...

you 11 never.

never, forget

Leak!
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(Continued from page 8) to learn. / am
sure that once you get started a lot of
ideas will occur to you.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My problem began when I was a child.
My father was a drunkard, my parents
were always quarreling, my mother
nagged.
We nine children were halfstarved and clothed in rags. Because Dad
was in jail most of the time, other children
in our town were forbidden to play with
us.

When

was fourteen, we moved to a
where we were unknown. My
sisters and brothers made new friends and
seemed to forget how we had been treated.
1 still felt that the kids were laughing at
me and considered me inferior. I remained
alone and spent my time day-dreaming.
When I was seventeen I went to Washington, D. C. where I got a job as a waitI

larger city

in order to force myself to mingle
with people. I couldn’t remember orders,
walked around in a trance and was soon
fired. I worked in a mental hospital for
six months in hope of scaring myself into

ress

becoming cheerful, sensible and poised.
I joined the WAC and served for two
years. The Army helped more than anything else. I had a feeling that we were all
treated alike no one had an advantage
unless it was earned.
I have been out of the Army a year and
am going to business school. Although I
have improved a lot, I still have a long
way to go in order to become free from
fear, well-balanced and self-confident.
I would appreciate your advice as I am
terribly unhappy and I do need help.
Bidella M.

Then

—

Your first step toward mental health
must be a calm, intelligent acceptance of
the fact that each of us is more or less
the victim of the environment and the age
in which he lives. If you think that your
childhood was unjust, think further what
it

Dream
.

.

.

Keepsake
a handful of stars.
hundreds meets the

of a ring ... a genuine registered

brilliantly beautiful as

Only one diamond

in

exacting standards of excellence

and clarity which distinguish every Keepsake
Diamond. Identify Keepsake by the name
in the ring, and the words, “guaranteed registered perfect gem” on the tag ... as
illustrated. Let comparison prove that a Keepsake
gives you higher quality and greater value
than an ordinary ring of the same price. Better
»
jewelers are Keepsake Jewelers.

A.

MALDEN

Set

Engagement Ring
Also $575
B.

All

rings illustrated available in

white

as

Rings

enlarged to show details

well

as

natural

Prices include Federol tax

HEATHER

Set

.

C. JONQUIL Trio

825.00
675.00

Engogement Ring
Man’s Diamond Ring
Available to match
gagement rings $75

362.50

Engagement Ring 350.00
Also $100 to 2475 and in
platinum $300 tO 3450

en-

to

200

C^iaudette

E.

Washington, Syracuse

2,

Pond Co.,

New

Inc.

York

Please send the useful 20-page book, “The Etiquette of the Engagement
and Wedding” ... a complete guide to social correctness in planning
with illustrations and prices of
.
.
the betrothal and wedding events
enclose
Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler.

Co/U?

to her in
Photoplay, 321 S.
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,
California, and if Miss Colbert feels that your problem
If

120

had

fate

ful advice of

l-ook for the name “Keepsoke” In the ring, and require
the Keepsoke Certificate of Guarantee and Reg/strot/on.

H.

if

which seems to have
no solution?
Would you like the thought-

gold

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A.

you

Have you a problem

312.50
125.00
125.00
all

to

c‘^pt your past and to profit by it; make
a fresh start. People in this world are too
busy worrying about themselves to laugh
at you.
Claudette Colbert

cut

in color,

would have meant

allowed you to be born in Hiroshima.
Your brothers and sisters accepted their
bad luck and shrugged it off. When better times came, they accepted them and
profited. You only brooded.
The thing for you to do now is to ac-

you would, write

care

of

.

I

10c to cover mailing.

Nome
Street

City

and No

of general interest, she’ll
consider answering it here.
Names and addresses will be
beld confidential for - your
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A
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own hands
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Oleg Cassini, Mocamboing with Cene ricrney. hopes to pcf
suade Gene, now suing for a divorce, that she doesn’t want it

Av;i (»ar«fner

Keenan

p

Vi

ynn

—

lu-lweeii best I’rienfis Peter

for the premiere of

Lawford and

“The Paradinc Case”

Rory Calhoun took

favorite date, Vera-Ellen, to premiere. Rory’s

preference for this cute dancer
12

is

the clue to his

re-tl

lor.iance

Hearts and Some Flowers: Bob Topping and Lana, visiting with Cal,
reveal their attachment is serious, so
look for wedding bells when Bob is
Cal hears the romance befree
tween Victor Mature and Dorothy
Berry is over. Dorothy, who is ill in a
sanitarium, is so depressed about her
illness and uncertain of her chances
for regaining health, that she has
asked Vic to release her. Vic met Doro.

.

.

young widow, and her son at
last year and fell in love with

thy, a

Laguna

Clark Gable, who has been
both
nursing an injured leg in Tucson, Arizona, has little thought for any of the
.

.

.

Hollywood fair ladies at the moment.
However, Clark may go East to visit
Dolly O’Brien after his leg is better.
But sweet and pretty Virginia Grey
Jack Carson
is still in the picture
thinks so well of Doris Day, he may
call finis to his marriage. At least it
would spare Hollywood all those reunion and separation rumors
Annabella finally divorced Tyrone
Power, which leaves us with the question of the month: Will Annabella return to France to marry her wealthy
suitor? And will Tyrone’s romance
with Linda Christians survive a year’s
wait before the divorce is final?
Jack Oakie, who couldn’t seem to
.

.

.

.

.

make up

his

.

.

.

.

mind between the ex-

Mrs. Oakie and cute Vicki Hoi'ne,
has decided on another movie, “Burlesque,” with the woman status, so
far, strictly quo.

Sick List: Hollywood’s most unwelvisitor. Virus X, emptied sound
stages, offices and night clubs, as
actor after actor succumbed to the
fever and nausea. Errol Flynn was
rushed to the hospital with a 104
fever, while Mrs. Flynn recovered at

come

home under an oxygen

tent.

in

defeat. Lucille Ball, playing “Dream
Girl” at the Los Angeles Biltmore,

took to her bed and Robert Hutton and
his Cleatus also fell under the X appeal.
All over town doctors were
tearing from one star’s home to another.

Here and There: Dan Duryea, the
meanest of meanies, with his hair
lightened for “Another Part of the
Forest,” took a terrific ribbing from
his two teen-age sons. “Hi. ya. Pop,”
the boys constantly greeted Dan, “going out to have your curls touched
Donald O’Connor wrote a
up?”
part into his personal appearance skit
for his cute wife Gwenn. Both are
certain their baby Donna will be a
.

.

great actress
Sight of the week
was Bill Powell carrying a live mermaid in his arms and dumping her
.

.

.

straightway into a bathtub. And the
expression on the face of the mermaid
(Ann Blyth) had everyone on the
“Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid” set
in hysterics. Bill, trimmer and slimmer, never looked better
Fredric
March and Florence Eldridge, playing-

Hear Cal York on "Hollywood Headlines"

.

.

.

home.

Glenn

Ford collapsed. Bette Davis retired

.

together as man and wife in “Another
Part of the Forest” and “The Judge’s
Wife,” have sent their two children
back East to school, but will join them
in the spring. Can’t interest Fred and
Florence in Hollywood as a permanent

Happy Couple; It is in their homes
that the real emotions of Hollywood
couples become apparent.
It’s happiness all the way with the
Louis Jourdans.
With the French
Jourdans the underlying factor is
gratefulness gratefulness for being
in Hollywood, a part of it, belonging
to it. As a dinner guest. Cal was
proudly shown about their new home,
as yet incompletely furnished, but
promising under the deft directions of

—

Qui Que (pronounced “Keetk”) Jourdan, to become a beautiful home.
Maria Montez and Jean Sablon, also
guests, and Robert, Louis’s younger
brother just over from Paris, relaxed
in the pleasant atmosphere. If you’ve

glimpsed Louis in “The Paradine
Case” and “Letter from an Unknown
Woman,” you. know he’s here to stay.
Party News: Cornel Wilde, roaming
from party to party quite alone, became an object of speculative glances
throughout the finishing weeks of his
picture “Walls of Jericho.”

At

the
Cornell
smiled enigmatically when questioned
about Pat. He seemed to avoid the

Madeline

—Saturday morning on ABC— 10:30 EST; 9:30

Hoffman

soiree,

CST; 11:30 MST; 10:30 PST
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INSIDE STUFF

The Douglas Fairbanks

Jrs.

smart

“The

at

that

affair,

March will be a big month for breezy Betty Hutton and
her husband Ted Briskin. They both hope it’s a boy!

put in a smart appearance

Paradine

fun, too, at our corner of the table
made up of producer Bill Perlberg,
who gave us that wonderful .film
“Miracle on 34th Street,” and his cute
wife; director Bruce Humberstone
and his fiancee Helen Walker; Randolph Churchill, Winston’s son, on a
lecture tour of America; Philip Reed;
Mocambo owner Charlie Morrison.
Richard Ney brought his latest flame,

Janet Thomas, and Ginny Simms, who
expecting another baby, arrived
is
with her husband Hyatt Dehn. Only
Cornel seemed unhappily lost.

.

premiere

Case”

rimmed

glasses, Burt Lancaster eyes

Hollywood with

realistic detachment.
He says little, goes his own way and
refuses to be impressed with superficialities. However, in spite of Burt’s
“Brute Force” roles, he is wholeheartedly generous. After his brother’s death a year ago, he brought his
sister-in-law to Hollywood and as

house manager, Mrs. Lancaster takes

many

responsibilities
from Burt’s
wife, leaving her time to take full care
of their young son Bill.

Recently Bui't brought Nick Crato Hollywood, too.
Nick, who
was Bui’t’s partner in a trapeze act,
will work in pictux’es and double as
Burt’s trainer. Eventually, maybe,
Burt and Nick will go on tour in an
vett

Debutante Johnson: The voice over
the wire

ment

was

so full of

happy

excite-

took Cal a half minute to
realize it was Van Johnson, conveying
the message, “It’s a girl. An eightpound, six-ounce, red-headed girl.”
Little Miss Johnson, later named
Schuyler Van, couldn’t have been
more welcome. Evie’s two small boys
make their home with Evie and Van,
and in this masculine domain a little
girl is sure to be doubly cherished.
A few days after the first message.
Van phoned again fi’om his home to
tell us how very, very ill Evie had
been. “But thank heavens she’s better
now,” he said.
In the background we could hear
the boys’ voices and Van’s gentle
asides, of, “Why you washed your
hands like good boys. That’s fine.”
There was so much fatherly affection
in the tones, we knew little Schuyler
Van was going to a home full of all
the love and care a little girl could
ask for.
it

Lancaster
14

News:

Through

horn-

acrobatic act.

And maybe you think fans won’t
jam theaters to catch that feat.

A Three-leaf Clover, Please:
Taylor, the detective in the
“Naked City,” is certain Old

Don
film

Man

Hard Luck has a hex on him and
At M-G-M, Don was up

family.

his

for

and lost four roles to Robert Walker.
Remaining at Universal-International

“Naked City” was finished, Don
was promised the lead in “One 'Touch
of Venus” when who should emerge
from a six months’ retirement and
ask for the part but Robei't Walker
after

again.

He

got

it,

too.

To

really sadden their hearts, the
Taylors lost their second child and
their pet dog ran away.
When things couldn’t seem to get
worse they did. Mark Hellinger, to
whom Don was under contract, died

—

suddenly and Don lost a friend and a

“I’m not crossing a street without
looking both ways,” Don says, “and
haven’t had my fingers uncrossed for
days.”
job.

A

Toast to Ann: Ann
finally decided to end her

Sothern has
marriage to
Robert Sterling. Robert, since his
retui’n from the service, has seemed
restless, unsure of himself and of
what he wanted from the future. After
a trying sex’ies of trial separations
and reunions, these two genuinely nice
people have agreed to end it legally.
We remember how tenderly Ann
spoke of Bob throughout the war
years. We remember the pride in her
voice as she said, “My husband is a
flyer, too.”

And

w'e

knew how much

she dreaded the idea of having their
beautiful little daughter brought up in
a fatherless home.
Knowing all these things, a few of
us, John Hodiak and Anne Baxter,
Jerry Asher, Cesar Romero and his
pretty sister, director and Mrs. Walter
Lang, Mark and Annelle Stevens, and
Ann’s family, gathered to wish Ann
godspeed on her trek to Sun Valley.
Unaccountably, a note of gaiety
crept into our party. Everyone afterwards pronounced it the best of the
year. So determined were we that
Ann should not be downcast, our determination grew into genuine enjoyment. Mark, who usually retires within
himself at gatherings, was the life of
the party. His and Annelle’s present
happiness is gratifying to see.
We left Ann with a smile on her
face and an impulsive invitation to
“do it again” when she moves into
her new Beverly Hills home.

!

INSIDE STUFF

Lovelier by
Gail Russell

comparison are brunette
and blonde Joan Caulfield

Honors: When one of Hollwood’s own
comes in for an honor, his friends are
there to pay him tribute. So Cal was not
surprised to see James Cagney and his
wife at the reception given Robert Montgomery by Charles Boyer at his French
Foundation. Robert was given a medal
of honor by a French general for his aid
to France during their early war years.
Jimmy’s face radiated pride in his
friend of long standing and he was, we
noticed, among the first to shake Bob’s
hand. Annabella, chic and lovely, greeted
the French Consul. Looking as picturefatigued as they claim, Dick Powell and
June Allyson, also among the guests,
assured Cal they were soon to take a
vacation.

Chuckle «f the Month:
Bette Davis not only

left

Motherhood
thrilled,

but

incredulous.
“In fact,” Bette laughingly confided
to friends, “for the first few months I
found myself beside her crib cooing
‘Come to Auntie Bette, come to Auntie
fiette’.”

Incidentally, Bette and husband William Sherry are determined not to become gushy, possessive parents. Promptly at six-thirty, little Barbara is whisked
off to 'bed and if visitors anxious to see
the baby are tardy, there is no i-elaxing
of rules for another good night. Mother
“Auntie Bette” is. determined little Barbara shall be free from the coddling that
can lead .to so many complexes.

v/Hk KOV

perim pF^SH

The New Anne: “Come have dinner
with a golf widow,” Anne Baxter telephoned. So Cal trotted up to her lovely
hillside home one evening to find the new,
svelte Anne waiting in her charming
living room.
As we looked at Anne in her trim black
frock, we thought again of something
director Walter Lang had said. “It’s impossible to believe a plump, chunky
youngster- could grow into such a beautiful
woman almost overnight.” And
beautiful Anne really is. Also we believe
Anne to be one of the most interesting
and intelligent women in Hollywood.
Certainly the wisdom she brings to her
marriage with John Hodiak is reflected
in their happy well-being together.
It was Anne who suggested. John take

up golf to release the tension of mind
and body that, constantly pent up, can

Now
tive,

free

Fresh brings you a new, more

underarm protection.

Yet dresses are perfectly
.

.

.

eflfec-

creamier deodorant to give you care-

normal skin

tation.

is

safe

from rotting

perfectly safe from

irri-

And Fresh doesn’t dry out in the jar

Only Fresh can

give

you

this

patented

combination of amazing ingredients.
si^^But

See

don’t take our word for
if

New

effective

it

— test

it.

Perfect Fresh isn’t the most

p

deodorant you’ve ever used!
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INSIDE STUFF

The mighty mike stopped Jane Powell and
Marshall Thompson at recent premiere
to certain unhappiness. That he
developed into one of the top notchers
at the game
good enough to be invited
by Bing Crosby to play in the Del Monte
tournament is a great source of pride

lead

—
—

to

Anne.

Anne and John are wise enough to get
away from Hollywood between pictures.
In fact they are planning a real home
somewhere near San Francisco and
live only in Hollywood while working.

to

Anne proudly displayed the new frock
she’d bought that day; a red taffeta top
to a black ballerina skirt.
size ten if
you please, and a bit too large at that.
To our question of how she’d accomplished such a miracle, Anne confided
she’d gone away for five weeks, ate only
breakfast and lunch (no dinner), and
walked a mile a day. And yet we saw no
evidence of a continued diet as Anne

A

generously spread her brown-sugared
pear with slices of frozen cream.
“I’ve been signed for Tyrone’s new
picture, ‘That Old Magic,’ ’’ she told us.

“Do you think he’ll approve?”
“Approve? He’ll be delighted,” we
assured her. Of course he was and why
(Continued on page 21)

UQUIP CREME
...so

Y

es, you can thank the plain, old-

fashioned hen for making

Richard Hudnur
ing,

caressing,

Because

this

contains real

Shampoo

kind-to-your-hair.

grand new shampoo
egg in powdered form!
that acts gently to

reveal extra hair

beauty.

Now —

new kind of shampoo created

for

patrons of Hudnut’s Fifth Avenue
.

.

.

and

.dulling, dry-

ing soap. Contains

no wax or paste.

sooth-

Now— a shampoo

Salon

Not a

smooth to use!

Richard Hudnut

Shampoo

a

is

sm-o-o-o-th liquid

creme. Beautybathes hair

to

"love-lighted” perfection. Rinses out

quickly, leaving hair

easy to manage,

for you!

free of loose

p

A New Kind of Hair Beauty from

dandruff. At drug and

a World-Famous

department

Costnetic

House

stores.

Turhan Bey escorted French import Corinne Calvay to “Paradine Case” premiere
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Paulas got the
busiest phone
in

town
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FROM YOU, DAD.
MY SOAP, TOO, FROM

NeveR SAW SUCH SU 006 N

LEARNED

POPULARITY! WHAT'S THF.

LIFEBUOY IS
NOW ON AND FOREVER MORE.

SECRET, PAULA ?

UFEBUOY

IT

IS

THE ONLY SOAP

ESPECIALLY MADE TO STOP B.O.~
CONTAINS AN EXCLUSIVE
PUAIFVING INGREDIENT. MY DAILY
LIFEBUOY BATH GIVES

ME

LASTING

llie (Meshing bath
that g/Ves

I

last!

in the

Homes of
40 Million Amerirnns

Use

ANOTHER

it

doilv

FINE LEVER

.

PRODUCT

Hostess Suggestion

.

.

.
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ALWAYS

70Ci:r//F/e— Warners; A lighti/ (F)
hearted romance about a pair of young hopefuls who
almost let a million bucks come between them, Robert Hutton and Joyce Reynolds are the squabbling
couple. With Cecil Kellaway, Ernest Truex, (Mar.)

—

(F) BAMBl
Disney RKO: Disney’s fourcreatures are endowed with true nobility
man is the heartless hunter invacling their
paradise. Bambi and his friends provide a welcome
refuge from reality. (Mar.)
legged
while

rarebit
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1

tablespoon
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yellow cheese

lb. soft,
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cheese
butter; cut
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lo
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-

1.

COO Republic: Ken Murray’s
novelty is especially designed for the small
fry but enjoyable for grownups, too. (Mar.)
(F) BISHOP’S WIFE, 7/f
Goldwyn Filmmay find the pace of this Christfable too leisurely, but the more discriminating

pleasur

Life Beer
Miller High

;

goers geared to sjieed

mas

applaud it. With Cary
and Loretta Young. (Jan.)

David

Niven

CAPTAIN SOKC077— Rank-U-I;

Man;s

Grant.

will

Ganusk v

real ta.ste

—

(F) BILL AND
^
Trucolor

7—

salt
Va teaspoon

ure Serves

tn'

(F)

age-old fight for food and shelter is the theme of this
first-rate film.
With Cecil Parker, Stewart Granger,
Robert Donat and Kathleen Ryan. (Feb.)

FROM

(F) CAPTAIN
C^57/L£— 20th Cen
tury-Fox: Romance, adventure and history blended
in a picture that catches the eye and stirs the imagina
tion. From Spain of 1518, Tyrone Power flees to the
New World with pretty Jean Peters and Lee J. Cobb.
They join Cortez and have a lively time. Cesar Ro
mero lends color to the role of Cortez. (Mar.)
(F) CASS T IMBERJ.ANE—M-G-U-. Spencer
Tracy, as a middle aged, small town judge, invites
trouble when he weds impetuous, young l.ana Turner
from the wrong side of the tracks. Zachary Scott is
the threat to the’r May-December match. (Feb.)

(A) DAISY KENYON — 20th Century-Fox;
^
(Crawford’s problem
this domestic drama of
in

Joan
mar-

riage and divorce is: Should she hold on to the
attractive but already married Dana Andrews, or
forget him for unattached Henry Fonda?
(Feb.)

THE —

(F) EXILE,
Universal-International;
Fairbanks Jr puts on a good show as
Charles II exiled in Holland. He has Paule Croset

Douglas

to flirt with, Henry Daniell
this entertaining picture. (Feb.)

and Maria Montez
with

fight

in

FABULOUS TEXAN, 7H£— Republic:

(F)

to

Texas,

after the Civil War, is the scene of all the trouble
with the state police acting as the cruel oppressors of
a freedom-loving people. With William Elliott, John
Carroll, Catherine McLeod, Albert Dekker.
(Mar.)

FOREVER AMBER — 20th

(-A)

Century-Fox:

A

lavish production #ith T.inda Darnell as the bold
beauty who climbs love’s ladder until she reaches the
throne of Charles TI. Cornel Wilde is her real lover

but she dallies with Glenn Langan, Richard Greene,

John

Russell,

Richard

Haydn.

George

Sanders

(Jan.)

AGREEMENT—

20th
(F) GENTLEMAN’S
Century-Fox; Here’s a powerful plea for fair play
toward all minorities plus a stirring love story. Gregory Peck is excellent as a writer given a tough assignment: Dorothy McGuire, John (jarfield and Celeste

Holm

contribute praiseworthy performances.

(Feb.)

GOOD NEWS — M

(F)
G-M: Oh, for a college
education with such cute classmates as June Allyson,
Peter T.awford, Patricia Marshall, Joan McCracken,

Ray McDonald and Mel Torme. Thev
note in a Technicolor musical.

GREEN DOLPHIN

(F)

With an earthquake,

hit

the right

(Feb.)

57/?££7

— M-G-M:

wave, shipwreck, jungle
adventure story gives you
warfare,
With Lana Turner,
more than your money's worth
Donna Reed, Richard Hart and Van Heflin. (Jan.)
this

tidal

overlong

—

(A) HIGH WALL M G M: This psychowhodunit with Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter.
Herbert Marshall is as exciting as they come.
(Mar.)

logical

'

WALK ALONE — Paramount: Action
(A)
^
Burt Lancaster
an ex-convict who
galore here.
I

is

feuds with former night-club partner Kirk Douglas,
while slinky Lizabeth Scott sings torch songs. (Tan.)

(A) IF WINTER COMES— U-G-M: Poor Walter
^
a much misunderstood man just because
Pidgeon
is

he’s kind to little Janet Leigh. Walter’s shrewish
wife, Angela Lansbury, believes the worst but his real
love,
j/'

Miller Brewing

p
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Company

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Deborah Kerr, knows

(F) IT

better. (Feb.)

HAD TO BE YOU— Columbia:

Ginger

Rogers plays a flighty female who jilts three grooms
Just as she’s about to marry Number
at the altar.
Four,- up pops dream man Cornel Wilde. (Jan.)

McCOY — M GM: Mickey Rooney
^rings(F)theKILLER
bell in this film for fight fans as a light
weight boxer, saddled with no*account father James
Dunn. With Ann Blyth and Brian Donlevy. (Jan.)

W

)

LADY VKOM S/IANGUAf, /7/L'— Coluni
Orson Welles provides a three-ring circus with
something doing every minute. Welles plays an Irish
sailor hired hy Rita
Hayworth and her sadistic
husband Kverett Sloane. (Feb.)
(K)

Ilia:

LOST MOMENT,

(F)

rniversal-Interna-

7

American publisher Robert Cummings snooi)s
about a gloomy house iti Old X’enice, inhabited by
ancient crone Agnes Moo^ehead, her niece Susan Hayward and housemaid Joan I.orring. (Feb.)
tional

:

MOURNING BECOMES ELECTRA—

(A)

RKO: Eugene

O'Neill’s

e|)ic

tragedy made into a stu-

pendous production. Rosalind Russell and Michael
Redgrave dominate a distinguished cast including Leo
Genn, Katina Paxinou, Raymond Massey, Kirk Doug*las. A bold, noteworthy experiment. (Feb.)

MY

GIRL 775^— Warners: New York
is the setting for a heart-warming romance.
Palmer makes an appealing greenhorn; Sam
Wanamaker is the young man with plans for a big
These two get into difficulties from which
future.
only the President can extricate them. With Akim
Tamiroff and Alan Hale. (Mar.)
(F)

of 1905
Lilli

MY

Warners: This
WILD IRISH
(F)
musical salute to Erin has Dennis Morgan in. top form
as Chauncey Olcoft. jiopular singer of Irish ballads,
Andrea King as fabulous Lillian Russell and newcomer Arlene Dahl. Bright, breezy and. gay. (Feb.)

NIGHT
RKO: Dana Andrews, as a
poor blind composer, gives rich-’n'-glamorous Merle
Oberon a run for her money. Fine performances by
Ethel Barrymore and Hoagy Carmichael; also fine
music by pianist Artur Rubinstein. (Mar.)

l^(F)

PIRATES OF yi/OAr£7?£F

(F)

t/'

— Universal-

Rod Cameron, Montereyrbound to deguns to friends fighting the Spanish Royalists,
meets up with flirtatious Maria Montez on the verge
of wedding handsome Philip Reed. (Feb.)
International

:

liver

ROAD TO RIO —^Paramount;

(F)

and Lamour make

Crosby,

Hope

this a delightfully daffy farce.

This

time the trio is off to Rio with Bing and Bob getting
into no end of scrapes. Dorothy's villainous aunt,
Gale Sondergaard, hypnotizes everyone. (Feb.)
I/'

(F)

SENATOR WAS INDISCREET. THE—

Universal-International: This fairly funny political
farce has William Powell playing the prize sap of
the Senate, scheming to become President. With Peter
Lind Hayes, Ella Raines, Arleen Whelan. (Mar.)

MY LOVE — Triangle-UA:

SLEEP.

\/'^ (F)

Ameche

Don

conspires with George Coulouris and Hazel
Brooks to drive Claudette Colbert crazy.
Robert
Cummings rushes to her rescue. An entertaining
thriller. ( Feb.

REMEMBERED—

(A) SO WELL
R^nk-RKO-.
John Mills and Martha Scott breathe life into this
interesting movie covering the years between World
War I and TI. Patricia Roc, Richard Carlson ami
Trevor Howard complete an outstanding cast. (Feb.)

SONG OF MY HEART—

(F)

Artists:

Scatter cheerful, “singing” color around your kitchen like twinkling stars brightening

the sky! First, decorate shelves with sparkling Royledge Shelving in
patterns, in vivid reds, greens, blues.

Then

merry

use "leftover'’ scraps on open

shelves, for curtain tie-backs, etc.

"Refresh” your kitchen with a new color scheme monthly! Costs less than a

penny a
day to re-decorate shelves with Royledge every month or so. Fresh, gay
Royledge patterns perk up your spirits. So easy to use-Royledge is shelving
paper and edging all-in-one-just place on shelf and fild down the long-lasting,

patented doubl-edge.

Composer

Tschaikovsky and his music are resj)onsibIe for an episodic, uneven picture.
Good performances are contributed by Frank Sundstrom, Audrey Long, Mikhail Rasumny, Gale Sherwood and
Sir Cedric Hardwicke.
(Mar.)
It’s a
iCl/' (F) SWORDSMAN. T//£— Columbia
gay excursion into Scotland’s colorful past when
opposing clans fought fiercely. Dashing I.arry I’arks
belongs to one clan. Ellen Drew to another. (Jan.)

See gorgeous new Royledge patterns
dept, stores. Y)u'll be

now

proud of your

at 5-and-lO's,

neighborhood, hardware,

bright, colorful

Royledged kitchen!

;

THAT HAGEN GIRL — Warners:

(F)

Shirley
Temple and Ronahl Reagan wrestle with a mediocre meller depicting the evils of small-town gossip.
With Rory Calhoun, I.ois Maxwell and lean Porter.

CLIP ON DOTTED LINE BELOW -Try
decorative pattern on closet-shelf.
(Shows color only you must see & feel
actual Royledge double-thick quality.)
this

—

(Jan.)

TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE

(F)

Warners: In

man’s greed for
Bogart, Tim Holt, Walter Huston go prospecting ip the Mexican wilds. A strong
story and fine acting. Romance? There isn't any!
gold,

(

9

FT.

8^

this exciting tale of

Humphrey

Royal Lace Paper Works, (Inc.). Brooklyn I,
N.Y.
Trade Mark "Royledge” Reg. U. S. Pat. Off

Mar.)

(F) TYCOON — RKO:
^
don
mix
Sir
if

t

Engineering and marriage
Cedric Hardwicke’s your boss and
Wayne discovers it but he stubguns with Laraine Day at Iiis

father-in-law. John
bornly sticks to his
side.

(Mar.)

UNDER

COLORADO i'K/FS'— Republic:
Monte Hale is after a gang of desperadoes, headed
hy William Haade, so he can prove he didn't really
rob that bank.
He" was just shielding the no-good
brother of his sweetheart, Adrian Booth. (Mar )

1,^

(F)

IC (A)

UPTURNED

GLASS, TCffi— Rank-U-I If
is your movie meat, you’ll take to this morbid
picture. Pamela Kellino turns in a fine job as a reluctant victim of James Mason’s violence. (Feb.)
:

murder

yy

(F)

VOICE OF the turtle—

amers:
Ronald Reagan as a
weekend with actress
recovering from a disastrous

1 his
delightful comedy has
soldier in for an adventurous

Eleanor Parker who
love affair.

(A)

is

With Eve

Ardeii,

Wayne

Morris. (Jan.)

WOMAN’S VENGEANCE. ^—Univer

sal-international:

An

intriguing"

murder

mellei

embellished by splendid teamwork of Charles Boyei
and Ann Blyth with Jessica Tandy. Sir Cedric Hard
wicke, Mildred Natwick. (Mar.)
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''pring

Make-up

I.s

IFuilltFoin)

Prettier

Out Hollywood way, the stars are strickwith the annual “malady” Spring
Fever! Even as you and I, they're revamping
themselves.
their
wardrobes and

—

en

—

t/ie

2/oto

Ivk>

You've repeatedly read here how they
apply make-up with a light touch. They
believe, and rightly so, that its true function is to enhance, rather than to mask,

tick^-

natural beauty. This spring, foundations
and face powders are lighter in texture,
more transparent, stress pinkish tints, and
it’s almost impossible for even an amateur
to have a heavily made-up look with them.
Pinker, rosier rouges, lipsticks and nail
polishes are their perfect complements,
Yet, unless you have a flawless complexion,
the magic of make-up will have little

tfie Dentyiie
I

You’re

all set

for real flavor enjoy-

j

]

flattering effect. So how about embarking
on a spring skin-cleaning program? Then
your complexion will be as fresh looking as

ment with a pack of Dentyne— /V’r
keen chewing gum!

the

And Dentyne

is

not only refresh-

Conipl«‘\iuns .\ro Prelly,

ingly different and long-lasting in
flavor

— it

has an added advantage.

like

the

way

its

pleasantly

chewy texture helps keep

teeth

sparkling!

Enjoy Dentyne often. For variety,
try the
ity

other tempting

gums,

too.

Adams

Tou

neck and removes it with facial tissues.
She repeats the procedure again, then

qual-

dashes on cold water until her skin tingles.
Finally she pats on an astringent or skin
freshener. She’s now ready for make-up.
Or if retiring, she massages a thin film of
emollient cream or oil on her face and
neck and blots off excess with a facial
tissue. Enough remains on overnight to
lubricate and nourish her skin. You may
also like to use a good mealy cleanser to
rout stubborn blackheads, or a facial mask
to clear and tone up a sluggish skin.

Always —
I

hdf (Mm

new

JANIS PAIGE, pretty Warner Bros, star,
cleanses her skin by wringing out a clean
washcloth in hot water and pressing it
against her face until it’s pink from the
rush of blood to the surface. Next, in
upward and outward circlings, she massages cleansing cream over her face and

I

You’ll

gay posies that decorate your

Easter bonnet.

6tf A<^amd
1

I

.Also
!

j

Hair!

The secret of Janis’s gorgeous looking hair isn’t hers alone. She shares it with
other film lovelies. If you’ve been shampooing your hair frequently and brushing
it twice daily, it should look as beautiful
as theirs. However, if it still looks “mousy,”
use a rinse on it to bring out hidden highlights. A rinse^should enhance your hair’s
natural beauty* so artfully, that you needn't
be suspected of using it unless compliments on its pretty new look inspire you
to

admit

it!

.

INSIDE STIFF

shampoo

(Continued from page 16)

into

everyone who garners a
co-star of beauty plus brains.
not?

It

isn’t

life

your hair with

. .

Emulsified Lanolin

Happy Ladds; The Alan Ladds have
found a happiness in marriage seldom
seen in or out of Hollywood. Despite digs
thrown their direction by the envious,
they cling together through work and
play and love it. But the real secret of
their happiness is a giving quality seldom
found in Hollywood. While on a personal
appearance trip in Kansas City recently,
with almost every minute of Alan’s time
scheduled to the second. Cal wired Alan
and Sue a special request that meant
still more crowding of the schedule. Was
it ignored?
Certainly not.
With characteristic graciousness the pair

made

the

appearance and never once mentioned it
or thought of it as an added burden. Not
many Hollywood stars would do the same.
Cal Predicts: Stardom for A..n Blyth
first real bid to fame as
Joan Crawford’s daughter in “Mildred
Pierce.” A sincere and talented miss of
nineteen, Ann impresses everyone with
whom she works. With no special beau
to consume her time, Ann tends strictly
to business, lives with her mother in
their new Valley ranch house, has an
Afghan hound and an alley cat for company, and has dyed her hair blonde for
the coveted role of the mermaid in “Mr.

who made her

Peabody and the Mermaid.”
Our bet is Joan Crawford will eventually marry Greg Bautzer who is her
most persistent suitor. No matter how
many times they quarrel, Joan and Greg
always get together. Nor is it an accident that Joan remained in Honolulu
only two days of a long planned vacation
and onl; a day or two longer on a recent
New York jaunt. The allure of Mr.
Bautzer, waiting in Hollywood, was the
main attraction. Incidentally, Joan traveled to New York to view “Happy Birthday,” the play she may do soon.
We also predict Hollywood will regret
the loss of its best character actor Hume
Cronyn who left M-G-M for New York
and the stage. And after viewing Jessica
Tandy, his wife, in “A Streetcar Named
Desire” during its Boston run, we predict Hollywood will groan aloud over
failing to catch the delicate beauty of her
great talent.

creme shampoo
FAVORITE OF BEAUTICIANS
It took Helene Curtis, world’s leading
authority
on hair beauty, to create this completely new
kind of shampoo. Its EMULSIFIED LANOLIN,

nature’s own oil, prevents dryness, sets hair
magically aglow with new life. Leaves hair
soft and thrilling to the touch
amazingly easy to manage. That
.

.

.

is

yet

why

professional beauticians use this shampoo most.
Even in hard water, it bursts instantly into oceans

of rich, fleecy, bubbles.

Its deep-down cleansing action
removes dandruff. Not a soap leaves no film; needs
no after-rinse. Beauticians will tell you "Helene Curtis”
means highest quality.

—

twice as

much for your money., .five full ounces 60 c
full

Look again: Lon McCallister gives all his
attention to Peggy Ann Garner at a party

pound family
,

size ...
P

AT YOUR BEAUTY SHOP, ORUG, DEPARTMENT STORE
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(

(F) The Naked City
Uiiiversal-Inlernatioiial

or

sheer entertainment, you couldn’t ask for
anything better than this rousing melodrama.
Veteran police lieutenant Barry Fitzgerald and
his able young assistant, Don Taylor, are assigned
to the murder of a flashy young model. Painstakingly, they assemble one clue after another,
questioning friends, relatives and storekeepers.
Each has a place in the jigsaw puzzle, especially
the model’s girl friend, Dorothy Hart, her sullen

F

fiance,

Howard

Duff,

and the victim’s doctor.

House Jameson.

Before long jewel robberies, as
well as murder, complicate the mystery.
Principal player Barry Fitzgerald delivers a
deft performance, injecting shrewd humor into
an excitement- charged plot. Ted De Corsia is
a standout as a hardened criminal. The lion’s
share of the credit, however, goes to the late
Hellinger. He knew his New York inside
out and, in the dual role of producer-narrator,
translated that knowledge to the screen.

Mark

Your Reviewer Says:

A

melodramatic “must.”

Big-city

drama: Barry Fitzgerald and Don Taylor

in super-suspense

v'v'y'

I

mystery film, “The Naked City”

(F) The Paradine Case
( V angnard-Selznick )

as Hollywood produces pictures as good
as this, it can count on long lines at the box

S long

Although overlong, it’s Grade A meldodrama, flawlessly acted and directed and tastefully produced.
Besides such stars as Gregory Peck, Ann Todd,
Charles Laughton, Ethel Barrymore, Charles Coburn, Leo G. Carroll and Joan Tetzel, there are
two bright new personalities to catch your eye
and win your applause: An arresting young
French actor, Louis Jourdan, and Italian star
office.

Valli, a sophisticated siren

weapon are

a striking face

whose not-so-secret
and figui’e.

Valli capably portrays Mrs. Paradine, accused
murdering her husband rich, distinguished,
but old and blind; Peck is splendid as a celebrated British barrister defending her. To the
anguish of his lovely wife, Ann Todd, he falls
victim to his client’s sultry charms. The question
is: Did the lady actually poison her husband or
did valet Jourdan, infatuated with his master’s
wife, commit that foul deed, as counselor Peck
of

—

maintains?
Your Reviewer Says:

Magnificent must: Louis Jourdan and Valli, exciting

new
22

stars in highly

dramatic “The Paradine Case”

Another Hitchcock

hit.

)

(A)

A

Double Life

(Universal-International

N

richest role to date, Ronald
effectively portrays an actor
so steeped in his part that he continues
to play that character off stage. That’s
something of a strain on his ex-wife
and leading lady, Signe Hasso, whom
he hopes to re-marry.

I

his

Colman

Trouble develops when Colman’s
producer, Phillip Loeb, persuades him
to play Othello to Signe’s Desdemona.
The play’s press agent is personable
Edmond O’Brien, secretly in love with
Signe. It’s a situation full of fireworks,
ending in two fatalities before the
final curtain falls.
Shelley Winters turns in a laudable

performance as a flighty blonde who
with Colman. Everyone else lends
satisfactory support but it’s principally
flirts

Colman

who

throughout

somewhat

holds

Your Reviewer Says:
ical

Unforgettable performance, unforgettable film:

Signe Hasso lend realism to the psychological

you

spellbound

a highly imaginative,
implausible, film.

if

Powerful psycholog-

drama.

Ronald Colman and
hit,

“A Double

Life ”

(F) Cali Northside 777
(20tli Century-Fox)
T pays to be persistent, particularly if
I you’re a newspaperman. For if Jimmy
Stewart didn’t keep hammering away at
his leads in the Wiecek case (with prodding from editor Lee J. Cobb), an innocent

man would

The

film

is

rot

away

in prison.

based on a true-life story

in Chicago newspaper files. A scrubwoman
scrimps and saves for reward money to
clear her son, convicted of a murder.
When her ad appears in The Chicago
Times, Stewart gets busy, uncovering a
bit of evidence here, another there, painstakingly assembling the pieces. It’s an
attention-arousing story that could stand

tightening to accelerate

its

pace.

Stewart hits his stride as the inquiring
reporter; Richard Conte handles the role
of Wiecek admirably; Kasia Orzazewski
is pathetic as his mother; Joanne de Bergh
pleasing as his wife; George Tyne effective as his fellow-prisoner; Betty Garde
ably portrays a “finger-woman”; Helen
Walker makes Stewart a suitable spouse.

Strong human
(Continued on page 24)

Your Reviewer Says:

interest.

Excitement plus:

Jimmy

Stewart,

reporter,

turns detective to

prove

Richard Conte innocent, in stirring prison film “Call Northside 777“

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures
See Page 31. For Best Pictures
of the

Month and

Best Performances

See Page 27. For Brief Reviews
of Current Pictures See Page 18.

BY

ELSA

BRANDEN

^

(Continued from page 23)

-

little lulu

(F) You Were Meant for
(20th Century-Fox)

Me

T’S back to those flaming-youth days
I again

demure, dewy-eyed Jeanne

for

Crain. Last year, as Margie, she nabbed
the French teacher right under the noses
of the other kids; this time, as Peggy, she
steals popular bandleader Dan Dailey, a
prize package in any teen-ager’s eyes.

For awhile life is one party after another as Jeanne tours the country with
her adoring husband, his witty and wise
manager, Oscar Levant, and the boys in
the band who play the tunes of that day.
Then the depression hits the newlyweds
that, for all

and Jeanne proves

her flap-

perish ways, she’s a big girl.
Dailey, a performer with personality
plus, provides most of, the entertainment.
Selena Royle and Percy Kilbride rate a nod
as Jeanne’s folks. Talented Barbara Lawrence is wasted in a negligible role.

Down memory

Your Reviewer Says:

y'

Little

Lulu says

.

.

.

Only Kleenex

(F) T-Men (Eagle-Lion)

title stands for Treasury
Action-fact film.
Assigned to track down a counterfeitmg
gang, Dennis O’Keefe and Alfred Ryder
pose as mobsters. O’Keefe’s sleuthing leads

he

T in
Kleenex* pops up,

lane.

too!’*

has the Serv-a-tissue

“T” of the

this

him to Wally Ford and Charles McGraw
among other fugitives from Atlanta. These
boys are as tough as they come and the
T-Men must be on their toes to outsmart
them. One false move and their number
Lockhart
is up, as Ryder and wife June

Box-

another! Compare tissues, compull /hsf one double tissue-up pops
America’s favorite tissue.
pare boxes-you’ll see why Kleenex is

out. Hard-boiled O’Keefe, however,
proves he’s a match for them as well as for
Jane Randolph and Mary Meade, a couple
of molls on the wrong side of the law.

find
S

*T.

International Cellucotton Products Co.

LEARN

Many

MILLINERY
AT

HOME

Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America's
ty
noted designers. Complete materials,
You make
etcT. furnished. Every step illustrat^.

_

IT

tbc

today you

satisfied.

Many

—

may

find

relief

from baldness,

•’SP®''*

customers

war formula guaranteed. Satisfied
names supplied on request. Money back

A

LA-SAN LABORATORIES

“m"’

1219 N. Longacre Blvd., Yeadon. Pa.

Atfdress—

not

«,
T

?
Sent anywhere Cash or C.O.D.
Price Per Jar including Tox

Wame

if

It

packs a wallop.

(F) Relentless (Columbia)

STIMULATES GROWTH OF HAIR

Chicago I, Hi.
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept. 194,
your training
Please send me your FREE catalog describing
Print

Your Reviewer Says:

GROW HAIR
losing hair.

course in professional millinery.

S. Pat. Off.

Users Soy They

blocks.
start. Begin a profsxclusive salable hats right from the
easy terms.
itable business in spare time. l/ow cost,

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY

M. Reg. U.

he

T with

and what a hunt,
is on
cowboy Robert Young pursumg

hunt

.

.

.

badman Barton McLane

for

pinning

a

Murder” sign on him. Young
Willard Parkis trailed, in turn, by Sheriff
Chaper, who won’t believe Marguerite
man when she insists Bob is innocent.
Then there’s scheming Akim Tamiroff
and big Mike Mazurki who are after
Young, too, convinced he has a map to a

“Wanted

for

rich mining claim. It’s a lucky break for
Bob that a prairie flower like Maggie is
on his side.
Done up in Technicolor, the suspenseful
story is scenically impressive with highly
creditable performances all around.

Your Reviewer Says: Swell sagebrush saga.

(A)

An

(20tli

IDEAL DURING COLDS
Everybody loves the fragrant way Minipoo restores sheen, retains wave! The handy mitt applicator makes it quick and easy to use— no
soap, wafer or drying! Minipoo removes oil,
dirt,

espite stunning

Sis*

sudden date

finds her

shining hair,
thonks to handy Minipoo?

ready with

MCtupoo'
dKV

30 Shampoos and handy

SHAMPOO

Mitt in oach packoflo.

When Ann

catches cofd/
keeps her

safe, dry Minipoo

hair cteanl

Husband

sets

and costumes

in

Technicolor, Oscar Wilde s
is a
satire on London society of 1895
brittle comedy ot
disappointing affair.
manners, the emphasis is more on manners than comedy.
Paulette Goddard spiritedly portrays the
calculating Mrs. Cheveley, long on looks
but short on character. She threatens to
reveal incriminating information, certain
Williams,
to ruin political leader Hugh
unless he reverses his stand on a project
To
in which she has invested heavily.
agree would mean losing his lovely wife,
Diana Wynyard, in whose eyes Williams

D

unpleasant hair odors!

THE QUICK

Ideal

Centnry-Fox)

dazzling

A

(Contimied on gage 26)

!

otcau^e

as well as
Tjere’s the wondrous thing about

—

for

Trushay
your hands.

First

—

it’s

it’s

double-heauty magic

ness.

lotion that ever touched your skin.

delicately fragrant

—so

creamy-rich

So

—

so

extra-soothing without a trace of sticki-

to use any time.

And

yet

.

.

:

Trushay’s magic doesn’t stop there.

For

the most wonderful softening

A joy
it

also has a fabulous

“beforehand”

helps prevent drying

Once you

extra.

Smoothed on your hands before doing
Trushay protects
them even in hot, soapy water. Actually

dishes or light laundry,

damage. So your

hands stay evening-soft, delightfully
smooth, all day long
discover Trushay’s double-

beauty help, you’ll never again be
fied

with halfway

satis-

lotions.

Begin today to use Trushay.

m
* TRUSHAY

'i

the lotioa with the ^^beforehandC’ extra

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-'MYRRS

25

{Continued jrom 'page 24)
the very soul of honor. Bent upon beating the brazen Paulette at her own game,
their friend Michael Wilding intervenes.
Except for bluff Sir C. Aubrey Smith,
the men are the weaker sex here with
the ladies seizing the spotlight.
is

S^tzer

hair-do

IS

used
!

Your Reviewer Says: Polished trivia.

^

(F) The Tender Years
(20th Century -Fox)

SMOOTH START!
with hair neat

ond shining,

BROWN

OE

E.
sympathetically plays the
part of a small-town preacher whose
son, Richard Lyon, idolizes him. Their fine
relationship is endangered, however, when
the
father
reluctantly
relinquishes
a
wounded dog to its cruel owner, James
Millican, who stages savage dog fights for
the “entertainment” of bloodthirsty folk.
Brown’s action is unpardonable in the
eyes of his son, taught to believe that

(Watch the boys

J

and

kindness

mere

justice
legal rights.

admirel)

FROWZY FINISH.
Look what a
couple of hours
did to her hair-

mean more than

do-poor Wilma

Master Lyon contributes some moving
moments as the unhappy lad; little Jeanne
Gail makes him a pleasant playmate and
Josephine Hutchinson is his mother.

tfl

sli6

disdovsred

HAIRLAC

There’s a lukewarm romance between
Noreen Nash and good-looking Charles

— the

delicately

perfumed

hair lacquer

Drake.

NOW, SHE KNOWS
Your Reviewer Says:

that Nestle

Homey and wholesome.

lac

Hair-

keeps her hair

neat and shining
day longl Try

(F) The Gay Ranchero
(Republic)

all

Nestle

O

doubt about it, folks, those Rogers
Westerns are getting bigger-’n’-better
all the tirne. This one has Roy wearing a_
sheriff’s badge, surrounded by his playmates, Jane Frazee, Andy Devine, Bob
Nolan and The Sons of the Pioneers. And
for an extra splash of color, there’s Tito
Guizar and Estelita Rodriguez.
The action really gets rugged when Roy
uses plane- and horsepower to trap George
Meeker and his gang, out to wreck a
commercial airline run by Jane and Andy.
You’ll yell “Yippee” when those gangsters
get their come-uppance.

Hairlac

todayl Atdrugand
dept, stores. 50c.

11

Don’t Gamble with your Savings

PROTECT YOURSELF
in

case you enter a hospital on accountof

SICKNESS

ACCIDENT

or

/

Your Reviewer Says:
Trucolor.

Thrills

and

spills

in

»ily

Plan Pro-

,

(D

(F)

o«P

The Main

Street

itire

Kid

p

(Republic)

;

^S-S

^ :x
c
(0

•
:

s? ?o

0
(0

S

(Ogsr

H

it creates in a small town.
Printer A1 Pearce takes a correspondence
course in mind reading from Alan Mowbray who calls himself The Great Martine.
After he’s struck by lightning, Pearce discovers his ability to read minds a handy
device considering that, with Mowbray’s
help, ex-show girl Adele Mara is out to
snatch wealthy young Byron S. Barr from
Pearce’s lovelorn daughter, Janet Martin.
Pop Pearce plays Cupid and rushes to the
rescue only to be deprived of his miraculous powers.

havoc

—

Your Reviewer Says: Just a filler-inner.

(F) Slippy
tJ

b-si

i

mild,

!fi2d2

Mi'

for

for
a day

machine-made comedy,
about mental telepathy and the

ERE’S a
all

family*

a day

McGee (Republic)

OVE, when it’s the McCoy — or should
we say the McGee ? can turn a law-

—

FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Room and Ooard up

.

Su.OO

to

a day lor 30 days

P J-JJ

Room up to
X-Ray Examinations up to
laboratory Examinations up to
Operating

j

Ambulance up to
Emergency Accident

O-JO

>10.00

FOR ACCIDENT

„„

—

Dispensary up to

Loss of Limbs, sight, etc., or loss ol
Maternity Indemnity up to
Identification Service up to

lile

...
up to

.

JB-OD

f5BD-uO
$35.00
>100.00

Don’t let hospital bills wipe out yout life saving
in a few weeks. Be protected against hospital bills
in case sickness or accident strikes you. Under this
new Family Mutual plan, you will be able to pay

yout hospital bills resulting from sickness and
disease or bodily injury. You may choose any
hospital in the United States. Benefits for children
ate one-half those paid to adults.
DON'T DELAY— MAIL THE COUPON TODAY
FAMILY MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

CO.,

WILMINGTON

39, OEL.

yegg into a fine, upstanding
At least it works that way for
Donald Barry after he meets Dale Evans.
Priest Tom Brown has something to do

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.
601 Shipley St., Wilmington 99, Del.
Please send me, without obligation, complete infOTmation on your Economical Hospitalization Plan,

with his remarkable reformation, too.
Barry is hiding out after participating in
a robbery with criminals Murray Alper
and Michael Carr. Suspecting Barry’s

ADDRESS

breaking
citizen.

—

NAME
CITY.

STATE

past, Dale’s suitor (James Seay) attempts
to trap him but, with Brown’s able assist-

Barry demonstrates he’s
straight-and-narrow for keeps.

ance,

Your Reviewer Says: Take

^

it

on

or leave

the

it.

(F) Jassy (Rank-U-I)

S played by Margaret Lockwood, Jassy
is a combination of Cinderella and Joan
of Arc, you might say. Like Cinderella,
she starts out as a poor kitchen slavey,
and like Joan she has “visions.”
Although not born with a silver spoon,
Jassy cleverly acquires a whole gross of
’em via marriage to Basil Sydney. It’s not
his money that induces her to marry him;

A

nous Boston Common
ou standing attractions

she does it to retrieve the ancestral home
of her real love, Dermot Walsh.
This elegantly mounted Technicolor tale
also features
exception of

murder by

poison.

.
enc of
of Boston,
in fact, is this
great park
JU y acres in the nsery heart
.

.

j

ine city

city

y

to e^,ery natinse

Bo.ton,

With the

Sydney, the male roles are
sketchily drawn. Patricia Roc is alluring
and Esma Cannon is pathetic.
Your Reviewer Says:

Since earliest Colonial days
Boston has been the Hub

For a romantic mood.

(F) Saigon (Paramount)

I

ET’S face

Alan Ladd

it:

guy who can

a gorgeous
been starred

is

act but he’s

in second-rate stuff lately.

“Saigon” recounts the adventures of
Ladd, Douglas Dick and Wally Cassell. Upon learning from Dick’s doctor that
he’s a doomed man, Ladd and Cassell confliers

spire to give their pal a swell send-off. So
for a sizable sum, they agree to fly war
profiteer Morris Carnovsky to Saigon;
however, his poker-faced, sharp-tongued

secretary, Veronica Lake, boards the plane
instead. She promptly embroils the boys in
a smuggling plot with crafty police official

Luther Adler tailing them. As if that
weren’t enough, the vixenish Veronica upbraids Ladd unmercifully
she goes for the guy.

—the

tip-off that

...the hub of everything of interest and worth while
to Bostonians
New Englanders alike. No other city in the country is so conscious of Its place in American history
bronze markers everywhere

and

—

attest to its Colonial

and Revolutionary past. Yet it is a modern,
solid and up-to-date city whose people
like and enjoy good things
their overwhelming preference for
Beech-Nut Gum is one
example of their good taste.

—

Beech-Nut
It

has the flavor
you enjoy

Gum
Beech-Nut

BEECHIES
—good too—
Peppermint,

Your Reviewer Says:

You

can’t

lose

with

Ladd.

Spearmint

and

Pepsin.

M
The Naked City
The Paradine Case
Relentless

Call Northside 777

A

Double

Life

Barry Fitzgerald, Ted
in

De

Corsia

"The Naked City”

Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Valli,
Louis Jourdan, Charles Latighton
in "The Paradine Case”
Robert Young, Marguerite
Chapman, Willard Parker
in "Relentless”

James Stewart, Richard Conte
in "Call Northside 777”
in

Ronald Colman
"A Double Life”

Dan
in

Dailey

"You Were Meant

for

Me”

Alan Ladd
in "Saigon”

Richard Attenborough, Joan Greenwood
in "The Smugglers”
Dick Powell and Vladimir Sokoloff
in "To the Ends of the Earth”

(F) Albuquerque (Paramount)

GAINST

a backdrop of scenic splendor
enhanced by Cinecolor, romantically
rugged Randolph Scott goes into action.
His shrewd, unscrupulous opponent is his
uncle, George Cleveland, operator of AlbuI

A

querque’s ore freight line in 1878. Scott
a competing company headed by
Russell Hayden, his sister Celia Wallace
and bewhiskered “Gabby” Hayes.
Square-jawed Scott finds the going hard
what with town sheriff Bernard Nedell in
his uncle’s pay; his difficulties are doubled
when pretty Barbara Britton is imported
to stir up more trouble. A stagecoach
hold-up, fisticuffs and shootings plus a
couple of conventional love affairs add up
to a better-than-average Western.
joins

Your Reviewer Says: Fair-to-middlin’.

(A) The Flame (Republic)

D

eceit, blackmailing, murder. These are
the

elements comprising the season’s

most lurid and superfluous meller. Ne’erdo-well John Carroll concocts a repulsive
scheme whereby his French nurse-sweetheart, Vera Ralston, is to marry his wealthy
half-brother, Robert Paige, supposedly on
the brink of death. The idea

is she’ll soon
be a rich widow free to join her lover.
Half-sinner, half-saint, Vera plots one
moment, prays the next. It’s an extremely
dramatic role demanding the talents of a
Crawford or a Davis rather than a Ralston.
Carroll is more convincing as the playboy
but Paige is too good to be true, hardly
looking like a dying man. Broderick
Crawford stands out as the blackmailing
menace while Constance Dowling attracts

attention as a gal who knows the wrong
people for the usual wrong reasons.

Your Reviewer Says:

A

waste of time.

(F) The Smugglers
(Rank-Eagle-Lion )

VIVECA LINDFORS
starred in

"TO THE VICTOR"
a Warner

Bros. Production

ed

—

and in TechniMr. Rank’s big-scale
costume picture of Nineteenth Century
England, featuring Michael Redgrave as

R

blood flows freely

color,

too!

— in

leader of a band of cut-throats.

Richard Attenborough, however, has the
meatier role as a sensitive youngster whose
brave impulses are in constant conflict with

Westmore, the famous Hollywood beauty expert, brings

make-up
the
making news! You’ll

you the "new look”
ural beauty that’s

in

.

.

.

softer,

find a

range of Westmore beauty items in colors to

more

nat-

complete

flatter

your

individual type. Be as glamorous as your favorite stars.

Wear Westmore’s "make-up

of the stars”!

cowardly fears. And there’s lovely
Joan Greenwood as the girl who shelters
Attenborough when he flees from his ship,
after betraying Redgrave to the authorities.
Jean Kent acquits herself satisfactorily as a
brazen wench who amuses herself with the
his

terror-stricken fugitive.
“'The Smugglers” suffers
sadistic flogging scenes.

Your Reviewer Says:

f
Perc

"Irish Rose, my new beauty
color, was created specially for
the 'new look.’ Here is matched

V'

E

rouge,

Westmore

Director of Make-Up at

ugene

Summer

Not our cup

of tea.

Holiday (M-G-M)

O’NEILL’S comedy “Ah, Wil

derness!” has been set to music with
Mickey Rooney playing Judge Hardy’s son
again, suffering from an acute case of
growing pains. But instead of a judge,
father Walter Huston is a small-town

powder and
make-up foundation that’s up
to the minute in fashion.”

lipstick,

(F)

from too many

Warner Brothns

newspaperman.
Mickey’s heart-throb

—a

is

Gloria

De Haven

darling. Her pop kicks up a big
fuss over a stolen kiss (quite a daring idea
in granny’s day). When Rooney, in a
reckless mood, has a brief fling with Marilyn (“Hot Stuff”) Maxwell, his old man
sets him straight about ladies, liquor and
p

MATCHED MAKE-UP MAGIC
AVAILABLE AT COSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHERE IN

28

U. S. A.

AND CANADA

little

life.

At times the picture borders on burlesque with Mickey doing his share of
(Continued, on page 30)
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(Continued from page 28)
clowning. Butch Jenkins is hilarious as his
mischievous brother and Frank Morgan
indulges in pleasant tomfoolery as a
tippler, periodically reforming for the sake
of

Agnes Moorehead.

Yon can

love

so pain-

is

ful!

(F) Secret Beyond the Door

say “yes
to

Puppy

Your Reviewer Says;

(Universal-International)

Romance

alk

amazing what a single nickel
do for your hair! It will
rinse away dulling soap film. It
will make your hair shine like,
It’s

about hobbies, architect Michael
Redgrave has a humdinger, guaranteed
to give you goose pimples. He collects

will

rooms where gruesome murders were per-

polished threads of silk. It will
make your hair soft, lustrous,
with true-color dancing highlights. It will make your hair
tangle-free, easy to manage,
easy to set.
Yes, a nickel for a Golden
Glint rinse will do all this for
you. Try Golden Glint after your
next shampoo. See for yourself
how lovely your hair can be.
Golden Glint is so easy to use,
and so safe. Not a permanent
dye, color rinses out with your
next shampoo. Never makes hair
artificial looking. So economical, too. Still only 25c a package
of 5 rinses. You’ll love Golden
Glint, and be loved for the tiny

T

petrated, and Number Seven is always
locked. His beautiful bride, Joan Bennett,
resolves to cross that threshold so she can
get to the bottom of her husband’s strange
aberration. Now wouldn’t you think she’d
consult an experienced psychiatrist, instead of applying home remedies?
In the role of Redgrave’s sister, Anne
Revere is as sensible as her brother is
screwy and, as Joan’s admiring attorney,
James Seay is nice and normal, too. Barbara O’Neil plays her part of a jealous

woman in the conventional manner while
Natalie Schafer lightens the moody atmosphere with her incessant prattling.
Your Reviewer Says: Is there a psychiatrist
in the house?
V'

(F)

To

the

Ends of the Earth

tint

O

UR

Treasury Department is
more than one topical tale

inspiring
of crime

This one concerns itself with
opium smugglers.
Government agent Dick Powell plays a
Sherlock Holmes character on the trail of
the poppy seed. A precious cargo of the
stuff, worth many millions, takes him first
to China, then to Egypt, finally to Cuba.
In the course of these interesting travels,
he meets mysterious Signe Hasso. She’s
chaperoning Maylia, a young Chinese girl
seeking entrance to the United States.
Loath to believe that the blonde, streamlined Signe is connected with the opium
racket, Powell nevertheless keeps a watchful eye on her. His Chinese associate,
Vladimir Sokoloff, proves most helpful.
Speculation and strategy become increasingly intricate as the long trail leads to
Ludwig Donath, Fritz Leiber and Ivan
detection.

Veto says ‘‘no”
to Offending!
Veto says “no”— to perspiration
worry and odor! Soft as a caress
.

exciting,

new, Veto

is

Triesault.

Your Reviewer Says:
Oriental trimmings.
^V

.

and

clothes!

So

effective

—-Colgate’s

.

.

.

yet so

Veto is harmless to normal skin. Harmless, too, even to filmy,
most fragile fabrics. For Veto alone contains Duratex, Colgate’s exclusive ingredient to make Veto safer. No other deodorant
can be like Veto!

Tops

ME VOV VALVE VOVJR CHAUMt
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In

with Martha Tilton

Gordon
No wonder

SHOW

Music

—

ClifF

Arquette

Jenkins' Orchestra

the Dick

Haymes Show

gets more

popular each week! Dick's beautiful serenading,
Martha's rhythmic warbling and Cliff's comedy
make every Thursday night a holiday of music
and mirth. Don't miss it this Thursday night.
And don't miss "Dick Haymes Tells His Own
It's
the fasStory" in April TRUE STORY.

GOLDEN GLI
HAIR RINSE
Over 50 million packages sold

A professional Cuticle Nipper
that you can easily afford I
And

in South America and Europe, his
and children complete with full page,
autographed photo.

CBS

—

Stations Every Thursday Night

for a

good

cuticle nip-

weighs only half an ounce?
Yes, that’s right— it’s the FETH-R-LITE;
beautifully made by WESTER— supplier
to professional manicurists
everywhere. Strong; wonderper

.i*

it

fully light; super-keen cut-

ting edges! Patented
box joint keeps jaws
aligned.

drug

At

dept, or

,Y

v.'ai(jhi

Hj

Or, if
unavailable, mail
coupon below.
stores.

Wester

Bros., 71

Enclosed find $.
Cuticle Nippers

cinating, little-known story of Dick's youth, his

experiences

adds to your hair.

Only $1.—

THE DICK HAYMES

wife

TitVST AM.WAYS TO VETO

game with

Better Than Ever!!!

Veto says “no”— to harmlns! skin
gentle

guessing

WWWWVVWWWVWWWWVWWVVVV^

Colgate’s wonderful

cosmetic deodorant. Always creamy and
smooth. Veto is lovely to use, keeps you
lovely all day! Veto stops underarm odor
instantly, checks perspiration effectively.

A

it

See color chart of 12 flatteringly natural
shades at your favorite cosmetic counter

(Colnmhia)

Murray

St.,

Rush

@

New York

7,

N.Y.

Feth-R-Lite

$1,75 each postpaid.

Name
Address
City

-

State..

:

Your Shoes
are Showing I

Casts of Current Pictures
ALBUQUERQUE — Paramount:

Cole Armin, RanScott; Letty Tyler. Barbara Britton: Juke,
George “Gabby” Hayes; Ted Wallace, Russell Hay-

dolph

Celia Wallace, Catherine Craig; Miirkil, Lon
John Annin, George Cleveland
Walton. Karolyn Grimes; Huggins. Russell Simpson;
Sheriff Linton, Bernard Nedell; Pearl, Jody Gilbert.
Jackson, Dan White; Bandit, Saylor Vincent.
(len;

Chaney;

CALL NORTHSIDE 777— Twentieth

Century- Fox:
James Stewart; Frank Wiccck. Richard
Conte; Brian Kelly, Lee J. Cobb; Laura McNeal,
Helen Walker; Wanda Skutnik, Betty Garde; Tillie,
Kasia Orzazewski; Helen Wiecek-Rayska, Joanne
de Bergh; Palmer, Howard Smith; Parole Board
Chairman, Moroni Olsen; 6'am Faxon, John McIntire; Martin Burns, Paul Harvey; Sullivan (Bailiff),
J. M. Kerrigan; Judge Charles Moulton, Samuel S.
Hinds; T omek 7.alcska, George Tyne; IVardcn, Richard Bishop; Boris, Otto Waldis; Frank, Jr., Michael
Chapin; Jan Gruska, John Bleifer; John Albertson,
Addison Richards; Larson, Richard Roher; Patrolman, Eddie Dunn; William Decker, I’ercy Helton;
prosecuting Attorney, Charles Lane: Rayska, E. G.
Marshall; Detectives. Norman McKay and Walter
Greaza; Police Sergeant, William Post Jr.; Parole
Board Members, George Melford, Charles Miller, Joe
Forte and Dick Ryan; Corrigan, Lionel Stander;
Robert Winston, Jonathan Hale; Policeman, Lew
Eckels; Holdup Men, Freddie SteeM and George
Turner; Anna Felcouk, Jane Crowley.

McNeal,

DOUBLE
isn’i

t?

Eiiiba*^**^***'9

LIFE, A~U-l: Anthony John, Ronald
Colman; Brita, Signe Hasso; Bill Friend, Edmond
O’Brien; Pat Kroll, Shelley Winters; Victor Donlan,
Ray Collins; Max Lasker, Phillip Loeb; Al Cooley,
Millard Mitchell; Ray Bonner, Joe Sawyer; Stellini,
Charles La Torre; Dr. Stauffer, Whit Bissell; Stage
Manager, John Drew Colt; Asst. Stage Mgr., Peter
Thompson; Gladys, Elizabeth Dunne; Rex, Alan Edmiston; Wigmakers, Art Smith and Sid Tomack; Dr.
Mervin, Wilton Graff; Waitress, Claire Carleton;
Girls in Wig Shop, Betsy Blair, Janet Warren and
Marjory Woodworth.

FLAME, THE— Republic:

George MacAllister, John
Vera Ralston; Barry MacRobert Paige; Ernie Hicks, Broderick Crawford; Dr. Mitchell. Henry Travers; Aunt Margaret,
Blanche Yurka; Helene Anderson. Constance Dowling; Celia. Hattie McDaniel; Chang, Victor Sen
Yung; The Minister. Harry V*. Cheshire; Detective,
Carroll; Carlotta Duval.

Allister,

John Mdjan; Detective, Garry Owen.
5KOf

'

GAY RANCHERO.

Republic: Roy Rogers,
Roy Rogers; Nicci Lopez, Tito Guizar; Betty RichJane Frazee; Cookie Bullfinchcr, Andy Devine;

ards,

Bclnwnte,
Estelita
Consuclo
Rodriguez;
Vance
Brados, George Meeker; Mike Ritter, LeRoy Mason;
Tex, Dennis Moore; Slim. Keith Richards; Reception
Clerk; Betty Gagnon; Breezy. Robert Rose.

IDEAL HUSBAND. AN

—

Twentieth CenturyFox: Mrs. Chevelcy, Paulette Goddard; Lord GorMichael Wilding; I.ady ChilLern, Diana Wyn*
yard; Mabel Chiltern, Glynis Johns; Lady Markby,
Constance Collier; Lord Caversham, Sir Aubrey
Smith; Sir Robert Chiltern, Hugh Williams; Lady
Basildon, Harriette Johns; Mrs, Marchmont, Christine Norden; Vicomte de Nanjac, Michael Anthony;
Phipps, Allan Jeayes.

ing,

JASSY— Rank-U-I:

Jassy,
Margaret Lockwood;
Patricia Roc; Christopher Hatton, Dennis
Nick Helmar, Basil Sydney; Barney Hatton,
Dermot Walsh; Lindy, Esma Cannon; Elizabeth
Twisdale, Cathleen Nesbitt; Mrs. Helmar, Linden
Travers; Mrs. Hatton, Nora Swinburne; Sir Edward
Follesmark, Ernest Thesiger; Meggic, Jean Cadell;
Housemaid. Grace Arnold; Woodroofc, Jobs Laurie;
Stephen Fennell, Grey Blake; Scdlcy, Bryan Coleman; Sir William Fennell, Clive Morton; Bob Wicks,
Torin Thatcher; Mrs. Wicks, Beatrice V'arley; liloult,
Eliot Makeham; Jim Stoner, Maurice Denham.
Dilys,
Price;

OFFER— $25
AMAZING
FOR SELLING FIFTY $1.00 BOXES

of

entirely

dicrerent*

new Deluxe

Yours

Is

All.

Occasion cards. Each box sells for $1.00,
your profit 50c. It costs nothing to try.
write today.
CHEERFUL CARD CO., DEPT. U 10, Whiti Plains, N. Y.

Write
For
Samples

MAIN STREET

KID,
Republic
Otis. Al
Janet Martin; Martinc, Alan Mowbray;
Mara; Edie Jones, Arlene Harris; Max,
heeling. Bvron S. Barr; Mark
Emil Rameau; Bud
Howell, Douglas Evans; Torrey, Roy Barcroft; Riley,
Pearce;

:

Jill,

Gloria, Adele

W

Phil Arnold; Mrs. Causon, Sarah Edwards; Judge
Bolin, Earle Hodgins; Sam Trotter, Dick Elliott.

NAKED

Be Your Own MUSIC Toucher
LEARN AT

HOME

THIS

MONEY SAVING V/AY

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
You read real notes — no
instead of tiresome exercises.
“numbers" or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
vour favorite insti'ument. U. S. School of
FREE
MusiCt 3064 Brunswick Bldg, N.Y. 10, N.Y,
(50th Anniversai*y)

BOOKLET

3064 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
play (Name Instrument).

U. S. School of Music,

Please send
T

would

mo

like to

Have you
•Instrument?.

Instrument.

Name
(Please Print)

Address.

THE — U-I:

Dan Middoon. Barry Fitzgerald; Frank Niles, Howard Duff; Ruth
Morrison. Dorothy Hart; Jimmy Halloran, Don Taylor; Garza. Ted De Corsia; Dr. Stoncmmi, House
Jameson; Mrs. Halloran, Anne Sargent; Mrs. Batory,
CITY,

Lt.

Adelaide Klein; Mr. Batory, Grover Burgess; Detective Pcrelli, Tom Pedi; Mrs. Hylton, Enid Markey;
Captain Donahue, Frank Conroy.

PARADINE CASE, THE — Vanguard-Selznick:

An-

Now

.

.

.

for

it’s

smoother

you

!

A

softer skin ... a

skin... Yours

with Vitone-

enriched Jergens Face Cream... the
most amazing smooth-skin discovery.
See... feel the way it helps smooth
your skin to romantic beauty.

Like four beauty aids in one
all-purpose.

is

Use

it

jar:

Jergens

to cleanse, soften,

help smooth dry-skin lines ... as your
powder base. Enriched with Vitone,
yet costs no more than ordinary creams.

^ ^'-SANser.

A SOFTENER

thony Keane, Gregory Peck: Gay Keane, Ann Todd;
Lord Horfield, Charles Laughton; Sir Simon Flaquer,
Charles Coburn, Larfy Horfield. Ethel Barrymore;
Andre Latour, Louis jonrdan; Maddclena Paradine,
Valli; Sir Joseph Farrell, Leo G. Carroll; Judy Flaquer, Joan Tetzel.

—

RELENTLESS Columbia: Nick Buckley, Robert
Young; Luella Purdy, Marguerite Chapman; Jeff
Moyer, Willard Parker; Joe Faringo, Akim Tamiroff;
Tex Brandow, Barton MacLane; Jake, Mike Mazurki; Ed Simpson, Robert Barrat; Dad, Clem Bevans;
Jim Riipple, Frank Fenton; Bob Pliny, Hank Patterson; Len Briggs, Paul Burns; N ester, Emmett Lynn.

show 8 out of 10 complexions beautifully improved. “Softer,
Smoother,” with Jergens Face Cream
now better-than-ever with Vitone.
Doctors' tests

P
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—

,

SAIGON— Paramount:

Major Larry Briggs, Alan
Ladd; Susan Cleaver, Veronica Lake; Captain Mike
Perry, Douglas Dick; Sergeant Pete Rocco, Wally
Cassell; Lieutenant Keon, Luther Adler; Alex Maris,
Morris Carnovsky; Clerk, Mikhail Rasumny; Simon,
Luis Van Rooten; Boat Captain, Eugene Borden.

SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-V-l:

Celia

Lamp-

here, Joan Bennett; Mark Lamphere, Michael Redgrave; Caroline Lamphere, Ann Revere; Miss Robey,
Barbara O’Neil; Edith Potter. Natalie Schafer; Intellectual Sub-Deb, Anabel Shaw; Paquita, Rosa Rey;
Bob Dzvight, James Seay; David, Mark Dennis.

SLIPPY McGEE — Republic:

Slippy McGee, Donald
Barry; Mary Hunter, Dale Evans; Father Shanley,
Harry V. Cheshire;
Moore,
Brown;
Doctor
Tom
Thomas Eustis, James Seay; Red, Murray Alper;
Dexter, Maude
Mrs.
Elliott;
Dick
Fred Appleby,
Eburne; John Hunter, Raymond Largay; Charlie,
George Nokes.
Tom,
Carr;
Eddie Acuff; Al, Michael

SMUGGLERS. THE — Rank-Eagle-Lion

Carlyon,
Michael Redgrave; Lucy, Jean Kent; Elizabeth, Joan
Attenborough;
Mr.
Richard
Greenwood; Andrezvs.
Braddock Frances L. Sullivan; Priest, Felix Aylmer;
Henry
MerriCockney Harry, Ronald Shiner; Sir
man, Basil Sydney; Fame. Ernest Thesiger; Judge,
Allan Jeayes; Prison Interrogator, Ralph Truman;
Dr. Stanton, David Horne; Hilliard, George Merritt;
Court Usher, Charles Rolfe; Warder, Lyn Evans;
Farmer, Herbert Lomas; Junior Counsel, John Olsen;
Smugglers, Danny Green, Maurice Denham.

SUMMER HOLIDAY—

:

Richard

Miller,

Mickey Rooney; Muriel, Gloria De Haven; Nat MilWalter Huston; Uncle Sid, Frank Morgan;
Tommy, Butch Jenkins; Belle, Marilyn Maxwell;
Cousin Lily, Agnes Moorehead; Mrs. Miller, Selena
Royle; Arthur Miller, Michael Kirby; Mildred, Shirley Johns; Wint, Hal Hackett; Elsie Rand, Ann Francis; Mr. McComber, John Alexander; Miss Hawley,
Virginia Brissac; Mr. Peabody. Howard Freeman;
Mrs. McComber, Alice MacKenzie; Crystal, Ruth

NO DULL DRAB HAIR
when You Use

4 Purpose Lovalon
Easy and quick to use after a shampoo,
LOVALON Hair Rinse does 4 things to
give YOUR hair beauty and glamour:

ler,

THIS KIND OF
‘

,

TREATMENT GETS
UNDER A guy's HIDE,

•

1

JANICE! SO OUIT
STALLING! WHAT'S

^

ALL ABOUT?

IT

JACK, YOU RE TOO
STUBBORN TO TAKE
, A HINT! OR YOU'D
HAVE GONE TO YOUR
DENTIST FOR SOME

If^BAD BREATH
:x

SCHOOLING
I LONG AGO!

,

^
^
J

1.

rich, beautiful color to hair.

away shampoo or soap film.
4 Leaves hair soft, easy to manage.
Does not permanently dye or bleach . .
harmless, odorless. Goes on easily, slays
on, washes off when you wish. Your
3. Rinses

Brady.

T-MEN

Adds

2. Brings out lustrous highlights.

.

—

Eagle-Lion: Dennis O'Brien, Dennis
O’Keefe; Evangeline, Mary Meade; To^iy Genaro,
Alfred Ryder; Schemer, Wally Ford; Mary Genaro,
June Lockhart; Moxie, Charles McGraw; Diana. Jane
Randolph; Gregg, Art Smith; Chief Carson, Herbert
Heyes; Brownie, Jack Overman; Shiv, John Wengraf; Lindsay, Jim Bannon.

TENDER YEARS, THE — Twentieth

.

choice of 12 shades. Try

LOVALON today.

25 , and 10 , sizes
at drug, dept,

and

1

0, stores

Century-Fox:

Rev. William James
Joe E. Brown; Ted
Norris. Richard Lyon; Linda Webster, Noreen Nash,
Bob Wilson, Charles Drake; Emily Norris, Josephine
Hutchinson; Kit Barton, James Millican; Senator
Cooper, Griff Barnett; Jeanie Cooper, Jeanne Gail;
Sheriff, Harry V Cheshire; Frank Barton, Blayney
Lewis; Spike, Jimmie Dodd.
Norris,

f

7
.

\

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH,! RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC
TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,
COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
that ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

^

TO THE ENDS OF THE
chael Barrows, Dick Powell;

Grant, Signe Has-

clean out decaying food particles
remove the cause
stop stagnant saliva odors
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

Lariesier. Marcel Journet; Alberto Berado, Luis Van
Rooten; Binda Sha, Fritz Leiber; Commissioner Hadley, Vernon Steele; Mahmoud. Peter Virgo; Com-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely!”

lATER-Thanks

to Colgate Dental

Cream

.D«.TisiD

Columbia; Mi-

Ann

so;

—

Sb

Shu Pan Wu, Maylia; Nicolas Sokim. Ludwig

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating
foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

— helps

Guoionteed by <
Good Housekeeping
!

Lum Chi Chow, Vladimir Sokoloff; Grieg,
Edgar Barrier; Bennett, John Hoyt; Commissioner
Donath;

missioner Amar Hassam, Lou Krugman; Chian Soo,
Eddie Lee; Naftalie Vrandstadter, Ivan Triesault;
Hernando, Leon Lenoir; Joe, Peter Chong.

ME—

YOU WERE MEANT

FOR
Twentieth Century-Fox: Peggy Mayhew, Jeanne Crain; Chuck Arnold. Dan Dailey;
Oscar, Oscar Levant; Louise
Crane, Barbara Lawrence; Mrs. Mayhew. Selena
Royle; Mr. Mayhew, Percy Kilbride; Eddie, Herbert
Anderson.

DO DREAMS COME TRUE?
YES! Find out how you can
get

your fondest wish. Fabgifts awarded daily.

ulous

LISTEN TO Qteavl’s £2 esire

—

Daytime Monday through
Friday on Mutual Network

DRAMA

HUMOR

LOVE

Do you want your dream to come true?
Read the HEART’S DESIRE feature in
This Month’s
Always use
p

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
after you eat and before
every date
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TRUE ROMANCE

Magazine
. nee. ». ». *«t. err.

YOU'RE LOVELY.

FUN

.

.YOU'RE LOVABLE

.

.

.

WITH

FOUNDATION

Lou

Costello

and Bud Abbott join the

boys in the Foundation’s hobby shop

FRANCES GIFFORD
The
in

soon to be seen

Olynipic-size pool keeps the kids

the

swim

— and

off

the

in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer'.s
streets

"LUXURY LINER"

Over on Los Angeles’ East Side,
stands a building dedicated to the
memory of Lou Costello’s son who
died in a swimming accident. The
Lou Costello Jr. Youth Foundation
was built by Abbott and Costello
for underprivileged kids.
There’s
an ice cream parlor, a pool and
three acres of land for sports. The
kids manage themselves with a minimum of advice from trained workers. Lou and Bud believe in giving
kids a sense of responsibility and
the Foundation is proving their idea
is sound.
Lou and Bud have financed the entire project themselves
to date. But they must have financial help to continue, so they plan to
enlist the public’s aid.

Lou lends a helping hand

—on merry-

Try Frances Gifford’s beauty-glow cleansing
ONE! Cleansing-massage with
Woodbury Cold Cream. Rich oils
cleanse deep
Tissue,

.

.

.

loosen make-up.

and—TWO! Cream on more

Woodbury. Four special softening
ingredients smooth dry skin.
Tissue,

and— THREE! A

cold water

splash for rosy color! Your skin’s
clear-clean, silky-soft

Morning glow— “Spring !” sing the perky
hats. “Spring!” echoes Frances’ fresh
skin!

“For

Woodbury

my

day’s beauty start,

it’s

a

deep-cleanse Facial!”

go-round designed for junior play

— Frances’ “Always-Fresh”
my first date is — a Woodbury

Dinner droma

look! “But

glamour treatment! Cleanses and softsmooth!”

ens. Skin looks romantically

.

.

.

that Always-Fresh lookl

has

!

SEE!

CHEER!

Ruthless

Two brothers
vowed to vengeance

Apache

34

attack

—^

!

THRILL!

SPECTACLE!

Last stand at

The battle of

2a

CENTURY-FOX

Directed

by

BRUCE HUMBERSTONE
Produced by

FRED KOHLMAR

HOLLYWOOD

P

hotoplay

recommencls a

new

radio pro-

Hollywood Headlines,” broadcast every
Saturday morning on ABC (10:30 EST).
^^ram,

recommendation is most sincere. Photoplay’s
editor. Adele WKitely Fletcher, is the program’s
commentator. Cal York is the newscaster and a
famous radio star.* Les Tremayne, the narrator.
3

lie

The program

is

designed to give movie-goers an

intimate ear-glimpse of
style

Photoplay

films

and

You

s

Hollywood reported

in a

editors firmly believe records the

their stars in correct focus.

will hnd,

when you

listen to

Miss Fletcher,

a veteran reporter of the film scene, a sympathetic

and honest commentator who

reports

what she

Readers of Photoplay need no
memo on Cal York whose news each month in
Photoplay is tire truth behind the daily headlines.
sees, as

she sees

it.

Next Saturday, turn your radio dial to the nearABC station and listen to Hollywood Headlines. It will offer you added dividends from the

est

pages of Photoplay

we can add

itself.

As Photoplay

s

editors,

nothing more than the hope you will

find pleasant listening.

<1

A popular bachelor names the girls in
his

home town who

rate

on

his preferred

list

PETER lAWFORD

BY

he

ten most exciting dates in Hollywood! The very thought is enough to
warm the cockles of any man’s heart.
However, before I stick my neck out any
further I want to make it clear that I do
not have these dates in any order of

T

Very clear! All right!
There’s Rita Hayworth!
Not long ago I said I would like to meet
Rita. My statement unfortunately made

preference.

every newspaper column and radio gossip
program for weeks! Until both Rita and
I were so embarrassed that it looked as
if any chance of our meeting and becoming friends

But

was

just as

it

out.

happens in the movies we

suddenly found ourselves face

to face at

a big Hollywood party.
Rita is everything I had expected.

You

search for adjectives to do her justice. She has great charm and great poise.
She’s very beautiful and vei'y glamorous.
And above all, (Continued on page 111)

have

p
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to

eisurei
>e

seeing

i

Susan’s husbantl would never call

her that hut

when you read

his story you’ll

see that’s exactly what

he means

the bravest
irl

town

in
BY

RICHARD QUINE

ATTACK

my wife, Susan Peters,
knowledge that anything I say can be
I
and probably will be. Howheld against me
ever, the opportunity to tell her what I think of her
far overshadows the consequences and besides, she
can’t talk back imtil this appears in print. That gives
me at least a month in which to prepare a defense.
I wonder what the French will take for the Maginot
with the

the subject of

full

.

.

.

—

Line?
This can be no ordinary profile of an actress, no
pin-point brochure, no press-agent prattle. Since I
value my own veracity this must be cold Kalten-

bomish fact.
The only “lazy Susan”

in our house is silver and
the dining room, it is not the girl in a wheel
chair. I’m a pretty healthy fellow of average endurance, but if I tried to follow Susan’s daily schedule I’d
shrink from 6' 3" to 5' 2" which would be very hard
sits in

on my wardrobe.
She wakes up too early (for me). This is a constant source of righteous anger {Cont’d on page 100)
Susan Peters, who refused to wait
for a miracle, returns to the

screen in

38

“The Sign of

the

Ram”

;

«

"
1

1

;Sr*'«

'jg

£

Memories

—Konnie’s

and Janie’s wedding, the look on her face

.

.

first

year

It

Just as

Mary and Doug

Hollywood

that

best in this town, so have

is unfortunate, but true, that
can shrug off most
marriage crack-ups. They are deplorable and there are too many of
them. Few people feel a personal
sense of shock when a screen couple
decide that they are “better off
apart.”

But when they are Jane Wyman
and Ronald Reagan ^well we just

—

—

can’t take that!

No

marital

separation

since

I

broke the story that Mary Pickford,
America’s sweetheart, was leaving
Douglas Fairbanks, has had the effect of the parting of the Reagans.

40

her young jealousy that

.

is

Ronnie and Jane.

stood for

They seemed

all

so

thoroughly congenial, were such
model parents who, as citizens, recognized their duty to their commu-

and their profession.
For eight years they have shared
a beautiful Hfe that has earned them
the respect and admiration even of
people who did not know them personally. To those of us who are close
friends, they were an ideal Mr.
and Ml’S.
That’s why this hurts so much.

nity

That’s

why we

are fighting so hard.

.

.

CALL FOR HAPPINFSS
This

—

Ronald Reagan’s heart speaking

is

with

tlie

frankness that would he given only to an old friend

BY

y

0.

PARSONS

VOLUNTEER

,

^

lOUEllA

\

NURSE'S
&IDE

the war years,

when

it

was Janie who waited

and her gaiety when Ronnie was on
Mauret'n and Michael, who have

to

make them

realize

that

what

have come between them
is not important enough to make
their break final.
I know this is
what Ronnie, himself, hopes will

seems

to

happen.
But, perhaps,

Jane said

we

are fighting too

me, not so long
ago: “If people would only let us
alone! If our friends would only
stop trying to run our, lives, maybe
we would have a chance to regain
hard.

to

happiness.”

Jane doesn’t realize that our
anxiety springs from love not from
a wish to (Continued on page 113 )

—

leave,

stake in

all

this,

too

Barbara Stanwyck, Jack
Benny’s friend and
.

Metro’s “B. F.’s Danghter”
Fin If Smith

—

A
Queen B by

frank broadcast on a

that

“modest” gentleman

of the airwaves

y first meeting with Barbara

M

wyck made

JACK BENNY

She was wearing

on me.

sion

Stan-

a very vivid impres-

It occurred some years ago when we were
both rehearsing for a benefit broadcast at the old NBC Studios in Hollywood. I was coming out of the station
just as she arrived and a mutual
acquaintance introduced us. “You

indelible lipstick at the time.

know Jack Benny,
inquired casually.
said Barbara.

certainly do!”

Then she

and ran on up the

he

don’t you?”
“I

me

kissed

steps.

When I recovered, it was Avith determination to further our acquaintance.
This really wasn’t diflScult
since

my

Mary already knew

wife

Babs and furthered

As

I’d

it

for both of us.

surmised, here was a girl of

few words and much

action. Normally
a very shy girl, one not given to the
display of such exuberance
except
when driven by her appreciation of
.

true artistry.

One who

.

.

fan

writes

Bergman, waxes enthusiastic over a Renoir and the
strains of Fritz Kreisler
and who
undoubtedly had heard and liked my
letters to Ingrid

.

work,

.

.

too.

What

subtlety,

what depth and what

rare discrimination.

For my money (and perhaps for
even more) Barbara’s friendship is
invaluable. Along with aU the nobler
virtues, such as loyalty and integrity,
she has the greatest sense of humor
in Hollywood and humor is the first
quahty I look for in any woman. If
they don’t have that
well
you can just forget the rest.
Here is a {Continued on page 107)
.

.

.

.

.

Jack and Barbara at Mocambu: “She takes her steaks rare, her think-

—and

ing straight

has the greatest sense of

humor

in Hollywood”

.
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ANGEL, CARY
Who
room
cruise

on a

lives in

one

of a house, plans to

freighter

his heart

on a

BY EISA

and keeps

five-year plan

MAXWELL

Heavenly aid to Loretta Young in ‘‘The Bishop’s Wife

He

likes to talk

—except himself

about everything

;RAPHOLOGISTS
fi

;

from

say they can

tell

a

man

his handwriting.

Phrenologists claim they can judge an indi-

vidual by the shape and size of his skull.
Psychiatrists attempt to blueprint a person-

from fears and enthusiasms and dreams.
I insist, can teU about anybody
simply by taking a good realistic look at the
rooms in which they live.
Take Cary Grant, for instance. The rooms he
ality

And anybody,

lives in

well.

speak of him vividly. Which

For Cary, who

is

is

just as

delightfully articulate

about travel, the actor’s responsibility towards
way people mess up their lives
when they forget to be simple and basic, vitamins
and one hundred other things, is praatically mute

his audience, the

when

the conversation turns to Cary Grant.

The

fact that Cary remains in the severe white
French Provincial house in which he and Barbara Hutton lived when they separated proves
his lethargic character. “I’m lazy,” he says. And
he stretches out in a sun chair while other men,
dreaming of such a (Continued on page 79)

Regular guy: Cary Grant’s next
*‘Mr. Blandings Builds EUs

4

G. Morrit

is

Dream House”

Winner,
Thai cheerful earful, our Gold Medal

GAME CONDUCTOR-RALPH EDWARDS

Rocking-horse ride for falling down on Q. 6

Q: This

1.

you

quite an honor, Bing, having

is

if
opposite our Photoplay microphone,
me
Tell
wife could only see me now!

how does one go about

4.

my
.

.

letter

"B”

to

and

lyrics or the

begin, if

tune

mouth

.

of

you can’t remember the

a

.

.

get?

.

.

.

.

5,

Joan Fontaine
need I go on'^

—

Y o u’v e gone
much

too far already so tahe the
for

—

eggs

not

golf

balls

consequence.
Show how vou’d
register

on the
site

3.

nerves

screen. {See the picture on the appo-

much money

as

Hope

Do you

accuses you

of money, net nothing

the last few years.

No

Q:

Do you still have

any

A; I am

still

in

partner-

Shy

violet for

Q: what other business would you

lihe

A; Have no ideas along that

line.

Very

lazy,

generally.

Tune in Truth or Consequences with Ralph
EJwarJs — Saturday at 8:30 P.M. NBC

Q.

ship with Ltn Howard. Wc
L
-L
Lli/y.ir, rnits a uear, for sale
4-

6.

an easy one:
Q: Speaking of horses, here’s

Why

does a horse get up front feet

first

when some
A; Beats me. Used to be surprised
of mine got up at all.
the

mane

end, of course.

Because

that’s

So

have to take a consequence.

you’ll

(Bing has

to

pose as a jockey while Edwards

applies the whip.)

page.

to he in?
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as

been reputed?

interests?

Joan Caulfield,
Rhonda Fleming,

calls

con-

race horses or any racing

A; Joan Fontaine,
Dorothy Lamour,

12

Do you

complaints, have enjoyed it.

vorite leading lady?

Q.

he so lazy.

making?

lot

.

and what do I
Q: Tve tried that
dachsThree Beverly Hills St. Bernards, a
even Lassie
hund, two French poodles
your fawho’s
comes home. Tell me, Bing,

all

A: I’m a very bad businessman. Lucky at times, gross

to the

in

2.

should

as has often

mahe

just whistle.

.

We

man

.

acquiring the

Just open your

it.

Q:

businesssider yourself Hollywood’s best

yours?
gentle art of crooning such as

A; Nothing

can’t take the questions

when he

pays the penalty

Ralph was on the

target

end for Q. 28

29
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board
Lana and Sara Hamilton, Photoplay writer,
crowds,
Angeles
Los
avoid
to
Pasadena
at
Chief
Super
them off
Cheryl Christine, Lana’s little girl, sees

In

New York

... a cocktail party given for

Lana

at the

Sherry-Netherland at which she charmed the press,
prior to premiere of her picture “Cass Timberlane

Within twenty-four Hours the

York
the

florists

were running out of orchids,

men were

running out of whistles

and Lana was running true
“Cass Timberlane’’ opened at the
reviews
at the Hotel Plaza reads

New

Photograph*
by Heiia

to

form

2, 2, 4, $, 7, 8

Heyman

from her friends
and telegrams of congratulations

Washington,
She went on a good-will tour of Boston,
where she charmed
Cleveland, Buffalo, New Haven,
students

as

she charmed City Fathers everywhere

Photographs of daughter Cheryl and orchids decorate Lana’s
dressing table as she prepares for a long day of interviews,
photographic

sittings

and radio shows, one of which was

.

.

.

.

.

ing

with Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, also

.

New

visit-

Lana wears a pink-feathered creation by
John-Frederics. Obviously, Charlie’s mind is not on his lines
York.

But the next day Lana met millionaire Henry
ping.

The

rest

is

headlines.

J.

(Bob) Top-

Bob’s present wife, Arline

Judge, bids for $500,000 settlement, Bob’s declared his
suit

—

Her gown was white brocade ^her jewels were diamonds.
Ruby, who travelled with her, helps her dress for the
theater and a dancing date later at the Copacabana

After a brief trip to Coast, Lana returned to

New York

her mother, Cheryl and John Alden Talbot.
said friends

who saw them

“This

with

is it,”

that night at the Stork Club

and Lana

—

well,

when she

plays,

hearts are trumps

You may have
to

fit

to

make

a few alterations

your man^s personality but even the Grable-James
pattern for happiness wasn’t achieved in one day

BY BETTY 6RABLE
noioRAv
'4

O

T

be really conscientious about this, I supI should begin by singularizing that

pose

title.

.

.

—

well,
for Wives” sounds a httle
presumptuous of me. Fortunately, happiness in
marriage is something each of us learns by male
rather than by mail or magazine. All those
httle things working a happy magic in my own
life, if followed exactly might work up into a
recipe for misunderstanding between some
other married couple.

“Rules

—

—

The following then are rules that a wife just
one wife offers from her experience in being
the very contented mate, friend and number one
fan of one Harry James. I’m hoping, of course,
that somewhere among them may be a bit of
advice that, altered to your, own marriage
measurements, will fit you both for happiness:
1. To rmderstand that husband of yoiurs, begin
by understanding yourself.
Real imderstanding comes first on the hst of

—

Harry made sure Betty didn’t
forget her lines

and
in

requirements in any ideal merger. “Men are
funny,” it says in those books called “What
Every Bride Should Know.” Trouble is, this
obvious truth covers only one side of the situation. Happens that your husband is proving
hard to live with ^try to stop, look and listen in
both directions. Figure out what it would be
like if you were the man of the house, and had
to live with you.
That subconscious smugness every woman
carries aroimd with conviction, that by her
OAvn sweetness and patience she will eventually
make a “better man” of her husband, just never

—

James house. Because in
Married an Angel” is more
than a song title. The reason I can honestly
say that Harry and I have never quarrelled
is that no one can quarrel with Harry.
He
simply doesn’t get upset about things and therefore has no talent for upsetting others. In my
particular case it came as a shock when I realized that if there was {Continued on page 119)
got anywhere at the

my own

case, “I

when Vicki

Jessica were horn.

“The Lady

in

Betty’s

Ermine”

kibitz in a

are

on Andie’s

game of

cards

these

days

side

Hollywood’s

He

first

met Wanda on a magazine

cover.

It didn’t

take long for Andie to maneuver an introduction

Sometimes when
the doorbell rings
is

it

enchantment that

waits

—

as

it

did for

Wanda Hendrix and
Andie Murphy

BY KAY PROCTOR

Wanda had heard about Murphy,

—

of the war

^but

Audie makes
Line.”

his screen

Wanda

he

T

the most decorated hero

she couldn’t believe Audie was thgt

man

debut in “The Long Grey

Out of step

doorbell rang. There were light quick steps

and the boy and

girl faced

each other across the

threshold.

“Gosh,” he thought, “she’s even more wonderful
than I dreamed!”
“This can’t be him!” she thought. “He’s got to
be big and all bunched out with muscles. This
man’s slim and fine and wonderful!”
They smiled shyly. “Please come in,” the boy
said.

was

—but

in tune

appears next in “Abigail, Dear Heart”

Although he didn’t know
saying,

“Come

into

my

it

then, he really

heart and let

me

into

yours.”

young
The

Thus began

this story of

enchantment and

love.

girl was lovely yoimg Wanda Hendrix,
Paramount’s newest star, and the boy was almostas-young Audie Murphy, most decorated hero of
World War II. The time was an autumn night
back in 1946.
“I had seen Wanda’s picture on the cover of
Coronet Magazine,” Audie said. “I took one look
at that sweet little puss and said, ‘Bi'other Murphy, that’s it!’ Then
(Continued on page 115)
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the
lollywood
look
Lynn Bari adds

a feminine touch to

gala evenings in a sleeveless, striped taffeta dress

Blue

taffeta puts

on a

brilliant front in Janis

Carter’s halter-necked evening

Anything goes in the

gown

star

center as long as other

stare

women

and men sigh

BY EDITH 6WYNN
Photoplay* » RoportovAhoul’Town

Correction, please!

blue

mink

coat

made

its

Greer Garson’s platinum

radio debut as a stone marten!

F you think
I generally are

American

with some of the

new high

Janis Paige calls this her “comforter”
coat, belts it snugly over suits

and sports clothes

gals

having trouble

making their compromises
styl-

ing, believe us, the designers in

the studios are really

up against

—in a

it

new
are

worse way. They know that the
clothes (but not aU looped or draped)

what we’re going

to wear.

But they

can’t convince the producers that a star

should wear long clothes, padded hips, etc.
in pictures. They have to please the star
too ^whether she be a really fashionminded femme or stiU dragging behind in
her clothes ideas.
“One thing, however, is always sure,”
says Helen Rose, one of M-G-M’s top
designers. “A masculine look ^with suits
or hats or anything is to be avoided.”

—

—

—

The new

fashions

feminine.

Take (Continued on page 102)

are

overwhelmingly

Valli
to

and Ann Sothem demonstrate the lengths

which fur coats go these evenings
55

PHOTOLIFE OF

he instinct for happiness

has been
Allyson since
October 27, 1924, when she was born
in Lucerne, N. Y. It helped her battle shyness and a crippling accident
It was important in the
at nine.
spirit of the dance she taught herself
and through which she got her first
chorus job at sixteen. A featured
role in “Best Foot Forward” led to
Hollywood, her screen success and
her marriage to Dick Powell. There
you have the story of June in one
happy paragraph.

T dominant with Jime

—

BY lYNN PERRINS
Photographs on this page by Valeska

!

1
in

June Allyson,
the

public

3

It

school

at the

appearance.

six, as

June

was

that

too

“The Shy Violet”
marked her first
timid

to

speak

was only natural that June’s happy feet should

turn to dancing.
at

age of

entertainment

Self-taught, she studied

home, watched her

idol, P’red Astaire,

from books

on the screen

2

At thirteen, in her confirmation dress. She had over-

come a crippling accident when,
falling tr«‘e

4

A

put her-

the age of nine, a

scoffing girl friend in high school dared her to

get a Job in a show.

And

—

in

as

at

braces for two painful years

in

a

chorjis

girl

a

so June’s acting career

began

Broadway musical comedy!

5'

June, third from

left, in

“Sing Out the News.”

Other chorus assignments led to a featured role
in

Broadway production of “Best Foot Forward”

Then came Metro’s screening of the play and a
Here she makes up for her
dancing role with Mickey Rooney in “Girl Crazy”

6

movie contract for June.

PHOTOLIFK
7

Dishwashing scene with Van Johnson

Gloria

June

De Haven in “Two Girls and a
won her acting spurs in this

and

Sailor.”

picture

8 Her lifelong dream of a happy marriage came true
when she and Dick Powell fell in love. June’s blueprint
for happiness was now complete
a home with Dick

—

Hntr.hmf/

Young Mrs. Powell returned from her honeymoon to
a welcoming hand from Jimmy Durante on
Two Sisters from Boston” set and new name plate!

9

receive

—

10

The dainty dynamo tackles her income tax.
who rated high at Roosevelt High, really

June,
is

good business woman, handles own contracts

oru
11

Her

a cook do not equal her talents
However, since even devoted husbands
get hungry, June is determined to master
the skillet!
as

abilities as

an actress!

12

With Peter Lawford

latest
lic

in a scene

triumph, “Good News.”

any picture with her

in

from her

To June’s pubit

is

good news
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He calls Greer Garson “Red.” He
with producers.

shirt

and shabby

jeans.

•
is

a rebel

He goes around in a beat-up

But the Hollywood
ONSIDER,

refrain continues,

“Make mine Mitchum”

C

you

if

first,

please,

three short stories about Robert
Mitchum. They are authentic

and they prove why

BY RUTH WATERBURY

he’s a star.
the story of 1944. The
setting is the ofi&ce of Sid RogeU,
producer, and a mighty nice

First

is

RKO

setting

it

is,

A

too.

specially built

desk. Wonderful carpets. Behind
Mr. Rogell’s chair a terrific cabinet,
and
full of the finest porcelains
ohjets d’art.

And RogeU

as kind

intelUgent a gentleman as ever

and
was

in movieviUe.

Robert Mitchxim is standing before Mr. RogeU. He’s there to talk

Both

contract.

them are there
RogeU to Mitchum

of

to talk contract.

and vice versa.
heard of Mitchum
(Hopalong Cassidy)
Boyd. Bob has been in eight Hopalongs. Played villains, natch, and

RogeU

has

through BUI

fuU of beard.
sisted.

that

he sees him

And

dames go

Terrific

in

now

person.

Six
Slim

shoulders.

the kind
for.

You

in-

that,

RogeU beUeves

foot one.
hips.

But good, Boyd

of

face

that

know, crooked

smile, sleepy eyes.
“We’U have to change

your name,

Mr. RogeU. “That
Mitchum tag. It’s no good. We’U
caU you (Continued on page
of course,” says

60

Morris

Vo

itfan^er: teolorl

WllcLo. of

“KacU and

ike ^tran^er^
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For seven years she wanted to

Now

the truth.

tell

her secret

is

—and Dale Evans

out

BY DALE EVANS
As told

With' her son,

Tom Fox

to Erskine

Jr._

“We

Johnson

never lied to each other”

is

glad!

Dale’s,

new

family:

Roy Rogers of ‘’Under California
Lou and Cheryl Darlene

Stars” and his daughters Linda

T’S rough on a girl to live a lie for seven years
I in Hollywood. I know. I did it.
For the seven years I’ve been a picture star,
gone to Hollywood parties and invited friends to
parties at my home, I have ached to say that the
nice little guy at my house was my own son. But
I

couldn’t.

One

night at a Christmas party, other picture
brought their sons and daughters. I took my
son, but I had to say that he was my little brother.
I hated it
and was sad for weeks afterwards at
stars

—

memory.
My son went into the service. I wanted to wave
the flag ... I wanted to say that my son was in
the

uniform ...

At a

use

I

couldn’t.

football

game

“Roy and
the band

was playing

and my friends said, “Hey, that’s a terrific band!”
I wanted to shout, “My son plays the flute in
that band, he’s a fine musician.” But I couldn’t.
Then one night I was listening to the radio. The
voice of a Hollywood columnist was talking about
the screen and its personalities. Suddenly the voice
mentioned my name. Then {Continued on page 104 )

so

I will

our whole

Dale’s

next

have a home in Hollywood
cau

family

picture

is

be

together.”

“Slippy

McGee”

63

Kodaehrotnat

By Smith

Conversational grouping in Marlene Dietrich’s

home shows

the

value of mobile pieces. Chairs

and

stools

mirrored table

vite extra guests to

draw

in-

closer

Small, ugly windows lose their

narrow outlook with clever
use of paint and

drapmes

F

^tar Sn ^our
Give yourself living room in your

home

ome

with these made-

to-measure ideas for

fitting the right pieces into the right places

BY MITCH LEISEN
OO many

T

women, happily approaching the problem of interior decoration, rush out and buy
themselves a giddy lamp or a chair. This is impul-

FamouM Hollywood

Director of **Drcam Girl**

expensive and later will be disappointing for
everyone except the man who runs the furniture

sive,

store.
If you are a reader of these bulletins on beautiful
backgrounds, you know that in my first article I
spoke brightly, I hope on color. I am all for it, and
the more vivid the more dashing. Last month I told
you about what I call “the transmigration of furniture.” That was a dolled-up way of explaining that
you can take your two good chairs and your one good
table from house to house; that you can bring any
weU-designed piece of furniture up to date in decor
merely by the use of a little (Continued on page 94)

—

—

guard cab-

Gilded ramsheads

—

inet’s secrets

a radi€»-

phonograph, household files_

Louvre doors, when open, allow
for spacious dining in narrow

room. Closed, they give needed
privacy for table clearing

65

Diana Lynn, pert
and pretty, of “Prelude
to Night”
Smith

Powolny

Jean Peters,

new and natural beauty of
“Captain from Castile”

Jane Powell, whose
beguiles in “Three

charm

Daring Daughters”
Fink

Elizabeth Taylor,
liltingly lovely,

“A Date

of

with Jady”

finb

Bachraeh

lovely note to tbe beauties of the season

Barbara Bel Geddes,
the beauty you’ll
in

*‘I

Coleen Cray, piquantly
profiled, is in

“Fury at Furnace Creek”
Seho^nbaam

remember

Remember Mama”

0^ \)\s\vxvcX\oxv
It’s

been quite a year for Dana of the rock-hewn mug and pugnacious

nose. He’s

made four pictures, become

a father for the fourth time

and given Ethel Barrymore one of the worst days of her

life

i

By Herb Howe

No

Andrews

Sis-

Baby’s in the nursery and big brother’s away, so Kath-

Enthusiastic about sailing,

bat he once wished he was!

ryn and Stephen enjoy a private romp with “Pop”

likes to skipper the

relation to the

ters,

ana Andrews

D

the speculator

probably the

own

just

who

first

finished

paying

invested in him.

off

Dana

is

actor to float stock in his

futiue.

The day Mr. Andrews got invested in, he was
wiping windshields for a gas station, warbling as
he wiped. The owner of the station, happening
along, wondered what he could do about it
legally. Game laws are strict in California, you
can’t shoot a canary for free enterprise not even
on your own property.
“Why don’t you go into pictures?” asked the
owner.
The idea was not foreign to canary Andrews.
Indeed he had come all the way from Texas with

Dana

“Kathryn”

missionary purpose. He also had called on
he arrived and had jrolitely
left his cards. But they had failed to return the
courtesy, devoid as they are of Southern hosthis

studios as soon as

pitality.

But the gas station owner, a gambler in promoting youths, offered Dana an allowance of
fifty dollars a week while he gained acting experience at the Pasadena Playhouse. In return
Dana promised twenty-five per cent of his first
movie

He

contract.

started over at Pasadena carrying a spear

and came off carrying Mary
They acted together for three
years and were married {Continued on page 77)

for Shakespeare

Todd

for himself.

Star investment:

Dana

Andrews of “Night Song”
68

Bachrach

The

stars are

knee-deep in sunsets, portraits of Mike

some growing pains
Romanoff and landscapes designed to give nature

Edna Borzage, Red’s former

wife, surrounded

by Skelton clowning

By Sara Hamilton
producer paced his ofi&ce while the
chair,
agent, slumped in a zebra skin
she,
is
“Where
apart.
literally shook
stormed.
executive
the
she?”
is
where
“Does she think I have nothing to do but

he

T

sit

around and wait? Either she shows up

anbefore five o’clock or the part goes to
other player.”
Nervously the agent wiped his

brow with
monogrammed

his handkerchief deliciously
TP (Ten Per Cent) and tried to speak.

“Don’t interrupt,” the producer stormed.
99

J

flung open suddenly to admit
large
a slim blonde triumphantly bearing a

The door

70

“Look,” she cried displaying the
Afterpainting. “It’s called ‘Banana in the

canvas.

noon.’ I

had

to wait for just the right light
amber tones.”

to bring out the

The producer stood

speechless.

“Beau-

“A m^tertiful, beautiful,” he repeated.
didn t you
Why
art.
impressionistic
piece of
masterpiece?
this
creating
was
she
me
tell
he demanded of the agent.
town
Yes, the painting craze has hit the
business
the
in
star
every
with practically
of

knee-deep in moonrises, sunsets, profiles
Mike Romanoff and landscapes accent^
in
with cactL All over town, in attics,
97)
page
on
(Continued
on
dressing rooms,

]

Gaiy Cooper’s only trouble

b

his height!

Mrs. Edward G. Robinson at her

Lynn Bari sketches her

^

ideas in charcoal

Wilde landscape in the making. Cornel studied abroad

New York showing

year of 1947 was momentous for three
events in the life of Eleanor Parker: She
discovered that she was to become a mother,

he

T

she was awarded the coveted leading role in “The
Voice of the Turtle” and she missed, by the space
of a breath, taking her last long sleep in the
Atlantic Ocean.

—

—

Miss Parker is rather casual now ^in speaking of the last-named experience. “My husband

back from Europe when two
out five hundred miles off
conked
of the motors
Newfoundland. The plane began settling and the
co-pilot, trying hard to set an example, came
back and told us in a rather shaking voice to

and

72

I

were

flying

stmp oh our life jackets. The ocean kept coming
up nearer and nearer until, at about a thousand
began
feet, the ailing motors caught and we
climbing.”

She isn’t, however, even faintly casual regarding motherhood and “The Voice of the Turtle. A
shy yo\mg woman, who curls up figuratively and
actually during an interview, her normal reticence breaks and

flies

apart

when she speaks

either of these things. Having a baby

of

a treisn’t
she
and
experience
interesting
mendously
Sally
of
role
the
recreating
But
it.
of
afraid
is

Middleton in the play which Margaret SuUavan
made so spectacularly (Continued on page 106)

-

/fere

U is/
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ACCEPT
Pond’s wonderful lanolin-rich
Dry Skin Cream

CIVEIV

TO YOU

with purchase of
beautiful,

69jZ‘ jar of Pond’s
snowy Cold Cream

Regular 94^ value for only

IS

For the

first

time in 6 years

Pond’s special cream bonus tliousands
of women used to look forward to

It

is

in

uour race

not vanity to care for this face of yours

beautifully, so that

it

is

a

charming

of the real, lovable inner self that

—

is

reflector

you.

— 2-Point

Just in time for Spring. Just in time for
you to do something quick about that tired-

Neuj

^Outside-Inside’’’ Face
Treatment with Pond’s Cold
Cream acts on both sides of

Special

of-everything look faces get at the end of
winter . . . Pond’s brings you this spring
bonus. You get two Pond’s Creams no

your skin.

softening help. It

—

finer

anywhere at any

price.

And you

get

both for only 694.

But you must hurry! The supply of this
Pond’s 2 -Cream special is limited. Don’t
wait until tomorrow to get yours. Your face
needs pampering with these two beautiful
creams smoothed and stroked and patted
on it right now today!

—

’’This is a wonderful opportunity,” says

Mrs.
these two creams at a

Hot Water Stimulation
press hot, wet face cloth
against face to stimulate

—

blood to skin.

Two Creamings — to "condition” skin
1) Cleanse.

Briskly work

Pond’s Cold Cream on warm,
damp skin to sweep away
dirt.

Tissue

2) Rinse.

Softening

Care with Pond’s Dry Skin
Cream brings youri skin extra
is lanolin
rich and homogenized to soak
in better. Use it like this:

Lanolin -Soften by Night
after your "Outside-Inside”
Face Treatment with Pond’s

Cold Cream, work lanolinrich Pond’s Dry Skin Cream
over face and throat. Leave
5 to 15 minutes, or

all

night.

off.

With more Pond’s

massage briskly to rinse

off

last traces of dirt. Tissue off.

Cold Freshener Stimulation
a cold water splash, then pat
on the tonic astringence of
Pond’s Freshener.

Lanolin-Protect by Day
smooth on just a very

little

Pond’s Dry Skin Cream before make-up to give skin a
protective soft screen against
dryness all day. Holds powder
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DELICA'TE but nonetheless
suddenly has been built
A wall
the
of Deanna Durbin.

stone

around

life

Her attorney announced one day that
Deanna and her producer - husband,
Felix Jackson, were separating, and
that neither of them would make a
statement.
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ing technique
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However, there is a dramatic story
back of this tragedy in Deanna’s life
one that is worth the telling.
All of us who attended Deanna’s
marriage to Vaughn Paul back in 1941
were less impressed by the huge church
wedding than by the obvious fact that
these two were deeply, sincerely in love.
And in November, 1943, Deanna wrote:
“The day of my wedding to Vaughn
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As

of

my

I

there the familiar faces of my studio
crews, boys I’ve worked with ever since
I went to Universal. They were smiling
at me fondly, proudly like my family.
I was so very glad to know that they

—

were there.”
Today, in 1948, Deanna can still be
glad to know that her friends are there,
for they are. Her real friends, that is
the studio workers who familiarly call
her “Durbish” and carefully refrain
from speaking of the now apparently
broken marriage to Felix Jackson,
whom Deanna married late in 1944 after
her divorce from Vaughn Paul.
^Undoubtedly it was the disparity in
ages that caught up with Mr. and Mrs.
Jackson. Also, the bonds that tied these
two together were loosened by a disagreement one or many over De-

—
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moment

walked down the aisle,
out of the blur of the hvmdreds of faces
turned towards me, I saw here and

life.

—

anna’s career.

PROCfOR

It also may well be that involved in
the crack-up of her marriage, is another influence which caused her more

PROCTOR ELECTRIC

heartbreak than any experience during
her entire career. Deanna has always

CO., PHILADELPHIA 40, PA.

gy

SCHROEDER

been deeply fond of her older and only
Edith. For years, this affection
remained solid and strong until early
last year when a property problem
caused a quarrel which wound up in
sister,

court. Actually, according to intimate
friends, the argument was almost completely on the part of the male members
of the family. Whether the conjecture
is true or false, the events which fol-

lowed caused a rift between Deanna
and Edith.
As time has gone by Deanna has done
everything she could to patch up the
break and it may be that by this time,
with Deanna on her own again, the
breach between the sisters has been
healed. No one is accused or censored
in this reference, whether it be Felix
Jackson,

Edith’s

husband,

Edith,

or

Deanna herself. Eventually, they may
all become friendly. Deanna would be
ask this. An ideal mother to
little daughter, Jessica Louise, bom
in February, 1946, she wants her to
grow up in an atmosphere unclouded
the

first to

her

by family problems.
Already, certain clouds on Deanna’s
personal horizon are clearing away,
mainly with respect to her work. In
“Up in Central Park,” she has the best
singing role of her adult career. Producer Carl Tunberg and Director Bill
Seiter have captured in the mature
Deanna all of the sparkle of the yoimg
girl whose work was so enchanting ten
years ago. “Up in Central Park” is but
a forerunner of the type of pictures now
being planned for the star.
There is a persistent rumor that a
certain actor is important to Deanna
these days.
Also, at this point Bob Landry enters the picture. Bob is a prominent
author 'and national magazine photographer whose work during the war
years led him to all comers of the
globe.
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(Continued on page 110)

He's Murder!
(Continued
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Mitchell.”
“The hell

you

will,” says

60)

Robert

Mr. Mitchum,

who was bom Robert Mitchum and who
at that moment has one buck in his one
pair of pants. At home he’s got a wife and
two little kids to support.
“Now, listen, guy,” starts Mr. Rogell

in

his kind, polite voice.

“This the way out?” asks the guy, and
voice snaps. His eyes, too. So they
signed him anyhow. A little thing, a name,
except to the guy who owns it.
The scene shafts to 1946; the studio,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; the setting, the
set of “Desire Me.” Things are going badly. Script trouble. The producer is worried.
The director is worried. Richard Hart, just
starting a movie career, is worried.
his

Greer Garson is present, but invisible.
That is, she is locked in her portable
dressing room. Things have come to such
a pass that when the director wishes to
speak to her, he tells his assistant; the
assistant tells Miss Garson’s maid; the
maid delivers the message, then comes out
again and tells the assistant director, who
tells the director. rEverybody is in a state.

xcept

Robert Mitchum. He’s definitely
personality.
the Robert Mitchum now.
Owns a house up in the Hollywood Hills.
Got a contract with David Selznick now,
rising, important star.
as well as RKO.
Robert Mitchum is on the Garson set
where everybody is worried, but he isn’t
worrying. He isn’t doing anything. He is
just sitting, back out of camera range.
The dressing-room door opens. Greer
steps_ forth, the lights of her dressing table
bright behind her. The set falls completely
quiet. This is movie royalty and everybody
waits for royalty to speak first. Except
Mitchum. He looks up and sees that light
on that beautiful hair. His sleepy eyes look

E

A

A

iXHi/Jh

{wYYV imtfh
^yicLjjtiicu
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very wide awake and full of ideas.
“Hi, Red,” he says. He grins, that crooked
grin. His eyes travel from that sensitive
face straight down to those slender aristocratic ankles, travel up again and meet
Greer’s amazed eyes. “Sharp,” he says.
“Very sharp. Red.”

Greer is a very feminine woman. The
color burns in her cheeks. She gives him
a little mocking smile and almost skips as
she goes before the camera. Things went
easier from that time on. They had fun
on the set after that. For everybody began calling Greer “Red.” And she loved it.

Come up

now. Robert Mitchum
with Loretta Young in
“Rachel and the Stranger,” a period
comedy. Loretta has recently been out in
a big hit, “The Farmer’s Daughter” and
also “The Bishop’s Wife” which is being
talked about for Academy consideration.
So Loretta is in a position to get things
just as she wants them,, when the shooting
starts. Bob and Loretta are preparing to
go into a love scene together. As the
is

to 1947,

co-starring

grinding Loretta moves a
little. It makes the light fall enchantingly
on her beautiful face. When the first take
is over, she turns to Bob. “I’m afraid I
threw you a little into the shadow then.”
“Honey, I don’t give a damn,” Bob says.
The director calls for a second take. As
the camera starts, Loretta moves that same
infinitesimal degree again and the light is
even better for her lovely facje and Mitch-

camera

um

is

starts

more shadowed than

her eyes are wide

before.
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damn, do you?” she

the scene is finreally don’t give a
says.
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Golden bar or Golden chips- FEIS'NAPTHA banishesTattle-Tale Gray"

In those three illustrations you have, I
think, the secret of the Mitchum meteor
popularity. He is not handsome in the sense
that Ty Power or Errol Flynn or Cary
Grant are handsome. His voice is no private
piano, like Greg Peck’s, on which he can

play any emotion he desires.
Instead, Bob gives out with the attitude
that if you expect him to be any fancy Dan
you are really going to get a load of the
unexpected.

When I went calling on Bob one vividly
sunny morning, the door was answered
by a young Negro in tan pants and a
shirt. “What you want to see him for?”
he asked, in response to my saying that
I had an appointment with Mr. Mitchum.
A voice then called out, over his,
“Oh, she’s all right. Tell her to come out
here in the kitchen.”
It was as small as a kitchen can be that
holds a stove and an icebox, a couple of
cupboards and one built-in table with
benches. Bob, whom I had never met before, wearing jeans and a very beat-up
shirt, was tossing eggs into a mixer that
was whirling away with a great clatter.
A man was sitting at the table, reading a
newspaper. “My manager,” said Bob. Mr.
Manager looked up, grunted, went back to
reading. Bob measured out some milk,
with a great show of concentration, measured out some vanilla, put it all into the

mixer.
If OBODY

asked me to sit down. I did,
though, in the only possible spot, which
was at the table with Mr. Manager, who
II
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went on reading. The Mitchum back was
toward me. Bob finally switched off
the mixer, poured the concoction in a
glass. He waited. I waited. He spoke first.
“Easiest way to have your eggs. Don’t you
think so?” he asked. “No,” I said.
Then we both laughed. “Come on in the
front room and we’ll kick it around,” Bob
said, and from that moment on it was
great. The living room has one of those
great wide couches that cuts around a
corner, and he sprawled out on one side of
it, while I sat on the opposite corner. He
obviously never stands when he can sit,
and never sits when he can lie. He loves
to talk and he talks magnificently.
As we sat there talking about why he
had chosen “The Red Pony” instead of costarring with Joan Fontaine in “Thunder
on the Hill” (“I want to stay away from
glamour people,” Bob explained), he
smoked steadily on a big cigar. Then suddenly he crushed it out, saying, “I don’t
know what I’m smoking that for. I hate
cigars.” Whereupon, he pointed to a huge
humidor full of them and explained, “I
bought those for myself for Christmas.
I’d never had a box of cigars for Christmas
and I wanted to see what it was like.” I’ll
wager that half the things he’s done in his
life have been for just that reason
to see
what they were like.
He tries to shock you, but he will probably be savage with me for saying that
he does it in a very gentlemanly way.
That is, he never stoops to vulgar language

Accepted for Advertismg
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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personality.”

He

is

restless

“The dialogue

about his pictures.
in

most

of

them

is

He

says,
so bad.

it

out like dirt in your

talked into coming back, almost as soon as
he hit Miami, to help out a producer pal
in the making of “Crossfire.” He was told
his part was a great one. When he read the
part, he realized any good actor could have
played it. “Why did you lie to me?” he
asked the producer. “I needed your name
on the marquee,” he was told.
“I fall for yarns like that,” Bob says,
“and even when I get sold down the river,
I hope I never get over falling for them.
I want to keep on trusting people. I rarely
see my pictures because I’m not yet in a
position to do much about them when I
don’t like them. Besides, I feel that acting
is a kind of humiliating thing for a growi;
man to be doing and I never will believe
there is such a thing as a great actor.”
Maybe he doesn’t believe in great actovs,
but he stands an excellent chance of turning into just that very thing. For he has a
tough, good mind and very sound reactions.
And while he is almost violently individual
and independent, he doesn’t seem to mind
other people being the same.
I saw that when I met Dorothy, his wife,

a slim, pretty girl with' lovely, serene eyes.

She popped

in for a moment, and then disappeared, to eat an apparently personal
lunch or maybe it was breakfast out in
the kitchen. And Josh, the oldest Mitchum
son he’s nearly eight, trotted in and out.
Each time Bob called him over and
combed his mussed blond hair. Josh took it
with dignity, but every time he reappeared,
his hair was wild again. It wasn’t at all

—

—

—

Hollywood. It was like many ainother
household in many a small town.
I’m sure that’s the way Bob hopes to
keep it average just as he wishes to keep
himself simple and average and natural.
That latter is his little pipe dream, and
it can’t come true. Because he isn’t simple,
for all his act that he is. He has never
been average having been bom gifted.
And from now on in, the more natural he
appears, the more he will be acting. For
he is bound to become more important,
like

—

—

—

in demand, more sought-after.
at that. I’ll bet he stays his own man:
Free, and not losing his sensitiveness

more
But

through too much luxury. Free -thinking
and free-acting, and very much man.

The End

**

0.1

li^e

condensed into 2.5

—

or off-color jokes. He likes to say, “when
I was on the chain gang” or “when I was
stuck-up by a gangster” or “when I was
riding the rods.”
He has already outgrown the little

to spit

He has worked too steadily. Until
he deliberately ran away last winter, he
hadn’t had one day off. He let himself be

tktiUin^ minutes”

‘

house he bought so happily in 1945. There
is no safe place for his two boys to play
in the neighborhood. The main road below
it is a steady roar of traffic and he calls
So he’s constantly
it “Monoxide Alley.”
shopping for a new house, but he doesn’t
want to do anything whatsoever which
might possibly make him “go Hollywood.”
“I want to stay objective,” he says. “I
don’t ever want to develop a kind of patent
p

you have
teeth.”

.

,

.

so writes one of the thousands of

women who never miss listening to "MY
TRUE STORY" Radio Program, brought
to you
of
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cooperation with the editors
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real people in real life experiences.

A

complete drama every morning, Monday thru Friday. Tune in your American
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CST,
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— 10:00
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A Man

of Distinction

(Continued from page 69) in 1939 after
got his chance with Goldwyn.
By the time their second married Christmas rolled around the Financial Department was being pretty rough on the
Andrewses. They agreed to spend no more
than nine dollars on each other. Mary
poached a little, salted away a few pennies
here and a dime there and managed to get
her lord a travelling bag. Dana had just
nine iron men. He bought Mary a quilted
robe.
Last Christmas it was different
and he gave Mary a solid gold bracelet. On
the back of it was inscribed: “To Mary,
with love, Dana.”
A man of ideas is Dana. They pop faster
than corn, which he says they often are.
His first idea was to be a singer. He has
six brothers but the Andrews Sisters are
not his sisters. “I had that idea too,” he
says. “But they said no.”
“No, no brother,” crooned the unsisterly

Dana

sisters.

“Our name

is

Does Toivy Mahtin
expect too

much of a

%OMAN?

Polski.”

“Poles?” cried dismayed Dana.

“How

come you by Andrews?”
“By the telephone book,” hymned the
deceptive sirens.
Then, too, witness Dana’s complete confidence in the sea legs of daughter Kathryn. Five-year-old Kate has been taught
to grab hold of anything on board the
“Kathryn” (named for her), to keep from
falling on her face. However, according
to several prominent Hollywood historians,
the worst day Ethel Barrymore has spent
in a long time was that day she sailed with
Dana, Mary and Kate and spent the entire voyage trying to keep the Andrews
sprite from falling into the blue Pacific.

—

RECENT incident not to be included in
the “corn” category, Mr. A. doesn’t talk
about. A little girl, Darleen Miller, was in
the Los Angeles General Hospital. Darleen
had broken her pelvis and the doctors were
having trouble setting the break. It looked

i

as though Darleen would never
again. The doctors asked if there was

walk
any-

thing she’d particularly like. “Yes,” said
Darleen. “I want to see Dana Andrews.”
Dana was a busy man at this time making
“The Iron Curtain.” However, when the
message came from the hospital, he stopped
production, drove to Los Angeles’ East
Side and visited with Darleen. The doctors
are agreed this visit helped immeasurably.
And, last reports are that she may be able

MARTA TOREN AND TONY MARTIN IN "CASBAH",
A MARSTON PRODUCTION, A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

walk again.
was named Carver Dana after
two professors of the Baptist Theological
Seminary of Louisville, Kentucky. His
father, the Rev. Charles Forrest Andrews,
had studied there. The late Senator Andrews was Dana’s uncle.
Looking at Dana now, off screen and on,
you may feel inclined to ask all the movie
poohbahs who would have no truck with
him, as Bergen does Snerd, “how could
you be so stupid?” Carver Dan has the
answer: “I had nothing to offer. I had
only a mug. They wanted faces. Good
to

He

lookers like

Bob

Marta Toren tells
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Today we have come to appreciate the
rock-hewn mug with pugnacious nose, an
obstinate mouth and a chin that Prudential might paste its sign on when Gibraltar
Dominating are the dark
crumbles.
straight-forward eyes.
A likeable, honest youth, Dana in his
early Hollywood days was always being
given paternal advice to go back where
he came from.
“Some one ought to tell him,” said Di-
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rector George Sidney, who hadn’t the
heart, after seeing a test.
An
talent scout took him benevolently aside and asked what his business
had been. “I advise you to go back to it,”

RKO

com

he

HAPPY DAY!

said.
“It all

sounded so logical,” says Dana.
His first picture was “The Westerner”
with Gary Cooper. When he walked on to
the set he was astonished to see the talent
scout who had advised him paternally to go
back to his business. He was pushing a
camera truck, a third or fourth assistant.
“Just shows how wrong you can be,”
sighed the ex-talent scout, regarding Dana.
“You still may be right,” said Dana.
Finally, after being out of work for
seven months, he decided to devote him-

mm

BUB

self to meditation.

“I had learned at long last to ignore completely what people said. I sat down to
figure out what made a star.”
First of all, he concluded, it’s the part.
“If someone else has the star role it’s
awfully hard to look as though you had.”
In the Andrews analysis the writer comes
first, the director second, in the business of
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A

The

preparation.

"miracle’’

fall

questionably is destined for an Oscar according to an impartial poll of writers.
It has been quite a year for Mr. A. He
has whipped through four pictures, “Daisy
Kenyon,” “Night Song,” “Deep Waters”
and “The Iron Curtain.”
He finished a picture at midnight, started
another at dawn. Even a man of stamina
is exhausted by such speed. It didn’t exhaust his ideas though. He became a
father for the fourth time, this time at St.
Joseph’s Hospital. Stephen had been born
in St. John’s Hospital in Santa Monica.
Mary says the service was fine but the ride
Dana gave her from San Fernando Valley
to Santa Monica was a little too much.
Stephen, as is the custom with some
young people, decided to arrive on the
scene a little early. Dana rushed his wife
to the hospital. Up from the Valley across
Mulholland Drive down Sepulveda Canyon they sped. It was somewhere around
midnight and a California drizzle was
drizzling. At Sunset and Sepulveda Dana
stopped for a light. He stopped but found
his car going in the opposite direction.
They arrived at the hospital and Stephen
was born ten minutes later.
“I think I’m going out of business now,”
says Pop Andrews. But he still has popping ideas and he comes of a family of nine
kids, not including the Andrews Sisters.

—

—
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That Angel Cary
(Continued from page 45) physique as

is

about "fhese

Cary’s naturally, leap around tennis courts
and walk miles across the links.

Cary meant to sell this house some time
But when his friend and agent, Frank
Vincent, died and he had no one to help
him arrange the details of the sale he
ago.

?

stayed on.
Recently Bill Powell convinced Cary he
should sell. Bill still hasn’t been able to
take possession, however.
The first floor of Cary’s house has an
entrance hall, living room, dining room,
den, bedroom, bath, kitchen and servant’s
room. The upstairs rooms, especially the

two master bedrooms which were to have
been Barbara’s and Cary’s and never were
completely furnished, have a deserted air.
There is nothing dramatic or sentimental
about the two master bedrooms remaining
as they were when Cary and Barbara said
goodbye. For Cary lives in this house
quite happily. I might say he lives in
one room of this house quite happily.
For he sleeps, frequently eats and spends
his indoor leisure hours in his bedroom.
It’s a fairly large room, done in yellow
and green and simply and attractively
furnished with a couch that opens into
a large bed. The telephone is in this
room. So are the books and scripts that
So are
interest Cary at the moment.

—

photographs of his friends portraits of
Barbara and her son, Lance, among them.
Cary and Barbara never should have
married, of course. Cary knew this always.
loved Barbara’s beauty and was
thrilled by her -but not by her belongings
or her life. If Barbara was later dismayed
because Cary would not accept the international set, she merely reflected the dismay Cary had felt from the first because
these were her friends.
I must say that Cary tried desperately
to make a success of this marriage and to
be a father to Lance. With no success. For
Lance, like both his mother and his father,
is completely continental in attitude.
Also, Cary, I would say, is a five-year
mam. I know only two other men like that;
the Duke of Alba and the Duke of Windsor. Now the Duke of Windsor adores his
Duchess forever. But before she came into
his life you could count on his affection
being of five-year duration.
Cary also remains true to type. His

He

—

The custom

of vaginal douching is so
today the question is not
whether a woman should douche
but rather what she should put in
the douche.
And you certainly will want to know
that no other type liquid antisepticgermicide tested for the douche is
so POWERFUL yet so HARMLESS as
ZONITE Scientists tested every generally known antiseptic and germicide
they could find on sale. And no other
type was SO powerful yet so safe

great

—

!

to tissues.
Cautions Against
'

Weak

or Dangerous Products

those
old-fashioned
women
ignorant advice of friends
still use such ‘kitchen makeshifts’ as
vinegar, salt or soda in the douche.
Vinegar, salt or soda in the douche are
NOT germicides! They never in this
world can give the great germicidal
and deodorizing action of zonite.
"Some day you’ll realize the importance of using only a germicide

Pity

who from

—

intended for vaginal douching one
POWERFULLY germicidal with deodor-

and dissolving qualities yet one
SAFE to tissues. So why not benefit by
ZONITE now?
izing

A Modern Miracle
ZONITE positively contains no phenol,
no mercury no harsh acids overstrong solutions of which may damage
tissues and in time even impair func-

—

tional

activity

—

of

mucous

—

FREE!

Zomte
FOR NEWER
When

Elsa Maxwell

started a story

In

you

May Photoplay

met Loretta Young

it

can’t afford to miss.

—on

sale April ninth

eminine

glands.

ZONITE is truly a modern miracle! You
can use it as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.
ZONITE is non-irritating. Non-poisonous no poison warning is needed on
the ZONITE bottle.
ZONITE actually destroys and
removes odor-causing, clinging waste
substances, helps guard against infection. It immediately kills every germ
it touches. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract. But you can be sure zonite
DOES kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. Complete directions with every bottle.

N£!Vf

enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published
mail
this
coupon to
Zonite Products, Dept. PP-48, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

For

amazing

—

NomeAddressState-

marriage was to Virginia Cherrill.
Then he loved Phyllis Brooks. Barbara
came next. And following Barbara there
was Betty Hensel. They are all, you will
first

mark, delicate blondes with a great flair
for beautiful, simple grooming.
A water color of Betty hangs in Cary’s
entrance hall and I do not doubt he is
fond of her still. But almost five years
have passed since Cary first met Betty.
Over the fireplace in this combination
living room and bedroom of Cary’s are, I
believe, the only possessions upon which
he places any actual value: Plaques from
Australia and Great Britain. These were
presented to him in appreciation of his
generosity during the years of war. I can
guess his contributions to those countries
was in keeping with the $150,000 that he

gave to the international Red Cross.

you hove a round, oval or heart-shaped
If your face is oblong, diamond or
triangle-shaped. A page boy’s contoured roundness will soften a pointed chin, counteract square
boxiness and make a round face appear longer.

YES!

If

face.

NO!

SEND NOW FOR THRILLING FREE BOOKLET!
"HAIR STYLES THAT GLORIFY THE SHAPE
OF YOUR FACE."

CURLERS

every girh
best for

Cary’s generosity, of course, is not
limited to such munificent gifts. In the
least thing he is generous. More than once,
for instance, I have had a wire from him
saying:
“Dear Elsa
“I am giving a party that I think you
would enjoy. Please come as my guest.
Cary.’’

At Christmas usually I have an affectionate wire from Cary. But a year or so ago
he sent me a recording machine that also
can be used to make records. He doesn’t
send a gift dutifully every year. But when
he sees something he knows would please
friends it goes to them.
On the shelves in Cary’s room, which
hold the books he loves best, are Cassell’s
French-English Dictionary. In “The Bish-

Wife” he had one scene in which he
spoke French. But he studied and worked
so he might play this scene perfectly.
“If people come to the theater because
your name is billed on the marquee,” he
op’s

says, “it’s up to you to come through.”
IJe did not want to play the angel in
“The Bishop’s Wife,” didn’t think it was
right for him. In fact he offered to pay

back Samuel Goldwyn all the money he
had had in salary thus far if only Sam
would let him out. But Sam wanted Cary
for his angel. Who wouldn’t? And the
picture’s success proves he was right.
Last summer Cary went to England to
talk to Alexander Korda about movies
they will film in all countries in their
hope of explaining people of all lands,
races and creeds to one another.

It

is

interesting, I think, that although

Cary went to England on motion picture
business, he did not go as a motion picture star. He travelled privately with
Freddie Lonsdale, the eminent playwright.
Freddie put Cary up at his club. They had
a wonderful time. And you did not hear
Cary’s name bandied about or see his
picture all over the papers.
If you were to go to a dinner party at
Cary’s house you would find the dining
room too small for its massive table. Or it
might be, if there were only three or four
guests, that dinner would be served at a

small table in the den. It is an indifferent
to which Cary obviously has given
little thought, frunished in red leather with
hunting prints on the walls, a genuine
Utrillo over the fireplace and a small bar
in a bay window.
His house and garage sit on exactly one
acre of land and are approached by a semicircular driveway. In the garage of Cary’s
home, there’s a dark gray Cadillac convertible. He used to drive a Ford convertible. He doesn’t care too much about
the make of the car so long as he can drive
with the top down.
High on the shelves in Cary’s bedroom
National Geographies are stacked. On his
walls are seascapes by that French master,
Eugene Boudin. For ever since Cary was a
little fellow he has had a great passion
for the sea.
This summer Cary is coming to stay with
me at my farm in the south of France. “I
want to know the world,” he tells me. “I
want to know Europe not its cafes but its
beauties and its people.
“And Elsa, don’t forget our cruise on a
freighter. We’ll really make it one day.”
It’s to be a self-supporting expedition.
For we will stop at all ports along the
coast to pick up freight and luggage.
It’s Cary’s idea of fun to go along with
the crew. Still the child of his economical
boyhood, aware of all the things money is
needed for in the world today, he wouldn’t
think of chartering any great yacht.

room

—

I still

remember Cary when

New York

I

met him

in

He had an element of simplicity about him then and
he hasn’t lost it. No triple-plated swimyears

ago.

pools, no houses as large as a small
hotel run by any major domo for him. He
started out as a regular guy and he hasn’t
changed. That angel, Cary!
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Back again! The exclusive Goody Elastic
Clasp Curler that’s best for every hair-do!

Won’t Slip! The curler
head without roll back.

ir
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locks close to

Every Size Curler! From

....

tiny to giant

curlers for every size curl.
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Holds More Hair! Elastic Clasp permits more hair to be rolled into each curl.
Exclusive! Only
Elastic

trends.
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short
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star,

telling
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Adele Fletcher,
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WAVE

to Photoplay’s newest air-treat

York 14

Every Saturday morning on

ABC— 10:30 EST;
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PST
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ana turner

visited the

M-G-M

lot

L

between pictures wearing a flimsy playsuit. The studio censor, A1 Block, saw her
and later told the wardrobe department:
“Lana can’t wear that.”
“Don’t be ridiculous,” replied the wardrobe department. “That isn’t a costume for
a movie.

It’s

her

went shopping

own

m
*

playsuit.and she just

Beverly
*

Hills.”
*

to marvel at the
marriage of Bill Powell and
Diana Lewis because of the big age span.
I remember when they were first married.
Bill was talking to a pal in his den when
there was a loud crash in the direction of
the living room. The friend looked startled
but Bill said;
“It’s nothing to worry about. Just Diana

Hollywood continues

successful

sliding

down

the bannister.”
*

*

Sign in a Hollywood jewelry shop: “We
mend everything except love affairs.”
*

sfs

Maria Montez was watching the rushes
of a love scene between her husband, Jean
Pierre Aumont, and a glamour doll. “How
do you feel when you see your husband
kissing another woman?” she was asked.
"Oh. I don’t worry a bit." replied Maria.
"I figure he does the same thing I do
concentrate on showing a good profile to
the camera."
*

*

*

in the script: “My only frightening
experience in Hollywood was seeing myself on the screen. I look just like I look.”

Not

— Henry

Morgan.
*

*

A much

married movie queen introduced her daughter to her fourth stepfather. The little girl smiled and saicl:
"Won't you please write something in

my

guest book?"
*

*

*

Jolson gave everybody connected
his radio show a smoked turkey.
The writers of the show, Mannie Manheim
and Charles Isaacs, were convinced Jolson
raised the turkeys himself because they
were smoked in a kneeling position.

A1
with

—

^

^

Samuel Goldwyn's new musical, “A
Song Is Born,” features the nation’s top

One day a number of them,
Goodman. Dorsey, Barnet and
were having a jam session. Gold-

bandleadei’s.

including
Basie,

wyn,

visiting the set, stood and listened
quietly.
Songwriter Sid Robin watched
for a while and finally came over to him
and said: “Look. Mr. Goldwyn, for all the

money

you’re paying these boys,
\ou could tap your foot!"

at least

The new-pink Pond’s “Lips” shade
that’s perfect for Spring!

Handsome swivel case —49^, 25^

;

;

:

Jeers and Cheers
Cheerio Everybody

May

I

my two

put in

cents’

worth

re-

garding Oscars, actors and the like?
We’re tired of seeing stars get Oscars
when we know they wouldn’t have been
able to carry the picture had it not been

We

for the fine cast of characters.
want
to see more character actors given Oscars.
e“re sick of seeing new faces on the

W

screen “glamorized” and thinned to emalike
Hazel Brooks with that
lanky, sloe-eyed, hungry look. Our American girls aren't like that. Most of us are
wholesome looking, in love with life. Give
ns more naturalness on the screen.

ciation,

Mrs. Frederick Gooch
Washington, D. C.

Dear Editors

many new faces on
old favorites are still weljust like too much ice

I’m glad to see so
the screen.
come but

The
it’s

cream.

Ava Gardner is a refreshing newcomer.
She and Gregory Peck would make a
wonderful pair.
Burt Lancaster is new
and different but I hope he won’t make
gangster pictures forever. Joan Caulis doing all right.
have one gripe about most pictures.
They are too depressing. Why do they
make pictures like “Possessed” and “The

field
I

Snake Pit”?

One Permanent Cost ^15... the TONI only ^2
So

smooth, so natural looking.

soft, so

-

You’ll say your Toni

the loveliest

is

f)er-

manent you’ve ever had. But, beiore
you will want to
know —

giving yourself a Toni

Will

TONI work on my

Yes, Toni waves any
take a

will

hair?

kind of hair that

permanent, including gray,

dyed, bleached or baby-fiiie hair.
Is

it

easy

to

Twins.

’

Eileen Mary, the twin at the

left,

I

movies have by far surpassed them.
it that Hollywood can no longer
produce pictures such as “Gone with
the 'Wind,” “Beau Geste,” “Intermezzo,”
“Gunga Din” and “Mrs. Miniver”?
Really, Hollywood, you must try and regain your former position, or we shall
lose faith entirely in your ability.
Italian

has the Toni.

all

Dear Photoplay
Whatever is becoming of American
movies ? Some years ago American films
were considered the best in the world
and undoubtedly they deserved their reputation.
But now, British, French and
:

new hat.”
remarks Eileen Mary Skillings. "No wonder
Edith Ann says, after this we ll he Toni
Toni-savings paid for a

Why

buy TONI?

drug, notions or cosmetic counters.

Try Toni today.

is

Ona Monica Sanchez
Buenos Aires, Argentina

TONI save me time?

Definitely.

The

2 to 3 hours.

actual waving time

And during

are free to do whatever

How

long will

Y our Toni
as long as

is

is

onlv

that time

you

you want.

my TONI wave

Editors
last?

wave is guaranteed to last just
a $15 heauty shop permanent

— or your money

Why

"My

At

Easy as rolling your hair up on curlers.
why every hour of the day another
thousand women use Toni.

brittleness

Which twin has the TONI?

Where can

do?

J hat’s

Will

no frizziness, no dried-out
even on the first day.

Mrs. G. Scott
Oakland, Cal.

back.

TONI a Creme?

'Because Toni

W

Creme aving Lotion waves
- leaves it soft as silk with

the hair gently
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are to be

commended

for printing

Larry Parks’s forthright statement
ruary issue).
celebrity

who

knows

right.

We
lishing

is

(

Feb-

refreshing to find a
will speak up for what he
It

appreciate

is

your fairness

in

pub-

it.

Esther and Phil Irwin
Milwaukee, Wise.

::

.

Support for Van
Dead Editor
:

I

have just finished reading “The Verin
on Van" (February issue) and
I

dict

public
boiling to think some ot the
can’t see
I
can be so fickle and unjust.
what difference it makes who Van Johngo to his^ pictuies
.still
I
son marries.
say
bo,
and enjoy them very much,
.stopped
phooey to the people that have
still

1

likin'^

He's

Van.

witli

tojis

still

me.

Mus. R. Bigki.ow
Libhv, Mont.

Dear Photoplay
I

:

have read your story

"

1

he Verdict on

Sll

will have my vote
\'an has and always
best actoi
the swellest guy and
you, \ an.
would like to say I am with

for

Eleanori'. StoEnARc;

Woodhaven, N.

A Word

for

N

.

Wilde

Dear Sir;
Wilde. His
Please stoii panning Cornel
commendable
devotion to Pat Knight is
She is lar
and should be appreciated.
stars
more beautiful than a lot of so-called

and

it

is

natural for him to want hei

to

would hkc

Personally,
a star also.
in a pictuic.
to sec them together
I

lie

iNlARGo Dupre
Indianapolis, Ind.

there’s a

hand complexion

to flatter your

Question Box
Dear Sir
Could you give me the name of the
actor who played Bob Kirby in 'Variety
Cdrl”?

Chen Yu "pink”

kii'-'

Your hand complexion

— like

that

Maxine Grauer
Chicago,

(Dc Forest Kcllcv

is

111.

— requires

of your face

the shades

uawc.)

his

which compliment your

Dear Sir
Who was the young man who played
the part of Phil in "Song of the Thin
Man"?. He. was the owner of the gambling

own
select

skin tone.

Now you can

one of the fresh new Chen Yu

yacht fortune.

Mary Serex
Monroe, La.
(I'hat

young man was Brurc Cowliuej.)

lacquer shades best suited to your hand'

complexion. Lipsticks of velvety softness to match

Both incredibly lasting because they are Chen Yu.
Deal' Photoplay

;

know .A1 Jolson did the singing in
"The Jolson Story” for Larry Parks. But
1
would like to know if Scotty Beckett
1

did his

own

singing in the picture.

Mary
Los

sea shell for ivory toned skin

PiLiciianan

.Angeles, Cal.

Seotty Beekett, tike Larry Parks, did
not do his own singing in this picture.
Rndy JJ'issler sang for Scotty.

pink sapphire for rachel hands

spring fever for the rose toned

Address letters to tins dc partnient to
Readers Inc., Photoplay. 20.^ East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. ]
owei’er,
our space is limited.
Il'e cannot therefore promise to publish, return or reply
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H
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the lipstick 1.00
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PRELL REMOVES DANDRUFF

AS LITTLE AS 3 MINUTES!

IN

FRONT PAGE NEWS!

the

Prell,

I

new emerald-clear Radiant-Creme
sliampoo with the mart elous patented ingredient, leaves vour hair
sparkling with radiance, and leaves
free of u<ily dandruff! Doctors’

It

examinations proved that Prell

moves unsightly dandruff m as little
as

3

minutes

shampoos

— that

control

manage! I'hat tube

too
.

.

.

and

omy.

is

so handy,

no jars or bottles to break

...

it’s

(let

concentrated for econPrell

radiantly lovely

it

What

the Rileys

Say About

today

— see

Prell

RILEY: Dandruff’s a mess on your coot or your
dress,

So we

Rileys

shampoo

how

MOM:

And

"Prelied” hair shines so

to glow.

JUNIOR: No

And arranges

—

It’s

—

is
it

so smoothly

just

is

sure on the

latest

movie

and

Producing

Artists’

“Prelude

to

seems
well.

jar that will slip or bottle to drip

That Prell tube

BABS:

Lynn, whose

nitiiia

with Prell.

regular Prell

such dandruff.

And how hair shines after Prell,
how smooth it is, how soft and easy
to

Here’s

re-

—

beam.

Night,” an Eagle Lion release,
only a

pretty

and talented

is

not

actress

so economical, the lather’s astronomical

That’s Prell, the

new Radiant-Creme!

Enjoy "The life of Riley" Saturday Nights

— NBC

but also an accomplished musician.

For many

a year she put in five

and

leaves your hair.
six

hours of piano practice a day.

She

is

can

call

also

one of the actresses who

Los Angeles her birthplace.

Furniture courtesy Old Hickory Furniture Co.

risp

butchen

linen,

a huge stitched pocket and navy blue
down the sleeves are an irresistible three-

buttons marching

some
Sanger

Sizes 10-16 and 9-15 $14.95 at
and Crowley, Milner & Go., Detroit, Mich.

in this Pat Hartly dress.
Bros., DallaSj Tex.,

For other stores
'

listed

in your vicinity write
on page 92

to

the

manufacturer
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No one

else

but Carole King has

this

soft-spun dress with the dashing colored

Aptly named "City Edition” for
now and through summer. Sizes 9-15,

stripes.

oreen

Nash

believes in the

adage “Eat an

named Apple Blossom
Queen by her native state, Washington. Her beauty

apple every day,*' for she was

is

I

I

L

I
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seen in Eagle Lion’s “Adventures of Casanova”

S10.95 at Scruggs-Vandervoort-Bamey, Inc.
St.

Louis, Mo.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

and Joseph Horne

Co.,

Checked Dan River gingham
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this
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spring,
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a crisp cute
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New
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York,

Miami,

For other stores in your vicinity write

Fla.
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the manufacturer listed on page 92.
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PHOTOPLAY’S

Claadette Colbert, who

PHOTOPLAY PATTERNS,
205 East 42ad Street,

New York

17,

— — — —

name and address

is;

Love’’

seen in Tri-

through

released

wears a dress Sophie of Saks

Every bit of the new look

wardrobe.
for spring

up

is

sleeves,

combined in the

make

it

in

pushed

For evening dress-up

Belding-Heminway’s Sparkling

Matlasse or Brocade.
State.

softly

unpressed pleated skirt and

little-girl collar.

Street.
.

Artists,

Size:

Name.

City.

United

My

is

Fifth Ave. designed especially for her persona

New York

Eoclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for which please
send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Claudette
Colbert-Sophie Saks FiM Ave. dress in size (Circle
14
18 ^20
P6
size you wish) 12

My

angle’s

“Sleep,

For daytime a Paisley

print or colorful Crepe Natural.

Front View

Back View

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

rilyn

Maxwell, daxaghter of two musicians and born in

Iowa, has been singing and dancing ever since she can

remember.
see

A spun
to

She’s always been pretty, too,

her next in M-CJ-M’s

print skirt buttoned from waist

hem and

a tucked blouse with saucy

push-up sleeves make this Sportswear

by Glen a colorful duet
sun.

Sizes

10—18.

to

meet the

$14.95 at

Abraham & Straus. Brooklyn, N.
Ed

Schuster

&

Co., Inc.,

Y.,

and

Milwaukee, Wis.

For other stores in your vicinity write
to the manufacturer listed on page 92
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“Summer Holiday”

9

msy(70
Insure your chance for
a repeat performance by making a

favorable

first

impression

BY ANITA COIBY
Phoioplay*9 Beauty Editor
I

and

all

tant.

Paramount Star*

have our “ins-and-outs.” And they’re imporAll our lives we’re making entrances and exits
a home, a restaurant, a theater or a business

—
—entrances
^to

adoitar to

ofl&ce

that often

make

a lasting impression

on friends and associates. So let’s be sure the impressions are good ones. For your chances for a repeat
performance are slim if you haven’t made a favorable
first

impression.

For the girl seeking employment, the technique of
entering and leaving a room is very important. The little
things she does add up to the total impression with
which she leaves her prospective boss. A Hollywood
personnel manager, who hires hundreds of girls for
stenographic jobs, told us that he has yet to hire a girl
who lights a cigarette upon entering his office.
“I don’t object to the girl smoking at aU,” he said.
“But the mere fact that she can’t sit through the job
_

interview without a cigarette in her hand, proves to me
that she is emotionally unsure of herself. She doesn’t
know what to do with her hands so she nervously sup-

I

them with a
Take a tip from

plies

job.”
Ellla

Raines and don’t be a shrinking

your prospective em“you have been invited in. So,
don’t hesitate to shut the door firmly behind you.”
Then go to the chair offered you with a firm step and
sit down without pulling and (Continued on page 109)
violet either.

“When

yo,u enter

ployer’s office,” she says,
p

H
0

T
0
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Ava Gardner, of “One
Touch of Venus,”
looks before she leaps

name

of your nearest dealer

shoes illustrated also available in other colors

Sophie...
Who

believes in the feminine

She’s the designer of Saks Fifth Avenue
and her clothes are worn hy glamorous

women

Sophie,
to

wear

who

all

over the world

designed the graceful and smart clothes for Claudette Colbert

in “Sleep,

My

Love,” also designed the stunning dress on page 00 for

Claudette’s personal wardrobe.

I

She has the rare combination of true designing
sense and has had a

THE

much deserved

talent

and sound business

success in the field of fashion design.

hard
Hers has been a meteoric career but one with the firmest foundations in
work and convictions about her own designing premises. She has always had

Xijivm

clothes admittedly feminine
a strong personal fashion philosophy, her belief in

HEUER lETS

but keyed to the lives of the

women who wear

them.

Salon
Sophie creates several collections a year, both for her custom-order

vou Douin

group of ready-to-wear Sophie Originals. She took her
her costumes for amateur theatricals
first designing steps in Philadelphia where
her own
showed unmistakable talent. She, herself, has great style and wears

Moderne and
Making the most of your figure?
you can, you know, with a
"Perma lift”* Brassiere. There’s a
yet firm cushion inset at the
base of each bra cup. Your bust is

soft,

for a

clothes magnificently well.

and gently supported
from below. Wash and wear your
"Perma-lift” Bra as often as you
want it will never lose its famous lift. At your favorite cor-

naturally

herever You

—

setiere

— $1.50

derful
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to

$3.50.

and comfortable

—

^"Per-ma.XiSV' and
are tradimarke af A. Siern
it Company (Reg. V. S.
Pat. Off.)

If

a

"Perma-lift” Girdle too
"No Bones about it Stays
up without stays”.

You Can Buy

vicinity where Photothe preceding pages do not list stores in your
listed below:
play Fashions are sold, write- to the manufacturers

Wonis

E.ive

Striped Dress

Checked Gingham
and Pique Dress

Vat Hartly

Carole King

R.

1400 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

1641 Washington

Mfg. Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

lied

Linen Dress

Avenue,
Mo.

St. Louis,

92

Lowenbaum

Solid BlouseStriped Skirt

Rhea Mfg. Co.
198} S. Allis,
Milwaukee, Wis.

America's leading beauticians, aware of the

necessity

only th^ finest preparations, have long chosen

for using

DUON'S

Fita-

Fluff as the world's finest shampoo.

Now

longer need

marvelous
hair

keeps skin

soft,

delicate, gentle

com-

supple and wrinkle-free under the most

.

Tested under the tropical suns of Palm Beach and Miami, and in
the harsh winds of fashionable Canadian winter resorts by society
leaders,

No

—

trying conditions.

Duon has created a sensational new
dual cream which preserves and beautifies both
the hair and skin.
.

“Custombilt” Cream preserves the most
plexion

women

worry about dry hair or dry skin, for

new “Custombilt” Cream

is

this

all

“Custombilt” has proven

itself

wonderfully different from

other creams.

completely absorbed by the

and skin without leaving a trace of surface

oil.

It restores

instantly the natural sheen of the dullest hair. Applied to your skin

On

sale

Cream

only
is

at

your favorite beauty parlor. .where “Custombilt”

recommended by

.

expert beauticians.

CREATED BY

PRODUCERS OF VITA-FLUFF. ..THE WORLD’S FINEST SHAMPOO

Sfar

in

Your

Home

(Continued from page 65) imagination, a
elbow grease and a few pennies.
I now want to go into the matter of space
and how to increase it. Practically no one
today has rooms that are too large. And I
have never in my life encountered a person

little

who had

too

much

closet space.

But

all of

us have certain basic home -furnishing
problems. Bedrooms must have one bed or
two. Dressers with drawers in which to
store

things

are

a

necessity.

In

living

rooms we obviously must have chairs,
couches and lamps. Nevertheless, many
modem architects ignore this, seeming to
work on the bland assmnption that we are
a nation of nude pygmies, able to curl up
anywhere, needing no place for hats, shoes
and suits.
ET’S assume, for this article, that you are
solving merely the problems of your
living room.
So what do you do, Mrs.
Smart Small Homestead, when the only
house or apartment you can rent or build
has a living room fourteen by twelve and
bedrooms twelve by ten at their best?
To start with, instead of fretting, you
begin drawing. Taking a piece of paper
and a ruler, you face your space and

L

make it appear twice as big
as it actually is. You measure not only
the length and width and height of your
room but also the space between the
windows, their height eind width, the
space above the windows to the ceiling
and the width and “swing” of your doors.
If you have windows that look more like
buttonholes than apertures for light and
air, do not fret.
Something can be done.
Plan your space so that you can have
conversational groups of two, four or
determine to

more. In a small room you probably can
plan only one such group. But you can

by what I call “traveling
These are chairs that are light
in weight and easily movable so that you
can pull them up into the conversational

add

to
chairs.”

this

group.

For

instance,

in

Marlene

Dietrich’s

apartment,
illustrated
on page 64, I
have a long couch flanked by two light
side armchairs.
In my own apartment
I use this same grouping plus a large
ottoman that can seat three or more people (if they are close friends!) and which

can be shoved anywhere.
In any living room today each chair
should have a “reading space,” a nearby
table on which to park an ash tray, a book
and usually a drink. No chair, of course,
ever should sit out in the middle of
emptiness.

Place lamps so their light is shed on
every chair and, wherever practical, have
these lamps on the tables beside the

at

chairs.

new look

plus comfort.

.

I firmly believe in too many lamps raBut I also sternly
ther than too few.
insist that all lamps in any room should
be the same height and similarly shaded,
and that all the shades should be the
same color. I shall devote a whole article
to the subject of lamps very soon, but
here I want to discuss lamps in their relationship to space.
The height of your
lamps should be adjusted to the height
of your room, the size of the tables upon
which they will stand and to one another.

.with

glamorousjjl^e
new flair for high fashion and a new high in healthful
freedom with glamorous Life above and below. Only Life Bra
and Life Girdle are so cleverly tailored to fit and work
together— for that new well-rounded look, with supple
comfort. No wonder more women wear Formfit
creations than any other underfashions.
Life Bras $1.25 to $3.50. Life Girdles $7.50 up.
Be fitted today at any of the better stores.

Discover a

Your eye can

:

MADE ONLY

BY

THE FOPMFIT COMPANY, CHICAGO,

NEW YORK

I

tell

you

this,

but your

yardstick will confirm it.
In small rooms furniture should be
There is no space for the
fimctional.
purely ornamental. If, for example, you
have space only for a couch, two side
chairs and one major table, plus, let’s
say, two traveling eba^irs with two smalle r
tables, choose your tables for double purThere are tables on the market
poses.

which

can

be

lowered

to

coffee-table

ne^ht

and

height.
cellent

Recently

increased
I

to

dinner-table

saw some

really exlow cabinets which when closed
made very attractive side tables for that

beside-the-chair spot. When opened, they
unfolded a long dinner table length upon
a stout leg, that folded back when not
in use.
Within the cabinet, at all times,
there was sufficient storage place for

and silver. Well-designed doublepurpose pieces like this are superb for
small rooms.
Even for your smallest side-tables, buy
those with drawers of some type. Shallow drawers are excellent for storing cards
and such articles. Once, in doing a Palm
Springs apartment, I made a table which
served as a night stand and headboard
between beds and also conc^led behind
its single plain door the logs for the open
fireplace.
This is space saving, making
one object do the work of three.
Having measured your room and its
linens

you know what things
what shape you can buy and what you
must ignore. Now I want you to start
cutting out paper dolls—very sanely. That
is, I want you to cut out pieces of
paper
“furniture space”
in

to represent the articles of furniture that
you intend using in your living room and
using the same scale of one inch repre-

senting one foot Move them about your
paper room until you find the absolutely
ideal spot for each one of them. By this
method, you will know exactly the size
table you should buy to go beside that
wonderful old Colonial chair Uncle Theodore left you in his will. And you won’t
come home saddled with a couch so long
you can’t open the door into the hall and
a coffee table to go before the couch that
is all out of proportion to your
conversational grouping.

Personally, I do not favor, the theory
that light colors expand a room and dark
colors 'contract it. I insist that light colors
intrude upon you and that dark colors
recede, thereby giving the illusion of
space. In small rooms I always use dark-

colored walls and floors, and if less than
tall, a light-colored ceiling.

twelve feet

W HEN

you come to the
small, narrow windows
cally sit on the floor, leaving

problem of
that practian ugly, useless space above them, the neatest solution
is to run your Venetian blinds or
louvres
clear up to the ceiling. Make them in

two sections, Emd keep the upper section
closed.
Very few visitors will be aware
of this artful deceit.
They will simply
get the impression that your room is tall
and gracious, particularly if you also
extend your window draperies nine inches
to a foot beyond the window frame.
Where you use dark walls or hEmgings,
paint the whole section white behind the
curtains so that, when you draw them,
.you still get the white effect.
small room also appears larger when
carpeted to the baseboards in a dark
color or left uncarpeted but with its floor
painted or stained dark. I often ignore
carpets completely, but imless you want
to make a large room smaller, avoid rugs,
particularly the scatter variety.
If you can afford it, nothing cheats so
magmficently as one wall covered floor
to ceiling with antiqued mirror.
Your
room seems to double, every delightful
thing in it is repeated, and the whole
prospect pleases.
It. is,
of course, expensive but it does have the virtue of
lasting forever. It is a fine investment if

A

you own your own house and expect
the remainder of your years to be spent
in it. However, a mirrored wall is like
money. You can’t take it with you. So
let your future plans be your guide
on
what to do about this bit of luxury.
I am a fiend for balance.
I feel if you
have something heavy on one wall, like

p
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a chest of drawers, a bookcase, or even
a fireplace, you should try to balance it
on the opposite wall. For instance, a
break front might stand against the wall
opposite the fireplace.
Also I like the
colors to balance, so that if you have red
shutters on one side,* let’s say, opposite
it you should have a red-shaded lamp.
I did a living room for Constance Moore
which illustrates, all this. I did one wall
in antiqued mirror, put a fine white moulding around the whole room and made
shutters for the windows. These I painted
a coral pink, which was reflected in the
mirrored wall.
I used Connie’s baby’s
playbox for a coffee table and painted ffie
whole room a dark green with the piano
an even darker green.
Two bedroom
chairs,

for

which Connie had

originally

paid thirty dollars and was about to throw
away, I upholstered in a very gay chintz,
similar to that which I used at the win-

dows. It all cost very little but
out to have great style.

it

turned

you

can do similar smart tricks if you
^ will just put your mind to it. But remember these rules: If humanly possible,

do not place your furniture cater-cornered.

'This eats

up space

horribly.

One

apartment which 1 was called to redecorate didn’t need a thing done to it except
to have the furniture straightened out.
In a small room, don’t use too many
colors.
A good start is first to choose a
chintz which you admire for your curtains.
Don’t get one with more than
three colors, and then use these three
colors throughout your room.
Don’t buy fumitme that is very chic
and new at the moment. Like, “the new
look” such items are all too apt to go out of
fashion.
Choose designs that have stood
the test of years. By that I don’t recommend an all -period room. I like the
combination of the formal with the informal, of the old with the new. Personally I think much of the contemporary
design, particularly the Swedish modem,
is excellent.
But don’t go overboard. All
things reflect the era in which they were
created whether they are hats, or tables,
or sealing wax. By mixing periods, you
will save your room from looking dated
in the future. But only when you “mix”
good with good, not good with bad.

I
I

i

j

s

—

Having measiured the space of
ticle,

before starting,

the end of
I

wonderful summertime cotton, sparkling color on

i

a jet black ground, in a delightful dress
!

you’ll

wear from noon

vat-dyed. Sanforized*,

Dan River

almost forever.

So

let

this ar-

now know I am at
me say I hope I’ve

helped you with your living-room problems, and to extend a cordial invitation for
us to meet in your bedroom next month
right here in Photoplay.

—

The End

to night ... its big attraction

a complete circle of swirling skirt.
is

it.

I

And

woven

to

the fabric

wear

Mills, Inc., Danville, Va.

I

Dress by Saeson in sizes 10 to
16.

About $13

Gimbel

at

Bros.,

New York and Philadelphia;
Famous & Barr, St. Louis;
Mandel
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‘Fabric shrinkage
less than 1%
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Art Hifs

HollywoodT^

(Continued jrom page 70) sets, in reconverted garages and in swimming pools
drained for the purpose, knots of would-be
artists are gathered before easels taking

from dumfounded artists who
and struggled for years before attempting such canvases as are now being
whipped up in a few sittings by amateurs.
Lynn Bari, long a camera fiend, now
devotes some of her energy to charcoal
lessons
studied

(Uim

sketches.

Claudette Colbert painted a portrait of

Mary Benny

as a gift to Jack. For days
the two girls worked Mary posing, Claudette painting. At last the masterpiece was
finished and Jack eagerly unwrapped the
gift.

—

“Oh, just what

I

STURDI-FLEX*

speak to him.

figure control that leaves you lithe

Each Monday night in Paul Hesse’s stugroup including Claudette Colbert,
Edgar Bergen, Anita Colby, Linda Darnell,
Ann Rutherford and Paul himself, take

dio, a

painting instructions.
Of this group, Linda is the most experienced, having “commercialized” art at the
age of six by offering to color the crayon
books of the local first graders for five
cents. Beautiful busty girls painted by
Linda are given to cast and crew as gifts
at the completion of each picture and don’t
think they aren’t coveted.
At first the pupils adhered strictly to
still life, a bottle of milk and an apple.
But Edgar complained the milk reminded
him of his ulcers, so it was decided to try a
real model. The result was chaos. The
model on canvas looked so much like each
individual artist that she was thrown into
a nervous state. “I don’t mind looking like
Miss Colbert or Miss Colby,” she wailed,
“but when I come out wearing a silk hat
and a monocle, I’m through.” She fled the
place completely shattered.
John George Vogel, one of Hollywood’s
art teachers has a healthy respect for the
new vogue; thinks anyone who has good
taste and a certain creative ability can
paint well. Mr. Vogel instructs Susan
Peters whose painting of a violin after six

weeks’ work

is

a

in

wanted,” he en-

thused. “Phil Harris with that new look.”
Jack was explaining for days that he was
only kidding and really loved the portrait before either model or artist would

and

free as a ballet beauty. You’ll be

amazed

at the soft, natural feel of a

Sturdi-flex

made

.

.

the all-in-one that’s

.

of petal-soft, petal-smooth natu-

ral

rubber. You’ll

joy

when you

see

want

to

dance for

how much trimmer

and slimmer you look.

•

control ied-stretch rubber

•

won^t ride up

•

perforated for coolness

•

fleece-backed edge

•

flat,

adjustable garters
r

amazing.

Best of
fresh

. . .

Sturdi-flex stays petal

all.

keeps

its

shape

. . .

with all-over

pin-point perforations to give comfortable ventilation.

Naturally,

it’s

easy to care for

.

.

.

always ready to wear. Just whisk your
Sturdi-flex through mild suds, pat

dry,

and

it’s

Sturdi-flex

it

petal-fresh in seconds!
all- in-one, sizes

32-44,

about $4.95. Also, Sturdi-flex step-in
girdles in sizes 24-36, about $2.95.

At good

stores everywhere.
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Sixleen-year-old Lois

Butler

H
0

makes her

T

0

singing and starring debut in Eagle Lion’s

“Mickey.”

from Indianapolis, was chosen from more than a
hundred teen-agers who were auditioned

P
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problems: Like the blonde starlet
attempted a wonderful vegetable still
life that oddly enough turned out to be a
The
perfect likeness of Victor Mature.
starlet was puzzled Find the instructor
stimned. “I really don’t know how this
happened,” she said over and over, looking
from the vegetable plate to the portrait, “I
thought I was doing carrots.”

little

who

At the teacher’s suggestion the starlet
switched to red carnations in a green
bowl, which emerged as Victor Mature in
red and green bathing trunks performing
a perfect swan dive into a bowl of Chanel
No. 5. The starlet gave up the artist for a
psychiatrist

jr-

—

J^€€cille
appearing

g

O

^^etneA,
in

Producing

Artists'

Eagle-lion release

happier.

the more professional
welcome rather than resent the

horde of amateurs. Jean Negulesco, who
studied abroad and whose canvases are

insisting, “just

dreamy.”

.

was Dusty Anderson, Negulesco’s
who outdid them all by using a knife

But

of

much

enough,

artists

he kept

Cherished for their look

is

highly respected, feels the present painting vogue is due to a movie star’s desire
for vocalized approval. It justifies his existence as movies can’t, for on the easel is
something definite created by him.
At any rate Mr. Negulesco discovered
how serious the painting fever had become
when he, as director, with the cast of
“Johnny Belinda” travelled north on location. To his amazement no sooner were
they settled than out came easels, paints
and brushes. Lew Ayres, who attends an
art class under a Chinese professor, got
down to serious work right off. Jane
Wyman who began a portrait of Charles
Bickford, also in the cast, decided what
the he-man, red-headed Bickford needed
was a little glamorizing. His eyes became
a darling baby blue, his lips a ruby
Cupid’s bow and his lashes, curled and
outsized. The rest of the cast awaited the
day when Jane would present this masterpiece to a surprised Bickford. Instead of
the murder threats they had fully expected, Charlie fell madly in love with
the portrait and refused to part with it,
even for signing. “As a sissy I’m beautiful,”

“PRELUDE TO NIGHT"
An

ddly

and

luxury

smart ensemble
other jewelry so imparts the rich look of luxury to a
Deltah
shimmering
lustrous,
of
necklace
a
cost,
as
and does so at so little
... so completely
popular
constantly
so
is
else
Nothing
simulated pearls.

No

glamour-time,
with the newest "new look” fashions, sport-time or
to your neckline by emallure
add
they
Too
strands.
iridescent
as these
necklaces and earrings
phasizing lovely fleshtones. Perfectly-matched Del/ah
effective

are modestly priced.

it

wife,
that seasoned artists use only after years
of study. Three lessons and Dusty was
scraping out waters that moved, trees that
swayed, boats that had motion, while her
husband stood by and shook his head in
disbelief.

Another well-known Hollywood wife,
Gladys Lloyd Robinson (Mrs.'Edward G.),
started painting a little over a year ago.
In January she had thirty paintings on exhibit at the Bignou Galleries in New York,
and expects to have another exhibit in
Paris this June. Mrs. Robinson uses a
palette ^ife, her fingernails and occa-

bobby pin when painting.
Far-reaching indeed has been the influence of Hollywood canvases. Red Skelton, for instance, concentrates solely on
clowns of all shapes and sizes which his
manager and ex-wife purchases from him
with bank-breaking regularity.
Frank Sinatra, whose taste also runs to

sionally a

L
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clowns, recently sent a clown portrait to
a charity auction. It found a buyer in
director Rouben Mamoulian, who forked
over $750 for the “Sinatra original.”
And, too, there are the artists who
casually paint scenes five thousand miles
or more away from their vision. But do you
Not at all. In
think it stumps them?
Cornel Wilde’s dressing room, for instance,
is a canvas upon which Cornel leisurely
painted great gobs of scenery which he
labeled “Lake Como by Moonlight.”
Nature, one surmises, will somehow
hastily readjust itself once it gets a
gander at Wilde’s masterpiece. A forest

^ew

to grow where no forest
before, but who bothers about little things
like that in Hollywood?

may have

L.U11 ir'aimer, wno is considered one or
the best, took up painting to relieve the
tedium of lonely hours with husband Rex
Harrison while on fishing trips. Now while
Rex fishes, Lilli paints and is proficient
enough to do murals and decorations.

a typical Carole

li.iiB9 giirl

Poor Van Johnson, who shows definite
has completed only a few sketches
and hasn’t even those to show for his
work. The minute his back is turned the
sketches are swiped by admiring fans and
the only things Van has to prove he’s an
aspiring artist are a vermilion thumb and
talent,

blue ear.
Gary Cooper, one of the best daubers in
town, who once astounded his college
chums with his cartoons, has been painting
quite a while. Gary’s only trouble, we’re
told, is due to his gangling height. Gary
has to buckle at the knees to paint in the
foreground, or kneel down to get in the

backgroimd. The middle of any picture.
Cooper claims, is a cinch.

erhaps

the most serious and certainly
of the most talented of Hollywood
painters is William Grant Sherry, Bette
Davis’s husband. In an imused kitchen on
the second floor of his and Bette’s home on
the Warner Brothers lot. Sherry has set
up his easel and gone to work on canvases
he hopes to show in New York very soon.
Professing to know nothing of the socalled mechanics of painting. Sherry paints
as he sees the scene before him. “Oh, I see

P one

you darkened the background to give the
some visitor will .say.
Or “Those shadows atre most ingeniously
placed,” they’ll remark, all of which is
news to the artist. “Oh, is that so?” he’ll
inquire which throws the so-called critic

effect of distance,”

for a loop.

There’s a rather romantic story connected with this art craze that should be
told now. For a long time Mrs. Dane Clark,
who was once a concert pianist, felt her
life with Dane incomplete. The feeling of
unhappiness spread to Dane and, during a
misunderstanding, Margo Clark left home

And herself.
She found pride and

to try to

fulfillment in the

new

painting craze.
talent recaptured,

Respect regained,
Margo brought her
canvas etnd oil back to hers and Dane’s
home and with hubby proudly admiring
her work, they’ve foimd a new happiness.
The motto in movie town is not so much
“art for art’s sake” as “art for heaven’s
sake”
the native who lacks the essentials, including a Don Loper smock, is
considered strictly from back woods.
The End'
^
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Look pretty, please!
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Carole King

Original of Savoy spun rayon. Junior sizes 9 to 15.
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Dravest

t7irl

in

{Continued from page 38)

Fm the guy who

gets

i

_

own

1

on her

up when

part.

there’s noth-

ing left to dream about. She eats a frighteningly big breakfast (for me). Eggs look
I’ve had time to
but Susan devours
them with the gusto of a new arrival from
England. This aturora antithesis makes us
both want to be someplace else, so we play
hide-and-seek that first hour.
I mention this only because I want the
whole world to know what a beast I am
in the morning. The rest of the day I can
fed no beefs with the little woman. Half
the time I can’t fed her. She drives her
own car by hand control and takes off
daily in practically any direction. She even

positively Cyclopean
find out what day it

._ceU a

6n

till

is,

contrived to get a traffic ticket of which
she was very proud!
She has recently taken up painting and
regularly attends classes. Her first efforts
were Mulligan style, but gradually they
have become more and more decipherable.
Now, by gosh, she shows real talent and in
the words of the late Gertrude Stein, “A
!”
rose is a rose is a rose is a rose
She is learning to operate a typewriter

^^nored

.

by touch system and

will

.

.

undoubtedly

write a best seller next week.
She has just completed her first picture

iTTY

since being careless with firearms, namely “The Sign of the Ram.” I have seen the
picture twice so far, and at the risk of
seeming husbandly, must say just this:
of an actress! She’s pretty,
wife is one

My

Other Styles Available,
iram $6.95 ta $7.95, at
Setter Stores Everywhere
for One Nearest You,
Write to

At the moment she is contemplating
another acting chore which I hope to postpone a month or two. When she’s working,
she really gets up early.
too.

—

MARILYN SHOE

CO., 1233

W. Vine

Street,

Milwaukee

5,

Wisconsin
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Sylvan Simon,
W
and connoisseur

met, Susan and I, in the office of S.
the well-known director
of

bow

ties.

We

were

to

lovers in a cinema entitled
“Tish” and it therefore seemed apropos
that we meet. It was Susan’s first picture
at M-G-M. Naturally I felt obligated to
show her the ropes and generally give her
the benefit of my experience. You see,
“Tish” was my second picture and I had
been at M-G-M three months.

appear

as

This brash yovmg newcomer, however,
instead of being grateful, suspected

me

of

having some ulterior motive and treated
rather coldly at first. But it didn’t
take me long to crack her glacier-like
veneer. The first day of shooting I said
to her, graciously, “Good morning!” This
completely disarmed her and -unable to
help herself— she nodded, a slight flicker
of recognition lighting her face.
That morning I asked her to marry me
and she consented. We kissed for the
and small bolts of lightning
first time
shot out of my ears. This caused the director to shout, “Cut!” The prop man tied
weights to my feet (I had floated out of
camera range) and we tried the scene
again. Once more we kissed. This time I
retained my composure, but my nose lit
up. This caused Mr. Simon to start looking
for an actor with milder reactions. We
solved the dilemma however, by tilting my
head away from the camera when we
kissed, thus causing Susan’s face to hide
my nose, leaving only an aura of light
which glowed halo-like from behind her
head. To this day I call her “Angel.”
Well, to get on, I made splendid progress
Susan
during the making of “Tish.”
actually became quite aware of me., The
fact that I kept kissing her in scene after
scene made me rather difficult to ignore.
One night after work, she climbed into
her car to go home and I popped out of the

me

—
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glove compartment. She was somewhat
surprised as it Was a rather small glove
compartment. This strategic move of mine

toolcT?rK5r?ie
to meet her mother who
invited me to
dinner. The food was excellent
so I went
back the next night. In fact, I ate
there
every night for several months.
Then, just as I was about to take
them
out to dinner, there was a war.
Susan took me to the station and helped
me on the train but not until I had extracted her promise to marry me
when I
returned. I got back sooner than

pected and on November 7, 1943,
wed. Which just goes to prove

she ex-

we were

that if a
fellow plays his cards right and
keeps on
trying hell get what he wants.
So much for the romantic angle
here
are the facte about my wife.
She’s not perlect. She has a small
mole on her right
shoulder. There are also several
scratches
.

on her wheel

.

.

chair.

11HE wheel

chair

dates

back

New

to

^hen Susan

*

shot her®
smart thing to do
u- U T X®
which
I told her at the time.
Besides, I was
the one in the service and
therefore the
logical one to get shot.
She was very
honest and agreed that it was silly.
In fact
It was so silly
that the doctors said she'
would probably never walk again.
In fact
they told me that she would
probably not
one night she called me over
+
to the bed and told me
the doctors were
potty. She had never lied to
me before and
this was certainly no time
to start, so I believed her. As usual, she

was

right.

.when she was strong enough to
a conversation, we talked
over
this not walking again
question. She had
the answers. For every
couldn’t, she had
a could. N<^ after three
years she’s found
two cans for every can’t, and
a theory
about people who are suddenly
invalided
bo many of them wait passionately
and
idly for
the miracle.” She says this
is
®
should work that
Ifinally,

capy on

much harder—travel

much

that

faster

If

science knows no cure, retain
the hope but
dont wait for “the miracle.” That
Susan

IS

pytially paralyzed

cold fact.

is

From

house she

lives in*^^^**°*^

The routine of day to day has
grown
day by day through thoughtful
plannmg and learning of a more
independent
easier

life

stems from a wheel chair.
happens
it’s all gravy.
.

.

.

.

Certainly this is not defeatism.
It’s that
agonizing waiting and hoping
that kills.
Every man seeks his place in
the sun.
tint It he sat in a cave and
just waited, the
sun would never find him. Susan
has great
hope—but the day that she may walk
again
IS locked away
a mental safe. Maybe
the combi^aHer job is
r’
^
her the very best
^®°Pl® weren’t
mad/^“t
.

m

here and there.

I

imagine

Ihnn Jbi the
Ik ^^k
thoughts
hard way.
wishes were horses.
.

halfway betweer
it would be ven

down
It

”

hei

sums up,
“I
x-.-

.

®

to get

+k^f®k^^®T"
this,
but I always

around

tc

save the best for last
PJ'eud adopted parents
of a bouncmg, and
ot
I use the word literallv
'^ho sometimes answers to the nanje
of Timothy. ]
to stay three rounds
with him
always stays the full
distance and usually wins
the decision.
It 1 had to fill a
prescription for what
makes Susan rim, I’d add one part
Timothy,
one part talent, one part love
and laughter
and a whole lot of something
inherent that
there just isn’t a word for.

mushy
if

may

If I

someone

In fact,
called

me

I

0

get

P

love her

L

wouldn’t even mind
Mr. Peters
once'

A
Y

—

for just one sentence

very much.

P

H
0
T

I

.

.

.

The End
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(Continued from page 55) advantage of
never yet talked with a male

m

that. "We’ve

Hollywood who liked those flat-soled shoes
or sandals. And, we’re glad to report, you
don’t see many of them around here any
the dressrtvore, and certainly never with
holdouts, of
ier clothes. There are a few
course, but they look darned pl^ and

unattractive beside the gals in the high
heels and daintier footwear.
That blouse-and-skirt thing is being
dropped to a great extent, too, by the
Heaven
better dressed glamour-pusses.
knows, it’s been done to death. One night,
when
for instance, we were in Mocambo
Lauren Bacall and Ella Raines (similar
anyway) were there in jersey blouses

m

type,

and ballerina-length skirts with wide belts.
Three other gals in the same restaurant,

who

fancied

calls,

were

themselves

also

as

other

Ba--

around in almost identical

And they all looked like a lot of
nothing compared with Gene Tierney who
outfits.

was there that evening,

too.

Gene was

dancing with her ex, Oleg Cassuu, in a

•

ot
lovely ballerina-length cocktail <kess
black crepe and lace, full skirted, softly

topped and

tUt'A^
Avo.lob/c

...

-

"tfe

^*.<»*>^ ti 4<^ Ay

S>.

—
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/«'

'T/U^^
Ha^

^?t4.

o.fo.rfs sl.ng

last year when we told you
about the charming evening dress that
for Condirector' Mitch Leisen designed
awaitstance Moore to wear while she was
to his
ing the stork? "Well, Mitch was up
good old tricks again when he dreamed up
one for Betty Hutton for the same reason.
ParaBetty wore it to the opening of “The
^tm
dine Case.” It’s of periwinkle blue
dark blue
that changes sheen from light to
cast
as she walks, and even has a cerise

R

all

.n oil d«..ed soles
TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

pumps ond sondo/s

PAT. NOS. 1.000 062. 1.043.753

U. S

olwlLVoUN^bEER* INTERNATIONAl SHOE COMPANY.

ST

lOUIS

3.

MISSOURI no moil ordej^

lovfely.

emember

m

really dreamy hunk ot
ruffles
material! It’s strapless and enormous
smg
of matching net start just under the
The
bodice to about hip length in front.
and back
ruffles extend on down the sides
short tram
of the dress until they form a
over the satin skirt. The ruffles ^e
The ^irt
in the same satin as the dress.
mto a
slims in at the knees and tapers

some

lights.

A

bo^d

WHEN

hobble-skirt effect by the time it reaches
sa tm
the Aground. Betty wore matching
sand^s and a brand new white ermme

YOU

Douglas Fairbanks Jr. lookednew
stunning at the same opening in a
with mreeelectric blue slipper satin dress
quarter sleeves and a stunning off-thein^the
shoulder rolled coUar that rode high
from
back. She designed the gowm herself
a combination of “new look fetches
There were
the leading fashion mag^mes.
circuto
yards and yards of satin in the
The folds of her bodice were caught

^**llh:s

k„

-
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J
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SHOPPING

\

.

.

.

skirt

horse.

with a gorgeous new diamond sea
Her choker necklace and bracelet were

or when you ore writing

U/

to the

manufacturers of

merchandise- which you

have seen featured

in

these Fashion Pages
it will

to

know exactly the

item you wish to buy,

favorite store for a Real-form
girdle or panty girdle. RaschelKnit fashioned to fit of Lastex with

if

REAL-FORM OIROIE

CO., 35R Fifth A««..

NMf V*rk

you mention you

saw

I

Write for free illustroted booklet. Dept. 5V

.

be easier for them

Don't raid the
refrigerator, but raid your

firming front panel. Can't run. $5.
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Greg Peck’s cute wife Gretchen really
cut
thought of a new look for a
under her eye. She glued, of all thmgs,
adhesive which
little gold sequins to the
to
had to be worn on the cut. YouU have
just a
admit that’s more glamorous than
ot gray
piece of tape. Gretchen’s dress was
gray toward
crepe, shading to a lighter
color deep
the neck and shoulders. The
hendme
ened into lead gray toward the
lines,
which reached the floor. Of simple
l^e a
the gown had a red crepe msert,
had
wide curving band, at the waist. Skirt
a dfsi^ of
a small slit up the front, with
the
gold sequins down the entire front of
^^Jeanne Crain was wearing a light blue
lace and
lace go-/m fashioned of bands of
Lace Ball at
souffle when she went to the
skirt was
the Beverly Hills Hotel. The
enormously full, held out even father
Bodice
with horsehair in the underskuts.

bY tut lace accentMea'
the nipped-in look even more. Pleated lace
decorated the neckline, which was off-theshoulder. Jeanne wore blue lace mitts

edged wth black lace. (We could have
done without those ^the whole costume

—

being as frUly as it was.)
Oh, we almost forgot to

tell you what
happened to Greer Garson the night “TTie
Paradine Case” opened. There was Greer,

in that fabulous new platiniun blue mink
coat of hers that cost a fortime, being led
to the microphone in front of the theater
to “say a few words.” Well, the radio fashion gal who was introducing her got to the
mike first and described Greer’s coat as
stone marten. Greer almost fainted! She
said later, “When I stepped to the mike,
I could just hear every little mink on me
screaming, ‘Eeek, eeek!’ ” La Garson busted
out a few nights later with the biggest
party she’s ever given in Hollywood. She
invited over a hundred people but closer
to two hundred’ arrived
and stayed
through cocktaUs and dinner. In the early
.

.

.

a.m there were still over fifty people
there dinging around with a piano, amusing each other with card tricks or jtist
gabbing. La Rue’s famous thef and waiters
were on hand to see that the feast catered
by that restaurant was beautifully served.
Joan Bennett was there taking congratulations on her just-announced blessed
event. Her fourth child it will be. And she
looked charming in a red crepe tissue
faille ballerina-length cocktail dress. It
had a
decoUetage for a change and a
huge circular skirt. The color accent was a
broad belt of black grosgrain ribbon. Joan
was wearing those sheerer-than-sheer
smoky black nylons and black satin highheeled slippers tied at the ankle. And of
course, her diamond and ruby brooch.

—

V

NICE

I

H

street outfit, not the least bit

the dressy side,

on

Janis Paige’s knit dress

is

—and

she swears she knitted it herself. It’s
black with a pencil slim skirt. But toward
the right shoiilder it becomes striped with
Kelly green and winter white a knockout
color note on this simple, wearable dress.
It has a high square neckline on which
all sorts of necklaces can be worn.
Saw June Allyson at Giro’s in a darling
dress. The skirt was of black taffeta with a
lace petticoat edging and a deep gathered
flmmce atop it. The bodice was of tailored
white crepe with little covered buttons of
the same material and a littlp black bow at
the neck. June’s purse was a replica of a
miniature camera case.
You can go crazy in the accessory department this spring. Bonnets that tie
under the chin, with satin or silk streamers to match your gown, lace or net mantillas; all kinds of chokers and pearl
necklaces, any number of strands—“anything

—

the Art-Curved BRi

OF 1948

gown

Enchanting beauty

.

.

.

trustworthy value

are yours when your diamond ring
the
is

to get

registered

and

back to the “basics”—don’t

its

coats. We mean those
neither full-backed nor formfitting. If you have any that just hang
in
medium fullness, you’re in! But only if
you lengthen or shorten it to a point a few
mches below yoiu- knees and taper its
fullness so that it seems to be drawn in
toward the hemline a sort of oval effect.
Meaning, of course,* that its hemline should
be curved—shorter in front than in back.
Very, very new and just right over the

are

fine

both*

engraved with

you

in

hand-carved

of original design.

abroad

select

and

Pay $75

settings
.

.

.

pay $5000

but be sure your jeweler shows you
rings

rjng

diamonds. His goldsmiths bring these gems

direct to

—

.

and guaranteed by America’s oldest

largest ringmaker. His experts

throw away those old
that

.

name Art-Carved. Every genuine Art-Carved

goes!”

And

is

.

PAT McELR

•

by eta

.

.

.

’

marked Art-Carved.*
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very

full skirts.

Try

it!

Sonaething to do for “something new”—
even if it s a bit mad. Irene Bunne dresses*
up a long-sleeved dark dress by clipping
her diamond clips to the cuff -line instead
of the neckline ^just for an eye-catcher
and something different. The idea is just
as good for your gold and rhinestone clips
or anything bright where you’d least
expect the “jools” to be.

FREE! "How
that

to Select Your Dromond Ring,” new, illustrated booki
help you choose your diamond wisely. Write to J.

will

Wood &

Sons,

Inc.,

Dept. P-2, 216

E.

—

—
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(Continued from page 63) the blow fell.
That impersonal tone went on to say that
I

had lived a

lie

.

.

.

that the

Lived a Lie

boy who lived

my

my

brother but
house was not
at
son. I sat there benumbed while across the
son’s face
room, the expression on
showed the sympathy he felt for me.
But now I am glad the lie is over. And

my

I

my

want to explain it.
Back in 1926 when I was fourteen-yearold Frances Smith of Osceola, Arkansas, I
met Thomas Fox, a high-school senior of
eighteen. Six months later we eloped to
Blitheville, Arkansas, and were married.
That was in January, 1927. My son,
Tom Fox Jr. was bom on the 28th of the
When Tom
following November.
was two years old, his father died
and I, at seventeen, had to go to

I

Tom was

Lane Tech School
in Chicago, studying flute. His talent was
natural. When he was a baby in his play
pen he wiggled his fat Uttle feet in time to
.

enrolled in

music long before he could talk.
I was doing shows on CBS when an
agent from Hollywood heard me one day.
He called me to say that Paramount was
looking for a girl to play opposite Bing
Crosby in “Holiday Inn” and asked me to
send pictures and a record of my singing.

had been

told

and

1

was WiU

I was definite about one thing: I wasn’t
going to give Tom up. Better, by far, to
keep him with me and have him pose as my
brother. In this way I could have the
career I wanted and give Tom the education I wanted for him.
I put it up to Tom squarely.
It was, I think, during those few short
hours as we discussed the situation that I
saw my son grow up. He wasn’t the averconsidering
the
thirteen-year-old
age
problem. He knew what Hollywood had
always meant to me. He had heard
the talk of the entertainment world.
And he couldn’t see that it would

difference whether he
son.
brother or as
All he wanted, he said seriously,
was to be with me and to continue

went

always
about “discovering” somebody.
The first time anybody “discovered” me, it scared me to death. I
was doing some filing one morning
is

1

the movie audience would never
accept me if it was known that I had a
strapping thirteen-year-old son.
that

make any

work.

Hollywood

what

talking

as

my

my

and music.
So we came to Hollywood.
The statement has been made
that I have denied my son. That is
not true. All my Cfucago friends
knew Tom was my son. So did the
studio. I entered him in high school

his education

company where I
was employed, unconsciously singing as I worked. The boss called
in the insurance

into his private office. I thought
he was going to fire me.
as my son. When we joined the
I almost fainted with rehef when
Westwood Baptist Church it was as
he said that if I could sing he would
mother and son. In those cases I
put me on the company’s radio
would not lie.
program.
My friends and the studio kept
for
I sang on two stations ...
my secret, but a near crisis ocfree, still keeping my job as secrecurred when Tom was eighteen.
When Roy and Dale applied for their marriage license,
tary. I missed Tom, who was with
I^en he. was inducted at Fort
couple operating the Bureau insisted on paying the fee
my parents. But I knew he was
McArthur, he naturally gave his
better off with my folks. However
parent’s nzime and occupation. We
when my family moved down on a
had to talk the Army newsmen
farm near Italy, Texas, I couldn’t
out of breaking the story, still living in
Dale and Tom were happy about the
take it any more, so I gave up my job and
the fear that it would ruin my career.
chance it might give me to get into motion
joined them.
pictures, but as the days went by, I told
Before long, however, a radio opporOR a year I was under contract at
them they were looking for a ship that
tunity opened up in Louisville, Kentucky.
F Twentieth Century-Fox and it was about
wasn’t due to dock.
The program director there, Joe Eaton,
this time that Dale Butts and I were diThen one morning in 1941, the agent
thought I should have a better air name
Separation in marriage is no
vorced.
called and said come ahead. Paramount
than Frances Smith, so he suggested “Dale
good. He was a wonderful guy.
was going to test me for the part. He met
Evans.” I’ve had it ever since.
Armand Schaeffer,- a producer at Reme at the airport to take me to the studio.
\
On the way in, I told him casually that I public Pictures, heard me on the Edgar
INALLY, unwilling to be so far .away
show and signed me to a one-picP from Tom any more, I went back to Dal- had a son who was almost thirteen years Bergen
ture deal with an option of a year’s consuddenly
he’d
though
looked
as
He
old.
morning
each
air
the
on
las where I sang
tract. I’ve been at Republic ever since.
Monday through Friday and on Saturdays swallowed a green persimmon.
Through all this, my son, Tom, has lived
it,” he told
about
cmything
“Don’t
say
farm.
went home to the
with me in Hollywood as my brother, not
seriously.
very
me,
Tom
weekends.
Those were wonderful
as my son. He has gone to school, become
“Why?” I wanted to know. “What difwas eight years old and a lot of fun.
an accomplished musician and grown into
son?”
I
have
a
if
make
it
does
ference
a
and
Kate
He had a bird dog named
a mighty fine young man. He’s getting
ruin
my
would
it
that
me
told
then
He
a
pony,
bicycle. My father bought him a
along great and I’m proud as punch of
anything
I
said
if
started
it
before
career
lively paint, but the first time Tom tried
him.
bewildered.
and
shocked
was
I
Tom.
about
Tom
to ride him, the paint threw him.
The night that Holl3rwood columnist an“Couldn’t you send him away to school
would never ride again imtil after I was in
nounced that Tom was my son and not my
or back to your folks?”
Westerns here in Hollywood.
brother, she also said that Tom, too, would
I told him that beI blew up at that.
Tom was getting to be a husky little farm
be married after my marriage to Roy Rogcause of necessity Tom and I had already
boy with light brown hair, serious dark
ers. That is incorrect. Tom was engaged
been separated a great deal. That from
brown eyes and a slightly crooked front
now on he was going to be with me and to a lovely girl at USC, but they decided
tooth. He always had a sort of “prove it to
to call off their engagement because they
that was that. He then suggested that I
me” look about him. And he still does.
were so young. It was their own decision.
On Sunday mornings, we’d be up early introduce Tom as my brother.
I have no apologies to make. I’ve kept
I let that suggestion hang in the air,
for Sunday School. With some effort and
my son with me for the past seven years in
agreed to say nothing to the studio about
grease, we’d conquer his cowlick and get
Hollywood. He’s a good, normal, healthy
having a son until after the test and then
him decked out in the blue serge suit with
boy and headed for his own career. He is
if and when
settle the whole thing later
the knickers that wouldn’t stay up at the
happy, too, about my marriage to Roy
I was forced to.
knee. He pleaded with me to get him long
Rogers and loves Roy’s three children. In
The part in “Holiday Inn” was not for
trousers. But I held out as long as I could;
fact Roy and I are looking for a home in
me because it called for a dancer.
I didn’t want to see him grow WHollywood large enough for aU of us.
But Parammmt went ahead with the
It was while I was working in Dallas that
I’m glad the secret is out; the lie is over
screen test anyway. After it was over, I
I met Dale Butts, a fine musician and a
and I have this opportxmity to tell the
went back to Chicago, writing the Hollyvery nice guy who did my arrangements
whole story. I’m grateful, too, to the
wood junket off as experience.
and helped me a lot with my singing. In a
thousands of people who have written me
screen
test was
Paramoimt
my
However,
married.
were
,we
months
few
saying that they like me better now that
shown at Twentieth Century-Fox, and I
I saw Hollywood for the first time as the
they know I have a son.
contract.
to
a
signed
was
seven
That
band.
Week’s
Anson
with
singer
I know now that the people in the motion
decision.
for
a
it
called
time
This
kept
it
education,
but
an
tour
was
months’,
picture audiences have a lot more understruga
pictures,
to
motion
in
career
A
in
Chithen
husband,
my
from
me away
standing than Hollywood sometimes gives
gling band singer, is the “ultimate goal.”
cago, and my son in Texas. Finally, I rethem credit for. Seven years ago I did not
It would mean not only the career I’d
alized that it was no good that way, so I
know that. Following the advice given me,
dreamed about, but an income which would
went back to Chicago, and Dale and I sent
I lived a lie.
make it possible for me to give my son all
for Tom.
Never again.
the things I wanted for him.
Everybody knew I
I kept on working.
The End
I knew nothing of Hollywood except
had a son and it didn’t make any difference.
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Indeed, these beautiful

new Grace Walkers,

with their exclusive built-in “Heel Cup”
feature, will

make you

feel fantastically,

gloriously gay. You'll love them.

friedman-Shelby Division of
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Parker's Progress
(Continued from page 72) her

own—

^that

up the last vestige of courage.
Nor was she alone in her fears. Whispers, more or less sibilant, ran up and
down the corridors at Warner Brothers
Studio. Even Director Irving Rapper was
dubious. The part was a plum and deserved an experienced and gifted actress.

called

He

held this attitude until the

first

rushes

were screened. Then doubt vanished like
snow in an April sun. Miss Parker was

FOR A
WILLOWY

stupendous, colossal.
Nothing very startling, it appears, ever
happened in the artistic career of Eleanor
Parker. Her life is singularly lacking in the
bizarre incidents which glamorize the
Hollywood Cinderella story. She won no
beauty contests nor was she found working
behind the counter of a drive-in. Now
twenty-five, she was born in Cedarville,
Ohio, and started acting in summer stock
at Martha’s Vineyard when she was fifteen.
At nineteen she persuaded her father, a
Cleveland mathematics instructor, to send
her to the Pasadena Playhouse. There she
was seen by Warner Brothers’ talent scout,
Irving Kumin, and offered a screen test.
She has starred in “The Very Thought of
You,” “The Pride of the Marines,” “Of
Human Bondage,” “Escape Me Never,”
“The Voice of the Turtle,” and “The
Woman in White.”
Married in January, 1946, to Bert Friedlob (her first marriage to Frank Losee
lasted only a few weeks), she believes that
matrimony is woman’s ultimate goal and
wants two, possibly three, children. She is
blonde, green-eyed and so beautiful that
Ronald Reagan, who plays opposite her in
“The Voice of the Turtle,” admits that
kissing her is a breath-taking experience.
An actress of high spirits but undeniable
ladyhood, she is one of those rare young
women who can send any man’s pulse
soaring with a glance. And that, mesdames
and gentlemen, is more than an accomplishment it is a gift from heaven itself.
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The End
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AT PHOTOPLAY
if you want to see your favorite
stars in color. Tell us, in twenty-five
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words or

less,

why he

or she

is

your

favorite.

Who

knows? You may receive a personally autographed portrait of your
favorite star for sending in one of
the ten best letters of the month.

(^kmowi

Send your entries to:
Contest Editor, Photoplay
205 r. 42 St., N.Y. 17, N. Y.

... in Fashion

Harmony Colors
that make the

My

most of the

favorite star

is

longer hemlines

which mean
less leg

more

but

Winners of last month’s
contest were: Lynne Adamson, Los
Angeles, Cal.; Becky Velasco, Pueblo,
Colo.; Jean McCulloch, Aurora, III.;
Joyce Moore, Tulsa, Okla.; Victor

leg

interest!

Uria, Homedale, Idaho; Juanita
French, Helena, Mont.; Mike Kulyk,
Kylemore, Sask., Canada; Joan Kane,
AT BETTER
STORES EVERYWHERE
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Windsor. Ont., Canada; Phyllis Stemporosky, Conshohocken, Pa.; Renee
Edelson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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La

Belie

Babs

i

(Continued from page 43) girl who takes
her steaks rare and her thinking straight
and who, for all her femininity and
glamour, has a mind as logical and objective as a man’s. She knows what she
believes and why and she’s as solid as
apple pie and twice as sharp. Out of the

mouth

of

Babs comes wisdom. Like Mary

she has a great sense of show business,
a fine story mind, a flair for humor.
As a rule
I always value her opinions.

we

agree, which is fortunate, for Barbara
would be a very tough person to argue
with. “I think you’re wrong and I’ll tell
you why,” she says and does. Then she
closes up and leaves you hanging there.
There’s no back and forth business and
no rebuttal speeches. “Well ... if you feel

that

way about

it,”

she says agreeably,

and you’re through.
isn’t always possible to gauge a gag
a comedy situation by her, because
Barbara’s sharp sense of humor will grasp
something that another might not get.
But sometimes when I get an idea for a
new routine, I call her to see if it sounds
as funny to her as it does to me.
It

or

as critical of me as I am of
is of herself. As a close
friend she believes that to be otherwise
would naturally be unfair. If something in
the radio show didn’t strike her as funny
she has no qualms about saying, “You
stank today. Jack.”
But she’s just as
generous with her praise.

B

ARBARA’S

me, and as she

—

Barbara’s always ribbing me, too, about
playing so many “benefits.” She calls me
“Benefit-Happy” and says it’s shameful
for a man my age to go gallivanting all
over the country all the time.

Not that Barbara doesn’t approve of my
making appearances; she just says she
thinks I should take life easier now and
Maybe she’s right. I don’t
stay home.
know. But these days lots of men are
still

active at thirty-eight.

Sometimes I think it’s too bad that
Barbara didn’t stay home too, instead of
trekking off to Europe last year. Of course
she’s never been abroad before and I’m
glad she got to go, but she hasn’t been
the same since. And it looks as if it’s
going to be “La Belle Babs” from here on.

And I’m not just being bitter about the
picture of the little old woman by a spinning wheel that she sent me.
Or her
explanatory, “I meant to get you those
post cards in Paris, but I’m sure you’ll like
one from Belgium just as well.”
short on snapshots in France, but believe me, there
must be a surplus of violins, from the
way they serenaded Barbara at that cafe
she refers to as “Les Monseigneurs.” She’s
stni walking around in a pink cloud
whenever she talks about this little cafe
with all the candlelight, the champagne,
and thirty violinists who played her favorite music, kissed her hand, and made
a “romantic” arch of violins through which
she made her “royal” exit each evening.
“What if they did kiss your hand, Madame,” I keep saying. “Have they ever
accompanied Jascha Heifetz? Have they
ever played Carnegie Hall?
What have
thirty viplinists got that I haven’t got, except of course, twenty-nine more violins.”
this

They may have been
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But when it comes to Babs, thirty
Frenchmen or thirty million couldn’t be

—

—

wrong.
Barbara, for all the bedeviling she gives
me about playing benefits, is the original
Lady Bountiful. Her generosity is just one
more quality that endears her to her
friends and I’m not referring to the lounging jacket she gave me for Christmas.
Just accidentally drop a hint about something and the next thing you know, you’re

P

PENELOPE $7.50

107

)

untying it. (I don’t remember actually 11
mentioning the lounging robe we might
have walked past the store window.)
If they didn’t know it, nobody who sees
or meets Barbara would ever guess in a
thousand years that she’s a motion picture
star. She’s as down-to-earth as they come.
She’ll always fill in at a moment’s notice
on our radio show, regardless of how it
may wreck her personal plans. When Mary
was ill recently and I asked Barbara to sub
for her, she didn’t hesitate a second. “Sure,
Jack. That’s no hardship
heckling

—

)

j
I

WICKED NEW ^iLzS SHOE
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Mary Anderson — starring
in

, "

.

.

!

.

you.” But what she didn’t tell me was that
the Taylors had rented a house in Palm
Springs; that the man who owned it had
put in a swimming pool for them; and that
due to production schedules, this particular
week was their only time to take advantage of it. To make it worse. Bob, thinking
Barbara was going to be busy, committed
himself to fly some friends to Sun Valley.
It happened that the writers were too far
along with the script to change it to fit
Barbara. So, she not only was a weekend
widow but missed her only chance of a
vacation, because of standing by for me.
It’s no wonder she’s loved by all who
work with her, a compliment she’d shrug
off as she does others with, “Cut it. Jack,
that’s really corny.”

T’S no news that whenever she finishes
Babs gifts the crew. What is
is that at the completion of
several pictures the crew have gifted her.
Which I think is one helluva description

“Whispering City,” an

I a picture
really news

Eagle Lion release.

of

Stanwyck. The best

I

know.

When

they wrapped up “B.F.’s Daughter” at M-G-M the other day. Director Bob
Leonard and the crew pitched in for a
$250 locket with a bee with emerald eyes
set in

Queen Bee
With Love.”

inscribed “To the

it,

From Her Drones

.

.

.

.

.

.

I’m always amazed at her perfect control,
the lack of superfluous movement or exaggerated gestures. But if you mention it,
she passes the credit to Willard Mack, the
stage producer who gave her her first big
break. “Brother, he threw the gestures out
of all of us. Mack used to say if we couldn’t
come on stage without screwing up our
faces or waving our hands
we’d just
better make the next exit permanent!”
She also disproves the theory that to be
a really great artist, one has to be very
nervous before going “on.”
In fact the only “artistic” attribute that
could even remotely be associated with
.

.

.

Barbara is her moodiness. She can be very
sad one moment and higher than everything the next. But every fine artist has to
have some characteristics of the trade. You
can’t just be a machine. I can’t.
Come to think of it, we have a lot of
traits in common. Like me, Barbara is the
.
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quiet type, particularly at large social
gatherings. We both love to collect coins,
and she has a beautiful collection of gold
ducats, some of them as old as mine. She
displays much better form at tennis than
I do, I suppose.
Like Mary, she has a great sense of
sportsmanship. Mary never objects when I
take long automobile trips, which she
hates, and Barbara is unselfish about Bob
going hunting or taking plane trips.
She’s a swell dancer, a wonderful and
witty companion and ... if she hadn’t
already said it earlier in the story she
would now say, “Jack, how corny can you
get!” For she makes light of any display
of sentiment and even swears that she isn’t
but thirty violins!
at all sentimental
I wonder if Phil Harris knows that many
hand-kissing fiddle players. Of course I
could double on the strings for Stanwyck’s
sake. She really deserves the best. And for
my money La belle Babs is a gal in a mil.

lion!

.

.

.

.

.

Oops.

The End
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Easy Come, Easy
(Continued from page 90) adjusting every

A

good way
bit of your wearing apparel.
to check this is to wear a simple suit, carry
a

handbag that

will hold

your gloves, and

a straightforward hat which won’t slide
off with every movement of your head.
You’ll be cornfortable in the knowledge
that you look your neatest and have made
the best impression possible.
Don’t forget to thank the busy executive
for his time and remember to go once there'
are indications the interview is over. Don’t
keep him standing behind his desk, await-

ing your departure, while

you

tell

him a

couple of thousand facts about your life
that you’d forgotten to put on the application form. Curiosity sometimes breeds
interest, but remember, a sigh of relief at
your departure is apt to be the last you
ever hear out of that gentleman.
Learn to walk straight and be relaxed
without being sloppy in your sitting posture.

Once good posture has become natyou will automatically feel

ural to you,

A

self-confident.
girl who is self-confident
is likely to breed confidence in her ability.
To smooth over those first moments after
you arrive at a social gathering, learn to
make and accept introductions gracefully.
The cardinal point to remember in this
is that the gentleman is always presented
or introduced to the lady, unless he is a
member of royalty, a high church dignitary
or the President, in which case the reverse
young woman is presented or
is true.
introduced to an older woman.

A

When Ava Gardner

enters a

room

full

she makes a point of pausing
quietly for a minute in the doorway and
glancing around to see which people in the
group she knows. When she has spotted a
friend, she walks straight to him confiof people,

Go

dently and greets him. After this first
plunge, she has joined the group and that
first frightening moment, when so many
girls are covered with confusion, is safely

behind her.

ona freeman

says that even more
a new dress is the
frame of mind you bring to a party or to a
friend’s home. Start out happily confident
that your make-up is flawless and your
costume is appropriate to the occasion.
Overdressing is the worst possible taste.
When in doubt better risk being not dressy
enough than be criticized for looking like
a walking Christmas tree.

M

important

How

than

you behave

after

you make your

important, if you have
Emy hope of being invited a second time.
Don’t be a giggler, even if you’re still a
schoolgirl. Laugh appreciatively at people’s jokes, but avoid going off into peals
of girlish laughter.
Learn to be adept in small talk. This
does not mean incessant chattering about
small personal matters that are of no
particular importance to anyone but you.
Linda Darnell, whom we think is one
of the “nicest” persons to meet socially,
has a wonderful facility for talking about
painting or psychology, which are her
hobbies, and of telling anecdotes about

entrance

is

also

her work.
Anecdotes about your daily affairs and
hobbies (if you can make them short and
amusing) can be very entertaining. But
don’t hog the conversation, even if you’re
getting laughs. Nobody wants a human
phonograph around any more than they
want a little mouse. Even if you are witty
and have an alert intellect, you can listen
well and your contribution to the conver-

much more interesting.
Good conversation 's a matter of give and
take like a game of Ping-pong. School
sation will be that

—

yourself to converse easily with strangers.
If you feel frightened and inadequate, remember that they probably do too, so go
ahead and break the ice by telling a little
bit about yourself. This is a trick learned
by Martha Vickers who was once a shy
girl herself. Martha (beside being modestly

charming) has developed a very

ing technique of

flatter-

remembering names no

matter how many persons she meets in
an evening.
Don’t overstay! The visitor who keeps his
host and hostess up half the night (the
gravest social error you can make in Holly-

wood where work demands

a five a.m.
rising date with the alarm clock), seldom
gets a chance to do it twice. Also, when you
do make the move to leave, don’t carry on
a long conversation at the door while

your hostess shivers and the host wonders
if you think he’s paying to heat the whole
outdoors. Naturally, you will remember
to thank your hosts for the lovely evening.
One of the most socially gracious in
Hollywood is Joan Crawford, who never
fails to pay her hostess the compliment
of a “thank you” note after a dinner party.
You may not be a Joan Crawford, but you
can be famous for your courtesy if you
adopt her tact. You will be remembered for
these small courtesies and find yourself always the welcome guest. If you can think
of something amusing to say as you make
your farewells, by all means say it. Always
leave them laughing if you can do it, but
if

not, at least smiling.
with this I shall make

And

—leaving

you thinking,
The End

I

my own

exit

hope.
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Finale

Rinse

(Continued from page 74) tall, close to
Deanna’s age, good looking in a mgged,
weather-beaten manner. He and Deanna
grew up together, although he is ]ust a
few years older. At one time, shortly
Vaughn
the collapse of her marriage to
conPaul, Deanna and Bob were together
he was
stantly. They corresponded when
about
abroad. At one time she wrote him

ighlights

and C olor

FEEL

wed
the rumors that she was shortly^ to
Felix Jackson. She said she didnt intend
but she did
to. She meant it at the time,
marry

HEAVENLY

Felix.
, n
Bob, meantime, had met and fallen in
planned
They
Cummins.
Peggy
with
love
to this
to marry, but when Peggy came
country from England, their plans changed.
Bob remained a bachelor.
Instantly, of course, following the announcement of Deanna’s separation, rel^en
porters queried Bob Landry. Had he
seeing Deanna? Was there going to be a

into your hair!

,

romance?

Bob shrugged. To one question he re’’Look, I was bitten once

plied wryly*

I’m twice shy of any girl who has a
months.
I haven’t seen Deanna in
Perhaps he half meant the first part of
the retort. Then again, the second statement might be a forgivable white lie, for
the man with Deanna one night in the
Copper Room, a cozy restaurant retreat
like
in Beverly Hills, did look suspiciously
Bob Landry. Obviously, whether their
seeing each other merely me^t consolaof
tion from an old friend during time
trouble or a possible resumption of romantic interest, Landry could not be
expected to make a statement in view of

now

career.

Deanna’s dignified silence.
In any event, Deanna Durbin and Bob
Landry would make an interesting pair.
They have both taken a “kicking around”
romantically speaking, but neither one has
suffered loss of self respect or complete
disillusionment as a result.
Deanna, who at thirteen was too busy
of
to lead the happy life typical of girls
her age, has realized that personal happiness is most to be coveted. She still has
her chance for happiness.
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Hollywood's Ten Best Dates

!

'

10-DAY -FREE TRIAL OFFER

(
(Continued from page 36) I like her ladylike quality. She’d never do anything to
embarrass you. And she is always immacu-

RtGUlA*'

'pawe

lately dressed.
I know she has a reputation for being
rather quiet, but that’s not the impression
I received. When she’s in the mood, she
talks a blue streak. What about? Parties
and people and travel. Rita, if you remember, went to Europe last summer so
we had fun discussing Paris, Switzerland
and other places on the continent that she
had just seen and that I’ve been fortunate

NYLON

Mtv/

2

Stnetek

—

”

girdle

enough to visit with my mother and father.
Lana Turner, I think, would come next.
Lana and I have been friends for years
and have gone out a lot together.
She’s great fun. Talks well and is always
gay and charming. I think Lana’s the most
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you

this terrific offer!
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A

glamorous girl in Hollywood. Why? Well,
it’s hard to describe. But when she walks
into a room everyone falls down flat. You
can’t put your finger on it but I’m sure it
isn’t anything acquired, rather a magnetic

can’t afford to pass

A new

up
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made

of famous
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girdle that hugs your figure closely

and

comfortably and like magic smooths away
every distressing bulge. It's a joy to wear in
either style
regular or panty. Panty-girdle
has removable snap burton nylon crotch and
removable garter straps. Both styles in nude.
.

.

.

force.
10

Lana also has two other qualities that
are “musts” as far as I’m concerned in an
attractive woman a good sense of dress
and manner. These attributes can be
acquired, of course. But I suspect a natural

—

flair for

jVOW

them

for

6

KEM COMPANY.
•

special dates

—two

when

other around the M-G-M lot. Two
girls I think definitely belong in any list of
Hollywood’s best dates
the

.

.

.

Katharine Hepburn and Joan Caulfield.
Miss Hepburn is my idea of a perfect
lady in Hollywood or anywhere else. I
know her only to say “Hello” to but to me
she’s sensational. I’d like to sit down and
talk with her. I know I could learn a lot.
I think she’s a brilliant woman and I ad-

mire
after

her

straightforwardness.

She goes

what she wants and usually

gets it.
studio in town
was trying to buy her stage hit, “Philadelphia Story”? They all wanted the play. But
they did not want her. At that time she
was considered “poison” at the box office.
“You can’t get the play without me,” she

Remember when every

them.
“Furthermore I want Cary
Grant and Jimmy Stewart as the two men.

told
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You’re wondering, perhaps, how anyone
feels as strongly as I do on the subject
of women’s clothes can find Miss Hepburn,
who never wears anything but slacks off
the screen, so attractive. I can only say
that they are right for her style. Usually,
I don’t like women in slacks, very few
can
wear them well. But Miss Hepburn can.
Jxme Allyson is another girl who wears
slacks beautifully. So does Lana Turner.
The ability to wear slacks has nothing
to do with figure or height, as I see it. It’s

who

how

they’re worn that counts.
Joan Caulfield, my second special date,
seems to be my type, though I have never
met her. She looks so healthy and fresh.

As you probably gathered by now, I like
tennis, swimming and dancing, and Joan
looks like the kind of girl who’d do
three well.

E

CITY

LOTION

.

NAME

||

to direct.”

She got all three or rather all four because she, of course, repeated as the leading woman.
She has a fine objective sense about herself, too, plus a sense of humor. Just before this “Philadelphia Story” episode
someone offered her $10,000 to make a
picture. That was a ridiculously low figure,
of course. But she wrote back saying she
was grateful that anyone wanted her for a
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Greer Garson is my next choice.
In “Mrs. Parkington” I played a young
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Lord who

fell in love with Greer Garson.
Previous to that I’d had a two line bit with
her in “Mrs. Miniver.” I liked Greer from
the first.
There’s nothing freezing or
starchy about her. I’ve never found her to
be the “Grand Lady of the Screen” type.
She has a wonderful sense of humor and
is very stimulating.
If they ever offer a prize for charm in
Hollywood, I think Greer will win it without trying.

Ava Gardner

is definitely at the top of
highly desirable dates in Hollywood. She’s not only a divine dancer, but
you can really talk to Ava. She has an

my

list of

If jittery nerves occasionally get
you so keyed-up you can’t relax, try
Miles Nervine. Use only as directed^
All drug stores
two forms Liquid
Nervine or effervescent tablets.

insatiable thirst for knowledge and most
of our conversations are about books and

—

music.
Besides being a great beauty, she’s sweet
and thoughtful, too.
For instance, one time during the Christmas holidays the wife of her attorney was
taken very ill. Without waiting to be asked,
Ava jumped into her car, went to their
house and took their two small children
to stay with her until the mother completely recovered. That’s not the sort of
thing you expect from a glamour gal or
most gals, for that matter.
Yes, Anita Colby is next and it’s true
what they say about her. She’s brainy as
she is beautiful. She has a great business
mind and she’s a wonderful conversa-

Anita
an actress for

tionalist.
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RKO

Why spend needless time and

money when Dr. GuUd’s GREEN

MOUNTAIN ASTHMATIC
COMPOUND may bring comfort-

ing relief from the misery of asthmatic attacks? On sale at nearly all
drugstores. Cigarettes, 50^. Powder,
25t and $1.00. If your dealer cannot
supply you, order direct. Use only
as directed on package.

Hollywood as
was after her
to work out that she
the mother confessor
and

to

SAMPLE

it

acting career failed
got herself a job as
to all the glittering David Selznick stars.
More power to her! Now, I understand
she’s making around $1,000 a week at
Paramount as aide to boss Henry Ginsberg.

York chic.
Then comes Gene Tierney who

—

is

the

Eastern society type Connecticut finishing school, debut in New York, etc. She’s
a lady from the top of her head to the tip
of her toes. She has exquisite taste in
clothes and perfect poise

under any and

all

circumstances. Wherever she goes she
gives you the feeling that she is delighted
to be there and that she has a sincere
interest in whomever she meets.
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toms! In a recent medical test this
proved remarkably helpful to women troubled this way. Any drugstore.
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male functional monthly disturbances? Does this make you suffer
from pain, feel so nervous, weak,
high-strung ^at such times? Then
DO try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound to relieve such symp-

times.
I really believe that Mother has all the
best qualities of each of the exciting dates
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CO., INC.,

Unbreakable

Medical Test Proved This
Great to Relieve MONTHLY

Lawford. To me she has everything
rolled into one charm, sincerity, understanding, humor and a gracious dignity
that has carried us through some trying

p

Your Hano*
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TO
COMPLETE READY GET YOUR TINY RADIOGIFTSNOW!
BARGAIN PRICED!
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charming and
my mother Lady

have listed above
So if you are a bachelor in Hollywood,
could you ask for more than Rita Hayworth, Lana Turner, Katharine Hepburn,
Joan Caulfield, Greer Garson, Ava Gardner, Anita Colby, Gene Tierney, Hedy
Lamarr, Lady May Lawford quite a list
for any date-book.
The End

N.

2.

Tiny RADIO I

the most

fascinating date of

I

Newark

FEMALE PAINS

to Hedy Lamarr. Hedy
can describe only as “infectious.” She’s full of fun, has a grand
sense of humor and is quite different from
what you’d imagine. You’d expect her to
be the sultry siren type. She’s not she’s
spontaneous and completely unaffected.

May

Yours!

Are you troubled by distress of fe-

Which brings me

And now
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else, I

to laugh.
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prove how much this
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suppose you will say,
share my likes and discan be serious but who still love

Like anyone
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A FREE

will

trusted product can help you. Write

Dept.

llfOT long ago Anita addressed the Hollyil wood Women’s Press Club. She told
them about her work. I understand she
was was a sensation and that, I might add,
is a tough audience.
And what a way with clothes that Colby
has!
She doesn’t spend a great deal on
them but at parties no one looks any
better. She’s always the epitome of New

—

m

E.
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Last Call for Happiness
(Continued from page 41) meddle in their
If they weren’t so respected, no
one would care.
They have been so proud of each other.
I can never forget that it was Janie, herself, who called with pride in her voice
to tell me that Ronnie had been elected
president of the Screen Actors’ Guild.
And when he was ill, six months ago,
she was almost out of her mind with
worry. I know this because my husband
was very sick in the same hospital with
Ronnie. Jane, who was expecting a baby
at the time, was so distraught, that she
gave birth prematurely. The baby did not

Shhhh...A HOLLYWOOD SECRET FOR YOU

affairs.

live.

When Jane was

stricken,

it

was Ron-

time to worry and he was almost
desperate. They had both wanted so much
to have another child to add to their
six-year-old Maureen and two-year-old
Michael, whom they adopted.
Every time I went to see my husband,
I dropped in on Ronnie. He was so miserable because he was unable to be with
Jane during her ordeal. He tossed and
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•
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me how
how

and

fearful he was of her health. Little did he
realize then that this illness of hers might
bring about their separation within a few

HEDY OF HOLLYWOOD

Two way

6253 Hollywood

Dept. 55

Hollywood 28,

months.
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The blow struck suddenly and out of
the blue and I refused to believe that they
could be serious about a break-up. When
I called Ronnie immediately on the tele-

strap. Adjustable
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designed
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Please send me
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add romance

to

(Draw

fit!

your figure.

phone, he said: “Right now, Jane needs
very much to have a fling and I intend to
let her have it.
She is sick and nervous
and not herself.”

forked
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T was

I that Ronnie
really talked.

came

my home

to

all

thing that might upset the situation.
“What happened to us has happened to
nearly every married couple at one time
or another, Louella,” he said gently. “This
learning to live a lifetime together isn’t
easy. Practically all married people have
felt a desire for freedom
one or the other

—

them and sometimes,
“Jane

both.

6253 Hollywood

Hollywood 28,

and we

He and Jane were still sepwas disappointed that he did
sure any longer that she
would want him to return home. Yet he
hopeful,
was
and eager not to say anyarated and I
not seem at
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not until about three weeks later
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says

she loves me, but is no
longer ‘in love’ with me and points out
that this is a fine distinction.
That, I
don’t believe.
I
think she is nervous,
despondent and because of this, feels our
life together has become humdrum.”
At the time of their break I had asked
Jane if she thought Ronnie’s duties as
president of the Guild had taken too much
of his time. She said, “Of course not. Ronnie is magnificent in this big job and I’m
very proud of him.”
But I knew the teeming political situation in Hollywood this past year had gone
deep with Ronnie, so I asked him the same
question I had put to Jane.
I said, “Do you think it’s because you
spend so much time on the problems of
the Screen Actors’ Guild that Jane has

become unhappy?”
“It might have had

a

he replied. “When

I

little

to
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do with

measuring— one envelope which slips
easily from the wall box is enough
for the bath. Makes hardest water
rain water soft. Eliminates bath
tub ring. You'll love Handees
and what a gift, even
for the most fastidious friend!

was elected president the strike was on and this was
followed by the Un-American Activities
Committee investigation in Washington.
With all these problems coming up, we had
to meet often and sometimes far into the
night. I can’t blame her if she resented the
it,”

STATE_

ZONE

J

.

.

Schratz Products, Dept.

time

it took,
although Jane has always
been interested in Guild affairs.
“Perhaps,” and there was a sigh running through what he said next, “I should
have let someone else save the world and

.
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my own
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My

home.”

heart went out to him, he looked
so boyish and so unhappy.
He’s trying
so hard almost courting the wife he loves
back to him.
I happen to know that in spite of the
separation and all the publicity, he gave
her a big, square-cut diamond ring for
Christmas. It was really the engagement
ring he couldn’t afford at the time they
were married.
Jane’s last gift to him, before she decided that married life was unbearable and
took a train to New York, had been a
gorgeous watch engraved “Grateful Ger-

Brush

—

tie.”

Does “grateful” seem an odd word from
Not to me.
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BELIEVE Jane

has always been grateRonnie for his help. Nine years
ago they were both with me on a personal
appearance tour and never have I seen
a girl so in love with a boy. At that time,
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I ful to

at

man.

little more than a stock company
Warners. Ronnie was a leading
He helped her and taught her a
deal about the theater and the
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at the wedding and I could remember the way she clung to Ronnie’s arm all
during the reception in our home.
I know I didn’t sound like a professional interviewer when I almost cried

— what

itching conditions. Use cooling, medicated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it
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ohe was madly in love with him and
very jealous. Before they were married
I warned her about this jealousy.
“I know
you are right, but I can’t help it,” she said.
And now, it is that same so-deeply-inlove Janie who wants to pull away!
It
seems too hard to believe. The memories
kept crowding back around me. I could
see her face as my husband “gave” her

“Ronnie
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happened?”

He answered, “Nothing — and

everything.
think Jane takes her work too seriously,
I can make a picture and
for one thing.
still have many other interests. I’m interested in breeding horses, in sports, in the
Guild, naturally and in many divergent
I

TOMBSTONES

—

things.

work-

DIRECT TO YOU

ing on a picture she can think of nothing
else. When she was doing ‘The Yearling,’
she was Mo Baxter twenty-four hours a
day. When she made ‘Johnny Belinda,’ it
v/as the same thing— living, breathing her
role in the film.
“If I’ve had any competition,” Ronnie
went on, “it’s been only in the roles she’s
played on the screen. She is very intense
but she’s been a wonderful wife and
mother because of that very thing. The
trouble is she hasn’t learned to separate
her work from her personal life.”
He smiled slightly then for the first time.
“If I had been a writer instead of an actor,
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That’s the way it is with Ronnie.
And what’s with Jane? In spite of her
intention to divorce published by her lawyer, apparently she is not too happy. At
a recent Hollywood party she broke into
tears and had to leave the room hurriedly.
Jane, dear think long and well. Think
with your heart as well as with that restless, brilliant mind of yours.
The road ahead can be so very lonely

Iv ud
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Jane.

alone.
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I was sorry to note a tone of resignation in his voice a resignation to the fact
that Jane, who had just announced her intention to file for divorce, does not want
him to come back.
Ronnie however, will continue to fight
and hope right up to the final decree. He
loves his kids, his home and most of all,

$|

Monuments,

—

—

themselves to the exact requirements
of your bosom.

she

might have saved our marriage because
I could have written a story about her as
my wife and she would have lived it.”
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she answered. “Please come

I in.”

Actually there was a reason for his staying away. “I knew that first night I was
head over heels in love with her and it
scared me,” he said. “I was so uncertain
about myself and what I could do, I didn’t
dare think about the future or plan for it.
Yet there I was, driven almost crazy by a
desire to tie that uncertain future to another person’s life.”
Audie is twenty-three now. Born in
Kingston, Texas, he was only fifteen when
the death of his father left him with the
responsibility of caring for his mother and
six younger brothers and sisters.
To support them he worked far beyond
the strength of his slight body in a filling
station, grocery store, radio shop, anywhere
he could get a job. Then, when he was
seventeen, his mother died and, having no
other choice, he reluctantly placed the
three youngest children two gilds and a

boy

— in

—

the Bole’s

Orphan Home.

Audie’s first civilian act, after he was
proudly escorted home by thirteen topflight generals at the war’s end, was to invest all his Army savings in a down pay-

ment on
ville,

a rambling old house in Farmershome for his family. No
orphanage life for any Murphy if

Texas, as a

more
Purse-Size Pipette

this is a true love story there is
to it than love at first sight. It

was a long long time before the boy called
the girl again at least a week! Then more
weeks passed and suddenly one afternoon
Audie was at Wanda’s door.
“There’s no reason for me to be here except I couldn’t stay away,” he said simply.

CHICAGO

SELL

100%.

much more

74

CO., DEPT.

St.,

LongmHAIR

where Audie was living.
Even now, almost eighteen months later,
Wanda remembers they had hamburger
steak, sliced green beans, a mixed salad
and ice cream for dinner. Audie remembers that Wanda was wearing a yellow
peasant skirt, a black blouse and sandals.
“Naturally I had heard about Audie
Murphy, the most decorated soldier of the
war,” Wanda said. “The whole world heard
about him! However, I couldn’t believe the
diffident, sensitive, fine-featured hoy who
opened the Cagney door that night could
be the Goliath who single-handed had
wrecked a good part of the enemy army!”
The rest of the evening was something
of a rapturous blur. At eleven o’clock Audie
drove her home. At her door he thanked
her for the evening, said he hoped he
would see her again, and shook hands in

But since
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(Continued from page 53) I hotfooted it
over to the office of my publicity friend
to ask how a guy like me could possibly
meet a girl like her.” After Wanda’s mother
had given permission, a foursome dinner
was arranged at James Cagney’s ranch,

EYE-GENE
Tired, Dull one minute

Is

he could help

it!

In the three desperate years of his overseas service he was wounded three times,
and collected seventeen separate medals for
heroism, including the highest military
honor the nation can bestow on its fighting
sons the Congressional Medal of Honor.
As a boy Audie had dreamed of becoming
a professional soldier. The dream was shattered by a burst of gunfire which shattered
his hip in the fighting of Kolmar Pocket.
And so in August, 1946, a few months after
Wanda’s arrival in Hollywood, he had accepted the James and Bill Cagney offer of
a job in the movies.
The offer was made in good faith. No
one, including Audie, knew how he would
look on the screen or if he could act at all.
Disheartened, and still stuffering the nervous after-shock of his war service, it was
wonder he doubted himself, his
little
future, or his right to love Wanda.
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Wanda, too, had her problems. Scarcely
eighteen years old then, she was carrying
responsibilities which would have stopped
many an older and wiser woman.
Almost from babyhood Wanda saw her
parents struggle to make ends meet. At
fourteen, when she had completed junior
high school, she began working, hoping to
contribute something to the family income.
She chose, as the means, to be an actress.
During one of her appearances in little
theater productions in Jacksonville, she
caught the eye of a Warner Brothers talent

—

scout. The result a trip to Hollywood for
a screen test. The test brought one of those
stock contracts, and two small roles in

“Confidential Agent” and “The Sentence.”
Wanda then scored a sound success in a

supporting role in “Welcome Stranger” with
Bing Crosby. Her big break, however,
was her role in Bob Montgomery’s “Ride a
Pink Horse.” This led directly to a featured
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starring role in “Abigail, Dear Heart.”
as it has a way of doing, love ignored
everything but its own compulsions, so
there stood Audie at Wanda’s door, and
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There soon followed a series of wonderful, dreamed-of dates.
Thus the happy weeks rolled by and it
was Christmas. Together with her parents, Audie and Wanda were on a deer
hunting trip in the High Sierras. As they
walked along the mountain trail, hemmed
in by towering peaks, Audie suddenly

111.
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stopped.
“Skipper,

I must tell you something,” he
had an offer of a good job back
Obviously I’m a dud here in
Hollywood, so I think I had better accept it.
That means I’ll be leaving soon.”

said. “I’ve
in Texas.
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“Oh, no!” Wanda cried in dismay.
“Don’t you want me to go?”
Her fervent “NO!” was all that Audie
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Rapturous as they are in the knowledge
of their mutual love, both realize they must
wait for completion of their dream. They
are “in love, with an understanding” and on
those terms they have lived the past year.
For all its happy overtones, that year was
a difficult one and a stern test.
But, because this is a story of love and
enchantment, it is also a story with a bright
future. Wanda, incident to her newly won
stardom, is fast solving her financial problems; and Audie, loaned to Paramount for
a small role in “The Long Grey Line,”
proved such a sensational actor, that the
role was increased to feature proportions.
Already other studios are bidding for his
time. So their future is bright, but not
solely because of studios and contracts.
These two youngsters who fought disheart-
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(Continued from page 46)
7.

Constipation

Pleasantly!
Your child will enjoy
taking this tasty laxative
Forcing your youngster to take a
nasty, upsetting laxative is no fun
for you— or the child. Next time your
children need relief, give them pleasant, effective

Ex-Lax!

so easy-acting.

Ex-Lax
chocolate!

—

— and

very thoroughly.
America's No. 1 laxathe favorite of old and young.

No wonder
tive

It’s so gentle,

tastes good like swell
Ex-Lax works smoothly,

comfortably

—

Still

only

When

Consequences

it’s

10<t.

Nature“forgets”... remember

EX-LAH
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

on

a

Q: Is it true that you plan to settle
farm in Pennsylvania when you re-

tire ?

A: Not true. No plans to retire. Too
many obligations, financial and otherwise,
to make it possible.

LEARN HERE! THESE
INTIMATE FACTS ^
about this'higher lype^

How did you happen to get into
8. Q
the production end of the husiness, Bing,
particularly with “The Great John L.”?
A: My brother Everett made some figures on a napkin one evening while having
dinner with some gentlemen in ink, un:

—

fortunately.
9.

Who

Q:

gets

head family

billing in

the Hope-Croshy company when you’re
partners in productions like “Road to
Rio’’?
A: My brothers are vice-presidents in
charge of watching the exchequer Hope’s
brothers are vice-presidents in charge of
watching them.
What’s this I hear about your
10. Q
going to England? What pictures are you

Easier

—

—More

Daintier

Convenient

—

:

going to do and when?
A; Have a commitment to do a picture
for J. Arthur Rank at some future date,

when

a suitable story

is

found.

Q: Have you been presented to
Great Britain’s First Family?
A: No, and I probably never will after
the way Hope libeled me, telling His
11.

Majesty

I

signed

with

X’s

in

Princess

Elizabeth’s autograph book. That signature

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting

You?

Immediate
Relief!

A few drops of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormentini^pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO toughens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and discomfort. OUTGRO IS available at all drug counters.
WhlteballPbarmacalCo.,Dept.MWQ,N.Y.16,N.V.

belonged to Groucho Marx. But that’s what
happens when Barrel Beak goes without

you know.
Q: Boh Hope seems to he always
kidding you about your age and vice

his spectacles. Getting on,

12.

versa.

What difference in birthday canI may ask?
You may
but sportsmanship

dles, if

A;
prevents an answer. (As a consequence
Bing blindfolded had to demonstrate the
golf technique that defeats Bob Hope. What
he didn’t know was that Ralph had substituted fresh eggs for golf balls to provide
a smashing stroke.)
13. Q: I understand that oldest son of
yours has a very good voice. Do you think
Gary will follow in your vocal-steps?
A: Gary could well be a singer. He has
.

.

.

good intonation and rhythm now.
14. Q: Are the other boys musically
inclined?

embarrassing scaly slcin
disease Psoriasis Apply
non>staintng

,

Dermoil.

Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or scalp.

,

Grateful users, often after
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enerous trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot Test",
f est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
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plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box S47, Northwestern Station, Dept. 1204, Detroit 4, Mich.
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WHEN
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KIDNEYS

WorkTooOHen
embarrassed and inconvenienced by too
This
frequent elimination during the day or night?
symptom as well as Smarting Passages, Backache,
Leg Pains, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains and Swollen Ankles may be due to non-organic and non-sysIn such cases
temic Kidney and Bladder troubles.
Are

you

the very first dose of the scientifically compounded
medicine called Cystex usually goes to work right now
helping you these 3 ways: 1. Helps nature remove
irritating excess acids, poisonous wastes and certain
germs. 2. This cleansing action helps nature alleviate
many pains, aches, soreness and stiffness. 3. Helps
reduce frequent night and day calls, thus promoting
better sleep.

Get Cystex from your druggist today. Give it a
on package. Money back guar-

fair trial as directed

anteed unless Cystex satisfies you.

A; The twins have decided they aren’t.
Recently shipped their cornets up to the
band at Bellarmine Prep School, which
Gary attends, to be put to more fruitful
use. But they’re a big help on harmony in
the quartet the boys whip up whenever
the stakes are high enough.
15. Q: What’s with your youngster?
Seems to me I’ve heard a lot about him.
A; Lindsay’s the other ham in the family. Dixie and I refer to him as “The
Genius.” He’s a pretty sharp little operator; usually manages to upstage and get
the best lines. The other boys don’t relish
sharing a show with him any more and for
that matter neither do 1.
How about giving us other par16. Q
ents a helpful hint about what disciplinary measures yon use?
A: Relatively few now. I find myself

Greaseless Suppository Gives
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Easy to Carry

If

Away From Home!

Pity the unfortunate woman who still
does not know about a ‘higher type’
of intimate feminine cleanliness. If
only she’d learn about Zonitors one
of the most effective methods ever
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highlj? intelligent and exacting women.
Zonitors are so much easier, daintier and convenient to use
so powerful yet ABSOLUTELY SAFE to tissue.

—

—

Positively Non-Irritating;

Non-Smarting

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours assuring you hours of continuous medication. Yet they are safe to
the most delicate tissues. Zonitors are
positively non-hurning, non-irritat-

—

ing, non-poisonous.

Leave No Tell-Tale Odor

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They kill every germ they touch. You
know it’s not always possible to contact all the germs in the tract, but
YOU CAN BE SURE Zonitors immediately
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Buy at any
drugstore.

:

getting

they

increasingly

get.

17. Q:
for them?

tolerant

Gary now weighs

the larger
170 pounds.

What ambitions do you have
What would you like them to

do?
A: Just hope they have sportsmanship,
good taste, wit and humility. That they’re
religious but not ostentatiously so.
18. Q: Is it true that you swing a far
superior golf club to Hope’s?

A: Well, I wouldn’t say that, but
that you have.
19. Q: Truthfully, how does

it’s

nice

Hope’s

FREE: Mall this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrapper. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-48, 370 Lexlrigton Avenue,

New York

17,

N. Y.
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game compare with yours? What are your
respective handicaps?
A: Bob is a five handicap, I am a three.
If -we bet he makes me give him five shots
when two

is

right.

THIS YOU?

IS

Do

He has beaten me even

fects.

Q: Name your favorite singer and

why.
A: Ella Fitzgerald. Just like her style

tell

and voice timbre.
22. Q; Why do you object to doing
live radio shows?

ouiAaxxAiCU x\/x ^vw au m uiiw aaataw
no sewadjusts perfectly In a Jiffy
no etrlnge to bind.
ing. no fussing
Hollywood LIFTEE BRA'S 5 MIR-

—

—

A: No objection to doing live shows.
Transcribed are more convenient and the
opportunity to edit the shows assures good

ACLE PATENTED adjustments give
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Whom

do you credit with being
23. Q :
the most help in your success?

—

never had before perfect separation,
healthful, gentle, comfortable UP-

LIFT without

Leo McCarey.
24. Q: Were you surprised when you
won an Academy Award?
A: Thought Alexander Knox would get
it for “Wilson” and he should have.
25. Q What picture have you enjoyed
making most?
A: “The Emperor Waltz.” Shot part of
it right in the middle of happy hunting and
A:

pull.
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Q

ly artiste stuff.

What do you

27. Q:

personally con-

I

sider your worst fault?

|

unrestrained appetite.
28. Q: What about a good trait?
A: (Bing takes a consequence that backfired. As “Connecticut Yankee” in King
Arthur’s Court, he demonstrates ability as
an archer, choosing Edwards as a target.)
29. Q: What’s the biggest mistake you
ever made?
A: Made a million of them. Can’t recall
(Bing takes a consequence
the biggest.
... he has to pose for a picture and take

A:

|

}
|

•

I

My

himself.)
do
30. Q:
wood’s best-dressed
favorite color?

it
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coin or stamps.
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boy.
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that says:

memory

Grits.”

new shampoo made specially
for blondes. It helps keep light hair from darkening
and washes darkened, faded hair shades lighter. Fine
at home
for scalp. Safe for children. Try
tonight. It’s the world’s largest selling blonde hair
shampoo. At lOc, drug and department stores.

BLONDEX

My

my

famhealth,
future, our sons’ future,
the world’s future- Anyone who doesn’t
worry in these times must be numb. But
I still sleep eight hours.
A: Lots of things.
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Baby?
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34. Q: You can’t be as casual as some
think. What about that prevalent idea
that you don’t have a nerve in your body?
A: I guess I have as many nerves as any
normal person. Try to control them.
35. Q: What could worry you?

fade as one grows older.
When this happens, blonde
hair is far from pleasing.
Now blondes may keep hair
beautifully light and shining— without fuss or bother!
Simply use BLONDEX, the

trick.

Keeps it free from hair a longer
time by removing it closer to the follicle.
Ask today for new Neet Cream Hair Remover at drug or cosmetic counters.
er, sleeker.

,

Bing? What souvenir do you value most?
A: Collect pictures of my family and
my pals, of horses, mounted fish I’ve caught.
Top souvenirs: Picture with the late General Patton and Eisenhower’s autograph on

that blonde hair has a tendency to darken, streak or

York 17,

without rubbing or risk
bristly razor-stubble!

you consider HollyWhat’s your

—

Hominy

New

5 MINUTES

IN
. .

man?

Gary Cooper. Blue.
31. Q: Then why are you always wearing those loud red shirts?
A: Just grab what’s on the closest hook.
Also, I’m color blind.
32. Q: What do you think of the new
for ladies, that is?
styles
A: The ladies, heaven help them, are
at the mercy of the couturiers and the
husbands must pay.
33. 0 Do you have any collections,

a plain scrap of

Dept. DW,

Rinse Hair
Off Legs

A:

Blonde hair is always attractive.
But everyone knows

After”

tific

:

MONEY BACK. sively by
THE S. J. WEGMAN COMPANY
SEND NO MONET — 10 Day Free Trial

&

written by on experienced
Surgeon, has helped thousands
you. It tells all obout the latest scien-

Plastic

of people like

—

grounds Jasper Park, Canada.
Also was handy to golf course.
Other thespians are always
26. 0
talking about your ease before the camera
and mike. Is it true that you’re strictly a
one-take man, Bing?
A: Sound man on “Emperor Waltz” could
challenge that bitterly. You should have
been around when we recorded “The Yodel
Song.” That was a deathless thing. Strict-

fishing

—

“Before
ond famous

Woman

quality.

. EN.
For THAT “NEW LOOK”
amazing, new TICING
UPLIFT. Tour bosom wUl
"LIFTEE” fea- hove natural,
vibrant beauty you've

weren't

if it

Badly shaped noses

can be corrected in a short
time without discomforta
For the past twenty years
this well
known book,

:

FIVE MAGIC
PATENTED
ADJUSTMENT
FEATURES

"She would

for her nose*' or other de-

but this would be the exception rather
than the rule.
What’s the biggest fish you ever
20. Q
caught?
A; 288-pound Marlin, 211-pound tuna,
15y2-pound rainbow.
21.

they soy

be beautiful

VINCENT lOPEZ LOOKS

FOR TALENT
For Full Details

—Get

SONG HITS MAGAZINE
Now On Sale At
Your Favorite Newsstand!

—
Rules for

!

Wives

(Continued from page 51) any emotion
to quick starvation in our household, it was my own kind of nervous diswhich, before marriage, made up
content
2.
what Mom called my “picky” disposition.
Pickin*”, in the face of Harry’s complete

doomed

obliviousness to it, was pretty slim.
Realize that criticism is the sincerest

form of flattery.
The times I am surest

New TING

of being a really

well-loved wife are those when my
band, with a straight and measuring gaze
from those very blue eyes of his, tells me
something he doesn’t like about me.
Early in our marriage, Harry made
comment on the spectacularly
critical
ratted hair-dos I was then wearing. “You
don’t need them,” he said, which could

have been a reflection on

my

taste

may

cause pimples!

ALMOST tNCREDIBLE NEW
TREATMENT FOR PIMPLES

—

interested enough to make them
he’s still interested in you. The man who
3.
gaily assures his wife that she looks just
wonderful in everything is usually too lazy
or too disinterested to help her figure out
how or in what she looks best. Either that,
or she’s shown so much hurt and resentment at his previous suggestions that it’s
easier to be dishonest with her.
If he’s

I

proved

— or

simply the honest opinion of a man who
felt that what he’d married was good
enough to lend itself to improvement. I
threw away the hair pieces and happily
found that I bettered Betty fifty per cent.
Suggestions made by a man about a
woman’s appearance aren’t always successful but they’re always worth trying.

W HEN

is

effective in laboratory
tests in killing on 60
second contact specific
types of fungi that

hus-

(EXTERNALLY CAUSED)
true! New Ting works while
it
helps hide pimples, blemishes,
blotches. You simply apply Ting to
It’s

—
—

pimples, let it dry
and whisk off
excess powder. Ting is both fungioften works
cidal and germicidal

was enjoying my woman’s pre-

rogative of a comfortable recuperation
from Vicki’s trying birth, I encountered
another of those measuring gazes: “Kid,”
my husband ^courageously, “you’re
said
4.
I
went on a diet but
getting fat.”
quickly. By then I knew that criticism is
much kinder when it begins at home.
Minimize the negative by accenting the
positive. I do mean try going to town on
your husband’s “likes” rather than resenting his dislikes.
For instance, the fact that those frilly
negligees considered so feminine by some
men are classified as “wrappers” by
significant to me perappears to be on paper.
Unenthusiasm now could later become
aversion. Meantime, there isn’t any evening, after a hard day at the studio,
when I couldn’t slip into one of those
loose “Stella Dallas” deals for dinner and
meet complete tolerance I know. But
who wants tolerance? How can it compare
with that verbal appreciation that greets
a pair of those well-tailored slacks that
my husband considers particularly trim?
Give in but don’t give up your per-

husband,

is

sonally than

ask your druggist today for
a tube of new Ting Antiseptic Medicated Cream. Stainless, greaseless.
failed,

Only

60^.

Economy

size $1.00.

FOOT RELIEF

—

my

wonders for externally caused
pimples. Even if other products have

With Dr.

Scholl’s Kurotex.

Protects

Feet and Toes,

Prevents “Breaking-In” Torture of New, Tight Shoes
For quick relief from corns, sore toes, callouses on bottom of
feet, bunions, sore heels, tender spots and instep ridges
use
Dr. Scholl’s

—

KUIIOTEX. This

soft, soothing, cushioning, promoleskin, instantly stops painful
Helps prevent corns, blisters and
"breaking-in'’ discomfort of new or tight shoes. Cut Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex to any size or shape and apply. Stays on in the bath. Very economical.
At Drug, Shoe. Dept, and 10c Stores. Look for Dr. Scholl’s in the yellow package.

tective, flesh color superior
shoe friction, lifts pressure.

more

it

—

COMMON SENSE..

DON’T BUY DIAMONDS !v«
Wear

inexpensive Bonded

or platinum

Wear

sellings.

in confidence.

CATALOG.

Zircons mounted

in

stunning solid gold

Genuine blue-while diamond
Styles for

Bonded Jewelers,

men and women.
Depl.FI,

17 East

fire

and

Write for

proved thousands upon

color,

FREE

4SSl.,N.Y.
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T
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thousands of times

^

sonality.
If what I’ve said so far adds up to a wife
who’s happiest when she’s agreeing with
her husband, I’m glad. But if anything
I’ve said sounds as if I’d want to bore the
man I love by becoming a “Yes” gal, let
me hasten to correct it.
By happy circumstance, Harry and I get
a kick out of the same things music,
hamburgers with onions, Western pictures,
and the names we picked for our two
daughters: Vicki, because my name was
“Victoria” in “Springtime in the Rockies,”
the picture that first brought us together;
and Jessica, which is feminine for Jesse
Janies. Both of us are mad about fireengine red in decorative schemes, on our
cars, in those plaid Western shirts we wear.
At meal-times, however, Harry leans a
little to the “particular” side
while I’ll
eat anything but calves liver and bananas.
In the same way, the political and philosophical views expressed by me are not
necessarily those of my husband.
.

.

.

—

—

—

ALL-VEGETABLE

^ LAXATIVE

Now-In Minutes
Give Face Fresh
Clear Look
Don’t wait days or weeks to see dreams of a lovelooking complexion start to come true. Now,
in minutes, thrill at the difference Edna Wallace
lier

Hopper White Clay Pack can make. This unique
is wonderfully different from creams or lather
You feel it work its beauty magic. See

NR

tin
(Nature’s Remedy) Tablets,
there are no chemicals, no minerals,
Tablets are
no phenol derivatives.
different act different. Purely vegetable a combination of 10 vegetable
ingredients formulated over 50 years
ago. Uncoated or candy coated, their
action is dependable, thorough, yet
gentle, as millions
of NR’s have
proved. Get a 2Sf box. Use as directed.

—

—

NR

clay

facials.

results with first use. Here’s 8

minute test that
Spread Hopper White Clay over face.
exhilarating, stimulating tingle! When
dry, rinse off. Now, look how lovably fresh,
sparkling clean— how radiant, finer-textured skin
appears. How free of ugly shine! Make Hopper
your twice-weekly glamour special. It truly paysl
Try it— see/ Get Hopper White Clay Pack today.
At drug and cosmetic counters.
proves

Note

it!

its

QUICK BEOEF
p
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5.

Grown-ups need

to find a

way

growing.

to

keep

,

When

you’re in your teens, getting old

enough to be married is about as far ahead
as you can look. Unfortunately, there are
grown couples who can’t seem to look any
farther ahead than the preacher and paying off the hospital bills when the-children
That’s when husbands and wives
arrive.
get restless with each other.
For that needed hobby something of
absorbing mutual interest apart from work
and everyday living the Jameses have
their horses. Owning a small ranch and a
few horses depends, of course, on both
your location and your finances. Not every
to be able to sit on a
wife
6. is lucky enough
split-rail fence at 5 a.m. watching the
.

.

.

—

—

noses that drizzle

make dates

that

sun and her husband’s spirits rise simultaneously, as he clocks a colt around the
track. But there is a way for every wife to
find some goal to share with her man,
some way to keep “growing” wtth him, if
it’s only toward a more productive vegetable garden or a bettered golf game.
Children are a pleasure, but be sure
to keep your “pleasures” mutual.
Tod often after baby arrives. Daddy becomes little more than a paying guest

fizzle

out of the nursery and,
out of the place he used

in the

house—shut

worse

yet, shut

to hold in his wife’s

scheme

of things.

ICKI has always been her Daddy's baby
only in looks and in disposition,

V — not

but because each of us thinks it important
that a child should know the love and
discipline of both parents. Neither one of
us ever countermands an order given by
the other. Once in a while though, we
indulge in the “silent-signal” system if we
think the other is being too severe.
There was one time recently, when,
because she had not finished her vegeI made the usual pronouncement,
tables,
7.
“All right, 'Vicki. You haven’t 'eaten your
dinner. There won’t be any dessert.”
Have you ever seen a four-year-old
wilt? Silently— just laying her little head
slowly down on her chubby little arms.
Sure, you have but have you ever looked
across the table and seen the big lug
known as Daddy doing a similar and even
sadder droop into his collar? Gee, it scared
me—especially when he seemed to be try.

Look

.

for

of
ing to form his five fingers into a circle
pickets, blowing on the tip of each one.
Finally, I got it— it happened to be my
birthday, and how could my daughter
waste room on vegetables when she kriew
about that surprise birthday cake, candles
ready to be lit for its grand entrance?
“yVe 11, all right, 'Vicki tonight you
may have dessert. But tomorrow night you
dincan’t have any unless you finish your
conner.” Guess we gro^vn-ups get pretty

The mark inlaid* at
the back of the handle of this finer silver-

plate means' two
blocks of sterling are
inlaid at backs of
bowls and handles of
most used spoons and

—

fused at times.

forks. Fifty-two piece

$68.50 with chest
(No Federal Tax). All

set

Your Baby can have them^

patterns made in u.s.A.

"Variety
for security.

too!

your
wait another minute before you help
admires?
baby have the lovely soft ringlets everyone
using it
Get Nestle Baby Hair Treatment and start
used and praised
today. Thousands of mothers have

Why

HOLMES & EDWARDS

this gentle lotion

hair.

made

especially for babies

fine

SILVERPLATE

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NtMle-LeMur Co. nn.rWen, Connecticut
Send me (toxond pottage prepaid) full size boHleot specioi introdocof Nestle Baby Hair Treatment
am enclosing $1.00. Also send
lory price of $1.00.
your Boby
for
"Curb
booklet
me your FREE
I

NAME

—

ADDRESS
CITY

Mnitai.

1S48. Iht Inlenutionil SIhret Co.. Holmes
Conn*.

SoM

in

Canmla by

:

i Umrds

Dnision,

The T. Elton Go., IM. oRoE.U.S.Pat.'Off.

STATE...

.MWG-4-48

baby hair
treatment

is

for spice

—but

.

routine

is

.

.

That same old dinner-time every night
working
at our house, we refuse to sign
contracts that will keep us away from that
6-30 dinner table. That same vacation together at the same place, every year— those
precious six weeks with each other.
Those rituals the constant sharing of
commonplace little experiences—that
and
familiarity with each other’s foibles
that s
habits that comes to have a meaning
of
hard to define. Somehow, I’m thinkmg
sat around m
last Christmas: The way we
each
that slow wait for Vicki to carry
gift-wrapped package to the recipient—
and how every other one of those packdupages, ten of them in all, contained a
always
licate of that cigarette-holder I am
misplacing—each holder a gift via Harry—
from one of our horses!
Sure marriage is just a repetition of all
those everyday things that hold life to-

—

h^r
Aids in giving curls and ringlets-makes

Commended by
look thicker and more luxuriant.
stores, baby ana
Patents’ Magazine. At drug, dept,
locally—
beauty shops. If unable to buy

STERLING INLAID*

120

.

—

this...

Cogyiiilit

.

—

1

gether. That’s
I

what makes
The End

it

so wondertul!

I

T oday

you can walk into any
office and order
a ticket that will take you to and
through every one of the 48 States,
up into Canada, down to Mexico.

Greyhound bus

You may never ask
But the

CALIFORNIA
CALLING
.

.

for such a trip!

you can do so shows
how very convenient Greyhound
travel is. One ticket will take you
almost anywhere you want to go
—assured of modern coaches, one
high standard of service, and one
fact that

of the World’s finest records of
safe operation.

Can you think of any other transportation that will take you from the
Atlantic coast to the Pacific shore for
less than 46 dollars, plus tax.^ Equally
low fares apply to thousands of cities,
towns and communities.
This year America holds more color
and interest for the traveler than ever
before
station

.

.

.

is

who want

and the nearest Greyhound
"Main Entrance” for those
to fully enjoy these riches.

.

One hundred years ago James
Marshall discovered gold in
California.

Go

this year

.

.

.

enjoy the gay Centennial
Celebrations which will take

throughout the State
and go Greyhound.

place
.

.

.

Cl

R E YH O U N D

.

SHE FRAMES ‘some

of America’s most

FAMOUS FACES

iVoted hat design or

“EXPEKIEiVCE
...in

hat. ..in choosing
a cigarette, too!”

comas

“Sonnet

Howtr”

as vniphalically

.

is

.

.

a

Hula

aflar Easla

nilh your favorita

shunt an^ or linan.
A multicolor strau that

Amvrican

as thv Pilfiiinis' inifiinal.

Mary

THE BEST TEACHER

IS

making a

carrias

Gooiifvllau

bow

concttctfd this 1918

its

“Easter Coqi ettk,” of uhich
Mary Goodf allow says:

audacious

linowin^ty

^'Expariance has taught me
that the hat must ha mtula for

fer.Mon of uhiir lacy
Strmv and rahhafir rosrs.

tha facOf for the
,

^*# i4»0trn4*tl fr40ttt

t'iinn>ls .suit

Mary Goodfellow
stayed

In

that
ftif'

studied

we

.

woman

for tha occasion."

f*oo/.

mitfi

hfst I " sni/s .JIurif tmtuulffllttw
iiiiisic

and

learn the ‘iial Inisiness.’’

experience later ...

.

find

fine arts in
.'sunie

her here

at

Paris...

years ... and

the

left

in

much

her

Manhattan salon, creating honnets tor American Beauties.
‘-My cigarette?” queries Miss Goodfellow. "A choice of
1
tried many different Brands...
experience too ... Camel
and learned from experience that Camels suit me Best!”
!

I

people

ai'e

tKatx evei* before

Y OU MIGHT

or niiglit not recognize a

Goo<lfellow hat.

cigarette

.

.

.

l)tit

yoit turn, you'll find

Why? Let your ‘‘T-Zone" tell yoti. (Thai’s T for
Taste atid 1’ lor Throat.) Let your taste tell you
about Gamers marvelous Havor. Let your throat

that’s your
proving ground

for any

Camel mildness and

coolness. See for yourself why. with smokers

K. J. Heynulds Tohaeco Otimpany, Winston-Salem. N. C.

T for Taste..
T for Throat

more and

more people .smoking Camels than ever before!

discover that wonderful

I

Let your ’^^T-Zone"

Mary

yon d recognize her

Camel.

And wherever

smoking CAMELS

cigarette.

who

See

have tried and compared, Camels are the

if

Camels

don’t suit your

"choice (d experience.”

“T-Zone”
to a “T.”

Acrortling, to a

Nationwide surrey;

More Doctors Smoke Camels
THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
will'll

11.1, .><(7

were asked
cigarelle ihei

(torliirs
li\

—

Iriiiii ri.asl In cniisl
in eieri fii-ld of medicine
three inde|iendent research nr||ani/atinns to name the

smoked, more dnclors named Camel than any other brand

!

tell

you why!

1y

Bing

fXf'e

’

Crosby talks

oweffa O. Parsons

,

.

!

Helen

Neushaefer

•

I

WHYI
CHARGE ONLY 10*
my nail polish

for
Even though

the only nail polish in the world containing

it is

the miracle, chip-proofing ingredient

A

year ago

I

was ready

bear

my own

one thing
It

was

were up

.

.

.

I

faced a serious decision

name. Everything was arranged except
the price

in a

to the

I

would charge

minute

And,

in fashion.

addition

in

The
.

.

shades

brush was of

the polish con-

.

amazing ingredient found

no other

nail

polish at any price ... the miracle discovery of

my

cosmetic chemists

Plasteen was

.

.

.

.

,

woman’s

chipping but also makes

Which

On

woman

in the

a

easier,

new,

star-

At

U.

Fared

/

pays either 10

S.

to sixty cents for her nail polish.

the one hand,

worth up

I

would have

to

buy

bottles, brushes,

in

my own

plant

(which permits

me constantly to
me to make my

control and check quality) enabled
.

.

10 cents was the price!

who

contrast to the comparatively few
cotild

have enjoyed

I

felt that, if

sincerely believe

at the higher

it

nail

polish

was a
was mine...

is

Helen Neushaefer

the greatest value ever

offered in this country.
it

in

12 gorgeous shades

taining

charge?

You
.

.

.

will find

each con-

Plasteen ... at chain and drug

store cosmetic counters everywhere.

ever there

to sixty cents,

particularly on account of

dous.

I

price.

price should

nail polish

could afford no fancy boxes ... no lavish

displays.

... in

go on

polish

and adds

would

These economies, plus the fact that I eliminate the
“middle man” profit by making my own nail polish

I

up

price, I

my

This W'ns the Problem

or

cent

advertising and selling costs at a

At 10 CENTS millions of women are
now enjoying the benefits of Plasteen

like brilliance.

CENTS

that, at the 10

my

to shockproof nails against

quicker, without “bubbles, ”

IMost every

I

PLASTEEN

.

caps, etc. in million quantities instead of thousands.

great-

chipping.

Plasteex not only helps

minimum.

decision

Plasteen.

.

the answer to every

problem

est nail-do

in

have to keep

window

it.

The

beautiful pyramid bottle.

superfine quality.

tained an

for

knew

also

I

to introduce the first nail polish to

.

it

Plasteen.

that higher price my profits would be tremenAt 10 cents they woidd be merely modest.

DIstril)uted by A. Sartorius

&

Co., Inc., Fifth Avenue,

New York

11, N. Y,
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{dbulous [otioa if doubl&-bea.u^
here

T TARD-AT-woRK and “oii display,” your
hands lead a double life. So pamper
them with the double-hcduty magic of

—

Trushay.
Trushay, you
soft lotion

never

see, is first of all

a velvet-

—with a wondrous touch you’ve

known

before.

*

A

luxury lotion

for

TRUSHAY
A

PRODUCT OF

Rl

all

.

.

your lotion needs

—a joy

to use any

Every fragrant, peach-colored drop
rich, your hands feel softer and
is so
smoother instantly!
time.

Yet
there.

m^^ie

as well as here

.

.

.

.

Trushay’s magic doesn’t stop

It also

brings you a fabulous “be-

forehand” extra!

—

. .

Smoothed on your hands before doing
Trushay protects
them even in hot, soapy water. Guards
them from drying damage. So your hands
stay evening-soft all day long!
dishes or light laundry,

Adopt Trushay’s double-beauty help
begin today to use Trushay!

the iotioa with the ""behorehand'' extra

p
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FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION” MOVIE-GOERS FOR

36

YEARS

PHOTOPLAY
Don’t be
Half-safe!

Contents tor May, 1948

We

All

Have

to

Grow up

Dudley Nichols

Not So Private Lives
Fear Over Hollywood
Golden Lizzie (Lizabeth Scott)

Adele Whitely Fletcher
Sheilah Graham
Burt Lancaster
.

.

.

The Children’s Hour

by

VALDA SHERMAN

Susan Peters
He’s Looking Over a Four-leaf Clover (Dan Dailey) Dorothy Deere
Jigsaw Romance (Tyrone Power)
Carl Schroeder
The Young Idea (Loretta Young)
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Fred R. Sammis
“My Bing” Dixie Crosby Talks to . .
Louella O, Parsons

Bob Hope
Morrow

and Crosby
Checked Shirt and Trails

I

At the

first

blush of

womanhood many mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

Harry
He’s My Boy
Play Truth or Consequences with June Allyson

Crosby Sr.

Lillis
.

Ralph Edwards

.

Eye Cues

Anita Colby

Life in the

Herb Howe

Doghouse (Gary Cooper)

That New Man (Louis Jourdan)
The San Fernando Valley Is My Home
Mistakes Hollywood Girls Make with Men
Star in

son and your clothes.

Bill

Your

Hyatt Downing

Joan Caulfield
Mitch Leisen

Home

Photoplay Fashions
nothing "wrong" with you. It’s just
another sign you are now a woman, not a
girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe
with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

There

is

Two dangers —Underarm

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

It also stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause your apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.
All
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What Should
Young Holt

“age of romance’’ don’t let perspiration problems spoil
your fun. Don’t be half-safe — be Arrid-safe!
Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your
favorite drug counter — only 29<^ plus tax.
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other deodorant tested stops perspiration and odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more
men and women everywhere use Arrid than
any other deodorant. It’s antiseptic, used by
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Seal — harmless to fabrics. It will not rot
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What Should
YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY

I

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

his hitch, he would get a job in this
city and we would be married.

EAR MISS COLBERT:
am

twenty-three and have been
separated from my husband for six
long months.
Immediately after we were married
we moved in with my mother because
my husband said that we should save
our money and begin to get ahead.
After five months of this, during which
my mother paid all the household bills,
I

Just before Christmas he telephoned
he had been given a bad
conduct discharge from the Navy and
then had smashed up a borrowed car
and had been in the hospital as a result.
He sounded very blue and asked if I
still loved him and if I would write
to him.
I told him “yes” to both questions.
My next letter was returned for the
reason that he’d moved and left no forwarding address.
Since that time I have heard nothing
and I’m heartsick with worry. No matter what he has done, I still feel the
to say that

she explain^ that we were inflicting a
hardship on her. I understood this per-

but my husband was upset.
wanted a place of our own, but we

fectly,
I

moved in with his family. After
three months of listening to my husband
quarrel and argue with his parents and
his brother, I simply couldn’t take it.
then

came home

I

my

to

same about him and

secured a job to support myself.

When

I left,

my husband said we

were

through forever and that our marriage
had been a mistake from the beginning.

But I’m afraid that

I

am

still

I

Claudette Colbert, star of “Sleep,

My

in love

There

is

man

another

make

to

met three months

it

home and

in

every

way

is

a perfect gentleman.

Although

my

husband has not seen

for six months and has made no
attempt to get in touch with me, I keep

me

thinking about him. Do you think I
should get a divorce and marry this
whom my mother
(of
other man
approves)
Editta S.

Under no circumstances should you
marry a man with ivhom you areti’t
in love, no matter how much your
mother approves, ^ince this new man
in your life appears to be a fine person, you would be cheating him of
the open-hearted love to which he is
entitled if you married him to spite
your husband.
From your account of your life with
your husband, and your admission
that he has made no attempt to reconcile your differences during a sixmonth period, I would imagine that
he does not intend to resume your
marriage. Frankly, I think that you
should take up some engrossing hobby. You have plenty of time in which
to marry someone ivith
will be able to build a

partnership.

Don’t

whom you
satisfactory
for

compromise

less.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I

the nurse-governess of two small
two-and-a-half and three-and-a-

am

girls,

is my first job as
nurse; always before I did housework,
cooking, cleaning, in addition to caring
for children. In this large home where

half years old. This

I

4

is another girl who acts
maid, so sometimes I find myself

am employed

as

without

much

to

occupy

my

time.

wonder if you could suggest some
way in which I could not only take care
of the creature comforts of these two
little girls, but also help them to develop their minds. I want to improve
myself, so that I will become a better
nurse maid all the time.
Martina W.
I

may

/ congratulate you
to do a good job.
With your attitude, you will undoubtedly become tops in your profession.
I think it ivould he to your advantage, and advantage of the children in your care, to write to State

First of all

upon your ambition

organizations and ask for pamphlets
on child care and training. These
are modern up-to-date booklets and
pamphlets that would have a fund of
knowledge for you. Also, on your days
off, it would be well to consult your
public library on books of this same
type.

Attend

lectures

in

children’s

welfare agencies. Read national magazines and the articles on this subject.
In these days, it is not enough to
minister to the creature comforts of a
child; one must prepare that child for
the complexities of life.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am eighteen and

Can you think of any way in which
could locate him?
Velma P.

it is very rare for a man
given a bad conduct discharge from the Navy to be worth one
of your tears. If the Navy can’t make
a dependable, worthwhile citizen of a
man there is practically no hope that
anything can.
You are very young, you have your
life before you, you will meet many
really worthwhile boys before you
select the one you will marry.
Forget him, my dear. Stop mooning. Get busy being a senior student
and making preparations to enter
college next fall.
Claudette Colbert

who has been

in the case, a

ago. He has
a fine position, has bought a small house
which he says needs a woman’s touch
I

like to

Believe me,

Love”

with him.

person

would

I

help him.

and

mother

Do ?

will graduate from
high school in June.
In March, 1947, I met a nice sailor
who was twenty-two. We wrote to each
other twice a week and every time he
had leave, he spent it here in town.
Last summer he was transferred to
another base. He wrote to tell me that
he had let himself in for some serious
trouble and had been court-martialed.
He added that he still was in love with
me and that as soon as he had served

—

Dear Miss Colbert:
I

am

eighteen, the youngest in our

Seven months after I graduated
from high school I was invited to visit
relatives in Los Angeles. When I arrived, my relatives had been called
away by the serious illness of their son.
So, I got a room through the Hollywood Y.W.C.A. I wanted to see what
I could do on my own as I had always
been interested in the theater, and
hoped for a movie break.
I stayed in town just four months.
My clothes were getting shabby, my
waitress job was not highly paid and
the work was awfully hard. I was lonely
all the time. I met dozens of girls who
were heart-broken, homesick and beaten. They couldn’t leave because they
had nowhere to go.
I packed up and flew home to discover a wonderful secret: The nicest
family.

about

thing

leaving

one’s

home

is

coming back.
Do you think I did the right thing?
Do you think things would have
changed if I had stayed a year? How
does a girl get a bona fide picture
break?

Corinne
If

you had remained

in

H.

Hollywood

for one year (Continued on page 6)

.

I want is
arms around me!

"All
his

"Alive or dead .
I

want that

man! He knows
too much!”
Only

I

know whether

he’s

guilty ... or innocent!”

"If he lives ... I
.die
"i

"I’ll get

...

He must

be taken!”

"Nothing on earth
can ever make me
tell them what I
know about t

him...

before the cops do!

®

^

,

him!”

THE BIG CLOCK
starring

RAY
CHARLES

with

•nd

Maureen O’Sullivan George Macready Rita Johnson
•

•

Elsa Lanchester

•

Harold Vermilyea

Screen Play by Jonathan Latimer

•

•

Produced by

Richard Maibaum

Based on the Novel by Kenneth Fearing

>

A

•

Directed by

JOHN FARROW

Paramount Picture
5

—
(Continued from page 4) or

—careerwise—

five,

or

ivould not have
for you. I think you were su-

ten, things

£

changed
premely wise to have returned to your
home town and to those who love you.
A glance at statistics would reassure you
as to the wis€lom of your action; Only
one girl in a million ever makes the grade

tMjltwL

o' AJ2oci^

in Hollytvood.
/

have answered

before, hut / will
again. Nowadays,

this particular

make
mere

query

the same point
prettiness is not

enough. A person with dramatic ambition
should first secure a high school education and then take at least two years
of college work. The student should also
join the college dramatic club and study
under a good speech teacher.
After that, ttvo years at one of the
country’s many excellent dramatic schools
should be undertaken. At the end of this
time, the student ivill have begun to
understand what is required before the
footlights and before the camera. From
that point, one’s career

is

in the lap of

the gods.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert;
I

am

twenty-eight and

I

am

deeply in

love with a man who is thirty, sincere,
idealistic, established in business, and who
represents everything that a girl would
desire in a life-long husband.
My family and my friends, however,
have been only lukewarm in approving or
encouraging our romance. Here is a man
who does not smoke, does not drink, yet is
always the life of the party.
man whom
other men like and who is a solid citizen.
My romance hasn’t been encouraged because I am five-feet-seven-inches tall and
this man is five-feet-three inches tall.
Won’t you say something in your column
about the stupidity of judging a man on
the basis of mere physical size?
Juanite A.

A

There

make

is

such a good answer for you

anyone so superficial as to
judge a man’s abilities by his physical
makeup: Simply point up his outstandto

to

ing good points that obviously overshadoiv his stature.
Some of the ablest men in the world
have been diminutive of stature. Right

/."FROM OFFICE-CLAMOUR to eveningglamour!

It’s

easy

jacket dress.

if

Keep

you

start the

day in a

hair-do simple!

most important of all— remember

And

to pro-

your dress from perspiration stain and
odor with new Odorono Cream!” This safe,
tect

new cream deodorant
hours

.

And

.

protects

you a full 24

.

new
and smooth down to

you’ll be thrilled to discover

Odorono

stays soft

the last dab. Never gritty. (Even
leave the cap

OaaJI

oft'

for weeks.)

if

you

2 "SHED THE JACKET
.

Add

at

dinner time!

here in Hollywood we have many such
instances. No one would think of choosing his or her friends from the standpoint of height. Since marriage is the
ultimate human (Continued on page 8)

jewelry, gloves and real ftowers for

elegance.

Then

start

the evening— confi-

dent that you look your best. Confident
because y.ou can
that you are your best

—

trust

Odorono

to

keep you dainty the eve-

ning through.” The Halgene in New Odorono Cream gives more effective protection
than an y deodorant known.
Yet, Odorono is so safe and gentle
you can use it after shaving. Try greaseless, stainless Odorono Cream today!

0<(^
Star turns: Butch Jenkins and Margaret

O’Brien appear together in “The Big City”

¥:i

PRODUCED BY

OtRECTCD BY

JAMES

V,

KERN

/

SCREIN PLAY if PETER MIENE

•

SUGGESTED BY A STORY BY jOE LAURIE.

JR.

-MUSIC ARRANGED AND ADAPTED BY RAY HEINOORF

WILLIAM JACOBS
7

(Continued from page 6) relationship,
silly it would be to make bulk the determining factor. To love a man is to
look into his heart and his soul, not at the

how

Love-quiz

. .

For Married Folks Only

.

top of his head.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I met a fellow at a dance about a year
ago and I have been seeing him once or
twice a week ever since. We have community dances in our town and everyone
attends.

Gary took me home the first night I
met him, but made no attempt to kiss me
goodnight. That made him seem different
from the usual type of wolf-learning-tohowl that one encounters during high
school parties. The next thing that made
him seem different is that he didn’t try to
feed me a line. He said that he liked me,
but he didn’t go on the way some boys do.
Then he asked me one night why I hadn’t
invited him into my home to meet my
mother and father. I evaded the question
by kidding him. When I never did invite
him in, he stopped taking me home, or
even dancing with me.
I would like to ask Gary to my house,
but we have a large family and are
crowded into five rooms. We use the dining
room as our sitting room. The parlor has
two large beds in it, so the appearance
of the place is spoiled. I am ashamed to
entertain anyone because the place never
looks nice. Do you think I should tell Gary

WHY DOES HE AVOID HER EMBRACE?

my

honest reasons for not inviting him in?
miss him, and he’s the nicest person
I’ve ever known.
I

A. Because he is no longer happy in their marriage, constantly makes
excuses to avoid the romantic intimacy of their honeymoon.
Q. What

A.

It
.

and

.

Q. Can
A.

not so

is
.

has she done?

Is it

really

all

Rama

her fault?

much what she has done as what she has neglected

that

is

proper feminine hygiene

happy marriage?

and the pity of it is, every wife can hold her lovable charm
by simply using “Lysol” disinfectant as an effective douche.

Yes,

Q. Can

this

purpose be accomplished by

homemade

visitor. It is the attitude of those
within a house. It is cleanliness, whatever neatness is possible when there are
small children around and an air of
cheerful welcome.
Don’t ever be ashamed of honest,
simple, hardworking parents and the
habitation they have provided.
Claudette Colbert

impress a

douching solutions?

similar makeshifts do not have the proved
germicidal and antiseptic properties of “Lysol” which not only
destroys odor but is effective in the presence of organic matter.

A. No. ..salt, soda and

Q. Why does

this

A. Because he

husband not

feels that a

tell his

wife

woman

why he avoids her?

should

know

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am sixteen and I really have a problem.
I am new in this high school and every
time I meet a boy or boys I knew in my
old school, they call out names like “Nose,”

these important

and use every means in her power to remain glamorous,
dainty and lovely to love. He resents her neglect of such fundamentals as correct feminine hygiene which is achieved so easily
ty regular douching with “Lysol” brand disinfectant.

facts

.

. .

DON’T TAKE CHANCES

with married happiness

daintiness ... use only “Lysol” in the douche ...

.

.

it is

.

so

or “Eagle” or “Polly.”
You see, I have a nose shaped like an
Indian’s. T^ere is a big hump on it.
One of my girl friends has the same
kind of nose only larger, but the boys
don’t pay any attention whatever to her.
They only call me those names. This is
very embarrassing especially when they

to

yell out in halls.

safeguard your complete

not only effective, but kind

to delicate tissues.

Check with your doctor

‘Lysol” brand disinfectant

Many

physicians

“Lysol,” in

recommend

the proper

solution,

for Feminine Hygiene. Non-caustic,

gentle, scientifically correct.

is

pleasant

economical, safe,

use. Follow simple directions for

correct douching

solution,

injurious to delicate

deodorizing and

non-

membranes,

efficient.

FREE BOOKLET! Learn the truth about intimate
hygiene and its important role in married happiness.
Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, 192 Bloomfield
Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J., for frankly informing
FREE booklet.

NAME
STREET
p

CITY.

STATE
P.-485

8

like

you should invite him in to meet your
father and mother the next time it is
convenient (from the standpoint of your
parents). It isn’t space or grandeur that

.

neglect of proper feminine hygiene really spoil a

C.

the things you have told me
about your new acquaintance. He seems
sincere and sensible. I think you have
underestimated his character. Certainly
/

What can a person do except duck and
run and wish to have a fairy godmother
wave a wand over one’s nose and change
it once and for all time.
Jane Y.
Since time began, I understand that it
has been the prerogative of the playful
male to tantalize the object of his interest. If the boys were really repelled
by you, they wouldn’t bother to tease you.
The thing for you to do is to “go along
with the gag’’ as theatrical people say.
The next time someone calls you “Nose”
just call out, “Durante is the name.”
Jimmy, the owner of the world’s most
famous nose, won’t mind the added
publicity in the least and your gay retort
will convince the boys you’re a good sport.
Don’t brood (Continued on page 10)

/ and

tl:

b^es

know
this

story

heart!

RON RANDELL

*

WILLARD PARKER

Screenplay by Louella MdcForlane and

Directed by

HENRY LEVIN

•

Sf. Cldir

McKelwoy

A CASEY ROBINSON PRODUCTION

P

g

—

!
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(Continued from page 8) over the boys’
and withdraw into a
it in good spirit.
You
can be the most popular girl in your
school if you will have fun out of this
situation while refusing to be hurt in the
teasing, don’t sulk
hostile shell. Take

Dear Miss Colbert:
In the town in which I have always lived,
I have become mother confessor to several
hundred people from time to time.
I think that I have fairly good judgment and no one has ever questioned my
tolerance or sincerity. When a friend has
brought his or her troubles to me, I have
done my best to analyze the situation, be
practical and suggest a solution. Yet, not
one person in ten has taken my advice.
From my own experience, I realize how

ends perspiration troubles

is

quired for putting their thoughts into
words, by writing down their problems.
/ think sometimes that the person who
is troubled is so close to his otvn problem that he can’t view it objectively. It
helps to be able to write to a perfect
stranger. Discussing a problem with one’s
nearest and dearest sometimes involves
those who are creating the problem and
only causes a family jangle. Discussing a
problem with a friend may spread the
problem all over town.
All secrets are safe in my office. If a
problem cannot be used, or if the writer
asks that it not he used, the letter is
acknowledged, then destroyed.
Finally, I discussed the department
with my mother who is a very wise wornan. She said, ^‘’There is an abundance of
everything in the world. Most of the sunshine is not used; most of the rain is
not used; most of the kindness is never
found. Also, most of the advice passes
unheeded. But, like all good things, tvhat
little is used serves a wonderful purpose,”
That is why I am so happy to continue
this work. Perhaps it brings one small
ray of sunlight to someone in sore need.
Claudette Colbert

— surely !

Have you a problem
which seems to have
no solution?
Would you like the thought-

specially

ful advice of

actually ends under-arm

ETIQUET— made

by

patented formula— really checks
under-arm perspiration!

FLUFFY-LIGHT AND SOOTHING
Etiquet goes on easily

— disappears
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FINK

you would, write
of

bert feels that your problem
is of general interest, she’ll
consider answering it here.
Names and addresses will he
held confidential for your
protection.

MORE ECONOMICAL TO BUY!
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in a jiffy!
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When I agreed to sponsor this department I came to the conclusion that
many people would be helped, not so
much by anything I might say, but by
the sheer physical and mental effort re-

safely

i,

taken seriously?

Adelena

perspiration odor

i

much time and thought must go into
preparation of your column. Do you ever
think that time wasted? Do you really feel
that your advice

ETIQUET

1

Claudette Colbert
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Safe-and-sure deodorant
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EAGLE LION FILMS PRESENTS

CATHY DOWNS

CHARLES BARTON
Screenplay by John Grant

& Howard

Harris

11
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INSIDE

STUFF
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Photographs by Fink and Smith

Four heads are better than one

—when

they

belong to

Doris Day, Michael North, Joan Barton and Allan Jones

Around Town: The Mark Stevenses have separated
again, as Cal warned, but this time the parting was a
quiet one. Mark, in fact, didn’t even tell his studio. The
genuine incompatibility that separated the couple before
was obviously a hurdle these two nice people couldn’t
overcome. Mrs. Stevens will sue for divorce in the near
future
Victor Mature has proved himself as convincing off-screen as on. He overrode all of Dorothy
Berry’s objections and they were married in Yuma,
Arizona, March 1st. Vic now has a complete family
wife, a five-year-old son and his dogs
Anyone with
one dollar and a horse can join Dan Dailey’s Valley
Horse and Jumper Club. Dan provides the riding arena
and the prizes
Dale Evans is going right back to
those Westerns as husband Roy Rogers’s unkissed
leading lady. The kids who howled for Dale’s return
won’t stand for any screen kissing, even between husWith Jane Withers’s announcement
band and wife
of impending motherhood and Shirley Temple already a
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mother. Bob Hope wonders when Maggie O’Brien will
admit she’s an old maid and be done with it.

award for “The Jolson Story,’’ the choice for the
most popular picture of the year, according to the poll.
On the dais with the editorial director Fred Sammis
and Mr. Cohn sat the stars of the film, Lariy Parks,
Evelyn Keyes and A1 Jolson, who sang the songs that
accompanied Larry’s wonderful acting of the role.
Jack Benny, as master of ceremonies, was funnier
than ever, ribbing the absent top male star winner,
Bing Crosby, who was in Elko, Nevada, game hunting.
Very much present was Ingrid Bergman to receive her
medal for the top woman star. Simple, radiant, beautiful with her Joan-of-Arc hairbob that has become so
popular, Ingrid was everybody’s choice. “Here I was,”
the

she said to the audience in acceptance, “enjoying my
dinner with no worries because they told me there
would be no speeches. And now here I am saying
‘thank you’ and very nervous.”
Jolson sang some songs from the winning picture as
only Jolson can and he paid lavish compliments to the
work of Larry Parks.

Hollywood Fan:
Photoplay’s Gold Medal Awards: When Photoplay
gives a party, all Hollywood turns out in its gala best.
This year’s Gold Medal Party, at which the annual
awards went to the winners of Dr. Gallup’s Audience

Research Poll, was no exception.
Mr. Harry Cohn, head of Columbia studios, accepted

“How about

wood?” a youngster wrote

Cal.

the kids

in

Holly-

“Are they movie fans

too?”
Cal can answer for one youngster at least, a movie
actor himself. We mean young Claude Jarman Jr. of
“The Yearling” fame, who sat with Cal at the Photoplay Awards Dinner. In his quiet way Claude was just

Dinah Shore and husband George Montgomery had
leave baby at

—but her

home

pictures went with

to

them

A

pair of dark “aces”!

some party

talk.

Ava Gardner and Greg Peck enjoy

Greg’s in the Gold

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans
Dale

is

at the

going “Western” again

—

Medal

class

this

year

El Capitaii Theater.

as Roy’s leading lady

Cute and captivating: That’s Jane Powell and Elizaabeth

Taylor,

all

dressed

up

for

a

recent

party

Hear Cal York oh "Hollywood Headlines’’
ing on

ABC— 10:30 EST;

9:30 CST; 11:30

—Saturday mornMST;

10:30 PST.

p
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Coleen Gray, al a party with a friend, proves
that

braces

need

not

spoil

a

girl’s

charm

INSIDE STUFF
as eager to meet the stars as movie-struck lads anywhere.
First it was Al Jolson he asked to meet. Judging by the
animated conversation that went on between them, it would
be difficult to decide whether Al or Claude was more pleased.
Hardly had he returned to his table when Claude decided
he just had to meet Humphrey Bogart. So, once again he
was taken to a star’s table for an introduction.
Then Jeanne Crain came into view. This time the pleasurable task fell to Cal who escorted the gentlemanly, but
eager lad over to Jeanne’s table. However, we all heaved
a sigh of relief when the speeches began, for each of us at
the table had a feeling that otherwise the evening would be
a perpetual jaunt around the room.
And from the applause that greeted Claude when he
accepted the award for “The Yearling,’’ chosen as one of
the year’s best pictures, we’d say Hollywood is as enthusiastic about Claude as he is about its stars.

The Powells:

Irresistible

is

the

word for that cutest

of

matrons, June Allyson Powell. With her comical little
mannerisms and delightful candor, June proves the bright
spot of any corner in which she finds herself. At the Photoplay dinner, June looked around at the beautiful gowns.
“What is it about me?” she complained. “Everybody always looks so wonderful dressed up, but I always look the
same.” The frustrated expression on her pert face was
killing. June, voted one of the five most popular stars,
accepted the award dressed in a tailored silver lame blouse
and black velvet skirt. We’d say looking “the same” as she
puts it is a bit of all right. Fact is, June is the only
girl we know who can wear a shiny, scrubbed face and look
beautiful. -Dick Powell, her husband, must think so, too,
judging from his tender and amused attitude.
Speaking of Dick, whom we regard as one of our oldest
and best friends, there is no smarter hombre in all Hollywood. Although everyone advised against it, Dick fought
and fought hard to get out of musicals and into meaty films
that have more than paid off. He displayed the same

when

came to producing his own picture “The
certain of the Johnson office approval of
the script before shooting, saving both time and money in
cutting and retakes. When it came to a choice of leading
women, Dick telephoned box-office-wise distributors who
proclaimed Lizabeth Scott the best draw of the names submitted. He signed her instantly.
astuteness
Pitfall.”

it

He made

A

Star’s Star: The luckiest thing about Walter Pidgeon
not his success and popularity, nor his very good looks.
No, these things, important as they are, can not touch in
value the treasure of Ruth, his wife.
Each time Cal meets Mrs. Pidgeon, we are impressed
anew with her charm and simplicity. To our question of
how she spends her days, for she is not a feverish partygoer or daily luncher at Romanoff’s, she became enthusiEvery plant imbedded in the
astic about her garden.
Pidgeon grounds is put there and tended by Ruth heris

self.

all

14

A Smart Party: Before leaving for New York, socialite
Pat Smart invited her friends to a farewell dinner party
at the Champagne Room; a party that turned out to be a
real fun affair. Bob Hutton, his wife Cleatus and Cal
established themselves in a booth that somehow became
the most coveted of all places, judging from the people who
crowded in and were eventually crowded out by others.
Gene Tierney, looking lovely and squired by two beaus,
agent Charles Feldman and ex-husband Oleg Cassini, sat
next to Cal and claimed priority over Bnice Cabot who
took Gene’s place while she was dancing.
Bob Walker looking well and happy, squired pretty Jane
Hollingsworth. Spencer Martin, Pat’s best beau, seemed
desolate at the idea of her leaving. Spencer’s brother
Stuart was just as sad because his wife Angela Greene was
bedfast until the birth of their expected baby. The music,
flowers and champagne contributed to a wonderful evening
with everyone sorry to see Pat go. (Continued on page 16)
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MAOV CHRISTIANS • MARCa JOURNH • ART SMITH • CAROL YORKE • Screenplay by Howard Koch
From the Story by Stefan Zweig .Produced by JOHN HOUSEM/tN -Directed by MAX OPULS • A RAMPART
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INSIDE

STUFF

Larry Parks

ainid All

Jolsora

hold the winning hands at Gold

Medal party

—

Ingrid Bergman’s

(Continued from page 14)
Cupid’s Alley: Hollywood awaited the
threatened explosion from millionaire
Charles Wrightsman of Palm Beach,

when Helmut Dantine

secretly married
daughter Charlene. It failed to come
off and for a good reason. Helmut and
his bride flew to Palm Beach where the
actor faced the formidable Wrightsman
and stated his case honestly and openly.
Papa was so enchanted with such fearless honesty, Helmut being in a slump
professionally and saying so, he insisted
the bride and groom remain with him and
even furnished them each with a wardrobe suitable to the resort. In Hollywood,
Mrs. Dantine’s sister Irene still prefers
Bob Stack to her other suitors. With Bob
a very rich young man, Mr. Wrightsman
need have no objections to this match
’Tis said June Haver has practically decided on dentist Dr. John Duzik as her
his

.

.

Young was serenaded hy Mischa Novy’s violin when she
received her Gold Medal citation for “The Farmer’s Daughter’’

.

The
next when she sheds Jimmy Zito
is chuckling at Howard Duff’s nickname for himself Rover because, he
says, Ava Gardner, the girl he loves,
Jimmy Stewtreats him like a dog
town

Loretta

.

.

month

next month

.

—

—

art’s girl this

.

is

.

.

Myrna

Dell.

But

may

way Jimmy

be a different story, the
plays the field.

The company
made to order the furniture for the
Glenn Langan home, felt the couple were

The Lanky Langans:

that

overdoing
tive

called

it

on size until a representa(Continued on page 21)

to

X'
Grarefni Vikkie Doiigaii,

New

York model

and prize-winning skater.

This spring, fashion loves pink!

“Look Pink”

ish!

uuU

— gknving on your nails and

— flattering your new
It’s

}

clothes,

love
lips

Cutex

is

skins.

A

angel-pure

10(1,

plus tax.

“Look Pink” shade in

creamy, silk-smooth Cutex Lipstick too. So
jiol-

Cutex now outwears even costly polishes!

Sparkles with rich, fadeless color!

You’ll love the
'

and you!

a heavenly shade in a stay-perfect

other leading polish! Only

And new

— safe for even sensitive

wonderful exclusive found in no

luxurious! Yet

Try

all

.

.

.

only 49^, plus tax.

Cutex’s fine manicure aids, from

nippers to nail ivhite, for the exquisite grooming

new

New

fashions demand.

York.

NorthamWarren,

winning smile
turns an idea into a career—

The

smile that wins

ALBUQUERQUE — Paramount: A

^

Barbara Britton and Lon Chaney are hired

line.

thwart him but

is

fair-to-

Western with Randy Scott as a cowpoke whose
crooked uncle drives him into joining a rival freight
niit’dl n*

tisticutfs fail to stop Scott.

to

(Apr.)

ALWAYS TOGETHER—

(F)
lighthearted romance about a pair of young hopefuls who
almost let a million bucks come between them. Robert Hutton and Joyce Reynolds are the squabbling

the Pepsodent Smile

With

couple.

Cecil

Kellaway, Ernest Truex. (Mar.)

CALL NORTHSIDE 77/— 20th

(F)

Century-

Fox: An authentic case in Chicago’s police records
inspired this strong human interest drama. Jimmy
Stewart is the reporter whose zeal frees innocent
Richard Conte, imprisoned for a murder he never
committed. (Apr.)

2^

FROM

(F) CAPTAIN
CASTILE—
Century-Fox: Romance, adventure and history in a picture that catches the eye and stirs the imagination.

From Sjiain of 1518, Tyrone Power flees to the New
World with pretty Jean Peters and Lee J. Cobb. Cesar
Romero lends color to the rule of Cortez. (Mar.)

CASS TIMBERLANE-Sl-O-M:

(F)

Spencer

Tracy, as a middle-aged, small-town judge, invites
trouble when he weds impetuous, young Lana Turner
from the wrong side of the tracks. Zachary Scott is
the threat to their May-December match. (Feb.)

(A) DAISY KENYON — 20th Century-Fox:
^
Crawford’s problem in this domestic drama of

Joan
mar-

riage and divorce is: Should she hold on to the
attractive but already married Dana Andrews, or
forget him for unattached Henry Fonda? (Feb.)

DOUBLE

A—V.

An

original if
LIFE,
I.:
t/i/' (A)
not too believable story of an actor who continues to
Ronald Colman holds you
live his roles oft' stage.
spellbound; Signe Hasso is fine as his ex-wife with
whom Edmond O’Brien i.s in love. (Apr.)

—

(F) EXILE. THE
C. 1.: Douglas Fairbanks
on a good show as Charles II exiled in HolWith newcomer Paule Croset, Maria Montez,

Jr. puts

land.

Henry
(A)

l-)aniell.

(Feb.)

FLAME. THE — Republic:

Don't go out of your
to see this lurid tale. John Carroll persuades Vera
Ralston to marry his half-brother, Robert Paige, supposedly dying, so they can share his fortune. (Apr.)

way

1

/

GAY RANCHERO.

(F)

Republic: Sheriff
to trap George

Roy Rogers uses plane and horsepower

Meeker and his gang, trying to take over an
run by Jane Frazee and Andy Devine. (Apr.)
(F)

airline

GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT—

Century-Fox: Here’s a powerful plea for fair play
toward all minorities- Gregory Peck is excellent;
Dorothy McGuire, John Garfield and Celeste Holm
contribute praiseworthy performances. (Feb.)

Marjorie Groat, Career-wife,

is first

to

wear

(

Minnesota when she met Bill
and wedding hells
ended her school days. When they settled in Madison, Marjorie decided that "Manchester’s,” one of
the leading department stores, needed a fashion
modeling staff. The store management agreed. Now
Marjorie’s winning smile is very much in evidence
as she trains new models, plans and appears in
.

.

GOOD NEWS — M-G-M:

F)

Oh, for

a college

educat on with such cute classmates as June Allyson,
Peter Lawford, Patricia Marshall, Joan McCracken,
Ray McDonald and Mel Tonne. (Feb.)

—

the latest fashions in Madison, Wisconsin
it’s her
job! Marjorie was a freshman at the University of

WALL—

(A) HIGH
M-G-M: A psychological
whodunit with Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall. As exciting as they come. (Mar.)

.

—

(A) IDEAL HUSBAND, AN 20th CenturyFox: Everyone is exqui itely chic in Oscar Wilde’s
[ler od piece of London in 1895. To Paulette Goddard falls the role of the scheming Mrs. Cheveley,
seel.'ing to blackmail Hugh Williams to the distress of
Diana Wynyard and Michael Wilding. (Apr.)

talky

fashion shows. It’s a Pepsocfent Smile! "I always
use Pepsodent,” Marjorie savs. "It’s the best tooth
paste I’ve found for brightening teeth!”

—

(F) JASSY Rank-U.
Technicolor rags-to-riches

I.:

A

handsomely mounted

Margaret
tale
starring
as Jassy. Basil Sydney as the brute she
marries, Patricia Roc as his spoiled daughter. (Apr.)

Lockwood

Wins 3 to 1

over any other tooth paste

(F)
all

(Feb.)
I.:

American pub-

Moorehead, her niece Susan Hayward and housemaid
Joan Lorring, (Feb.)

THF—

MAIN STREET KID,
Republic Mental
is the theme with A1 Pearce demonstrating
mind-reading ability after a correspondence course
from faker Alan Mowbray. Pearce plays Cupid to his
lovelorn daughter, Janet 'Martin. (Apr.)
(F)

from coast to coast comNew Pepsodent with the
tooth paste they were using at home. By
an average of 3 to 1, they said New Pepsodent tastes better, makes breath cleaner
and teeth brighter than any other tooth
cently, families

:

telepathy
his

pared delicious

MY

(F)
GIRL r/5^— Warners: New York
is the setting for a heart-warming romance.
Palmer makes an appealing greenhorn; Sam
Wanamakei* is the young man with plans for a big
future.
These two get into difficulties from which
only the President can extricate them. (Mar.)
of 1905
Lilli

paste thev tried

For the safety of your smile use Pepsodent
day— see your dentist twice a yearl

SIcane.

MOMENT. THE—U.

in

3-to-l favorite for brighter smiles! Just re-

twice a

J^OST

lisher Robert Cummings snoops about a gloomy house
Old V’enice, inhabited by ancient crone Agnes

over America agree with Marjorie
Croat. New Pepsodent with Irium is their

People

LADY FROM SHANGHAI, THE— ColumOrson Welles provides a three-ring circus, playIjy Rita Hayworth and her

(F)
bia:

ing an Irish sailor hired
sadistic husband Everett

ANOTHER

OF

FINE

PRODUCT

LEVER BROTHERS

COMPANY

MY

/^ (F)
WILD IRISH /?pY£— Warners: This
musical salute to Erin has Dennis Morgan in top form
as Chauncey Olcott. popular singer of Irish ballads,
Andrea King as fabulous Lillian Russell and newcomer Arlene Dahl. Bright, breezy and gay. (Feb.)

1

^

1

NAKED

HEAVENLY CLOSEUP

THE—V.

I.: Don’t
CITY,
(F)
miss this rousing melodrama with New York City as
Barry Fitzgerald is just right as the
its setting.
veteran poliee officer. Personable Don Taylor is his
assistant. With Howard l)uff. Dorothy Hart, Tcd.De
Corsia and House Jameson. (Apr.)

\/

NIGHT SONG— RKO:

(F')

Dana Andrews,

Merle Oberon a run
for her money.
Fine performances by Ethel Barrymore, Hoagy Carmichael; fine music by Artur Rubinstein. (Mar.)
])Oor blind comi)oscr, gives rich

(F)

fo/Luslre-Creme”

. . .

as a

Dream Girls Only

PARADINE CASE, THE— Vanguard-

.Selznick: Hitchcock’s outstanding meller has a knockout cast including Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Charles
Laughton and newcomers Valli and Louis Jounlan.
Peck attempts to prove it was not Valli who murdered
her wealthy, lilind husband. (Apr.)
(.F)

RELENT LESS— Columbia:

)’oung tangles with

Cowboy Robert
badman Barton McLane, and be-

comes a hunted man with

sheriff

Willard Parker and

swindler Akim 'I’amiroff chasing him. Luckily, Bob
has trim Marguerite Chapman on his side. (Apr.)

(F)

ROAD TO RIO — Paramount:

YES, HEAVENLY, to move as one person
to the strains of enchanting music.
That Wonderful Man holding you close
his cheek against your hair.
.

Hope

Crosby,

.

and Lamour make

this a delightfully daffy farce. This
time the trio is off to Rio with Bing and Bob getting
into no end of scrapes,
(Feb.)

SAIGON — Paramount: A

(F)
^
movie

in

.

.

.

.

run-of-the-mill

an Oriental frame, depicting the adventures

Alan Ladd, Douglas Dick and Wally Cassell. With
Morris Carnovsky, Veronica Lake, Luther Adler.

of
(

Apr.)

i/'

SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR— U.

(F)

[isychological crime movie guaranteed to
goose pimjiles, with Michael Redgrave

I.;

A

you

give

collecting
rooms where murders were committed. His bride, Joan
Bennett, gambles with her life in .curing hubby of his

hobby. (Apr.)

SENATOR WAS INDISCREET. THE—

(F)

L'. I.: This fairly funny political farce has William
I'owell playing the prize sap of the Senate, scheming
to become President.
With Peter Lind Hayes, Ella

Raines, Arleen Whelan. (Mar.)

—

MY

(F) SLEEP,
LOVE Triangle-LL\ Don
conspires with George Coulouris and Hazel
Brooks to drive Claudette Colbert crazy.
Robert
Cummings rushes to her rescue. (Feb.)

Ameche

:

—

W' (F') SMUGGLERS THE Rank-Eagle Lion: A
costume chronicle strewn with sadistic flogging scenes.
Richard Attenborough is the chief vietim of torture
when he betrays smuggler Michael Redgrave and his
band. With Joan Greenwood and Jean Kent. (Apr.)
.

SONG OF MY HEART—A\\\eA

Artists:

to

know your

when you leave
Those moments his
face touched your soft, fragrant,
nol to be broken
his arms.

how thrilling
gleaming tresses
how sweetly
he found them
haunting still And you how
happy and thankful you are, for
Lustre-Creme Shampoo and the
new, three-way loveliness it gives
your hair! Your heart stands still
.

McGee —

(F) SLIPPY
Reimblic: Priest Tom Brown
and_ nurse Dale Evans do a real job of reforming
fugitive Donald Barry, convincing him there isn't
much of a future in crime. (Apr.)

(F)

HOW REASSURING

hair weaves a lasting encliantment

.

.

.

.

.

—

!

when he

says:

“Dream

Girl, that

gorgeous hair rates a bridal veil.”

uneven picture based on Tscliaikovsky's
life and music.
Good performances by Frank Sundstrom, Audrey Long, Mikhail Rasumny, Gale Sherwood and Sir Cedric Hardwicke. (Mar.)
episodic,

/

1

SUMMER HOLIDAY —

(F)

Mickey

Rooney as a lovesick boy and Gloria De Haven as the
objeet of his affections is an airy trifle of the bustleand-buggy era with Walter Huston, Frank Morgan

and Butch Jenkins.

(Apr.)

(F) T-MEN — Eagle
^
about Uncle Sam's

Lion: This fiction-fact film
undercover men paeks a wallop.
Dennis O’Keefe and Alfred Ryder pose as mobsters
to get the lowdown on a counterfeiting gang.
\Vith

Charles

McGraw, Wally

F'ord,

June Lockhart, (Apr.)

(F) TENDER YEARS.
20th CenturyFox: In this homey tale of a man, his boy and a dog,
E. Brown affably plays a small-town preacher.
With young Richard Lyon, Josephine Hutchinson,
Noreen Nash, Charles Drake. (Apr.)

THE—

I/'

Joe

(F) TO THE ENDS OF THE
ColumTreasury Dei>artment and see the world!
Dick Powell’s mission leads him to China, Egypt and
Cuba where he meets mysterious Signe Flasso and
helpful Vladimir Sokoloff among others. (Apr.)

EHRTH—

I/'

MANY

A BRIDE with

Dream

Girl hair

is

glamorous.

Soft,

singing the praises of

Lustre-Creme Shampoo. Not a soap, not
a liijuid, Lustre-Creme is a dainty new,
lavishly lathering cream shampoo. Created
by famed cosmetic specialist, Kay Daumit,
to give hair

new three-way

loveliness:

bia: Join the

\^\/ (F)

—

TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE

Warners: In this exciting tale of man's greed for
gold, Humiihrey Bogart, Tim Holt, Walter Huston
go prosirecting in the Mexican wilds.
strong story
and fine acting. Romance? There isiv't any! (Mar.)

TYCOON — RKO:

Engineering and marriage
don t mix if Sir Cedric Hardwicke’s your boss and
father-in-law. But John Wayne stubbornly stfeks to
his guns with Laraine Day at his side. (Mar.)
1^

(F)

UNDER COLORADO Y/aES-— Republic

.Monte Hale

after a gang of desperadoes, headed
by William Haade, so he can prove he didn’t really
rob that bank.
Fie was just shielding the no-good
brother of his sweetheart, Adrian Booth. (Mar.)
is

it

fragrantly clean, free of

dust, loose dandruff; (2) highlights every
strand with a lovely glistening sheen;
(3)

A

(_F)

Makes

(1)

is

leaves your hair soft, easy to manage.

Lustre-Creme’s instant, hillow'y lather
plus
a rare blend of secret ingredients

—

gentle lanolin, akin to the natural oils
in a

healthv scalp. Use Lustre-Creme
to bring out the full natural

Shampoo

beauty of the hair ... to safeguard
your “close-up” glamour. Be a

Dream

Girl ... a lovely

Lustre-Creme Girl!

(A) WOMAN’S VENGEANCE, A—V. I An
intriguing murder meller embellished by splendid
teamwork of Charles Boyer and Ann Blyth with Jessica Tandy, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mildred Natwick
•

(Mar.)

WERE MEANT

\/V' (F) FOU
FOR
20th
Century-Fox: Here's an enjoyable sequel to “Margie”
with Jeanne Crain again playing a flapper of yesteryear Old songs and new gags iilus an outstanding
job by Dan Dailey make for an entertaining film
Oscar Levant lends able assistance. (Apr )

ME—

Now

in

Tubes as well as Jars

.
.
. Lustre-Creme gives you your choice
for home
and for the convenience of the entire family. Four-oz. jar 11.00,
or in smaller sizes, jars or tubes, 49(! and 25G Rekindle your hair’s highlights
bring out its true beauty
with Lustre-Creme Shampoo. In tubes or jars at all
Kgv Poumit. Inc. (Siirrp«t«tnrl 919 N Mirhmnn A.vAaiiA-Chi rnnn

or travel use

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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You

eaii

say ‘‘yes”

Romance

to

'cmJo
Vet© says
to Offending!

Veto says

-'no*’

— lo perspiration worry
SOFT AS A CARESS

.

.

EXCITING

.

oflor!

aiifl

.

.

.

NEW'— Velo

is

Colgate’s wonilerful cosmetic deodorant. Always creamy,

always smooth, \'eto

is

lovely to use, keeps yon lovely

Veto stops underarm odor instantly
ellectively.

With

Veto, you

And Veto

lasts

feel confident

.

.

and
.

.

lasts

.

.

all

day!

checks perspiration

— from hath

sure ol your

own

to hath!

excpiisite daintiness.

Veto says ’’no**— 14 » liarining skin and
SO EFEECTII'E

.

.

cosmetic deodorant. Veto,

elotlies!

.YET SO GENTLE — Colgate’s
is

lovely

filmiest,

most

fragile fabrics.

For Veto alone contains Diiratex, Colgate’s exclusive ingredient to make

So

trust

No

aluays

if l/OU VUllIC

harmless to normal skin.

Harmless, too, even to your

Veto safer.

Trust aliruffs to Yrto

other deodorant can be like Veto!
to Veto

— if you value your charm!

f/Offf*

fliurtu !

Double take: Jack Benny presents Lew Schreiber, executive

assistant

to

Darryl

Zanuck of Twentieth, with Gold Medal Award for “Boomerang” and “Margie”

INSIDE
from page 16) install the
huge couches and high
tables. Then he met Glenn, who is six
feet five and Mrs. Langan, who is a neat
(Continued

mammoth

bed,

He tried to hide the portable
steps he’d brought along to mount the
very high bar stools, but the Langans
six feet.

were enchanted with them.

They kept

shorter friends. It’s a
cinch they haven’t any who are taller.

them for

their

STUFF
much depends on

East,

Van

spoke of

still

so

ill

after the birth of their baby,

would be such a favor to him. Van
Johnson explained over the telephone.
it

Van greeted us with warm friendliness.
He had a business appointment that evening, but there was time for a chat before he left. Evie and Van and the two
boys, Ned and Tracy Wynn, sat down for
asked Van
a cozy family gathering.

We

he had persuaded his father to come
West. He said he hadn’t, but still hopes
to do so. As for Van and Evie going
if

health.

when he

Schuyler Johnson.
told us how they had hit
on that name. Shortly before the baby’s
birth, they secured a book of names and
set out to find one suitable either for a
boy or girl. Aloud Van read down the list
until he came to Schuyler. “Schuyler,”
he repeated, and looked at Evie. “How
little

Van and Evie

would
Report on the Johnsons: If we would
come and spend the evening with Evie,

Evie’s

tried to suppress his pride

‘Sky’

Johnson

Schuyler “Sky” Johnson

sound?”

And

it is.

The Carson Case: No more than two
years ago Jack Carson was a conservative citizen and happily married man.
With his pretty wife Kay St. Germaine
and their two children he lived quietly in
their Valley home. Then suddenly Jack
separated from Kay and started dating
this one and that one. Many directors
consider Jack Carson one of the most
talented and potentially great stars in
films. Cal hopes Jack will soon calm down
and concentrate on his career again.

Now

skin-smootliing
. . . for you! The
discovery called finer than Lanolin.
Vitone, a precious ingredient, now in
Jergens All-Purpose Face Cream. See
the way it helps smooth, soften your
skin to romantic beauty.

Jergens Face Cream is like four beauty
aids. Enriched with Vitone, yet costs
no more than ordinary creams.

Doctors' tests show 8 out of 10 complexions beautifully improved with
Jergens All-Purpose Face Cream. Betterthan-ever witli smootliing Vitone.
21

)

k^Good

i^k^Very

good

v'v'v' Outstanding

(F) Sitting Pretty
(20th Century -Fox)

OONER

or later Hollywood had to
take notice of that national indoor
sport: Baby-sitting.
Its more comic
aspects are hilariously depicted here,
with Clifton Webb playing an amusingly arrogant sitter who invades the

S

suburban household

Maureen O’Hara,

of Robert Young,
their three bouncing

boys and a frisky Dane.
Some giddy antics are dressed up in
droll dialogue and keen characteriza-

Maureen is a wife any man would
be proud to come home to; Bob is properly perplexed as her husband, confronted by unforeseen complications.
As a gossipy neighbor, Richard Haydn
plays one of those prissy people he does
so well. Louise Allbritton and John
tions.

Russell
family;
spirited

Lynn

make acceptable friends of the
Ed Begley portrays a meanboss; newcomer Betty Ann

a

completely

Your Reviewer Says:

dizzy

teen-ager.

Laugh-loaded com-

edy.

High-chair hilarity: Clifton

Wehh

problems for young parents

(

more than their baby sitting
Young and Maureen O’Hara

solves

Robert

(F) All My Sons
Universal-International

dward

ROBINSON

has turned in
performances in the past
but none more compelling than that of

E

many

G.

fine

the money-making factory owner who
learns that man can’t live by bread alone.
It’s his idealistic son, Burt Lancaster,
who drives that fact home with the help
of fiancee Louisa Horton. Their romance
meets with opposition from his mother,
Mady Christians, and Louisa’s belligerent brother, Howard Duff. Burt, meanwhile, means to get to the bottom of the
scandal involving his father and Louisa’s
father, Frank
son’s partner.

Conroy, formerly RobinConroy’s in prison for

shipping defective equipment resulting
in plane and pilot casualties and the
thought that maybe his father was
equally guilty plagues Burt. Trouble is,
big, blunt Lancaster doesn’t look like a
sensitive

character.

Newcomer Louisa Horton

contributes
a sincere, straightforward perforanance.
Your Reviewer Says:

It’s

dramatic dynamite.
Family crosscurrents: Burt Lancaster, Louisa Horton, Howard Duff

and

Mady

Christians

have

leading

roles

in

a

dynamic

(ilm

—
For
—For

F

A

the whole family
adults

Emotional drama: Susan Peters gives realism
of the

strong-willed

invalid

(F) The Sign of the
(Colunihia)

Attention-rating:
Heflin,

Barbara

principals

in

a

and

domestic

tug-of-war

(M-G-M)
novel

of

the

Deal era has been made into
a fairly entertaining movie with Charles
Coburn capably playing a great industrialist, Barbara Stanwyck his devoted
daughter. Like her father, Bai’bara is a
doer but the man she marries. Van
Heflin, is a thinker. So what happens?
Barbara promptly tries to mold him
nearer to her scheme of things.
The picture differs from the book in
that Van is made out to be more sympathetic and his friendship with the “other
woman” is purely platonic. Barbara
never looked lovelier; she even has that
New Look, though the story is set in 1932.
To Richard Hart is entrusted the role
of the man engaged to Barbara until Van
shows up. Keenan Wynn plays the brash
radio commentator; Margaret Lindsay
portrays Barbara’s best friend; Spring
Byington her mother.

J New

her portrayal

Ram

F it’s soul-stirring drama you want, full of
I lively incident, this is for you. A sombre story
with psychological overtones, it should appeal to
feminine film-goers.
Susan Peters, after too long an absence from
the screen, gives a compelling performance as a
strong-willed, selfish invalid who will stop at
nothing to achieve her ends. That’s because she’s
born under Aries, sign of the ram. So clever is
she about disguising her true nature that her
nice, unsuspecting husband, Alexander Knox,
and his three fine children by a former marriage
Peggy Ann Garner, Allene Roberts and Ross
Ford consider her an absolute angel. The
thought of losing their adoration drives Susan
to desperate measures.
Diana Douglas attracts attention as the fiancee
of Susan’s stepson; Phyllis Thaxter adequately
plays Susan’s troubled secretary, Ron Randell
her young physician. Dame May Whitty turns
in a competent performance as a busybody.

—

(F) B. F.’s Daughter

OHN MARQUAND’S

Van

Stanwyck

to

stepmother of Peggy Ann Garner

—

Welcome back, Susan Peters!
(Continued on page 24)

Your Reviewer Says:

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures
See Page 122. For Best Pictures
of the

Month and

Best Performances

See Page 28. For Brief Review's
of Current Pictures See Page 18

BY EISA

BRANBEN
I*

Your Reviewer Says:
loves and learns.

Barbara Stanwyck
23
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(Continued from page 23)

Adventures of Casanova
(Eagle Lion)

I

EGEND
a guy.

LAY with fire and
P burned. Greta Gynt

has it that Casanova was quite
Seems he had a way with women

and knew how to wield a mean sword, too.
Although Arturo De Cordova certainly
looks the part, this record of his amatory
adventures, with some soldiering on the
side, is pretty tepid. The main stumbling

STOMACH,
this

way out /

Make way for FAST RELIEF...
An EXTRA package in my desk
Help$ make 5uch troubles brief

Yes, when bothered by occasional
acid indigestion or similar stomach
upsets,

you can always depend on

Alka-Seltzer for fast

package means
need it most.

it’s

relief.

there

An

extra

when you

Headaches

block is the cardboard quality of both
characters and sets. You don’t for a minute feel you are in Eighteenth-Century
Sicily where the Austrian emperor’s armies
battle it out with the patriot forces, led by
the dashing Casanova and his reckless
young aide, Turhan Bey.
As a high-born lady with a taste for the
plebeian, Lucille Bremer displays a marked
tendency to ape Bette Davis while Noreen
Nash crys quite prettily as her lady-inwaiting. Lucille’s prospective bridegroom,
John Sutton (“Captain from Castile”),
again plays the crafty villain with a supercilious smirk.

from the pains of
a headache, take
Alka-Seltzer. Its
bubbling, effervescent action causes
Alka-Seltzer ’s painrelieving agent to
go to work fast.

Discomfort of Colds
Alka-Seltzer ’s
unique formula

X

what do you know! Shirley Tem-

comes

that

daughter of “Colonel” Henry Fonda, she
catches the eye of her real-life spouse,
John Agar. John’s a fine-looking chap and
he does very nicely in his first screen role
that of a young lieutenant in love with
Shirley despite the disapproving glances
of her papa.

Fonda

is

excellent as the stern,

extra

package

buy two instead of one

extra package on hand for
unexpected emergencies. 30c and 60c
all drugstores, U. S. and Canada.

Keep an

—

IP

Alka-Seltzer

A

Miracle Can Happen
(United Artists)

(F)

is

more important

— star or

story?

we have an embarrassment

of

stiff-

every last drop out of a labored, slowpaced comedy about a day in the life of
roving reporter Burgess Meredith. Among
the assorted people he meets with tall tales
are Jimmy Stewart and Henry Fonda as a
couple of swing musicians; Dorothy La-

mour and

Moore as Hollywood bit
MacMurray and William

Victor

Fred

players;

Demarest

as a pair of gentlemen hoboes.
Paulette Goddard is decorative as Mere-

dith’s

“little

woman” and Harry James,
Brown, Hugh

Knowing nothing about Indian
desert.
fighting, he makes one wrong decision
after another. When John Wayne tries to
steer him right, he gets black looks.
As a couple of tough sergeants, Victor

With a line-up like that, the picture
should be a howl, not just a laig build-up
to an awful letdown.

McLaglen and Ward Bond add some
much-needed color to the proceedings.

fun.

Your Reviewer Says:

Heap

comprising Fred

is

Ciannelli, Charles D.

Herbert and Dorothy Ford are on hand
also.

Your Reviewer Says:

Well,

the

stars

have

iXy (F) April Showers (Warners)

big picture.

the

MacMurray

as a
press agent, Valli as a flickering star on
the Hollywood horizon, Frank Sinatra as a
soft-spoken priest and Lee J. Cobb as a
picture producer. Especially MacMurray
and Valli lend interest to a tale that is
frankly a tear-jerker.
The action unfolds with MacMurray explaining how the hard-working, talented
Valli got her big break in pictures but
never lived to enjoy her success. Now
that she’s gone, MacMurray mournfully
realizes how much he loved her and he

upon a plan to make producer Cobb
change his mind about releasing Valli’s
one and only movie.
In switching from cockeyed comedy to
hits

aybe

vaudeville died years ago but
supplying the script writers
with plenty of movie material. This time
they’ve come up with a tender tale that
may strike the younger generation as
overly sentimental. However, as a family
of old-time troupers, good-natured Jack
Carson, winsome Ann Sothern and talented
twelve-year- old Bobby Ellis of radio give
sparkling performances to make you enjoy it.
It’s Bobby who
gets the wobbly act
going again when he runs away from
school to join his folks in Frisco. The ups

M

(F) The Miracle of the Bells

cast,

an

Your Reviewer Says: Jolly good thriller.

Eduardo

spirational message. Its chief asset

comfort to muscular aches and soreness. One more
reason for buying

patter.

necked colonel, resentful because he’s been
sent to an isolated post in the Arizona

the Russell Janney best-seller,
Hecht and Quentin Reynolds have
fashioned a sentimental story with an in-

that relieves headache so quickly
causes Alka-Seltzer
to bring quick

still

it’s

and downs

of

The Three Happy Tymes

graphically presented with Robert
Alda playing the smooth menace who
saves the act at a crucial moment but almost breaks up the family. S. Z. Sakall
calls forth snickers as a comical hotel
manager. Songs, dances and gags are liberally sprinkled throughout this nostalgic
salute to “show biz.”
are

Your Reviewer Says: Tuneful musical of yes-

a serious characterization, MacMurray
demonstrates his acting prowess. Valli fulfills the promise shown in “The Paradine
Case.” As for Frankie turning his collar
around to play the part of Father Paul, in

teryear.

some quarters he may be accused
ing Crosby in “Going My Way.”

and likeable Jeffrey
are a couple of bad boys, just one
step ahead of the sheriff, in this Technicolor yam of robbery on the range.

Your Reviewer Says:
side.
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fetching, plays a part
natural. As the demure

rom

The same analgesic

accompanied by sophisticated

stuff

what with eight top movie stars
plus a handful of feature players, working
frantically to be funny.
They squeeze

F Ben

Aches and Pains

ber One. But his conscience keeps bothering him and his wife is always one jump
Eihead of him.
Although neither of them is the sort to
arouse your sympathy, you’ll find it interesting to watch how they operate. It’s all
very smart and smooth with the rough

riches,

(RKO)

(Lasky-RKO)

Alka-Seltzer.

Better

(F) Fort Apache

ple,

brings quick relief

nothing quite like

Number Two murdered Boy Friend Num-

W Here

very
W ELL,looking
mighty

from the "ache-

cold. There’s

shifted her affections to young Maxwell
Reed, stealing him from his fiancee. Hazel
Court. Right away Greta’s husband gets
busy and makes it appear that Boy Friend

HICH

Castile.”

X

all-over” feverish
feeling and other
discomforts of a

you’re sure to be
discovers as much
when she two-times her husband, Eric
Portman. Not the type to take it lying
down, Portman hatches a diabolical plot
to do away with Dennis Price and make it
look like suicide.
Greta has meanwhile

Your Reviewer Says: We’ll take “Captain from

—

For fast relief

(A) Dear Murderer (Rank-U-I)

On

the

of

copy-

melancholy

(F) Black Bart
(Universal-International

D

apper Dan Duryea
Lynn

(Continued on page 26)

.

A man

can change

.

.

Just

Hh
She was sure she would never see him
again. It had been their first big date
and here she was, back on her own doorstep again before the evening was half
begun. His excuse was that his head was
splitting. But she knew that wasn’t true.
She was hurt and puzzled. After all, he
had appealed to her as few men do. She
had tried so desperately to please him.
.

.

.

And now — this!
What could
done

or

she have possibly said

turn his ardor into

to

ill-

concealed indifference?

Many a girl

has had the same experiand never found the answer.
It’s a matter that even your best
friend won't discuss.

ence

.

.

.

IHow about You?

Don’t guess about bad breath (halitosis). Don’t offend needlessly. It’s
foolish to let this condition put you
in an objectionable light when
Listerine Antiseptic

is

such an easy,

delightful, extra-careful precaution

against oral bad breath of non-

systemic origin.

You merely rinse the mouth
with Listerine Antiseptic and, lo!
.

.

.

almost instantly your breath

becomes sweeter,
likely to offend

way

.

.

fresher,
.

less

remains that

for several iiours, too.

want others to like you,
you want to be at your best
never, never, omit Listerine
Antiseptic before any date!
If you

if

It’s

one of a

certainly

best friends

.

.

.

girl’s

part of her

passport to popularity.

Lambert Pharmacal
St.

Co.,

Louis, Missouri.

P

Before any

date

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

(Continued from page 24) When the
law finally catches up with them and
there’s about to be a “necktie party,”
comical Percy Kilbride drawlingly rushes
the rescue. Thereafter it’s each man
himself.
In
California,
Duryea’s
daring exploits as a hooded highwayman
earn him the picturesque moniker, “Black
Bart.” One of the passengers on the stagecoach
he
is
diamond-bedecked
robs
Yvonne De Carlo. Both Duryea and Lynn
fall for the fascinating Yvonne, given to
ardent glances and spirited dances.
To reveal more would spoil the fun but
to

for

weTl say

this

much: “Black Bart”

re-

is

freshingly different.

Your Reviewer Says:

(F)

Open

Breezy Western.

Secret (Eagle Lion)

he

subject of anti-Semitism, so effectively
handled
in
“Crossfire”
and
“Gentleman’s Agreement,” does not fare as
well here. The story smacks too much of
dime-novel sensationalism.
Borrowing a leaf from Hitler's black
book, an organized gang of hoodlums terrorizes the slum section of an American
city in an attempt to oust their unwanted
neighbors. John Ii'eland and Jane Randolph capably play a pair of newlyweds
drawn into the brutal business when a
friend of theirs is murdered. Roman Bohnen realistically portrays a rabble-rouser
of the first order while Sheldon Leonard’s
role is that of a detective on the trail of
the trouble-makers. George Tyne and
Morgan Farley are also featured.
Race prejudice is an important theme

T

worthy

of

more competent and intelligent
it receives in “Open Secret.”

handling than

Your Reviewer Says:

Second-rate

(F) Take

My

stuff.

Life

(Rank-Eagie Lion)

HO says
Arthur Rank keeps turning out
W
mas
hot cakes — some overdone,
the English

are slow?

That

cineothers
like
underdone, this one quite palatable.
“Take
Life” entertainingly describes
how opera singer Greta Gynt’s momentary
jealousy involves her personable managerhusband, Hugh Williams, in a murder.
Aware that he could never strangle his
former lady love, Rosalie Crutchley, even
inconvenient
if she did show up at an
moment, the repentant Greta leaves no
stone unturned to find the guilty man. It
takes a bit of doing in view of all the circumstantial evidence piled up against WilJ.

My

famous beauty BATH
is^\f
in

(J\ew

stunning

bathro

-I

A

fhriliing

American

convenience for millions of

women who

love the luxury of a

Wrisley bath! Famous Wrisley Bath Crystals
... no longer
in

in

their familiar cloth bag, but

a new, gleaming, color-bright

container that offers

•

all

bathroom

these advantages:

Easy to hold, to pour from

• Keeps moisture — out
• Keeps fragrance — in
• Stores neatly on tub
window

• Adds

sill

a

edge,

or shelf

touch of festive

color to your

bathroom

Wrisley crystals, too, have been improved!

Improved to release more fragrance, to
insure softer water, to leave your skin

immaculately clean, petal soft ... to leave
Choose from
Wrisley fragrances

you delicately perfumed and wonderfully
refreshed after every bath!

Apple Blossom •
Pine and Bouquet

F

AT
26

COSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHERE

$|00

.

.

each in its own beautiful
bathroom package.

Spectator sport: Mickey Rooney and Betty

Adams

at

Hollywood Pro Tennis Matches

•

and there are some excitmg moments when you fear she won’t make it.
Marius Goring realistically portrays a
man willing to let another pay the penalty
for his crime while Francis L. Sullivan
liams,

scores as the prosecuting attorney.

Your Reviewer Says:

Murder made

in Brit-

ain.

y

You Knew

(F) If

Susie

(RKO)

hat

pop-eyed comedian Eddie Cantor,
resembles em animated pogo stick,
is up to his old tricks again, bouncing
about with amazing agility. Keeping right
in step is Joan Davis, mistress of mugging.
Eddie and Joan decide to forsake vaudeville and settle down with their two kids
in the New England homestead that once
belonged to Eddie’s Revolutionary forebears. When they attempt to convert it into
a night club, their indignant neighbors
promptly boycott the place. Just as ruin
stares the family in the face, a historical
document is discovered that catapults
and
Eddie and Joan into fame, fortune
a peck of trouble.
Allyn Joslyn, as a reporter, works him-

T who

.

.

sit

out

danaes alone?
(^eveir.,.

.

a terrific frenzy. Young Bobby
Driscoll as Cantor’s son is a bright spot in
Margaret Kerry and Dick
the picture.
self into

Humphrey

are teamed to advantage.

Your Reviewer Says:

^

Loud and

lively.

(F) Three Daring Daughters

(M-G-M)

GROUP of gifted and pleasant people
perform in an eye-appealing Technicolored musi-comedy, marking Jeanette
MacDonald’s return to the screen. Jane
Powell, Mary Eleanor Donahue and Ann
Todd are Jeanette’s well-meaning
E.
but blundering daughters who wheedle industrialist Edward Arnold into recalling
from far-off places his employer and their
long-lost daddy. How should they know
their beautiful, brave mommy, divorced
these many years, was fibbing about Daddy
being so wonderful, simply to preserve
A

their childish illusions?
Jeanette takes a cruise

on doctor’s
pianist Jose
Iturbi who not only plays divinely, but
puts on a good act as Jeanette’s smitten
swain.
Jeanette looks like a queen
movie, that is in her fancy assortment of
form-fitting frocks and her titian tresses.
And just to show she still knows how, she
warbles a song or two.
Jcine Powell’s winsome ways match her
charming voice. Her screen sisters contriborders

and

meets

famous

—

—

I'm

a safety-first g irl with

Mum

Smart work, sugar! Staggering the stagline is easy when
Mum protects your charm the whole thrilling evening.
You’ll never let a dream man down with a fault like
underarm odor.
A bath washes away pasf perspiration — brings you
up-to-date in sweetness
underarm odor to come.

. . .

but

Mum

prevents risk of
Product oj Bristol-Myers

safer for

charm

Mum

checks perspiration odor, protects
all day or evening.

your daintiness
Because

Jimmy

Stewart

Myrna Dell for
“Call Northside 777”

called

premiere of his film

tAm
Mum

safer for skin

safer for clothes

tating

Mum

contains no harsh or

ingredients.

gentle— harmless to

Snow-white

irri-

Mum

is

skin.

No damaging ingredients in Mum to rot
or discolor fine fabrics. Economical Mum
doesn't dry out in the jar. Quick, easy to
use, even after you're dressed.

p
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See
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lustrous, natural

*

in

your hair

ute a comic touch to a story that rambles
and repeats itself, bubbling over with
sugar-coated chitchat ’twixt mommy Mac-

Donald and her

little

darlings.

Your Reviewer Says: MacDonald’s
Iturbi’s chasing her.
1^

back and

The Search (M-G-M)

(F)

UROPE’S hungry, homeless

children inspired this post-war topical tale filmed
in the American zone of occupied Ger-

E

many. Around nine-year-old Ivan Jandl
from Prague, a moving story is told.
The youngster is brought to an American agency run by Aline MacMahon, as
kindly as she’s competent. But her efforts
to coax a word out of him prove unavailing. Unable to grasp that these people
want to help him, Ivan runs away and is
picked up by an American soldier, Montgomery Clift, who teaches him English
along with
trust.

a

Clift’s

feeling of friendship and
buddy, Wendell Corey, does

what he can for the boy, too. Interestingly
enough, Czech singer Jarmila Novotna of
the Metropolitan Opera plays the part of
Ivan’s mother who searches for him.
A
de-glamorized Garbo in appearance, she
gives a convincing performance.
Although
it
lacks
surprises,
“The
Search” is a worthwhile picture dealing
with a current problem.
Your Reviewer Says:

A

tug

at

the

heart.

(F) The Big Clock

(Paramount)
URPRISE!

Something new has been
added to the movie murder: The killer
institutes a wide search for the guilty person in order to beat the police to the punch
and detract suspicion from himself. Since
this wily fellow is Charles Laughton, ruthless ruler of a publishing kingdom, crime

S

editor Ray Milland must think fast to
extricate himself from a decidedly awkward position. What makes it so awkward
is that he’d been spending the evening
with Laughton’s girl, Rita Johnson, subse-

quently found murdered.
Milland lends verve and vitality to the
principal role while Maureen O’Sullivan
delivers a sincere performance as his sorely
tried wife. Laughton resorts to his repertoire of tricky mannerisms; Rita Johnson
is well cast as the victim of his fury and
George Macready makes a satisfactory
henchman. An extra dividend of fun is provided by Elsa Lanchester as a wacky artist.

Your Reviewer Says:

flat
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bygone

days, lovely

—

amount, in powdered form

women

— helps

make Richard Hudnut Shampoo
soothing, caressing, kind to your

But the egg is in a luxurious
liquid creme
that helps reveal
extra glory, extra "love-lights.” Try
this new kind of shampoo
created for patrons of Hudnut’s
Fifth Avenue Salon
and for you!

hair!
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.

.

.
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A New Kind of Hair Beauty from
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film.

Best Pictures of the

Month

Sitting Pretty

used egg with shampoo. Now,
again, the lowly egg just the right

p

.A.ction-crammed

a soap~a stoooth

a World-Famous Cosmetic House

Not a

dulling, dry-

My Sons
Black Bart
The Big Clock
All

ing soap. Contains

no wax

or paste.

Richard Hudnut

Shampoo

is

Best Performances of the

a

sm-o-o-o-th liquid

creme. Beautybathes hair to
“love-liglited" perfection. Rinses out

quickly, leaving hair

easy to manage,
free of loose

dandruff. At drug

department

Month

Clifton Webb, Richard Haydn
in "Sitting Pretty”

and

stores.

Edward G. Robinson in "All My Sons"
Susan Peters in "The Sign of the Rant"
Barbara Stanwyck in "B.F.’s Daughter"
Fred MacMurray, Valii in
"The Miracle of the Bells"
jack Carson, Ann Sothern in
"April Showers”
Percy Kilbride in "Black Bart”
Ray Milland, Elsa Lanchester in
"The Big Clock"

BV ERSKINE JOHNSON
M

BSf4p.n\.
Heat** Ers kine Johnson in Hollywood
iESTy, 3 p.m. (CT); 2 p.m. (MT); 11:15 a.m. (PT)

YNN

BARI, describing a glamour girl’s
at a Hollywood party, said: “You
know it was one of those black number's
that pick up everything including men.”

I gown

—

—

Maria Montez was spotted by hat designer Keneth Hopkins wearing one of his
hats backwards. When he asked the reason
for it, Maria replied that the hat looked
better that way.
“I hope,” Maria said, “that I haven’t hurt
your feelings.”
“Oh, no,” replied Hopkins, “but next
time one of your pictures opens, I’m going
to stand on my head to see if you look
better that way.”
*

*

With drastic cuts

*

*

going on at major

still

studios, a stenographer told me:

sure

"It

tough

is

to

type

with

your

fingers crossed."
*

*

Hi

Ann

Blyth, made up as a mermaid, was
William
downstairs by
being
carried
Powell for a scene in “Mr. Peabody and
the Mermaid.”
Someone asked: “What
point in the story is this?”
“This,” replied Nunnally Johnson, ducking,

“is

where

she’s

marinated.”

*

*

running away
*

to

be

*

An avid male fan stopped Lana Turner
outside M-G-M and said: “Miss Turner,
will you please sign my autograph book?”
“Of course,” replied Lana. “Where is the
book?”

The fan grinned and
*

*

said:

jJj

At a preview showing

“At home.”

Hs

of

“Homecoming”

Clark Gable, John Hodiak and
Anne Baxter were all sitting together.
During a love scene between Gable and
Anne, a man behind them whispered to
in Glendale,

“Gee, Hodiak just sits there and
watches Gable make love to his wife.”
Hodiak turned around and whispered
back: “Don’t worry, fella. I kissed Aiihje
when we got home. And Gable wasn’t
there to watch me.”

his wife:

^

At

^

^

Hi

recently of an
picture the film and sound track
were separate, being projected on different
machines. The operator got things mixed
,up, so that when Leo the Lion appeared on
the screen and opened his mouth to roar,
out came Greer Garson’s voice saying,

sneak

a

preview

M-G-M

“You can’t do this to me.”
The operator was asked how
pened.

He

professional

“Can

I

replied,

it

ability.

help

it

if

hap-

neatly defending his

the lion ad libs?”

It

touches your lips with magic
Pond’s
Spring-pink shade! Handsome swivel case

new

.

.

.

— 49^,

25^,

plus tax
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KOSHETZ

is

a

name

MARY

long famous and beloved

JANE

NINA KOSHETZ

FULTON

an

among music

lovers.

For

has been
international opera

favorite

for

many

years.

Now

MARINA

is

her lovely daughter
carrying on in her mom’s

But, in addition to starring in
opera, Marina has also been acclaimed as a
concert, radio and supper club favorite. So
it is no wonder that M-G-M wanted her.
Several pictures in which she has appeared
are “Two Sisters from Boston,” “Holiday
footsteps.

Mexico” and “No Leave, No Love.”
Soon to be released is “Luxury Liner,” in
which this Moscow-born, Paris-reared
blonde beauty has the comedy lead.
in

QlK cfU

J?:L„

<UL

In person, she’s so naturally vivacious

and witty that you immediately respond to
her stimulating personality. While having
tea with her at the Waldorf recently, we
complimented her on how stunning she

'""'’-dresse,

-'"tit"

bt

looked in her black ensemble, topped with
a gold kid tarn sporting a gold mesh snood,
which cradled her chignon. Pleased, Marina confided that at last fashion is in her
favor. Being tall, she has never worn her
skirts as short as most women. Her waist
is small and her hips curvaceous. So she
has always worn what was most becoming
to her, regardless of current style trends.
A singer, she pointed out, must not only
appeal to the ear, but also to the eye. On
stage she must have good posture, be wellpoised, and her every movement must be
graceful. The “new look,” she feels, gives
a woman a more regal, ladylike appearance. No longer are too-short skirts a
menace to a modest femme’s sitting posture. The longer, fuller skirts inspire her to
walk with a gliding grace instead of a
stride. Most importantly, with curves conscientiously controlled by moderate exercise and proper eating habits, she can
once again be proud to play up to them. If
not, then it’s time to reduce either under
a doctor’s care, at a reputable reducing
salon, or to take
^ good home correspondence reducing course.

<
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The pinker powders,

rouges, lipsticks
nail polishes, Marina thinks, are so
flattering and ultra-feminine. There’s no
other make-up, she says, that’s any prettier on a sweet, cleanly scrubbed face.
Well-manicured nails complete the picture of a you that’s sure to be admired
for being lovelier than ever before.

and

^
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Riding high: Tim
Holt of “The

Arizona Stranger”

im holt, bom

in Hollywood and a
of it all his life, shows few of the
qualities considered a necessary part of an
actor’s character. For Tim, Hollywood is
just a workshop. Essentially an outdoor
man, he spends his time away from the
studio touring with the rodeo, of which he’s

T part

a part owner, or swimming, riding and
raising Labrador retrievers. In the rodeo,
known as one of the best of its kind in the
country, Tim not only appears in the show,
but does a good share of the work, too.

When young

Holt decided to become an
famous father. Jack Holt, he
win success on his own. Not
once during the climb did he use his dad’s
actor, like his
determined to

influence. Tim’s role, opposite Humphrey
Bogart and Walter Huston in “The Treasure of the Sierra Madre,” proves it.
Tim’s knowledge of horses served him
well during shooting of “Sierra Madre.”
In one scene, the three actors engage in a
gun battle with a gang of bandits. No shots
were to be fired and fifteen horses were
standing at the edge of the sound stage, re-

laxing. Suddenly a rifle was accidentally
discharged. Frightened by the shot, the
horses bolted and charged directly at the

Holt and Bogart with quick presence
Huston from the path of
the horses and thus saved him from
serious injury and possibly death.
Tim showed the same admirable qualities
during the war where his record was outstanding. As a bombardier he held the
rank of 2nd Lieutenant in the Army Air
Force. He flew his first mission with the
oil fields of Japan as a target.
Tim never mentions the decorations he
won, but among them are the Distinguised Flying Cross, Presidential citation
with one cluster, three Asiatic-Pacific
trio.

of mind, dragged

—

battle stars and numerous others.
He met his wife, the former Alice Harrison, at the Officers’ Club in El Centro,
California.
After a year’s courtship they
were married in June, 1944, shortly before

he went overseas. Tim, who is a serious
young man, works hard around his home
building fences, furniture and kennels.
Once each year he and Mrs. Holt take off
on a fishing and hunting vacation.
At RKO, where Tim is under contract, he
uses the same dressing room that was occupied for years by his father. It is the
only favor Tim has ever asked in his dad’s
name. He is the first film star to co-star
with his own father. They will be together
in “The Arizona Stranger.”
Tim’s twinkling brown eyes, crisp, curly
hair and dimples may seem slightly incon-

gruous props for cowboy clothes, but on
young Holt. they all look good.
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Now

Fresh brings you a new, more effec-

tive,

creamier deodorant to give you care-

free

underarm protection.

Yetd resses
.

.

.

are perfectly safe

normal skin

tation.

is

from rotting

perfectly safe from

irri-

And Fresh doesn’t dry out in the jar

Only Fresh can

give

you

this patented

combination of amazing ingredients.

—

But don't take our word for it test it.
if New Perfect Fresh isn’t the most

See

effective

deodorant you’ve ever used!
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CASBAH:

This sumptuous musical feasongs by Harold Arlen.
"For Every Man There’s a Woman” is
sung and played by Peggy Lee and Benny
tures

two

swell

Goodman; "Hooray
Johnny Mercer

cal

for

Love”

gets a typi-

Both

tonsil treatment.

by Capitol.

^

I

GET A VACATION.

DREAM GIRL: A fine melody

^

AND THEN WHAT HAPPENS?
MY GIRL RUINS IT BY
,
STAYING SNOOTY THE WHOLE
TWO WEEKS!

tol), Les

title

tune. Freddie Stewart (Capiall

pressed

it.

the 20th

The stirring sound track score is played by
Century-Fox studio orchestra with composer Alfred Newman con-

ducting.

(Majestic)

.

THE

BIG CITY: Includes a sprightly tune, "OK’l Baby Dok’l,” and those
The Page Cavanaugh Trio (Victor) and The Pied Pipers (Capitol)

smoothies,

have disked

Thornhill.
TO COMBAT BAD BREATH,! RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC
TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,
COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

.

helps clean out decaying food particles
remove the cause
stop stagnant saliva odors
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

—

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,

The

theme

title

is

charmingly recorded by Claude

(Columbia)

TO THE

VICTOR: The film’s lone melody, "You’re Too Dangerous, Cherie,”
has a strong Parisian flavor, especially the way Freddie Martin (Victor) plays it.
SLEEP,

“Colgate Dental Cream's active penetrating
foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

it.

REMEMBER MAMA:

7

—

the ballad

is

Brown (Columbia) and Tex Beneke (Victor) have

CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE:
BECAUSE YOU RE
TOO PIGHEADED TO SEE
YOUR DENTIST, PETE!
LOOK, HONEY! ASK HIM
ABOUT BAD BREATH,
WON'T YOU?

...i.

Benny Goodman

MY

LOVE: The

waltz King, Wayne, gives the

title

tune a dreamy

dance tempo. (Victor)

YOU WERE MEANT FOR

ME: Claude Thornhill (Columbia) and Charlie
Spivak (Victor) have disked the oldie that Dan Dailey sings so sincerely to
Jeanne Crain in the musical that was inspired by the song.

gently and safely!”

LATER-Thanks to

GOLDEN EARRINGS:
Colgate Dental

Cream

Decca pressing of the

song

title

is

(Photoplay picks the top twelve records of

JIMMY DORSEY:

"3

paired with an-

Guy Lombardo

other winner, "Ballerina.” For good measure,
also disked the former tune.

O Clock

in the

(Decca)

has

the month.)

Morning,” "If

I

Only Had a

Match.” (M-G-M)

SAMMY KAYE: "We

THE
GOLDEN
DOZEN ?

Just Couldn’t Say

Goodbye,” "Hand

in

Hand.”

(Victor)

ANNE SHELTON: "You’ve Changed,” "My Silent Love.” (London)
JERRY WAYNE: "Dickey Bird Song,” "Encore, Cherie.” (Columbia)

BUDDY KAYE: "Thoughtless,
ARTHUR GODFREY: "I’d Give
”

"Carnival in Venice.”
"Slap er
a Million,
”

(M-G-M)

Down

Agin.”

(Columbia)

PERRY COMO:

"Haunted Heart,” "Carolina Moon.”

(Victor)

HARRY JAMES: "I Understand,” "East Coast Blues.” (Columbia)
LOUIS PRIMA: "Thousand Isle Song,” "I'm Living a Lie.” (Victor)
INK SPOTS: "I’ll Make Up for Everything, "It’s All Over. (Decca)
SUNSET TRIO: "If I Only Had a Match, "One Raindrop.” (Capitol)
JACK SMITH: "Teresa,” "Shauny O'Shea.” (Capitol)
”

”

”

THE CLASSICAL CORNER:

Rise Stevens and Nelson Eddy
Schufrom "The Student Prince.” (Columbia)
Ninth is thrillingly performed by the great Toscanini and

sing songs
bert’s

NBC

Symphony

with the
.

.

.

.

RCA

.

.

Columbia.
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for Victor
Violinist Jascha Heifetz,
Victor Orchestra, plays Bruch’s Scottish Fantasy
Another Victor treat is the Boston Symphony Orchestra’s
performance of Tchaikovsky’s "Francesca Da Rimini” with
The Minneapolis Symphony,
Serge Koussevitzky conducting
conducted by Dimitri Mitropoulos, plays Massenet’s "Scenes Alsaciennes” for
the

p

.

.

.

.

Are you

A smooth

of

prom

would
you give him —

Which lends your noggin
news-appeal ?

—

O
Q

Thoughts of going steady

Dreams

O

know ?

the

gal's fancy

lightly turns to

n

in

bids

Her brain may be tuckered with date data,
but a smooth gal’s tootsies sparkle plenty!
This season, there’s a gold rush— for sandals with that Midas touch. They’re untarnishable. Smart for prom-prancing or

any girl-meets-guy occasion. Whatever the
crowd plans, breeze along (even on "those”
days) —comfortably. For the new Kolex
gives a new high in softness. Dreamy softness that holds its shape. And Kotex is
made to stay soft while you wear it!

O
n
O

Phony tresses
Ubangi earbobs

A crew

Shoes of gold

For graduation,

cut

Bored with your bookings? A different
coiffure may help snag a new stag. It’s fun
to experiment with false tresses. Maybe
you’d add a cluster of curls. Maybe you’ll
find a chignon has come-on. .\nd, if you’re
unsure about bangs, it’s safer to buy ’em
than cut ’em! On problem days there’s a
way to be sure of tbe right napkin for your
needs. Simply try all 3 sizes of Kotex!
Regular, Junior and Super Kotex. You’ll
discover the one for you!

Make

a

it

Sports equipment

A magazine

subscription

His pet platter

simple but thoughtful token, like

any of those mentioned above. He’s fairway-frantic? Buy a few good golf balls.
Or, sign on the line for his favorite maga-

You could

give him a disc he’s dizzy
Whichever you choose, he’ll be
grateful
.^nd come commencement, join
zine.

about.

!

the

festivities

— "calendar”

time

or

Remember, Kotex has an exclusive

no.

safety

How grateful you'll be for that extra
protection that vetoes nagging cares!

center.

3 guesses

what

girls

forget most
De-fuzz your

Make

with the

gams
mouthwash"

Buy a new sanitary
belt

No doubt your breath’s
above
reproach
your pegs are
satin-smooth. Okay. #ell
isn’t
there something
you didn't
rernember — like buying
a new
.

sanitary

.

belt?

What

will help

Q

Adore volume

all the

improve your voice?
Two volumes

till

Th'at’f

next time.’’ ^o get
comfort your napkin

gives, now’s the
time to
a new Kotex

Vou know, the Kotex
Belt
IS made to
lie flat, without
twisting or curling.
You get
.

of the books shows you’re breathing correctly, for a richer quality of voice. You

can always "breathe easy” on difficult
days
confident that Kotex will keep

such snug, comfortable

park two "volumes” on your diaphragm. Take 20 deep breaths. The rising

your

adjustable

floor;

^o/^e

.

fit,

for

.

Yes, you’ll bless those flat
pressed ends that prevent revealing outlines!
secret.

i4^o/?7e/7

buy

Sanitary Belt'

Whistling

Let your sound effects be listen-worthy.
Want to get rid of a rasp? A twang? A
high-pitched "little girl” voice? This daily
breathing routine helps: Lie flat on the

.

whaT

keep putting

®

off

all-elastic;
.

.

.

doesn’t bind!

cAoose /(OTEX

a// o//rer sa/?/fary

/7a/t?/://7S

Ask

for

it

by name
P

PAT. OFF.
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Brainwaves:

Dear Editors
In the eight years I’ve been reading
Photoplay there has never been a picture

/
one or two

that

me more

pleased

than

that

wonderful picture of Bing and Dixie
Crosby in your March issue.
Being a
Crosby fan (aren’t we all?) I might also
add I’m a fan of Dixie’s, too.
And might I suggest a raise in pay

Turns

for Mr. Brack? He deserves it for getting that super shot of the Crosbys
!

!

!

Jeanelle James

after breakfast. See if
you don’t feet better.

Nashville,

Tenn.

Dear Editor:
Concerning

your

popularity poll in
surprised me that
June Allyson replaced Lana Turner. In
my opinion the latter far surpasses Miss
Allyson in beauty and acting ability.
It seems that the voters put social
standing ahead of talent.

March Photoplay

Still

10^

Handy
3-roII

Roil

package.

Night and day, at

home

or

:

It

Joan Wahlin

oway, always carry TUMS!

Montreal West, Quebec

LOVELIER!

Brickbats:

Dear Editors
LOVELY

have been reading of Maria Monfeud with Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
concerning her billing in “The Exile.”
Miss Montez has thus far shown her
ability to wear exotic clothes only and
has not made any improvements at all
in her acting.
Until she has become a
truly accomplished actress, can she feel
justified in arguing over who gets top
Her battle with such a fine
billing?
actor as Fairbanks was in poor taste.
R. Taylor
I

because of

tez’s

these

The two blocks of
sterling inlaid at
back of bowls and

handles of most
used spoons and
forks. They make
this silverplate stay

Chicago,

111.

lovelier longer.
Fi fty-two piece

$68.50 with

set

(No

chest.

federal

tax.)

All patterns

made

in

U.

S.

Dear Editor:
I think it wrong

weigh!
only
‘a OZ

A.

% WESTFM
HOLMES & EDWARDS

supplier to professional manicurists

everywhere! Well-balanced—strong

— keen-cutting.

Patented

box-joint

construction. Miracle price

—

only

$1.75! At dept, and drug stores.or
unavailable, mail
Wester

Bros., 71

Cuticle Nippers

St.,

Rush

@

if

New

York

7, N.Y.

Feth-K-Lite

$1.75 each postpaid.

Name
Address.
.State

Copyrieht 1948. The

Hiriden, Conn. Sold
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International
in

Canada by

:

Silver

Co..

Holmes

& Edwards

DivisiOB*

The T. Eaton Co., Ltd. <>Res. U. S. Pat. Olf.

Margaret Bristow
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

coupon below.

Murray

Enclosed find $

for a reader of yours
to protest against English as spoken by
the cast of “Henry V.”
Is it possible that anyone can really
expect the work of a classic English
playwright like Shakespeare to be produced with a nasal intonation and modern
Americanisms quite alien to the people
and scenes of which Shakespeare wrote?

CUTICLE NIPPER
by WESTER

Dear Editors
think that Alan Ladd should not
I
sing in pictures. Not that his voice isn’t
I saw “Variety Girl,” and one
pleasing.
of the scenes I disliked most, was when
Mr. Ladd sang. All the he-man visions
I had of him, collapsed.

Judith Trotsky
Brooklyn, New York

:

:

:

:

Bouquets:
Readers Inc.
I’ve never seen, on

stage or screen,
such charm of personality, clear-cut sincerity or such dynamic artistry as Mr.
Rex Harrison’s. And Lilli Palmer, his
wife, has a special grace and poignant
appeal inimitably her own.
Many, many thanks for Elsa Maxabout
them.
article
delightful
well’s

Molly Carver
Bath,

DOWNTOWN

New York

district of

America

s

PITTSBURGH,

business

But

all is not

great steel center.

—

it has many cultural
business in this bustling city
sides of which it has long been proud and it is famous
in the world of music, art and education.

Gentlemen
I’ve passed up movie magazines for
years for the simple reason that all the
articles were just “sweetness and light’’
about the stars, rather than the truth.
I’m happy to see that you are changing
your policy, as evidenced by Sheilah
Graham’s and Elsa Maxwell’s stories in

the March issue.
Let’s have more of them.

Donna Davis
Tulsa, Okla.

Question Box:
Dear Editor
I’m a little confused and disappointed
with the “Popularity Poll.’’ “Gentleman’s
Agreement” wasn’t even mentioned. Is
this to be in the 1948 polls?

When Pittsburgh’s face is lifted
when the smoke and smog, so much a characteristic of
Pittsburgh these many years, is under control it will rightfully take its place among the “Cities Beautiful” of the
country. Built on many hills, on the shores of three rivers,
it has all the things nature can give to make scenic beauty.
Then, when the smog is gone (the ordinance is passed) and
Pittsburghers learn that the sky is really blue, there will be
joy indeed that the name “Smoky City” is no more. Pittsburgh has always enjoyed the good things of life, however,
and for years has put its stamp of special approval on
.

.

.

Helen Anastos

Beech-Nut Gum

Flushing, N. Y.

The outstanding favorite
everywhere^

(Although “Gentleman’s Agreement” was
shown in New York in November, 1947,
it was not released throughout the counAs Photoplay’s
try until March, 1948.
Poll, conducted by Dr. George Gallup,
covers the entire United States, you zvill
see that it zvould not have been possible
to get the reactions of all movie-goers in
Plozvever it will
time for the 1947 poll.
have its chance to zvin in 1948.)

Beech-Nut BEECHIES
Candy Coated Gum
Good, too

UNIVERSITY
OF
PITTSBURGH

— this

towering
42 sto-

structure of
ries

is

familiarly

called the “Cathe-

Dear Photoplay

dral of Learning!’

Hayworth

a blonde or redhead?
In “Down to Earth” she is a redhead. In
“Lady from Shanghai” she is a blonde.
Is

Rita

Barbara Schonemon
Oregon

Portland,

(The natural color of
hair is brown.)

Miss Hayworth’s

Dear Sir
Without Larry Parks “The Jolson
Story” would be another B picture yet

—

Jolson gets a gold medal.
What for?
If anyone rated a medal it was Mr. Parks.

Bella Rich
(The many supporters

Brooklyn, N. Y.
of Larry Parks

who wrote us asking why he didn’t get a
gold medal will be glad to hear he did
receive a gold medallion as the star of
the winning picture. And at the Photoplay
Gold Medal Party (see pages 52-54)
Larry was honored by all present, including Harry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures, and A I Jolson himself.)

Address letters to this department to
Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street. New York 17, N. Y.
However,

We

our space is limited.
cannot therefore promise to publish, return or reply
to all letters received.

P
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I

felt llie

me

dawn

.

ni

.

s

.

aarK as nis eyes

er as nis

arms

hand

I

ved’s

e

my own

whole woi

...

.

.

sai

destruction!

Vivien Leigh
in the

most

magnificent love
story ever
written!

withKIERON
^{^ected

MOORE*

SALLY ANN HOWES (permiuion

^JULIEN DUVIVIER

•

A London

Film Production

•

of the

J.

Arthur Hank Organization}

Released by 20fh Century-Fox

mmsk
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We All Have
BY

To

Grom Up

DIBIEY NICHOLS

oes

the public really want grown-up motion pictures?
Let us face the fact that we in Hollywood, in trying to make films for that
difficult audience, Everybody, find ourselves catering to the very young.
There is something of the child in all of us. Youth and its gaieties and shenanigans are ever fascinating. So older people will attend motion pictures addressed
to the young.
Conversely, however, the young-in-mind have small interest in
the grown-up world and its conflicts and problems which are the fountainhead
of mature theater and literature. All great comedy and tragedy present mature
characters in conflict with themselves and each other or young characters in
conflict with a mature world.
By reason of the enormous investment that every film represents, Hollywood
naturally attempts to reach the largest possible audience. Occasionally, however, some misguided producer will attempt to do Dostoevski or O’Neill.
I remember when John Ford made “The Informer” many years ago (I doing the
script) all the sensible people called it a crazy gamble. They said it had no entertainment value. They meant of course for the young audiences and they were
right.
The film was not a profitable one until a handful of people saw its importance and it won some Academy Awards. Then it fared handsomely. But
without the luck of winning awards and so gamering unexpected publicity a
hard-headed man might have called it a failure even though it was an advancement for the screen and opened many gates for new achievement.

D

—

—

—

Eugene

O’Neill’s great tragedy,

“Mourning Becomes Electra,”

is

the latest

mature, grown-up film. As such, of vital importance to the motion picture industry and to you, the public, it needs the support of all thinking people who

even the young must gi’ow up.
of literature and of the theater besides their taking us out of
ourselves and giving us pleasure and entertainment is that they extend our experience of life. We have multitudes of sleeping beings inside us and imagined
experiences projected on the screen enable these wi’aiths within us to wake up
and live lives— and so make us larger people.
You cannot keep on making pictures by repeating the old story patterns without growing senile and sterile. I believe there is an audience for “Mourning
Becomes Electra” if it can only be reached a large audience that can make the
film more profitable even than a best-selling piece of nonsense and I believe
you readers are a part of that audience which will respond to new adventures on
realize that

—
—

The great value

—

—

the screen.
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The Topping house

— where

so

much happened

he other day a friend of mine, talking of Lana
Turner and Bob Topping, said, “Lana’s success
has gone to her head.”
Nothing could be further from the truth. Lana
is the identical girl today that she was back in 1938
when she was flamboyantly in love with Greg
Bautzer. Had Lana’s success gone to her head she
would have been more discreet about her romantic
interest in Topping.
And Arline Judge Topping,
undoubtedly, would not be asking the cool half million dollars for an uncontested divorce.
I hold no brief for Lana’s many loves. I only know
that every so often in fiction, history and Hollywood we meet women who, both emotionally and
physically, are made from an erotic mold.
Recently on Photoplay’s radio program, “Holly-

T

.

—

—

wood

Headlines,”

saw Lana,

I

in 1938.

studio to meet me.
1

might

sell

talked of the

first

She was asked

to

time

come

ever

to the

Sufficiently excited about her,

a Turner story to a magwzine. She

known and needed

I

publicity.

Lana arrived

was imthat day

She made no attempt to interest me
She talked instead about Greg Bautzer.
Greg was the first love of (Continued on page 86)

one hour

late.

in herself.

BY ADEIE WHITEIY FIETCHER

p
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'^e fabulous
behind

story

tbe^
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Home

has a new meaning

to

Errol

Flynn these days

Victor Mature finds

it

pays to be “good” on the

Her husband, Humwoman threw a box of
“A
listened.
and
looked
phrey Bogart, stopped talking,
Good
said Lauren.
Club,”
Lakeside
the
face
at
matches smack into my
it’s true, you saw
“But
that!”
teU
you
did
“Why
Bogart.
grief,” exploded Mr.
1

HAVE

a scoop for you,” said Lauren Bacall.

it

“Of course you’ll sue the woman,” said this reporter.
happen,” Lauren said.
Bogart.
Mr.
“Of course we won’t,” said
A year ago Bogey not only would have sued, he’d have thrown the box of
insults. It s wise
matches right back in the thrower’s face. But today, it’s smart to take
told in the
to stay out of fights. It’s sensible to do what you’re

keep your mouth shut even when you have a
who will be—fired!
legitimate beef. In brief—be good sweet maid and gentleman, and let
singing the
Fear in Hollywood! It’s the new, very blue, note! Everyone here is
pictures
Hollywood
tax on
blues the producers because of the seventy-five per cent British
to
going
not
are
People
plus the fifteen per cent drop in domestic box-office receipts.
blue
beare
directors
the movies as often as they did during the war days. The
day {Continued on page 88)
if they are one dollar over-budget or one
studios.

—

cause
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It’s

intelligent to

With the studios singing the hlues
and tightening the purse

strings

the stars are saying

goodbye

to

temperament

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Bogart and Bacall laugh now

Jimmy

—once

they’d

have sued

Stewart even got a press agent

Bette Davis’s change of

Ginger Rogers’s “hellos” come easier

mind

wasn’t funny

and Burt

Liz

Don’t

in a scene

let this title

from “I Walk Alone”

fool you.

olden lizzie.

is

as tough

an estimate

named

of that girl

Scott as

you’d expect from a guy

named

like a

luxury job

—

but there’s no flash to her

my personal nickname for Lizabeth
have ever called her that to her face. I
call her Liz. As most people do
except for those who
call her Scott. But Golden Lizzie does typify her. She has all
the efficiency and drive and stamina of a really sound car.
But there’s no quick flash about her even if she does look like
a luxury job. Her eyes and her yellow hair and her husky
voice and that chassis might fool you into thinking she is just
another doll. She’s not. She has sturdiness and there’s a
sound economy in the way she works things out and goes
places. Like those original small Fords that were known as

G
This

She looks

Scott Not that

That’s

I

—

Lizzies.

BURT LANCASTER

Take

it from me, it’s a stretch at hard labor before you can
her friend. Most actresses are quickly friendly, easily
laughing girls. Not this one.
I had been signed by Hal Wallis without making a movie
test.
I didn’t know much about acting
and I knew from
nothing about the camera. I was only about two inches off the
train when they told me to report to Paramount for a test for
“Desert Fury” with the dish titled (Continued on page 79)

call

—

Liz Scott: “It’s a stretch
at

hard labor before

you can

call

Her next

is

G. Morris

her friend.”

“The

Pitfall”

A few

pages from Hollywood

famUy albums
celebrate Mother’s

to

Day

BY SUSAN PETERS
Color picture of Eve Arden by McCarty

Other pictures by Fink and Smith
Phillip, Peter

grow

J-

r

K

—

and Paul Bonnell watched

their pennies

into a wonderful gift for mother. Gale

Storm

mmma
Mona Nerney makes her photographic debut
Mona Freeman, In a supporting

her mother,

Lindsay Briskin, Betty Hutton's daughter, turned the
tables

W'

£

on the photographer by keeping him amused
.

'At

*

JF'jxoam

-mr

-

with
role

SENTIMENTAL

A

One

of the

town, Hollywood.
most sentimental in the

world. Mothers’ Day proves it. And
enough in private life the stars

often

play a role far more human than those
which their scripts give them.
At the Betty Hutton -Ted Briskin
home, little Lindsay Diane has been anticipating helping

her mother entertain

the guests who’ll drop in for an informal

barbecue on May tenth. A very special
day for Lindsay, because her father, Ted
Briskin, has bought her blue jeans and
a plaid shirt replicas in miniature of a
set he bought Betty. Blue jeans and a
plaid shirt just happen to be Betty’s
favorite barbecue ensemble.
Coleen Gray’s household will be gayer
than usual this year. Rodney Amateau,
Coleen’s husband, has recently returned
from France, so it will be a happy time
for daughter Susan with both parents
there. Susan (Continued on page 115)

—

Liza, going

on four, was equal

to the occasion

Eve Arden, her mother, produced a

Susan Amateau

is

when

special surprise

dreaming of the wonderful new

portrait she plans to

do of her mother, Coleen Cray

Mothers’ Day brought Susan Hayward a special twin treat
from “The Men,” her sons Timothy and Gregory Barker
St
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—
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FOUR-LEAF
Dan

Dailey,

who
of

shirt

on

his

back

—

until

looks like a truck driver and

it,

some chorus

is

glad

remembers the days when he
girl

washed

didn’t have a

itT

DOROTHY DEERE

BY

“ 1
ll

GUY
on

has a

responsibility

lot of

his shoulders

when

he’s a star.

Just last week the studio called

me

into

me

the office and asked

buy myself

please

new

a

suit.

to

Some-

thing classy
'‘I rushed right out and bought one.
Reminds me I must take it out of the
box someday. Who’s going to know
you have good clothes if you don’t
hang ’em up where they can see
them?”

—

Dan Dailey, sensaNo one in Hollywood has

That’s typically
tion of

’47.

more fun than Dan,
truck driver and

the only dancer

who

screen history

in

is

looks like a

glad of

hundred and ten pounds
the “hoof.”

A

it.

Two

of beef on

face that classifies as a

rough sketch rather than a carbon
copy of the usual movie-star handsomeness. And waving on high sixfoot-four high, that

is

—
—a dusty-blond

thatch, as innocent of

day

it

was bom.

Athletic, not esthetic

The same
Dan

U>nine<l with

Jeanne Crain

in

“You Were Meant

for Me’'

pomade

—

^that’s

as the

Dailey.

beautiful coordination that

goes into that light stuff he trips is
responsible for the riding cups and
trophies that load his mantel; also for

prominence in the Lake Arrowhead Water-Ski Club.
Said (Contin^ied on pacje 82)
his
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am
Dan, who has America
dancing to Dailey time. His
next

is

with

“Burlesqne”
Betty

Grable
Powolny

Dan, on vacation
with

his

Liz

at

Lake

Arrowhead, led the

way on

skis

oar

Linda

Christian,

star

of

“Tarzan and the Mermaids”

DeDienea

A

redhead, a man, a mystery. Star sleuthing by a Photoplay
private eye gives you the best gossip reading of the

month

NE

day several months ago, a
young man who rather overdid
the tall, dark and handsome
business, paced back and forth in
the lobby of the famous Bel-Air
Hotel waiting for his date. He had a

O

brooding look, perhaps because he’d
had a spat with the girl to
whom headlines had him engaged.
The man was Tyrone Power. The
girl with whom he had quarreled
was Lana Turner. The girl for whom
he was waiting was Corinne Calvay,
the French actress recently imported to Hollywood by Paramoimt

just

studios.

Ty had waited only a few moments when a girl entered through
archway and
the flower-banked
walked to the desk for her key.
Involuntarily, he turned and
watched her a slender silk and
nylon vision. She had honey-colored
hair, not quite red. She spoke to the
desk clerk with an imperceptible

—

of a foreign accent. As she
picked up her key and a letter, she
turned and her eyes foimd Ty’s.
Ty, caught in the act of staring,
looked the other way.

trace

He

doesn’t now.

The girl was Linda Christian,
the young actress who, to the surprise of everyone

and the consterna-

tion of some, will in all probability

become Mrs. Tyrone Power before
the year is out. She may even marry
Ty in a foreign country, away from
the jurisdiction of exacting California

before

law,

Annabella

But first
and why of
in

plot

his

decree

from

is final.

to the

who, what, when
which exceeds

this story,

motivation, anything

that

Hollywood writers would dare to
put in a script. For this is no ordinary, run - of - the - Hollywood - mill
romance in which boy meets girl and
the final close-up is inevitable. At
any moment many things may take
an unex- (Continued on page 107)

BY CARL SCHROEDER
Feminine objective Tyrone Power of “Fear for
:

Little

Men”
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J

A woman

of importance:

Loretta Young, star of

“Rachel and the Stranger”
Fink

Mi*a Young’* clothes
by Barbara MacLean

She’s calm and she’s efficient

until

an impulse comes along. But
gets to

it’s

because Loretta for-

he careful sometimes that she has such a good new

BY EISA MAXWEll

M

life

ORETTA YOUNG

has changed. Loretta used
be pretty and sweet, for all the world like
the girls she played oh the screen. Today she
is a woman of importance, with a sophisticated
wit and a glamour that has nothing to do with
dressmakers or hairdressers.

I

to

Take Loretta’s “enceinte trousseau,” a wardrobe
she had Adrian and Howard Greer design for her
back in 1944, before Christopher was bom. “No

—

can help it and I
almost until the baby
was bom she limched at LaRue and Romanoff’s
and went out to evening parties with her husband, Tom Lewis, and looked lovely always.
She rates the money this wardrobe cost well
spent. For she wore the same clothes again before Peter was bom. And they now repose in a
trunk, awaiting another time when they’ll be
needed.
(Continued on page 109)

appearance blues for me,

can,” she declared.

Three

lively children

if I

And

make any mother throw up her hands—or

heels!

The change

in Loretta has nothing to

do with clothes

Talking behind Lauren Bacall’s back are Humphrey
Bogart, one of top five men, and Claude Jarman Jr.
A1 Jolson, with Hollywood editor
received a special tribute

Ann

from the

VI

f

Daggett,

%

L

d

S

violins, too

kil

The white and gold brocade
chandeliers in the Crystal

The Larry Parkses had reason to be happy. He
won a Gold Medallion for “The Jolson Story”

There

strains

Gold

walls, red velvet

Room

drapes and crystal

of the Beverly Hills Hotel.

.

.

.

i\

June Allyson, chatting with Claudette Colbert, was almost too excited to eat! June was in winning five
Ingrid Bergman, with “Joan of Arc” haircut,
receives

.

.

.

made an

semble.

impressive background for the gay and glittering en-

Crowds jammed the hotel lobby

^old
L

her Cold Medal from Jack Benny

to

watch the stars enter

Mm

IGHTS! Cameras! Action! The Photoplay Gold Medal
Awards Dinner was on. Celebrities and motion picture executives,

three hundred and

fifty

of

them,

Jeanne Crain, with husband Paul Brinkman,
was

star of

“Margie,” one of ten top films

thronged the Crystal Room of the Beverly Hills Hotel.
This room, with its white and gold brocade walls, red
velvet drapes and crystal chandeliers, was a glamorous
background for the gowns of the women and the formal
dress of the men. There

and the

was champagne and candlelight,
famed FAiglon

soft sentimental strains of the

“Mischa Novy and his violins.” And the large
Gold Medal plaque, that was the center of the decorations,
symbolized you the people who voted for your favorites
in the Gallup Audience Research Poll, on which these
awards were based.
You wiU be able to see all this for yourself at your
local theater incidentally, for Ralph Staub’s Screen
Snapshots titled “Photoplay (Continued on page 114)
strings,

—

'xer

^)l(l

^irli)

Harry Cohn, Columhia Pictures President, accepts
Gold Medal for “The Jolson Story” from Jack

Winners

all:

A1 Green, director of winning picture, Stephen Long-

street, the writer,

MC

Jack Benny and Sidney Skolsky, the producer

Photoplay’s Fred Saminis at head table with Evelyn

Keyes,

When good

fellows get together:

Humphrey Bogart made

Both Alan Ladd and

the leading five

list

this

year

Herb Drake, Macfadden Publications Vice
President, with happy winners Jolson and
Bergman, master of ceremonies Jack Benny
54

who won Gold Medallion

for “Jolson Story”

millioiirdollar minstrel
For four consecutive years, a man who is sneaki^^g
age, who wouldn't place in the profile
sweepstakes and who is no great actor, has been voted
America's favorite movie star. Bing Crosby
one for each son.
now has four Photoplay Gold Medals
What's gone into this one short, stocky body
that has made it such a multi-million-dollar institution?
Bing may know. Chances are he's figured it out by now.
But it's even more certain he'll never tell you. There are, however,
in his life, certain people who know Bing in some
particular aspect even better than he knows himself.
On the next pages, you can read what Dixie Crosby has to tell
about her husband
why Harry Lillis Crosby Sr. idolizes his son
the merits of Bing's fishing from Bill Morrow, who writes and
co-produces his radio programs
and of laughs shared by Bob Hope,

up on middle

.

.

.

Dixie, Pa,

.

.

.

.

his golf partner

.

.

.

and co-comedy

star.

through whom
Photoplay proudly presents this Crosby Cavalcade.

Bill,

Bob

... a quartet of authors

Bing, of

“The Emperor Waltz,” and Dixie back

An

in

1931 on their

intimate story of the happy clan

first

wedding anniversary

named Croshy

T has been
I more

than ten

years since
Dixie Lee Crosby has talked
about Bing.

never

And

before, I

think, has she
talked so intimately about him
and the Crosby

home

life.

It’s a good
thing none of the
amiable Beverly Hills cops were
around when I motored out to the
Crosby home in West Los Angeles
in answer to Dixie’s invitation to

come out

Their large,

white

Monterey house overlooks

the golf course where Bing plays

to see

her at the big white

Monterey house that overlooks the
golf hnks of the Los Angeles Coimtry Club. (Wouldn’t you know that
Bing would hve on the edge of a
Later Dixie told me,
Los Angeles Country Club
doesn’t permit actors to be members.

golf course?)

“The

Exclusive photographs by Fink

56

But Bing’s father belongs, so he
on his card!”
Dixie met me at the door as slender as she was when fii'st she came

A

t)lays

Hollywood. I can say that from
memory because I’ve known her
ever since she came out here
straight from Broadway and the hit
musical, “Good News.” Always one
of the prettiest girls who ever set
foot in our town, the years have
given her only a becoming maturity.
to

She could step right

in front of a

motion picture camera today and be
as attractive as she

was those years
ago in Fox movies.
Dixie was wearing one of the new
full skirts in blue and rose with a
blue bodice. When I commented on

how pretty it was, she said, “It’s a
crazy quilt like those our grandmothers used to use on their beds.”
Then she led me into the room
where the Crosbys spend most

of
their evenings; a library filled with

books and (Continued on page 119 )

Bing’s Cold

dining

room

big

enough for

Medals and trophies decorate his den

six

Crosbys

oml
BY BOB HOPE
Bing was just an up-and-coming chirp on the canary circuit when Broadway Bob
first

F
I

tuned in on him

were a man given

I

—

to phrases, instead of

the other way ’round, I’d call this a soul test.
Now that I’ve thought about it, I will call it

a soul

test.

Imagine Photoplay asking one great actor
talk about another great actor.

to

Favorably, that is.
Yet Photoplay requested that I do that very
They begged.
thing. Requested, did I say?

They

cried.

Not

yielded.

They

money.

I

money had anything

to

finally

that the

offered

—

do with it no more than fangs have to do
with a wolf’s jaw.
Only after I had consented me. Bob (Print-

—

Hope did they reveal the name of the
lad I mean performer ^whom they wished me
to estimate. (Get that last hunk of grammar!

er’s

Ink)

—

—

Sharp, what?)
Crosby, they wanted. Crosby by BOB HOPE.
Crosby as HOPE sees him, as HOPE knows

him, as

HOPE

carries

him through one “Road”

picture after another.

At the
I and Crosby! Where shall I begin?
beginning? Well, the only reason I will is because that isn’t when you think it was, you

58

the rest

is

road history

cute readers. I and Old Tattered Tonsils may
have knit together our first picture “The Road
to Singapore” in 1940, but I am wiseing you up
to the fact that we worked together six years

before that, at the Capitol Theatre in New York.
That is, Crosby worked. Naturally a date like

me, was a breeze.
young Knucklehead out of the West,
was
He
at that time. He was an up-and-coming chirp
on the canary circuit and he had sidled into
pictures (he was, even then, too heavy to come
in straight on) by way of a Paramount extrava-

that, to

gance called “The Big Broadcast of 1932.”
wit the
I, of course, was already famous, my
talk of Broadway. I was the dreamboat voted

Thespian who would
former grandeur.
couple of other
that
a
know
to
I
was
(How
guys also had the idea of selling popcorn in

most hkely

to dock, the

restore the Theater

to

its

the lobbies?)

photographed the Capitol billing during that
engagement. “Bing Crosby and Bob Hope” it
said, just as it does to this very day in front
of your local theater running “The Road to
I

Rio.” (Catch on?)

—
I

and Crosby
By

we knew

I took some movie footage on Little Boy
Boo-boop-a-Doop at that time, also. He has

bussed Lamour.

lived to regret that, but I’m sentimental about

more importantly about ourselves and close-ups,
which is where we share and share alike, believe you me, Bud.
I have come to realize that Harry Lillis is

this

time

about

ourselves and golf; ourselves and families; and

and run it frequently for our friends. I love
to watch them fall right on their patios watching Cros snapping his fingers, making with the
feet and really selling his songs. He gave in
those days. Yes, he really did.
In those Capitol days he would stand in the
wings and study my work. Thousands had
done that before him, of course. It was it is
the price I pay for my unique style. But one
night when I was ambling off after nineteen or
thirty encores. Old Tailor’s Horror said, “What’s
it

too smart to give

way

to temper.

(This truth

too intelligent.

is

He

killing

is

even

me!)

I’ve

was a fast study. In fact,
I am a fast study. But Bing can walk in the
studio, get his lines, give them a quick skim,
walk on the set and the scene falls off him,
always thought that

—

I

without one cue missing.

You know,

with those jokes? The people seem to go for
them. Why don’t we work up a bit of patter
between us to separate my songs?”
I like to help struggling amateurs, so I agreed.
We did all right the next matinee. And better
the next evening. By the second day we were
killing them and we both knew we could be
the happiest couple in vaudeville. Or even
Hollywood, if we could find the right material.
It was six years before we hit the “Roads” and

and

am

don’t you, that

I

have gone

mad

business partners with him and that

we

share the financing of the “Road” pictures
(and those darling little profits) with dear old
Paramount? Well, our pictures have more “first
takes” in them than any other pictures made
in Hollywood. Those looks of astonishment you
often see us give one another are not acting.

We’ve had great
Nevertheless,

scripts on those vehicles.
along in the dialogue, we think

if

of a joke that

we (Continued on page

85)

••

•

Checked
.

,

.

,

find Bing as

happy

as

Huck Finn

BY BILL
OB HOPE,

MORROW

speaking of Bing’s outdoor
probably refer to him as
“Huckleberry Finn with annuities,” or as
“the fellow who wears a rainbow shirt with
a trout to match.”
Robert would be about right. Bing does
enjoy the same urge to grab his fishin’ pole
and steal away as did Huck Finn. He also has
the same enthusiasm, zest and love of outdoor
adventure as Mark Twain’s Tom. Sawyer.

8

Yes,

if

would

life,

if

it’s

out-of-doors,

it’s

Fishing, hunting, cattle ranching

golf take
His happy
attitude on a fishing trip adds to the enjoyment of the party. He is always the first one
up in the morning. He can outwalk a pack
mule and can stow away a meal that would
amaze a hay hand. (Continued on next page)

up much

Bill

Morrow, Bing and his two ranch managers. Spike

Spackman and Johnny

Eacret, caught the limit in redfish

for Crosby.

and

of his well-planned time.
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C^ec^ed Shiftsnd 7?a*h
have fished everything from great lakes to
with Bing. We have
dipped lines at Jasper Park in western Canada
and in the weU-stocked waters of the Seigniory
Club in Quebec; waded icy streams in PennsylI

likely looking rain barrels

vania for eastern brookies; cruised Idaho’s Lake
Pend OreiUe in search of the giant Kamloops
trout; snagged many a Umit of delectable redfish around Sun Valley; hiked the High Sierras

and snagged some beauties; and we have
whipped many miles of streams in the vicinity
of Elko, Tuscarora and Wildhorse, Nevada.
Nothing seems to disturb Bing on these jaunts.
Cold, wind, heat, dust, rugged terrain, mosquitoes provoke no groan from the Groaner.
The buzz of a rattlesnake is no more disturbing
to him tjian the ripple of a stream. He is always
cahn, poised and cheerful while fishing.
I take pictures of Bing. Both still and movie.
As a matter of fact, next to Dr. Arnold Stevens

demon 16mm man

Beverly Hills), I am
considered the world’s greatest movie menace.
(the

When

it

comes

to

of

When Bing was playing in the Totem Pole
Tournament at Jasper Park in September ’47,
I was in the gallery, making a record of the
game

in

gorgeous color.

—but not true.

Harry

Lillis

Crosby, Sr.

60

the semi-finals

The

ball landed far to the right

That shot could lose the tournament, but was Bing upset?
Did he mutter
of the green.

diabolical threats?

Did he threaten

Was

to

there blood in his eye?
put a furrow in my skull

with the iron in his hand? He certainly did!
P. S. He won the tournament and my camera
has been repaired.

wearing Bing’s left-over loud

ties,

horses (when they run) or seeing his pictures twice

By

Came

and Bing was in a tough match. I was enchanted
as I looked through the viewer of my camera!
Crosby, silhouetted against the majestic Canadian Rockies, addressed the ball. A hush fell
over the gallery. I tiptoed up behind him.
Bing started his upswing.
My heart was
pounding. What a picture! He drove the club
downwards. Just then, the shutter of my movie
camera clicked on with a loud “Buzzzzt!”
Crosby flinched. The club continued downward

betting two bucks

—you can

leave

it

on

his

to Father!
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HEN

people ask me whether or not my son
has changed since that day he left Spokane
in a Model-T jalopy headed for Hollywood,
I can only think of one change of note
Bing
was a much better business man then.
As a boy, I can’t remember that he ever asked
me for spending money. Always industrious, he
clerked in a law office, worked as locker boy
and caddy at the country club and before that
delivered newspapers, getting up at dawn in icy

W

—

weather and pulling a sled through the snow.
“What’s there in it for me?’’ or “How much?”
was always Bing’s immediate reaction to any
position offered.

On one occasion Bing had been hired to plug
songs at a local music store. Nobody mentioned
the amount he would be paid for his services.
Bing kept inquiring about it until they finally
fired him before his first week was up, "without
paying him a cent. These same people owned a
theater in town. This lack of consideration so
infuriated Bing’s brother Larry that

made them pay

—and

big

—for Bing’s

he really
act

when

they wanted to book him into their show his

home

a.

iJ^t)ouJL((_

(Pa^oL>u.uHuZt:

becoming a “success” (eatHollywood. After the performance while Bing was happily greeting all
the home folks who went backstage to see him,
somebody lifted his wallet with the pay check.
He sang for nothing after all. This should have
been a tip-off on his inaptitude for high finance.
Today Bing’s about as informal about his
checking account as he is with the checked
shirts he wears. Part of my job is keeping his
checkbook and signing checks for him. To my
knowledge he hasn’t written a check in fifteen
years other than counter checks, concerning
which he keeps no records. My first knowledge
usually comes with the monthly bank statement

first trip

after

ing regularly)

or

in

when some

official

—

voice calls saying, “Your

son is overdrawn again.” Then I make out a
check to his personal account.
I’ll never forget the occasion some years back

when a friend of Bing’s wanted him to help on
a real-estate venture out in the San Fernando
Valley. “You can get in for just $9000,” he said.
Bing,

who was

all for

—what

with me." Well

it, said he would check
(Continued on page 76)
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Mr. Potvell gets some plugs, Mr. Edwards gets some
information. Miss Allyson gets

—some consequences

Q. 22 had June facing a “wild” choice

CONDIJCTOR-RALPH EDWARD?

_GAM1H

1.

Q: Have you ever teen emLarrasseJ tv

Wten?

telling tte trutt, J uiie?

A: I should say so. But I can’t talk about it.
So right off the hat June pays a consequence —
hy sliding doivn the bannisters "no hands.* She

couldn t stand myself. I almost turned
around and walked back out again.
I

Do you

Q:

6.

ttink you’re a good actress?

I

cheated, though, as she slid'"home.*]
2.

Q:

Is

your tustand your favorite singer?
A:

A; Well

.

.

.

no.

Q: Wtat d o you coiisi der tt e test performance you’ve given on tte screen ?

7.

A: "The Bride Goes

Van

finished with

Q: I’m asting
tte questions

wonderful

tere

8.

—

ttint.
You mean you’d
ratter tear Diet
sing ttan Crosty
I

or Sinatra?

A: 1 think Richard
outsings Bing,
Frank and all of
them. But I wish
he 'd sing more.
Ralph puts the

bite

on Q. 17

only sings

make
up

over

and

is "I

Know Mow. ”

4.

Q:

in the attic

Do you

ing to dear

it

—

Van’s

really

you

A: Serious things. Good musicals, too, of
But some serious things like those Mar-

garet Sullavan used to do. And I’d like to do a
picture with my husband, preferably 'Mrs.

Mike!*

Q:

9.

Do

Dick

you ttink
is

a

good

actor?

A

Wo nderful.

:

Bon

’t

you ?

10. Q: Here we go
again. Don’t you

\<4

tave any professional criticism
to offer at all?

I keep
and nothing happens.

Don’t you go to your

And

it.

course.

like to tear yourself sing ?

A: No! whenever I hear my
5. Q-.

when I

him. I found

in

Wild.’’ the picture I just

Johnson.

O: wtat sort of cinema classics would
like to delve into in tte future?

He

dozens of his reeand I ve been playing them
over for two days straight. My favorite

or ds

to

Certainly. Isn’t

he yours?
3.

I don’t think I’d pay money

see me.

voice

own

try-

pictures?

A.

Well,

I don

t

sometimes
think

his

love scenes are con-

A: Never — except for a few previews. I did take
some children to see "Good News" because I’d
promised them I ivould. When we walked in I
was singing on the screen and I was so bad

vincing. He’s pretty reserved in them. But I
thought his love scenes in Johnny G’Clock were

wonderful. I helped coach him on those.
(ConiiaueJ on paga 9i )

f

The

star of

“The Bride Goes Wild” cheated a

little

on

Q. 13 called for a very heavy routine

Tune

in Trutk or Consequences witk Ralpk

Edwards Saturday on

NBC 8:30

P.

M.

(E

ST

)
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Eye CUES
.

.

.

.

what to do to

keep the

men

turning for

a second look at

BY ANITA

you

COIBY

Photoplay*^ Beauty Editor

Elizabeth Taylor follcws her natural line of beauty

There’s a trick to keeping eyebrows
like Greer Garson’s in perfect

64

shape

Joan Bennett’s

glasses

become an intriguing accessory

F IT were

possible for you to see yourself with
your eyes closed you would realize that your face,
I
without the animation your eyes give it, has about
as much character as a house at night with the

are tired after a hard day’s work.

lights out.

amazed at the difference
and feel. Also, don’t wait

It isn’t

that
flect

just the size, color

makes them

—your

attractive.

and shape of your eyes
It is what the eyes re-

health and inner qualities like courage,

To freshen

tired

eyes soak little pads of cotton in cold water or witch
hazel and place them on your eyelids while you lie
quietly and relax for a few minutes. You’ll be
in the

way you

for circles

will look

under your eyes

or that crepey look before you do anything to correct
For your ounce of prevention apply a

these things.

humor, intelligence and a joy of living.
Proper diet, plenty of sleep and outdoor exercise,
of course, are the key to sparkling eyes. But practical
care and skillful make-up can enhance their natural

good emollient around your eyes before retiring.
Apply the cream gently and rejoice in a new dewy

You wouldn’t think of neglecting to wash
your face daily. But how often do you remember to

raw) and
leafy vegetables. Have plenty of these in your diet.
And if your doctor thinks it necessary. Vitamin A can
be taken in a supplementary tablet form.
A must, if you would avoid red lids and tired
strained eyes, is proper lighting at home or at work.
For reading, typing, sewing, etc., the light should fall
directly on your work. See that it is a good strong
light but not a glare. Whenever lovely Ava Gardner
memorizes a part she rests {Continued on page 78)

beauty.

bathe your eyes?

The stars realize the importance of eye baths. And
each has her own particular point of emphasis.
Yvonne de Carlo, for example, uses a nice-smeUing
eye lotion. Other stars prefer the good old combination of boric acid

use

it

and water.

But whatever you

use,

daily.

Another

thing! Don’t

be afraid

to indulge eyes that

look.

A
tiful

great source of eye-sparkle, Vitamin A,
in butter, milk, carrots

is

plen-

(especially

—
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TIFE IN THE DOG
ASSION

P

for painting has hit the town with speed
tornado and heat of sirocco, or the way love
conies to Lana.

of

Everyone is painting, mad as Muntz, as if to fill
singlehanded the local Louvre. You venture forth
at the risk of having your portrait done from a
speeding car by some celebrity.

The Gary Coopers
the beautiful chateau

Gary Cooper, whose next picture

is

“Good Sam,” has

heen saddle-struck since he was knee-high to a pony

are painting en famille

Coop

up

at

that floats as a castle in

the air above pink towers of UCLA and the russet
campanile of Marymount. Gary, Veronica and their
daughter Maria, age ten, swing brushes in trio.
“If you’d like to see some of oirr paintings,” said
Gary rearing his serpentine form out of the library
cushions, “we’ll go down to the doghouse.”
“We paint in the doghouse,” said Mrs. Cooper.
The evicted tenants, a handsome pair of boxers
named Amo and Gretel, appeared at the window
during course of the showing. They tilted their
heads from side to side, critical but not supercilious.
They bear no resentment {Continued on page 111)

Arno and Gretel have no complaint with Rent Control

HOUSE
The boxers have been
dispossessed. Gary’s paints

and canvases are there. Rocky
is

too.

No studio in Greenwich

Village was ever like this

BY

HERB HOWE

The trophy room has everything—
from Jap wing cannon

to electric train

—

Louis Joiirclan has

T’S a long jump from dodging GerI mans as a member of the French
Underground to a strong supporting

and exciting way

role in the all-star cast of Selznick’s
recent picture, “The Paradine Case.”

Yet Louis Jourdan made it with an
insouciance bordering on the miraculous. Not only
that, but today finds himself an intimate of those two
Hollywood Olympians who can make or break a
career with a simple nod of their Jovian heads
Mr. David O. Selznick and Mr. Darryl Zanuck.
Ask Louis how all this occurred and he looks a
little startled. “I do not know,” he says, spreading
his hands. “It is what you say
colossal?”
It may as well be said here thgt Jourdan is a
strikingly handsome young man. His dark face
mirrors all the nervous emotionalism and energy
that pour through him. In 1943 he abandoned a
burgeoning career as an actor to join the French
Underground. He had made two non-political films
which pleased the aesthetic sensibilities of a few
high-ranking Germans. They assured him that
his future was secure if he would just do one picture with the faintest, teeniest tinge of pohtical
significance. Jourdan chose, instead, to disappear
into the resistance movement. At the same time,
without a franc to his name, he married Berthe, his
childhood sweetheart. His friends shrugged their
shoulders. It appears, however, that he knew what
he was doing, for they have been very happy ever
since. When the war ended the omniscient finger
of Mr. Selznick reached out and touched him and

ground

BY

come

—from

a long

the Paris Under-

to Hollywood’s front lines

HYATT DOWNING

—

Louis was, as

Today

we

say, “in.”

you call at his Beverly Hills home he
will escort you through the large living room which
looks out on the swimming pool. He will point to it
with a look of bemused wonder and you get the
feeling that he still doesn’t quite believe all this.
He drinks very little, smokes incessantly and
thinks about the pictures he is going to make. Also,
if

he thinks about the future of Mr. Louis Jourdan,
intensely. And as Lord Nelson said a long time
ago: “A Frenchman with a purpose is like a cannon

—

ball in flight

not easily deflected and loses little
time in reaching its target.” Louis Jourdan has

just taken

off.

Gallic verve: Louis

Jourdan of

“The Paradine Case” and “Letter from
an Unknown

Woman”

Miehie

i

ka

Vales

triends shrugged their shoulders

when he married Berthe

I

Over the

our tour

hills

from Hollywood

heckons to where the

trail

mountains follow the horizon

and a

little

gray

acre of land

Universal

with

its

—

Studios

own

a

post

is

home on one

a ranch, Sir!

city

office

(1

Dennis Morgan slipped away from the

set

of

“To

the

Victor” to settle an old golf score at the Lakeside Golf Club

Valley Market
likely

to

Town where

the shopper next to you

is

be Marie McDonald, comparing cabbages!

Color pictures by Fink

he

Valley

more than

is

T Caminoa way
It is

and Smith

of living.

a place

The

to- live.

bells

of El

(The Royal Highway)
which marked the path of the early CaliReal,

fornia Missions,

still

show the way along

Ventura Boulevard, the main highway. You
always call it just “the Valley” as if there
weren’t any other valleys for miles, though
there are San Joaquin and Yucaipa and

—

—

Simi, for instance.

There practically wasn’t any Valley even
after this land

was

estate subdividers
1930.

irrigated, imtil the real-

got at

Since the war

it along about
has quadrupled in

it

Still, praise be, it stays friendly, Western and colorful. {Continued on page 103)

size.

Cathy Downs
year-old

San

at the three

hundred-

Fernando

Mission

Republic Studios where Roy Rogers’ Trigger has his
vate dressing

room

and

real

pri-

cowboys ride the studio ranges

Evelyn Keyes’s home, like most ranches in the Valley.

is

a

simple

house open

for

simple

hospitalitv

up

Joan,

to

date:

With

ski-expert

Donald Campbell on Quebec vacation

Even the experts can go wrong,

report to help

.

.

fill

it

seems.

A

first-hand

the great open spaces in any datebook

not so long ago with Dr. John

4

Duzik

at

opening of Tallyho Restaurant

WOULD
{

love to be married and have a family.

think about

it all

But

the time.

I’ll

I

wait tmtil I’m
the mistake of

sixty, if need be, before I’ll make
rushing into romance, of believing I am in love at

first

sight.

•

.

4

with A. C. Lyles at

Room

as Ricardo

Champagne

Montalban dances by

At twenty- three I look back and realize that in my
teen-age infatuations, the love-at-first-sighters were
the ones that never lasted. And there’s not one of those
teen-age boys who would appeal to me today. Wearing
the right clothes, going to the right school, being a
smooth dancer mattered then. These still are attractive
assets but they no longer are the basic requirements.
to mairy an intelligent man; a man
could learn; for whom I could feel a solid
respect.
Certain women require dominant men and I
think I am one of them.

Now,
from

I

would have

whom

I

my opinion, make the mistake
concerned with the (Continued on page 116)

Girls in Holljrwood, in
of being too

Bright outlook: Joan Caul4

4

4

with

Jimmy

Stewart, Mrs. Gary

Cooper and Van Johnson

field

of “The Sainted Sisters”

at a party

Smith

Cupboards, bookshelves and storage drawers are part of the
window-seat

arrangement in Gene Raymond’s study-bedroom

tar
in

^our

home
A beauty
start
Adecpiate table

treatment that will

your bedroom on a double

and large lamp make homework a lie-abed
life

luxury in Eve Arden’s charmingly feminine bed-sitting-room

aud give yOU a

you can

call

sitting

room

your own

sleeping, you spend better than one third of your
your bedroom. But if, like me, you also read in bed,
telephone in bed and even eat in bed, this means that you
do more living in your bedroom than in any other room in
your house.
This means your sleeping quarters should be charming, full
of character, comfort smd color. But are they?

EIRELY

M

life in

In altogether too

many modem

houses, the bedroom is
The twin beds lie, side by
exactly as utilitarian and about as

suf-

fering a decorative decline.

side,

like railroad tracks,

soft.

Sometimes an absurdly inadequate “night stand” separates
them, having atop it a shy-looking {Continued on page 104)

c^et Qyiticli cJ^elsen, famous ^^toltywooJ Jtrectorf
74

keif)

you decorate your kotne

MRS. ASTOR GIVES A GREAT DEAL OF TIME TO THE MUSICIANS’

EMERGENCY FUND

Distinction wears

a charming face
Mrs. Astor’s
poise
life

and

lovoly face mirrors the

social graciousness her

busy

expects of her. It mirrors, too, the

charming naturalness of her inner self,
that brings from others an instant,
friendly response.

Every face

own

carries its

What your

distinc-

you and
about j'ou is largely what you will it
to say. So keep iu mind the face you
want to represent You then make
tion.

face says for

—

that face

come

It takes

true.

such a very few minutes each

day to keep your face looking beau-

— to

it

that lumi-

nous, clean look. Don’t ever

dim it with

tifully

cared for

neglect.

For

give

real beauty-cleansing, the

"Outside-Inside” Face Treatment with

Pond’s

will leave

Just try

Beautiful Mrs. Astor says: "Pond’s

new beauty

it!

You

your face rejoicing.
II

see!

routine accomplishes wonders”

CyVFfV

Ot/TS/I)£^-//VS/Z)£^
^CTS OArjiOTIISm^S OJ^ VOOR SjKZN

Your

not unchanging like a doll’s.
You put into outer form. It is
what people first notice about you w^hat
they most remember. Surely then a lovely
It is

face

is

the inner

—

face

is

very worth attaining.

A New

Face Treatment

Your skin has two

sides,

and caring for

only one side is not enough. Pond’s, consulting with dermatologists, has studied the

needs of facial skin and brings you this new
"Outside-Inside” Face Treatment, that acts
on both sides of your skin at once.

From

the Outside Pond’s Cold Cream
cleanses thoroughly as you massage
carries
throws a veil of
off surface dirt, make-up
softness over your skin.

—

—

—

—

Twice each day always at night give
your skin Pond’s "Outside-Inside” Face
Treatment this is the way:

—

Hot

W ater Stimulation

—

your

skin.

Two Creamings — to

others see

.

first is

.

.

in

the

YOU

that

your face

Never think it just a vanity to develop the
beauty of your own face it makes you a
more assured, delightful person. Because you
look lovely you give a happy little glow of
pleasure to everyone you meet the real YOU
is brought closer to others.

—

Press face cloth, comfortably hot and wet,
against your face
to stimulate blood flow
to

Remember always

condition’’’ skin

—

Cleanse
Work Pond’s Cold Cream
briskly over warm, damp face and throat
to sweep dirt from pore openings. Tissue off.
1)

2)

.

.

Rinse

.

.

.

With more Pond’s Cold

.

Cream massage

briskly, to rinse off last

traces of dirt. Tissue

off.

Cold Freshener Stimulation

A

cold W'ater splash, then pat on the tonic
astringence of Pond’s Freshener.

From

the Inside every step of this Pond’s
treatment stimulates healthy beautygiving circulation
speeds up tiny blood vessels in their vivifying work.

face

—

See your face

now Your cheeks full
!

of pink

roses! You’ll try never to skip this

Pond’s face treatment

— because

it

new

works.

3 basics for "Oiiiside-lnside” Face Treatments
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.

My

He's
(Continued from page 61) did he say?”
asked the man when he called. “Dad tells
me I haven’t got $9000,” grinned Bing.
Many of our financial conversations,
however, are by correspondence. Bing is
always leaving notations on my desk earmarked, “Dad take care of this.” It’s
generally a request to send a check to soand-so, without explaining exactly who
so-and-so is, or whether the check is for

“Harry keeps entertaining the students
while we’re trying to teach them. We can’t
do anything with him,” they wrote. Sometimes the wording differed, but the sentiment was usually the .same.
He has a remarkable memory
And
a very thoughtful one when it comes to
remembering his mother’s and my birthdays. AS busy as he is, with a million
things on his mind, he goes to great pains
to pick out presents for us. On my last
birthday he gave me a handsome tigereye
ring.
It was typical of my son that before I could thank him for it, he went into
a comedy routine of his own. When I tried

—

.

a special charity donation, a business loan,
or help for a friend who is low on funds.
When he’s really feeling formal, he adds
a postscript saying, “Maybe you’d better
look into this” or “Get a note from them.”
This is more likely to be the case when an
investment of any consequence is involved.
In my official capacity as treasurer of
Crosby Incorporated, Bing’s bookkeeping
presents its problems. But as his father I
find it highly commendable, for any deficit
in my son’s exchequer usually results
from the bigness of his heart.

this. I

really

I

am

afraid,

should not be writing
however. I’m Bing’s big-

columnist wrote something about me being the “best-dressed man on the Strip.”
She was probably only speaking comparatively, but Bing has rawed me about it
ever since. “What are you trying to do.
Dad
make the fashion columns again?
And with my ties too,” he says, moving in
closer and inspecting it. Quite often he’s
correct about that, for sometimes I do
pick up a few of his ties, it seems such a
shame for them to go to waste.
Bing kids me about being “Keeper of the
Royal Archives,” as he calls the framed
awards that line the halls of our office. But
like any parent, it gives me pleasure to
take visitors through and show them the
.

ND

would you

like to feel

younger and twice

many

active

as

years

— like

a

on holiday in the spring? Try
using Tampax for monthly protection
and discard those belts, pins and pads on
schoolgirl

"those days.” You’ll be surprised at the
want to run rather than

difference! You’ll

walk.

It’s like

riding in an

open

car in-

stead of a closed one!

This

Tampax method

won the
women and

has

confidence of millions of

who appreciate its daintiness, comand thoroughness. Tampax is worn
internally and it consists of pure surgical
cotton compressed in a disposable appligirls

fort

With Tampax
no odor, no chafing — no bulges

cator for easy insertion.

there

is

or edge-lines under your clothing.

you can

actually wear

it

Invented by a doctor,
at

in

Why,

your bath!

Tampax

is

sold

drug stores and notion counters

in 3

for all his appearance of sometimes
under-playing any display of sentiment,
Bing himself has a very sizable amount.
The walls of his office are covered with

pictures of the family, shots of his fishing
and hunting pals, a painting of his old
idol, Knute Rockne, an honorary degree as
“Doctor of Music” that Gonzaga tendered
him, various souvenirs from fans and the
like. The other day I caught him giving
pretty close attention to some snapshots
one of his old schoolmates had sent. “Get
a load of these guys,” he said, laughing.
Those snapshots brought home a lot of
happy memories to me. They recalled all
the family fun we used to have with our
own musical jam sessions, singing harmony, and rolling up the carpet in the
parlor for dancing when his gang gathered
at our house on cold winter evenings after
a football game. How he always loved big
dogs, German shepherds or police dogs,
and one particularly shaggy one named
“Shep.” His reluctance towards participating in certain household chores and how

"What
Tampax

.

.

pictures of Bing and his winning horse,
the cartoon of “Terry and the Pirates”
which plugs him, and the many awards
like Photoplay’s
“Gold Medals” which
the public so kindly has presented him.
They mean a great deal to me, along
with the worn, creased newspaper clipping
from an Oklahoma newspaper, that I carry
in my pocket and in my heart. A Baptist
minister sent it to me.
The fellow who wrote it said he’d never

met Bing and might never meet him, but
explained in simple words just how much
“knowing” my son meant to him. As he
expressed it, “I would say that Bing
Crosby is the singer and the actor of the
people, for his is a voice to them all!” As
father, these things make me very
happy. As long as his is the “voice of the
people,” Bing’s books will more than balance in this life.

his

he hated carrying in wood. Which recalls,
too, what a mischievous lively boy Bing
was and the correspondence we got from
his teachers complaining about his conduct.

absorbency-sizes (Regular, Super, Junior). Average month’s supply fits into

The End

everybody's Listening to

,

ordinary purse. ...Ask yourself

am

I

waiting for?” Act today!

and raving about

Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

hollywood headlines

radio’s newest, brightest, newsiest

Hollywood program!

—Editor

with Adele Fletcher

of Photoplay, reviewing

new

—

telling the
pictures and trends; Les Tremayne
Photoplay story-of-the-week; Cal York Photoplay’s

the

—

—

every

SatUrday morning
10:30
p

.

.

.

9:30

c.s.t.

Hollywood Reporter with his famous flashes, tips,
and rumors of the stars.
it’s an unbeatable combination of drama, comedy,
and flash news, all wrapped up by the editors of PhotoAmerica’s leading motion picture magazine.
If you go to the movies
you’ll like HOLLYWOOD

the

American Medical Association

—

HEADLINES

11:30 m.s.t.
by the Journal of

76

e.s.t.

.

.

.

10:30

.

morning my office was full of visitors when
Bing walked in. After acknowledging the
introductions, his eye went immediately to
my hand. “Where’s the ring?” he said.
Then without waiting for an answer he
shook his head.
“Don’t tell me you’ve
hocked it already,” he kidded me.
He got a big bang out of it when a kind

gest fan— across the board. I see all his
pictures repeatedly. I choke up whenever
I hear him sing on the radio. I wear his
left-over loud neckties.
I root for his
Pittsburgh Pirates, and even bet two dollars on the nose of his horses whenever
they can make it to the post to run.

How

.

the ring on, it was too large for me, and
I left it at a shop to be sized down. That

Knowing how he frowns on such compliments

Boy

p.s.t.

.

.

ABC

stations

llie

soap

^ out of 10

screen stars use

Ihe new bath

size

Lux Soap is wonderful,” says
makes my daily beauty

lovely Veronica Lake. "It

bath more luxurious, more refreshing than ever!”
"I love the delicate clinging perfume this gentle

my skin. If a girl isn’t dainty, no
charm counts, and a daily Lux Soap beauty
bath makes you sure. The creamy lather swiftly
carries away dust and dirt, leaves skin fresh, sweet.’’’’
soap leaves on

other

Take Veronica Lake’s tip! You’ll be delighted with
convenient new hath size Lux Toilet Soap.

this

9 out of 10

Screen Stars use Lux Toilet

Soap_ /ax(^//7^ sre

'
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Eye Cues
(Continued from, page 65) her eyes every
hour by closing them for a minute or
two. To relieve fatigue she rolls her eyes
and focuses on near and far objects alternately, a splendid remedy for eye strain.
half

Do you remember
make passes

glasses?

Never

men
who wear

the old line that

never

at

let glasses

girls

dash any hopes

being somebody’s dream girl. Take heart
from all the girls in Hollywood who belie
this old saw: Ava Gardner, Joan Crawford,
Diana Lynn, Ann Sheridan, Joan Bennett,
to name a few off-hand. So if you notice
the danger sign of inflamed eyelids, bloodshot eyes, run, do not walk, to your eye
doctor with no qualms about your charms.
Glasses today are attractive and inof

You

don’t bear

Your new

down on

the handle.

Sweeper needs only a
gentle push to pick up dirt, anywhere
Bissell

Choose them as carefully as you
would choose a hat or dress. The shape of
your glasses should be determined by the
shape of your eyes. Choose a frame of a
color that compliments your natural coloring. And never, never try to go without
glasses if you need them. There’s nothing
dividual.

so unattractive as a girl who squints. Think,
too, of the mess of wrinkles you pile up
for your fufure look. Wear your glasses as
an attractive accessory. Joan Bennett has
thirty-three pairs of glasses and many of
them are used as jewelry on occasion. But
for the average girl, a working pair and a
dressy pair serve nicely.

Have the Dazzling Golden
Hair
Don’t

Men Admire!

time-darkened hair cheat you out of
the attention you long for. Let Marchand’s Golden
Hair Wash keep your hair at its gleaming, golden
let dull,

loveliest!

Smart

—whether

they are blondes, bruis the
modern, easy way to lighten their hair ... or
merely to add that alluring touch of gold.
girls

nettes or redheads

—know that Marchand’s

The new, improved
Golden Hair Wash actually lets you achieve the
degree of lightness you
desire Even if your hair
is faded or streaked,
Marchand’s can make it
gloriously blonde again
Perfected by experts
in hair care, Marchand’s

—

Tlianks to

3isco-matic*
brush action/
This revolutionary new Bissell feature
adjusts the brush automatically to
rugs, thick or thin. Makes all sweepups easy, even under beds You don’t
have to move them.
!

The new “Bissell”® is available in
limited quantities at Bissell dealers

— complete

only

with “Sta-up” Han-

and easy “Flip-0” Empty. Priced
from $6.95.
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CONSIDER
^

!

the color of your eyes espe-

when you choose the colors of
your make-up palette. Experiment with
daily

Golden Hair Wash

illusion of length

sive ''treatment”. Complete in the smart new
package, it’s easier than
ever to use at home.
Ideal, too, for lightening arm and leg hair.

In 60 4

High School Course
at

—

straggling

and

90 4 sizes

and width. Never leave

your mascara on at night any more than
you would your make-up.
Now we come to the important natural
frame for your lovely eyes the eyebrows.
Stars like Lana Tui'ner, Greer Garson and
Ingrid Bergman, stoutly refusing to alter
their natural eyebrow lines, have brought
about a return to naturalness. Thank
goodness. There used to be too many artiplucked barren of character
ficial arches
as well as hair on the screen.
To keep your eyebrows satiny and
shapely, brush them upward and then
across with a tiny brush. Pluck only the

—

Home

Many

finish in

2 Yews

as rapidly as your tine and abilities permit. Equivalent to
dent School work—prepares for college entrsmce exams. Standaro
H- S. texts aupplieo. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. S. subjeets
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
American School Oept.H-592 Drexel at SSth.ChicagoS?

Go

t

—

hairs

that

the

spoil

natural

For that extra come-hither look,
try brushing your eyelids ever so lightly
with vaseline. To make your eyes look
larger draw a soft line behind the upper
lashes with an eyebrow pencil. You will
find this easier to do if you’ll soften
your pencil first by placing it on a lighted
line.

electric bulb.

—

Perhaps most important of all although
we’ve kept it for the end how do you
use your eyes? Do you turn on the fluttery eyelash routine until some
bewildered gent begins to see double? Are
you the vague-eyed type who seems to be
so far away that the boy across the table

—

|\(o''bear

domwith

BISSELL

SWEEPERS
Carpet Sweeper Co.
Grand Rapids 2, Mich.

Bissell

•Reg:. U. S. Pat. Off. BisseirsexclaBive fully spring controlled bruab

Three generations of fastidious

women have depended upon
soothing, deodorizing BoroPheno-Form for easy feminine
hygiene! Dainty, convenient
Boro-Pheno-Form is ready for
instant use. Ask for your free
information about feminine hygiene the modern Boro-PhenoForm way Write or

must wonder if you’re really listening? Or
worse yet do you go around with heavy
lids? Remember, the old vampire is passe
and so is her technique.
If you are any of these types all this advice on how to care for your eyes and

—

—

beautiful is so much eyewash. But, if you look at the person you’re
talking to warmly, responsively, and go
around with a smile in your eyes, you’re
and everya girl after our own heart

!

Ask Any Druggist Anywhere

make them more

.

body
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is

not a dye, not an expen-

various color combinations in cosmetics
until you find those which dramatize your
eyes most effectively.
If you use mascara, apply it lightly,
feathering your upper lashes only. Mascara
on the bottom lashes confines the eye space
and so makes your eyes look smaller. Gail
Russell uses mascara only on the lashes
at the corner of her eyes. This gives the

else’s too!

The End

.
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Lizzie

(Continued from page 43) Lizabeth Scott.
I was late for that test. I always was late
at that time for everything. Liz was ready
and waiting. She always is. In fact, she
had arrived about fifteen minutes ahead of
time, which is another characteristic of
hers. She was already established in Hollywood with the success of “You Came
Along.” I was just an ex-GI, ex-acrobat,

—

(nj-rvwt^

lUIU

cind definitely ex-money, who wanted to
do a good acting job, if possible. And get
some of that Hollywood dough. Fast.
Acting is a subtle business. You are
reading lines perhaps with a stranger, as
I was with Liz. But from the way they

—

pick up their cues and give you breathing
space or deny it to you you know a lot
about them. I knew at the end of two
minutes that Liz was ambitious, but generous. That she was a trouper who wanted
the best for herself, but would give you
help. I enjoyed making that test with her.

—

|

—

Later I enjoyed making “Desert Fury”
with her.
And subsequently “I Walk
Alone.” But that’s getting ahead of my
story.

You do the wackiest things for sweet
when you are new to Hollywood.

publicity

There were, for instance, “double layouts”
me to make. That meant the publicity
department took me out to play golf, or
to swim or to go sightseeing. And since
Liz was a Hal Wallis property like myself,
they took her along with me. Also, layouts
with feminine legs in them sell better than
for

layouts

know

without

this

then.

feminine legs.
But I do now.

I

LITTLE LVL'U Sotp
why 7 out of 10

Compare tissues— compare boxes — and

other tissue gives you all

didn’t

you’ll see

Kleenex better than any other brand For no
the advantages of Kleenex. Soft! Strong! Pops up!

tissue users like

!

We went a lot of places together, doing
those layouts. We went to Santa Barbara,
that beautiful sleepy town with stupendous homes and unbelievable gardens. We
went, another day, to San Juan Capistrano,
a small Mexican town, famed in song and
story for the swallows that come back
there every year.
he

fact that a cameraman, a publicity
and Liz’s hairdresser were along on
those trips and that we posed against the
background of sea, old adobe or million
dollar flowers, didn’t bother us at all.

Tman

We

were earning our pay and we were getting acquainted, so it was all to the good.
It eased off
loneliness for New York
but did it ease off Liz’s loneliness?
That I can’t answer, for she always
seems lonely to me, this Golden Lizzie.
I am a guy who automatically gravitates
toward a crowd. I grew up in a big family.
I was in a circus and then in the Army.

my

my whole life I haven’t spent enough
time by myself to fill up your right eye.
Liz grew up in a big family, too, but
she’s that “sport” you often see. Lots of
families have that one kid who always
walks alone. Liz is that one in her family.
I remember a swimming party to which
I was invited, my first summer in Hollywood. The girl who gave it is a top-name
star, with no affectations whatsoever. She
In

said,

“Why

We’ll

lie

A/£)Cr

ONE

POPS UP PSAOY
POP US£/ V

\JMi
Mi"

.

''

don’t you drop by Sunday?
around the pool and we will finally have a barbecue supper.”
There were about twelve of us altogether. The girls came in wearing sun suits,
or bathing suits with a skirt over them.
The men lazed around in slacks and shirts.
With an uncertainty typical of Liz during her first year in Hollywood, she arrived
impeccably dressed in a linen suit, a scarf
knotted around her throat and highheeled pumps. It took us a fast sixty minutes to talk her into swapping her Sunday

Turn to page 95 for
Photoplay Fashions in Color

.Snetica's

JhrnifeSssue

p
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best for one of our hostess’s swim suits
and a quick dunk in the pool.
The star’s servants were off that Sunday.
My last view of Liz was of her standing in
the kitchen washing dishes, a grin on her
face. She was back to the kid she had been

having the time of her life.
You always have to fight to make Liz
forget her job and relax. I’ve come up the
hard way. I know what it is to be dirt
poor and not like it. Liz had it easier than
I as a kid, but just the same hers wasn’t
any bed of roses.
We both came out to Hollywood under
good contracts. She got going right away.
I had to wait until “The Killers” came
along, to be really launched. But I kept
shooting the works, in the money sense,
just the same. I got a comfortable house
and brought my whole family West to be
with me. A couple of circus pals turned
up in town, and they joined us. Maybe that
did cost dough, but it was fun, and that’s
what money is supposed to produce fun.
in Scranton,

—

—

When

doesn’t, then, I say, forget it.
Liz couldn’t find herself a permanent
place to live. Bucking the Hollywood housing crisis, she moved six times in as many
months. Liz says each of her little flats
contained about a thimbleful of cubic
space without room for more than one
person to rattle around in. She did her
own work. Or tried to. Like cooking.
it

She’d

tell

me

about

it

between set-ups

at the studio,*and display a couple of wellsinged fingers. That was before I was married, so one night I told her
brother
and I, with two of
former circus buddies, would relish a home-cooked meal.
Would she be interested in joining forces
for the preparation of same?
She hadn’t been in our kitchen fifteen

my

my
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minutes that night when we figured that
her best effort was strictly of the cottagecheese-and-pineapple salad variety. There
used to be a lot of Italians in the neighborhood where I grew up in New York, so
spaghetti
Liz,

became

“How

about

my dish early.
my whipping

I

said to

up some
theater mar-

spaghetti?” She lit up like a
quee at the idea. “With garlic bread,” I
added. Her eyes picked up voltage.
So that was that. She ticked off three
miles of my spaghetti and came back for
more. But to this day I don’t think she’s

Clopay Curtains. 5-piece Hollywoods,
pictured here, 39t. 7-piece Cottage
Sets, 59c. And such heavenly
potterns! Imagine! Clopay Curtains as low as

progressed beyond the assembly of a
.scrambled egg.
Finally Liz has herself a real house. It’s
up in the hills with a miilion-dollar view
and Liz’s first concession to life in Hollywood a rumpus room and a full-time
maid. And speaking of maids, it’s typical
of her sense of humor and quiet appreciation of other people to recall that her first
retainer out here was a gal who said her
regular price was a dollar and a quarter
an hour, but because Liz was a star she’d
have to charge her a buck fifty.
Liz hates to compromise. She blames the
complete failure of her first screen test at
Warners on the fact that she let herself get
talked into wearing what she felt were the
wrong clothes, the wrong hair-do. Selfconscious and ill at ease, she played the
test scene badly and came off with the determination that she would never com-

—

—

promise again.
I’ve always admired Liz’s great drive.
I’ve seen her, when a new script is handed
her, sit right down and read it, cover to
cover. Her personal relationships are the
same. When she meets someone who interests her (and most people do) she outdoes a psychoanalyst in encouraging that
person to talk about himself.
Outspoken, explicit and direct herself,
Liz expects to find the same traits in

everybody

else.

She closes her
on the edge of
her chair, leaning forward, tense, as though
she’s getting ready to take off. She gives
I like

watch her

to

talk.

eyes, uses her hands, sits

the impression of great force.
The outstanding thing about Liz, I think,
is the fact that she’s an original, not a carbon copy. I looked up “individuality” in
Webster’s. He puts it this way: “The quality which distinguishes one person from
another; separate or distinct existence;
.” Liz has it.
oneness
while back I heard about a guest-spot
she did on an air show. She was questioned about her resemblance to Lauren
.

.

A

Bacall. She said, “A lot of people think
we’re alike. Actually we’re not. I’ve got it
on pretty good authority,” she added.
“Lauren’s husband. When we were making
‘Dead Reckoning’ together. Bogey told me
so!”

The End
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NOW WHAT ABOUT
Photoplay has announced The
Gold Medal Winners for 1947 who
were the People’s Choice. But let’s
have a word from you on your personal
favorite. Write and tell us in twentyfive words or less why he or she
is your favorite. Your letter may
be judged one of the ten best
and if it is
of the month

—
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Window Shades have

you’ll receive a personally autographed portrait of the

that smart "corduroy" effect, with a
soft velvety

feel.
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Clopay

CLOPAY SQUARE. CINCINNATI
at your favorite variety,
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or neighborhood store.
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14,

department

prU-es

.<;lightly

higher Denver and West

Send your entries to;
Contest Editor, Photoplay
205 E. 42 St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

“

star

My

favorite star

is

you name.

Winners

of last month’s contest were:

Ann

Stephenson,

Whitefish, Mont.; Morton Leff, Jacksonville, Fla.; Marie Sothman,
Wichita, Kans.; Jackie Ward, Boston, Mass.; William C. Verge, St. Johns,

New-

foundland; Hertie Sifers, Cincinnati, O.; Ethel Clark, Salisbury, Md.; Barbara
Smith. Spencerport, N. Y.; Anna May Digiesi, Bronx, N. Y.; Joan Lee Green, Lakewood, 0.
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He's Looking Over a
Four-leaf Clover

Modesty anJ Ignorance

(Continued from page 47) Water-Ski Club
not without its own part in the story
of Dan’s current and happy prominence
on the screen. “Rehabilitation Catches up
with Dan Dailey” he calls the yarn, with
is

a grin.
“It’s a funny thing about rehabilitation,”
he says. “In the Army they used to show
us films about how to become a civilian
again. ‘Just give me one of those pretty
plain-clothes suits,’ I used to mutter to myself. ‘Let me out of this place and Danny

will take care of his own readjusting!’
“I really had one of the most beautiful
coming-out set-ups in the world.
Metro
contract resting cozily in my pocket. I’d
made twenty pictures but small parts, so I
wasn’t on the spot like some of the
bigger actors no come-back to stage.
Nothing I’d done had been important, so
I figured I had only one direction to go

A

—

—

which was up!”

T was

a swell Army record he brought
with him. Four years Signal
Corps, Cavalry and Infantry promoted on
the field First Lieutenant’s bars on his
shoulders. Metro was proud and happy to
have him home the last of their actors to
return. Like other studios, however, they’d
signed a bunch of other fellows while he
was gone. As far as production went, the
bases were loaded. Stick around, they told
I

back

—

—

—

—

him

—

there’ll be something any day now.
“The paychecks came up every Friday,

—

regular as

fish.

Compared

to the

thousands

of vets who were out pounding pavements,
I really didn’t have a trouble. The symptoms were the same, though. That restlessness you used to take with you on furlough,
when you felt like you’d better live quick
because you might not live long

“Meeting people was hard, too. You
it is with your friends; ‘Glad to
see you back, kid. When do you start
working?’ Then the next week. ‘Must be
swell to be home. Working yet?’ The questions begin to sound like statements after
a while, ‘Oh not working yet
“Finally, my wife, Liz, and I decided the
least embarrassing place to take a vacation
would be a vacation resort Lake Arrow-

know how

Learn here about these Intimate Physical Facts
Pity the young wife who has no one
to advise her about these intimate
matters. She’s too shy to ask her
friends. And maybe it's just as well,
as they might give her unscientific
and old fashioned advice. It’s this sort
of igndrance that so often breaks up

a happy marriage
So, girls

—learn here

scientific facts

Learn how important
vaginal douching often is to intimate
you can

trust.

feminine cleanliness, health, charm
and marriage happiness how important it is to help combat one of
woman’s most serious and embarrassing deodorant problems. And what’s
more important WHY you should
USE ZONITE IN YOUR DOUCHE.

could find on sale for the douche. And
NO OTHER type proved SO powerful
yet so SAFE to delicate tissues.
Despite its great germicidal and
deodorizing action zonite is absolutely harmless. You can use it as
directed as often as needed without
the slightest risk of injury. It’s positively non-irritating, non-poisonous,
non-burning.

A Modern Miracle Developed

—

No Other Type Liquid Antiseptic-Germicide
Tested

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

Is

Scientists tested every generally
known antiseptic and germicide they

By A Famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection.
effective

it

It’s

immediately

FOR NEWER

emimne
p
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enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published
mail this coupon to
Zonite Products, Dept. PP-58, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17. N. Y.

For

amazing

—

—

head. No questions asked. At a place like
that they expect you to be loafing.”
His special way of loafing was to help
organize a Water-Ski Club.
“I’m an organizer at heart,” he says, with
a flash of enjoyment in his live blue eyes.
“I like that thing where one fellow has skis
and no boat another fellow has a boat and
no skis and you get them together. It’s a
part of my philosophy that if people and
countries weren’t all so busy going their
separate ways, we wouldn’t keep bumping
into those wars all the time.”
The important thing is that Dan Dailey
was finding a way to “organize” himself.
While he was doing it Fate decided to fol-

—

—

low example. A dancing test Dan had
for Metro was brought to the attention of a Twentieth Century executive
looking for a he-man hoofer to play opposite Betty Grable. The test had been made
just prior to his slogging off with the Infantry. Seems like Dancing Dan had to be
skimming Arrowhead on skis before success could catch up with him.
These days, lacking the world-wide scale
on which he thinks organizing should be
done. Twentieth’s newest star will be satisfied just to interest as much of San Fernando Valley as (Continued on page 84)

made
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every germ

touches. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract, but you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable
germand keeps them from multiplying.
it

FREE!

Zomfe

so powerfully

kills

—

—
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HOME PERMANENT

SET

HALGAR’S

T.

BU-TEE-WAVE

IS

M. REG.

ENTIRELY DIFFERENT

from any other home permanent wave

set. It is

not a cold wave. With Bu-Tee-Wave you use
the

same kind of genuine beauty oper-

ator’s

equipment and supplies

that

are used by beauticians in giving

machineless heat permanents.

BU-TEE-WAVE SOLUTION

medium
liiif ('ils

scientifically

It

enough heat

waves into your hair that

"Permanent”

blended for

fine,

contains Lanolin and other

to help keep your hair soft and natural looking.

THE HEAT UNITS create just
lasting

is

or coarse hair.

will

to g&ntly steam soft,

give you

months of

satisfaction.

With Bu-Tee-Wave

there’s no mess, no soaking your head for hours and no neutralizing.

NO NEUTRALIZERS OR RINSES are
The solution does not contain

necessary with

Bu-Tee Wave.

thioglycollate, the ingredient

used in the cold wave process.
24 CURLS ARE ALL THAT ARE REQUIRED for a complete perman-

ent with Bu-Tee-Wave.

1

2
3

Pull strand of hair through Rubber-Felt.

Place Spacer on top of Rubber-Felt and close.

Wet

strand of hair with solution, roll on

Rod, turn handle

4

izing.

Aluminum

you wish curls to

as tight as

You make 6

curls at a

time in a

little

over 30 minutes, but they are complete and require no neutral-

be.

They

are ready to be

ECONOMY FOR

combed

into gorgeous, natural waves.

THE WHOLE FAMILY. Mother, daughter, and

miss can give each other a machineless heat permanent at

Place Heat Pad over curl, snap on Pinch Clip.

with no loss of time and no appointments to keep

own

young

home

when you

the Bu-Tee-Wave Set.

COMPLETE SET — Set

contains 6 Spacers, 6 Aluminum Curling Rods, 6 Rubber-Felts, 6 Fibre-Handled
Clamps, 24 Heat Pads, 24 End Papers, and
Wave Solution for one complete permanent,
Exc^fa*

FUTURE

WAVES— Refill

Pads, 24

End

Papers, and

Set contains 24
Wave Solution.

Heat
Tax

At Leading Department and

Drug Stores from Coast to Coast.
If

not yet available

in

your

city,

send check or money order to:

AU
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IF NOT SATISFIED/

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE,

HALGAR,

INC., 243

E.

Grand Ave., Chicago

11, Illinois.

Shipment will be made promptly via parcel post prepaid
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{Continued from page 82) possible in the
Valley Hunter and Jumper Club. When the
membership is complete this will be a
select group devoted to the premise that
horse-raising and showing is not necessarily a rich man’s prerogative.
“Right
now, another couple, Jack and Isabelle
Young, my wife and myself are it,” he
grins. “With Ronnie Reagan a likely candidate to swell the ranks.
“A lot of people don’t have ranches and
racing stables and a staff of trainers and
don’t want them. All the training any of
my horses ever got is what I or Liz gave
them. It’s fun to buy a horse just an ordinary-priced animal and work until you
make something out of him. The Valley
Hunter and Jumper shows are going to be
for people like us, who get a kick out of
showing what our horses can do.”
Of course, in between the time of Arrowhead and the Valley, this happy hoofer has
gotten himself into a precarious spot for a
fellow who doesn’t particularly want to be
in the rich man’s class. By the time this
reaches print he will have clicked off four

—

—

—

“Mother Wore Tights,- “You
Were Meant for Me,” “Give My Regards to
Broadway,” “Burlesque” that kind of stuff
doesn’t pay off in hay. Brother
hit musicals:

—

.

.

.

Personally, Dan won’t really object to
being in the chips as long as it doesn’t show
on him.
And currently, it definitely
doesn’t. Until very recently the Daileys
lived in a four-room apartment good
enough before stardom and after it. Until
a smaller Dailey went into edition, that is

—

NCIDENTAL

information on the arrival
the first time studio
execs can remember, picture production
was not held up by the sufferings of a
prospective father.
“I was so darned anxious to get to that
hospital before Junior did,” recalls Dan,
“I rushed the crew through a whole day’s
shooting in about four hours.” After which,
I
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Here’s the most important charm discovery
since the beginning of beauty.
'lipstick,'

A

at last, that actually can’t

Dan

Jr. is that for

members of the “You Were Meant for Me”
company went home to recover their own

smear— that

won’t rub ofT— and that will keep
your lips satin smooth and lovely. It isn’t

of

really

a

O Medium — Natural true red — very
D Gypsy — Vibrant deep red — ravishing.
O Regal — Glamorous rich burgundy.
Scarlet — Flaming Red — definitely tempting.
Q Orchid — Exotic pink — romantic for evening,
coral-pink.
O English Tint— Inviting
CHEEKTONE — "Magic” natural color.
Name

refers to

It’s

There

a lush liquid in the

most romantic shades ever! And so
permanent! Put it on at dusk— it stays till
dawn or longer. You can use it to make your
cream lipstick smearproof,
too. Just brush on
a coat of Liquid Liptone
after

your

lipstick

You’ll love

it.

CHEEKTONE

And

.

,

Roses in your cheeks
without rouge!

A

The

preparation.

“miracle’^
effect Is

absolutely natural and
lovely. Lasts all day.
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tax.

better stores.
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for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 8105
2709 South Wells St., Chicago 16,
Send Trial Sizes.

I

111.

enclose t2c (2c Fed. lax) for each.
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flattering,
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—
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where you used

go to listen to a little
where you always
took a second cup of coffee just because
they were so happy to bring it to you and
well, it just wasn’t the same.
“Now, you were a stranger and the proprietor didn’t care if you stayed that way.
He slapped down your food or drink as if
jazz

— the

to

restaurants

—

—

he were working on an assembly
felt as though you ought to gulp

line.
it

You

and get

out so the next stranger could come in

and get out. It’s hard for soldiers to realize
that war also ‘mechanizes’ civilians. Civilians need a little time to rehabilitate themselves from the transiency of their wartime living, too, I guess.
“I can figure some of this out now, but
for a while I went around with a subconscious feeling that something warm and
worthwhile had gone out of my old world.
Seemed like a dirty trick to have had it all
happen when my back was turned.”

The

New York—a

trip to

personal ap-

pearance as a star at the Roxy, where once
he had worked for “peanuts,” was a nice
triumph under any circumstances. “I’d
told them when 1 left that I’d be back. My
first feeling when I saw my name out front
in lights was, ‘Well, it took me a long time,
”
but I made it!’
The second feeling that discovery that
he still knew his way around backstage—
was even better. So many things were still

—

—

same as he’d left them the dustiness
and the dimness, the same guy-ropes you
had to avoid tripping over. The star’s
dressing room was quite different from the
one he’d been entitled to in his early dancing days, but the same step still creaked in
the stairway leading up to it.
“The faces out front hadn’t changed,
either new people wearing ’em, of course,
but still the same old audience.” And still
the same thrill when you could tell by the
upturned appreciation that you were “kill-

the

—

ing” them.

strength.
is probably no way a baby, his
parents and a nurse can get to know
each other so well and so quickly as in a
four-room apartment with one bathroom.
“I slept on the couch in the living room.
You had to pass me to get to the bathroom
and somebody, or some kind of a hot-water
bottle, was always passing me.
The Valley home they purchased in the
interests of space rather than splurge, is
still a modest one, Spanish in type and
“early Dailey” in furnishings. It has a “gin
mill” or rumpus room, a nursery designed
to accommodate additional tenants as the
future demands and lots of fresh air and
sunshine coming through its windows.
More important, it has a completely relaxed master. “You know, I now realize
that the rehabilitation 1 expected to be so
easy actually took more than two years. It
wasn’t until I’d returned the second time
gone off to New York for a personal appearance come back and put my bags
down on that little house’s living room floor
that I really felt I was home again!”
Of course, a set of floors of your own, a
beautiful blonde wife and a Junior who
“looks like me, only sleepier,” are always
a good basis for that homey feeling.
that place and
It’s that larger “home”
that Dan
life he’d known before the war

lipstick at all.

a regular, he showed you he was glad of it.
“After the war, you rushed back to all
your favorite places the small night spots

new

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

“The thing that hurts so many returning
service men is that while they were gone,
so much seems to have changed. Before
the war you could drop into a little doughnut joint and buy not only coffee and
sinkers, but also a little friendly conversation for your money. If it was your first
time, the fellow behind the counter was
eager to have you come back. If you were

ackstage

and out front at the Roxy,
he’d found some of that old familiarity
he’d been missing. And when he got back
to blonde Liz and little Dan, they hadn’t

B

changed while

his

back was turned either

more
— except, maybe, to grow just a
precious.
Success — star-billing — those increasingly
heftier paychecks — they’re swell, they’re
little

hang on to them
with all the energy in that fine, muscular
frame of his. But those old familiar things
that bred content hard work, hard play,
friends and time to be with his family
he’s not going to let go of them.
“I did go a little dollar-happy about one
thing, though,” he grins. “I rushed out and
bought a whole lot of new shirts about
four drawers full of them. I guess it was a
throw-back to those old vaudeville days
when you never seemed to have a clean
shirt. When you were always trying to
coax some chorus girl to wash one out for
you while you were waiting for your laundry to come back, or maybe just waiting
exciting; he intends to

—

—

for

money enough to get it back.
swell to know I now have enough

“It’s

open the drawers and
stacked there still clean,
because most of them I haven’t even taken
the price tag off yet. Somehow or other I
just seem to rotate between the same five
or six old ones I had before.”
That’s Dan a fellow who’s found how to
reconcile box-office value with his o\\m
sense of values. Which is okay with his
public currently yelling, “Give us more
of the same!” He isn’t only looking over
one four-leaf clover he has a whole patch
of them!
shirts.

I

like to pull

look at them

all

—

—

—

The End

—

and Crosby

I

(Continued from page 59) think will stump
it goes while the camera
That way, we kill each other
grinds.
laughing and we murder Dottie.
He is a natural politician, Bing, but
the other one, in

surprisingly, he’s no fighter for advantages. I’m the one who goes to the front

and demands that things must be

office

so. Incidentally, one of the things
always insist upon is that 1 am the funny
man. I get the first jokes. Bing is sure
to get footage with his cadenzas. The only
time I’ve ever seen him really fight the
studio was on “The Road to Rio” when
they started to cut out my tight-ropewalking scene. He wouldn’t stand for that.
He can be stubborn, and sensitive, and
unconcerned, all in one morning. Once we
had a big shot at the studio, who announced that we would have no Crosby
golf games on Saturday during the shooting of one of our epics. “We will have
work instead,” he gruffed at us.
“Man, you’ve had work,” said Mr. C.
walking right for the door, followed right
on his heels by me. We never did find out

thus and
I

what became

yam

his

T out

I

think

of that executive.

has never been told before,
it’s one that really shows him

up and reveals that quality in him that
camera catches.
During the war we went to Dallas to
play a golf match for the benefit of the
Red Cross. A guy, whom Bing had known
casually in Hollywood as a hoofer and the
husband of a star, met us at the train.
Now he was an ex-husband and an ex-GI
and he explained that he was running a
the

road house, near Dallas. He asked the
Throat could he drop by that night and
bring me. Bing said okay.
The city officials swooped down on us
then, drove us to the links, and a gallery
of about 10,000 people. We teed off. About
two holes and forty-five minutes later hand
bills began fluttering down, all over us. I
grabbed one. It said, “Tonight at the
Whatnot Inn. Bing Crosby and Bop Hope
Cover charge tonight only,
in Person.
$5.00.”

burned. Handbills like that couldn’t be
fast. The whole routine had to
have been planned in advance, the seemingly casual meeting, the seemingly casual
I

.

.

.

and

— "or
A

it

the

good

won’t

shirt that

last

have added

'doctor’ might well

long”,

shows Tattle-Tale Gray

is,

actually, a

printed so

request. When the game was over, I hotly
told Bing what I thought of it. “Aw, we
might as well keep our promise,” he said.
So we went over at eight o’clock. From
the outside it wasn’t a bad trap. The band

we heard playing was okay. We made with
the entrance, giving out with the teeth and
the eager eyes.
There were six people present, at two
tables. But the fast manager grabbed us.
“Boys, boys, come in.” he shouts to the
corners, where you, could have shot coyotes.
The phone ringing gave us a minute to
pick our faces up off the floor. “It isn’t
really true that Bing and Boh will be
there, is it?” a dame asked. Crosby took
over. He sang “I Surrender, Dear.” She
hung up so fast we could practically hear
her putting her car into gear, heading our
way.

We

alternated the calls after that, surrendering dear and thanking for the memory. After auditioning until eleven, we
filled up that creep corral. Then we dished
them a show till one a.m.

He
think

does like that,
let

I’ll

my

co-star.

So

to

.

.

That dingy color proves there

in the fabric.

still is dirt

Hard rubbing that may remove

surely shortens

the

dirt,

of the garment.

life

Fels-Naptha will help make

all

your

fine linens

and

delicate things last longer. This mild golden soap,

combined with Pels naptha, removes imbedded grime
and perspiration stains with almost no rubbing
or bleaching.

It

brightens colors, keeps

washables fragrantly clean and
If

your washes

suffer

all

white.

from Tattle-Tale

Gray — try the Fels-Naptha
'treatment’. It

works!

I

him keep on with our double

act.
He’s a really good kid, and while
nothing can be done about his taste in
clothes or his bad slice in golf, I fully
expect that along about 1998 you’ll be
seeing us wheeling down together on The

Road

'sick’ shirt.

.

The End

Golden barer Golden chips-

FELS-NAPTHA

banishes''TattleTale Gray”
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Not So

Private Lives
N

(Continued from page 38) Lana’s that we,
the public, read about.
However, when,
overnight, she eloped with Artie Shaw, we
understood. Greg often had appeared difficult. We said the same thing about Artie
seven months later when Lana announced
their separation. Always, in fact, we have
taken Lana’s loves at least half seriously.
Her romance with Ty Power was the
fitting climax. We reasoned that he and
Annabella had been on the verge of
separation even before he went to war.
The party Lana gave for Ty before he

MATCHED BRIDAL SET

ca’s Greatest Ring Value!

flew away last summer was sensational. In
the winter he would return, obtain his

freedom and marriage
low. This

was

to

Lana would

OVE* A fUU
CARAT OF

fol-

it!

That is why the disillusionment that had
never come before with any of Lana’s lost
loves broke so swiftly when shortly after
Ty came home, he and Lana admitted
there were no longer any plans for marriage. This disillusionment wasn’t helped
when Lana, returning to New York, hit the
front pages with John Talbot and then met
Bob Topping, and suddenly was again on
the gossip merry-go-round.
Telegrams of invitation to a party were
to go out signed by Lana and Bob Topping.
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was rumored their engagement
might be announced. Then the party was
cancelled thanks to a worried studio and
several worried Topping lawyers.
What should have been the greatest
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news story

of

Lana’s love just didn’t

—

—

and doesn’t prove important. Somehow
Mr. Topping has become one romance too
many. Which couldn’t be more ironic, because

PEmOK PAW

I

mUPS-HlABACHl-BUICS"

I

my own

guess is that this is the
going to continue into
marriage in spite of the fact that Lana now
issues formal denials that there is anything
of any import between them.

romance that

is

ob

and Lana met last winter in New
York. On New Year’s Eve Bob gave a
party at the palatial Topping country seat at
Round Hill, Connecticut. Lana, her mother
and her child were his house-guests.
To honor Lana he ordered the finest

B

Nobody today need

go through life
handicap of a badly shaped nose or other disFACE IS
figured features. In “YOUR

a fascinating new book
Plastic Surgeon, he shows how
simple corrections “remodel” the badly shaped
nose, take years off the prematurely aged face.

90 ACTUAL BEFORE-ANDAFTER PHOTOS. Book sent,

INCLUDES

wine and flowers and a special orchestra from New York. Unfortunately a
blizzard prevented scarcely anyone but the
v/aiters and paid entertainers from a trek
And this, according to
to the country.
repetitious gossip, caused Lana and Bob
to quarrel. Not seriously, however. The
next day Lana, adorned by the large diamond ring that Bob gave her as a New
Year’s surprise, was smiling again.
They appeared everywhere together
after that. Lana finally got on a train with
her mother and daughter to return to California. But Bob stopped that nonsense,
pulling her off the train at the last minute
food,

'

.

I

1

J

!

!
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and adamantly reof $200,000 for an

Photoplay conon the air as
Barbara Welles, lunched with Arline recently at “21.” She reports that Miss Judge,
though hurt at first, is now plain angry.
“Arline insists,” Florence reports, “that she
never knew Bob was going to divorce her.”
“On Sunday,” Arline said, “everything
was lovely. Then on Monday he insisted I
was intolerably cruel. Now, I ask you!
How can the size of me be so cruel to the

tributor,

rl0SflC

Velon

CAN BE SAT ON AND USED

—

husbands

I-F

Now! FURNITURE COVERS

gether several days later.
Again life and love went on. Bob and
Lana appeared at a few premieres and at
the smaller and more intimate restaurants.
And the gossip concerning Bob’s gifts of
jewelry to Lana persisted.
No wonder Arline Judge Topping who
numbers Bob’s brother, Dan, among her
fused the first offer
uncontested divorce.
Florence Pritchett,

13

postpaid, in plain wrapper for only

and sending her mother and Cheryl home
alone. He and Lana left for California to-

five

p
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—
size of him!
and talk to

.

.

And why couldn’t he sit down
me like my other four hus-

bands did?”
Late in February Bob Topping returned
to New York, hopeful of settling things.
Two days later he flew back to Lana, his
mission unaccomplished. Arline had refused $350,000.

While Bob was in

New

York, Lana gave

her entire time to Cheryl. She is anxious
for good schools and a good church for
Cheryl. She leans toward Catholicism. All
of which accentuates her earnest wish for
the sweet security a lasting marriage

If your hair
ioohs tike

brings.

Whether Lana could adjust
any such quiet, steady existence

is

another

question. For even now that Bob’s divorce
drags on, those who know Lana best wonder if he will still be the man in her life by
the time he is free. For he does not have
the personal magnetism that has been
either the birthright or the highly developed speciality of the other men Lana

has known.

• • •

INEVITABLY,

of course, the Topping forItune impresses Lana. But, true to type,
she is not a gold digger. Usually she gives
men far more than she receives from them.
For Ty Power’s last birthday, she gave him
a phono-radio combination, a gold cigarette case

and a leather

THIS

herself to

brief case.

when it should
look like

With

her mother too, she is extraordinarily
generous.
Her generosity of spirit manifests itself
in every way, really. She is forgiving to a
fault with those who are unkind to her.
Neither does Lana gossip. And if she tells
a joke that has a sting to it she always
ends with “Hello” and arches her eyebrows
as if she were reminding herself that she
wasn’t too kind with that one.
Sara Hamilton, another Photoplay contributor, who visited New York with Lana,
tells a typical story about her: “Lana is
very friendly with the photographers
around Hollywood,” Sara says. “And they
adore her. When she went into a theater
recently the boys asked her to take the
glove off her engagement hand. But Bob
Topping hurried her into the theater.
When Lana came out, however, she had
her glove off so the boys could get a picture that showed her ring.”
Lana, like all women with her warm,
impulsive impracticality, is eternally out
of funds. The $25,000 she borrowed from
her studio for her New York trip made it
awkward, of course, for her to go on suspension when she turned down the role

NE CURTIS

of Lady de Winter in “The Three Musketeers.” Her refusal, however, did not last
long. Not even the Topping millions could
shield her from the fear that Hollywood

knows today. Besides Lana

is very serious
about her work.
Even while Lana was on suspension, in
fact, she started to take off the pounds
she had put on during her luxurious and
headlined holiday.
She puts on weight

and takes it off easily too.
Not only does Lana look spectacular, she
is spectacular. It is her instinct, giving
an interview, to talk so spontaneously, so
colorfully, that the story breaks on page
one and likely with headlines. She cannot,
easily

enter a
conversation.

literally,

room without stopping

She will be even more sensational than
she has been in the past let’s face it if
Bob Topping gives Arline Judge Topping
half a million dollars for a divorce so that
he may marry her. If this happens and
Lana becomes Mrs. Henry (Bob) Topping
of Round Hill, Connecticut, and Bel-Air,

—

California,

—

impossible, of course, to tell
what effect her elegant new estate will
have upon her. Only one thing is certain
the headlines will go on!
it is

The End
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Fear Over Hollywood
(Continued from page 40) late on the
shooting schedule, they may not have a
schedule to shoot. The writers, because
more than fifty per cent less “A” pictures
are now being made, than at this time last
year. With the loss of a big chunk of the
foreign market, five million dollar movies
are out. Economy is the new look in all the
studios. And writers are now hired picture by picture.
And if the major studios are reacting in
this manner you can imagine how fear has
affected the independent producers. To say
nothing of the restaurants, night clubs,
shops and industries dependent on the film
trade. They’re jittery because the result
of this economy drive and fear complex
has been a pulling in of horns when it
comes to lavish spending so naturally
they’re all feeling the pinch where it hurts
most.
And last and most fearfully afraid is the
actor. As of this writing there are only
four hundred and eighty-seven actors
under contract in the studios or a fifty
per cent drop in the number employed in
the studios last year! And this means there
are ten competent actors to take your
place, if you dare to step out of line. This

SMART
NEW
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is why no one can afford to be difficult
or temperamental any more.

.^ose Hair

ven Lana

Turner. And her pictures
always make money. But when Lana
was suspended for refusing to star in “The
Three Musketeers,” she pouted and said
“no” for exactly one week. Then she
realized that dear, kind Louis B. Mayer
actually meant to stand no nonsense from
her. And she changed the “no” into a
published statement about how she realized this was no time to be suspended
I mean to refuse to make a picture, with
world conditions being what they are!
She didn’t even bother to put the studio
statement into her own language!! Anyway, as you know, she reported back to

E
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work
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SET
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Just right for
your dressing table. Right too for setting
your favorite hair-do quickly at home, and
tops for good grooming. New Wildroot
Hair Set contains processed Lanolin. Leaves
hair soft, natural looking, and at its lovely
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thick,

bottle!
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in a hurry.

never thought I’d live to see the day
when “Fear” could be bracketed with the
name of Victor Mature. Yes, Vic is as
scared as the rest of them. He was the most
I

excited

boy

in

Hollywood

when

NEW WILDROOT

HAIR SET

boss

Darryl Zanuck assigned him the title role
in “The Chair for Martin Rome.” “I’m the
biggest heel of all time in the picture,”
Victor gloated.
“There isn’t a decent
human instinct in me. And I have a terrific
death scene in the electric chair. It’s wonderful.” A day before production, Mr.
Zanuck changed his mind about Vic playing the heavy he switched him to the
hero. Victor was furious. He ranted, he
screamed, he almost cried. He swore he
wouldn’t do it. Next day he reported to
“The Chair for Martin Rome” set meek as
Margaret O’Brien to play the hero!
“I’m no fool,” Vic explained to me
rather sheepishly on the set. “Mr. Zanuck
has promised me a bonus of $67,000 on condition that I make every movie he wants
me to and also that I stay out of fights
in private life. From now on I only hit
people who insult my mother!”
Marie McDonald hasn’t made a movie
But with
at Metro for almost a year.
this studio cutting out forty per cent of its
entire personnel, Marie is wisely keeping
her pretty mouth closed, except to say
how happy she is to be on the Metro con-
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She’s luckier than some of the others
who were recently relieved of their pay
checks like young Cameron Mitchell.
“This boy has a big future,” they kept on
telling me. His future was so big that
when the time came to jump his salary
from $500 a week to $7M, they jumped
him all right right out of his contract!
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For want

of a

better

word Cam

is

now

free-lancing.
stars can’t even afford to be
at anyone, especially the press. Take
the classic case of Ginger Rogers.
Ginger was riding high in the good old
prosperous Hollywood days I mean five-

Nowadays

mad

When

—

million-dollar pictures and one hundredday shooting schedules you had to go
through fire and water practically to say
“hello” to her on the set. Her press agent,

—

first

of

all,

wanted

to

know what you

say to Ginger. Then he had a
long consultation with her. Then he usually came back to tell you she was too
tired that day and to come back another
time when she would “try to see you.”
What a change a few years make! Recently, to plug her new co-operative personality and her picture, “It Had to Be
You,” Ginger got up at six a.m. one cold
morning in San Francisco to pose with her
arms draped around a horse! She’ll appear
on any radio program; talk to you by the
hour on the set, if that’s what you want.

wanted

to

reer GARSON

is

#/

RC
tastes best!"

so co-operative today,

G

ditto Joan Fontaine, that it is quite difficult to remember the former fearless days
in Hollywood when both gals headed the
list of “Ladies we’d rather not interview.”
Greer particularly couldn’t be nicer to us
now. Every Sunday afternoon she’s been

says

BRENDA JOYCE

open house on her beautiful
Bel-Air for the pleasantly bewildered boys and girls of the Fourth
Estate. She sends out personal invitations
with “G.G.” stamped on the expensive blue
notepaper and starts the invitation with
the correspondent’s first name! I must say
I like Greer much better this way.
I was talking to Van Johnson the other
day about the Metro plan to send him
across the country for a long personal
appearance tour to plug “State of the
Union,” in which Van is the third star
with Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn. “Why don’t they send Spencer or
Katharine?” Van grumbled. Then he looked
carefully around to make sure Louis B.
Mayer wasn’t hidden somewhere. And to
make doubly sure that he hadn’t talked
out of turn, he said aloud, “Heck, I don’t
mind it at all, it’ll be fun.” He couldn’t
resist a slight grimace. With Van owing
the studios for his new mansion and with
holding
estate

a

in

couple

of

his

recent

pictures

form
A

"SHAGGY"

Paramount Picture
in Cinecolor

losing

money, instead of the millions they used
to make. Van knows he can’t afford to
indulge his dislikes.
Virginia Mayo is a sad little cookie.
For years I used to listen to her complaining that she wished Sam Goldwyn
would give her some dramatic pictures instead of always using her as a blonde
stooge for Danny Kaye.
Came the day
when Danny’s contract expired with Mr.
Goldwyn. And they parted. The severance
came at the height of the Hollywood

BRENDA TAKING THE FAMOUS TASTE-TEST

And it even affected Mr. Goldwyn.
He dropped Virginia from his contract
list because, with Kaye away, he had no
panic.

use for a beautiful blonde stooge.
So the next time I saw Virginia I expected to find her very happy. That’s what
she had been wanting, to be free. But no.
“I’m sorry I left Mr. Goldwyn he
makes good pictures,” said Virginia casting
an unhappy eye over the dozens and
dozens of pictures now rearing their ugly
“B” heads on the Hollywood horizon.
Errol Flynn he’s a smart cookie too

—

—was

—

one of the first razzle-dazzle boys
of the old school to realize that the new
depressed Hollywood will not stand for
scandal that lands the star at the top of
the page and the film industry at the
bottom of the public’s esteem. He’s being

so good these days and nights you can
almost hear his good resolutions creaking!
In the good old days Errol used to dash
off to foreign countries just before the

''The taste-test proved RC’s best,"
says Brenda Joyce. “I compared the
leading colas in paper cups — picked

Royal Crown Cola as the best-tasting
cola!

Now

I

always serve

RC

at

home.” Drink RC yourself— only RC
gives you all three! 1. Cool refreshment, 2. Two full glasses, 3. Best by
taste-test quality.
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—
leaving his boss, Jack
Warner, screaming and helpless. Jack is
still screaming but with pleasure, because
Errol’s adventuring now merely means a
swimming pool and a sun tan no farther
away than Palm Springs.
Orson Welles has gone one step further
than Mr. Flynn in his new, “Look, Ma,
I’m a good boy” character.
Before he
agreed to star in “Cagliostro,” Orson insisted on a clause in his contract that his
publicity must play up his great economy
while working “one -take Orson” and all
that sort of thing because “Producers are
afraid to hire me they think I waste
money!”
John Payne was unhappy at Twentieth
Century-Fox after he came out of the
service. He said he didn’t get enough or
good enough pictures. Comes the suspension and to John’s amazement, the
studio released him from his contract
a loss to John of an estimated $500,000!
Even Jimmy Stewart has caught the
current Hollywood jitters. For the first
Start of a picture,

a new kind
of bobby pin

Avoid underarm
irritation...

—

—

YOUR HAIR

IN PLACE

time in his thirteen years in the picture
business, Jimmy has hired his own personal press agent who receives a huge
weekly check to sell Jimmy to the public.
Bette Davis is scared too. Bette was all
set to start her first comedy, “June Bride,”
since the meant-to-be-funny “The Bride

I44%|better
Here’s the

provement

A new

first
ii

real im-

bobby

pins!

Came

patented shape,

scientifically

designed to

hold better. Stronger, yet
flexible, easj to

open. Yes,

certified, urdjiased tests

prove that Supergrip holds

144%

—

betterl

[

1

!

!

C.O.D.” with Jimmy Cagney. Then
suddenly Bette cancelled the comedy for
something dramatic she knew and understood, “Ethan Frome,” from the famous
novel by Edith Wharton.
However, Hollywood has been hit by
fear before, just as every other major
industry has at some time or other. Let
no one assume from reading this story
that Hollywood is in any really serious
doldrums. An industry of such size and
world-wide importance cannot be laid low
by panic, economic or otherwise. As a
matter of fact, Hollywood has already
started to come out of the slump. Through
the efforts of Mr. Eric Johnston, President
of
the Motion Picture Association of
America, an agreement was reached in
England on March 11, whereby the seventy-five per cent tax on earnings of
American films in Britain will cease to be
effective as of April 1st, 1948.
As long
as Hollywood has the finest Eind largest
studios, the finest roster of actors and
actresses, the pick of the best writers, directors and film technicians in the world,
it will remain the capital of the world’s
film industry.
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Consequences

Truth or

with June Allyson

Itsamkaele.-.allthis

(Continued from page 63)
11. Q: Is Dick ever jealous of your
love scenes on the screen?
A: No. He just says, “Looks pretty good
pretty convincing.”

New, Natural

—

12. Q: Which male star do you prefer
for romantic sequences in pictures?

with

my

first

Rayve Creme Shampoo!”

(June wouldn’t answer. So she had to
imitate a broken record. For twenty minutes Ralph made her sing “The Best Things
in Life Are Free,” stopping every few bars
and repeating one word over and over.
Quite a penalty, for a girl who hates to
hear herself sing.)

Q: Which
work with?
13.

to

star

do you

least

like

A:

I won’t tell.
(With Ralph providing the music, June
had to dance in her husband’s heavy hunt-

ing boots.)
14. Q: W'ould you like to he the sophisticated type?
A: You don’t think I am? No, I don't
think I would what is it? I would like to
be tall and beautiful, if you can arrange

—

that.

Q; What a*lvice would you give
who want a motion picture career?

IIS.

kirls

A; First,

I

would

tell

them

jiot to

come

Hollywood. It’s the last place in the
world to be discovered. I’d advise them
to get the very best education possible and
If they do
to work wth theater groups.
get a chance in pictures, then I’d advise
them to avoid all night clubs and parties
and to take every advantage of all the
training, dramatic lessons, dancing, singing,
etc., that a studio will give them. Sounds
dull, but that’s it. I’ve never missed a dramatic lesson at Metro yet.
to

Q: What

16.

a

qualities

do you value

|

in

man?
A: Honesty, sincerity, a sense of

humor

and good common sense. And I don’t like
I think
pretty men.
I
like nice eyes.
Richard has wonderful eyes they crinkle
And hands I always look at people’s
so.
hands.
My hands don’t fit me at all, do
you think? They should be small and
stubby and the fingers are so long and

—

—

—

skinny. And noses I like Richard’s nose.
17. Q: Tell me, June, what shape is a
kiss? Don’t know, eh? Well, the answer
is
Now
elliptical
e-lip-tickle
get il?
you’re stuck with another eousequeiice.
(While June and Fred Carney, Ralph’s
assistant, blindfolded, tried to bite an apple

—

—

on a string, Ralph fiendishly yanked it
back and bit it himself instead.)
18. Q: Don’t you think marriage between two stars is pretty hazardous in

Hollywood?
A:

don’t think the business you’re in
difference. It’s strictly a quesindividuals. Being in the same
profession has its advantages; your friends
and interests are the same. And being
married to a star hasn’t been hazardous
for me.
I respect my husband so much,
he’s so much smarter than I am.
19. Q: In what respects do you and
Dick differ where personal characteristics
are concerned?
A: I’m the impulsive type, always want
to jump in and do everything right away.
Richard says, “Let’s think this out.” So we
usually end up doing everything right
away. Like the wallpaper. We should have
thought that one out and thrown it out.
But I insisted on putting wild-looking
“jungle” paper up in our hall that doesn’t
I

makes any
tion of two

go with anything

come
20.

when
A:

else.

So

now

it

.

j

j

Rayve

has to

off.

Q: Will you admit
he’s right?
Well, I’ll admit

it

cheerfully
I

it.

I

have

to.

Like

|

(W Shampoo

Listen to Henry

Morgon

7:30 P.M. Thursday everywhere

American Broadcasting Company
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the time he said that if I didn’t have the
new Cadillac he gave me serviced it would
fall apart.

And

I

didn’t

— and

it

did.

burnt

I

But Richard’s real
the bearings out.
sweet. He never says, “I told you so.” He
just shrugs his shoulder and says, “That’s
all right, sweetheart, you just don't know.”
21. Q: Is your husband the efficiency
expert around the house?
all

mmm

mf/r
Ik
1 1

1

A: Oh, yes. Except for installing radios.
He’s always cutting holes in the wall to
put a speaker in, then discarding them because there’s no place to put the radio.
Then he has to call a man to come and fill
up the holes. We have some of the strangest
pictures hanging around our house. I left
two holes showing over the fireplace, just
to remind him.
22. Q: How often do you have to <liscipline Dick about things like that?
A: You can’t make me testify against

my

husband.
(June had

to sit for two. hours staring
wild “jungle” wallpaper that she had
insisted on putting in the hall.)

at the

2.3.

Q: There must he something you

fuss about.

A: Nothing serious. Sometimes we disagree about little things, like trimming our

two French poodles. I have definite ideas
about how they should be trimmed, but
if Dick sends them out they come home
trimmed in a different poodle pattern.
24. Q: What would you change about
your husband if you could?
A: Oh, I wouldn’t change a thing unless you count phones. He’s always on the

—

phone talking business. I hate them and
wouldn’t answer one if it rang all day.
25. Q: Isn’t there anything else?
A: Well, sometimes I wish he would
argue with me. He never does. When he
says something sometimes I’ll bristle up
•

hopefully saying, “I certainly do NOT
agree with you.” But he just says mildly,
"Well, if that’s the way you feel, it’s all
right.” He’s so intelligent.
26. Q Are you as sweet as you seem
on the screen?
A; Sweet? I don’t think I seem that way
on the screen and I resent anyone else who
thinks so. I lose my temper, not too often,
but I do lose it. Then I get so mad I can’t
say anything, just close up like a clam.
:
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27. Q: Is it true, as I’ve heard reported, that you plan to adopt a baby?
A: No, I'm not. I’m going to have one
of my own four probably.
28. Q: Do you still wear slacks, despite the barbed remarks some fashion

—

have made?

e.xperts

A: Yes, I wear them just as much as I
ever did. I never wear them out in public.
Just around the house or to the studio.
29. Q: Do unfair remarks hurt you?
A: Yes. You make believe they don’t,
make a big joke out of it around people
and laugh like everything. Then you go
home and cry. At least I do. I’m much too

anyway. I worry too much.
Q: What sports interest you?
play a fair game of golf the first

sensitive

30.

A: I
nine holes, but the last nine are an endless
And I’ve decided I play my best
thing.
The last time I
golf game in the fog.
played, it was in fog so thick we couldn’t
find the ball and when it cleared we found
mine a foot from the cup. I hate boats
because I get so violently seasick, and we
sold ours. I also get airsick, but I go ^ut
to the field and shine and polish Richard’s
plane once in awhile, just to let him Imow
I have a good sense of humor about it.
31. Q: Your activities must be confined to a domestic vein?
A: I tried to be pretty domestic when we
were first married. I meant to make curtains and sew while Richard read. I made
them for the living room, kitchen and all
over of course, I forgot slots for the rings.
And I quit sewing altogether after the day

—

r

—
sewed the suit I was wearing in with the
curtains and Richard had to rescue me.
32. Q: Well that knocks out boats
and planes and sewing machines. What
else do you avoid in everyday living?
A: Oysters, I hate them. Low-necked
dresses or any fussy glamorous clothes.
I

I’m not the type.
33. Q: Do you
fetish?
A: Yes. I’m so neat

have any particular
it

scares people.

I file

every handkerchief, scarf and blouse. My
dresses are hung with geometric precision.
If anything in my dressing room is moved,
I can tell and it throws me.
34. Q; What’s the most embarrassing

moment you rememher?
A: An occasion when I made

a broad
and sweeping statement on politics in front
of Richard, Robert Montgomery and about
thirty learned people and was stumped
when my husband asked me to explain it.
I’d wanted to impress them all and just repeated something I’d read. It was brilliant
and they reacted beautifully, then Richard
spoiled it all by inquiring what I meant.
“That’s ridiculous, you know what I mean,”

“No, I don’t, explain yourself,” he
insisted. Later when I asked why he’d insisted in front of so many people, he said,
I said.

“You should never say something you don’t
understand.” And he’s so right. I’ve never
opened

my mouth since.
Q How would you

improve youryou could?
I walk
A: Quit dreaming so much.
around in a dream all the time. And I’d
35.

:

self if

be able to talk about everything
talks about without having
to read it. I wish somebody would invent
That would be
injections of intelligence.
something for the medical journals.
36. Q As I recall, your early ambition was to enter the field of medicine.
Why did you want to he a doctor?
A: All kids think doctors are romantic
and I was going to save the world. I would
have made a good doctor, I believe, except
when people get sick at three o’clock in the
morning. I wouldn’t have liked that. I’d
have made a good nurse too. I can talk
anybody out of practically anything.
37. Q: Do you play Florence Nightinlike to

my husband

:

PRELL REMOVES DANDRUFF

gale at home now?
A: No. Richard doesn’t like any hands
placed on his feverish brow. When he’s
ill

he wants to be

do

too.

completely alone. I
interested in medicine.
Whenever I go to a doctor’s office I read up
on tiie new things. Did you know they
have a new drug for leprosy? Protecin, I
think it’s called. And did you know
I know one thing. You’re very pretty,
June. Why don’t you just keep on mak-

But I’m

IN

left
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still

.

.

.

ing pictures?

The End
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The San Fernando Valley

My Home

Is

(Continued jrom page 71) The Valley has
shopping center. That’s mostly down
in Studio City. The “studio” referred to is
Republic. Just two miles from Republic
are the Universal Studios, with Warriers
its

just two miles beyond Universal. Anytime
of day you can see the real cowpokes rid-

ing aroimd.
want in the

You can buy

anything you

colorful small shops, from
Western gear for horse, man, woman and
child, to peasant aprons, ballet shoes and

pate de fois gras.

It

has “super-marts,”

There you’ll often encounter Elyse

too.

Knox in shorts, up at the meat counter, or
Roy Rogers, stocking up on coffee. What’s
more, there’s a super-mart market called
Valley Market Town and, like as not,
you’ll see Marie McDonald amid the cabbages over there or Evelyn Keyes or the

Jimmie Craigs.
You want restaurants? The Valley’s got
’em. You can have the swemk Sportsman’s Lodge that has its pwn trout lake
at the front door; its

own

steer beef in-

side. The food is fabulous. So are the
prices. Or you can go to the Saddle and
Sirloin, where the bar stools are saddles,
ladies’ kind and gentlemen’s kind. Farther
out you hit Jules, in Encino, where Gable
goes quite often. Or still farther out you

Hangman’s Lodge, which advertises
Beer” and “Lousy Food” and

find

—

“Warm

serves neither.

And natxurally, there are golf clubs. To
observe great golf, try Lakeside. All the
Warner Studio crowd hangs out there.
Most persistent twosome at the Lakeside
Golf Links are Dennis Morgan and Jack
Carson. There’s another Valleyite who
thinks he is a golfer, too a Paramount
actor named Bob Hope.
Yes, you can see wonderful sights in the
Valley, like Lucille Ball and Dezi Amaz
on their ranch the most citified -looking
girl and the most Latin-lover type in the
world. If you drive long enough you’ll
finally come to the most prosperous of the
ranches, that of Joel and Frances McCrea

—

—

and

their

two boys.

What makes

the Valley “the” Valley,
that way, is its sentiment.
the only real-estate development that

and keeps
It’s

it

goes forward while looking backward. If
you go a little off Sepulveda Boulevard,
past where it cuts Ventura, suddenly
you’re back three hundred years. For there
is the San Fernando Mission, just as the
Fathers .and the Indians put it up. The
doves still wheel around it. And the pretty

Mexican

little
still

WITHOUT

STAYS UP

Anofh^

STAY!

Success

and dark-eyed boys
be married. They have

girls

go there to

abandoned the old ox-carts, of course, but
their jalopies are covered everywhere
with colored ribbons and gaily tinkling
bells. Then' excited laughter is one of the
most romantic sounds in the world.
The End
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(Continued from page 74) lamp with a
too small shade. Tucked in a corner somewhere there is one of those sparse “boudoir
chairs” and in the spot in the room that
has the worst light, there is a dressing
table. It’s so crowded that there isn’t space
enough left to crack a joke.
I want to restate that every room in
your home should be dedicated to the most
comfortable living. But the bedroom should
emphasize this, even more than the living
room. The very fact that the bedroom is
“your” room and not ordinarily exposed
to alien eyes gives you the greatest chance
for self-expression.

my bedroom is small,
window and one small clothes

But, you argue,

has only one

How can I find space enough for
closet.
beds, storage and character, too?
Start with this premise. A room becomes
colorful the moment it stops looking commonplace and becomes original. Just because the most important item of a
bedroom is the bed, it does not and in fact,
should not, look like every other bed.
Some variation on the studio-couch arrangement in the bedroom is not only
space saving, but it also gives you a sitting
room by day. If you honestly want a fourposter with a ruffled canopy and have
space for it and are the tjT)e of very
feminine woman suited to it, that’s fine.

Go

to

it.

But

if you have a space problem, you
can be much more original by having your
bed made up in day-bed form, or even
bunks. Bunks have come into a well-deserved popularity for children’s rooms. Sue
and Alan Ladd have proved they can also
be cleverly used for master bedrooms.

The Ladds faced the problem of making
a useful ranch house out of what had been
a three-car garage. By using bunks, they
could actually sleep four to six people in
the space that one small coupe was born
to occupy.
They equipped their bunks
with the finest box-springs and mattresses
covered them with very colorful
hand-quilted, tailored spreads. It gave
what otherwise would have been inadequate, stuffy bedrooms, a gay adventurous
atmosphere.

and

win beds

are certainly the most comsleeping arrangements for two
people sharing one room. But there is no
rule that insists that they lie side by side,
like sheep. If you treat them like couches,
you can smarten up your bedroom greatly
by putting one bed along the width of the
room, the other along the length, separating them by a corner table which will
serve as headboard for both and general
utility table.
Or, if you have sufficient
space, you can separate the beds by the
table and stretch them out along the one
wall, head to head, with a table between.
Recently I was confronted with decorating a small bedroom that almost entirely
lacked closet space. This is how I solved
that problem. I shopped until I found a
wonderful break-front desk, which was
tall but not wide. I papered the inside of it
and used the break-front portion behind
its wired doors, as a hat closet. The hats,
sitting there quite visibly on the hat
stands, made a very gay show. The desk
portion I used “as is.” But the drawers
I
used as bureau space for the wife’s

T fortable

lingerie

PROPORTIONED NYLONS

FULL FASHIONED
For Streamlined

From Top

to

Fit

Toe
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'

and

accessories.

But

I

was

still

confronted with the task of figuring out
space where her husband could store his
gear. I finally chanced on an old diningroom buffet. It was narrow, but it did have
several shallow drawers, which are ideal
for shirts, socks and the like. I put a mirror from the top of the buffet straight to
the ceiling, thereby expanding the apparent size of the room.
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I

who

hope you are not one of the women
is sentimental about a dressing table.

Too many girls go romantic at this point,
insisting on pink lights and fluffy ruffles,
thereby eating up bedroom space and
actually ruining their own appearance.
dressing table is no place for flattery.
You should treat it like a workshop. Place
your rnirror in the harshest possible light.
You do not have to have a large mirror,
but you need a shelf of some sort, sufficient
for all your powder-spilling and rougestaining. That is the main reason that I
abhor dressing tables as such. I think they
should be abandoned in favor of making
up under a cold, merciless light in the bath
or dressing room. You can’t hurt the bath-

A

room tiles when you spill powder on them,
but you can gradually ruin the bedroom
carpets that way. I actually know a star
who has a dressing table entirely covered
with white quilted satin even the drawers
are lined with it. With her income, I
guess she can afford having it eternally

—

cleaned but I shivered when I saw it,
knowing not only the overhead it must
continually represent, but the nuisance.
But if you will follow my advice, you will
have a drawer reserved in your bathroom
for your make-up. You will make
there, and keep your bedroom tidy
unlittered by cosmetics.
1

A

“CHAISE LONGUE” seems

to

me

up
and
in a

with dressing tables. I think they
are silly and dated, but if you have one left
over from your great aunt’s estate, cut it in
half. This way the upper half will make an
excellent conifortable chair, the lower half
a nice ottoman which you can move about
as you wish, and you will completely
escape the ridiculoixs look of the old chaise.
As for colors in the bedroom, while I
like them to be serene, clear colors I see
no reason why they have to be pinky-pink
or angel-blue. Recently I did a bedroom
in milk-chocolate brown and milk-white,
which turned out delightfully. I feel that
bedspreads, comforters that probably lie
folded at the foot of your bed, and window hangings should be in the same general color scheme, and I think that two
colors are quite enough. But there is no
law that these colors have to be “dainty”
ones. Your color choice is another opportunity to express your “bedroom individuality.” Personally I prefer blankets and
comforters in solid colors, but flowered or
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There

was, not so long ago, a certain “great
lover” in Hollywood who always dressed
his bed in black satin sheets.
I leave
you with that thought, even
while I suggest you come into the kitchen
with me—here in Photoplay next month.
I shall have a couple of thousand words to
say to you on this subject.
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Jigsaw Romance
(Continued -from page 49) pected turn.
As it happened, Lana Turner herself is
largely responsible for the present state
of affairs, although the previously introduced Corinne Calvay plays a major role
one overlooked by the usually alert
reporters. For had not Ty dated Corinne,
he would have missed the first glimpse of
Linda Christian that day in the Bel-Air
lobby.
It was, however, Lana Turner herself
who eventually performed the official introduction of Linda Christian to Tyrone
Power on the set of “Green Dolphin
Street.” Lana, the star, ironically had no
idea that Linda, the bit player, was soon
to become the girl most likely to become
Mrs. Power. For at the time, Lana entertained ideas of this sort herself.
Here, as in the most engaging stories,
things were not what they seemed. If Lana
had any thought of a rival, the thought

—

was about Corinne Calvay. Not long beLana had bumped into Corinne at a
party and an accident had occurred which
caused an epidemic of powder-room gossip
fore,

of the usual sort.

Lana,

carrying

a

hot silver

coffeepot,

had accidentally brushed against Corinne’s
arm. Corinne had gasped with pain. Lana
had apologized. But Corinne and certain
others of the guests were convinced that
incident was no accident. They interpreted
an abrupt warning from Lana to
it as
Corinne an ultimatum delivered by a
direct look in the eyes following an inad-

—

been given the customary studio scolding,
and everyone assumed that her romance
with Ty was at the same fever pitch.
But was it?
Subsequent events seem to prove otherwise.

Lana later gave a beautiful farewell
party for Ty on the eve of his flying trm
across the ocean. And newspapers were
filled with stories about their romance and
what would happen on his return. But
examination since reveals that these were

empty

speculations.

is

usual, before a breakup between two
people
supposedly deeply in love,
friends are on one side or the other and
the best interests of those concerned are
a secondary matter. When Ty did not stop
in New York to greet Lana, who, according to the newspapers was waiting for him
eagerly, the headline romance that had
grown out of all proportions blew up. In
its wake came such revelations as the “in-

^

mutual friend had telephoned Ty while he was in Rome to report
that Lana had been furiously dating other
side” story that a

men in his absence.
No one stopped to

think that the love

between Lana and Ty might have cooled
before he left the country. And, as no one
stopped to think, Lana was believed to
have fallen in love with Bob Topping on
the rebound.
There is the

of Ty’s new
as interesting evi-

mute evidence

home on Roxbury Drive

vertent act. Also, a story gained circulation soon after this, that Lana had called
Corinne on the telephone and frankly told
her to stay away from Ty.
If this were actually the case, neither

dence in this case. The modern decorations
which were being installed as sort of a
“Lana Turner project” had hardly begun
before Ty lost interest. Suddenly, on his
return, the modem theme changed. Deco-

Lana nor Corinne need have wasted their
animosity. The atom-like bombardment of
events had already gone beyond that,
though none of the principals were yet
aware of what was going on.
Over a year ago, while Lana was still
working in “Green Dolphin Street,” Ty
left for Mexico and location scenes for
“Captain from Castile.” It may have been
coincidence that Linda Christian was on
a trip to Mexico City to visit her mother
at the same time. An inspired fiction writer
could dream up no better twist of fate
than to make Lana suddenly aware of a
threat to her romance with Ty. Certainly
that would be a better explanation than
any so far given for her hurried flight
south of the border to see Ty a trip that

rators

—

postponed production on her picture because of a delayed return.
When Lana did come back there was a
rash of stories to the effect that she had

were now suggesting fine European
The color scheme for the living
room, once in tones of black and gold, became deep green. Other changes were bepieces.

ing

made

in the den, in the upstairs

master

bedroom and guest rooms.

And very much in evidence now was
Linda Christian, the girl in whom Tyrone
Power first found interest one evening in
the lobby of the Bel-Air hotel.
Not unkindly, people in Hollywood are
now asking Who is Linda Christian?
There are varying stories. One is that
she came to Hollywood as an eager little
starlet with hardly more than a single
dress and a pair of sheer stockings one of
the many girls whose ambition leads them
to gamble a supposedly dull life, security
and happiness back home against the
bright promise of a career and riches.
Linda is said to have once been under
contract to a famous actor who became

—
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enamoured of her shortly after her arrival.
She is said to have had many beaus and
to have been prominent on what is known
as the “night club circuit.”

The truth

is this. Linda, half Dutch and
Mexican, was raised and educated
abroad where she travelled extensively
with her father who is an oil company
executive. She speaks a half dozen languages, and her intelligence has been
questioned by the flip set of Hollywood
because she is reserved and quiet at parties. This opinion is underscored by many
because she frequently is gay a superb
dancer, an excellent swirpmer and when
it comes to fun, she can be as noisy as

half
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motion picture career.
There is something else of the utmost
importance in considering Linda as Ty’s
future mate.
Earlier, Ty’s interest seems to have been
in older women.
Everywhere, from the
studio to the confines of his private life,
Ty has been subjected to what can best be
called a “junior treatment.” The war

changed that. When he returned after his
highly competent job as a Marine during
the war, some people didn’t quite understand him. Ty was definitely the boss of
Tyrone Power and as a consequence was
no one to take orders from any woman, no
matter how delicate the attempt to lead
him into those familiar channels.
There is not today any man more sure of
himself or of what he wants than Tyrone
Power or any man more capable of achieving what he wants.

Very soon he

When Ty was

will be on his
in Europe last

way

to Italy.

year he was

so impressed and interested by the Italian
film industry, and liked the Italian people
so much, that he resolved to return as
quickly as was possible.
On this trip he will make a picture
called “Prince of Foxes.”
He may also
produce a picture of his own there.
Linda Christian, more than likely, will

be with him.
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At first under contract to RKO Linda
was dropped. Then she went to Metro.
There is no truth to the rumor that Lana
insisted that she wouldn’t work on the
same lot if Linda remained there. A studio
of such great prestige, and a girl like Lana,
are above such petty politics. Linda never
having lacked money, simply has never
been too much interested in pursuing a
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The Young Idea
(Continued from page 51) “For they can
be worn over and over, of course,” Loretta
“They’re unrelated
explains delightedly.
to any mode.”
The large families from which both
Loretta and Tom come are undoubtedly
responsible for the pattern of their lives
Beautiful as their big house is,
today.
filled with the antiques Loretta loves to
collect, it isn’t remotely a museum or a
proper background for a movie star. It’s
And it’s always
the Tom Lewis house.
filled with their children, who are not little
robots trained to a frazzle but healthily
rambunctious, and their myriad playmates.
Like mothers everywhere, Loretta makes
the children’s clothes. When she is not in
invariably spends the
procfuction she
mornings in her upstairs sitting room. And
as she cuts the play-clothes she delights in
making for the boys, Judy and herself,
Judy, almost thirteen now, works contentedly beside her.
I remember so well when her last baby,
Peter, was christened. Loretta didn’t have
Josie
a big party, only close friends.

Wayne, John Wayne’s ex-wife was
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will

be beaming at you in just a minute. You
“He has to hold Peter,
wait,” she said.
for you know Peter can’t stand up alone
and walk about as you do.”
Then, quietly, Loretta gave Tom his cue.
The nurse took the baby and Christopher,
his young ego saved, beamed.
It always surprises me, I must say, to
find Loretta impulsive, even more impulsive than her Tom. Tom has so much enthusiasm, such an enchanting gift for

words and a sense of humor which lifts
and sparkles so that you expect him to be
Instead it’s
the one to go overboard.
Loretta of the quiet and measured voice

and mannerisms who forgets to be careful.
And who remembers, endearingly, what a
wonderful thing friendship can be.
Not long ago a friend who had lost
someone dear and near was surprised to
have her telephone ring at half past eleven
one evening. Tom Lewis’s voice came over
the wire. “Helen,” he said. “Loretta and
I were just sitting here talking about you.
Loretta said ‘So do
I said ‘I love that gal!’
I.
Let’s call her up and tell her so!’ So
this is the Lewises saying ‘We love you!’
Now go to sleep.” The phone clicked. And
the friend, who had been having a bad
time before the phone rang, feeling much

went

4.
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Hollywood 28,

oretta

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

all

back twisting!

washing!

there.

She’s Christopher’s godmother. Dr. Frank
Griffin, Christopher’s godfather, was there,
too, with his wife Irene Dunne, Peter’s
Of course, Loretta’s sisters
godmother.
and their husbands came: Sally Blane and
Norman Foster, Georgianna and Ricardo
Montalban, Polly Ann and Carter Herman.
And naturally, Loretta’s mother, Mrs.
Belzer.
Christopher, who adores his father, was
a little jealous when Tom held the baby
cheek for a photograph.
against his
“Mommy,” he said to Loretta, “couldn’t you
get Daddy to forget new brother a little.”

patted his cheek.
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to sleep.

There’s also the Sunday that Loretta,
coming out of church, saw a boy on a
bicycle knocked down by a passing moThe motorist stopped and picked
torist.
the boy up. But, satisfied no harm had
been done, he then drove on. Loretta
wasn’t so sure.
“I’m Mrs. Lewis,” she said.
“Let me
drive you and your bicycle home.”
The boy was white and shaky as he got
into her car and before they had gone far
she noticed his eyes had a blank look. So,
because her home was nearer than the
address the boy had given her, she took
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She had scarcely gotten him on
the couch in the den and covered him with
a blanket when he had a convulsion. She
didn’t lose her head for an instant. “This
boy has had a concussion I’m afraid,” she

the most

world

the

^98

money.

the

for

him

$7... 7

$10. ..7

2 for 7.85

there.

Komb-

UJflGnER
s,

told her maid. “You call our pediatrician
and I’ll get his family.”
The boy, taken to the hospital, recovered
in due time.
His family were properly
grateful. But, as Tom tried to point out to
Loretta, it might have been a very different
story.

Kleaned

Sweeper

-

“Another time,” he suggested, “do not
handle the whole matter yourself, please.
Call a policeman.
You might have been
in a very unhappy predicament had the

boy not recovered, or had his parents
chosen to disbelieve your version of what
happened.”

(juaroDteed by ^
Good Housekeeping

Loretta listened to Tom, wide-eyed. She
nodded sagely. “I promise to remember
all you have told me,” she said.
“But I do

not promise

will do
act just as
I

it.

My

1948
AOVtRHSCO

The only

conscience

move
keep

his head. “All I can do,” he says, “is hope
that little bicyclists and motorists will
hereafter refrain from catapulting into

each other

Loretta

if

is

MOV-O-MATIC Combs that

ented

demanded I
I did and it might
demand the same thing again.”
Tom, telling about this incident, shakes

E. R.

carpet sweeper with pat-

in

it

and out of the brush to
Sweeps faster—easier.

c/eaM.

WAGNER MFG.

CO., Dept.

MW, Milwaukee 9,Wis

within hearing

distance.”

ORETTA

and Tom are one of those
divine married couples who operate on
the same beam and, consequently, have a
lot of fun together. You always find them
with some intense interest. Right now,
they’re talking about the new house they
plan to build. “It will be modern,” they say,
wearing the beatific expression children
get on Christmas Eve, “and big enough to
.”
accommodate a growing family
Tom thinks Loretta’s career is wonderful.
He can afford to, since he’s a successful advertising man himself.
In fact
I
doubt Tom would turn a hair if, by
char^^, he was called “Mr. Young.” But
should the time ever come when Loretta’s
career meant worry and tension and un-

I
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.
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happiness he would calmly call a halt to it.
This is not likely to happen, however,
for both Tom and Loretta have a fine instinct for keeping their lives in order.
Also they both like people so well that
people give their best to them and their
lives are simplified accordingly. They both
have the same respect for a job well done
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Loretta has changed. And inenough this change dates from
her marriage to Tom. Which brings me
to my theory
Loretta, you know, has not had an easy
life.
She has worked ever since she was
At seventeen, she
fourteen years old.
eloped with Grant Withers her impulsiveness again and the marriage had to
be annulled. After that there were one or
two love affairs that didn’t work out too
happily. But through it all, Loretta was
consc'^ntious in the studios and always
she m.'^naged to accept what had happened
without bitterness. It was as if she knew
unhappy chapters are inevitable in any
story and that if you keep going you’ll
eventually come to a clearing. This added
immeasurably to her personal growth, of
course, giving her greater depth, greater
understanding, sharpening her sense of
humor and coloring her personality.
It was not, however, until Loretta found
herself secure because she was in love
with and loved by a man with a strength
and integrity that matched her own that
she dared give expression to the new
woman she had learned to be and so became not only a more important person
but a far greater actress.
Keep going and you’ll keep growing
that’s the Young idea.
repeat.
terestingly

.
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in beautiful
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Life in the

Doghouse

(Continued from page 66)

toward their

landlord and lodged no complaint with
Rent Control. They have been provided
a villa better suited to their domestic purposes than the lofty atelier which obviously was designed for biped artists.

The Cooper collection is worthy of a
room in the Hall of Art in Beverly. Mrs.
Cooper’s only preparation was art class in
and gallery gadding abroad,
but she has range and natural style.
Maria’s chef-d’oeuvre is a majestic fir
tree so suggestive of Christmas that the
Beartist fell to dreaming and daubing.
fore she could hang ornaments on it her
colleagues decided to suspend her until
she had recovered her aesthetic balance.
Though out of the doghouse, Maria is not
depressed.
She’s a bouncing vision of
smiles as she returns with school books
girls schools

from Marymount, the Sisters school.
Gary has an impressive group of marines
and landscapes. A canvas of a New England house, the home of Veronica’s mother
at Southhampton, Long Island, has a sharp
definition suggesting Grant Wood, the Iowa
painter.
It was at Grinnell in Iowa that
Gary studied art.
No one knows who started the art epidemic in Hollywood. If the germ could
lie
dormant twenty-three years Gary
might be the carrier. When he arrived
from Montana in 1925 it was assumed he
was a rancher. He was long, silent and
sinewy, with distinction of bearing and a
face moulded to suit camera or sculptor.
His eyes, electric blue, were wary as a
stag’s and penetrating as a pneumatic drill.
But it’s the mouth by which man and
horse is judged. Gary’s was designed for
poet or artist. Women thought it was de-

LIGHT AS A

FEATHER
but good and- firm
it

comes

when

to controlling

unruly waist and hips
.

.
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Bestform’s nylon

girdle with wonderful

nylon elastic panels for
the smoothest line.

Side talon. At good
stores everywhere. In

nude, white and blue.
In two lengths:
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Style
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He aroused that prehensile instinct which they choose to call
signed for them.
maternal.

There was a rumor that he was an

artist.

DUPO^

This was ignored. Hollywood in the mad
twenties thought academic art had reached
its zenith in September Morn.
Gary came to Los Angeles with no
thought of cinematic art. For five years
he had been a cartoonist on a Montana
paper. He wanted to proceed to painting.
But he could find no job as illustrator by
which to earn frijoles. Soon he was starving like a Navajo.
Hearing that movie
extras were fed on location, he lifted his
dwindling frame onto a horse and rode
into a whinny opera. He gave no heed to
the camera but lavished his charm on the
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mess detail. That night he slept, well-fed,
on the ground rolled up in a blanket with
the Chinese cook.

mail frem Haifywoad!

Order

When Gary
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4 2-Piece Peasant Pet!

flattering,

glamorous

TWO-

PIECE peasant costume you've ever
seen! Blouse is fine WHITE eyeletembroidered batiste, trimmed with ribbon that matches the skirt. (You’ll love
the low neck and puff sleeves!) Skirt is
rich rayon, ever so full, with wide band of
ribbon-trimmed eyelet at the hem. EVERY
woman can wear this Hollywood style!
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payment
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(Circle

your

as “straightening up.”

chief fault is stubbornness,” says
Veronica. She agrees it’s a good fault,

siderate and forthright in the manner of
the well-bred, capable of adjusting to any
group. The term socialite, as connoted by
the plastic droops of roto and screen, suits
her no better than Bobbed Hair Bandit.
She would prefer the latter, being livelier.
Rookies of Ft. MacArthur with whom she
danced and shot the breeze as a
during the war like to refer intimately to
her as “Rocky.”
nickname from her
school days, she doesn’t like it much now,
being a matron who each Sunday accom-

6402 Hollywood Boulevard

I

in a play-

When Gary married Veronica Balfe after
remaining a wary stag for ten years in
Hollywood, the ladies of the press clucked
in alarm: “Would Cowboy Gary be overhauled by Park Avenue Socialite?”
The labels were inaccurate. Veronica
enjoyed the advantages wealth provides in
way of schools and travel. She is con-

Dept. 156,
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it is
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gmy eo-ep6402crmiymoo
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now
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relaxes

house reached from the doghouse by
hedged paths tortuous as an old world
laurel maze. At first glimpse the interior
appears a mad merger of hunting lodge,
Cluny Musee and Western Costume Company.
Specimens of his African safari
stare at you from the walls with more
antlers than Hedda has hats to hang on.
The room is a jamboree of guns, games,
skis, rackets and trophies. A Jap wing
cannon rests on the floor beside a camouflaged parachute, sent by admirers. On the
mantel an electric train threatens to crash
the defenseless rears of porcelain hunting
dogs. Of all Coop’s trophies the one affecting a man the most is a wife who does not
mess things by that business known to

size)
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Colors: Black
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panies Maria to church.
No more does Gary deserve the romantic
designation of cowboy.
The nearest he
came to cows was on the family ranch near
Helena where he was sent to recoup from
a car smash. He was a heller on wheels
and horses from an infant when he rode
a red pony named Winker. Like Veronica
he enjoyed social advantages.
He was
well-born and well-bred. His father was
a state supreme court judge. When Gary
was nine he was sent to school at Dunstable in England. He finished high school
in Montana and went to Grinnell College
where he chose art as his vocation.
Pictures made him a professional WestHis first star picture was “The
erner.
Westerner.” He has made fifty-five, mostly
Western or in American pioneer tradition.
From these such profanity as “Gee Whisk-

FEEL
HEAVEIVLY

comes natural-like.
likes to go to hoe-downs where he
can be comfortable in old clothes. Whitetie-and-tails are regarded for dukes emd
dark ages. Veronica did not have to make

ers”

He
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race in at the library windows the instant
guests arrive and stand on their hind legs
to embrace you.
No one yells “Down!”
Gretel, who missed championship honors
by eight points and two missing teeth, lost
in social activities about the grounds, sits
in the laps of guests, the perfect socialite.
Gary’s pattern for success was figured
out long ago.
He believes people are
idealists and if an actor wants to be liked

he must measure up to an ideal. He must
be genuine, on the level, “a right guy.”
A “right wife” helps of course, one who
paints and hunts with you and doesn’t

drug

[

Greaseless Suppository Gives

straighten things up.

The End

Continuous Medication For Hours

—

57 Maple, Albany, Wis.

Dr. R. Schiffmann’s
a faithful friend to thousands of asthmatics. The easy, dependable
way to lick the distress of asthma attacks
— powder, cigarette or pipe mix form.
Economical, too-no expensive sprays-just

Asthmador

this higher

French landscape by Pierre Bonnard
above the fireplace. In other rooms there
are canvases by Bonnard, Bellows, Georgia
O’Keefe, and Max Weber, who is their
favorite American painter.
The high social tone of the Coopers is
probably set by Arno and Gretel. They

Don't mistake eczema

non-staining

take advantage of

design. From the long windows of the living room there is a vista of lawn extending
to huge willow hanging like a mist over
an aquamarine pool. To the right above
the hedges the tower of Marymount holds
up the crucifix against the sky.
The library is mellow with wood panelling and gilt leather volumes. There is a
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work

finished

Sam” he and Veronica went hunting in
Idaho with Ernest and Mary Hemingway.
“We got some birds,” he said indiffergave a glowing description of
Snake River canyon, deeper than Grand
Canyon, with three little green ranches at
bottom reached only by boat. Like chum
Hemingway he hunts with the eye of an

EYE-GENE

gentle. 25^, 60ff,

$1 eye-dropper

When Gary

YOUNG WIVES!

ently, then

Dull morning

relieve, rest,
refresh, clear them in seconds.

or

whereby she would hunt with him
he would go social.
“I do not hunt,” says V. stubborn as G.
“I go along.
I am a good sheet shot but I
will not kill an animal.”
a deal
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easily inserted. They instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and continue to do so for
hours. Yet Zonitors are safe to the
most delicate tissues. They are positively non-irritating, non-burning,
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stores

non-poisonous.
Leave No Tell-Tale Odor

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard you against infection. They kill every germ they touch.
You know it’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract.
BUT YOU CAN BE SURE Zonitors immediately kill every reachable germ and
keep them from multiplying. Buy
Zonitors at any drugstore.
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Gold Medal Party

Your Shoes
are Showing!

{Continued from page 53) Magazine’s Gold
Medal Awards,” is being shown in 5000
theaters throughout the United States
right now.
Crowds jammed the hotel lobby to watch
the arrival of Ingrid Bergman, Claudette
Colbert, Loretta Young, June Allyson,
Lauren Bacall, Dick Powell, Humphrey
Bogart, the Alan Ladds, the Larry Parkses,
the Bill Holdens and many more.
The crowds cheered loudly for A1 Jolson whose life was the basis for the winning picture, “The Jolson Story.”
With other honored guests, A1 and
Larry Parks were seated on the dais; the
“Face” and the “Voice” of “The Jolson
Story,” a unique team in the annals of
motion picture history and a winning one.
There, representing Macfadden Publications, and to give the awards, were Herb
Drake, Vice President, and Fred Sammis,
Photoplay’s Editorial Director. In a brief

welcoming address Fred Sammis reminded
those present that the Gold Medal Awards,
which started back in 1919, are the oldest
awards in the film industry and that they
represent the choice of 60,000,000 people
the movie-going public You.
Officiating as master of ceremonies. Jack
Benny presented the awards
and
bon mots.
By way of introduction he remarked that

—

F.^hnrrossina.'*"’* '^L

.

ShinolA

.

.

he didn’t really know why he was present.
“I’m getting nothing
nothing but the
little I make on the concessions
and
that’s not much
what with the high
cost of towels and whisk brooms.” He reminded all that his pictures, too, were not
without distinction. “ ‘The Horn Blows at
Midnight’ is still playing ... in Palestine.
The Arabs are using it for propaganda,”
he said.
.

.

.

.

.

uooi»
iMO<

.

.

.

graciously accepted

Gold Medal, the second she has re-

ceived. Loretta
the citation for

Young was

delighted with

“The Farmer’s Daughter.”

And June

Allyson, cute as a pixie in a
“Gibson Girl” evening gown, went forward
for her award as one of the winning five

Claude Jarman Jr., taller but with
the same sincere, winning smile, accepted
the citation for “The Yearling.” The screen’s
“Tough Guys,” Alan Ladd and Humphrey
Bogart, approached the stage modestly for
their awards, each politely willing to allow
the other to go first.
To Larry Parks and Evelyn Keyes went
honors for “The Jolson Story.” Sidney
Skolsky, received an award as producer of
the picture. Harry Cohn, President of
Columbia Pictures, accepted the Gold
Medal for the winning film. Describing his
part in the production as “Just an innocent bystander,” he paid tribute to Larry
Parks for his excellent performance, to
Skolsky, for his endurance and drive
throughout the entire production, to Sidney Buchman for his invaluable assistance
and to A1 Jolson, for living the life that
made possible “The Jolson Story.”
In a voice choking with emotion, Jolson
actresses.

WITH SHINOIA.
•EM SHINING

MATERNITY
FASHIONS
Young Mother-to-Be
FOR

SUMMER

dresses, suits, playclothes.

beachwear. Also Maternity
lingerie and corsets.

YOUR MATERNITY SHOP

Inc..

WRITE FOR
FREE CATALOG

Dept. F-2. 251 W. 40tti SL,

New York

18

was the first time in all his
show business that he had been
ored with an award; that he was
cially appreciative because it came
said this
in

a sad sight to see beautiful
blonde hair lose its golden loveliness and gradually turn dark and
dull! And the pity of it is that
blondes can so easily escape this
tragic loss of beauty— if they would
only realize that blonde hair must have special care.
Smart blondes now keep their hair light, soft and

shiny by shampooing with new, wonderful BLONDEX
made for blonde hair only. Helps keep light hair
from darkening— brings back the bright golden gleam
to even the most faded and discolored blonde hair.
Safe to use, fine for children’s hair. Try BLONDEX

home tonight. It’s the world's largest selling blonde
shampoo. At 10c, drug and department stores.
at
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years

honespe-

from
the people.
you
There against the background of statuesque white columns, red velvet drapes
and the big Gold Medal plaque, A1 sang the
.

What

same

.

.

nostalgic

numbers

that

made him

the

Winter Garden back in 1911.
It
was a golden anniversary for A1
and another for Photoplay’s
Jolson
annual Gold Medal Awards, thanks to
hit of the
.

.

I
started using Kyron and the Kyron diet I
weighed 155 pounds. Now I’ve lost 35 pounds. I feel
so much younger and gayer. My husband can't get over
the change in me."

.

NGRID BERGMAN
I her

When

.

you, the public, whose votes decide this,
the only yearly poll which expresses the
People’s Choice.

The End

CLINICAL TESTS PROVE KYRON
PLAN SAFE AND EFFECTIVE
If you’d like to regain that youthful girlish figure,
see what happens with the 7-Day Kyron Plan. Try it
just 7 days. If results don’t delight you, your money

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

refunded.
SAFE. The Kyron plan does not require you to swallow dangerous reducing drugs. It enables you to cut
down your food without causing vitamin and mineral
deficiency. Kyron Tablets, containing important nutrients, help overcome such deficiency. It is this food
regimen that helps bring about reduction in weight.
is

7-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY! Just send name and

address

When package arrives, pay postman
$3.00 plus postage. Or send $3.00 with order we
will pay postage. If not satisfied after 7-day trial,

on postcard.

—

return empty package and your
Mail that postcard today.

KYRON
3159

money

is

refunded.

DISTRIB. CORP.» Dept. 5-E

W. Roosevelt Road, Chicago

]

12, 111.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting

You?

Immediate
Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of Ingrown nail. OUTGRO toughens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis*
comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.
Whitehall Pharmacal Co., Dept. M WG, N.Y. 16, N.Y.

The Children's Hour

You ’re

(Continued from page 45) plans to knock
on her mother’s door bright and early. In
her chubby hands she’ll carry her present
wrapped in tissue and sort of tied with
string. Coleen will open her present very
And duly admire
solemnly, of course.
Susan’s finger-painting efforts one black
smudge proudly placed in the corner of a

glamour-

ously, alluringly

—

feminine in your

Merry-Go-Round

—

bra. Patented

Susie showed

Circular Stitching,

this masterpiece she shifted from one
foot to the other. “It’s lovely,” I sighed. “I
think so,” she said gravely. “It’s Mother.”

faggoted seams

large sheet of paper.

When

me

plus bias, plus

In an atmosphere made gay and noisy by
two boys, Ruth Hussey and her husband
Bob Longnecker will celebrate with a
back-yard picnic. Both Robbie, three years
old, and John Williams Longnecker, eleven
months old, are happier when they’re close
and so are their parents.
to home
John Williams, you know, is the cause of
Ruth having left the “State of the Union”
cast in which she was such a hit. She still
cherishes the scroll (given her by her
friends in the show) which starts off:
“We’re sorry to hear you are leaving the
show, but we are glad you are introducing

accentuate the small

bust

— minimize

the full bust.

—

a

new

character in the

drama

called life.”

For Gale Storm’s Mothers’ Day present,
her husband Lee Bonnell has bought some
beautiful lizard -skin luggage.
The three
boys “paid” for the luggage by giving their
father 121 pennies for the overnight bag,
62 pennies for the make-up kit and five
pennies for a new compact. Needless to
say, the boys had all received penny banks

nm PAR

Christmas, and Mothers’ Day fits in
with the Bonnells’ attempt to teach the
youngsters the value of money.
for

At the Jess Barker-Susan Hayward
household, the twins, now three years old,
are fondly referred to as “the men.” It’s
always “Let the men go wash their hands,”
or, “The men are about to finish their dinner.” This Mothers’ Day “the men” will be
introduced to what this dignified name
implies.
Jess will take them to the local
theater
purchase tickets
to
(matinee
of course). Each will then buy a box of
candy and the two orchids which will
form their mother’s corsage. Dressed in
their first long pants, they will present all
their loot to their mother and solemnly
ask her to be their guest.
Eve Arden will celebrate Mothers’ Day
by adopting a baby sister, Connie, for little
Liza who is now almost four.
Together
Liza and Eve will shop for the baby’s first
bottle and her first meal, to be made from
the strict formula supplied by Connie’s,
doctor. Liza will have the honor of feeding Connie her first bottle.
A sentimental town, Hollywood. One
of the most sentimental in the world.
Mothers’ Day proves it!

Figure problem? For FREE booklet, J'your Hew Guide to Bustline Beauty,”
Fifth Avenue, New York i, N. Y.
write Dept. MA-6, Peter Pan,
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Countless success '*case histories" in my files
prove conclusively that applied charm can
overcome any woman’s stumbling blocks!
Business or Model Career.^ Romance? Marriage? Social and
Club Success? No matter who you are, home or career girl,
1
I
can really help you if you'll enroll for my easy, time-tested
Home Study Course. An exciting future, changing your everyday life. A new personality, everything you want can be yours!

The End
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Get these

fascinating secrets, then you'll

want

FLOATING SHIFT, famous exclu-
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Posture and Body co-ordina.
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Write
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ALL

AROUND FRAME, surrounds

and protects mechanism.
I
®
Kathryn Grayson, in “That’s
gives

you a gay peek

at the

My Johnnie,”

Dept.P,
i

P.O.Box 1071, Hollywood 28,

Calif.
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Booklet.
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I
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Mistakes Hollywood Girls

THOUSANDS AGREE

Make With Men
IT'S
(Continued from page 72)

who make

“BC” FOR HEADACHES
Powder—

Tablet or
the

same FAST

relief

Everywhere you hear it “BC”
please! For headaches, neuralgic
pains and minor muscular aches.
The wonderful combination of
fast-acting ingredients in the
“BC” formula quickly soothes.
Tablet or powder — take your
choice.

Two

tablets

equal one

glamour men

a business of taking stars out

— and

it is a business:
Knowing all the
head-waiters, all the wrong answers to
the right questions. These men are attractive. You
can go out with them,
dance with them, laugh with them, even
be good friends, but to fall madly in love
with them is, let’s face it, a grave mistake. These men care for only one person,
“ME.” Falling in love with them is tantamount to asking for a stone wall against
which to bang your pretty head.
Being too concerned with glamour men
is,
however, a mistake Hollywood girls
make mostly because they haven’t much
choice. I should know.
Being a picture actress means a different kind of dating. As an actress in Hollywood, I don’t date the kind of men I
would date in my home town, which is
West Orange, New Jersey. The kind of
young man I would meet in West Orange,
New Jersey, a nice, normal, average
American, doesn’t really want to date me.
Average American young men are afraid
of movie actresses. It’s not that they put
you on a pedestal exactly, it’s that they
sort of, well, segregate you.

N

Hollywood

go out occasionally with

I

I a young college man of about twentyeight. He is in the agency business. He
handles writers and has nothing to do
with the stars so he has the nice, normal,
average-man approach to us>
One evening he was taking me to dinner
at, as usual, some fashionable place.
.

Are you getting Nylon satisfaction?
Never before have you been able
to get these sheer yet amazingly
long-wearing NYLONS, with exclusive patented features, direct
from us ... at direct prices that
mean big savings! Send postal for
color samples and direct prices,
all styles... NOW!

TEL-A-FREND HOSIERY CO.
36S

Dept.M.

Ave.,New York

Fifth

1

ENDS
GRAY
HAIR
WORRIES
SECONDS
IN 5

PARTIN?.

Quick, easy Tintz Touch-ap
Pencil colors gray, faded hair
at roots, parting, temples.
Like lipstick. In metal swivel
case. Won’t rub off, but washes

TEMPieS,

out.

SEND NO MONEY,

postman on

Deposit with

delivery SOc or $1 for 2 plus
tax and C. O. D. postage on
guarantee of satisfaction or
Money Back. Stale shade:

Dark Brown. Dark Warm Brown. Med. Brown. Light
Brown. Auburn or Blonde. Mail order now to:
CO.. Dept. 5-A. 205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago I, 111.
Black,

TINTZ

V

ITAMIZE YOURSELF
This Simple Easy Way
Laboratory-tested formula to balance

y^our diet, promote well-being. Specially enriched. 100 tablets, 100-day supply, postpaid on

cash with order or sent C.O.D. Moneyback guarantee. Order today ... ^
VITA-VIMZ . . J. H. Heist Co., ^

2^

.

1238 E. 46th

Chicago

St.,

15,

111.

.

Driving down Sunset Boulevard, he
mentioned that a party was going on in
the home of some kids he knew. I said,
“Let’s go there instead of to a night club.”
said, “It would bore
sitting around eating
playing records.” “I want

Looking uneasy, he
you.

I’m

Free Booklet — The Marvel Co.. 11 East

St..

New

Haven. Ct.

afraid,

hamburgers,

DON’T BUY DIAMONDS!!

to go,” I insisted and we went. There was
a sort of quiet when I came in. I devoted
whole evening to breaking the ice to
tb

and

smithereens

was rewarded by

date telling me, later, that the
said, “She’s so normal.” Sort of
ing to have kids your own age
that you are normal.
It means they think of you

Wear
Wear

sellings.

Zircons mounted

in

stunning solid

Genuine blue-while diamond

confidence. Stales for

Bonded Jewelers.

fire

men and women. Write
Dept.

f2,

and
for

gold
color.

FREE

17 East 48 St.. N. Y. IT

FOR me REU^
OF SINUS PAIN,
Hay Fever, Head Colds and Catarrh
IN USE FOR 10 YEARS
Many satisfied customers from coast to coast.
• A proven home remedy. • Easy to use.

SINUS AID

to

age group is
mistake with the nice young men (scares
’em to death!), it is, also, to be unhappy

in

CATALOG.

my

kids had
frightensurprised

as being
be different from your
not only to make a great

and

“different”

inexpensive Bonded

or platinum

• Contains no harmful ingredients. • Mailed
postpaid for only $3.25. No C.O.D. orders.

GENERAL MEDICINAL CO.

\

815 Stephenson Bldg,

e

Detroit 2,

/

Michigan

yourself.

Men

resent the independence a career

make no mistake about that.
Hollywood career, perhaps more
than any other, gives a girl such a sense

cant

gives a
And a

afford

of importance that it’s only human now
and then for her to feel that the world
revolves about her. If she is the star
of the picture work on the set depends

girl,

—

CORNS

/

can you?"

appearance

Com Plaster. Instantly, shoe-pressure pain is stopped Nupercaine*, exclusive with Blue- Jay relieves surface pain
gentle medication loosens hard ‘core’
you just lift it out in a few days!’’ In 3
sizes
Standard, Little Toe, Soft Corn.
Get Blue-Jay today.

mistake of carrying this into their personal living. Most men, the nice ones, have
no capacity whatsoever for taking on a

!

—

"America’s Largest Selling

Corn Plaster”
•fUg. a.

S. Pat. Off. by Ciba

Mxmsimsmm
Division of The Kendall

Chicago 16

Company

Sometimes Hollywood

career

girls

make

the

girl.

When

I

FOODS* GROCERIES* SOAPS* etc.

of

SEND NO MONEY!

Rush name aod address for
biR AssortmenC of Foocis. Groceries. Soaps,
etc. -’full size packages. Yours
FREE . . . f.o.D. factory. Show these products
to friends, neightwrs. Take orders for sensational values, more than 200 qual ity products
used in every home. Thousands of others
making Good Money this way every month.,
No experience. Write for Free Assortment.

A^OLUTELY

Street
ZANOL* Richmond
CINCINNATI
OHIO
DEPT. 6036-D

first

came

to

a great deal of a young

Hollywood,

man

I

I

saw

liked very

much. So much, we might have become
very serious. Might even have married,
but he was the type of man who said,
“I am going to support my wife” and
meant it. That I made more money than
he did; the fact that when we went into
a restaurant, it was “How are you. Miss
“How are you, sir ?” he
Caulfield?”
couldn’t surmount.

—

3*

PHOTOGRAPHY
Home

it

activity.

,
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her part in

“Tired husbands don’t deserve frowns. So
the minute a corn appears, I apply a Blue-

Jay

p

on her, the picture and
are publicized, on personal
tours she is the key to all

to a great extent

FREE PRODUCTS
Write for FREE ASSORTMENT

^

Hundreds

^

of

N.Y.I.

Study

graduates are successful professional
P P photographers today. You need no
A
previous experience, no expensive
A ^
A O equipment to train yourself for a
5 F
bright new future. Write today.
E

New York

T

10

West 33

Institute of Photography
Dept. 37. New York I. N. Y.

Street.

EARN SPENDING MONEY
NO OBLIGATION
Just write and ask us to send you 40 of
^
our Religious and Patriotic mottos. Sell
easily at
each. Send us only 25^ for each
one sold, you keep the rest. Remember, you take no
risk. Send no money in advance. Mottos returnable.
I

them

I

I

SELL 40 AND KEEP $4.00
STEPHENS CREDIT SALES, NORMAL, no

A man

wants to get that special table
the restaurant; that special attention
and deference, and if he doesn’t get it
and you.
he’ll resent it
This naturally makes the situation of
at

—

most

girls in

worked
light.

BECOME A DISTRESSING“-'*not
because

Hollywood and most girls in
They have
difficult.

very

theater

the

DOES your DRESSING **know
of

to gain their place in the lime-

—

Deference and attention they have

to accept as their natural due. But
a mistake to rub salt in the wound
by flaunting shop, talking shop, your
shop, all night. After a while it becomes
You are
you you are talking about.
making the deadly mistake of making your
date feel there is no room for him in
your life because there is no room in your

hoiu

now?

»9

PSORIASIS

come
it’s

for anything but yourself.
Don’t be a pudding, of course. When
you feel like expressing an opinion, express it. If you feel strongly about something and know what you are talking
about, come up with it. It is certainly less
of a mistake to be spirited and challenging
than it is to be a junket.
But the smart crack, the wisecrack at
the man’s expense that is the kind of
mistake mistaken girls make to their
dateless sorrow.
In my opinion, that “different” thing, the
“daring” thing that’s the great thing to
avoid. Very occasionally a career girl,
especially in show business, feels she must
attract attention by being different.
I can remember college prom days and
how the “daring” girls, the girls who
stayed out late, took the cocktails, were
always the unhappy girls. Theirs was
the temperament the highs and the lows
life

—

satisfaction-or-money-refunded

—

—that

comes from drinking.
My parents were very strict about drinking. They were so right. They believe, and
so do I, that until you are twenty-one
drinking, if at all, should be done in your
own home. At eighteen, you may be weak

—who

Are you often forced to say, "I know that this
particular dress would do something for me
but I can’t wear it because of these ugly
psoriasis lesions”? Are you deeply distressed
because of this? Then why not do what many
other women similarly situated have done?
Try SIROIL. It may bring you the help you
need. SIROIL tends to remove the crusts and
scales of psoriasis which are external in character and located on the outer layer of
the skin. If or when your psoriasis
lesions recur, light applications of
SIROIL will help keep them under
control. Applied externally SIROIL
does not stain clothing or bed linens,
nor does it interfere in any way with
your daily routine. Try it. Certainly
it’s worth a trial, particularly since it’s
offered to you on a two-weeks’basis.

SIROIL
FOR

Siroil

SALE AT ALL

o?

Canada,

Please send

I

me

Limited,

your

NAME

DRUG STORES

j
I

Write todayfor interesting booklet on Psoriasis, usingco^pon—

—

I

eighteen that’s the age
when you can be so confused. Why add
to it? Besides, if you start going with a
fast-drinking crowd, if you form the
drinking habit in the late teens it’s hard
to break. Not to drink eliminates a lot of
at

isn’t

Dept. M-48, Detroit 26, Mich.
Box 488, Windsor, Ontario
free booklet on PSORIASIS

Siroit Laboratories, Inc.,
j
I

ADDRESS

STATE

ZONE

CITY

pain.

“Men
know'

look
says,

so much rosier,” a
“after a couple of

girl

I

cock-

DETACHES and REMOVES

tails.”

germ -harboring film
FROM MOUTH and THROAT

doubt. But how does the girl with
the couple of cocktails look to the men?
Concerning the popularity of girls who
don’t drink, I know whereof I speak. My
little
sister,
Betty, twenty-one and in
the theater, too, never had a drink in her

No

—

A

It

DISTINCTIVE CLEANSING
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—
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TRUE
DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES
over

all

requiring professional care, Chi-ChesTers Pills, which relax muscular contraction,
tend to give relief from on-edge nerves, headache, cramps, and “let-down” feelings. For best
results start taking them as directed two or
three days before your period.
ganic,

Mutual Stations

Most Leading Druggists Carry

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

READ

the inside stories of famous mysteries, more exciting than fiction, every

month

in

Write for

For

relief from. **periodic functional distresd^

Packed

TRUE DETECTIVE MAGAZINE.

m

Three Convenient

Sizes.
FREE
Illustrated booklet of intimate facts
every woman should know. Mailed in plain

—

wrapper. Write: CHICHESTER CHEMICAL
COMPANY, Dept. 0-5, Philadelphia 46, Pa*

name

of

nearest dealer.
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—
has never smoked a cigarette in her
life and is very popular; is certainly not
considered a stick-in-the-mud. I know
life,

TEETHING PAINS

,

Relieve

Constipation

my

and I have always had
round-table discussions over each and
every date we ever had. Now, my older
sister is married but my younger sister,
Betty, and I carry on. If the date can survive the dissection he is, to quote Kipling,
two

sisters

“A man, my
Matter of

RELIEVED

son!”

fact, I

think

a

it’s

mistake not

have these round-table discussions with
your sisters and your brothers and your
fathers and your mothers
think it’s
an awfully good thing to bring your dates
home; a mistake not to especially if your
parents make home attractive, as mine
to

Pleasantly!
and

Millions like

trust

the "Happy Medium” Laxative
Taking a laxative can really be a
pleasant experience. Prove it to
yourself! Try Ex-Lax
the delicious chocolated laxative. It’s both
pleasant-tasting and easy-acting.
.

.

.

Ex-Lax gets results gently,
yet thoroughly. It is biologically
tested for effective action. Ex-Lax
is not too strong, not too weak, it’s
the “Happy Medium’’ Laxative.
You

will like this

dependable

laxative that many doctors use in
their practice.

Ex-Lax

is

America’s largest-

selling laxative

young and

Economy

—the

old. Still

favorite of
only 10?1 a box.

size, 25^.

When Nature “forgets”.. .remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

WANTED: JEWELRY!
We buy

old or broken jewelry. Cash paid immediately.
Highest prices. Mail us gold teeth, watches, rings,
diamonds, silverware, eyeglasses, old gold, silver,
or
your
Satisfaction
guaranteed
platinum.
etc.
merchandise returned. Write for free information.
Rose Smelting Co., 29-MW East Madison, Chicago

15 Minutes a Day Brings

Amazing New Loveliness
to Throat and Chin!

.

.

.

so that the kids like to come
raid the icebox, play records, dance
did,

dish.

.

.

KHEN your baby

and

.

It also can be a mistake, I think, to be
too popular. Going out with six or seven
boys you become too much the girl-abouttown. Professional models, girls in the
theater and Hollywood find this hard to
avoid, as they get so many invitations

men

not only from the glamour

many

but from

in
to

not to

make

a date

when you

Buy

it

is

from your druggist today

TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

In

if

in

no

I’ve
the shooting of

what-they-did-to-me-on-the-set line. That
gets very dull fare for the male.
I believe in being honest with a man
up to a point. On the other hand, a girl
shouldn’t be an open book to a man. Girls
make a mistake, I think, if they are not a
little

reserved, a little discreet. The chase
the charm, in Hollywood as every-

is still

where

else.

The End

Sagging throats, double chi^ caused by unexercised muscles and

on the gums

OFF Face

other,

learned my lesson. During
a picture, which may be eight weeks, I
never set foot in a night club.
I don’t mean that a girl should be the
cricket on the Mocambo, Romanoff or
Hamburger Heaven hearth every instant
on the instant. In fact, I say beware of
the man who must be kept “interested,” or
in a state of excitement all the time. Just
don’t make the mistake of forcing poor
Joe to put up with temper, temperament,

it

Hair

are

making a

picture!”
this respect,

fifty

enough

usually

DR. HAND’S

myself and know what a mistake it is.
At seven in the morning of a working day,
everything’s fine. But at seven in the
evening, after a hard day on the set, an
argument, perhaps, with your director,
fittings, a couple of interviews, having just
seen the day’s rushes and wishing you
hadn’t, your date arrives giving a hearty
“Hull-oo!” and you think, “The great
is

baby

years. One
for one
for the entire teething period.

bottle

it

thing

and has been used by

specialist

mothers for over

public life who feel it
A necessary
be seen often are too
likely to force themselves to go out when
they’re tired or in low spirits. I’ve done
girls

from

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby

others.

lso,

suffers

teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

in,

Lips • •• Arms • •• Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair.

TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P. O.

Box

4040,

Mdse. Mart, Dept.

689, Chicago. IIL

OFFER— $25
AMAZING
FOR SELLING FIFTY $1.00 BOXES
ot

entirely

different,

Is
new Deluxe AIU

Occasion cards. Each box sells for S1.00«
your profit 50c. It costs nothing
try.

WHte

today.
CHEERFUL CARD CO., DEPT. 0-11, White
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Relieve
Misery oil I lell
Relieve itching caused by eczema,
pimples — other
athlete’s
cooling, medicated
—

flabbiness are smoothed
by its gentle action.

Just use this wonderModel Chin Strap
15 minutes a day, according to directions,
meissaging with throat
ful

cream. The natural movements of your cMn and
neck do the rest. Muscles obtain the exercise they
need; circulation is stimulated. Watch for vast improvement. In weeks you can expect new loveliness.
Fill in the coupon now. Take this definite step
toward new beauty today. The Model Chin Strap
will come to you in a plain wrapper. On arrival pay
postman $1.50 plus postage. If cash accompanies
order, we pay postage. Money back if not satisfied
after 7 days’ trial.

MODEL

COMPANY, Dept. 73
36 South State Street, Chicago 3, Illinois
CHIN STRAP. 1*11
Please send me a
pay postman $1.50 plus postage. (If you send cash,

MODEL

p

postage.)
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an old Caulfield custom! Joan and

her sister Betty always discuss their re-

Address
State

itch-

ing troubles. Use
D.D.D. Prescription. Greasele^ stainless. Quiets itching fast. 35c tiial botof money back. Asfc
tle proves it
your druggist for 0.0.0. Prescription.

of this marvelous Model Chin Strap. Fat and

we pay

.was

.

foot,

neglect begin to vanish
under the gentle action

.

unloved. . .discouraged.Tried many things. .even razors. Then I developed a simple, inexpensive method
that brought satisfactory results. Its regular use helps
thousands retain admiration, love, happiness. My
FREE book about Superfluous Hair explains method,
proves success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also

spective dates. If they survive, they’re in!

Msordlne

,

"My

Bing"

(Continued from page 57) comfortably
furnished with big, deep upholstered furniture in red and green.
It was the “folksiest” room I had been
in in a long time. And I said so. Dixie
laughed, “I’ve just done it over. Originally
it was French and formal and you know
what four boys do to that delicate kind of

The living room is still French
and we used to have beautiful jade figures
around. But they are now all reposing in
the top drawer, broken to bits. Boys,’’ she
sighed, “will wrestle. When I hear awful
noises, furniture overturning, scuffling and
furniture.

New TING

may

—

think ‘There it goes again I’ll
stop it.’ So I rush downstairs or upstairs or
wherever the din is coming from and what
can I do? It’s always Bing right in the
middle of the fracas. He always looks a
little shamefaced, and I think maybe I
ought to t^ke off my slipper and give him
a few wallops, too.”
“Who really does the disciplining in the
family?” I asked.
fighting,

I

“ftH, Bing lets me do all the dirty work,”
II she laughed. “And believe me, I give
those boys a spanking when they need it.”
I looked at that little figure and wondered
how she could ever spank Gary, who is
bigger and taller than Bing, or even the
twins Phillip or Dennis. “I can, and do!”
she insisted. “Of course it makes me the
ogre,” she went on. “When we go out to
dine and I try to make those hooligans
behave, people say, ‘What a sour puss she
must be’ because Bing sits there never
saying a word to them even if they’re putting salt in the sugar.”
Just that morning, she went on, Bing
had presented the boys with a set of ten
rules that were to be obeyed implicitly,
such as, “Eat everything before you and no
complaints; Wash hands before coming to
the table; No wrestling in the house; No
leaving the grounds without permission.”
“So I had a bigger, plainer copy made up
and handed it to him,” said Mrs. C.
It’s obvious that Bing is just another one
of the boys where Dixie is concerned. She
feels he needs as much looking after as
Gary, Phillip, Dennis or Lindsay, the baby.
But her five “men” adore her, even if she
bosses the heck out of them.
As for “the old man,” he’s just one of
them. They play golf with him, accompany him to football and basketball games
and firmly believe there’s no one in the

who can compete with Bing

proved

cause pimples!

ALMOST INCREDIBLE NEW
TREATMENT FOR PIMPLES

—

world

is

effective in laboratory
tests in killing on 60
second contact specific
types of fungi that

(EXTERNALLY CAUSED)
true! New Ting works while
blemishes,
it helps hide pimples,
blotches. You simply apply Ting to
It’s

—
—

pimples, let it dry
and whisk off
excess powder. Ting is both fungioften works
cidal and germicidal

ANY
PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 3 X 10 Inches
to

on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
SAME PRICE forfull length or bust
form, ffroups, landscapes, pet animals. etc., or enlarsements of any
part of a group picture. Original

returned with your enlargement

ask your druggist today for
a tube of new Ting Antiseptic Medicated Cream. Stainless, greaseless.
failed,

Only
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Length Nylons
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Idhgth

"Fittingly

every type

Pleasant

order-taking

plan

full time) pays handsomeexperience necessary. Request FREE outfit including sample
stocking and learn how to procure
unlimited supply of personal Nylons
without cost
write today !

{spare or

SEND NO MONEY
—

.

just right fit for

selective

luxurious,

Yours" Nylon Hosiery
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weight portrait quality paper. Pay postman 57c

size $1.00.

PERSONAL NYLONS FREE^
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At Last!
'

Economy

Need EXTRA MONEY Quickly?

ly!

just mail photo, negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your enlarge
ment, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful double-
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plus postage
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postage. Takeadvantage of thisamazingoffernow
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3 easy steps
this: Take
DO
Try
recapture youthful-looking hair.
just

to

1.

Mary T. Goldman’s hair-coloring cosmetic on a single lock of hair. 2. Simply
comb clear liquid through your hair.
3. Let dry, then arrange your hair. It's

either

in athletics or in singing.
“Gary is away at school,” Dixie said,
“and he’s going to be awfully bored when
we ask him to spend next weekend with
us at Pebble Beach. He has a lot of new
friends at school and he wants to spend
the weekend with one of them. He telephoned and said, ‘They’re awfully nice
You’d be glad if I went.’ ”
folks. Mother.
Gary is now going on fifteen and Dixie
told me that he is a big, husky boy. I can

Now-In Minutes

hardly believe it. I can remember when
he came to a party I gave at my house for
Barbara Bebe Lyon. They were both

Give Face Fresh

We had a lollypop tree in the
backyard and Gary, who was a good
snappy two, was fascinated.
“Gary takes after his father,” *Dixie said.
“Unless Bing diets he puts on weight
easily. I think Gary should be on a diet
now and we try to keep sweets away from
him, but you know it would take an armed
guard to enforce that.”
Speaking of armed guards, I had been
told a prowler around the place had been
arrested and that the boys had been under
strict guard for over a month.
Dixie, who has a devastating sense of
humor, said, “I promise you if anyone
carried off the boys they would bring

wonders for externally caused
pimples. Even if other products have

that simplel You'll see a change that delights you. Hair looks young, vital! So
easy. So effective thousands of women have

used

Mary

T. Goldman's. Accept no substitutes. Get a bottle of Mary T. Goldman's Gray Hair Coloring Preparation at
your drug or department store. Use it

today on Money Back Guarantee. Or
send coupon today for FREE TRIAL kitl
I

I

!
I
I
I
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GOLDIVIAN’S,L-22Goldman
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State
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HOMi

••FROM

A WEEK

WITH BOARD'^

babies.

Mrs. M.A.S., Benton.

to be a trained, practical
nurse through the physician-endorsed home-study
methods of the Chicago School of Nursing.
she has steady income, doing work she loves.

Don*t wait days or weeks to see dreams of a lovelooking complexion start to come true. Now,
in minutes, thrill at the difference Edna Wallace
lier

—

Hopper White Clay Pack can make. This unique
is wonderfully different from creams or lather
You feel it work its beauty magic. See
with first use. Here’s 8 minute test that
Spread Hopper White Clay over face.

your spare time. Nurses are always needed!
Nurse B.D.E. writes: “Have all the work I can
do at $35 a week.” Lessons easily understood.
Earn while learning. Trial plan, easy payments.
Equipment included. 49tli year. Write today!

in

itl

exhilarating, stimulating tingle! When
dry, rinse off. Now, look how lovably fresh,
sparkling clean— how radiant, finer-textured skin
appears. How free of ugly shine! Make Hopper
your twice-weekly glamour special. It truly pays!
Try it—see! Get Hopper White Clay Pack today.
At drug and cosmetic counters.

Note

Now

High School Not Required. Whether you’re 18
or 60 you can benefit, as have thousands of men
and women, by studying practical nursing at home

clay

proves

III.

Ambitious and energetic,
Mrs. M.A.S. learned how

Clear Look
facials.
results

Dark Brown

Auburn

Name

j

'^PAID FOR

^35

T.

Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn. Send FREE
sample. My hair is color checked.
Medium Brown
Black
Light Brown
Bloncje

,

its

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 185. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago 11. Hi.
Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name

P

Age

City^
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them back! They are all as strong as oxen
and would put up a fight that would scare
anyone foolish enough to try and kidnap
them. “I’m kidding, of course,” she went
on. “The truth is, I worry about them so
much. I didn’t even know we had had a
guard around the place until you told me
just then.”

Was my

face red because

I

had

spilled

the beans?

“No,” she protested, putting me at my
“I’m glad you told me. It’s best that
I know.
Sometimes I feel so sorry for
them. There are so many things that other
youngsters do that they can’t do. We want
them brought up just like other children
but that isn’t possible. It was a sad day
around here when we told them they
couldn’t ride their bicycles to school any
more. They can’t leave the house unless
we know where they are every minute.
Of course they don’t like it and think
Bing and I are just being bossy. We don’t
ease.

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades trom lightest blonde to darkBrownatone and a small brush does It or your
money back. Approved by thousands Brownatone Is

—

est black.

—

—

guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent Is a purely vegetable derivative with Iron and copper salts added lor last
action. Cannot affect waving ot hair. Lasting does not
wash out. Just brush or comb It in. One application
Imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray appears. Easy to prove on a test lock ol your hair. 76c
and $1.75 at dnigglsts. Get BROWNATONE now, or

—

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color ol your hair. Send a post card
today BROWNATONE, Dept.285, COVINGTON. KY.

—

—

want

to frighten them or
‘different’ from other boys

make them
by

telling

Help Relieve Distress Of

feel

them

FEMALE

the truth.”

Instant Relief

ut

CORNS->SORE TOES

as millions now do and
you’ll never have corns! At the
first sign of sore toes from
tight shoes, use Dr. Scholl’s
Zino-pads. You’ll have instant
relief and stop corns before they
can develop! But if you have
corns, callouses or bunions
soothing, cushioning, protec-

Do

—

down and weep over

don’t break

the
B suppressed life of the Crosbys. Believe
me, that is a gay household, something
going on every hour of the twenty-four.
In the evenings the entire clan listens
to the radio and looks at the television

shows.

“I

can never

listen to

any

of

my

favorite programs,” she said. “The boys and
Bing have to see the wrestling and fight
matches. The other night a donkey came

—

tive Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads will
stop painful shoe friction, lift
pressure almost like magic.

Remove Corns, Callouses
Separate Medications are included with Zino-pads for
quickly removing corns and
callouses. Get a box today!

on named Wilma. The boys fell over
screaming with laughter because my real
name is Wilma! To give you the full treatment Wilma Wyatt. We also once had a
cook named Wilma the combination of
the donkey and the cook well, I’ll just
never live it down with my family.”
“But weren’t you Dixie Lee on the
stage?” I asked her.

—

BUNIONS

Scholls Zino-pads

—

—

C0MPIAIN1S
Are you troubled by distress of female
functional periodic disturbances? Does
this

make you

suffer

—

from pain,

^ LYDIA

PINKHAM'S

E.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it
fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

Easy

RG.

VISCOSE
COMPANY
Street
Chicago,

140 North Dearborn

Illinois

“When I first came
Hollywood my stage name was Dixie

“No,” she replied.

to
Carroll, but Winfield

SHORTHAND
Weeks

at

in

Home

Famous Speedvvriting system.

No

signs; no

symbols; no machines; uses ABC's. Easy to
Fast preparation for
learn, ea.sy to write and transcribe.
low cost. 100.000 taught by mail. Used
Surprisingly
job.
a
in leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.

Speedwriting, Dept. 605-8, 55

W.

42 St., N.Y. 18

Hand Out Only 20 Coupons FREE

New
Wrist
Watch

“Do you

more?” I asked.
“Oh, just at home,” she answered. “But
a record that Bing and I made some years
ago has suddenly started to sell and he’s
giving me all the royalties. It makes me
feel important, even though I know fans
are buying it just to hear Bing.”
She was suddenly very serious for
sing any

Dixie. “Isn’t his success wonderful? We’re
even if we never let
all so proud of him

—

GIVEN
new

award four years

we will send your
choice of a smart, new, imported Swiss movement.
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at all those parties.

him know it.”
“He is the only

customers and friends,

p

Sheehan changed it
because there were too many Carrolls:
Sue Carol and Nancy Carroll to name two.
Sue (now Mrs. Alan Ladd) became, and
still is, one of my closest friends.”
Talking about those days reminded me
of those carefree times when we all had so
much fun in Hollywood and it was a much
more intimate circle than it is today. The
Crosbys had a home in Toluca Lake and
it
was usually filled with their pals. I
remember how they used to sing together

—

Just for helping us get acquainted with

Lady's Wrist Watch or dependable Man's Wrist
Ihiatch tor handing out or mailing only 20 snapshots and photo Enlargement Coupons FREE to
neighbors and relatives. There is nothing for you
to buy. There is nothing for you to sell and collect
lor.
Your exquisite Wrist Watch is sent in a
special gift box when all of the coupons have
come back to us with a snapshot for enlarging,
fou can even mail these Enlargement Coupons to
friends and relatives in other towns it you wish.
Everyone is happy to use the coupon because it
gives them our new bargain otter of a beautiful
5x7 inch enlargement at only 19c. You will be
charmed and thrilled with your beautiful Wrist
Watch. Send today for your 20 get-acquainted
Enlargement Coupons to hand out FREE and also
get our amazing offer of a beautiful simulated
Birthstone Ring correct for your month of birth,
also given when onlv half of the coupons are used.
DEAN STUDIOS, Dept. X-86, 211 W. 7th Street,
Des Moines, Iowa.

feel so

nervous, tired at such times? Then do
try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve such symptoms. Pinkham’s has a grand soothing effect on one
of woman’s most important organs!

the

Photoplay

star

Gold
in

CONTESTS
WIN

the next contest you enter.
has
helped others win. Big winners
tell their secrets, teach you how
to win BIG PRIZES. List current
contests Send 25c for sample copy.

GENERAL CONTEST MAGAZINE
1609 East 5th

a

St.

Duluth

Dept. 31C

5,

for as

as 60 c

little

You make them

yourself! Even if you’ve never
tried making a hat before you can now with the
help of Yee Powell’s book **How to Make and Trim
Your Own Hafs.** Shows you just how to go about
how to cut, block
it, practically stitch by stitch
and you mane your own blocks too how to fit, how
to trim and how to top it all off with that intricate
professional-looking veil! This book will delight you,
because by following its easy, simple, fully illustrated directions, you just can’t fail. This book also
tells you how to make over old hats which is a great
money saver. Price only $1.00 postpaid.

—

House,

205 East 42nd Street,

—

Dept.
York 17,

Inc.,

New

New

row — that’s how

much

the fans think of him,” I added.
“I know,” Dixie said. “I think the boys
are even prouder of his medals and
You know
trophies than he is, himself.
they are all hams Bing and those boys.
They listen to his radio show and to
other shows to see if they are mentioned.
When Bing was on your radio broadcast

—

they waited until you mentioned them
and then started strutting around.”

mentioned how much I liked
“Road to Rio” and how well Bob Hope
and Bing always do together, she said,

When

I

—

“Well, that’s natural they’re both hams
one trying to outdo the other.”
“Dixie,” I interrupted, “don’t you ever
miss your own career?”

Minn.

STUNNING HATS

Bartholomew

has ever won
Medal popularity

who

CONTEST MAGAZINE

VINCENT lOPEZ LOOKS

FOR TALENT
For Full Details

—Get

SONG HITS MAGAZINE
Now On Sale At
Your Favorite Newsstand!

York

—
“No, I don’t want to act or sing any
more,” she answered quickly. “When I was
with the old Fox company, I made the
world’s worst picture, ‘Follies of 1929.’
If they didn’t know how bad I was
I did.
But
I hadn’t been so bad on the stage.
I knew a movie career was not for me.
my
height
of
When I was right at the

—

—Bing

and marriage came along.”
an old story that they met when
Bing was one of the Rhythm Boys singing
with Gus Arnheim’s Orchestra at the
Cocoanut Grove.
Dixie’s eyes lighted up as she reminisced: “It was a double date that is, it
started out that way. But I liked Bing
better than the boy I was with and he
seemed to like me better than his girl
flop

It’s

IkUlH

the

tells

—

was the beginning.”
And it wasn’t all roses and one success
after another.
For awhile, they had so
little money that they moved in with Sue

behind the

so that

Carol, married to Nick Stuart at the time.
The next couple of years were a struggle,
even if it is hard to believe that now.
Even when things began to go well with
Bing. Dixie almost died when the twins
were born and her health was a matter
of concern for a long time after.
It would be sheer foolishness to say
there hadn’t been problems and issues to
meet in their marriage. Dixie and Bing
are human beings but they have successfully come along seventeen years together and I am willing to wager everything I own that nothing will ever come

—

seems to me there
is a closer understanding between them
now than ever before. Recently Dixie has
been going to the studio and sitting on the
set when Bing works and accompanying
him to all his broadcasts. She’s proud of
him, even when she comes out with a wisecrack, which she can’t resist doing.
With Bing, it’s the same. When I asked
him about Dixie on my radio broadcast,
his face lighted up so I wish we had been
on television when he told me how wonderful she is and how pretty.
“There’s just one thing more, Dixie,” I
put in. “How do you stay so slender?”
I noticed she had been drinking tea without eating any sandwiches.
She looked mischievous. “No, Louella,”

between them. In

fact, it

—

she laughed, “it isn’t diet. My family are
all on the thin side.”
Well, we girls who struggle to keep our
*
lit-es, can’t get any tips out of that.
But we can all get a tip from this wonderful Crosby clan: Have fun, stick together and let the rest of the world go by.

—

The End
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Keyes

at
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Radio Theatre Broadcast of Gold Medal
winning picture, “The Jolson Story.”
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Casts of Current Pictures
AD^ENTURBS OF CASANOVA

—

Eagle Lion;
Casanova, Arturo De Cordova; Lady Bianca, Lucille
B-emer; Lorenzo, Turhan Bey; Count de Brissac,
John Sutton; Jacopo, George Tobias; Zanette, Noreen
Nash; D'Albernasi, Lloyd Corrigan.

ALL MY SONS~V-l:

Joe Keller, Edward G, Robinson; Chris Keller, Burt Lancaster; Kate Keller, Mady
Christians; Ann Deever, Louisa Horton; George

ONLY THE
raj

O

Dcever,

mm SRlUma
'

CAN RIVAL

DIAMONP IH

roy:

Jim

Howard

Herbert Deever. Frank Con-

Dufif;

Gough; Sue Bayliss, Arlene
Henry Morgan; Lydia Lubey,

Bayliss, Lloyd

Francis; Frank Lubey,
Elisabeth Fraser.
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ONE CARAT

Joe

Tyme,

Zircons

DA UGHTER—U-G-U

Wynn; “Apples”
n.

;

“Polly”

Fulton,

Spring

Sandler, Margaret Lindsay; Gladys
Byington; The Sailor, Marshall

Barbara Laage; Major
Isaac Riley, Thomas E. Breen; Jan, Fred Nurney.

Thompson; Eugenia

Taris,

BIG CLOCK, THE — Paramount:

George Stroud,
Ray Milland; Earl Janoth, Charles Laughton; Georgette
Strond, Maureen O’Sullivan; Steve Hagen,
George Macready; Pauline York, Rita Johnson;
L&itise Patterson, Elsa Lanchester; Don Klausmeyer,
Harold Vermilyea; Roy Cordette, Dan Tobin; Bill
Womack, Henry Morgan; Nat Sperling, Richard
Webb; Tony Watson, Tad Van Brunt; Lily Gold,
Elaine Riley; Edwin Orlin, Luis Van Rooten; McKinley, Lloyd Corrigan; Second Secretary, Margaret
Fields; Sidney Kislav, Philip Van Zandt; Antique
Dealer, Henri Letondal; Bert Finch, Doug Spencer.

BLACK BART—Ll-I:

Lola

Montez,

Yvonne De

Carlo; Charles E. Boles, Dan Duryea; Lance Hardeen, Jeffrey Lynn; Jersey Brady, Percy Kilbride;
Sheriff Gordon, Lloyd Gough; Lorimer, Frank Lovejoy; Clark, John Meintire; J. T. Hall, Don Beddoe;
Mac Failand, Ray Walker; Teresa, Soledad Jimenez;

Mason, Eddy C. Waller; Mrs. Hannon, Anne O’Neal;
Indian, Chief
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Many

Treaties.

Lee Warren, Eric
Portman; Vivien Warren, Greta Gynt; Richard Fenton. Dennis Price; Jimmy Martin. Maxwell Reed;
Inspector Pembury, Jack Warner; Avis Fenton,
Hazel Court; Sergeant Fox, Andrew Crawford;
Rita, Janie Hylton; Prison Warden, Charles Rolfe;
Charwoman, Helene Burls; Hall Porter, Ernest Butcher; American Sec'y, Judith Carol; Warren s Sec’y,
Valerie Ward; American Barman, Vic Hagan;
Ernie, John Blythe; Doctor, Howard Douglas.

D

FORT APACHE — Argosy-RKO:

Captain

York,

John Wayne; Colonel Thursday, Henry Fonda; Philadelphia Thursday, Shirley Temple; Sergeant Beaufort, Pedro Armendariz; Sergeant O'Rourke, Ward
Bond; Captain Collingwood, George O’Brien; Lieutenant O'Rourke, John Agar; Sergeant Mulcahy,
Victor McLaglen; Mrs. Collingwood, Anna Lee;
Mrs. O’Rourke, Irene Rich; Chief Cochise, Miguel
Inclan.

IF

YOU KNEIV SUSIE — RKO: Sam

Parker, Eddie
Susie Parker, Joan Davis; Mike Garrett,
Joslyn; Mr. Whitley, Charles Dingles; Joe
Collins, Phil Brown; Steve Garland, Sheldon Leonard;
Zero Zantini, Joe Sawyer; Marty. Douglas Fowley;
Marjorie Parker, Margaret Kerry: Handy Clinton,
Dick Humphreys; Mr. Clinton, Howard Freeman;
Grandma, Mabel Paige; Count Alexis, Sig Ruman;
Chez Henri. Fritz Feld; Mrs. Clinton, Isabel Randolph and Bobby Driscoll.

Cantor;
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IVi
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ct.

No. 571, Man's Yellow gold
ct.
3-stone ring. Approx.
each
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No. 639, Man's Yellow gold
ring
. Approx. 2 ct center
.
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OPEN SECRET— Eagle

Lion; Paul Lester, John
Lester, Jane Randolph; Locke, RoFrontelli, Sheldon Leonard; Harry
Strauss, George Tyne; Mitchell, Morgan Farley;
Mrs. Locke, Ellen Lowe; Mrs. Tristram, Anne
O’Neal; Carter, Arthur O’Connell; Ralph, John Alvin; Mace, Bert Conway; Hill. Rory Mallinson; Mrs.
Ireland;

Nancy

Helena Dare; Bartender, Leo Kaye; Fawnes,
King Donovan; Bob, Tom Noonan.

Hill,

SEARCH THE— M-G-M:

Ralph Stevenson, MontMrs. Murray, Aline MacMahon; Mrs.
Novotna; Jerry Fisher, Wendell
Mrs. Fisher, Mary Patton; Mr. Crookes,
Ewart G. Morrison; Tom Fisher, William Rogers;
Karel Malik, Ivan Jandl; Joel Makowsky, Leopold
Borkowski; Raoul Dubois, Claude Gambier.
,

gomeiy

Clift;

Malik,
Corey;

Jarmila

—

SIGN OF THE RAM, THE Columbia: Leah St.
Aubyn, Susan Pet^s; Mallory St. Aubyn, Alexander
Knox; Sherida Binyon, Phyllis Thaxter; Christine
St. Aubyn, Peggy Ann Garner; Dr. Simon Crowdy,
Ron Randell; Clara Brastock, Dame May Whitty;
Jane St. Aubyn, Allene Roberts; Logan St. Aubyn,
Ross Ford; Catherine Woolton, Diana Douglas;
Emily, Margaret Tracy; Perowen, Paul Scardon;
Reverend Woolton, Gerald Hamer.

SITTING PRETTY— 20th

Century-Fox:

Harry,

Robert Young; Tacey, Maureen O’Hara; Lynn Belvedere, Clifton Webb; Mr. Appleton, Richard Haydn;
Edna Philby, Louise Albritton; Peggy, Randy Stuart;

Hammond. Ed Begley; Larry King, Larry Olsen;
John Russell; Ginger, Betty Ann Lynn;
Mr. Ashcroft, Willard Robertson; Tony, Anthony

Roddy, Roddj?- McCaskill; Mrs. Appleton,
Grayce Hampton; Secretaries, Cara Williams, Marion
Marshall; Mr. Taylor; Charles Arnt; Mr. McPherson, Ken Christv; Mrs. Ashcroft, Ann Shoemaker;
Mrs. MaypoU, Minerva Urecal; Mrs. Phillips, Mira
McKinney; Cab Driver, Sid Saylor; Matron, Ruth
Warren; Mrs. Frisbee, Isabel Randolph; Effie, Ellen
Lowe; Mrs. Goul, Dorothy Adams; Mailman, Dave
'Morris; Mrs. Gibbs, Anne O’Neal; Maitre D\ Albin
Robeling; Mrs. Hammond, Josephine Whittell; Librarian, Mary Field; Newsreel Man, Billy Wayne.
Sydes;

—

MY

TAKE
LIFE Eagle Lion: Nicholas Talbot,
Hugh Williams; Philippa Shelley, Greta Gynt; Sidney Flemming Marius Goring; Prosecuting Counsel,
Francis L. Sullivan; Inspector Archer, Henry Edwards; Elizabeth Rnsman, Rosalie Crutchley; Mrs.
Newcombe, Marjorie Mars; Deaf Man, Ronald
Adam; Conductor, Leo Bieber; Mike Grieve, Herbert Walton; John Newcombe, Leo Britt; Defending
Counsel, Maurice Denham; Judge, Henry Morrell;
Leslie Newcombe, David Wallbridge.
THREE DARING D AUGHT ERS-M-G-U:

Louise

Rayton Morgan, Jeannette MacDonald; Jose

Iturbi,

Himself; Robert Nelson, Edward Arnold; Tess Morgan, Jane Powell; Ilka Morgan, Ann E, Todd; Alix
Morgan, Mary Eleanor Donahue; Mrs. Smith, Moyna
MacGill; Nelson's Secretary, Dick Simmons; Dr.
Cannon, Harry Davenport; Jonesy, Kathryn Card.
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Jack Benny (Master of Ceremonies)
Larry Parks
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Claudette Colbert
Lauren Bacall
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Dunnigan, FTed MacMurray; Olga, Valli; Father
Marcus Harris, Lee Cobb; OrHarold Vermilyea; Father Spinsky, Charles
Meredith; Tod Jones, Jim Nolan; Anna Klovna,
Veronica Pataky; Ming Gow, Philip Ahn; Dolan,
Frank Ferguson; Dr. Jennings, Frank Wilcox.

loff,

OTHER STYLES

(iced.
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MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE— Lasky-RKO

Bill Philby,

DEAR MURDERER — Rank-UI:

‘--j

Bogeaus-UA:

man Bohnen; Mike

Barbara Stanwyck; Thomas W. Brett, Van Heflin;
B. F. Fulton, Charles Coburn; Robert S. Tasmin, III,
Richard Hart; Martin Delwyn Ainsley, Keenan
Fult

—

Oliver Pease, Burgess Meredith; Martha Pease, PaulGoddard; Al, Fred MacMurray; Elisha Hobbs,
Hugh Herbert; Slim, James Stewart; Gloria Manners, Dorothy Lamour; Ashton Carrington, Victor
Moore; Peggy Thorndyke, Eilene Janssen; Lank,
Henry Fonda; Floyd, William Demarest; Lola, Dorothy Ford; An Editor, Charles D. Brown; Cynthia,
Betty Caldwell; Sniffles Dugan, David Wborf; A
Bookie, Flank Moran; Deputy Sheriff, Tom Fadden.
ette

Bill

Warners:

Jack
Carson; June Tyme, Ann Sothern; Billy Shay, Robert
Robert Ellis;
Alda; Mr. Curly, S. Z. Sakall
Al Wilson, Richard Robert; Mr. Barnes, Joseph
Crehan; Mr. Barclay. Ray Walker; Mr. Gordon,
John Gallaudet; Mr. Swift, Philip Van Zandt; Vanderhouten, Billy Curtis.
B.

MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A

Paul, Frank Sinatra;

APRIL

;

a

:

and many other Hollywood

stars.

Don't miss this big Hollywood Event

"PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINi GOLD MEDAL AWARDS”
Ask for

it

at your local theatre
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SKIN-SAFE SOLITAIR! The only foundation-ond-powder make-up with clinical
evidence*
specialists

— certified

by leading

skin

from coast to coast—that

DOES NOT CLOG PORES,

cause

it

skin

texture change or inflammation of hair

other gland opening. No other
powder, cream or coke ’’founda-

follicle or

liquid,

tion"

make-up

offers such positive proof

of safety for your

skin.

*biopsy-specImen

Gown by

Give yourself the new, flawlessly pretty eomplexion that Solitair creates so quickly.
Solitair applies smoothly to give you a new-found loveliness
a complexion so fresh
appearing, so gentle soft.

Because Solitair

is

No

artificial

"made-up” look

a special feather-weight

—
— no "starched,

foundation and finest "wind-blown” face powder.

It’s a

flattering as candlelight! Cleverly hides little blemishes.

complete make-up

to help

much

NEW BEAUTY, TOO—
FOR YOUR LIPSl

And

Say

"Solitair *Fashion-Point”

and

one and only

lip-

get the

stays

stick with a point

many expensive night creams, Solitair contains lanolin
dryness. No wonder millions prefer it! You will, too! Only .Sl.OO.

longer! Like

guard against

Chapman

— as

Gives flawless, poreless-looking

beauty to even the loveliest eomplexion. Does wonders for ordinary skin.
pretty so

stiff ” feeling.

cake make-up. Combines creamy smooth

Ceil

to

fit

your

shaped

lips.

Gives

the cleanest, sharpest
Seven new

outlines

brush

without

fashion-right shades

or applicator. Goes

creamy smooth

on

— stays

faultless longer.

Made

with lanolin. Six exciting

new, radiantly
reds.

Cake Make-Up

Mounted

in

flattering

America’s most

beautiful lipstick case of gleaming

polished metal. $1.00.

and

Fashion-Point Lipstick

-Slanting cap with red-enameled circle identifies
the famous Fashion-Point, and .shows you exact
color of lipstick inside. U. S. Patent No. 2162584.

Jl
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Huir
now— lest

Clinch that bath-freshness

your

charm and chums fade away!

T

hat heavenly bath! You
desirable.

Yet,

Cookie— you may be

And

if

away

guilty of

daintiness deserts

So be a

Mum

feel

radiant

. .

before the evening’s over,

girl.

underarm odor.

you— men may,

too.

After your bath washes

past perspiration, give underarms

special protection against risk of

odor

Mum’s
to come.

Safer for charm — Mum checks perspiration
odor, protects your daintiness all day or all evening.

Mum

Safer for skin— Because
contains no harsh
or irritating ingredients. Snow-white
is
gentle— harmless to skin.

Mum

Safer for clothes— No damaging ingredients

Mum to rot or discolor fine fabrics. Economical Mum doesn’t dry out in the jar. Quick, easy
in

Product oj Bristol-Myers

to use,

P
P

3

even after you’re dressed.
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other deodorant tested stops perspira-

and odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by

tion

why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more
men and women everywhere use Arrid than
any other deodorant. It’s antiseptic, used by
117,000 nurses.
doctors. That’s

•
Intimate protection is needed — so protect
yourself with this snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears. This new Arrid,
with the amazing new ingredient Creamogen,
will not crystallize or dry out in the jar. The
American Laundering Institute has awarded
Arrid its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.
Arrid is safe for the skin— non-irritating— can
be used right after shaving.

Oon't be half-safe. During

“age of romance’’ don’t let perspiration problems spoil
your fun. Don’t be half-safe — be Arrid-safe!
Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your
favorite drug counter — only 39i plus tax.
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ANOTHER HIT COMING FROM M-G-M: CLARK GABLE, LANA TURNER, ANNE BAXTER, JOHN HODIAK

in

"HOMECOMING”

—

Wliat Should

I

Do ?

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert,
delightful star of

“Sleep,

EAR MISS COLBERT;
please print my name
in Photoplay? We are two girls in
a tuberculosis sanitorium who are now
well enough to undertake light activities. We have started a foreign stamp
collection, so we would appreciate it if
your readers would send us any foreign stamps they receive and don’t

Would you

I
I

HEARD THAT CRACK, SIS! NOW

WANT

TO

EXPLAIN!

KNOW WHY

I FLUNKED OUT
WITH YOUR FRIEND JANE'!

'

want.

We

hope

this is

Emma

no trouble.

O’Connor,

c/o St. Francis Sanitorium,
325 King Street,

Denver, Colorado

My

Love”

— —

trouble for any reason, that of religion included
between you and your
husband. If they are really religious
they should remember that sentence
in the marriage service which says,
’’Those whom God hath joined together, let no man put asunder.”
As for the man who is writing to
you; if his own marriage has not

worked out, that is his misfortune and
he shouldn’t involve you in it. Don’t
ruin your future and that of your
husband and daughter by expecting
marriage to be a continuous

roller-

coaster ride.

Claudette Colbert

TELL you! WHATYOU
*«
A GOOD STIFF LECTURE FROM
YOUR DENTIST ON -ON BAD BREATH, PAL!
OKAY,

NEED

[’LL

IS

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH,! RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTALCREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC
TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,
COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THEIMOUTH!

am

quite certain that you leill he
amazed by the number of people u'ho
will send you stamps for your collection. In the past, the readers of this
column have repeatedly renewed my
faith in the basic goodness of mankind.
Claudette Colbert
I

Dear Miss Colbert:
I have been married for five years.
My husband works hard and loves our
three-year-old

“Colgate Denial Cream’s active penetrating
foam gets into hidden erevices between teeth

daughter with

all

his

heart.

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,

The trouble is that I married him to
spite
parents. They are very strict,
religiously. They had picked out a boy
for me to marry because he was of the

gently and safely!”

same

—

helps clean out decaying food particles
stop stagnant saliva odors
remove the cause
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

—

my

my

religion as
family. At the time
I thought I didn’t like him. I thought I
liked the man I married.
family said that I would be sorry
and that I wouldn’t like being left out
of things. Nowadays, they have meetings to which we are not invited.

My

My

husband never complains.
The boy my family originally wanted
me to marry married six months after
I ran away with my husband.
For
nearly five years I never heard from
him, but for the past six months he
has been writing regularly. He writes
that his marriage is a mistake and that
he wants to get rid of his wife if I will
marry him. I told my family about these
letters and my father said, “See, how
good he could make it for you, if you
had married him instead of the dummy
you did marry.”
Do you think I would be happy again
if I left my husband and married the

man my

parents

Unless

you

still

favor?
Pauline A.

change

your

set

of

values, I don’t think you will ever be
happy. You have security, a loyal and
hard-working husband, a baby ivhoni
your husband loves, a home, and exactly the life of which the average girl

dreams. Yet you would exchange it all
for a quickened pulse beat!
Your parents are completely and
entirely wrong in trying to make

Dear Miss Colbert:
I was married three years ago, when
I was seventeen and my husband was
nineteen. We were so happy to be together and to furnish our home. When
we discovered that there was to be a
baby for our wedding anniversary, we
really were thrilled.
However, our little girl was born with
cerebral palsy. She can’t sit, can’t crawl,
can’t do any of the things normal children do. She was sixteen months old
when our little boy was bom. He is
strong,
healthy,
beautiful.
At six
months of age he was as advanced as a
baby a year old.
Naturally, he is my husband’s idol.
the other hand, my husband never
goes near our little girl . not that she

On

.

would know

if

he

.

did.

Our family doctor and the
which we took the

little girl,

clinic to

both ad-

vise us to put her into a home. They
say that she will get better care and
that we must consider the welfare of
our son.
When I discussed this with
husband’s mother, she said that the illness
daughter was a punishment inof
flicted on me for something I had done
and that the only way to make things
right was to care for the child myself.
friends agree with her
Some of
and say that a woman who prides her-

my

my

my

upon being a good mother should
take care of an ailing child herself.
What do you think?
Verdell P.
self

l\ot for one instant could I agree
with your mother-in-law that any of
the tragic accidents that befall human
beings result from the direct expression of life’s deliberate wrath.
If there were such a thing as blame
to be attached, your mother-in-law
might realize that her son could be
the one at fault, since the unfortunate
child is also his.
To be a good mother, you must
consider the best interests of both
children, and your doctor is the best
judge of ( Continued on page 6)

“Do

all

rich

I

HAYWOKTH

•
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ANDERS

•
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( Continued from page 4 ) that. He has
already given his advice.
You should / believe place your
daughter in a good home where she will
receive the best of care.
Incidentally,
don’t allow the comments of your friends to make you unhappy.
You will find that those most
self-righteous in advising you to carry a
crushing burden are always those least
likely to offer aid in bearing the load.
Claudette Colbert

—

/

This

is

no fish story.

• •

—

Dear Miss Colbert:

How may

a

small

community

raise

about twenty-five hundred dollars to buy
a new organ for their church?
The Greek Community here consists of
about three hundred people, both young

RC
says

and old. Through a period of years we
have managed to build a little church and
pay for it completely. Now, with our mortgage clear, our church organ is wearing
out. Any day it is going to groan its last.
In normal times this would not represent

astes best!
MARTHA VICKERS
t

One

too great a problem, as we are a thrifty
group. However, there is no member of
our congregation who fails to send weekly
food packages to Greece, and each person
has contributed generously to Greek War
Relief. Can you think of some plan?

of the six stars in

Artemie

Producing Artists’

'"RUTHLESS'f

'^The taste -test

showed me

RC’s best,'^ says Martha Vickers.

“I compared the leading

colas in paper

cups— picked

the best-tasting.

make

sure

I

gives

Make

always

sure you,

RC — because

you

all three:

freshment.
(3)

I

RC

have Royal Crown

Cola at home.”
too, get

Now

(2)

Two

only

(1)

S.

Fortunately, your small Greek community is located in a large city.
Why don’t you do this: Have your
choir perfect a program of Greek folk
songs, both religious and secular. Get a
group of your young people to develop
a series of Greek folk dances and perform them in costume. Try out your

RC

Cool

re-

program in your own meeting hall until
you feel that it is truly professional.
Then give the entertainment, for a small
fee,

before

your own

representatives

from

people, inviting
the local news-

papers to come as your guests.
Then ( the newspaper people will
probably give you news space) run an
ad in the papers, offering your program
to other church or fraternal organizations on a share-the-box-office basis. If
you and your host group split the income, I believe it will not be long before
your organ money is in the bank.
Claudette Colbert

full glasses.

Best-by-taste-test flavor.

Dear Miss Colbert:
My husband and I have been married for
a little over ten years. I was eighteen and
he was twenty-two when we married. At
that time, my husband was making one
hundred dollars a month, and I was employed also. We bought our home, furniture and car, then he was drafted.
He was in service almost four years. Our
daughter was born just a few days before
he went overseas. While he was gone I
saved nearly all of my allotment, using it
to pay off our debts. When my husband
came home, I had cleared up everything
so that we owned our home outright.
While he was away, I stayed at home
with my baby, day after day, week after
week, only seeing his parents or mine
when they came to call. I looked forward
to his coming home so that I could have
some recreation. Now that he is back, he
never wants to go anywhere in the evening. He says he is tired from the day’s
work; also he is studying law three evenings a week. After classes, he bowls with
a law school team. On Saturday afternoons
he plays golf with men friends and on
Sunday he wants to sleep until noon, read
the paper, take a nap, have a big dinner
(which I prepare) then listen to the radio
and go to bed early. He says that Sunday

p

MARTHA TAKING
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THE

FAMOUS

TASTE-TEST

driving is too hazardous.
I try to be a good wife and mother. But
I am getting so stale and stupid that I want
to scream. Can you (Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 6) tell me how I can
persuade my husband to realize that I need
some change of scene, too?
Evelyn S.

Frame your eyes
/

with Fashion

However, I think you are going to
have to rely on your own efforts to
build a life outside your home.
Luckily you live in a large city that

Granll

affords

pool blue,

,

.

.

Your
which

Dear Miss Colbert:
Your advice to aspiring actors is always
“Obtain experience in your home town.”
My home town does not have a Little
Theatfe Group nor any comparable ac-

shell.

protect against infra-red

in

Claudette Colbert

to

All Grantly sunglasses are

tivity for aspiring actors.

to

tested for optical safety

one

them to your friends.
The outcome will be that, with fresh
interests, you will become a new person,
one whom your husband might like to accompany him when he seeks recreation.

lipstick,

black, flesh,

is

many

sell

everywhere

stores

harmonize with your sum-

mer wardrobe

have spent

—

(OTHER STYLES TO $2.S0 and $2.95)

Costume-blend colors

cultural advantages.

delighted hours. Several times a year they give a style show
at one
an event tvell worth attending.
Undoubtedly you have a group of
school friends whom you haven’t seen
for some time. Ask them to visit you.
You should interest yourself in some
study entirely aside from your daily
life. Become a camera bug or learn about
antiques. Then prowl around second-hand
shops in search of them. Refinish them
and keep them for your own home or

FASHION FRAME

and department

many

department store

largest
I

at leading drug

agree with you that years of unrecan begin to depress

lieved houseivork
one’s personality.

Can you

and

tell

me how

of this kind could

ultra-violet rays.

FOSTER GRANT CO., IN^

Bond

an establishment
be organized?
Franc B.

There are three prime requisites for
forming a group: A person ivith some
theatrical or dramatic background or

Street

ieominster. Mass.

training to serve as director, a place in
which to rehearse and a play.
It seems to me that the best person to
approach would be the local high school
speech teacher. Once your coach is set,
you should make arrangements to borrow the school auditorium or some such
space with a stage, however small.
You will find dozens of people who
will enjoy participating in the plays. Try
to draw into your group your local post
man, grocer, dentist, lawyer, as well as
their wives. You will he amazed at the
unexpected otvners of real talent.
Claudette Colbert
HeGISTERCD

I’LL

DIAMOND

TELL YOU ABOUT

RINGS

MRS.PARADINE

Before you boy the gift of a lifetime-

“/ intend that the whole
world shall see her as I
do.,, as a noble, self-sacrificing human being.”
*

see

the

excitingly

Treasureland

throned

stars in

gold

in

craftsmen.

production of

(^iauJette C^oiLert?
is

as-

I

If

care

of

$100.00
$ 15.00

Ring

to

match $32.50

Priced to include Federal Tax

See your jeweler or write for
Treasureland Booklet with

Known
ATTENTION MOVIE FANS!

/
’

lOt,

for autDfraphai S' X to'' pictured!

CuUh

City, Calif.

Br^ryPech

to her in
Photoplay, 321 S.
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,
California, and if Miss Col-

you would, write

sured. value guarded by the

014G— Gentlemen's Wedding

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD
CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURN
ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new SeiznicK stars

ful advice of

.

Treasureland Certificate

Wedding Ring
Starring

.

.

master

by

Excellence

D14~Solitaire

Sot

.

Guarantee and Registration.
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25c taSelznicIt Studie,

Ring

which seems to have
no solution?
Would you like the thought-

proud

of

beauty and pure quality

ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

I

beautiful

Diamond

Diamonds

sets.

GREGORY PECK

*0ne of the 7 great
DAVID 0. SELZNICK’S

Have you a problem

Facts

Little

About Diamonds.

TREASURELAND
RING COMPANY

of

bert feels that your problem
of general interest, she’ll
consider answering it here.
Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your
protection.
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Those
and

innocent-looking flakes

scales

you

see

on

scalp,

hair or dress-shoulder are a warning.

They may be symptoms of

infec-

and that is a
distressing, unsightly condition
that no .woman wants to risk.
tious dandruff

.

.

.

This is no time to fool around
with smelly lotions or sticky salves
that cannot kill germs. You need
antiseptic action
and you need
.

it

quick!

It’s

.

and

.

.

re-

kills

(Pityrosporum ovale).
This hard-to-kill germ, many dermatologists say, is a causative agent
of the trouble.

You will be delighted to find how
cool and clean your scalp feels
wonderfully fresh your hair
.

.

.

how

looks

.

.

.

distressing

and how quickly those
flakes and scales that

rob the hair of

utes of vigorous finger-tip

disappear.

its

magic, begin to

Listerine Antiseptic gives

your scalp

Listerine Antiseptic

brought marked

improvement within

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

for

a

patients.

When you wash your

hair

smart you will not wait
for symptoms; you will make
If you’re

Listerine Antiseptic

month

to

and massage

a

part of your regular hair-washing

as countless fastidious

women

do.

men and

a healthful, cleanly

It’s

may

habit and

spare

you

a nasty

siege of trouble.
Listerine Antiseptic

antiseptic that has

more than

In clinical tests twice-a-day use of
Kills “Bottle Bacillus”

1G% of the dandruff

"bottle

bacillus’’

for you, followed with several

minmassage.

.

millions of the stubborn

.

Listerine Antiseptic

and

hair a wonderfully cool

freshing antiseptic bath

is

the same

been famous

for

sixty years in the field

of oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St.

Louis, Missouri

INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF
p
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NEW!

Have you

tasted the zippy

MINT flavor

of today’s Listerine

TOOTH PASTE

with

25% more Lusterjoam?
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A

rebroadcast from the

Photoplay radio program,

Hollywood Headlines
eg cole

had been working for two
weeks as a messenger girl at RKO
Studios when the day she had dreamed of
finally arrived.
An envelope came in to
be delivered personally to Cary Grant.

M

“Let

me

take

it

—please

let

me

take

it,”

and Meg went flying, feet hardly touching
the ground and kept right on going
right by the bronzed Cary as he sat outside
the sound stage in the sun.

—

sayGood/”

Still trying to
“UvorJnra-)

Oksy, honey, tack
It’ll

you

in

your tongue!

be quite some time before mother hears

say,

"Ummm,

Gerber’s

all taste

so good!

”

But like thousands of other tots, you’ve been
smacking your lips over the wide variety of
Gerber’s— ever since you began to eat from a spoon.

'Sables certainly ^o for
The doctor

said so way back when we
you on Gerber’s 3 Cereals. And ever since,
Gerber’s have kept your spoon filled with
tempting surprises — Soups, Vegetables,
Fruits, Meat-Combinations and Desserts/

all

and

come

less leftovers,

!

So,

you

For easier change-over

FREE! Samples of Gerber’s 3
tasty Cereals.

Write Dept.

F-68,

Gerber’s, Fremont, Mich.

erber’s
BABY FOODS
3 CEREAiS
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STRAiMEEb!

later

up and wardrobe
you up.”

Gerber’s 15 Junior Foods

~

Oahlond,

And

Meg was

called to

—

20 Strained Foods! All are the same low price too!

Fremont, Mich.

Studio players.

Hitchcock’s office.
“Walk, Meg,
walk around the room,” the director said.
Meg walked. Unconsciously she imitated
the Bergman walk a walk she had studied
so well. “Fine,” he nodded. “Go to make-

in the sam-e size container as Gerber’s

p

RKO

Some months

baby’s flavor-favorites are as nutritious
!

joined

Alfred

Mothers!

as they are delicious

Meg

sometimes Cary would bring his date and
sit ringside, applauding her performances

work.

Remember, doctors approve Gerber’s too

know

“If you want to badly enough you’ll be
one and a good one,” Cary told her.

in the training-school plays. When Ingrid
Bergman came on the lot to make a picture
with Cary, he introduced Meg to her.
Every day after that she watched Ingrid

\jariety.

started

Calling

“Oh, I’m so sorry. I didn’t mean to pass
you, Mr. Grant,” she stammered.
“What’s your name?” asked Grant, grinning at her solemnity.
“Just Meg,” she said.
“Think this is important, ‘Just Meg’?”
Cary asked kiddingly. “Suppose you open
it and let’s see.”
Meg solemnly opened the
envelope reading aloud that one Cary
Grant owed RKO Studios a phone bill of
eleven cents.
“It is important,” Cary
laughed.
Meg laughed too, and felt at
ease with him. From then on Meg delivered all Cary’s messages.
When he asked her ambition, she told
him, “I want to be an actress.”

Calif.

right away.

They’ll fix

Meg into a glamorgown—made up her face. “Now for
slippers,” somebody said and Meg

Skilled hands fitted

ous

the
A
slipped her feet into golden sandals.
perfect fit. “Ready, ‘Miss Bergman’?” said
the assistant director, laughing and giving

her a sweeping bow. He looked her over
approvingly. “Even the slippers fit. Cary
thought you could wear them.”
“Cary,” thought Meg. So that was it. It
happened that after the picture had been
finished the studio needed a long shot of
Ingrid Bergman. But to get Ingrid back
And
for that scene would cost $15,000.
Cary Grant had suggested Meg Cole influenced them to give her a chance to be
in Ingrid Bergman’s shoes a chance to
realize her dream of co-starring with him,
if only for a day.
“I’m ready,” said Meg proudly, as she
walked toward the limousine.

—

—

JUST HEARD BOB ASK

you TO THE DANCE
TONIGHT. ISN'T HE
RUSHING YOU LATELY ?

JIM HINTED THAT LIFEBUOY
IS THE ONLY SOAP ESPECIALLY
MADE TO STOP B.O.
CONTAINS AN EXCLUSIVE

—

PURIFYING INGREPIENT.
MY DAILY LIFEBUOY BATH
GIVES ME LASTING ALL-OVER
PROTECTION.

YOU RE SO NICE TO
BE NEAR— ALWAYS SO

itie freshing

LOIS,

that g/Ves

lasfiirtg

batfi

protection

I

SWEET AND DAINTY.
Used in the
homes of

40

million

Americans

ANOTHER

FINE LEVER

PRODUCT
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Academy Award smiles from best actor Ronald Colman, best actress Loretta Young and best film producer, Darryl F. Zanuck

The Greg Pecks returned from Nassau vacation

H is

film,

for din-

“Gentlemen’s Agreement,” rated “best”

Celeste

Holm,

best supporting actress, Louella Parsons

and Elia Kazan, Oscar-winning director of best film

Oscar Night: Just five weeks after Photoplay’s distinguished Gold Medal Awards Dinner, came the great night
of the Academy Awards, better known as “Oscars.” Drama
right off the cuff^ occurred when the unexpected name of
Loretta Young was read as winner. The town was certain
Rosalind Russell would win for “Mourning Becomes Electra.”
RKO had even planned a large party in her honor at Mocambo later. But Loretta, as Katie in “The Farmer’s Daughter,” walked off with the Oscar instead.
First star out of the Shrine Auditorium, Rosalind disappeared into the night. Two hours later, after the blessed
relief of tears we suppose, she rushed past Cal’s table at
Mocambo to effusively greet Loretta while cameras clicked.
“I feel worse for Travis Banton who designed this dress
for the occasion,” Roz said, glancing at the beautiful white
chiffon creation. And here’s a prediction. Just as Bette Davis
won an Oscar the year after everyone thought she’d get it
for her unforgettable performance in “Of Human Bondage,”
Roz is sure to be a future winner.
Standing out in memory are the dignity and obvious
pleasure of Ronald Colman (“A Double Life”), the sincerity
of Celeste Holm (“Gentleman’s Agreement”), the catch in

—

p

Edmund Gwenn
won

12

puts an extra polish on Oscar he

for his portrayal in “Miracle on 34th Street”

—

Hear Cal York on "Hollywood Headlines”

—Saturday tnorn-

Smit h

Photographs

T

Jean Hersholt and Ingrid Bergman admire Oscar won by James
(Uncle Remus) Baskett for performance in “Song of the South”

Gene Markey and wife Myrna Loy were among the guests
brilliant presentation of 1947 Academy Awards

Susan Hayward, with husband Jess Barker, was one

nominees for an Oscar for her role in

at

Edmund Gwenn’s

voice (“Miracle on 34th Street”), the quiet
joy of James Baskett (“Song- of the South”), the pertness of
English Jean Simmons who accepted four technical awards
for J. Arthur Rank, and the good humored lines of Ken Mui’ray (“Bill and Coo”), as they accepted their awards.
The voice of the late Grace Moore ringing out from the
screen, the beauty and dignity of the presentations, the
nominated songs sung by Dinah Shore, Gordon MacRea,
Johnny Mercer with the Pied Pipers, Dennis Day and Frances
Langford all contributed towards making the Twentieth
Anniversary Awards one of the best.

People Are Talking About: The reported rift between Rex
Harrison and wife Lilli Palmer and the reason behind it
The inevitable reunion between Jane Wyman and Ronald
Reagan, if either will make a conciliating move
The
outstanding performance of Van Johnson in “State of the
Union” and the miscasting of Angela Lansbury in the
film
The death of all misunderstanding between Louella
Parsons and Hedda Hopper, when Hedda praised producer
Harriet Parsons’s picture “I Remember Mama”
The bad
photography of Valli in “The Miracle of the Bells”
The
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ings on

.

ABC— 10:30

ET; 9:30 CT; 11:30

MT;

.

.

Rosalind Russel], Loretta’s closest
10:30 PT.
lates the

Tom

Lewises at a

rival,

Mocambo

congratu-

P

party later
13

IMSIDE STUFF
cane-carrying swank of English actor Robert Newton
The lifting
and the likableness of Mrs. David Niven
of the British tax and the obvious dearth of outstanding
American films in the year 1947. And the hope that
Linda
1948 will find us back again on top of the heap
Christian’s passing out information to one and all that
she and Ty Power will marry when his divorce is final
in January and they will have four children.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Tribute to Louella: Stars, producers, writers and
friends gathered in the Ambassador’s Cocoanut Grove
to pay tribute to columnist Louella Parsons at a dinner
given in her honor by the Hearst Publications.
On the arm of Califoimia’s Governor Warren, Louella
walked into the room to receive thunderous applause.
With her on the dais sat the speakers. Governor Warren,

Mayor Bowron, Joe Schenck, L. B. Mayer, Darryl Zanuck,
Jack Warner, Sam Goldwyn, Jack Benny, David and Bill
Hearst, Bob Hope, Louella’s husband Dr. Harry Martin,
and her daughter Harriet. Comics Jack Benny and Bob
Hope brought laughter and tears with their quips. George
Jessel, as master of ceremonies, brought down the house.
Cal invited

as

his

guest Philip

Reed.

With Lana

Turner and Bob Topping we took off together for the
gala evening. Lana, of course, looked a dream. Next to
us sat Dan Dailey and his lovely wife Liz, who have a
camaraderie that’s really wonderful. What a natural
couple they are! Mrs. Dailey had had her filmy tulle
gown fireproofed that day, and worried lest the fumes
still lingered. Franchot Tone, looking rather glum, with
his young wife and Mr. and Mrs. George Murphy, sat at
the far end. Just across from us sat Bert Friedlob and
his wife Eleanor Parker, who presented him with a little
daughter, Susan Eleanor, just a few days later.
At a corner table and cute as a bug’s ear sat Shirley Temple and her husband John Agar, applauding
the songs of Eddie Cantor, Tony Martin, Dinah Shore,
Danny Thomas and Betty Garrett. All over the room
jewels flashed in unison with flashlight bulbs while
beautiful women and handsome men formed a panorama that could happen only (Continued on page 16)

Good
gets a

catch! Bing Crosby

workout from

his

team, the Pittsburgh Pi-

during

rates,

sessions

in

Watching an

game

are

training

California

exliibition

Leo

Lynn

(Crosby stand-in), Dixie
Crosby,

dent

Bing and
lip,

Pirates’

Frank

presi-

McKinney,

his sons, Phil-

Dennis and Lindsay

Richard Widmark, with his wife

at a re-

cent premiere, proves a “bad” boy can be charming

Back
is

in the party

corted

by

dentist. Dr.

Handsome Bob Stack brought
best

girl,

socialite

Irene

his

Wrights-

nian, to a Loiiella Parsons party

mood

pretty June Haver, es-

her

favorite

John Duzik

.

!

INSIDE STUFF

Sweet and low: That’s Shirley Temple’s

answer to husband John Agar at a party

REMOVER
HAIR
An
new

•

entirely
fragrant cream.

and delightfully

—

JAR

$1.00

• Gives amazing results quickly!
• So pure and bland it can be used
freely on the face as weU as on
the arms and legs.
• Does more than merely remove surface hair. Lasts longer. Works faster.
INC., 608 FIFTH AV., NEW YORK 20

JORDEAU

(Continued from page 15) in Hollywood.
And Cal, who has known Louella as a
close and dear friend for many years,
a friend one can go to in trouble as well
as in happiness, was never prouder or
happier. It was Louella’s
one she richly deserved.

moment and

Bing and Dixie: We drove up to the
Crosby home and rang the bell of the
impressive white house. But inside, the
feeling of impressiveness vanished. There
was coziness, happiness and warm family
feeling as Cal and Dixie renewed an old
friendship. One of the twins (we never
can tell them apart) went about search-

make

sure of

—

ing for one of his tennis shoes just like
boys in homes everywhere. Pretty, sharp
as a tack and with a figure any star

would envy, Dixie, who looks

I’LL

like the
boys’ sister, talked of their school grades,
of their homework and proudly told of
Lindsay’s above-average school record.
After inspecting the living room now
in process of redecoration, we took off
for Bing’s bi'oadcast.
With Bing’s writer and producer. Bill
Morrow, and Bing and Dixie, we dined
later at Lucey’s. The conversation was
mostly about baseball and the Pittsburgh
Pirates, of which Bing is pai’t owner.
There’s an unsophisticated, genuine quality about Ci’osby which accounts in part
at least for those repeated awards that
come his way. He’s interested in his
work but not to the exclusion of everything else, as are so many actors. Fishing, hunting, baseball (he’d been out
playing with the Pirates every day for
weeks except rehearsal days), his family
and his wife, above all, are his main

TELL YOU ABOUT

MRS.PARADINE
is bad, bad to the
bone. If ever there was an
evil woman, she is one.”
* LOUIS JOURDAN

‘‘She

*0ne of the 7 great
DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S

concern in

production of

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

™^PARADINE»se
starring

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD
CHARLES LAUGHTON * CHARLES COBURN
ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new Seiznick stars
LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI
ATTENTION MOVIE FANS!
Senil 25c Jo Seiznick Studio. Box 101, Culver City, Calif,
lor autoifaphed %' 1 10' picture ol Louis Jourdan
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life.

stars in

I

Paramount Day: What started out as
lunch with Macdonald Carey ended up
as old home week on the Paramount lot
recently. Mac was beginning work on
“The Great Gatsby” and with three films
behind him, “Hazard,” “Dream Girl” and
“Abigail, Dear Heart,” he was feeling
definitely “in movies.”
After lunch we strolled over to “The
Tatlock Millions” set and knew even before we were told that Barry Fitzgerald
was among the cast. It was the pipe,
begori'a, that told us. What a rare odor,
like

mildewed shamrocks from old Erin.

“What are you doing in a director’s
chair?” we asked (Continued on page 19)

accepted modern way!

this

Feminine daintiness
That's

why

is

fastidious

a fleeting thing!

women

prefer the

Feminine Syringe for intimate
hygienic care. Scientifically designed . .
convenient ... no accessories to assemble
. . . thoroughly, gently cleansing. 89c to
$2.89 at drug stores everywhere. Send
for free booklet "Facts You Should Know
About Intimate Feminine Care." Feminine
Products Division, Dept. P-68
Faultless

The

Faultless

Rubber Company

;

!

beaut fj cream shampoo
leaves your hair more

Naliirally pretty

June Lockhart,
star ot stage

and

screen

Ul

A

Miss Makes a Hit
JUNE LOCKHART

has

II

II

(Dm

been

in

and

out of the movies, and on and off the
stage all her life. The only child of the
well-known stage couple, GENE and
KATHLEEN LOCKHART, June has often
watched her parents at work from the
wings. She learned the alphabet from a
play script
Although inherently talented, June’s first big success is in the
Broadway stage comedy, “For Love or
Money.’’
But Eagle Lion Films has her
on a long-term contract and is starring
.

her

in

.

.

"Kenny.”

Offstage, too
Interviewed backstage at the theater,
June, whose birthday is June 25, proved
to be as captivating and unspoiled in appearance as on stage and even prettier
without her heavy make-up
While
talking, she quickly removed it, first with
cleansing cream, then with mild soap and
water. In spite of the good cleansing care
she gives her face after each performance,
she treats it to an extra-special creaming
and sudsing once a week. By trying her
cleansing method, you’ll surely have a
fresher, cleaner skin maybe one as lovely

—

.

.

.

i^

—

as hers.
eyes. When
their prettiness
by drawing a thin line just above her
lashes with brown eyebrow pencil. With
a tiny lash brush, she brushes an eyelash cream on her
lashes, and
curls

June has gorgeous big blue

offstage

she

emphasizes

them upward with an eyelash curler
Although hurrying to join the cast for
an after-theater snack, she took the time
to brush her lovely blonde hair before
combing it smoothly back and tying
the curly ends with a pretty ribbon
She shampoos and sets her own
hair.
While wet, she combs a wave set
through it, then rolls it in curlers from
.

.

.

.

“ups” her glamour rating at
Hal Roach Studios after one Shasta
Beauty Cream shampoo.

Screen test photographs show Beverly plussed her rating 100% by
shampooing with Shasta. Need we
say that this young talent scout dis-

.

covery

.

the scalp out. This reverses the accepted
curl winding method of working from
the ends in, which, she says, doesn’t turn
out so well for her. A good permanent
is a “must,” she thinks, for any girl whose
hair isn’t naturally curly.
When tired,
June loves to relax in a warm tub, made
fragrant with bath crystals ... At present, she hasn’t time for dates.
But when
she does, she enjoys a juicy hamburger
as much as an expensive steak. “It’s the
date who counts with me,” she claims,
“not the money he spends.”

NEW! Procter & Gamble’s amazing
Shasta the beauty cream shampoo.

—

NEW!

Fragrant, satiny Shasta cream-

cleanses your hair
beautifies your
hair all 3 ways
bar or
as no soap
liquid
will! In one Shasta shampoo,
your hair will have
.

—

—

.

.

—

• that lustrous alive'” look!
• that sm-o-o-oth as satin look!
• that soft, caressable look

YES— ALL THREE! Yet your hair has "body”

—

is

now

a Shasta fan?

not limp, not dried out. Shasta is
kind to hair. Makes mountains of
lather even in hardest water. Removes
flaky, unlovely dandruff, too. And
doesn’t spill or run into eyes.
it’s

safe,

Hurry! For more beautiful hair all
ways get Shasta. Convenient

three

—

sizes. All toiletries counters.
by
^GoodGuaranteed
Housekeeping
I

Procter

& Gamble’s

Beauty Cream Shampoc

I

i

COHM

.

.

.

pink, sun-kissed

"S

an

FAN

sea-changed

to coral.

ERSKINE JOHNSON

BY

Daring you to accent your suntint by day ...

t'mie ill Krsh'itie Johnsim's Bnvkgroiuul far
Slariloin/' Mutual Uroarlcasting System
Tliursfiay, H:15 p.ni. EST: T:I5 p.m. ('.ST:
/*'/'.
6:15 p.ni. MST: !^ittulay, *):I5

coaxing you to subtle splendor by night.

WOMAN
A

walked up to Larry Parks
Hollywood night club to ask for
autograph. She explained that it was
her small daughter back in Ohio.

in a

his
for

“My

little

daughter

insists

she’s

going

marry A1 Jolson when she grows

up.
Naturally, she thinks he’s you.”
Larry then obligingly wrote:
“A1 Jolson courtesy of Larry Parks.”
to

—

He

A

dropped Orson Welles’s
during filming of a scene for
“Macbeth.”
“I had a good sword carrier once,’'
mused Orson.
“When I was playing
Mercutio with Katharine Cornell on
Broadway in 1935. Young fellow by the
name of Tyrone Power.”
bit

player

sword

*

*

*

Jimmy Durante was

seated beneath his
caricature in a booth at the Hollywood
Brown Derby.
Cafe boss Bob Cobb
walked by. Jimmy pointed to his caricature and said:
“You’ll have to have the picture done
over.
This season Durante’s shnozz has
got the new look with flared nostrils.”

—

*

*

*

Comedian Ken Murray recently made
much-discussed bird picture, “Bill
One day Ken was sitting by
his swimming pool at home and a large
flock of pigeons swooped down and sat
facing him. “Go away,” said Murray, “Fm
the

and

Coo.’’

not casting today.”
^

H:

Sign in a fraternity house near Hollywood. It’s over the telephone and reads:
“Please limit calls' to three girls.”

Jack Benny, telling a studio audience
that he gets nervous before all of his
broadcasts, cracked: “Why, I’ve got ulcers
I

haven’t even used yet.”
^

H:

Walter Pidgeon and Angela Lansbury,
playing husband and wife, were doing a
breakfast scene. There was some discussion as to their actions and Angela argued:
“No married couple would do that.”
“Don’t tell me how a married couple
would act,” spoke up Pidgeon. “I’ve been
married for twenty years.”
Director Victor .Saville
“You’re both doing

said:

beamed

and^

right.

Just'

all

keep arguing and you’ll be the perfect
average married couple at breakfast.”
*
p
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There’s a huge elk-head on the wall of
Robert Taylor’s den. When people ask
him about it, Taylor usually replies: “You
should have seen the one I got away from.”

a

Profiled

a

at

Parsons party:

Pert

Es-

WIN HEARTS... WIN LOVE... WITH

ther Williams and personable Dick Potvell

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 16) Richard Haydn.
Richard, who reminded us of the rollicking- luncheon we’d had one day at Twentieth, emerged from his role in “Sitting
Pretty” to become a full-fledged director,
thus realizing his greatest ambition. We
waved to Monty Woolley, who looked as
if he smelled more than Barry’s pipe
when John Lund went into action as an

You heard me. The handsome
Lund plays a dual role hero and nincompoop in the Billy Wilder story.
Even Wanda Hendrix, waiting for her
call, was thrown into giggling hysterics
idiot.

—

—

at Lund’s antics.

A

Dick Haymes is in
his own. Dick
hopes to make a world tour after his
next two films are finished. A singing
Mark Stevens,
ambassador, as it were
lunching in the studio commissary with
the

Line or Two:

market for a plane of

.

.

.

bloody make-up for scenes in “Street
with No Name,” reports he hopes to be
out of town when Mrs. Stevens files for
divorce. Mark has bought a small cabin
in Canada as a summer retreat
Wanda Hendrix doesn’t know it but Tyrone Power would love to borrow her for
his next film, “That Wonderful Urge.”
Think soldier Audie Murphy would be
English friends write that
jealous?
Mickey Rooney was as unpopular in
London as Danny Kaye is popular. Hear
tell Mickey departed before his engagement expired. A really talented lad, the
Mick needs a wise counsellor and one
Jean Peters’s
his studio should supply
mother and her thirteen-year-old sister
have gone back to East Canton, Ohio,
where Mrs. Peters operates a cottage
tourist camp. Despite the fact that Jean
played opposite Tyrone Power in “Cap.

.

.

.

Try

Ava Gardner’s beaufy-glow

"In Seconds, your skin looks

Woodbury-wonderf

.

ul ” promises
!

Ava.

.

“First,

.

massage on Woodbury

Cold Cream— its

deep
grimy make-up.

rich oils cleanse

to the skin, loosen

Tissue off. Pat on more Woodbury for
smoothing— four special softening

.

.

cleansing

ingredients leave skin velvety.

Tissue again, splash with cold water.
Sun up! “Pretty early to sparkle,” admits
lovely Ava. “But I count on Woodbury
for thorough, deep cleansing that tells
my skin. .‘Time to wake-up-and-glow’l”

And

look

!

—your

skin glows

with that Always-Fresh lookl”

.

tain from Castile” and had the lead in
“Deep Waters,” Mrs. Peters is not sold on

Hollywood. And sister Shirley’s imitation of Jean in love scenes with Tyrone
are side splitting. No wonder Jean keeps
her feet on the ground.

Rumors: Kidnappers! The dreaded
word, telephoned in by reporters, flew
over the Universal-International lot and
sent publicists and executives scurrying
out to the “Mr. Peabody and the Mermaid” set.
“What’s this about kidnappers?” they
demanded of Ann Blyth, encased in a

mermaid

tail for

the film.

But Ann knew nothing of the report.
“I can’t imagine (Continued on page 123)

Sundown! Ava turns on the glamour—
1000-watt sparkle! “A romance date
means a Woodbury beauty date— to
cleanse and smooth. Skin looks dreamy 1"

p
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(F)

hese

I

Remember Mama
(RKO)

bitter-sweet

memories

of

modest Norwegian-bom family
T
San Francisco’s horse-and-buggy

a
of

days
an

will bring a tear to your eye.
It’s
overlong but faithful transcription

of

John Van Druten’s play based on the
Kathryn Forbes novel, “Mama’s Bank
Account.”

As Mama, who rules her httle kingdom
firmly but fairly, Irene Dimne is superb,
contributing a performance of Academy
Award caliber. Philip
plays her
kindly, hard-working husband while
Barbara Bel Geddes is the oldest daughter there are three other children who
recoimts how Mama magnificently rises

Dom

—

to

—

every emergency. Oscar Homolka

is

strikingly effective as Uncle Chris whose
blustering ways hide a heart of gold.
Edgar Bergen is perfect as the timid
undertaker, Ellen Corby pathetic as
twittery Aunt Trina, the lady of his
choice. Rudy VaUee makes a dignified
doctor and Sir Cedric Hardwicke is the

Hansons’ temporary boarder.
All are lovingly depicted in this poig-

nant portrait, revealing the innate goodness of simple, everyday ioLk.
Poignantly

Dorn

Ihead

fine

Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes

Irene

tender:

cast

in

heart-catching

film,

“I

and

Philip

Your Reviewer Says: ‘*Is

Good.”

Remember Mama”

Rollicking romance: Love takes a beating

when June

Allyson,

Hume

Cronyn, Butch Jenkins and Van Johnson meet in “The Bride Goes Wild”

(F) The Bride Goes Wild

(M-G-M)
ON’T

look for logic in this helter-skelterfarce that has June Allyson and Van
Johnson cutting capers all over the place.
As a Vermont school teacher on the prim
side, June is cute as all get-out. She arrives
in New York to illustrate a story for small
fry written by cynical and sophisticated
Van who promptly gets her pie-eyed. The
two embark upon a series of daffy adventures with June being tearful and cheerful
in turn, and Van alternately frowning and

D

clowning.
Freckle-faced Butch Jenkins scores as a
bad boy who longs to be loved; Arlene
Dahl offers June competition for Van’s
affections; Richard Derr is acceptable as
Jrme’s once-in-a-while beau from back

home, Hume Cronyn is effective as a muchimposed-upon publisher with Una Merkel
as his capable secretary.
Your Raviewar Says:

A

joyride with June and

Van.

Shadow Stage
p

i^Goocl
20

good

k^k^ir^Outstanding

F

—For the

whole family

A

—For

adults

V

^ (F) Four Faces West
( Enterprise-UA )

^HEN

screen stars seem to be “made

always maken for each other,”
believe! Witness that husband-and-wife
it isn’t

team, Joel McCrea and Frances Dee who
have a fling at romance down New Mexico way.
To save the old. homestead for his

pappy, McCrea pulls a bank robbery,
then has to run like anything to escape
the clutches of the law. U. S. Marshal
Charles Bickford and his men are in hot
pursuit, for there’s a substantial reward

dead or alive. While
meets up with nurse
Dee and slows down to a walk. She
urges him to give himself up but he can’t
see it that way.
The lanky McCrea has an outdoor look
to him; his wide-eyed little lady hasn’t
changed a mite. Bickford makes such a
mellow marshal that most men would
be proud to be his prisoner. Although
Joseph Calleia looks like a foe, he proves
he’s a friend in deed as well as need.
for Joel’s capture,
in flight, McCrea

Your Reviewer Says:

Love

in the black

politics

and

Romance on

the range.

market: Viveca Liiidfors and Dennis Morgan mix

romance

with

engrossing

effect

in

“To

the

Victor”

To The
OWER politics
(F)

P an

engrossing

Victor (Warners)
is
if

the timely topic of

somewhat confusing

picture.

An American

ex-major, Dennis Mor-

gan, engages in black market operations
in Paris. His attention is distracted from
this
unsavory business when Viveca
Lindfors seeks his protection from a pair
of killers, attempting to prevent her from
testifying against her French traitorhusband. Thereafter, it’s a brutal battle of

wits with romance providing a pleasant
complication. There are moments of high
excitement but Morgan’s motives are disappointing. We kept hoping in vain that
his dirty deals with Russian rat Joseph
Buloff were merely camouflage so he
could get the goods on him.
Newcomer Viveca Lindfors (quite a
mouthful!) is impressively dramatic; Victor Francen stands out as the French inspector who shields her from dangerous
Eduardo Ciannelli and agent Anthony Ca-

Tom D’ Andrea and Bruce Bennett
round out a competent cast.
ruso.

Your Reviewer Says:
story.

Fr en ch- f la or ed spy

(Continued on page 22)

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures
See Page 34.
the

For Best Pictures of

Month and Best Performances

See Page 24. For Brief Reviews
of Current Pictures See Page 31

BY

ELSA BBANDEN

r
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(Continued from page 21)

(F) The Pirate (M-G-M)

ay

and colorful, never lagging for a
moment, this razzle-dazzle musical
based on the S. N. Behrman play, has Judy
Garland and Gene Kelly practically turn-

G

ing themselves inside out to steal your
applause.
Judy plays a Spanish senorita who dutifully becomes engaged to the wealthy and
influential mayor of the town, Walter
Slezak. He’s the choice of her aunt, Gladys
Cooper. However, Judy dreams of the bold
pirate of the Caribbean whose daring deeds
capture her girlish fancy.
Along comes
strolling player Gene Kelly and the moment he sees Judy, he wants to stroll with
her.
With Cole Porter tunes to inspire

him. Gene dances and prances for all he’s
worth. Judy fights him furiously only to
weaken in the end. For a little village
maiden, she certainly has the know-how
on winning her man.
Your Reviewer Says:

^

(F) The

A

musical mirthquake.

Woman

in

White

(Warners)

L

ondon

in the ISSO’s

is

the setting of a
Collins

melodrama based on the Wilkie

novel. It recounts how a sadist, a scoundrel and a neurotic prey on a pair of
cousins in order to filch their fortune. It’s
all a bit bookish, the talk sounding stilted
to

modem

cousin

John Emery has already been picked

Columbia

scientific lenses

Ann—whom

— escapes

Veronica

she strongly resembles

Praiseworthy performances are turned
in by the entire cast. As the mastermind
of the foul plot, Greenstreet is evil personified; Agnes Moorehead capably plays
his resentful and revengeful wife.

Your Reviewer Says:

Creepy Victorian

(F) The Lost

O

PERA

lovers

amusing

can’t

conveniently

(F)

Your Reviewer Says:

^

(F)

An

O

one man.

artistic treat.

The Sainted

Sisters

(Paramount)
ost

movies that dip into the past fairly
drip with nostalgia. So it’s something
of a relief to come across one that treats
the turn of the century satirically.

M

guard

results.

N

Divertingly different.

The Hunted

(Allied Artists)

Belita knows her way
around. It’s a good thing, too, for she’s
a gal with a penchant for getting into
trouble. There’s that prison record for her
part in a jewel robbery. To be sure, Belita
keeps telling her hard-boiled detectivesweetheart, Preston Foster, she was as
blameless as a newborn babe, some skunk
having framed her. She taunts him for
being a cop first, last and always and
insists he’s poison to her, then points out
it’s four years since she’s been kissed. Suspicious or not, Foster is only human!
“The Hunted” is a stereotyped story full
of the jargon of crime movies. There’s one
skating sequence with Belita executing

the overplump operatic stars of yesteryear,
Corradi and Mattera have youth, talent
and looks in their favor.
While the music is sung in Italian, the
story is easy to follow through its English
narrator, Lesley Wobds. The latter reads
from the diary of the beautiful “lady of
the camellias” who set so many hearts
to

skates or

some fancy

off,

figures.

Your Reviewer Says:

Belita skates

on thin

ice.

yom

eves from harmful glare. Priced to
give you America’s greatest sun glass
value, Columbia assures more safety,
better styling. Select Columbia sun
glasses for the whole family.

FOR SAFETY CHOOSE COLUMBIA
Genuine Crookes Lenses
Cerulite Lenses

Scientific

Scientific Korek Lenses
Super-Surfaced Meniseus Excelenz
Ground and Polished Excelenz

Featured everywhere in the
new “Sea Shell” Display

P

COLUMBIA PROTEKTOSITE

One
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of America’s Leoding

Manufaefurers

of

Joan

the

Your Reviewer Says:

romantic tale of the ill-starred lovers is
presented most effectively. In contrast to

own

sister,

it’s

“Met” can see and hear a fine
film version of “La Traviata” with Italian
singers Nelly Corradi and Gino Mattera
heading a splendid cast. In addition to
some magnificent music with an orchestra
and chorus of the Rome Opera House, the

but lost her

her

Since the girls are dressed in 1895 styles,
somewhat startling to hear hard-boiled
Veronica spouting 1948 slang. Another
glaring fault is the film’s obviously contrived ending.
William Diemarest plays the crusty town
sheriff while Beulah Bondi is a stonyfaced skinflint.

tale.

visit the

afire

and

romance department, there’s
husky George Reeves (“So Proudly We
Hail”) who seesaws between the sisters.
In

One (Columbia)

who

Lake

Caulfield, are heading for the Canadian
border after badgering an elderly Romeo
into forking out $25,000. Caught in a storm
in a one-horse town, they seek refuge in
Barry Fitzgerald’s house. Sly old fox that
he is, Barry quickly sizes up the situation
and takes the law into his own hands with

from the asylum where Messrs.
Greenstreet, Emery and Abbott tucked
her away.

ears.

Alexis Smith and Eleanor Parker are
excellent as the victims of that mountain
of menace, Sydney Greenstreet. The very
personable Gig Young enters the picture
when he’s hired by Eleanor’s eccentric
uncle, John Abbott,, to instruct her in the
arts.

as Eleanor’s future husband so it doesn’t
suit Greenstreet when she prefers her
drawing teacher. Meanwhile, Eleanor’s

CO.,

INC.,

Carlstadt, N.

J.

Sun Glasses, Combs, Toys, and Housewares

(F) Big City (M-G-M)
ET’S

L

all

be gpod neighbors regardless of

class or

when you

The idea

creed.

is

workable

bring together an amiable Irish

George Murphy, an intelligent minRobert Preston, and a sympathetic
synagogue singer, Danny Thomas.
With “grandma” Lotte Lehmann’s help,
they raise Margaret O’Brien, who was
abandoned when a mer^ babe. Trouble
cop,

ister,

looms when Murphy marries cafe singer
Betty Garrett and wants Margaret to make
her home with them. The child’s other
foster fathers protest, believing Betty exerts a bad influence on their young charge.
Everyone is miserable for awhile but,
thanks to fast-thinking “Judge” Edward
Arnold, the problem is solved.
Altogether, it’s a rather tepid sermon on
tolerance, giving Margaret a chance to
turn on your tear ducts and to demonstrate
her gift for mimicry. Songs are sprinkled
throughout with Madame Lehmann and
Thomas in fine voice. Beautiful Karin
Booth is Margaret’s much admired teacher
and Butch Jenkins invites chuckles as her
playmate. In her screen bow, Betty Garrett (Mrs. Larry Parks), is a combination

you REAL!./
i^URE
r-OUR

op
PRESENT-

^^ odorant
IEIA/

?

AGAINST
perfect

F^sh

I

J

Barbara Stanwyck and Celeste Holm
and brother, that’s not bad!
of

Your Reviewer Says:
syrup.

^

A

spoonful of soothing

(F) Sciidda Hoo! Scudda Hay!
(20th Century-Fox)

SEE
yOURSELF
WHICH STOPS
Perspiration^
prevents odor

N

“The Tender Years” the plot revolved
I around a boy and his dog; in “The
Yearling,” it was the love of a youngster
for a deer. The present picture entertainingly describes, in Technicolor, the deep
devotion of the immensely likable Lon
McCallister for a pair of mules.
mules
are supposed to be stubborn critters but,

SeTTER.l

Now

when handled properly, they perform
nobly. Lon learns as much with the help
of

Walter Brennan.

Next to his mules, Lon loves pretty
June Haver best. She’s a peach any farmer
would be proud of and looks as if she
stepped out of the front line of a chorus
rather than a cowshed. Her father, Tom
Tully, is a bully who makes life tough
for Lon; Natalie Wood is her precocious
young sister. In his first film, Robert
Karnes plays Lon’s villainous stepbrother
who attracts June’s flirtatious glances.
Anne Revere is the season’s meanest

stepmother and Henry Hull makes Lon a
satisfactory father.

Skulduggery

Your Reviewer Says:

in

the

barnyard.

(F)

Madonna

of the Desert

(Republic)
his

not a Western, as you might contitle,
but a story of
cheating cheaters who take on more than
they bargained for when they attempt to
steal a jewelled madonna, owned by Don
is

T clude

from the

Castle.

Acting on racketeer Sheldon Leonard’s
instructions, pretty Lynne Roberts arms
herself with a replica of the small but
valuable statue and strikes up Castle’s
acquaintance. He has such faith in the
miraculous powers of his madonna that
Lynne is at once impressed and consciencestricken. When ex-convict Donald Barry
cuts himself in on the deal, there’s a nasty
rumpus ending in two corpses.
Lynne’s assurance that she’s seen the
light and will sin no more is anything but
convincing.
Castle is a diluted Clark
Gable; Paul Hurst a likable old codger.
Leonard alone stands out as the gangster
‘he’s

meant

to be.

Your Reviawar Says:

CMEAMt OtOOORANT
si OPS PCRSPIRAIIOn

test it! See if Fresh isn’t
more eflFective, creamier than any deodorant you’ve ever tried. Only
Fresh can use the patented combination of amazing ingredients
which gives you a safe, smooth cream that doesn’t dry out
that
.

.

.

p

*

really stops perspiration better.

Passable time-killer.
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Oklahoma Badlands

(F)

(Republic)

LTHOUGH

those

Lovalon your hair!

Oklahoma outlaws

are

bunch, troubleshooter Alan
a bad
“Rocky” Lane proves he’s more than a
match for ’em in this rip-roarin’ hoss opera.
Mildred Coles inherits the ranch of a
couple of unlucky relatives, murdered by
cattle rustlers. Trying to trap the killers.
Lane poses as the new ranch owner with
Mildred as his housekeeper. From there on
out, it’s slugging, shooting and chasing all
the way. Thieving Roy Bancroft and his

add lustre

fellow thugs are doomed to die of acute
lead poisoning. Eddie Waller plays a bungling old-timer; Lane’s horse. Black Jack,
is a right purty critter.

Whatever

else

it

“Oklahoma Bad-

lacks,

lands” has action aplenty.
Your Reviewer Says:

V

Gunplay on the

prairie.

The October Man
(Rank-Eagle Lion)

(F)

hat

ingratiating young Englishman,
Mills (“So Well Remembered”), is
a regular football of Fate. He’s kicked
about so much that your heart bleeds for
the poor chap. His one real break is attractive Joan Greenwood (“The Smugglers”) who loyally sticks to him.
When John’s accused of strangling flirtatious Kay Walsh on the strength of some
flimsy evidence, that’s the last straw. Mills
a murderer? Ridiculous! But the police
can be stubborn about these things. Wasn’t
he hospitalized for fully a year after a
serious accident, leaving him mentally
irresponsible?
Because he’s such a splendid actor. Mills
makes the whole business believable, even

T John

Stronger Grip

exciting.

Edward Chapman

Carey play a pair

and

Color

ii!!
Lovalon
It

is

must

a

after

washing your

hair.

hair-

rinses gorgeous rich color into your

gives

sparkling highlights, leaves

it

and

Lovalon comes

it

nice

and manageable.
12 flattering shades ... in

soft
in

100 and 250 sizes ... at drug, dept,
and 100 stores.

lovaloii/^A^Ilinse

Joyce

of interfering boarders;

Catherine Lacey, a pleasant landlady.
Your Reviewer Says:
shocker.

(F)

Bristling

Man from Texas

British

(Eagle Lion)

ime, talent and money are wasted on a
Western that is completely out of kilter. James Craig plays a
Jekyll-Hyde character called the El Paso
Kid who attends church on Sunday and
robs folks on Monday to the distress of
It’s no life for a
his wife, Lynn Bari.
woman and you can hardly blame Lynn
for wanting to walk out on the guy.

T crime-glorifying

Won’t

Slip

Out

Best Picture of the Month
I Remember Mama
Countless success "case histories" in my files
prove conclusively that applied charm cm
overcome any woman’s stumbling blocks!
Sodal and
Business or Model Career? Romance? Marriage?
girl,
Success? No maner who you are, home or career

Best Performances of the Month
Irene Dunne, Oscar Homolka
in "I Remember Mama”

Club

"To the Victor”
June Allyson, Van Johnson
and Butch Jenkins in
"The Bride Goes Wild”
Judy Garland, Gene Kelly in
"The Pirate”

can

1

V

day

help you
Study Course.

really

Home

Viveca Lindfors in

A

life.

SEND ONLY 25< TODAY FOR MY
CHARM AND MODELING BOOKLET!

i

these fascinating seaets, then you’ll want
to enroll for my authentic, yet simple, inexpensive course of 8 home lessons. Poise ao'*
Posture and Body co-ordina
personality

Get
I

.

.

.

Social and
Corrective diets
tion . .
Hair styling
Professional Make-up .
Voice and easy
Wardrobe planning
.

.

.

Alexis Smith, Eleanor Parker

and Sydney Greenstreet in

"The

Woman

in

White”

enroll for my easy, time-tested
exciting future, changing yow everyyou want can be yours!

if you’ll

An

personality, everything

new

.

conversation
sciousness.

Let

me be

.

.

Write

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Overcoming

self-con-

in strictest confidence.

your most helpful friend

John Mills in
"The October Man”
Errol Flynn, Thomas Mitchell
in "Silver River”

Brian Aherne in "Smart Woman”
Betty Garrett in "Big City”
Lon McCallister in

"Scudda Hoo! Scudda Hay!”
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Dept.J,
1

enclose

STREET.

CITY_

P.O.Box 1071, Hollywood 28,

Calif.

& Charm

Booklet.

25 *

(coin or

stomps) for your Mode!

|

The

Kid's

pal

is

pleasant - mannered

Johnnie Johnston, who follows him about,
singing songs, while Craig attends to the

Are you

serious business of banditry. Una Merkel
scores in a Marjorie Main type of role;
Harry Davenport portrays a scared banker.
Wally Ford hides behind a bushy beard as
well he might, for he’s in one of the
corniest oat operas of this or any season.

in

the

know ?

Your Reviewer Says: Better go bowling.
V'

(A) Hazard (Paramount)

AULETTE GODDARD

deserves something better than the mediocre movies
she’s been starring in lately.
Here she plays a gal with such a frightful case of gambling fever that only Macdonald Carey has what it takes to cure
Carey is hired by crooked Fred
her.
Clark to find the card-crazy little lady
who welched on a bet. The trail leads to
Chicago, then Los Angeles, with the private eye and his attractive quarry playing

P

a rough-and-tumble game of tag.
As a tough truck driver, dispensing advice on how to handle dizzy dames, Maxie

Rosenbloom will set you snickering. But
just as a single swallow doesn’t make a
summer, a laugh here and there doesn’t
add up to more than a passable picture.
Your Reviewer Says;

y

An

even

When can a girl
O But never
In

Q

bet.

(F) Silver River (Warners)

PICTURE

of pioneer days, this saga of
the West is moderately entertaining.
As ruthless as he’s reckless, Errol Flynn
is determined to be top dog in a place
The end of the Civil
called Silver City.
War finds him and his pal, Tom D’Andrea,
sole owners of a gambling joint. Soon Errol
controls everything in sight except Ann

A

ask for a date ?

refreshments — natch.

means

Is Requested to
Pay”. At certain times, choosing Kotex

Twirp Season

How

desperate can you gel

miss can stalk her

The catch? Twirp

"The Woman

in self-assurance. Why not, with
those flat pressed ends preventing telltale
outlines? Thanks to this secret mission,
Kotex’ flat pressed ends help so many girls
to stay in the fun . .
serenely!

pays,

man — in Twirp Season.

Anytime you and your gal pals declare one.
Call for your dates, give ’em zany corsages.
Plans can include a dance or movies, plus

.

Sheridan, co-owner of a silver mine with
her engineer-husband, Bruce Bennett.
Errol evinces a strong yen for Ann who is
on the shrewish side. (Men in the movies
seem to prefer their women that way.)
Thomas Mitchell rates attention as
Flynn’s alcohol-loving lawyer who helps
him win fame and fortune up to a certain
point, then rebels; badman Barton Mac-

Lane makes Flynn
Your Reviewer Says:

a bitter

enemy.

Sprawling,

brawling

Western.

y

(F) Smart

Woman

(Bennett-Allied Artists)

S

URE, Constance Bennett is a “smart
woman.” She lands special prosecutor

Brian Aherne, doesn’t she? A regular Sir
Galahad, Brian is six-foot-two, every inch
of him oozing charm.
As a criminal lawyer, Connie gets mixed
up with some shady characters, among
them racketeer Barry Sullivan. Just what
Barry’s strange hold on her is becomes
obvious long before the picture ends. Any
reporter worth his salt would have dug
up the truth about Connie and Barry but
Michael O’Shea is too busy wisecracking
to do a day’s work. Connie and Brian
battle it out in court, but once they’re off
duty they go dining and dancing.
James Gleason is amusingly realistic as
Brian’s assistant, Otto Kruger smooth as
a corrupt district attorney with Selena
Royle as his loyal and anxious wife.
Richard Lyon makes a satisfactory son for
Connie while Isobel Elsom serves nicely
as her mama.
Your Reviewer Says;

Love and the

law.

Do the Crew Cuts

D
O
n
A

gal

you

—

How

.

n

A femme

D

to follow

.

"Do you rah-lly?” approach.
Shun mannerisms. Be yourself. And be
rated a femme to follow. You can always
be your own gay self when calendar qualms
the affected

are off your mind.

What

with that exclu-

sive safety center of Kotex for extra protection, there’s no ceiling to your confidence ! And Kotex comes in 3 sizes

—

Kotex napkin

modeling career?

Trek to the big

city

Take a charm course

might improve her conversation.
keep repeating "See?”
"I
.” And only a dreep would dare

there’s a

to start a

Affected

...

Don’t

mean

rate

Affectionate

just perfect for you.

Aiore

Find out

if

you're qualified

Modeling’s glamorous
but gruelling.
How’s your health? Disposition? Can your
arches take long hours of standing? You
needn’t fly far afield to find out. Try your
wings in fashion shows at your local department store. Tells you if you’re qualified. On difficult days, comfort counts; and
Kotex is made to stay soft while you wear
it. Not ’til you’ve tried new Kotex can you
appreciate this new, suave softness that
holds its shape. And the new all-elastic
Kotex Belt fits comfortably
doesn’t bind.

ivoflne/?

.

.

.

.

c/foose

.

.

/COTEX

*

(F) The Mating of Millie

(Columbia)

AREER

whose

an empty book,
C takes a couple of lessons on how to get
her man. From a super-efficient machine
she turns into a slick chick with a comegirl,

a// of/?er

safl?/fary

aa/p/c/hs

life is

'T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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)

hither look. Right away quick all the eligible males from miles around besiege her
with proposals. Sound familiar?
Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes, Willard
Parker rmd Ron Randall wrestle with the
hackneyed plot in a vain attempt to spruce
it up.
sentimental touch is provided
by Jimmy Hunt as an orphaned neighbor

A>ndng,..ar

^ O^ock

A

the inonnin^ 1

in

boy who arouses

Millie’s

Your Reviewer Says:

Rim

maternal

of the Millie.

(F) Letter from an

Woman

instinct.

Unknown

(Universal-International)

rustration

is the keynote of
Old World romance,
flashback. Joan Fontaine portrays
fully shy youngster with an acute

F

and

a fuzzy

told in
a paincase of
object of her

futile

hero worship. The unworthy
affections is promising pianist Louis Jourdan (“The Paradine Case”).
Now Louis is a romantic-looking gent

who might make any

girl fluttery but, alas,

he goes in for the proverbial wine, women
and song. When Joan blossoms into lovely
womanhood, still adoring him, he treats
her as just another conquest instead of the
love of his life. She has a chance for a
new life for herself and her little boy
and what does she do, silly girl, but throw
it all away.
The story is slow-paced, the mood monotonous and the end leaves you dangling.
Your Reviewer Says:

Hearts and flowers in

Old Vienna.

(F) Are

You With

It?

(Universal-International

or all their good intentions,
F O’Connor, Olga San Juan,
Stewart and

Lew Parker

Donald
Martha

can’t turn this
fair-to-

more than a

Broadway show

into
middling filmusical.

Donald is a grown-up Quiz Kid, employed by an insurance company. There’s
pandemonium when it’s discovered that
the young mathematical genius has displaced a decimal point. Disconsolate, Donald leaves his job and joins a carnival.

V^en

his sweetheart-secretary, Olga, can’t
to return to insurance, she travels
along with the show. Lew Parker (in the
original stage production) is comical as a
persuasive pitchman and his girl friend,
Martha, is a cutie any carnival would want
to feature.
Walter Catlett plays the broke and bewildered boss of the outfit while Pat Dane

get

/.

"HERE'S

HOW

I

2 "WHEN DATE TIME COMES, I ‘dress
up’ my basic dress with a circular organdy

manage desk-to-danc-

—

overskirt.

simplest of simple accessories. And, of

keep

I

my

rely

on new Odorono Cream

to

the

(even

if

stays in the jar.

Odorono

you leave the cap

Never

off for

glitter,

— thanks

stives

more

the

to

new

Halgene in

effective protection

than

any deod orant known.

gritty

weeks).

eu)

Yet stainless Odorono is so safe and
you can use it even after shaving.

gentle

—

Gionono Cieow

sl^

odori^

|?ea6poa^on
I

•

i

Your Reviewer Says:

gloves

and flowers for glamour. And I’m set for
an evening of fun. I’m confident of my

charm all
Odorono Cream.” Because

AM.

And wait till you see how creamy-smooth
Odorono

Add

jewelry for

evening too

dress free of perspiration stains

and odor.” One dab of Odorono in
keeps you dainty a full 24 hours.

a sultry temptress.

.

ing dates,” says this smart career girl. “I
wear a basic dress to the office with the

course,

is

him

A

minor musical.

(A) Ruthless (Eagle Lion)

THIRD-RATE

story of a first-rate heel,
this over-pretentious picture has all the
characters indulging in double talk. To
Zachary Scott falls the unpleasant task of

A

portraying a man who is callously cruel
about those he crushes in his climb to
wealth and power.
Apparently, Scott thinks that a stony
stare suggests ruthlessness, for that’s practically the only expression on his masklike face throughout the story. Louis
Hayward is more successful in his portrayal of Scott’s lifetime friend, reluctant
to believe he’s a heartless scoundrel. Hayward even reserves judgment when Scott
steals his girl, lovely Diana Lynn, then
drops her to woo rich-and-willing Martha
Vickers. Later, Martha is tossed aside for
Lucille Bremer, wife of Scott’s business
rival, Sydney Greenstreet.
Now a guy like that is bound to get his
come-uppance sooner or later; it’s just a
question of time and, in this case, it takes

105 minutes.

Your Reviewer Says:

Thumbs down.

.

e
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look
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sta>'S
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off.
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for* ’Lustre-Creme

Dream Girls Only
"WEEN DANCES you

seek the beauty
he starry night. But the touch of his
tek against your lovely tresses is part
the magic that holds him enchanted.

Dear Editor
Won’t someone please try to convince
Judy Garland that we have always loved
her in those musicals she used to make.
She has a lovely voice and I think she is
:

very cute, but she should leave heavy dramatics to some of the other actresses.
(

il.ORlDE.V.V

-Sun

Judy Garland'.
iiui.ucaL<!

<;

nc.vt

Hao

City,

f’ictiircs

"The Pirate” and

:

'

Sl.Vl K
Fla.
are both

Paster Pa-

rade.”
7' hey
should be released fairly
soon. IPnacver, Judy's last picture. "I'iH
the Clotids Roll Pv," icas a musical, tof

NO NEED
,i|)On a

to

“wi^h

To Photoplay:

star" for clean

In most films, regardless of the scene or
situation, one hears loud irrelevant music

'Vagrant, lovely,

iieart-winning hair.

— even

Von have it. thanks
to your Lustre-Creme
shampoo. Ami that’s

during conversations, often mak-

some

of the words unintelligible.
picture is good the audience will
create its own moods and if the picture
is not good no amount of music is going
to make it better.
In the best pictures
I’ve seen in the past year, “Margie,” “The
Killers,"
“Crossfire” and “Gentleman’s
.Agreement," there was very little music,

ing

If

a

;

when
rm urs: — ” Dream
he

onfirmeil

m

11

Girl,

can we

tell

them

which must prove something.
Mis.s M.\ry

Xew

I

MANY A BRIDE
Shampoo lor its

is

indelited to Lustre-fh'eme

a daint\

is

:

Recently,
when 1 read the letter
written by 1.. D. in your column, I wholeheartedly agreed with her opinion concerning the article “Can This Be Love?”
But now I’m beginning to wonder.
Mark Stevens went all the way to express
lujw sorry he was and how much he still
loves his wife.
He had made a terrible
mistake. A’et, after almost five months be
repeats his “mistake” and they separate
again. I am bitterly disappointed in Mark.
.Ml.SS P.VIRICT.V H.\WK1 .\s
Portageville, AIo.

magical uav with hair. \o/

a soap, not a liquid. Lu>t i'e-(.ireme

fear Editors

Stout

York, N. Y.

new. rich-lathering cream sham|M) 0 Created h\
cosmetic genius. Kay Uanniit, to glamorize
hair and leave it with three-way loveliness:
.

1.

2.
3.

Editors

Fragrantly clean,
free of loose dandruff

-Affair”

(ilistening with sheen
Soft, easy to

When

manage

is

Try
Lustre-Creme Sham|)oo! Be

picture.
I

hadn’t

I

Dream Girl ... a lovely
"Lustre-Creme” Girl.

a

4-oz. jar

.SI. 00;

sizes in jars or tubes,

K.oy Doumif, Inc. (Successor)
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III.

TUBE

“The Arnelo

think “The .Arnelo .Affair” would have
been a darn good movie if it had left that
old beaten path along tow’ards the end.

special rinse needed.

IVhether you prefer the

of

decided to see the
did I almost wished

—

instantly in hard or soft water.

919 N. Michigon Avenue, Chicago,

1

saw previews

picture.
'Fhere were three or four scenes
that weren't even in the movie. If “The
Arnelo .Affair” was the only movie I’d
seen about w Inch this w as true, it wouldn’t
be so bad but there have been others.

a rare

—

Nn

I

I

because the previews were better than the

blend of secret
plus gentle lanolin, akin to
ingredients
natural oils in a healthy scalp. Lathers

Lustre-Creme

:

When

or the

JAR

.

.

.

you’tl prefer

.\t all

-Miss Verxie
Visalia, Calif.

smaller

dOc and

cosmetic counters.

LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO

Dotson

Photoplay sympathises zcith you for zee
haz'e alzeays deplored this sort of thina.
Hozeever, years ago this zeas a common
practice zehile today it is most infre-

—

quent.

Great strides haz-e been made.

Dear Editor

The day

:

saw tlie stage play “Mister
Roberts," starring Henry Fonda, I was
convinced that he is the most sincere and
natural actor that I’ve seen in a long, long
time. Meeting him and getting his autograph made me realize that movie actors
are human and friendly off the screen
1

as well as on.

White

Dolores

Baltimore, Aid.

Dear Photoplay
I
would like to congratulate you on the
excellent story of Rory Calhoun (Feb:

My

I

have

named him "Devil Eyes.”
AIakilvnne

Sigl

ruary).

girl

and

friend

Cicero,

Dear Photoplay
In

:

your h'ehruary issue you said that

Ingrid
in

111.

Bergman

“Arch

of

sings for the

Triumph."

Tliis

first
is

time

not true

French song
"Saratoga Trunk.” I am sure most of
Bergman's fans will rememher.

as she sang a very cliarming
in

Wani).-\ Baines
Hotiston, Tex.

Thank you!
Bergman did

In “Saratoga Trunk" Miss
sing a Creole song, "Ah,

Suzelte Chere."

epues+ion Box:

Dear Editor:
Please tell me the name of the man who
played Shorty in "Body and Soul.” I enjoyed his performance very much.

Dorothy Morigean
Arlee. Mont.

That zvas Joseph Pevnev.

One Permanent Cost ^!5...the TONI only ^2

y^

Your

Dear Editor
Would you help me settle my problem
please?
Is Dean Stockwell’s real name
Sonny Kane ? And where was he born ?
\\ hat are his parents' names?
Was he in
“The Green Years”?

Shellian Sanford
Port Huron, Mich.
Dean StockxvcU conies from a faniilv of
actors and zoas born in Ihdlyzcood Cal.
His real name is Dean Stockzvell. and his
parents are Harry and Bettv Veronica
StockzvcII.
Dean played Robert Shannon
as a child in “The Green Years.”
,

y^

will look naturally curly the
lime you try Toni. For Toni
Home Permanent gives the hair body as
well as curl
makes it easy to style
easy to manage. But before you try Toni,

very

.

did Tom Neal play the part of Stezr both
before and after the plastic surgery?

want

you'll

Will

Tom Neal

acted the role of

Major Ross

throughout the picture.

to

.

.

to all letters receiz’cd.)

TONI save me time?
The actual waving lime is
oidy 2 to 3 hours. And during that time

Will

Definitely.

hair?

you are free

to

do whatever you want.

Can

do

I

it

myself?

there a "frizzy-stage” with

Your Toni

Which twin has the TONI?
Pictured above are the Dublin twins of
A ork City. Fi ances, the twin at the
right has the Toni. She says, "My Tonisavings paid for a darling new hat. Now
l.ucille calls me the smarter half.

New

Sure. Every day thousands of women
give themselves Toni Home Permanents.
It’s easy as rolling your hair up on curlers.

’

TONI?

will be frizz-free right

from

the start. For Toni Creme Waving Lotion
gently coaxes your hair into luxurious
curls
leaves it soft as silk, with no
kinkiness, no dried out brittleness, even
on the first day.
.

.

long will

my TONI wave

Your Toni wave

.

.

Toni waves any kind of -hair that
will take a permanent, including gray,
dyed, bleached or baby-tine hair.

How

(Address letters to this department to
Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, Nezv I ork IT, N. I
Hozocz’cr,
our space is limited.
We cannot therefore promise to publish, return or reply

.

know:

TONI work on my

.

Imogene Little
San Angelo, Tex.

.

natural-looking wave to a halo of tight
ringlets. .Just follow the simple directions
for timing.

Aes,

Is

Dear Photoplay
In the movie "Eirst Yank Into Tokyo”

liair

first

last?

guaranteed to last
just as long as a $15 beauty* shop peris

manent— or your money

back.

my TONI wave be loose or tight?
With Toni you can have just the amount
of curl that suits you best
from a loose,

Will

.

.

p

.
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Because Veto says
to Offending

Veto soys “no”—

^

m/{

^£/cd^y(Adtwfb

Soft as a caress

.

.

exciting

.

.

.

new

.

— Veto

“no'
Veto says “no”

is

Colgate’s wonderful cosmetic deodoranl. Always creamy,

always smooth, Veto

is

lovely to use, keeps you lovely

Veto stops underarm odor instantly
effectively.

You

And Veto

feel confident

lasts
.

.

.

and

.

lasts

.

.

all

day!

So

checks perspiration

— from

hath to 'bath!

sure of exquisite daintiness.

effective

.

.

.

yet so gentle

new cosmetic deodorant.

Veto,

is

— Colgate’s lovely,

harmless to any normal skin.

Harmless, too, even to your filmiest, most fragile fabrics.

For Veto alone contains Duratex, Colgate’s exclusive ingredient
to make Veto safer. No other deodorant can be like Veto!
So Irusl (dways to Veto
if you value your charm!

—

TRUST AIRWAYS TO

VUTIt iF

YOU VALUE YOUR CHARAft

(F) ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA^E^gXt Lion:
There’s a cardboard quality to this tale. As Casanova,
Arturo De Cordova is romantic enough; Lucille

Bremer is the girl who takes him down a peg.
Turhan Bey plays Casanova’s hot-blooded comrade.
(May)
(F) ALBUQUERQUE — Paramount: A
^
middlin’ Western. Randy Scott
a cowpoke

fair-to-

whose

is

crooked uncle drives him into joining a rival freight
line.
With Barbara Britton, Lon Chaney. (Apr.)

\/\/ (F)

ALL MY SONS—U-\\

Based on Arthur

Miller’s prize play, this tells of the conflict between
materialistic Edward G. Robinson and his idealist son,
Burt Lancaster. With Mady Christians, newcomer

Louisa Horton,

Howard

Duff, Frank Conroy.

(May)

APRIL SHOWERS—Warners:

How, oh how, can
a young

girl tell

the different finer silverplate?

Here’s a
tender, tuneful tribute to the old vaudeville days. Jack
Carson, Ann Sothern and young Bobby Ellis are the
headliners with Robert Alda and S. Z. Sakall. (May)
(F)

DAUGHTER—

U-G-M: John Mar(F) B. F:S
quand’s New Deal novel has Charles Coburn as the
tycoon and Barbara Stanwyck as his devoted daughter.
Barbara is engaged to Richard Hart until Van Heflin
comes along. With Keenan Wynn.
(F)

bumps

off his girl,

Rita

Johnson, crime ed-itor Ray Milland has to expose him
or become Suspect Number One himself. An exciting
story with a topnotch cast including Maureen O’Sullivan, George Macready, Elsa Lanchester. (May)

—

(F) BLACK BART U-I: Dan Duryea is a
hooded highwayman and Jeffrey Lynn's his ex-partnerin-crime in this Technicolor yarn of robbery on the
range. When not holding up stagecoaches, the boys

make

love to

(F)

Yvonne De

Carlo.

(May)

CALL NORTHSIDE 777—20th

Century-

Fox: An authentic case in Chicago’s police records
inspired this human interest drama. Jimmy Stewart
is the reporter whose zeal frees Richard Conte, imprisoned for a murder he never committed. (Apr.)

FROM

(F) CAPTAIN
CASTILE—
Century-Fox: Romance, adventure and history in a picture that catches the eye and stirs the imagination.
From Spain of 1518, Tyrone Power flees to the New
World with pretty Jean Peters and Lee J. Cobb. Cesar
Romero lends color to the role of Cortez. (Mar.)

MURDERER—

(A) DEAR
Smart,
smooth and sophisticated British thriller of an unfaithful wife and her revengeful husband. Eric Portman
and Greta Gynt head a capable cast. (May)

DOUBLE

LIFE, A-V-l: An original if
not too believable story of an actor who continues to
live his roles off stage. Ronald Colman holds you
spellbound; Signe Hasso is fine as his ex-wife with

l/t/ (A)

whom Edmond O’Brien
(A)

is in

She

looks for these -

W

=

(May)

BIG CLOCK, THE — Paramount: When

publisher (Charles Laughton

. .

In this day and age young ladies

know

the finest kind of silver-

plate they can buy, regardless

of price,

& Edwards.
No! No!

plating (extra plating).

&

Holmes

.

Edwards
,

,

is

sterling

.x'

INLAID With these ^

=

Just look what this really means:

Two

blocks

of

Sterling silver are in-

visibly inlaid at the backs

of bowls

and handles of the most used spoons
and forks. Quite obviously, they stay
lovelier longer!

So of course more women buy
Holmes & Edwards than ever
before

love. (Apr.)

Holmes

is

Here, they find no mere over-

.

.

.

wouldn’t you?

FLAME, THE— Republic:

Don’t go out of your
way to see this lurid tale. John Carroll persuades Vera
Ralston to marry his half-brother, Robert Paige, supposedly dying, so they can share his fortune. (Apr.)

FORT APACHE— RKO-.

(F)

Indian fighting

Danish Princess

Lovely Lady

Youth

is

the theme of this overlong film. Shirley Temple pleasingly portrays Henry Fonda’s demure daughter attracted to personable John Agar who scores in his
movie debut. John Wayne’s in it, too. (May)

[0LMES& EDWARDS

U/hen & ^lamout ^Itl

STERLING IMLAID^
SILVERPLATE

CAN A “PLAIN”
WIFE WIN?
ihteatenA

you had been listening to “My
True Story” one morning not so long
ago you would have heard how
Connie a retil-life wife solved the
problem of love vs. sophistication.
Every morning, Monday thru Friday, this favorite radio program
If

—

HERE

—

It's

—

dramatizes a genuine situation the
sort of problems that can come to
any woman. Listen to radio’s greatest morning show. Prepared in cooperation with the editors of True
Story Magazine. You’ll be fascin-

AND

HERE

Sterling Inlaid

WHICH PAHERN? Three

to choose from.
Danish Princess, Lovely Lady and Youth,

made in the U.S.A. by the
national Silver Company.

all

HOW MUCH?

Inter-

Surprise Unlike so many
other things price of Holmes & Edwards
has not gone op Still only $68.50 for
52 pieces, service for eight with chest.
(No Federal Tox.)

ated.

I

I

"Tuna in

“MY TRUE STORY”

WHERE TO BUY? At

AMERICAN BROADCASTING

ment

STATIONS
CwrijM

1948, Tlii International Silver Co., Holmes

$

Edwards Oiv., Meriden, Ceoo. Sold

In

jewelry and depart-

P

stores.
Canada by: The

T.

Eaton Cn.. ltd. °llee. U. S. Pat. Cif.
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GAY RANCHERO, THE— Republic:

(F)

Sheriff

Roy Rogers

uses plane and horsepower to trap George
Meeker and his gang, trying to take over an airline
run by Jane Frazee and Andy Devine. (Apr.)

(A) HIGH IVALL-U-G-U. A psychological
whodunit with Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter, Herbert
Marshall. As exciting as they come.
(Mar.)

AN— 20th

IDEAL HUSBAND,

(A)

Century-

Fox: Everyone is exquisitely chic in Oscar Wilde’s
talky period piece of London in 1895. To Paulette Goddard_ falls the role of the scheming Mrs. Cheveley,
seeking to blackmail Hugh Williams to the distress of

Diana Wynyard and Michael Wilding.

(Apr.)

YOU KNEW

(F) IF
SUSIE— RKO: Eddie Cantor bounces about and Joan Davis keeps step with him
in a loud, lively show depicting the ups and downs
of a husband-wife team. With Allyn Joslyn. (May)

JASSY — Rank-U-I; A

(F)

I/'

handsomely mounted

Technicolor

rags-to-riches tale starring
Margaret
as Jassy, Basil Sydney as the brute she
marries, Patricia Roc as his spoiled daughter. (Apr.)

Lockwood

MAIN STREET

(F)

KID,

MRS. PARADINE

THE— Republic:

Mental
telepathy is the theme with A1 Pearce demonstrating
his mind-reading ability after a correspondence course
from faker Alan Mowbray. Pearce plays Cupid to his
lovelorn daughter, Janet Martin.

ON TRIAL

IS

FOR HER LIFE

(Apr.)

MIRACLE CAN HAPPEN, A—VA:

(F)

Eight topstars give their all to entertain you but the
humor of the assorted skits, held together by a thread,
is too forced to be effective. Even such players as Burflight

Meredith, Paulette Goddard, Jimmy Stewart,
Henry Fonda, Dorothy Lamour, Victor Moore, Fred
MacMurray can’t make this jell. (May)

gess

*0ne of the 7 great stars in
DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S production
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

MIRACLE OF THE BELLS, THE— Lasky-

(F)

RKO: Weepy,

sentimental story of a would-be Hollywood star and a press agent who only realizes his
love for her when he loses her. Fred MacMurray
and Valli do a fine job with able support from Frank
Sinatra and Lee J. Cobb. (May)

A—

MY

GIRL TIS
Warners: New York
is the setting for a heart-warming romance.
Palmer makes an appealing greenhorn; Sam
Wanamaker is the young man with plans for a big
(F)

Starring

of 1905

GREGORY PECK • ANN TODD
CHARLES LAUGHTON • CHARLES COBURN
ETHEL BARRYMORE and 2 new Selznick stars
LOUIS JOURDAN and VALLI

Lilli

(Mar.)

future.

NAKED

(F)
rousing

this
its

setting.

Duff,

CITY, THE-V-l: Don’t miss

melodrama with
Barry Fitzgerald

New York
is

just

City

right as

as
the

With Don Taylor, Howard
Dorothy Hart, Ted De Corsia (Apr.)

veteran police

officer.

|

ATTENTION MOVIE FANS!

.

Sen^ ZSc td Settnick Studis, 8dx 1 0t, Culver CitT. CuW-^

,

(ur attta{ra|itieiiS’’,x 10’ picture ui Valli

‘

—

(F) NIGHT SONG RKO: Dana Andrews, as a
poor blind composer, gives rich Merle Oberon a run
for her money. Fine performances by Ethel Barrymore, Hoagy Carmichael; fine music by Artur Rubinstein. (Mar.)
I/'

of

.

OPEN SECRET—

^

(F)
Eagle Lion: Anti-Semitism
is the theme of a thriller that smacks too much of
sensationalism to merit serious attention. John Ireland and Jane Randolph trail the hate-mongers. With

Roman Bohnen, Sheldon
(F)

Leonard.

legs
hair-free

(May)

PARADINE CASE, THE—Vanguard-

Selznick: Hitchcock’s outstanding meller has a knockout cast including Gregory Peck, Ann Todd, Charles
Laughton and newcomers Valli and Louis Jourdan.
(Apr.)

(F)

Young

longer

RELENTLESS— Columbia:

tangles with

Cowboy Robert
badman Barton MacLane, and be-

comes a hunted man with

sheriff

Willard Parker and

swindler Akim Tamiroff chasing him. Luckily, Bob
has trim Marguerite Chapman on his side. (Apr.)

Now for you ... a

skin that inspires
romance. Yours with Vitone-enriched
Jergens Face Cream. The skin-smoother
called finer than Lanolin itself by skin

way it cleanses,
new beauty.

scientists. Thrill to the

softens your skin to

Like four beauty aids in one jar:

Face Cream is all-purpose.
Enriched with Vitone, costs no more
than ordinary creams.

SAIGON— Paramount:

(F)
^
movie

in

of

A

run-of-the-mill

an Oriental frame, depicting the adventures

Alan Ladd, Douglas Dick and Wally

Morris Carnovsky, Veronica Lake.

Cassell.

odorless

With

(Apr.)

(F) SEARCH, THE — M-G-M: A moving story of
^
Europe’s displaced children with Ivan
as the

Hair Remover Cream

Jandl

runaway

Novotna as the mother frantically searching for him, Montgomery Clift and
Wendell Corey as American soldiers and Aline MacMahon as an understanding field worker. (May)
(F)

Jergens

lad, Jarmila

WAYS BETTER
THAN A RAZOR
3

SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR-V-l: A

psychological crime movie guaranteed to give you
goose pimples, with Michael Redgrave collecting

WAS

(F) SENATOR
INDISCREET,
U-I
This fairly funny political farce has William
Powell playing the prize sap of the Senate, scheming
to become President. With Peter Lind Hayes, Ella
Raines, Arleen Whelan. (Mar.)

THE—

CREAM
A DRY-SKIN

(F)

..

SIGN OF THE RAM, r/TE— Columbia

Here’s a domestic drama designed for those who enjoy
a good cry. Susan Peters returns to the screen to play
an over-possessive invalid who invites disaster when
she dominates husband Alexander Knox and stepchildren Peggy Ann Garner, Allene Roberts and

p

No razor

cuts or nicks.

...rinse off.

One application

PRETTY—

(F) SITTING
20th Century-Fox:
You owe it to yourself to see this laugh-loaded comedy
featuring Clifton Webb as a self-confessed genius
who takes a baby-sitter’s job in the household of Robert

Young and Maureen O’Hara. Richard Haydn
(May)

registers as a meddling neighbor.
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3.

does the trick. In tubes:
#l,al8o 65^. (plus tax)

Ross Ford. (May)

Doctors' tests show 8 out of 10 complexions beautifully improved: “Softer,
smoother, fresher” with Jergens Face
Cream enriched with Vitone.

Keeps legs hair>free longer.
Prevents stubby regrowth.

IMRA, snowy-white cosmetic cream, safely, painlessly, quickly removes hair
below the skin line. Keeps
legs and arms hair-free longer than a razor. Smooth on

:

A SOFTENER

2.

1.

rooms where murders were committed. Joan Bennett
gambles her life in curing hubby of his hobby. (Apr.)

ARTRA, Dept.

Name
Address.

24.

Bloomfield, N.
,

.

—

J.

Send free somple to:

,

i

(F)

SLIPPY McGEE — Republic:

Priest

Tom Brown

nurse Dale Evans do a real job of reforming
Donald Barry, convincing him there isn’t
much of a future in crime. (Apr.)
anrl

fugitive

THF—

(F) SMUGGLERS.
Rank-Eagle Lion: A
costume chronicle strewn with sadistic flogging scenes.
Richard Attenborough is the chief victim of torture
when he betrays smuggler Michael Redgrave and his
band. With Joan Greenwood and Jean Kent. (Apr.)
I/'

SONG OF MY HEART— AW'xeA

(F)

An

Artists:

uneven picture based on Tschaikovsky’s
and music. Good performances by Frank Sundstrom, Audrey Long, Mikhail Rasumny, Gale Sherwood and Sir Cedric Hardwicke. (Mar.)
episodic,

life

SUMMER HOLIDAY -M-G

y' (F)

M: Mickey

DIRECTOR OF MAKE-UP AT WARNER BROS. STUDIO

lovesick boy and Gloria De Haven as the
object of his affections in an airy trifle of the bustle-

Rooney as a

and-buggy era with Walter Huston, Frank Morgan
and Butch Jenkins. (Apr.)
(F) TAKE MY L/F£— Rank-Eagle Lion: This
murder-made in-Britain film has some exciting moments Greta Gynt and Hugh Williams are the leads;

L

Francis

From snack
it

Sullivan, the able prosecuting attorney;
villain and Rosalie Crutchley, the

(May)

(F)
Fox: In

this

hit for

TENDER YEARS, THE— 20th

Century-

(F) THREE DARING
M-G-M-.
Jeanette MacDonald’s back and pianist Jose Iturbi
is chasing her in a Technicolor fllmusical with youthful singer Jane Powell and blunt Edward Arnold. An
overworked but glamorous editor, Jeanette hasn’t
any fun until Iturbi bombards her with roses. Her
three kids almost ruin their romance. (May)
This fiction-fact film
men packs a wallop.
Dennis O’Keefe and Alfred Ryder pose as mobsters
to get the lowdown on a counterfeiting gang. With
Charles McGraw, Wally Ford, June Lockhart. (Apr.)
(F) TO THE ENDS OF THE £yJRTH— Columbia: Join the Treasury Department and see the world
Dick Powell’s mission leads him to China, Egypt and
Cuba where he meets mysterious Signe Hasso and
helpful Vladimir Sokololf among others. (Apr.)

serv-

an absent singer. The

ent scout signed her up!

made her

dence, she

DAUGHTERS—

(F) T-MEN — Eagle Lion:
^
about Uncle Sam’s undercover

how

While

little girl

from Tacoma made a big hit— and a

homey tale of a man, his boy and a dog,
Joe E. Brown affably plays a small-town preacher.
With young Richard Lyon, Josephine Hutchinson,
Noreen Nash, Charles Drake. (Apr.)

/

bar to stardom— that’s
for Janis Paige.

ing in a servicemen’s canteen, she pinch-

Marius Goring, the
victim.

happened

Warner

Bros.

By

tal-

coinci-

screen debut in

“Hollywood Canteen.”

At the studio Janis met Perc Westmore,
beauty advisor

to

Hollywood

To

stars.

emphasize her natural beauty, he helped
her select the Westmore beauty colors
to flatter

her complexion.

“To be a

star

He

told her,

1

\/’\/

(F)

TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE

you must look lovely

Now

the screen as well as on.”

off

Janis

easy to look her beautiful hest

— Warners:

says

gold,

with this marvelous Westmore make-up.

In this exciting tale of man’s greed for
Bogart, Tim Holt, Walter Huston
go prospecting in the Mexican wilds. A strong story
and fine acting. Romance? There isn’t any (Mar.)

Humphrey

it’s

I

(F) TYCOON — RKO: Engineering and marriage
^
don’t mix
Sir Cedric Hardwicke’s

Janis considers herself an “outdoor”

if
your boss and
But John Wayne stubbornly sticks to
guns with Laraine Day at bis side. (Mar.)

father-in-law
his

(F)

girl,

UNDER COLORADO

but she loves to be glamorous too

Republic:
Monte Hale is after a gang of desperadoes, headed
by William Haade, so he can prove he didn’t really
rob that bank. He was just shielding the no-go<^
brother of his sweetheart, Adrian Booth.
(Mar.)

as in her present picture. Exciting as a

(A) WOMAN’S VENGEANCE.
U-I: An
intriguing murder meller embellished by splendid
teamwork of Charles Boyer and Ann Blyth with Jessica Tandy, Sir Cedric Hardwicke. (Mar.)

afternoons.

Make-Up

stick,

for the

first

time,

make

Astaire,

teamed

musical history

in Irving Berlin’s tuneful “Easter

is still

“And Westmore Cosmetics

for all

on Westmore

day beauty, every day.”

This Hollywood styled make-up can be

youT beauty secret too! You’ll find

Judy Garland and Fred

the same girl

is,

gumdrops, surprises and rainy

likes

too,” she adds. “I count

YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME—

(F)
20th
Century-Fox: Here’s an enjoyable sequel of “Margie”
with Jeanne Crain again playing a flapper of yesteryear. Old songs and new gags plus an outstanding
job by Dan Dailey make for an entertaining film.
Oscar Levant lends able assistance. (Apr.)

Janis

star’s life

who

rouge,

powder

in

beauty colors

glow with glamor. Try
mirror shmv you

how

it

lip-

cream and

foundation

to

make you

and

lovely

let

your

you can be

Parade”

(Jjmmoze
P

AVAILABLE AT COSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHERE IN

U. S. A.

AND CANADA
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Casts of Current Pictures
ARE YOU WITH IT? — UI:

Milton Haskins, Donald
O’Connor; Vivian Reilly, Olga San Juan; Bunny Le
Martha Stewart; Goldie McGoldrick, Lew
Parker; Jason Carter, Walter Catlett; Sally, Pat
Dane; Mr. Bixby, Ransom Sherman; Bartender,
Louis Da Pron; Terry, Noel Neill; Ann, Julie Gibson;
Buster, George O’Hanlon; Herman Bogel, Eddie
Parks; Mrs. Mapleton, Raymond Largay; Mrs.
Henkle, Jody Gilbert; Ed McNaughton, Howard
Megley; Barker, Charles Bedell.
Fleur,

End

BIG CITY— M-G-M:

perspiration troubles

Midge, Margaret O’Brien; Rev.
Phillip Y. Andrews, Robert Preston; Cantor David
Irwin Feldman, Danny Thomas; Patrick O'Donnell,
George Murphy; Florence Bartlett, Karin Booth;
Judge Martin 0. Abercrombie, Edward Arnold; Lewis
Keller, Butch Jenkins; '* Shoo~Shoo” Grady, Betty
Garrett; “Mama” Feldman, Lotte Lehmann; Page
Cavanaugh Trio, Themselves; Martha, Connie Gilchrist.

with this miraele deodorant

BRIDE GOES WILD, THE-U-G-U:

Greg RawlVan Johnson; Mattha Terryton, June Allyson;
Danny, Butch Jenkins; John McG\ath, Hume Cronyn;
Miss Doberly, Una Merkel; Tilli'e Smith, Arlene Dahl;
hruce Kope Johnson, Richard Derr; “Pup.' Lloyd
Corrigan; Mrs. Carruthers, Elizabeth Risdon; Aunt
ings,

Pezvtic,

Clara

Blandick;

Kathleen

Susan,

Atint

Howard.

FOUR FACES lU£5r~ENTERPRISE-UA:

Ross
McEwen, Joel McCrea; Fay Hollister, Frances Dee;
Pat Garrett, Charles Bickford; Monte, Joseph Calleia;
Sheriff Egan, William Conrad; Florencio, Martin
Garralaga; Dr. Eldridge, Raymond Largay; Frenger,
John Parrish; Clint Waters, Dan White; Burnett,
Davison Clark; Anderson, Houseley Stevenson; Winston Boy, George McDonald; Mrs. Winston, Eva
Novak; Storekeeper, Sam Flint; Conductor, Forrest
Taylor.

HAZARD — Paramount:

Ellen Crane, Paulette GodJ. D. Storm, Macdonald Carey; Lonnie Burns,
Fred Clark; Joe {Bellhop) Stanley Clements; Truck
Driver, Maxie Rosenbloom; Houseman, James Millican; Beady, Percy Helton; Chick, Charles McGraw;
Oscar, Frank Faylen; Sheriff, Frank Fenton.
dard;

HUNTED, THE —Allied

Artists: Saxon, Preston
Simon Rand, Pierre Watkin;
Turner, Edna Holland; Meredith, Russell
Hicks; Harrison, Frank Ferguson; Police Captain,
Joseph Crehan; Hollis Smith, Larry Blake; Sally,
Cathy Carter; Detectives, Thomas Jackson, Charles
McGraw, Tristram Coffin.

Foster; Laura, Belita;

Miss

I

REMEMBER MAMA — RKO

Katrin,

Barbara Bel Geddes;

:

Mama, Irene Dunne;
Uncle

Chris,

Oscar

Homolka; Papa. Philip Dorn; Mr. Hyde, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke; Mr. Thorkelson, Edgar Bergen; Dr.
Johnson, Rudy Vallee; Jessie Brown, Barbara O’Neill;
Christine, Peggy McIntyre; Dagmar, June Hedin;
Nels, Steve Brown; Aunt Trina, Ellen Corby; Aunt
Jenny, Hope Landin; Aunt Sigrid, Edith Evanson;
Cousin Arne,

Tommy

Ivo.

LETTER FROM AN UNKNOWN

WOMAN—VI:

Lisa Berndie, Joan Fontaine; Stefan Brand, Louis
Jourdan; Frau Be^ndle, Mady Christians; Johann
Stauffer, Marcel Journet; John, Art Smith; Marie,
Carol Yorke; Herr Kastner, Howard Freeman; Lt.
Leopold von Kaltnegger, John Good; Stefan Jr., Leo
B. Pressin; Porter, Erskine Sanfordd; Concierge,
Otto Waldis; Frau Spitzer, Sonja Bryden.

LOST ONE, THE — Columbia;

Alexander

Dumas Jr.,

Massimo Serato; Giuseppe

Verdi, Nerio Bernard!;
Corradi; Alf edo Ge mont,
Gino Mattera; George Germont, Manfredi Polverosi;
Flora Bervoix, Flora Marino; Baron Douphol, Carlo
Lombardi. Singers: Onella Fineschi, Gino Mattera,
Tito Gobbi, Francesco Albanese, Arturo La Porta.
Violetta

TIQUET

Etiquet

actually ends under-arm
erspiration oAox— safely —surely !

ETIQUET— made

by specially

patented formula — really checks
under-arm perspiration

FLUFFY-LIGHT AND SOOTHING
Etiquet goes on easily— disappears
in a jiffy! No gritty particles!

MORE ECONOMICAL TO BUYEtiquet won’t dry out in the jar

NO DAMAGE TO CLOTHING
when you use Etiquet— famous
cloth-test

proves

,

yj
THE SAFE -AND- SURE
DEODORANT

Valery,

Nelly

MADONNA

—

OF THE DESERT Republic; Monica
Dale. Lynne Roberts; Tony French, Donald Barry;
Joe Salinas, Don Castle; Nick Julian, Sheldon Leonard; Pete Connors, Paul Hurst; Buck Keatoti, Roy
Barcroft; Hank Davenport, Paul E. Burns; Mrs.
Brown, Betty Blythe; Mama Baravelli, Grazia Narcisco; Papa Baravelli, Martin Garralaga; Peppo,
Frank Yaconelli; Mrs. Pasquale, Maria Genardi;
Maria Baravelli, Renee Donatt; Enrico, Vernon Cansino.

MAN FROM TEXAS— Eagle

Lion;

Tobias Elias

Simms (The El Paso Kid), James Craig; Zee Bixbee,
Lynn Bari; Billy Taylor, Johnnie Johnston; Widow
Weeks, Una Merkel; Jed, Wally Ford; Pop Hickey,
Harry Davenport; Aunt Belle, Sara Allgood; Charles
Jackson, Vic Cutler; U, S. Marshal, Reed Had!*y;
Jim Walsh, Clancy Cooper; Bob Jackson, Bert Conway; Sam, King Donovan; Young children of The
El Paso Kid and Zee, Glen Arthur, Susan O’Connor.

MATING OF MILLIE, THE — Columbia;

Doug

Andrews, Glenn Ford; Millie McGonigle, Evelyn
Keyes; Ralph Galloway, Ron Randell; Phil G wan,
Willard Parker; Madge, Virginia Hunter; Tommy
Bassett. Jimmy Hunt; Mrs. Hanson, Mabel Paige;
Mrs. Thomas, Virginia Brissac; Cookie, Patsy Creighton;

Harvey Willoughby, Tom Stevenson.

OCTOBER MAN, THE— Rank-Eagle

Lion: Jim
Ackland, John Mills; Jenny Carden, Joan Greenwood;

Mr. Peachy, Edward Chapman; Aio//.v, Kay Walsh;
Mrs. Vinton, Joyce Carey; Miss Selby, Catharine
Lacey; Godby, Frederick Piper; Dr. Martin, Felix
Joyce Garden, Adrianne Allen; Harry,
Patrick Holt; Mr. Pope, George Benson; IVilcox,
Jack Melford; Troth, John Boxer; Miss Heap, Esme
Beringer; Miss Parsons, Ann Wilton; Stebbins,
Philip Ray; Grey, George Woodbridge; Mr. Nezvman,
John Miller; Mrs. Nezvman, Kathleen Boutall; Pass-

Aylmer;

Edward Cnderdown; Garage Man,
OfficiaJ.
James Mayter; Paddington Ticket Inspector, John
hort

Salew; Little Girl, Juliet Mills.

OKLAHOMA BADLANDS

—

Allan

Republic:

“Rocky” Lane, Allan “Rocky” Lane; His Stallion,
Black Jack; Nugget Clai'k, Eddy Waller; Lesie Razvlins, Mildred Coles; Sanders, Roy Barcroft; Oliver
Budge, Gene Stutenroth; Jonathan Walpole, E^rl
Hodgins; Sharkey, Dale Van Sickel Ken Razvlins,
Jay Kirby; Agatha Scragg, Claire Whitney; Sheriff,
Terry Frost; Postmaster, Hank Patterson; Passenger, House Peters Jr.; Stagecoach Driver, Jack Kirk.
;

PIRATE, THE—M-G-M: Manucla, Judy

Garland;

Serafin, Gene Kelly; Don Pedro Vargas, Walter Slezak; Aunt Inez, Gladys Cooper; The Advocate,
Reginald Owen; The Viceroy, George Zucco; Specialty Dance, Nicholas Brothers; Uncle Capiicho, Lester
Allen; Isabella. Lola Deem; Mercedes, Ellen Ross;
Lizarda, Mary Jo Ellis; Casilda, Jean Dean; Eloise,

Marion Murray; Gumbo, Ben Lessy; Bolo, Jerry Bergen; Juggler, Val Setz; Gaudsmith Brothers, Themselves; Trillo, Cully Richards.

RUTHLESS— Eagle

Lion: Horace Woodruff VenZachary Scott; Vic Lambdin, Louis Hayward;
Martha Burnside, Mallory Flagg, Diana Lynn; Buck
Mansfield, Sydney Greenstreet; Christa Mansfield,
Lucille Bremer; Susan Duane. Martha Vickers; Mrs.
Burnside, Edith Barrett; Mr. Burnside, Dennis Hoey;
Pete Vendig, Raymond Burr; Kate Vendig. Joyce
Arlin^; Bruce McDonald, Charles Evans; Horace
Vendig {as a child). Bob Anderson; Vic Lambdin {as
a child), Arthur Stone; Martha Burnside {as a child),
Anne Carter; Libby Sims, Edna Holland; /. Norton
Sims, Fred Worlock; Bradford Duane, John Good;
dig,

Bella, Claire Carleton.

SAINTED SISTERS, THE

—

Paramount; Letty
Stanton. Veronica Lake; Jane Stanton, Joan Caulfield;
Robbie McCleary, Barry Fitzgerald; Vern
Tewilliger, William Demarest; Sam Stoaks, George
Reeves; Hester Rivercomb, Beulah Bondi;
Will
Tzvitchell, Chill Wills; Jud TezviUiger Darryl Hickman: David Frisbee {8 yrs.), Jimmy Hunt; Martha
TezviUiger, Kathryn Card; Abel Rivercomb,
Walker; Lederer, Harold Vermilyea.

Ray

SCUDDA-HOOJ SCUDD A-H AY !

CenturyFox: Rad McCMll, June Haver; Snug Dominy, Lon
McCallister; Tony Maule, Walter Brennan; Judith
Dominy, Anne Revere; Bean McGill, Natalie Wood;
Stretch Dommy, Robert Karnes; Milt Dominy. Henry
Hull; Roarer McGill, Tom Tully; Ches, Lee MacGregor; Mrs. McGill, Geraldine Wall; Sheriff Bursom, Ken Christy; Judge Stillzvcll. Tom Moore; Jim,
Matt McHugh; Barber, Charles Wagenheim; Dugan,
Herbert Heywood; Ted, Edward Gargaii; Elmer, Guy
Beach; Malone, G. Pat Collins; Jeff, Charles Woolf;
Stable Hand. Eugene Jackson; Girl Friends, Colleen
Townsend, Marilyn Monroe.

SILVER RIVER — Warners:

‘‘Mike” McComb. ErFlynn; Georgia Moore, Ann Sheridan; John Plato
Beck, Thomas Mitchell; Stanley Moore, Bruce Bennett;
“Pistol” Porter, Tom D’Andrea; “Banjo”
Szveeney, Barton MacLane; “Buck” Sheviqee, Monte
Blue; Major Spencer, Jonathan Hale; Slade, Alan
Bridge; Major Ross, Arthur Space; Major Wilson,
Art Baker; President Grant, Joe Crehan.
rol

SMART WOMAN— Bennett-Allied

Artists: Robert
Larrimore, Brian Aherne; Paula Rogers, Constance
Bennett; Frank McCoy, Barry Sullivan; Johnny
Simons, Michael O’Shea; Sam. James Gleason;
Wayne, Otto Kruger; Mrs. Rogers, Isobel Elsom;
Dr. Jasper, Taylor Holmes; Clark, John Litel; Rusty,
Richard Lyon; Mrs. Wayne, Selena Royle; Joe, Lee
Bonnell; Patty Wayne, Nita Hunter; Vine, Thomas
E. Jackson; Photographer, Benny Baker; Sob Sister,
Iris Adrian; Anna, Margaret Tracy; Lefty, Horace
McMahon; Court Clerk, Douglas Aylesworth; Porter,

Willie Best.

TO THE VICTOR — Warners:

Paul. Dennis MorViveca Lindfors; Capt. Beauvais,
Francen; Henderson, Bruce Bennett; Miriam,
Dorothy Malone; Gus, Tom D’Andrea; Firago, Eduardo Ciannelli; Steve, Douglas Kennedy; Bolyanoz>,
Joseph Buloff; Farnsworth, William Conrad; Geran,.
Luis Van Rooten; Pablo, Konstantin Shayne; Nikki,
Anthony Caruso; Gabby, Joanee Wayne; Lestrac,
John Banner; Zinzer, Henry Rowland; Victor, Felipe

gan;

Christine,

Victor"

Turich.

WOMAN

IN WHITE,

THE— Warners:

Marian

Alexis Smith; Laura Fairlie, Eleanor
Ann Catherick, Eleanor Parker; Count FosSydney Greenstreet; Walter Hartright, Gig
Young; Countess Fosco, Agnes Moorehead; Frederick
Fairlie, John Abbott; Sir Percival
Clyde, John
Emery; Louis, Curt Bois; Mrs. Vesey, Emma Dunn;
Dr. Nev'in, Matthew Boulton; Mrs. Todd, Anita
Sharp-Bolster; Jepson, Clifford Brooke; Dimmock,
Barry Bernard.

Gently, endearingly, this enchanting perfume bespeaks your charm,
your adorable femininity. And every heart responds with homage.

Halcombe,

tender fragrance enhances a complete series of exquisite toiletries.

Parker;

Its

co,

Make

it

your perfume

.

.
.

your own special Fragrance of Romance.

BOURJOIS

Towering Above The
Majestic Rockies!
Mary O^Hara s greatest
story of the great
.

.

.

new West

adventure that roams

the rolling range ... ex-

citement the screen has

never seen before!

’CHARLES

PEGGY

ROBERT

CUMMINS -COBURN -ARTHUR
.»JL0YB NOLAN -BURL IVES -GERALDINE WAIL
Produced by

Directed by

9^
CENTURY- FOX
p
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LOyiS KING

•

ROBERT BASSLER

Screen Ploy by Martin Berkeley

Based on the Novel by Mary O'Haro

/

What’s

Wrong

with the

Movies?
H OW

many times recently has a friend querulously
ashed you, 'What’s wrong with the movies these

days?
For that matter, have you ashed

this

question your-

self?

The

truth

is,

there

is

a universal sense of dissatisfac-

tion with film product.

Who

is

to

blame?

Hollywood— of

course.

But

there are other considera-

tions.

During the war years, movie theaters offered the most
means of momentary escape. Audiences
were not critical. In the present uneasy peace, Amersatisfactory

icans are less easily satisfied. The men have returned.
Automobiles are free of gasoline restrictions. The home
offers inducements of happiness. Suddenly, we who
comprise the movie audience are again exercising our
right of critic.

Those who produce our

film product

have been

vic-

tims of post-war adjustment. Comfortable from years of
profit regardless of quality, the film producers have been
slow to shahe off the past certainty of plenty.
Last fall, declining box office and disastrous imposition of a confiscatory English tax brought Hollywood
to a bitter awakening. Recently, in Photoplay, Sheilah
Graham discussed the fear that swept the film citadel:
Actors out of work, writers off salary, producers without
the money to begin new films.
This spring, Eric Johnston, head of the Motion Picture Producers Association, journeyed to England. The
result was a lifting of the English tax. $17,000,000 a
year was promised to Hollywood in revenues from English distribution.

The

crisis

seems ended.

Meantime, with unaccustomed humility, Hollywood
has turned to the job of producing better films at
lower cost.
Soon you, the movie goer, will see the happy result.
The combination of hard work and the end of panic
will bring you films that will to a satisfactory extent end
the question:

“What’ s wrong with

”

the movies?

P
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No photographer had

—

home

ever set foot in her

And all be-

yet there he was.

cause of a parked car, a pretty girl and a puppy

BY

HYMIE FINK

NE

day recently, as

O

Boulevard,

its

rear

I

I

pull in behind me.

girl,

parked

my

car on Wilshire

noticed a blue coupe, driven by a pretty

bumper caught

The coupe cut

too close and

new

Cadillac con-

the fender of a

Being a gentleman (the driver was pretty,
went over to help. And luck! The girl was Ingrid
Bergman, winner of Photoplay’s Gold Medal Award.
Ingrid was carrying a wire-haired puppy which I held
lucky
for her while she exchanged names and license numbers
with the owner of the damaged Cadillac.
I asked the puppy’s name.
“Happy,” Miss Bergman
told me, “because he jumps aroimd so much. I just received him and
I came out to buy him a collar and leash.”
Of course I asked if I could take a picture. “Please, not now,” she
said. “One day I will call you, Hymie.
I must now rush back to the
studio where we are making ‘Joan’.” Sure enough, two days later Miss
Bergman called. If I could be at her home at 11 a.m., she said, I might
take the picture I wanted. I was really excited. No photographer had
ever set foot or camera in the Bergman home before.
The Bergman-Lindstrom place is situated off one of the main canyons
to the north of Beverly Hills. You go up a private, winding tree-lined
lane about 800 feet long to where the house sits on a small knoll. It’s a
rustic looking house built of flagstone and huge timbers. To the right
of the house set in the middle of the lawn, is a small swimming pool.
Inside, the house is large, comfortable and liveable.
While I was there. Miss Bergman’s young daughter, Pia, came home
from school. She is certainly a bright, pretty child. Her mother talks
to her as though she were a grown lady.
As I left, after taking my pictures, I got to thinking about luck. Some
people are bom lucky, others make their luck. As for me I’d parked
vertible.

too), I

Meeting Happy

omen

for

'was a

Hymie

—

right alongside of
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it!

Sheer accident led to

this picture of

Happy and

his mistress, Ingrid

Bergman

Fink

of “Arch of Triumph’
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I

T’S a little frightening and exciting all at once to find yourself in love
with a man like Victor Mature. It’s a little like having a benign whirlwind hit you and settle down to stay. He just isn’t the kind of a person

someone
your

—

—

say on a vacation have a summer romance with, and
put out of your mind and life when summer’s over. Once you love

you can meet
like Vic,

he

fills

up your whole world—your thoughts, your

heart,

life.

Vic and I met on a summer hohday. Betty de Noon, a girl friend of mine
from Pasadena, and I had taken a house in Laguna Beach for the slimmer
and I had brought my little son Mike down there. Betty, who later married
Sterling Hayden, kept saying she was going to find the right man for me,
since

I

wasn’t particularly interested in anyone.

She came back to our Laguna house one afternoon with a Cheshire-cat
smile, saying that someone she knew had just come down to Laguna and
I had to meet him. I asked what he was like and who he was, but she just
said, “Wait and see
I’ll fix it up.” She did.
A day or so later we were down on the beach romping with Mike when
a big guy came loping along the beach with a dog. (Continued on page 80)

—
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This

is

is

not any usual love story.

as unexpected as Vic

Mature himself

It

—who

walked in the shadow of tragedy to

bring back the girl he loved

BY

On

DOROTHY BERRY MATURE

the receiving end of a small boy’s fancy

—Vic with Dorothy’s son

Mike loved

to

“batch”

it

with

Vic
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Jeanne Crain gets Dan’s Oscar

—and he
BY DAN

DAIIEY

doesn’t

mean Levant

for having a sound set of brains

behind those blue-green eyes

EANNE CRAIN

saved my life. For
should not be hastily
judged. There is extenuating circumstance. She held my hand on the
day my child was being born. Only a
man and a father can guess the comfort in having Jeanne hold his hand

J

she

this

hour of peril.
Jeanne comforted me with encour-

in his

aging thoughts.

“Don’t worry,” she

“The baby may not look

said.

like

you.”

We were working on the set of
“You Were Meant for Me” the day
that Dan Dailey III made his bow.
I

couldn’t go to the hospital right

then.

Back on the set we were doing
where I was leading a

a sequence

band. Meanwhile, in rapid succession
I had to play several different instruments. I was having conniptions.
“Relax,” said Jeanne. “Relax!”

“How can I relax playing ninety
instruments and having a baby at the
same time?” I bawled. “That’s a little
rough.”
“Einstein

relaxes with a fiddle,”
Jeaime.
“With your intellect,
lover boy, ninety instruments are re-

said

Oscar Levant, Jeanne and

quired.”

Dan on

set

of

“You Were Meant

for

Me”

“Thanks, lover girl,” I said, pitying
Einstein.
(Continued on page 98)

Rhapsody

in blue:

Jeanne

Crain of “Apartment for Peggy”

Powolny
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Gardenias grow on walls

.

.

.

back

yards become a moonlit Hawaii

... a guest of honor plays second
fiddle to the

and Smith

Crawford party

1

Le Papillon,

2

On

3

Otto Preminger, Marlene Dietrich,

4

David Niven with his beautiful new wife

the guest

5 Roz

Color pictures by Fink

beau of the momtmt

setting for a
list:

Dick Powell, June Allyson

Hy Fink

Russell, Fred Brisson, the Fairbankses

6

Greg Bautzer, Joan Crawford, Noel Coward

7

Producer Charles Feldman, Gene Tierney

8

Ginger Rogers and husband Jack Briggs

9

Jean Pierre Aumont and Claudette Colbert

BY EISA MAXWEII

R

emember the old Joe E. Howard song
“On A Saturday Night”? It could be

Hollywood’s theme song. Because Saturis the only night the stars can
make merry, with no worry about getting to

day night

the studio at an incredibly early hour the

next morning.

Hollywood and I
have come
a long way in the last few years. It used
to
be that all Hollywood parties were
cut to the same pattern. A hostess planned

They love
must say the

parties

in

parties out there

a party for say, 200 guests, but received
250 at least. First of all, she called the tent

man

to erect a big tent in

She arranged
tent

when

her back yard.

for charcoal burners to heat the

grew chill. She rented
and (Continued on page 84)

the night

glass, cutlery
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Left, in a scene

picture.

Right,

wife,'Benita

When

it

comes

to

life, to

BY RUTH

his

with

his

Hume Colman

combining a career and a private
quote Mrs. Colman, “He’s a dream-boat!”

WATERBURY

here

is the matter of Miss Juliet Colman wanting to know
about Jack Benny.
Juliet, daughter of Ronald Colman and Benita Hume, has
never seen either of her parents on the screen. She is also very
bewildered by their disappearing every three months or so and
saying that they are going to be on the radio with Mr. Benny.
After they leave, she goes and stands by a large box in their
room and suddenly there are Mummie and Daddy coming out
of it. Then they return an hour later and she wants to know
what Mr. Benny is like.
Now, as you know, the Colmans and the Bennys are neighbors. So, finally, the other day, in response to JuUet’s numerous
requests, her parents took her for a walk by the Benny place.
No one was at home. Juliet was very disappointed, but there
the matter stands. Of course, if Mary and Jack would just
happen to invite Juliet over
Good form, you see.
And Ronald Colman not only admires good form, he respects
it.
He always has, in fact, through all his twenty-six years of
stardom. No one has ever been able (Continued on •page 113)

T
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from

.

.

Smith
’

~^cac/em^ ^^ward lAJinner: ^onuid C^oiman,

Lri ffianl itar

of

‘14

^ouUe

jClfe
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MILUON-DOLLAR
It’s

the

way the

stars

sometimes act

off the screen

that has their bosses reaching for the

bromides

Larry Paries’s suit might have heen
ironed out in the beginning

Van Johnson and Evie Wynn;
His marriage cost more
than the fee!

HEN Mickey Rooney

and his wife Betty Jane announced
and probably final separation, Leo the Lion
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer let out a roar that could be
heard all over Hollywood. When Leo stopped yelling, he
was heard to moan, “Why didn’t they wait vmtil we’d released ‘Summer Holiday’?” In this five-milhon-doUar Technicolor musical remake of Eugene O’Neill’s “Ah Wilderness,”
Mickey plays an adolescent seventeen-year-older who gets
his first alcoholic drink and his first kiss. If audiences refuse
to accept Rooney in the role because of his two discarded
wives and two children ^what happens? A miUion-doUar
headache for Metro!
A Hollywood headache is more than the usual migraine
throbbing in the temples. It’s a great big pain that some-

W

their recent

—

times cannot be cured.
Movie stars are million-dollar investments in more. ways
than one. Anything that happens to them, of even a slightly

derogatory nature, can destroy years of planning and buildwrong side of the ledger

ing and put their studios on the
overnight.

.Take Jane Wyman and Ronald Reagan. For years
Warner Brothers pubhcity department (Cant’d on page

48

the

Katie Hepburn’s a retired politician

110)

since her headlined

remarks

HEADACHES
SHEILAH GRAHAM

BY

A

director’s complaints about

Deanna Durbin (with Michael
Redgrave) made the columns

Rcggy Cummins

felt

the effects of too

Errol

Flynn’s

much

appearance

had

his

publicity

on

studio

the

set

worried

Janie isn’t lonely any more.

For the boys of USC,

UCLA and

Cal Tech rate Lark-pie Powell

“Today’s Special”

BY

HERB HOWE

Something for Dad: A Powell picture of Mother

CTORS

have no glamour for me,” said Miss
Jane PoweU, the magic lark from Oregon.
The lark knows her subject. At fourteen she.
t»olr
WIlrit A" j$hg. But she’s hfpn
maleTn^ first grade up. No ^;’
little Lark-pie is Today’s Special.%^'i
doubt about
She jusi five
weights onlyjune^-f
‘

I

/I

missing.
:=^pie;

"are

no Romeos

off

screen.”

“Maybe they exhaust themselves

on,”

we ven-

tiu’ed.

Miss Powell looked dubious. “They are all old,”
she said. “Peter Lawford is twenty-five. Mickey

Rooney is a veteran with wives.”
The only one she could think of this side of
senescence is Roddy McDowall. “Roddy,” she said,
a good friend. Nothing more.”
Cold to actors, Miss Powell is mad over skimks

“is

who make

Janie

has no

On-screen, that
likes her

use
is.

for the

glam

stuff.

Off-screen she

plumage bright

and pretty

the dearest pets, she thinks.
This does not discourage actors. Nothing discourages a true actor. Mr. George Brent, a crafty

bowed to her predilection and gave
misbehaved.
polecat transpired at a party cele-

old siren tamer,

her a skimk.
L’affaire

It

brating the finish of “Luxury Liner.”

skimk’s

first

of-towners

It was the
Hollywood party. Unlike many out-

who

accept our (Continued on page 75)
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New England on

a

—

Hollywood hilltop

that’s

Hank has

where Hank Fonda

lives

A

a green thumb.

sends him.

He

when he was hungry.

learned

But

starving, he’d

if

still

hot trumpet

how

to

acting

cook

meant

be an actor

BY BOBBIN COONS

Frances

and Hank furnished

their

home

ont

of

old

hams

he “Hank” Fondas live out in
Brentwood, a beautiful section,
about half an hour toward the
ocean from Hollywood. They have
eight acres, with a pretty New England farmhouse two-storied, plain
wide siding and stone, vines and

T

—

flowers all aroimd.

enclosed

by

a

The

rustic

hilltop site is
rail

fence

splashed with the red of geraniums.

The

sign at the driveway’s end says:

“Caution,

Children

and Animals.”

There’s a view. Magnificent. RoUing
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Hank’s performance in the biggest Broadway

and fields, the sprawling city,
on a clear day the ocean.
Across the meadow come Hank
and the kids on burros. The two little
donkeys are plodding slowly across
the broad grassy field from “Gramma’s,” which is on another Brentwood street. Ten-year-old Jane in
her cowboy clothes is astride one.
Eight-year-old Pete and his dad
straddle the other. Tow-haired Pete
is in old blue jeans and barefoot.
Hank, bareheaded, wears a pair of
hills

hit

in years,

“Mr, Roberts,” has the big town talking

navy khakis, a faded plaid cotton shirt. His legs are so long and
old

burro so diminutive, that his
field brogans almost scrape
the ground.
“Be right with you,” he calls, dismounting and regaining his full, lank
six-feet-one. “Let’s go over to the
playhouse where we can talk.”
He leads the way. The playhouse
the

worn

is

set

between the tennis court and

the rustic “ole

swimming hole”

Like the main house,

it

is

pool.

Early

American

in decor, furnished with
sturdy antiques. There are deep
overstuffed chairs, too, and a divan
in red and green plaid. Hank pours
cokes at the bar, settles on the divan

and

talks.

And we

learn a great deal about

what goes with Fonda. He’s happy
over his luck and his pictures since
from the war: “My Dar“The Long Night,”
“Daisy Kenyon,” and a comedy sequence with {Continued on page 120)
his return

ling Clementine,”
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k

Thirteen years ago he took his
for a laugh

—and

first

picture of Lana

so began this priceless

picture record of the most fascinating girl in town

BY JACK AIBIN
Hollywood Press Photographer

First

meeting:

Lana,

then

been “discovered” when
picture.

'She’s

I

dark-haired

Judy,

had

This photo of the 35th anniversary of the Hollywood Hotel

just

shows

took this Valentine
girl

Louella

Parsons,

The

At a party, Paula Stone, Phyllis Fraser
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sin),

Anne

One

Night.”

Shirley and

Lana posed for

(Ginger Rogers’s cou-

take-off

Lana, right, kept her skirt

at

left,

Priscilla

Lane,

Olivia

de

Havilland and, on the extreme right, a very young Latia

on the right

on
a

“It

Happened

modest length!

difference a year

Cesar

Romero

party,

had learned

at a

makes!

Lana, with

Westside Tennis Club
to display her

charms!

FIRST met Lana
(

in 1935.

A

pliunp, dark-

haired kid, she used to bind herself to hide
her figure. But it didn’t take her long to learn!

The way she wore a sweater in 1937 caused a
stir that banned sweaters on the screen. She was
in love with Greg Bautzer then. For my money
he was her only real heartbreak. And Steve
Crane, I think, is the only man who ever really
loved her. She’s the kind of a girl who inspires
desire rather than love. Many women resent
Lana, which doesn’t bother her too much. She
just turns her back and talks to the boys.

When

the halter broke on her bathing suit at a pool party

Jackie Cooper,

her aid.

Cameras could
her

still

sweater-girl

Bob Stack and Skitch Henderson rushed to
fast how to keep in the swim

Lana had learned

catch Lana unawares during

days.

Ring

she’s

wearing

was

thought to be from then current bean, Greg Bautzer
Lana’s hair was a golden-red in the Greg Bautzer
era.

He was

her

first

real

romance.

It

was the

break-up with Greg that rushed her into a

.

.

.

.

.

rebound marriage

.

went

his

influence

she

no

make-up.

Needless

to

band-leader Artie Shaw.

into
to

,

seclusion,

say,

tbis

wore

marriage

Under

baggy
didn’t

suits,

last

55

9
Lana’s mother never approved her marriage to Shaw but

when it ended she was glad she had not broken with her
She knew Lana had needed her. Lana really blossomed during the following months. It was as if her
reactions to the life she had lived with Shaw had released something in her
given her the impetus her beauty needed
daughter.

—

Lana was always too good-natured for her own good. Because a friend was promoting this dress, she agreed to pose
in it. It was almost too much even for her sense of humor!

With Tony Martin.
ended.

No one was

Lana then went on

of the few eligible males

to
left

hurt when this romance
Turhan Bey, who was one
in

war-stripped

Hollywood

This

picture

almost

a

Lana

of

collector’s

onstrations

When Lana

of

kissing

item.

affection

her mother

Lana
in

is

front

not
of

in

public

given
other

to

is

dempeople

When Lana

married Steve Crane

No one knows why

this

went to the reception.
They have

marriage broke up.

one daughter, Cheryl Christine,

goes into her routine she’s a match for any woman. The

I

whom

they

both adore

shares the lens with Lana.

very night Jennifer Jones

Now Bob Topping
He wants to share

the

convinced she’s the most fascinating girl in town

spotlight

in

a

won her Academy Award, Lana kept stealing
way that amazed everyone, including Jennifer!

his

millions too,

for he’s

that’s Illy

At the Johnnie Johnston house

it’s

a duet with close

harmony. He’s

in

“The Man from Texas”

.

She finds his moccasins in the oddest

among her

places, his pipes

best hankies

Life with her “Murgatroyd”
living

on a

is

roller coaster!

BY KATHRYN GRAYSON
his

is

my

story of that

the

as Johnnie Johnston

familiar to

whom

I

me

share

.

.

.

to you
and even more

as that fascinating

my

The end

handsome singing

with the big brown eyes, dimples and
T star swoony
smile who’s familiar

man

of a

game

with

Johnnie has Katie wishing
she’d played for her

usual stakes

with

—bubble gum!

She’s in Metro’s

twenty-five-cent murder

“The Kissing Bandit”

mysteries.

My nickname for him is “Murgatroyd.”
Anything more orthodox wouldn’t do justice
to Johnnie as I know him and as I’m unveiling him to you. But I address him more
often as “Oh-hhhhhh Johnnie!” since an
exclamatory salutation seems usually to be
in order where my husband is concerned.
Who but my Johnnie would constantly be
losing his moccasins in such unusual places
and go walking around unabashed in his
stockinged feet? He lives in house slippers
and leaves them in golf lockers, in car compartments, behind secret panels in our home.
I’m never surprised when the Riviera Country Club calls inquiring whether or not Mr.
Johnston has lost some alligator house slip-

In their furniture
^

business Johnnie

makes

customers right at
in Katie’s

—again.

pers

And who

but Johnnie would misplace his
smelly pipes in my bureau drawer along with
my best gloves and handkerchiefs? With the
result that at a classical gathering

when

I

pull out a dainty lace-trimmed hanky, the

room

is usually flooded with the aroma of
tree-ripened tobacco along with my aria

from “La Boheme.”

Then again what other husband would be
obliging

enough

for cutting hair

submit to his wife’s whim
(Continued on page 102)

to
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3.

CONDUCTOR- RALPH LDWARDS

Q: Wbicb male star Jo you tbinb bas
most sex appeal iir Hollywood?

A; John
4.
1.

Garfield, because he’s so earthy.

Q: Were you ever in love with anyone else
before you married your busband? (Bettv
wouldn’t answer so
sequences. Ralph

room with an

bad

sire

It

2.

— in

hard way, whether

cleaning the stove.

you are on

you

tire

screen?

that characterization because

it

started out in

knew to make a buck. It was also
way I knew of gaining recognition.

A

1 don

;

t

th ink I’m shy, but I ’m self-conscious.
in

crowds; I always feel

and that nobody likes me.
much to cover or not enough

that I’m unattractive

Sol

either talk too

and

never say the right things. I used to freeze

when I walked

60

in

a door, but Teddy

me

over that by assuring

ful

and

it’s

working.

beautiful

— which

me
is

6.

Q: what hind

and

cooking or

take in a movie

of vitamins do you inhale?

Betty handled Q. 12 with gloves.
stop her

a sliy violet at beart?

I’m never comfort a ble

s acting,

a rare day out, we go

the

!

Q: Just

the races, to dinner

it

teas the quick-

est waif I

quickest

!

On

everything I do I do

before coming home.

A; You mean screwhall? Mo. I

i

to

as boisterous in real life as

mouth

Tell me, Betty, where do you get all your
energy? Doir’t you ever get tired?

the

Betty, are

across tbe

thirty seconds!)

A; Exhausted. Because

Q:

to tabe tbe con-

made ber walh

e^g on a spoon in ber

without dropping
5.

tire

is

getting

that I'm ivonderstretching

it

— but

But it didn’t
from delivering a few words to Ralph

!

!

Come
A: I

on, give us

some

liealtli Kints.

never take vitamins.

I like

raw spinach

canned

with salad dressing hut I never eat the
variety.

7.

The

secret

is

ten hours' sleep.

And since

Tm

working or

Tm

usually up by 0:30, whether

not,

Tin in bed before nine.

Q:

A

real

"Dream

Girl,” liu K? Wliat did

you

personally think of your performance in the
picture of the

A:

It

same name?

was quite a challenge

and have

the public accept

the swinging I've done

felt

8.

Q;

—a

Now

me

play that role
in

it,

after all

from chandeliers.

my performance— I played
it

to

As for

the role as I honestly

dumb, dreamy, story-book kind of girl.
that you’ve turned to

more

serious

drama, do you yearn to portray great ladies?

A: No,

I don't believe that

(ConlmueJ on page

117)

Q. 4 really took the bounce out of Betty

Tune

in Trutk or Consequences witK Ralpli

Edwards Saturday on
“Dream
but

Girl” Hatton coughed

there'^s

a

limit

to

what

NBC 8:30 P.M.(EDT)

up a cute gag for Q. 17
a

clothespin

can

do
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.

IXTEEN! What

S

are sixteen.

.

.

and her dreams are getting better

a wonderful age

Then

it’s

is

it

—unless

you

a time of ups and downs.

You’re neither child nor

woman

but a fimny com-

bination of both.
Elizabeth, these days, spends

—more

much

time in what

—

conveniently than realistically we call daydreaming. An important part of growing up, daydreaming. It’s time out, really, to get your ideas and
ideals about the years ahead in a proper order.
Elizabeth, I’m happy to say, still comes to me with
her problems just as she did when she was a very

62

all

the time!

But the problems have changed. In spite
outward frivolity these days giggles
and whispers, hours of primping and girl’s talk on
the telephone she is serious too. And no longer do
her worries center upon her pets. She still has her
five dogs, two cats, three horses and Nibbles, the chipmunk. And she still loves them. But now that Elizalittle girl.

—

of Elizabeth’s

—

beth

is

sixteen there are other things to interest her

—things like clothes and cars and boys.
she’s a

normal growing

herself,

“You

girl.

Which means

For, as Elizabeth says

can’t love just animals all

your

life.”

!

Cats, dogs

and chipmunks now com-

pete with clothes, cars and boys!

When

Liz goes off in a trance

it

means

something's brewing

Beauty’s challenge: Elizabeth Taylor
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I

TfflffJ

flOLlIWOOB

I

USED to find it amus1 ing when Robert
Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck dressed aUke,
in riding habits,

do not find
ing

now

alike

BY

Taylor

and

minds with a

—

so

but

I

amus-

that they think

and express the

same opinions verbally
... I agree that Kerr
(the Deborah) rhymes

SIDNEY SKOISKY

Sidney knows what stand to take with
Lauren Bacall he even “looks” like her

it

Stanwyck— two
single thought!

with star and that she is
worthy of the classification, but she wUl need

Hollywood pictures

I

like

the

Sunset Strip, even to
its name, which has a
burlesque tinge, and there is always a good Hollywood
show going on here with an all-star cast including everything from agents to costume designers ... It is gratifying
to note the progress Ava Gardner is making as an actress,
and it proves what can come of determination and study.
There was a time when Ava was given a movie contract
simply because she was Mrs. Mickey Rooney. I’ll bet Ava
couldn’t play this role in a movie now. They’d say she isn’t
the type ... I like Tom Jenk’s remark about the writer
who was fired because his producer said, “When two
writing collaborators agree, it’s obvious you don’t need
one of them.”
Whenever I go on the set
of an Alan Ladd picture, I
am as interested in watching
Sue Carol watching Alan
Ladd as I am in watching
Alan Ladd ... I never see
orange-haired Lucille Ball,
who usually has ribbons in
her hair, but that I am reminded of B. Kaper’s description of her:

She looks

like a brightly-tied Christ-

mas package ...

I

believe

you should know that an
executive at Metro has this
sign on his desk: “Every-

Something about Lucille Ball
reminds
64

him

of

Christmas

—

FORM
That

man

with the typewriter

is

here again, registering some fun

body is able to give pleasure in some way. One person may
do it by coming into a room, another by getting out.”
I like Ingrid Bergman; would, in fact, go so far as to say
she is my favorite actress. Yet I can’t ignore the fact that
Bergman, who registers as so simple and wholesome, is
a driving business woman. Ingrid owns part of “Arch of
Triumph” and part of “Joan of Lorraine” and is making
more money than any other actress ever did ... I don’t
know why, but Edward Arnold always looks to me like the
capitalist he i>ortrays on the screen, even when he is talking
for the actors at a meeting of the Screen Actors Guild.
Guess I’m a guy who is influenced too strongly by the
movies he sees ... I know of no cuter couple in the floor
show at Schwab’s than June AUyson and Dick Powell, and
I’d like to see them in a movie together, one in which
Powell sings. What a surprise that would be to many
movie-goers who, not knowing that Powell started in films
as a crooner, would exclaim, “My! I didn’t know he could
sing! He’s always been such a tough guy.” ... I am amused
by the tactics of the Hollywood wolves, especially the one
who has this motto: “Always do business with a well

facts

about your favorites and his

established form.”

am

amused by the tourists, for it is the
out-of-towners who treat the movie stars as celebrities.
They deserve it and love it, but you can’t expect a movie
actor to get excited about another movie actor and stop
him on the street and ask him
I

for

continually

autograph.

his

visitors

who

who was

say,

It

is

Ingrid

Bergman

Drawings by
Van

the

“You know

in that car that just

passed by? Frank Sinatra!!!”
You can always tell the tourists
they peep into autos. The outof-towners have a set routine.
In fact, they are now a collection
of cliches. You can always hear
a visitor say:

“The chmate’s always the
same here. I don’t see how you
stand

monotonous.”
admit that the markets
are beautiful and you can buy
fruits and vegetables cheaper,
but you can’t get a good steak
anywhere like back East. And
the (Continued on page 83)
it.

It gets

“I will

Dick .Powell, reaching for a high note,

might be tough

—Joan

of

riding on a cash register

on some movie-goers

Arc

i

I

[

i

A

dash of color, a pinch of

these decorative recipes require to

common

sense are

all

make

your kitchen practical and provocative

W

Dinah Shore adds a touch of spice to cupboard
doors on specially made shelves
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E all have some personal method by
which we choose our friends. In a free

country, one may choose as one pleases,
thanks be to our founding fathers.
Personally, I am very influenced by the
way my friends feel about eating. If new
acquaintances tell me that they think it will
be a happy day when we are aU fed adequately by swallowing two pills each morning, I know they are highly efficient. That
is all I do want to know about them, because
I regard eating as one of the finest of civilized
pleasures. I can wax lyric over a perfect lamb
stew or think of summer in terms of fine
honeydew melons served with wafer-thin
slices of Italian ham. I love to experiment
with sauces and spices. Yet I know there is
no finer flavor in the world than that of
golden bantam corn picked five minutes
before it reaches your table, steaming hot.
Naturally, with such sentiments, I regard
the kitchen as the heart of the home. My own
kitchen has every gadget known to domestic
science. My favorite {Continued on page 107)

Charmingly

efficient is

Dinah’s kitchen.

The

red brick chimney

makes an

effective setting for stove

No

and ovens

stainless steel sinks for

Husband George Montgomery designed and
Dinah.

installed

pine paneling

throughout kitchen
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Don’t be a sad sack in the days ahead.

these star hints and be a
S

j

Take

summer smoothie

-

olden

days stretch ahead.
the beach, coming out of the water, cool and refreshed, to
lie in the sun together. They mean long drives into the country and
lunch at a hamburger stand ^with all the closeness a day off brings to a girl
and a man. They mean moonlight picnics with a fire beside the shore or
lake, voices serenading the stars. They mean the summer romances that
often enough turn into winter weddings.
So get busy! Protect your share in aU this by being ready for it! It is
no accident that some girls have aU the wonderful times and bring a new
look ^what am I saying, it’s the oldest look in the world to a man’s eyes.
First, consider the sun. Respectfully! Sun stores up needed vitamins and
keeps us from catching our best friend’s cold. Sun adds a warmth of color
to our skin that no rouge pK>t in the world can give.
For that first day on the beach be sure you’re equipped with a good sun-tan
lotion as weU as a good man. Spend part of your time under cui umbrella
or tie on a big floppy straw hat. If you’re in a bathing suit, slip into a long-

G

.

.

.

They mean

—

—

BY
and

ANITA COIBY
Photoplay*s Beauty Editor
Paramount Stars

adoieer to

^'

1

Summer daydreams
Gail Russell of “Night

a Thousand
Bulloch

Eyes”

Has

—

sleeved blouse and slacks.

Remember, with a little care you’ll sail through the summer looking, acting
and feeling like a dream child.
Wash your hair once a week in the summer. And brush it as you never
have before, every day. Salt water and sand are two httle ingredients that
really dull your shining glory. There are excellent shampoos with oil bases.
Use one occasionally and massage it into your hair for five minutes before
your rinse.
Never go swimming Avithout a bathing cap, but if you get your hair very
wet, rinse the salt out in clear water immediately. If clear water is not
available, tie your hair up in a scarf. Nothing makes hair look more like
a tired wig than a salt-water rinse plus sun.
Invest in a good pair of sun glasses. And use an eye wash after you have
been in the sun or wind. You don’t want squint lines around your eyes to
add years to your age. Once a week, just before you go {Cant’d on page 95)
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.Sf^hanting are
6

-i^resses,

tight

by Marie McD^tni^cl*

.

.

.

and Dorothy Patrick. Appliqued

bands of the same material swirl gracefully

from the hips

to the full skirt

Sheer sorcery: Graceful folds
Old-fashioned

nose-

of yellow silk organdy -create

gay: Flower girl
a

Margaret O’Brien

charming neckline on

gowns worn by Ann Miller

.

.

.

Summer symphonies: The
bow’s shimmer
dresses

is

rain-

caught in bouffant

worn by Cyd Charisse

.

.

.

Color pictures by Smith
Bridesmaid's dresses from Saks Fifth Avenue

J

:

\ >

^

t

The
silk

stuff that

organdy, tulle and

sentimental

.

.

.

journey

and Arlene Dahl. The

bodice flows into

full-

skirted elegance over

a yellow taffeta

dreams are made „

slip

tight

—

faille

up

the

J

for that

aisle

K,

^

Sometimes the
side lines sees

man on

the

more than

the player.

That was how one Reagan brother

found a new understanding of another

EIL REAGAN, Ronnie’s

brother,

got to the Shrine Auditorium in

Los Angeles at least an hour
he had intended. Ronnie
had asked him to come around to
watch “the damdest basketball game
ever played” and Neil, who always
thought of Ronnie as an All-American rather than as a movie star, had
said he wouldn’t miss it for the
earlier than

world.

Ned was

There wasn’t anyon the court
except Ronnie. And he looked like
the good old “Dutch” Reagan of old.
He was wearing blue and white
trunks and happily dribbling the
ball up and down the empty floor,

body

early.

in the stands or

making baskets at either goal. He
came over to where Neil was standing and flicked sweat from his foregroup of frat-men of IOTA
Chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon at Eureka College

“Dutch”

joins in with

head.

“I smell,”

he

said.
^

“You can have a shower

later.”

“My game,” Ronnie said, “you fool.

r

It smells.”

“You have

BY

HOWARD ARNOLD

to

make your

letter

tonight?”
“I’ll

before
benefit

Fools’

J

hear that gag twenty times
the

evening’s

over.

j

a

s

game between my ‘Fightin’
Red Skelton’s ‘Mean

|

It’s

and

Widdle Kids.’ (Continued on page

79)
j
A
(

All-American appeal: Ronald

Reagan of “John Loves Mary”
Smith
72

Direct wire

from Holly-

wood bringing

on-the-spot

news of dress-up doings

BY

EDITH GWYNN

Photoplay* s Reporter- About^Towrt

Fashion of the

month: Dehorah Kerr’s
pink evening gown

UR

O

choice for the dress of the

quisite evening

Kerr

floating

gown

around

in

month

is

the ex-

which we saw Deborah

at le Papillon.

It’s

of pale

pink (with a rosy cast to it) stiffened mouselline de
soie, the snug bodice of which is topped by a standing, off-the-shoulder sort of collar. Like the enormously full skirt, it is banded with self-cording, ending in small circular coils the gown’s only trimming.

—

Graceful,

feminine,

simple,

we’d choose
anyway but

it

as

an

—

outstanding dancing frock
on redhaired Deborah, the color of that dress (designed by
Sophie) and its becomingness to her type and figure
make it a knockout. And note how Deb’s wearing her
hair.

Like so

many

of the stars,

it’s

not only a lot

shorter this season, but softly curled to frame her face.
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Speaking of hair-dos—Joan Crawford has been going in the other direction, wearing hers

more severely

—but striking a compromise with bangs.

That Joan!

She’s been busting out all over with parties lately.

Before people had a chance to stop talking about her
enormous soiree for Noel Coward, Joan invited about
forty people to a formal dinner party at her home.
(She’s done the entire upstairs over again with
the most gorgeous hand-woven materials ^woven
especially for her!) Guests were seated at individual
tables set up for four or six^ and her own enlarged dining table almost sagged under the weight
of the lavish buffet, to say nothing of the buckets of
champagne. Each table was bedecked with masses
of heather, peach blossoms, (Continued on page 105)

—
—

—

-

'N' Everything
from

(Continued

page

Nice

51)

hospitality

only to say ungracious things later, this
wretched little beast arched his back with
a view to expressing his opinion on the
spot. To his dismay he found himself
censored. An operation, performed without his consent, had deperfumed him.
The frustrated animal retired to a corner
to brood on the Bill of Rights.
“Poor little thing,” said Jane, who likewise was attending her first Hollywood
party, but graciously.
She cuddled it and took it home. There,
still mortified, it crept under the refrigerator and only emerged nights after the
family had gone to bed. One night in black
despair he disappeared. In her bereavement a Wisconsin boy wrote condolingly
to say he would send her a skunk from
his pet’s next litter. Miss Powell thinks
the boy darling and awaits the new polepuss. She is not going to take it to a Hollywood party to develop a neurosis.
Meantime she is consoled by her collie,
Cinderella. It was presented by darling
boys of the crew of “Daring Daughters.”
Boys have been darling to Janie from
the day she was born. The little apple

blossom
April

is

first,

an old mantrap. She was born
in Portland, Oregon. Her name

was Suzanne Burce.
In first grade of Beaumont school Master
Larry Larsen seized pencil tmd, impassioned, wrote:

I

LOVE YOU.

“Larry was my first lover,” she says. “I
still hear from him.”
She has kept the notes of all her lovers.
It’s the largest library in Hollywood.
After Larry came Jerry Fay. He was
succeeded by Buddy Leonard, the first boy
to toddle her home. Jack Smith was first
to take her to a show.
“Then came George Something - or
Other,” said Jane musing her past.
Something-or-Other was followed by a
Romeo with the memorable name of
Rainsford Sprinkly.

H

owever,
gown

is

her

still

first

formal with evening

the high point of her ro-

mantic life. She was thirteen. David Lee in
white kid gloves was her escort. Sam Gill
wanted to ask her and she wanted him to,
but he was too bashful. So all the time she
was dancing With Kid Glove Lee her heart
was yearning over his shoulder toward
bashful Sam, a lonely stag against the wall
unable to dance with her because lug Lee
would not unglue his darned kid gloves
from her back for a single dance.
“In my youth,” said Jane reminiscently.
“I

was

a

one-a-week

girl.”

This probably is understatement. Miss
Powell was speaking without her notes.
Upon Miss Powell, as upon all women,
age creeps. She now is a Man-of-the-Year
woman. Mr. Tom Batton from USC is the
man of ’48 as of this writing. His Kappa
Sig pin is affixed possessively to her blouse
at a point no male eye would miss.
She does not contemplate marriage (as
of this writing). “I love love,” she says.
Though chances for an actor seem dim
at the moment there is no bar to other
professions. “How about writers?” asked
a writer wistfully.
“I adore writers,” she said with that
beam in her eye that threw Master Larsen
into furor scribendi.
“Writers, doctors,
.”
lawyers, business men.
She has a zoologist just now. That is,
Mr. Batton was a zoologist. Now he is
teaching psychology at Cal Tech. Miss
Powell is the inspirational type woman.
For herself she never planned a future
or a career. “I never thought there 'would
be a future,” she says. “I never thought
what I was.” She sang on a children’s
radio program (Continued on page 78)
.
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(Continued from page 75) when she was
seven. At twelve she was Oregon’s Victory Girl trilling for War Bonds.
When Mr. Burce, a salesman, had a threeweek vacation the Burces visited Hollywood sightseeing. Janet Gaynor was presiding over a talent audition program. The
Burce babe stepped up and tossed an aria
from “Carmen.” The crowd roared. Bells
rang. Talent scouts jabbered.
Next day she was a bird in a gilded cage.
From the Oregon pines she switched to
mesquite Charlie McCarthy. Her name
was changed to Gay Stephan and she sent
Charlie for a year. Frank Sinatra cut in
to carry her to his program. She made a
picture with Bergen, McCarthy and W. C.
Fields, “The Song of the C^)en Road.”
Again her name was changed, to that of
the character she played, Jane Powell. She
has made four Tech-tint musicals: “Holi-

G« hi¥E

day

in Mexico,”

“Three Daring Daughters,”

“Luxury Liner,” “A Date with Judy.”
“We didn’t want to come to Hollywood,”
says Jane. “It was a sacrifice. My parents
had just built a home in Portland.”

HE

S

still

girl.

thinks of herself as a Portland

The first year in Hollywood she was
She couldn’t see herself as a drama-

lonely.
tic actress. “I

have to concentrate harder
on crying than on opera,” she says. But
Miss Burns, the Metro- drama coach, blew
the dam one day. “You miss your Portland,
friends, don’t you, Jane?” she said.
Miss Powell geysered into a tearful likeness of Old Faithful.
“It was the ambition of my
tend Grant High,” she bawled.

life

to at-

It didn’t last long.
Miss Powell is not
given to dark thoughts.
She never was screenstruck. Isn’t now.
But she wants to be a good actress. Absolute naturalness is her aim. She has no
use for glam stuff. She’s a connoisseur of
acting. Her favorite players she will tell
you, quick as a flash, are Agnes Moorehead, Hume Cronyn and Shelley Winters.
“In ‘A Double Life’ Miss Winters acted
as if she did not know there was a camera
around,” says Jane. “That in my opinion,
is

fine acting.”

Jane thinks the glamour business washed
up. “People don’t care about your clothes.”
She confesses that she cares, though, off

my

screen. “It’s
vice,” says Jane. “Tailored,
sports, fluff, the brighter the colors the
better.” Jane no longer finds Hollywood
lonely. Boys of USC, UCLA, Cal Tech
have been as responsive as those of Portland. She used to smuggle them into the
studio in the back of her car or a looksee. She might have taken them in up
front but that wouldn’t have been fun.
The Burces now have a home in North
Hollywood. Mr. Burce has a malt shop of

Gets a terrific play
from college boys for some reason, though
it’s miles from a campus.
“Our house is little but we have a
swimming pool,” says Jane. “So we rate.”

fabulous prosperity.

The

pool, scaled to Jane’s dimensions, is
bigger than a bird bath.
“Just big enough for me to cool off in
on a hot day,” says Jane.
Miss Powell thinks she is primarily a
singer and that radio is her best medium.
Men disagree. They prefer to see her
diaphragm at work. Her voice is thrilling
but so is the shape. She practices singing
three hours a day. All she does for the
shape is stuff it with spaghetti and pizza.
She wants to go to Italy, presumably to
wallow in pizza and come back looking
like an Italian opera singer.
“No,” she avers, “I have an instinctive
little
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"Dutch"
(Continued from page 72)

How

do you like

that?”

“Oh. Warners don’t pay you enough, you

have

to

.

this bobby pin is different

.

“Look,” Ronnie said. “It’s this guidance
school for boys, a place called Pacific
Lodge, and they need a break. Mickey
Rooney’s coming over and Skelton, of

and Ben Blue and
We’re going to gag

course,
blondes.

million

a

Oh, and
Kenny Washington. He’s playing guard on.

my

it.

side.”

“This,” said Neil fervently, “I have to
see.”

indeed. An hour later the game
Ben Blue made a sixty-yard run
with the ball, through the audience. The

He saw

was

on.

blonde reserves stood distractingly in
every corner of the court and got more
play than the basketball.

N

the sidelines Neil remembered. Dixon,
His
thirty-two.
Nineteen
next-to-last year at Eureka College and
Dutch’s last year there. The Tau Epsilon
the
house
the red and gold suits
enormous “E” on Dutch’s sweater, marking

O

Illinois,

.

.

.

.

.

.

him a Big Man on Campus. He remembered, too, a night at home, Dutch sitting
cross-legged on the floor before the big
fireplace, his decent, young face drawn into
a scowl, saying, “So what was he supposed to do? Sleep under the grandstand?
They wouldn’t have let him in the hotel.
We had a game to play next day, but
aside from that why not? Give me one

—

good reason why not.”
It had been a day in late autumn, with
the trees wearing Eureka’s colors and the
first

ing

shiver of winter in the air. The mornbefore
Dutch’s wire had come:

“Playing on home field tomorrow. How
about apple pie for dinner, Dutch.”
It had been a close game. One guy, a
colored kid named Smith, had been sent
in three times, had played his heart out,
had thrown everything he had into every
tackle.

Then afterward, the

had stood

entire

team

holds your hair

place

in

144% BETTER
Here’s the

desk in a Dixon hotel
Dutch and Neil had
gone along with them. “I want to be sure
about something,” Dutch had explained.
For five minutes, while the team had registered, Dutch had stood quietly with his
hands in his topcoat pockets, watching,
watching the colored boy as he maneuvered, as he backed away and let other
people register when he should have been
at the

lobby, registering.

in

bobby

first

pins!

real

improvement

A radically new

patented shape,

scientifically

designed to hold better. Stronger,
yet

easy to open.

flexible,

Yes, certified, unbiased tests prove

that Supergrip holds 144% betterl

registering himself.
Finally Dutch had stepped over towards
Smith. “Let’s get out of this mob,” he had
said. “You’re coming over to my house.
There’s plenty of extra room. Why should
you pay these rates?”
It had taken a minute or two. Then
Smith had gotten it and said, “If you
really mean it thanks.”

—

“Let’s go,” Dutch had said.
Neil’s thoughts were interrupted by Red
Skelton emptying a .45 full of blanks into
the ball and the screams of the blondes.
His eyes focused on the game again. He

saw Kenny Washington, colored and one
the greatest athletes in the country,
playing guard for Dutch.
And he saw
Dutch playing a hard straight game, forgetful for the moment that it was all for

of

“My own brother,” he reflected,
laughs.
“and there are things about him I’m only
now beginning to understand. The trouble
Oh hell, two hours
with the guy is
away from a sound stage where he’s been
knocking his head off all day, messed up
frini every angle on account of what’s
.

happened

in his

.

New patented

144%

better!

.

home. And here he

"GAYLA" MEANS THE BEST

is

game exactly as
depended on it. The dope. The

playing a blankety-blank
hv. life
swt*i dope!”
if

grip -Holds

The End
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The

Man

That

(Continued from page 40) Betty hailed
him. The minute I saw him, I recognized
him, of course. It was Vic Mature. And
the minute I met him, I knew why Betty
had said I would like him. You can’t help
liking Vic once you know him.
“Like,” is the proverbial masterpiece of
understatement. I thought he was wonderful! Right from the first. There wasn’t
any “learning to like him” phase. It may
not have been “love at first sight,” but he

was so
to

and

alive

enjoy

exciting!

And we seemed

the same things.

all

It was a wonderful summer! But I guess
almost any time or any place is wonderful
when you’re falling in love. I’d never before known a man who got such utter
enjoyment out of every detail of life.

Whether

it’s running on the beach or dancing in a night club or playing with a
youngster, Vic has the faculty of living
every minute to its utmost. And, better,
he has the secret of passing along that
faculty to the people around him.

Michael was crazy about Vic the minute
they met. And it was mutual. Often when
I was busy in the afternoon, Vic, Mike, and
Genius II, Vic’s dog, would go off on long
excursions to the beach. Perhaps that endeared Vic to me as much as any one of
his other wonderful qualities his liking

—

for children.

By
it

summer, we both knew
summer romance. Vic went
Hollywood to work on a picture.

the end of

wasn’t just a

back to
He found a cute
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You

little house and fixed it
returned to my mother’s home in
Pasadena. We saw each other as often as

up.

his

I

work would

allow. Often,

meals. Mike would come home telling of
the wonderful lime he’d had.

/HEN Vic

W location

learned he was to go East on
for “Kiss of Death,” he sug-

gested that I visit New York while he
was there so he could show me the town.

sounded like wonderful fun. And it was
Vic seemed to be known and loved
by everyone everywhere. He took me to
all the wonderful places, showed me the
sights. And between the fun and the excitement, Vic and I made more serious
It

fun!

plans for us.

We had just about decided that he would
get a new car in New York after the picture finished and that we would get marwould drive down
ried there and then.
to Louisville so I could meet his mother,

We

3

Married

and make
country.

And
change

it
a honeymoon trip across
was an idyllic plan.
then
something
happened to

It

it.

think it is very difficult to know a person completely when everything is smooth
sailing. As wonderful as Vic was right from
the first, not even I had half a notion of
the real person he is. Not even I had had
an opportunity to glimpse the capacity for
gentleness, kindness and consideration, the
depths of sympathy, understanding and
patience in Vic, until I became ill.
That was when I found out the true
meaning of love and loyalty.
I

N New

York

I caught a cold I found imshake off. Vic worried about
it. He noticed, too, that, though I tried to
hide it and go on with our round of fun, I
was simply worn out all the time. I was
underweight and losing more. It stopped
being fun to go anywhere. I’d urge Vic to
go on to parties, but he wouldn’t leave me.
Finally he handed down an ultimatum.
He had a doctor friend in town and I was
to go for an examination and see about
getting rid of my cold. So I went.
I scarcely heard what the doctor said, at
first. My mind just grabbed at fragments.
And the verdict: Immediate hospitalization, special diet and care, complete rest
for at least a year perhaps longer!

I possible to

It is

difficult to

absorbencies

Things Happen

(Regular, Super, Junior). Month’s supply slips into your purse. Tampax Incor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

on

—

TRUTH

Fast, Furious

or

Or

I

in the Physicians and Surgeons
New York for three weeks.
finally we returned to the Coast Vic

And

year of undisturbed rest, proper diet and
care, if I were to regain complete health.
How different from the return we had
planned a few weeks before!
From my first day in the hospital Vic
seemed to have appointed himself a oneman morale-building committee for me.
How he thought up the many wonderful
things he did for me, I don’t know. Two
or three times a week the florist arrived
with lovely flowers. And besides flowers,
Vic would ask him to bring candy, ice
cream and special little gifts. When Vic
sent ice cream and refreshments, he
usually sent them for everyone there.
Once, in order to give me a special thrill,
he almost got himself barred from the
premises.

He had

NBC

Invented the

p

80

just

bought his

new

car,

a canary-colored (Continued on page 82)

Walking Man
_

—

wind up work on the picture and I to
enter a hospital in Pasadena, faced by that
to

—Winner of

Accepted for Adyertising
^
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

feels to

was

Hospital in

America's Favorite Quiz Show
the 1947 Radio Mirror Award.

Man Who

it

—

CONSEQUENCES

Starring the Laughing

how

—ever?

and Funny

Saturday Nights, 8:30 EDST,

—explain

have the whole bottom suddenly knocked
out of your life. Our honeymoon trip back
through the south? That was out. Our
exciting life and activities? Completely
curtailed. Marriage? When? Well when?

can’t

even feel Tampax while wearing it. No
need to remove it for tub or shower
nor for swimming. Sold at drug stores,

notion counters in

Mike would

go over and stay several days at a time
with him, since Vic got lonely all alone in
the house. And Mike loved being over
there, “batching.” Vic would let Mike help
him with the housework and fixing the

I
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The

delightful magic of her friendly
comes right out to meet you in
Mrs. John Roosevelt’s lovely face.

self

Nothing reveals the inner You so
truly as your face. It can send out

from you an aura of brightness that
makes everyone happier just for
seeing you. But to keep your face
lovely, you need to give it help.

—

Never miss the precious few minutes of daily care that keep your
skin clear and bright. Especially
now, when fashion says complexions
should look softly pink and pretty,
your face cleansings should be par-

The new "Outside-Inside”

ticular.

Face Treatment with Pond’s will
set your skin glowing like a rose
freshen

Try

it.

it

soften

beautifully!

it

— tonight!

on you

Before her marriage to the late President Roosevelt’s

was the popular Anne Clark of Boston
The minute she enters a room you are captured by
the charm that radiates from her witching face.
son, she

No

face in the world is just a blank! In
your face others see the true expression

Don’t, don’t dim

"Outside-Inside”

by halfw'ay care. This
Face Treatment with
it

Pond’s Cold Cream gives the lovely,
ough beauty-cleansings faces need.

thor-

Hot Water Stimulation

Cream massage

—

flow to your skin.

Two Creamings — to
Acts on both sides of your skin

1) Cleanse

.

.

.

Work Pond’s

Cold Cream

cold water splash, then pat on the tonic
astringence of Pond’s Freshener.

Look now

— each

at

Yes

your

face,

pink-flushed

—

beauty care you’ll
because it works!

this is

never w^ant to skip

—

Remember

the

.

.

see first

.

is

in

YOU

that others

your face

not vanity to develop the beauty of your
own face, Beauty’’s self disciplines can make
your whole personality groir, Vf hen you look
lovely-— you feel a happy confidence. It sends
a magic sparkle out from you that brings
the real YOU closer to others.
Jt’s

—

the Inside

briskly to rinse off last

Cold Freshener Stimulation

—

From

With more Pond’s Cold

.

.

traces, of dirt. Tissue off.

prettier!

From the Outside Pond’s Cold Cream
works for you. It wraps softly around surface
sweeps
dirt, and make-up, as you massage
you

.

A

study of the needs of facial skin, Pond’s
brings youthis"Outside-Inside”FaceTreatment that acts on both sides of your skin.

as

dirt

2) Rinse

condition'" skin

As with a window pane, it is not enough
to clean your skin on one side only. From

them cleanly away,

.

warm, damp face and throat to
from pore openings. Tissue off.

sweep

Press face cloth, comfortably hot and w'et,
against your face
to stimulate blood

.

briskly over

Twice daily, always at bedtime, give your
skin Pond’s "Outside-Inside” Face Treatment this way:

—

of the inner You.

.

tissue off.

step of this treat-

ment stimulates skin circulation. Tiny blood
vessels speed up their important work.
More women use

Pond''s than

any

other face cream

P

(Continued from page 80) convertible.
he came, he told me all about it. I
exclaimed that I couldn’t wait to see it,
knowing of course that I would not be
allowed to go out of the hospital. “You
don’t have to wait,” he said. “You’re going to see it right now.” And the beloved
madman loped outside to his car, drove it
in through the grounds, across lawns to a

When

place right outside
could see it!

of

my window

so

I

He

visited often, despite his heavy picture schedule. But one of the most wonderful of Vic’s “morale-building” ideas was

the records he made almost nightly and
sent in batches to the hospital a couple
of times a week, so that I could play them

and

listen.

thing that

Through these, I know everywas going on with Vic at the

studio, at his house, in his

you have an oval, long or heart-shaped

YES!

If

face.

NO!

If

your face

is

round, square or diamond

shaped. Bangs give your face a feminine rounded

make your eyes the center
of attraction. WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET, “HAIR
STYLES THAT GLORIFY YOUR SHAPE FACEI”
look, minimize length,

life.

When any-

thing new or amusing or exciting happened, he would dramatize it in the
inimitable, amusing fashion of his conversation, because Vic is a brilliant and fascinating conversationalist.
On little Mike’s fifth birthday, I was
desolate.

fun

I

at all,

wondered if he would have any
any kind of celebration. Then,

the week before, without my having said
anything to Vic about his birthday, he
mentioned casually, “I’m having a little
birthday party for Mike we’ll tell you all
about it later.”
A “little party!” Vic had a mob of children, presents, a huge cake, even a pony
for the youngsters to ride! Mike was in
seventh heaven. How do I know? Not only
from his enthusiastic accounts later when
I saw him, but from firsthand information.
Vic ran a recording machine throughout
the whole party and Mike and all the
children unconsciously recorded the activities for me as they went along. Morale
building? As Vic would say Oh Brother!

—

CURLERS

^

FOMVERY

GIRL!

—

UR

romance wasn’t all smooth sailing.
had its ups and downs. We both have
definite ideas on things, and we’ve frequently disagreed. I would get half mad
at him sometimes, but then he’d turn
around and do something so wonderful
that I’d wonder how I could have been
“mad” even for a minute.

O

It

I don’t
business.

know too much about the picture
And while I was in the hospital

read things in columns or magazines
about Vic and other girls. I’d try to remember what he said about “strictly publicity stuff,” and I’d try to understand. It
wasn’t always easy.
But one Sunday evening he had come to
the hospital to see me and bring some new
records. I was laughing over them, amused,
even as I was touched deeply by the evidence of his thoughtfulness: The fact that
in his leisure time he thought of me so
often. We turned off the records then and
tuned in the radio on the usual Sunday
evening Hollywood news programs. We
were sitting there together holding hands
and listening, when one columnist made
the startling announcement that Vic and
I had broken up for good.
He looked at
I’d

Back again! The exclusive Goody Elastic
Clasp Curler that’s best for every hair-do!
:A:

Won’t

Slip!

head without
"A

The curler locks close

roll

to

back.

Every Size Curler! From

tiny to giant

curlers for every size curl.

A

Holds More Hair! Elastic Clasp permore hair to be rolled into each curl.

mits

A

Exclusive! Only

Elastic

Goody gives you this

Clasp Curler!

LOOK FOR GOODY

WAVE

me and grinned, as if to say, “Now will
you believe what I say about Hollywood
publicity?” And I agreed. No more worries

on that score.
doctor decided

My

I had improved so
that I could leave the hospital in
time for Vic’s birthday, the 29th of January.
It was like a reprieve from prison.
We
had a quiet celebration at his home with
some of our friends.

CUPS,

much

AND
KANT SUP COMBS
BARRETTES

A few

days later I went down to Laguna.
took an apartment, relaxed in the sun
and began shopping for some new clothes,
assisted by my girl friend, Jualine Lane.
I had gained fifteen pounds in the hosI

At notion counters of leading 5 and 10c stores

GOODY PRODUCTS
200
New
Varick Street,Depr. M-6,

York 14

my

and couldn’t get into any of
old
things. So all I had was a pair of oversized slacks and a nightgown.
I was in no hurry, however, so when
pital

down to a Laguna hotel after he
work on “The Law and Martin

Vic came
finished

Rome” around

the 23rd of February, I still
hadn’t acquired any new things. It was
wonderful to be together again in the little
town where we had met. Vic, in his
usual unpredictable fashion, started things
popping. First he stopped in a jeweler’s
and picked up two plain gold rings. Hollywood got wind of it we will never know
how and reporters began searching for

—

—

us.

Bud and Ella Evans, who were then
living with Vic, drove down from Hollywood with that news. About eight o’clock
Thursday evening Vic decided we were
going to leave early in the morning for

Yuma.

I wailed that I couldn’t get a new
dress at that time of night. I had to wait
till morning to pick up one of the dresses
I had tried on and liked that week. Vic
declared that as far as he was concerned,
I could get married in slacks, but that
we were leaving at the crack of dawn the

next morning.
I

went

married
I slept.

to
in

bed with visions

my

Bud and

battered
Ella

and

of getting
slacks.
’While
Vic got in touch

with Jualine to find out what dress it was
that I had wanted. Then they all went over
to the shoopkeeper’s home, since Jualine
knew him, got him out of bed, explained
the situation and went

down

to the store

with him. He wrapped up the lovely white
gabardine dress that I was crazy about.

EXT

morning I was still raving about
having nothing to wear, so Vic apparently resigned agreed to wait till the store
opened so I could get the dress. The man
had been tipped off, of course, and said he
was sorry but it had been sold. Completely

—

—

desolate,

set off for

I

Yuma

in

my

slacks.

We

were clear to El Centro where we
stopped to spend Friday night, before Bud,
Ella and Vic decided the joke had gone
far enough, and gave me the dress!
Vic was his usual sartorially splendid
self. He wore a blue sports shirt, a somewhat wrinkled blue sports coat of a different shade, a pair of tan slacks and an
outsized pair of white tennis shoes. (Not
long ago some heavy equipment was
dropped on his toes on the set, breaking
them hence the tennis shoes.)
Vic phoned the studio from El Centro

—

and told them we were on our way. And
next morning early, Saturday, the 28th,
we drove to Yuma. Vic had bought the
rings with no thought of what size we
wore. His was far too small for him, so he
wore it on a chain around his neck. Mine

was much too
edging

off

—

large, so

I

tore a piece of

—

my

“something blue” a handand wrapped it around the back

kerchief
of my ring in the car on the

The “something new” was

way

my

to Yuma.
dress. And

“borrowed” a slip from Jualine.
We were married by a justice of the
peace, and Bud and Ella stood up with
But first Vic acted as best man for
us.
three couples strangers who had been
waiting in line at the license bureau when
I

—

we

—

arrived.

We

came back to the Del Mar Hotel
Saturday night and stayed there till Monday afternoon for a couple of days honeymoon. Then we headed back to Laguna
and found a house there.
Sometimes, after it has happened, and
you have married the man you love, you
start wondering what it was like before
you ever met him. It’s not easy to remember how life was before you met the person you love. Especially if that person is
someone as wonderful as Vic who dominates your thoughts and time and affection
so completely when you’re in love with
him. All I can think is that my life before
Vic must have been a very empty existence.

The End

That's Hollywood for

You

(Continued from page 65) flowers, they’re
but there’s no smell to them.”

lovely,

Yes, I like to listen to the dialogue of the
tourists for that, too, is a part of HollyIt shows that Hollywood is ordinary.
Despite the glamour and the color and the
occasional scandals, the majority of citizens are pretty much like the citizens in
your home town. And that’s why I like
the Hollywood beat.
I must say that my favorite popular
singers continue to be Bing Crosby and
Judy Garland, despite the comments of
critics who say Bing and Judy aren’t singing the way they used to ... I never
see a photograph or a movie of Ella Raines
without thinking that she is trying to be
like Lauren Bacall, until I realize that she
was discovered for pictures first, and by

wood.

same

the

director,

Howard Hawks, who

taught “The Look” how to give that “Look.”
All things can be explained in Hollywood, even the Einstein theory. Chico
Marx tells about Mr. A. asking Mr. B. if
he knew what Einstein’s theory of relativity was.
Mr. A. then told him: “It’s
simple. It’s like this: When you go to the
dentist for five minutes, it seems like an
hour, and when you go with a girl for an
hour, it seems like five minutes.” Mr. B.
said,

“And with

that he

makes money?”

AM

continually amazed by the movies
because there are scenes in which the
hero never pays a restaurant check and
the heroine can shop all day and never be
concerned about the bills. The heroine is
always bringing guests to her little browni

stone front

flat

that

is

larger and classier

than anything on Park Avenue. Then the
heroine goes into the kitchen to whip up a
snack and the kitchen turns out to be a
gem, full of light and air and goodies.
Then Alan Ladd wanders into the kitchen
and finds Veronica preparing the meal,
and he is so delighted that he spends
next reel making love
to
her
the
while the other guests wait patiently
for the food. Then
Ladd walks back to join the crowd without any telltale lipstick on his mouth.
Heroes and heroines never get mussed,
and heroines always look as pretty getting
out of bed in the morning as they do at
the party the evening before. Yes, wonderful things happen in the movies.
I want you to know that William Powell
is as amusing a person off the screen as
he is on. It is a pleasure to meet him in
It may seem
a restaurant or at a party.
odd to you, but I can always tell the difin

the

other

room

.

Tins

and

WASHDAY

Mrs. Gray was a

Any

SOAP,

When

Mrs. Gray

the Fahle of

is

the

REBELLION.

.

.

.

careful housekeeper

real or imitation, that

—except on WASHDAY.

made SUDS

suited her.

.

.

.

“TATTLE-TALE GRAY,” she wasn’t worried.
mentioned FELS-NAPTHA SOAP,

neighbors whispered,

Even when best

friends

she ignored them.

.

.

.

One day Mrs. Gray hung

out her HALF-CLEAN

inside to REST. Suddenly she looked out the

and was HORRIFIED!
clothes

.

.

.

she

WASH

and went

window

was being PICKETED! Her neglected

demanded BETTER WASHING CONDITIONS!

.

ference

Mrs. Gray hustled the INDIGNANT PICKETERS down to the LAUNDRY.

Russell:
ried to

for

between Gail Russell and Jane
Jane is the Russell who is marBob Waterfield and Gail is the
Russell who denies that she is married to

Guy Madison. Fooled

you, didn’t I?
like Dick Haymes’s description of a
I
story conference. He says it’s a meeting
.

.

Ordered LOTS and LOTS of FELS-NAPTHA. In

a

RUSH.

.

.

.

.

where a producer gets up to speak and
nothing, nobody listens, and then
everybody disagrees.
I want to go on record as saying that
there is no actress who so typifies a movie
actress as Joan Crawford.
She is the
movie actress at all times and never takes
her make-up off, even when she isn’t
wearing any if you know what I mean.
Mike Curtiz is my favorite character, for
it was only the other day on the set that
he shouted, “Everybody be quiet and if
you can’t keep quiet, then shut up!” That’s
Hollywood for you!
The End
says

—

.

some COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. Then she flew to the ’phone.

.

Next day Mrs. Gray’s

WASH swung

CLEAN and WHITE—just

—Don't

Moral

Change

let

like

your wash

line

to golden Fels'J^aptha

gayly on the LINE

her neighbors’

become a picket

—bar

line.

or chips, today.

.

—
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your daughter

letting

Those Hollywood Parties

(Continued from page 45) china so her fine
things would not be broken. And she called

^

^

7

Mike Romanoff most likely, to cater a
huge buffet, including, usually, one hot
dish.
Always the menu was both lavish
and

familiar.

however, this has changed.
stars have taken to planning their
parties with the very imagination, flair and
joy of living that make them stars.
Currently, therefore, Saturday nights
witness parties of all kinds and descriptions in the film colony. When the intellectuals foregather the group is kept small
for the sake of argument.
Recently the
Recently,

The

Arthur Hornblows gave such a party with
John Gunther, Claire Booth Luce, Norman
Corwin, Rouben Mamoulian and the
Charles Vidors as guests. Charles and his
wife crossed verbal swords when Claire
Luce led off with “Freud was a fraud.” And
the argument lasted until three a. m. with
several persons not speaking to one another as a result.
Ginger Rogers, this past season, gave a
party for the cast of the Ballet Russe and
ran all of her old dancing films for them.

U

sually, however,
the

stars

the intellectuals and
do not intermingle. Artur
the only musician who mixes

Rubinstein is
with the Hollywood film set, really. However, to dine with Artur is to enjoy a most
stimulating musical evening, with the other
guests, likely enough, Stravinsky, one of
the greatest composers alive, Jascha Heifitz

and any

visiting musicians. Or if the ballet
in town, Sol Hurok, the great impresario,
will be there and Markova and Dolin. And
stars like Bette Davis and Adolphe Menjou.
Outstanding among this season’s parties
is

Every Bride Should

Know These

Intimate Physical Facts

was the dinner dance Joan Crawford gave
for Noel Coward. It was brilliant. Better
still, it was fun.
Joan took over the elegant Papillon, lock, stock and barrel. And
.

.

.

in charge of the decoraarranged for the Papillon to be a
bower of pink gardenias. They dripped

Billy

Haines,

tions,

Before a

girl

marries she should be fully

aware how necessary douching often

is

to intimate feminine cleanliness, health,
marriage happiness, to combat odor and
after menstrual periods. In fact, the

question today is not whether to douche,
but rather what to put in the douche.
Here' s Scientific Truth You Can Trust:
Scientists tested every generally known
antiseptic-germicide they could find
on sale for the douche. And no other
type liquid antiseptic-germicide tested
proved so powerful yet so safe to

This zonite principle was developed by a world-famous Surgeon and
an eminent Chemist. What better recommendation could you desire?
tissues.

Cautions Against
or

Weak

Dangerous Products

Pity the old-fashioned woman who. from
ignorant advice of friends, still uses salt,
soda or vinegar for the douche. Foolish
woman! Doesn’t she realize these ‘kitchen makeshifts’ are not germicides in
the douche? They never in this world

can give the great germicidal action of
ZONITE with its marvelous deodorizing
properties.

Yet ZONITE
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is

woman
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wonderful benefits.
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—
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—
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glands.

You can

use zonite as directed as
often as needed without the slightest risk
of injury. It’s absolutely non-irritating,
non-burning, non-poisonous.
zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing, clinging waste substances.
Helps guard against infection. It immediately kills every germ it touches.
You know it’s not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract. But
you can be sure zonite does kill every
reachable germ and keeps them from
multiplying. Scientific douching directions with every bottle.
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its

NEW!
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Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
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mail this coupon to
Zonite Products, Dept. PP-68, 370
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For

amazing

—

from the walls and ceiling and their scent
mingling with many perfumes made an
exotic bouquet. Joan at the head table
wearing an exquisite white gown and her
famous diamonds, and flanked by Greg
Bautzer and Noel Coward, did full justice
the scene.
Joan’s guest list read like a “Who’s Who”
in the film colony. Irene Dunne and Doctor
to

Frank

Griffin;

Ginger Rogers and Jack

Briggs; Dorothy Lamour, who used to go
with Greg Bautzer, and William Howard;
Celeste Holm and her husband, Schuyler

Dunning; Barbara Stanwyck and Robert
Taylor; Loretta Young and Tom Lewis;
Marlene Dietrich; Jane Wyman; Gene Tierney; the Ray Millands; the Zachary Scotts;
Clifton Webb and, as usual, his mother,
Mabel; David Niven and his bride; Claudette Colbert and Doctor Joel Pressman;
Anne Baxter and John Hodiak; Gertrude
Lawrence and Graham Payne; Dick
Powell and June Allyson; Lord and Lady
Sefton; Joan’s two ex-husbands, Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. and Franchot Tone, with
their wives. Philip Terry, Joan’s most recent ex, however, was not present at this
party.
This soiree continues a conversation
piece, not only in Hollywood, but in New

York and even London. For Lord and
Lady Sefton, visiting the Douglas Fairbanks Jrs. at the time, were among Joan’s
Lord Sefton, who owns half of
guests.

Name

Turn

Address-

to

page 89

Photoplay Fashions
State-

for

in

Color

Liverpool and is a potentate of sorts in
England, ranks this party as his most impressive Hollywood moment.
“It was a curious thing,”
said,

Lord Sefton
lunching with Noel Coward and me

Noel,
recently, “a very curious thing
here, was the guest of honor. But another
chap sat on Miss Joan Crawford’s right.
“I don’t remember his name,” he went
.”
on, “but I was told he was a barrister
.

.

.

.

IfH

Ol»**

liK*

|io»*

loo***

loO^

.

1il««

“His name,” I laughed, “was Greg
Bautzer!”
“Greg Bautzer,” he repeated. “Yes, that

was

He was very handsome, Greg

it.

Bautzer.”

“Do you think so?” Noel asked jealously.
thought he had too many teeth.”
“I understand,” said Lord Sefton, “that
the week previously Miss Joan Crawford
“I

presented this barrister chap with a fine
new motor car. They are very wonderful
A
to their admirers, these movie stars.
gift
like a motor car is really quite
fabulous!”
“It is,” agreed Noel, grinning. “But Joan
fabulous.
I
love her dearly even
is
though all I saw, the evening of the party,
was her left shoulder. She turned her
back upon me to beam upon Bautzer.
Nevertheless, I adore her.
“I’ve known her for years. And instead
of my enthusiasm for her waning it increases with every meeting.”

—

OAN’S

invitations read eight and by
eight-thirty every guest had arrived, an
unheard of thing in Hollywood where
guests condescendingly drop in anywhere
from the time slated until midnight. The
guests, arriving, were met at the entrance
of the Papillon by Joan and Bautzer and
Noel.
This caused an excited buzz, you
may be sure. For, although the evening

J

was very

cold, they seemed charmed to
await the guests in the drafty doorway.
And Joan’s warm savoir faire when she
welcomed the Douglas Fairbankses and the

Franchot Tones was commented upon also.
At nine o’clock the dining-room doors
were thrown open and dinner was announced. Everyone was seated. Which is
another improvement in Hollywood parties.
At the old buffets you served yourself and
found your way to a vacant place at any
table. It was quite like dining at an Auto-

mat

—except,

of course, that the

HELENE CURTIS

use

dinner’s

would have been much in excess of
any Horn and Hardart dinner. Such impromptu seating resulted, naturally, in all
cost

the gay extraverted people getting together
and having a wonderful time and the less
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gay, introverted people feeling lonely and
unattractive.
I think a hostess must, at least, pay her
guests the compliment of seating them. In
fact I said this at a Hollywood party I
gave several years ago. Since then, I am
glad to report most Hollywood hostesses
have taken the hint.
At Joan’s party there was a program at
each place reading, “Miss Joan Crawford,
late of the Shubert Chorus, presents Mr.
Noel Coward in a one night revival of ‘The
Vortex!’ ’’ On the next page you found the
cast of both the London and New York
productions. And on the following page
were Ladies and Gentlemen of the Ensemble, the guests at the party, of course.
Then followed the menu which was
printed in French. It was, as one guest
announced loudly, translated promptly as
each course was served.
Champagne flowed freely all evening
but no one drank too much of it. And the
orchestra played all the time, except during impromptu entertainment.
To start

entertainment Joan approached George
to ask Tony Martin to sing. “I don’t
know him well enough,” she said. Burns
said he didn’t either but he would ask
Jack Benny to ask. Benny said he didn’t
either but he would get Herbert Marshall
'Whereupon Tony Martin got to
to do it.
his feet and inquired whether or not he
was going to be asked to perform. He sang
alone.
Then he and Dinah Shore sang
together.
Jack Benny played his violin.
And Celeste Hohn did a patter number.
“What did you do?” I asked Noel.
“I went to the piano and sang ‘I’ve Just
Been to a Wonderful Party,’ the song I
\vrote for you, Elsa.”
And how Noel can sing that song! Like
any Coward opus it is infinitely more wonderful when he interprets it.
“I was deeply thrilled,” Noel said, “that

stars of the caliber of Tony Martin and
Jack Benny and Dinah Shore and Celeste

cannot be helped, Clifton,” he said.
sorry.
Accidents happen in the
laboratory sometimes.”
Clifton’s anguish was intense, so intense
“It

—

should entertain me give the best
acts of their lives doing it too, I am con-

Holm

that Darryl called Ty back.
“The gag’s gone far enough,” he said.
“Clifton is beside himself.”
Again Ty called Clifton and, assuming
the accented voice of the imaginary Joe,

vinced.”

Usually Joan entertains only at small
dinner parties at her home. But every
two or three years she gives a gala party
like this party for Noel.
And when she
does, because she is the wonderful, fabulous woman she is, her party is wonderful
and fabulous too.

laugh.

“You wait,” he told Ty when they met
later in the projection room just before
the lights went out and “Sitting Pretty”
was

flashed on the screen, “You wait!”
Ty’s waiting nervously!
Hollywood is fun these days. And like
all communities, where there’s a joy in
living, Hollywood’s parties are, quite literally, something to talk about
and write
about.
Where else in the world, for instance,
would one hundred graduating students of
a high school be given such a party as
Betty Hutton gave recently ^with Diane
Durand, daughter of Lindsay Durand, a
Paramount publicist and Betty’s friend, the
guest of honor. For this combination graduation and birthday fete Betty turned her
large back yard into a Hawaiian setting.
The
It was Honolulu on a moonlit night.
moon shone through a cellophane tent. A
Hawaiian orchestra played all evening. The
pool was covered with water Hlies. And
gardenias were tied to the trees.

one

full of fun, as

this

of his guests.

Burns

“I’m going to play a joke on Clifton,”
at dinner. And promptly
went to the telephone and called the Webb

Ty announced

—

number.
“Tell Mr. Webb,” he said to the houseman, “that Joe, the projectionist at the
studio, wants to speak to him.”
“What is wrong?” asked Clifton, irked at

being interrupted while at dinner.
“Mr. Webb,” said Ty in an accented
voice, “this is Joe, Mr. Zanuck’s projecI can’t run your picture tonight.
spoiled in the laboratory.”
“This is an outrage,” said Clifton. “I
have asked sixty guests to see my film

tionist.
It

was

tonight.

I

—

—

Imagine if you can I can’t what it
to every last one of those one hundred graduates to be invited to such a

meant

will call Mr. Zanuck!”
through to

Ty, however, got
before Clifton could.
ried on with the gag.

—

—

Otto Preminger was another host

Ty Power, always

Ty Power

“They would not,” announced Clifton.
“And I would not.” Then he caught Ty’s

friend, to see his new film, “Sitting Pretty,”
and arranged for a grand private showing
in the projection room of Darryl Zanuck,
head of the Twentieth Century-Fox
Studios. About sixty guests were invited.
So, of course, there were several dinner
parties preceding the showing.
Clifton
invited about twelve at dinner, including

Noel.

“Maybe, Mr. Webb, you and your

said,

guests would like to see the new
picture ‘Captain from Castile.’ ”

LIFTON WEBB also entertained for Noel.
C He wished Noel, who is his lifelong

with

am

“I

Zanuck
So Mr. Zanuck car-

shindig
Oh, those Hollywood parties!
.

.

.

The End
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an exciting twosome for a vacation in the sun, in the
and slim skirt are so easy to make—
and will look equally smart if both are made in the same color. Everfast
have a linen-like fabric called Crashmere, and just name your color,
they have it. Band the jacket and sleeves with their striped
Polo Poplin and you’ll have the summer suit of^all time.
Bros. “Wallflower.”

city or country.

The

It’s

loose jacket

For stores selling Photoplay Patterns see page 94

Front

Blouse-hack

Skirt

PHOTOPLAY PATTERNS.
205 East 42nd Street,

New York

17,

New York

Enclosed find thirty*five cents ($.35) for which please
send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Janis Paige
“Wallflower” suit in size (Circle size you wish) 10

12—14—16—18.

My

name and address

Size

is:

Name.
Street
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THAT

HEMLiNE

Leah Rhodes
Leah Rhodes is the tall, personable
designer who whipped up the smart
suit Janis Paige wears in “Wallflower.” Because she is pleasant, capable and well informed. Miss Rhodes
usually has her way with the stars.
They wear what she tells them for
they know a Rhodes design flatters
the figure and accents the personality.
Before she designed the clothes for
this
picture however, and while
women were still wearing short skirts,
she was asked to design a dress for a
picture that would not be released
for six months. Miss

Rhodes knew

the fashion change might come overnight and she prepared for it by first
sketching and then designing dresses
with an uneven hemline, so that from
one camera angle they would appear
long and from another they w'ould

remain apparently

short.

She

is

now

breathing great sighs of relief for she
says that styles are now permanently
settled and not subject to change, so

egins wi
FOUNDATION

Hollywood designers have comparatively little
for
to worry about

—

awhile anyway.
There is a motto on the wall of her
office-workroom a quotation from

—

Mainbocher which reads: “Always
fashion is going somewhere from

woman doesn’t
take a stand for a fashion or against
it
she moves in its current.”
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ELLIOT CLAHKE

Wedding Dress

Bonnie Bridal Fashions

ipo Broadway
York, N. Y.

New

Bridal Veil

S. Hollander

& Sons

1400 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
Suit

Lou Schneider
JJ2 Seventh Avenue,
York, N. Y.

New

Dress

John Irwin
West ggth St.
New York, N. Y.
Sun-back Dress and Bolero

McArthur, Ltd.
ig-jz Broadway
New York, N. Y.
Photoplay Patterns Sold At:

Gimbels,
New York, N. Y.

The Hecht Company,
Washington, D. C.

Salute to the Sun
(Continued from page 69) to bed, cover
your entire body with oil. Use an oil that
your skin will absorb so you will not soil
your bed linen. It will give your skin a
satiny smooth sheen, with no rough
spots or peeling. Speaking of oil, pour just
a little on the palms of your hands each
morning and rub it on your legs.
“Legs somehow seem to need more oil
than any other part of the body,” says Gail
Russell. Which is something to remember,
for legs that are not permitted to grow dry
and flaky are prettier for the stockingless
days.
Gail

one of Hollywood’s outdoor girls.
an archery expert, uses a man-size
bow with a forty-six-pound pull compared to the average woman’s twentyeight-pound bow. She can outshoot many
men. But in her beauty care and her
choice of clothes she is very feminine.
Esther Williams, needless to state, is an-

She

is

is

other star who spends much time out of
doors. Esther, too, chooses her out-of-door
clothes with a sensitive and discriminating
eye. She specializes, of course, in swim
suits. Also in cover-up clothes. For she is
aware that nothing is more iinattractive
than so called nudity out of the sxm. Which
reminds us; When you’re in a bathing suit
or shorts, do put on a beach coat or skirt
before going into the club house or into
anyone’s home. There are so many charming cover-up fashions for just these times
when you don’t wemt to change. Be one of
the girls about whom people say, “Oh, she’s
always dressed right and looks so lovely.”
Another thing; Lazy days at the beach,
golfing or playing tennis make the use
of a deodorant quite necessary.
missed
day can mean the ruin of a dress or a date!
Take not a hot or cold shower but a
tepid shower. Follow it by cologne and
sachet. You’ll feel cool as a mint julep.
Take a hint from Joan Fontaine, too, and
lighten your lipstick and nail polish with
the romantic new summer colors that
blend so well with sunshine. Strong svmlight casts a harsh glare on the too-madeup face. Pick up your warm skin tones
with clear colors instead of the deeper
tones you have been wearing all winter.

A

.

when Louis Jourdan, David
new French star, arrived in this

Recently
Selznick’s

country he was, he said, enthusiastically
struck by the great natural beauty of the
American woman. But remember, the
natural beauty which M. Jourdan and
other men so revere requires more protection and care than any man suspects.
'

The End

Major General Thomas B. Larkin preArmy’s

sents Madeleine Carroll with the

Medal of Freedom for outstanding
vice overseas with the

ser-

American Red Cross
95
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Lover
(Continued from page 43) I got set to
do a “take.” We had recorded the music
a few days before and were waiting for
the playback. The music didn’t burst
forth. I thought the record changer must
be working with mittens. When the music
finally came out I didn’t recognize it. Then
I

got

it.

Lover Girl and the boys had put together a twelve-inch record of comfort

music for me.
It started with “Pretty Baby.” ’Then
came a parade of parodies in a beery
vocal “Did You Ever Spend Your Night
Walking?”
“Like All Irish Shmo’s
He’ll Have Your Nose”
They hit it right too. Because it turns

—

.

.

.

Danny has my

out that

—

I

Irish schnozzle.

^he

“Babies do funny things,” she said. “If
still does them at five you will know
there is something wrong.”
Jeanne picked up some advanced language from the boys in the band who
were old-timers from show business.
Oscar Levant was in there too giving
with patter and wisdom. Between scenes
he played a little barrel house piano. You
know, before Oscar cashed in on the
classics he was an expert on jazz
that is, the early Twentieth Century type.
Jeaime was wrapping it up right with
him. She is a trouper. She is hep. That
with old troupers makes her tops; they
give her their Oscar.
Jeanne adapts herself. She is sensitive
and exquisite and knows how to play
without crossing the line of her own good
taste. In back of those blue-green eyes is
a solid set of brains. She has a way of
fixing you with them and saying: “You
remember what so-and-so said in the
book.” I have read a book but it never
seems to be the one other people have
read. Nice thing about Jeanne is that
she never jams it into you. She is thought-

he

—

ful of others.

O But

and

I

were always ribbing

she could top us.

I

her.

told her that her
musical
to

name was not euphonious

my

ear.
“It

ought to be Jeanne Creane or Jane
Crane or Jxme Croon. Shall we settle for
Joan Groan?”

“And yours,” she said, “should be Danny Dally or Doll Dooley.”
Before I had met her, Lloyd Bacon, the
director, had asked me to work up a little
dance routine for her to do in the drug-

Stays up without stays
Light and lovely is this little
“Perma«lift”* Pantie and it’s
made without a single bone. In
style, too, it will comfortably nip
in your waist
round your hips
give you that important new look.
Best of all, it won’t roll over,
won’t wrinkle, won’t bind yet
it stays up without stays. The
all-elastic leg sections control
comfortably, yet it won’t ride up,
even when worn without hose
supporters. At smart stores everywhere $5.95 to $12.50. Enjoy
a “Perma«lift” Brassiere also,
America’s favorite Bra with the
“Lift that never lets you down.”

—

—

—

” Hickoru” are trademarks of
& Company KReg. U. S. Pal. Off.'

Perma-liSt aitd

A. Stein

store sequence. When I confronted all
that cool, delicate beauty I thought the
stuff I’d dreamed up was a little eccentric. She could have said, “Are you trying
to make me ridiculous?” It is an old star

But she was attentive.
“I like it,” she said. “Do
can do it?”
line.

you think

I

She is smooth on her feet. When we had
our dance routine set I taught her a
waltz clog for fim. We danced it around
the set. The Great Levant, authority on
criticizing our
all matters, sat around
technique.

Oscar is a critic who never sleeps. He
found fault with the sharp clothes he was
given to wear in the picture.

He

said they

have that British casual look that
a man of distinction demands. When he
came on set the next day for ^rehearsals
he was wearing some casual wrinkles in
didn’t

'

the

wrong

places.

“Ah,” said Jeanne. “I see you are wearing your own clothes, man of distinction.”

Between scenes we would sit and kaffeeJeanne had been off screen a year
tending to her own major production,
klatch.

terest

senior and junior. Naturally studious and
thorough in all she undertakes, Jeanne
spent her sabbatical year in research on
Care of the Child. The Brittanica should
ask her for a contribution to the next

encyclopedia.
Listening to her pleasant discourse, I
became old Doc Dailey, Child Specialist.
I astonished my wife Liz by forecasting
to the minute when our little genius would
sprout a tooth.

.

yaks it up. This
consulted with Mother

cries

got me worried.
Crain.

SCAR

psychic to

,

.

And he never

Jr. You didn’t have to be
know where Jeanne’s top inlies — in the home with Brinkman

Paul Brinkman

J

EANNE

and Liz have another interest in
common. They are inflation fighters. The

sturdy little girls, bless ’em, are doing
without things in the house until prices

come dovm. Both Brinkmans and Daileys
have been sitting aroimd in great open
spaces at home. The ladies will not be
taken for over-priced furniture.
can’t

I

vouch

Brinkman’s,
never closed
dame Dailey
is cold to a

“Got any

what goes at the
Washington’s Birthday
the banks tighter than Mahas snapped the purse. She
for

but

touch.

loot,

•

hon?”

I

am wont

to ask

carelessly.

“What for?” demands

Liz, alerted.

“And

how much?”
“Whatever you can
Our horses need hay.”

spare, great heart.

tender toward horses. They eat
man goes without a haircut. I listen for a slow unsnapping under
the table. She loosens the jaws of the
poke just far enough for a lettuce leaf to
Liz

is

though the old

slide out.

“Thanks,

name

for

TWB,”

I say.

TWB

is

my

pet

Tough-With-A-Buck.

to teU her how generous and
and fine Jeannie was while we
were making “You Were Meant for Me.”

used

I

big

TWB

not impressed.
indebted to Jeaime for getting me
my first magazine cover. It was a gorgeous
still of Jeanne. Not until too late did the
I

is

•

am

editor notice my mug there. Then
figured no one else would notice it.

he

Now my wife calls me Cover Boy.
There’s a slight jeer in her tone.
All the same, Liz is proud I’m a Child
Expert, prouder of the source of my info.
The credit line goes to Jeanne Crain and
Paul Brinkman Jr., says Liz. We will admit Paul Jr. is ahead of Dan but only by
six months. How could he be ahead
otherwise? Our prodigy had the luck to be
piped the same formula on how to grow
up handsome, healthy and hep.
I’m not fooling when I say that under
her halo Confucius-girl Crain knows just
what

she’s doing with every finger on
both hands.
Looking back at the making of “You
Were Meant for Me,” I’m still laughing
over the fim we had. If the screen customers get as much fun seeing the pictme
Maestro Oscar Levant will claim the
credit,

of course.

miss the kaffee-klatching. While rehearsing for “Burlesque,” I felt I’d better
drop around on the set of “Apartment
for Peggy” to ask Jeanne for some Child
Care advice. Daniel, the Third, had been
scowling so much I feared he might grow
up to be another Levant. So I tapped me
a routine arovmd to see Jeanne.
I

“Hi, Lover Girl!” I solo’d.
She gave me a look from the deep

freeze.

“Please,” she said, “that picture is over.”
But I figure to get back into more of her
pictures. I’ve got to. Danny won’t be
five for a long time. Besides I’ll need a
lot more hand-holding. I hope. 'The Dailey
tribe

was always

prolific.

'Teoe
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Dress up to

Romance

/ reHe
You won’t meet

that date line if

you

go to extremes, so style your
approach for a lasting impression

F YOU want
I

romance,

if

you want the lure of glamour
you cdn readily achieve it.

that attractive clothes bring,

The

rules for such success are easy.

And

are.

Honestly they

amount of money you must invest
But you will need to study and apply.

gible.

the

is

negli-

been an adage
be forty before she developed a
style sense. I think that’s nonsense. That was a European
rule ^and we are Americans. We do things more quickly.
You must conquer your inclination to be somebody else.
I know how that is. One morning you desire to bring out
the womanly Greer Garson in you. Next afternoon you
turn sultry and Bacallish. Next week you may be Berg-

“Men’s

man

says Irene,

For years,

that a

in the fashion world, there’s

womem had

to

—

or Turner.

Your personality usually depends upon yom date and
what you think will please. I admit that clothes are intriguing ^but it was you the boy asked for a date ^not
your dress. It was the over-all impression you gave
in the dress—rthat made him date you.

—

—

a lot of things about male likes and diswomen’s fashions through the wonderful training
I’ve had in dressing M-G-M stars. While I must design
clothes to suit each one, I must also create styles which
charm men producers even more. No matter how much
a star and I may like a certain gown. If the producer
I’ve learned

likes in

not right for his scene, out it goes.
hate extremes. They are absolutely
right in both those reactions. Generally speaking, their
taste is better than women’s tastes ^for the big thing
wrong with most feminine dressing is overdressing.
You are not Garson or Turner. You’re you. There’s no
one else in the world -like you. You have your own exclusive personality. So search out your own individuality
and emphasize it. I know you want to be part of the

feels

it is

Men love simplicity,

—

member of your own “set.” That’s correct. Nobody wants to be so original she stands alone. But even in
a “set” you can be a leader. If your figure isn’t good or
your face pretty, neither is going to be improved by your
pretending to be six other people.
Study your figure faults and then see that your clothes
are made to minimize them. Learn how to use make-up
properly. Avoid that artificial look. The prettier you are.

crowd, a

taste

is

generally

M-G-M

designer.

better

“Men

than -women’s,”
love simplicity”

the simpler your dresses should be, particularly above

Too many
away from your

the waist.

frills

tion

face.

and furbelows take the atten-

That should give you an idea
aren’t lovely-looking.

—but a plain

of

what

to

do

if

you

A pretty girl may be fike a melody

girl can be very chic.
you’ve once faced yourself as you are, whether
pretty or plain, when you have firmly resolved to be
yourself, make this rule: Have one point of emphasis in
every outfit you wear. If you have a lovely suit or dress,
don’t wear it with your most striking hat, elaborate
jewelry, novelty shoes and bag. If you have all those
things it’s wonderful, but don’t put them on aU at once.
Regardless of what you wear, it should be correct for

When

your

f.

ire

and personality.

June AUyson,

for instance,

should always dress in a “yoimg” way. No matter how
fashions change, Jtme will have to adapt them into a
“young” mode. When you find a becoming style, have it
copied and vary it by a change of collars, color or
materials. Just keep the same general line.
About the most important thing for you to do is to
learn perfect posture. Once that has become natural
to you, you wUl automatically “carry” your clothes.
These fundamental rules are simple and only a little
time and thought is necessary to present you the real

—

—at your best.

—

you
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My

Johnnie

(Continued from page 59) and put his
head trustingly into her hands? And come
home misty-eyed bearing an armload of
Philodendrons saying they remind him of
me? He’s always bringing me presents at
the weirdest times. And for no reason except their nostalgic aissociation with

mem-

ories of me. It may be nasturtiums because
of their old-fashioned look or a figure
of a little gim-metal colored French poodle

—

pup because he remembers how much our
200-poimd Newfoimdland, “Throckmorton,” means to me.

He

carried his favorite picture of me, a

from an opera sequence of an M-G-M
picture in which I’m dressed as Marie

still

Antoinette, throughout the production of

“The Man from Texas,” at Eagle Lion
Studios. Since then he’s had the picture
blown up to an almost lifelike size and
insisted on putting it up in the library. It
remained there for two months. I finally
convinced him, however, that Marie’s powdered wig looked out of place with the red
leather furniture and red plaid drapes. The
next time we had guests I found it gracing
the grand piano in the living room. When
request, he put
he again removed it by
on top of
it where it stands defiantly now
an antique Dutch cabinet in the outer hall.

my

—

his cabinet

is one of the comparatively
pieces of furniture from my former
Dutch colonial home. For four years I’ve
been trying to furnish a house any house.
Yet the only room that’s even half furnished is the library. So, when we foimd
the man who made the luscious leather set
we have there, we formed “Grayston, Ltd.”
and went into the furniture-making business with him. I select the samples an<I
shop for fabrics in my capacity as official
“buyer.” But Johnnie is head executive.
We’re remodelling the showroom now'
and any remaining doubts about our respective ranks was settled the other morning. I awakened to find droves of men
carrying assorted shap>es of tmeovered
white ghostly-looking fiuniture into the
living room to be stored. “Not in my
house,” I stormed. But they just smiled and
kept on coming. “Mr. Johnston’s orders.

T few

—

Ma’am,” one said.
With the typical enthusiasm he has for
any project that interests him, Johnnie’s
down at the office “executing” every
morning by nine.
And who but my
imseaworthy Murgatroyd would do it attired in a jaunty nautical costume that
features a blue jacket with gold buttons,
a white T-shirt and a yachting cap that
he admits makes him seasick just wearing
it. During the course of the day he may
make a recording, guest star on a radio
show, or go out to a studio for a pictme
conference, but he always puts in his shift

r

at the factory

5

—overseeing the upholsterers,

showing prospective customers through
the whole establishment and selling furniture like mad.
In my own modest opinion Johnnie
could

Approved for

hy the

i/oii

Hoard of Review*
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sell straw hats to Eskimos. His natural friendliness is invaluable. He’s really
personally concerned about what the customer thinks of the new sea foam rubber
cushions. He’ll go over fabric samples with
them solicitously confiding, “I hate cheirtreuse,” and even gives them a personally

i^lodog Junior

Q

conducted torn- of oirr home.
Every day now I open the door to groups
of strange faces led by Johnnie. “Honey, I
brought these people to see the red leather
job,” he says swiftly and ushers them on
into the library. “My wife might not let
us copy it exactly, but we could change it
a little here and there,” I overheard him
conspiring with a sweet-faced gray-haired

to 15.
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woman the other day.
And to myself I said

.

.

.

“Oh-hhhh

home

Johnnie! Just wait until I get you
.

.

.

alone.”

At present he’s concentrating on working out a fashion tie-up with “twin outfits” for me
and the furniture.
skirt
is to be designed of the same fabric as a
chair’s upholstery and the two of us photo^aphed together. “You would be so beautiful .
sitting there against it,” he says,

—

.

My

THE LOVABLE GIRL-OF-THE-MONTH
loves her

.

bent on selling me. What’s more
I’U
probably do it.
Johnnie can talk his way in and out of
any^ing. “To put it in a few words,” he’ll
begin, and proceeds to put it into a few
thousand. Tlurockmorton is the only one
I know who can stead the floor away from
him at home. He waddles into the room,
grabbing all the attention right in the
middle of one of Johnnie’s pet stories.
“Point-killer!” he glatres at Throck.
“I
don’t know who’s writing your material
but I’d like to.”
Most of the time Johnnie is undisputed
master of our menage, although the billing
does change now and then. This happens
usually when we have company for dinner
and irrespective of how mamy times we’ve
cautioned her about it, the cook has put
hot chili peppers in all the food. (Her boy
.

.

.

friend loves them.) As a guest bites down
on one, makes a wry face and gropes for a
glass of water I’m sure to hear my husband
say, “Katie, you really must speak to the
cook.”
But I notice he never has any
qualms about turning on the charm and
speaking to her himself
when he wants
to stay home on Thursday nights and
wants her to stay home too
and cook.
He has an exceptionally versatile voice
and could even sing opera if he wanted to.
But he hates it, as he was quick to tell a
reporter recently. When she looked significantly in my direction he went right on, “I
don’t even like opera when Kathryn sings
it,” adding quickly, “that is
not unless
the others in the cast are sUm, young and
pretty like her.” Johnnie has great confidence in my career and thanks to his
constant encouragement, I’m working much
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

harder than ever before.
We share so many interests aside from
professional ones, too. Johnnie loves children as much as I do. He is so very patient
with them that whenever I have any small
problem with one of my eleven visiting
nieces and nephews I always send out an
S.O.S. to him. They’re impressed with his
low-speaking voice and will listen to him,
but think my soprano is sissy and pay no
attention to me at all. You can imagine
what a great help Johnnie’s voice will be
when our baby comes along.
Evenings you’ll usually find us at
the card table in the library playing gin
rummy, cribbage or double solitaire. I’m
strictly a small-time speculator. When my
secretary and I play cards it’s usually for
jelly beans or bubble gum.
But with
Johnnie we usually play for who’s going

buy what

for the house.
long prepared list of fumitiure
to
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the fifteen rooms and from here it looks
as if I’ll be furnishing all of them. “Feel
like a quiet little game, honey?” he says
innocently, and I always wind up buying
another lamp or a chair.
Sometimes I have “alone” moods when
it’s positively imperative for me to be by
myself. Johnnie is so understanding and
considerate. Whenever he senses a mood
coming on he goes off to the Riviera Country Club and gets in an extra golf game.
He’s an excellent golfer and the club
is conveniently located.
One could almost tee off from our place and by looking out the back door I cetn almost follow
him around the coiurse
and on in the
general direction of the club card room. “I
wasn’t playing,” he’ll protest, some night
when he’s a little late for dinner. “I was
just watching .
and playing on the side.”
Paradoxical as it may seem for such a
modern yoxmg man,
Johnnie is as oldfashioned as they come. He never allows
me to wear slacks except while playing
.

.

.

.

.

my

golf,

starring in

WOMAN

IN

WHITE"

approves of very

me

let

cut

my hair

little

make-up, won’t

shorter and won’t listen

my

experimenting with its ‘color. When
to a movie and I look longingly at
the strawberry shade of some glamorous
star’s
he fairly explodes. “But
hair,
Johnnie
just let me try it,.
just
once,” I plead. “We’ll try it,” he compromises, “on the upholstery of a chair.”
to

we go

a Warner Bros.' Producti

.

.

.

.

.

OMPARING

our personalities, Johnnie is
extravert, while I lean to the introvertish side. He never meets a stranger,
makes hosts of friends easily and walks
people right in. He does not expect too
much of people and is consequently not as
frequently hurt or disappointed by them.
But if on a rare occasion this does happen
and I attempt to show, him where he has
erred in judgment, he has a ready answer
for me. “Nobody can tell you anything!”
I fume. “You’re wrong, honey,” he says.

C an

that’s
“Anybody can tell me anything
how I got into this.”
By now you can begin to see why whenever anyone asks me what it’s like being
.
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married to Johnnie, the most accurate answer I can think of is that it must be like
living on a roller coaster. And I’ve always
loved roller coasters. We have our abrupt
ups and downs, but even in the descents
our life together is great fun.
We’re pretty highstrvmg individuals,
though Johnnie is less so than I am. We
both have quick tempers and sometimes
have some pretty juicy fusses, but never
over anything that’s vital or important.
In the year we went together before we
.

.

.

were married, we became well aware

of
tried to prepare our families
to accept the supposition that there would
probably be flare-ups between us. But
mother-in-law, a very wise, practical person who knows both of us well, was way
ahead of us. “Be happy, children, and don’t
kill each other,” she advised us.
It would worry me a little if we didn’t
fuss occasionally, for I never get mad at

our

faults.

We

my

L

HELLER

AND
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NEW YORK
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anybody I don’t love unless I’m driving
a car. Then I’m constantly lecturing other
drivers aloud, causing Johnnie to say on
more than one occasion, “Look, honey,
let’s try leaving ten minutes earlier, so you
won’t have to scold everybody all the way.”
Using sensible logic like that naturally

p
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only fans the flame.
In spite of which, all I ask of life is to
spend as many waking moments as I can
with Johnnie, whether we’re making motion pictures, doing concerts or just covering fumitme.
For the first time in
pletely happy.

my

life

I’m com-

six o’clock

I literally

through the gate on winged
heart singing, Oh-hhhh Johnnie,
fly

Johnnie
104

Come

,

.

.

Oh-hhhhhhhhh—
The End

feet,

my

Oh-hhhh

Party Lines
(Continued from page 74) anemones and
candytuft as lovely a floral combination as we ever hope to see. Joan has
been going in for ballet-length cocktail
and evening gowns almost exclusively.
This night she wore one of black point
d’esprit net and lace and those beautiful
new diamonds. Her dress was very decollete but had tiny shoiflder straps. The
completely strapless gowns have just about
disappeared.
Loretta Young has a summer evening
dress that could well carry over into fall
or any season of the year. Of toast-brown
tulle, seemed like millions of yards, it has
a tight bodice and’ is long-waisted and
very nudish around the shoulders. Over it
she wears a short cape of the tulle, that
falls to her waistline in the back. The entire outfit is splattered profusely with
brown and pale gold sequins.
dream
thing to dance in!

—

—

A

with

RAZY

about the idea that Gene Tierney
when she showed up at a party
one night wearing a three-strand pearl
choker with a huge real rose clamped to
the clasp. Of course, the flower was worn
in front. Strikes us, you could do this
with any lovely bloom that happens to he
in season. Only with a simple, imtrimmed

C

started

gown

of

white.

Ran

—preferably

course

black

or

Gene one night after a
and she was wearing one of

into

preview, too,
those light-weight wool beige sport coats,
with a txirned-up collar, and with a back
fullness so great she could have hidden
Grauman’s Chinese theater under it. Gene
swished around and giggled, “Do you think
the new look is wearing me?”
Elizabeth Taylor, who is rapidly tiurning into One of the towns great beauties,
has a darling cocktail or dinner dress. The
skirt is of dead white linen, with a small,
allover leaf print in various shades of
^een, outlined faintly in black. The skirt
is ballet length, with a corselet-type waistband that laces in front with black velvet
ribbon. The hips are padded. The top is
of black silk jersey, boat necked and
slightly off the shoulders from which
droop very tiny draped sleeves. With this
dress Elizabeth wears an antique jeweled
pin dangling from a narrow black velvet
ribbon aroimd her neck, short black gloves
and black pumps.

Betty Hutton had some wonderful lastminute hot weather pregnancy outfits that
can be made so inexpensively. Plain shm
skirts of linen or the rayons that look like
wool and don’t muss. And box jackets
galore of chintz! Just regular furniture or
drapery chintz in floral patterns that correspond in color to the plain tan or blue or
what-have-you of the skirts.
Lana Turner has developed a passion
for black mostly black lace in the evening. Maybe it’s because those new jewels
she got from Bob Topping show up so
much more dazzlingly on the black. Anyway, her new diamond clips are out of this
world to say nothing of that big diamond and star sapphire ring. Bob bought

—

—

a fabulous diamond necklace for Lana,
too. But so far, all she’s done is look at
it. Because it’s to be her wedding present
and she won’t wear it till the wedding.
Adrian is sticking to his guns on the subject of the “new look.” He’s keeping his
shoulders square, the length for daytime
not one inch below fourteen from the
ground, and his lines for the most part
straight. But for evening, his gowns and
skirts are lavishly full. As for Don Loper,
some of his creations require so much material

and so much room

to

wear them

Exquisite confection of
BUR-MIL crepe, luxuriously
frosted with AMETEX lace,
and cut for precision fit with the famous
Du Benay V-midriff in front, and a low-dipping bodice in back.
IThite or pink. Sizes 32 to 40.
About $6.00

in,

we’re wondering how many film belles
will go for them. But they’re lovely. Loper
feels that the bustle in many forms is

For the store in your city, write
Du Benay Undergarment Inc., 102 Madison Avenue,

New York
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really here to stay a while and that it
will get “bigger and better.” Daytime and
evening dresses in tiers are very popular
here. There’s no doubt about how flattering to the figure they are.
Dottie Lamour has a heavenly gown
made of six layers of pale peach nylon net.

w:

iz

The off-the-shoulder bodice is a deep
peach taffeta. The skirt has three tiers
that dip in back, each one billowing with
six layers of paler peach net. The effect
is divine and would be lovely in any color.
The skirt, of course, touches the floor.
Dottie has a stole of matching taffeta that
she wears as a wrap.
Ava Gardner, definitely the new “toast
of the town,” has a smart suit for country
or spectator sports wear. It’s of very lightweight beige wool. The suit has a longish,
straight box jacket and a full skirt of imits

desired colors

and

styles
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pressed pleats. Sometimes Ava wears a
long jumper blouse of dark brown crepe
or jersey, brown hat, bag and gloves with
it.
But other times, no blouse at all, just
a dark brown printed chiffon scarf tucked
into the coUar of the jacket and lots of
heavy gold bracelets. A suit like this looks
just as well and “finished” when worn
casually without a hat.
Little Wanda Hendrix has a nifty ensemble for romping or for just roaming
around beach or yard. Made of “tree bark
linen,” a new hard-finish material, it has
narrow, mid-calf length slacks in chartreuse. The tangerine-colored cooUe coat
is hip-length and has a mandarin collar
with little frog fastenings. It’s the kind of
suit that can be worn with gold kid sandals
indoors or dark brown or green slack shoes
in the wide open spaces.
You’ve probably seen the new swim-

MO. no

1

843. 7?S

mail ordera

suits

and playsuits

in

mother and

daughter combinations. The cotton ones
are darling, with their elasticized cotton
shirred to fit mother’s form and those
of the kids with the butterball tummies.
Even the tiny ones have the off-theshoulder look and pinched in midriff.
Hollywood glamour Mommas really
go for them. Shopping or swimming, you
can glimpse Joan Bennett and little Melinda, Ingrid Bergman and Pia, and any
minute now Betty Hutton and her little
Lindsay.

But
favorite

no doubt that the top
with the Hollywood gals, while

there’s

the sun

is out, is the peasant t5rpe cotton
dress, with the full, full skirts, printed or
plain. 'The white, low-necked blouses are

getting
more and more rufded—particularly at the shoulders the “rhumba
sleeves” being the most popular. Baremidriffed or tucked in, these blouse and
skirt combinations are everywhere.

—

The End
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will

be easier for them

you wish
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exactly the item

it

for the annual

in Photoplay,

the movie industry’s only
national public opinion poll
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Star

in

Your

Home

(Continued from page 66) new gadget is a
tiny electric spit, no larger than a toaster,
in which to roast small chickens. But there
are other costly kitchen things which I
think you should avoid like the plague.
The modem house is getting smaller but,
generally speaking, steadily more comfortable. The modem kitchen is ceasing to
be a stepchild and is becoming a lady.
The reason for this change is easily defined: The modem hostess is more and

more frequently her own cook and her
kitchen reflects her taste and charm, just
as much as her living room does.
Actually this new importance of the
kitchen is simply a cycle gone all the way
around. In our Colonial days, the big
family kitchen was the warmest, most deli^tfiil of quarters. Then, vdien servants
became generally available and snobbery
much more possible, thereby ^the kitchen
shrank in size, if not in importance. It got
so that from about 1890 to 1915, you were
no lady if you even knew where to find
the sugar in your own home.
However, that stupid snobbery ended
when World War I knocked the props out
from under the servant market and World

——

War n

just about finished it. Besides, another tendency was coming up: That of
entertaining more and more in the home.

E
W
simply

entertain “at home” more and more
frequently in Hollywood. This may be
a response to our wish for intimacy
in modem life. That, and possibly those
horror checks handed out to us by smart

TO

restaurants.

you’ve got kitchens on your mind, TU
of two things: You are either
building a new hoiise or remodeling an
old one. In either case, for a good kitchen
yoim procediu’e is about the same.
Some of the newer homes, in the interests of space saving, are introducing a
feature, the so-called “dining end” of
the living room. This eliminates the dining
room, the argument being that the dining
room can be more readily sacrificed than
any other. I’ll admit a dining room in
cramped quarters is a luxury. I’ll also
ar^e that, socially, it pays off in the most
delightful way. But if you must save space
and so chuck the dining room overboard,
why not make it part of the kitchen, rather
than of the living room?
Look at the Dinah Shore-George MontIf

assume one

gomery

kitchen,

illustrating

this

KLt\HWT’S
*SP0RT\Wt

Natural rubber

article.

Note that red-brick chimney, which actually holds the stove ovens. Look at that
pine panelling which George made and installed. This kitchen couldn’t have greater
charm.
Now if you are building, suppose you
were to add half a room, say 6 x 4, to one
end of your kitchen. Put a regular round
tavern table in it, with old tavern chairs.
Give the table a checked cloth. Serve a
simple dinner, let’s say a one-casserole
dish, salad
a simple dessert. You have
wasted a minimum of space and given your
dinner a great setting.
By this method, before dinner, you as
the hostess, have served your cocktails
whether alcoholic or not, in the living
room. I usually serve raw vegetables with
my cocktails and that gets that vitamin
thing over early. With the combined
kitchen-dining room, you can close the
door on the meal, when finished. Whereas,
with the living-dining room, you have to
pick up all those messy dishes, crumb the
table and frequently the carpet, generally
fuss and fume about, when you, and more
important, your guests, should be able to

md

the secret of the suppleness

is

of Kleinert’s Sportime Girdle! So simple to
slide
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easy as a breeze to slip

off.

Keeps

your figure trim and smooth under bathing
suits, shorts, slacks,

or street clothes!

Kleinert’s Sportime Girdle has a non-roll top

pneumatic edges that won’t cut
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small,
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About

large.

$1.50

relax.

All kitchens, whether rejuvenated or
brand-new must have excellent day and
night lighting, plenty of ventilation and a

107

and electric refrigerator.
stove
Notice on this latter I do not say the
most expensive. I’ve a reason. Modem
stoves and refrigerators are running to
gadgets. To have a clock on your stove
often raises the cost from ten to twentyfive dollars. You can buy a clock for two
to five dollars. Put your money in cooking
units that are really useful, rather than in
gadgets like clocks or salt and pepper

advantage of almost no decorative cost.
For all its efficiency, I think you should
always try to make your kitchen a fun
room, too. Have a colorful table and chair
corner and, if it already possesses a built-

sets.

kitchen radio seems to be a matter
of necessity and nowhere do simple potted
plants add more to the overall effect than

good

For Rounded Uplift

.

.

This same rule goes for iceboxes. Get a
refrigerator with extra ice-cube space
rather than one with some ridiculous “spe-

saw one lately that had
a spiecial “butter space” where the butter
wouldn’t get too hard. As if any good
housewife didn’t know enough to take the
cial” feature.

(I

butter out of the icebox a bit ahead to
get it to the correct spreading softness!)
Figure out all the necessities of sink,
cupboards and working space. If possible,
have a garbage disposal unit built in. These
things make sense.
But one thing I don’t recommend, which
is

luxury-priced and luxury-looking, and

that

average

uplift. ''Allegro" also gives

bosoms beautifully rounded
trated,

$1.50.
rose or
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copy of a smash-hit success
at famous Palm Springs

—

While glass curtains

footprint.

obviously should be washable, there is no
reason why you must stick to checked
ginghams or to cottons featuring designs
made of carrots, onions and the like. The
biggest dope knows vegetables go with
kitchens, why emphasize it? Why not be a
little

'tortilla Flats"

and counters.

Holl5rwood goes for these in a big way
and, personally, I think they have a lot
to do with our divorce rate. For, in houses
where 'they hire servants they lose them
all the time because of the eternal polishing these sinks and shelves require. And
where a girl is doing her own housework,
those sinks demand all or nothing at all.
For kitchen flooring there is nothing
superior to linoleum, but here again, as a
work-saver, avoid white or very delicate
colors. Black, dark red or any dark-toned
color gives warmth and charm and won’t

original?

remodeling

an old

kitchen lately,
I was stumpied for a wallpaper, until I
suddenly remembered a flock of menus I
had brought back with me from Europe a
few years ago. I had the kitchen walls
painted a CEmary yellow, had the menus
scattered hither and yon over them, then
painted the whole thing over with colorless
shellac—to repel dust and dirt. With a
black linoleum floor, in contrast to the
gleaming white stove and refrigerator, we
had a very dashing effect and the added
.

in “nook,” see to

that this

it

made

is

color-

and comfortable by the addition of
cushions. Even if you have a formal dining
ful

room, a spot like

this is

superb for quick

snacks.

A

on a kitchen window shelf.
You can bring in charm in the kitchen
cabinets and shelves, too. They are infinitely more delightful if painted a very
gay color, rather than a drab, conventional one. If you can afford to cover your
shelves either with linoleum or a good
grade of oilcloth, you can get wonderful
colors with matching edgings. Keeping
such shelves dustless is very easy.
If this strains your purse too much, I see

no reason why

shelf papers have to be
that eternal, dull white. Colored papers
cost very little more, and think of the
collection of copper
delight they provide.
pots and pans are delightful, too if you
have someone else to keep them polished
for you! Being a cook-book collector, to
my eyes, a kitchen shelf of gaily bound
cook books is a most reassuring sight!
If you are any kind of a traveler, particularly to Europe or Mexico, why not
few of them, mingled
collect rare tiles?
.

A

—

A

with your regular “domestic” tiles, around
your stove or sink provide both dash and
nostalgia.

The

same

thing

genuine old tea canisters in

true of
or antique

is

tin,

cookie jars or similar touches.
The kitchen is so much a place of executive planning and practicality in one way
that amusing mood-stuff like this gives as
piquant an effect as the dash of garlic in
the salad dressing. The modern young
homemaker is a pierfect example of what
her kitchen should be efficient and very
charming.
Of. course, you may feel this subject is
a little too hot for this season of the year.
Then let’s adjourn from the kitchen to

—

your outdoor living room. I will tell you
what you can do with porch, patio or
garden to make them all even more enjoyable than summer automatically does.
Adios, then, until next month beside
your favorite rosebush.

The End
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Miss Swank. Style shown

“SOMETHING

will

have

to

be done about

Celeste Holm,” an eminent critic recently wrote. “She will start an epidemic
of breakdowns among leading ladies if she
keeps monopolizing the attention as she
does with her blithe charm in “Gentlemen’s Agreement.” To cap this, Celeste
won an Oscar as best supporting actress
of 1947 for her work in this picture.
The amusing thing about all this is that
New Yorkers still remember Celeste as the
youngster in “Oklahoma” who could put
over a song with such naive innuendo and
devilish implications. They didn’t suspect
that she possessed great dramatic ability.
Celeste is happily married and lives in a
small house in Brentwood. Convinced that
the simple life is her cup of tea, she refuses
to have her existence cluttered up with a
She’s a top-flight cook,
lot of servants.
loves it and is still able to laugh when
guests, sniffing the fragrant odors of her
kitchen, burst enthusiastically into “Holm
on the Range.” With her year-old son,
Daniel, slung safely over her shoulder in
a kind of canvas carryall, she goes to mar13

in

nylon satin about 8.00

others 4.00 up.
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Free: write for Miss Swank’s money-

saving guide,
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Off.

her purchases around his chubby
body and gets ready for a bang-up feed.
Her husband declares, quite fervently, that
ket, piles

she’s “the

best interior decorator in the

world.”

Holm is convinced that her success
due largely to a series of happy accidents.
She won the part of Ado Annie
in “Oklahoma” when Hammerstein and
Rogers wanted a girl who could sing “loud
and funny.” She couldn’t even meet her
husband, Schuyler Dunning, now arf airMiss

is

line executive, in the conventional “moonlight-and-roses” manner. “I went abroad
on a USO tour,” she says, “and liked the
looks of the pilot. Later I climbed into
another plane for a short hop and there
was this same flier. We couldn’t seem to
get away from each other.”
Celeste began dancing at the age of
three. After graduating from high school,
she began the pursuit of a career that has
gone booming right along through dancing
and singing roles and now, straight drama.
She’d like to keep on with dramatic parts.
Not long ago she broke an ankle while
skiing in Sun Valley.
“You don’t think
they’ll put me back to dancing again?” she
asks anxiously. “But they might at that,
now that I’m just beginning to walk without a limp. Everything happens to Holm.”
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Million-Dollar

(Continued from page 48) stressed the apparently obvious fact that Jane and Ronnie
were an ideal happily married couple. Suddenly without any warning, Jane leaves
Ronnie. Shortly after Jane dashed to Las
Vegas, I heard Ronnie angrily telling an inquiring reporter, “I refuse to talk, this is my
own private business.” In Kalamazoo or
Oshkosh, yes. But when you are a movie
star, your headache is in the public domain.
The more you fight it, the more it hurts cind
the more it costs.
Larry Parks in “The Jolson Story” added
up to more than ten million dollars’ worth
of golden joy to his boss Harry Cohn and
Columbia. Came the dawn and a lawsuit.
Larry, as you know, claimed he was forced
to sign his new contract under duress.
Larry lost the suit, but the whole business
left a nasty taste in the collective mouths
of the public.
It didn’t do Mr. Cohn or
Larry too much good. It seems to me that
the simplest way to have nipped this allaround headache in the beginning would
have been a new all-around deal between
Larry and Columbia in the beginning.
When Red Skelton opens his mouth at

The most flattering, glamorous TWOPIECE peasant costume you*ve ever
seen! Blouse
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is
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embroidered batiste, trimmed with ribbon that matches the skirt. (You'll love
the low neck and puff sleeves!) Skirt is
rich rayon, ever so full, with wide band of
ribbon-trimmed eyelet at the hem. EVERY
woman can wear this Hollywood style!
Black, Red, Green, Powder Blue
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Metro his manager and ex-wife Edna
Borzage yells, “Oh my aching head.” Red
is famous for saying what he thinks when
he thinks it usually a split second before
he says it. When he recently told a reporter he was offering Metro $750,000 for

—
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his freedom, Edna passed out in a heap.
$750,000 was twice as much as the contract was worth and $700,000 more than
Red had in the bank at the time! Red will
have a hard time prying himself loose
from the studio. They claim they’ve invested too many millions in him. But Red
is full of dark and mysterious threats. It
will be interesting to see who gets the final
headache the unhappy actor or his adamant bosses.
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MILLION-DOLLAR

headache that no
one could help or foresee Errol Flynn’s
protracted illness came slap-bang in the
miudle of his most swashbuckling picture,
“The Adventures of Don Juan.” When
Errol collapsed on the set with every type
of complaint, including kidney trouble,
congestion of the lungs and a dash of
dengue fever thrown in, poor old Don
Juan, I mean the picture, almost had a
heart attack because they weren’t sure if
Errol would be able to finish it. To Errol’s
everlasting credit, he tried to resume
Result:
ahead of the doctor’s okay.
He collapsed again and was rushed to the
hospital in an ambulance. I’m glad to report that Errol is well and back at work.
“Don Juan” will soon be finished and “in

A

TELL YOU ABOUT

—

—

the can.”

And Dana Andrews.
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else

can

take one too many. But when a movie
star looks on the wine when it’s red, it’s
a front-page story. My head is still aching
with ^the shock of reading that Dana, my
movie idol, was arrested on the Sunset
Strip for being inebriated. Dana had the
headache but his studio had the hangover.
So please, Dana, take it easy!
I read in Earl Wilson’s syndicated column that director Richard Whorf accused
Deanna Durbin of being a big pain in the
usual place when she is making pictures.
He also accused Kathryn Grayson, whom
he directed in “It Happened in Brooklyn,”
of being the heaviest of heavies. He should
he’s talking about.

And

cer-

temperament on the sound stages
can be a very expensive headache. But his
damaging statements are amazing because
in private life both gals are very charmtainly

ing.

One of the biggest studio aches of all
time hit Metro when Katharine Hepburn
went out on a political limb for Henry

.

Wallace. After the public meeting in which
Katie used her strongest epithets for the
enemies of Wallace, the studio was almost
submerged by letters. Katie’s “Song of
Love” was just about to be released and
its box-office nose dive was attributed by
the studio to the Hepburn-Wallace partnership. Now Miss Hepburn has a new
song. In brief, she’s a retired politician.
So is Humphrey Bogart. The same threat
of a movie boycott followed Bogie’s dash
to Washington to protest the Thomas UnAmerican Activities Committee hearing.
To put himself right with the paying customers Bogie made a public statement
washing himself clean of the Communist
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Columnist Westbrook Pegler is perhaps
the biggest headache persistently throbbing on the Hollywood temple. A lot of
people here say they don’t read him. However when Pegler attacks Frank Sinatra,
or George Raft, or Danny Kaye, everyone
can quote paragraphs of the mud-slinging,
verbatim. Of course it does harm. You
can’t throw dirt without some of it stick-
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But I’ve often wondered why Sinatra
and Kaye and Raft don’t take out paid
advertisements in some of the papers pubing.
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lishing Pegler, to present their opinions of
Mr. Pegler. That would make fascinating

HEDY OF HOLLYWOOD
6253 Hollywood

reading!

Sometimes the Hollywood columnists are
responsible for some million-dollar headaches suffered by the stars and studios. We
hear, for example, that Claudette Colbert
is going to be signed for such and such a
picture. We print it. Then the deal falls
through. When the same role is offered,
let’s say to Irene Dunne, she might say,
“If it wasn’t good enough for Claudette, I
don’t want it either.” But I think studios in
this case are more to blame than the
columnists. In order to get the name of the
picture in print, they more often than not
tag on a big name right or wrong.
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Hollywood columnists can create
real headaches, too. Like when Linda
Darnell took off for Europe last year for
several months without her husband, Pev
Marley. “Ah ha,” we all exclaimed in our
typewriters. “That can only mean a divorce.” When the turmoil and the conjec-

B

tures subsided,

all it

iaeant Feu

meant was that Linda

was

restless and Pev very wisely encouraged her to go abroad and see what another part of the forest was like. She came

back vowing

it would be a long time, if
ever, before she went anywhere again. And
as of writing this piece, she and Pev
couldn’t be happier, especially since they
adopted a little daughter, now almost three

months old.
Lana Turner is no better and not much
worse than a thousand other pretty girls
who indulge in hectic romances. But because she is a million-dollar Hollywood

t

sHovm

with

her romantic shenanigans have made
her the butt of every funny and not so

out love

affairs.

When June Haver

eloped with Jimmy
then married him in an elaborate
church ceremony, then separated from
him, then announced her intention to divorce him, all within a few short months,
the resulting publicity was extremely
harmful to June. June has always been
regarded as a very religious girl and held
up as a model of calm, intelligent behavior
Zito,

for the younger set.
bility to be a model.
it

a great responsiWhen you fail others
usually leaves you with the headache.
It’s

The Van Johnson, Evie-Keenan Wynn
triangle was perhaps the biggest headache
ever suffered by any studio in Hollywood.
Van was worth millions at the box office
as the All-American Boy. It was ah easy

cftnis
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—
the box-office cat would
jump after his elopement with Evie. Now
after a year and a half of financial agony
for Metro, we’re told that Van is levelling
out and coming through on his merits as

guess which

an

actor.

I

way

hope

Betty Grable

Avoid underarm

so.

allergic to giving inter-

is

irritation...

views and having her picture taken for
publicity. All she cares about are her home,
husband and children. She’ll do anything
on the set, but off, Betty says her time is
her own and she tries not to give a single
minute to the necessary job of helping to
sell her pictures. Maybe she doesn’t have
to because her pictures always make a
fortune and she is now one of the top star
actresses at the box office. But I feel sorry
for the personnel at her studio because it’s
their job to get Betty into the still gallery
and to set up interviews with the press,
etc. I’ve listened to them beg with Betty,
but she’s a girl with a whim of iron in
spite of those soft pin-up curves.
Young Butch Jenkins was a headache to

—

—

—

Metro except at the box office from the
time Clarence Brown found him romping
on the Santa Monica sands and gave him
a big role in “The Human Comedy,” to
when they called it quits with his contract. Butch was not only a bad study, but
full of a million boyish pranks. To get him
to learn his lines the director had to turn
himself into a psychologist-school master,

with a dash of prison warden thrown

in!

Butch had a painful habit of wandering
on to other people’s sets right in the middle
of a take! One time he strolled into a

swimming pool scene starring Esther Williams. It was a very hot day, and with the
camera still turning. Butch jumped into
the pool for a nice refreshing swim — for
Butch, not the studio! It was shortly after
that Master Jenkins and the studio
parted company, to the relief of both parthis

ties.

Peggy Cummins proved

a millionfor Twentieth CenturyFox. It wasn’t her fault that her physical
make-up didn’t add up to the voluptuousness of Amber. The studio should have
Little

dollar headache

4,1 Aim’s

h»ir«

—

.ftOliORPUil
She added

discovered that before they pushed her
into the glaring spotlight as the star of
“Forever Amber.” Instead, after sinking a
million dollars on the picture and Peggy,
they had to yank her out, causing the
poor kid intense humiliation. I don’t think
Peggy will ever really get over it.
Aren’t you glad sometimes that you are
just a normal citizen and not a movie

COLOR

to
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star?!!
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His Double Life
(Continued from page 46) to accuse him
to the contrary.
All of which,

more wonderful

somehow, makes it even
that Ronnie
suddenly

today is the hottest thing in Hollywood.
His sensationally magnificent performance in “A Double Life” is responsible, of
course, for his taking home an Academy

Award

as the best actor of the year.

Weird and triumphant

this

is,

too.

When

Universal-International first offered him
the script, Ronnie turned it down. His
genuine modesty made him believe he
wasn’t up to the demands of it. “An
original, created by three such superb
writers, terrified nte,” he explains. “Just
think Ruth Gordon, Garson Kanin and
William Shakespeare.”
When they saw the rushes, Miss Gordon and Mr. Kanin who are Mrs. and
And
Mr. threw their hats in the air.

—

—
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Shakespeare turned in his grave and
gave Ronnie a deep bow. Shakespeare always recognized a fine actor and a fine
gentleman when he saw one.
How do you stay romantic for more
than a quarter of a century? It was in
1922 that Ronnie brought his first great
lover to the screen, by the way of “The
White Sister.” Today, twenty-six years
later, his Anthony Johns in “A Double
Life” is so terrific that he conducts two
romances simultaneously one with his
ex-wife and the other with a shoddy little
waitress. The Academy acclaim proves
how persuasively he carried that off.
The flawless Colman profile, on screen,
is no flattery. It is equally flawless in the
close confines of a room. And his eyes

—

still

flash their

black magic.

who has been
Mrs. Colman for ten years now, “What’s
“I’m so prejudiced,”
his worst fault?”
Benita said. “I think he’s a dream-boat.
He has no faults that aren’t well matched
by mine, which cancels them out.”
I

asked Benita Hume,

jE were sitting in the Colman library,
Scotch and soda. That very
fact indicated that it was after five in the
afternoon. Before five Ronnie would never
think of offering you even a lemon splash.
It definitely isn’t done, you know, drinking before five. Yes, yes, there are people
who drink at lunch, he guesses. Or even
in the morning. But still. Really.
So there is one of his rules. He doesn’t
impose it on any one else. But the things
that his own code tells him are not done,
he will not do. You can huff and puff all
you like and he still will not do them.
Then there is the matter of Ronnie’s
citizenship. He came over from England
to this country in 1920. He has not been
back for the past thirteen years. He loves
America and California devotedly. His
voice warms when he says, “America has

W drinking

I’LL

TELL YOU ABOUT

MR$.PARADiNE
is bad, bad to the
bone. If ever there was an
evil woman, she is oneJ”

“Sfte

brought me my fortune,
But he is still an English
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good luck.”

citizen.

himself, can’t exactly explain why he is.
“I’ve given it a great deal of thought,”
he tells you. “I don’t know why I haven’t
become a naturalized American.”
He won’t bluntly come out and say that
he is simply too sentimental to cut off
his final ties with his mother country.
But for the country of his adoption he
feels a very great responsibility. During
the war, he would not turn down any request made of him. He appeared at Bond
rallies
a real trial because of his shyness and went on hospital tours, which
he enjoyed because he got so close to
American youth. He was continually as-

*LOUIS JOURDAN
*0ne of the 7 great
DAVID 0. SELZNICK'S

my

i:

tonished to discover how much the boys
loved and remembered “Lost Horizon”
even though it was released eleven years
You can gather how sentiment
ago.
rules his emotional loyalty and his sense

P
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—

good qualities to live by.
But Ronnie’s a bit of a realist, too. Up
until now, “A Tale of Two Cities” was
of responsibility

his favorite of his own pictures. He thought
the role of Sidney Carton in this both

and romantic. But now it is “A
Double Life.”
“Yes, yes,” he says, “it is my favorite
part since it has come off so well. That
makes a difference, you know. It was most
exhausting because it was so difiRcult and
such good material. And the Shakespeare
adult

.” He lifts those articulate eyebrows. “Those are why I originally turned
it down. I never was a very good stage
actor.
And the thing was that Anthony
Johns wasn’t a ham. He was a fine actor.
So I had to play them really well.
“They brought Walter Hampden out to
coach me for ‘Othello.’ For ten days we

scenes.

for dry hair

while swimming...

Your choice— tablet
or powder

.

practically lived together.
hearsed for weeks.”

Then we

re-

Since Anthony John turned out to be
a murderer simply because he was an
actor who took his work too seriously, I
asked Ronnie if he, as a star, had a tendency to bring moods home.
“Not that I am aware of,” he said.
Benita chuckled and said, “He was very

ugly at home.

I

finally said,

the studio to see his rushes.

I

I
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in both
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the

.

same famous

for-

mula.

Both soothe headaches,
neuralgic pains and minor muscular aches. Two tablets equal one
powder. On sale everywhere. Use

was going to
did and was

knocked sideways by them. I said, ‘Dar”
ling, you can be as ugly as you like.’
As to why he has so long remained a
symbol of romance on the screen: “Good
heavens,” he said, but his eyes twinkled.

a perfect hairdo
after

“BC” RELIEVES
HEADACHES FAST!

You knew he

swimming...

question at

all.

really mind the
think the definition of

didn’t
‘‘I

as used in Hollywood is much
limited.
On screen it is regarded
simply as a love story. Romance is more
than that.
wonderful story of the sea
‘Treasure Island’ is
is a great romance.
a great romance though there’s not a
woman in it.” He stopped and smiled.
“Since I’ve been married,” he said, “I

romance
too

A

don’t often get asked such embarrassing
questions.”
It was then that Juliet popped in upon
us. She had a book of photographs, entirely of herself. They so completely absorbed her that she could barely look up.

When she did, however, I caught a
glimpse of her father’s eyes and of her
mother’s mouth. She scampered out after
a moment. “Really,” her father said, “she
was not at her best.” He waited a moment. “She was not at her worst, either.”
“I wanted to name her Miranda,” Benita said. “I thought it was a cute name
but Ronnie said, ‘Suppose she grew up
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COVINGTON KY.

ugly. She couldn’t be called Miranda.’
So, then he suggested Juliet, after Shakespeare’s Juliet.”

WANT

“What

she grew up to be an ugly
asked.
“Good heavens,” said
Juliet’s father. “What a dreadful thought.”
They are going to wait until she’s sixteen before they make any attempt to

Juliet?”

Carefree

,,

feet.^A

if

I

persuade her in any direction. They won’t
mind if she wants to become an actress.
“Only a successful one,” said Ronnie.
a dreadful profession if you fail.”
rather uncomfortable if you do
succeed,” said Benita.
“Ronnie leaves
for the studio at eight o’clock when he’s
working, never eats lunch, won’t go out
at all while he’s shooting. As for the girls
in movies today, they tell me they get up
I used to get to
at five in the morning.
the studio exactly twenty minutes before I was due. And do look at my career.”

“This

is

“It’s

The way her husband regarded her at
moment was admiring and indulgent.
You knew he couldn’t possibly have poked
that

fun at himself in that manner, but that
he loved her ability to spoof herself.
So that made apparent another of Ronnie’s rules for living the Colman good
“Double Life” a life in which seemingly
different values complement each other.
When after one unhappy marriage, Ronnie married again, he found himself the
perfect companion, a girl of his own
nationality, but outward-going in a manner which his shyness makes impossible.
Benita is quick with bright chatter. Ronnie thinks his answers out with caution.
Benita bubbles like rose champagne. Ronnie has a quiet, sustained romantic charm.
His associates will tell you both of his
generosity and his carefulness in handling
money. He lives luxuriously, but does not

—
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give gigantic parties. His investments, like
his values, are on a long-range, permanent
basis. But he will gamble where his work
is concerned
if the risk is in the direction
of what he calls “good stuff.”

—

Shakespeare, combined with the Kanins,
was the “good stuff” on which he gambled
in “A Double Life.” Years ago he gambled
on “Beau Geste.” He thought it was fresh,
new type material, although Paramount
wanted to shelve it. “Beau Geste” marked

new

outpost for the movies at that time.
Ronnie hopes that all his future pictures
can be adult but emotional, truthful but
a

romantic stories that can appeal to the
greater audience that doesn’t always go to
pictures. “Going My Way” reached some
of that audience. So did “The Lost Weekend.” And so he hopes will “A Double
Life.”

But, either way, Ronald Colman will
remain that rarity a happy man!

OSvhion of The Kendall Company
Chicago 16

—

The End
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arry Fitzgerald

.

.

crowd his Irish luck.
Far from the irascible old priest of “Going My Way,” Fitzgerald, in his quiet way
is as modern as tomorrow. He’s partial to
the color red, drives a Chrysler convertible, has a motorcycle “for joy rides,” and
denounces the “new look” in women’s
clothes for being so old-fashioned. It
doesn’t make scientific sense to Barry with
the world moving forward for femme fashions to move backward. “The long lengths

must be uncomfortable

for

them

.

.

.

and

in

DAVID 0. SELZNICK’S production
ALFRED HITCHCOCK’S

of the twinkling
Irish brogue, the

blue eyes, the heavy
gentle face wizened with wit and wisdom
and the ever-puffing pipe, has a ready answer as to how and why he has escaped
matrimony. ‘”1110 ladies? Sure and they’re
all so nice
how can you pick one?”
But considering the delayed tactics of one
who didn’t enter the acting profession until
he was forty-two, joined motion pictures at
forty-eight, and took his first piano lesson
at fifty-five, bachelor Barry may even yet
.

*0116 Of the 7 great stars
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I’m not one not to enjoy the look of a pret-

away on his pipe.
Barry was happier when he could
mingle with people without attracting
crowds and autograph hounds. “I like to
walk at night alone, but I can’t get around
very much now,” he says. This was evident during his visit to New York on location for Universal-International’s “The
ty leg,” he grins, puffing

Naked

City.”

Barry admits he often wonders where
life would have led if he’d remained in his
role as a Junior Executive Officer in the
Dublin Board of Trade instead of turning
actor at forty-two. He had dropped by
the Abbey 'Theatre one day to visit a
friend, who encouraged him to go on stage
as one of the crowd in a mob scene. Barry
thought it was “very amusing” but didn’t
take up acting seriously until his friend,
Sean O’Casey, wrote him into his play,
“The Silver Tassie.” He made three American tours with the Abbey Players, and
during one of them met director John Ford
who sent for him to come to Hollywood for
“The Plow and the Stars.” Later came
Broadway, more pictures, and his present
contract at Paramount where he’s just
finished making “The Sainted Sisters.”
He considers his own luckiest Hollywood
break the fact that his brother, Arthur
Shields, who is also an actor, bought a

house only two blocks away from his.
“Ah, it’s the will of God ... us finding
places so close together during these difficult times,” says bachelor Barry grinning.

“My

brother’s wife

is

a verra fine cook.”

Ingrown NAIL
Just a few drops of soothing Dr.
Scholl’s
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relieves

sore-

ness, pain. Softens embedded part
of nail for easy removal. Get a
bottle today. Sold everywhere.
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THERE REALLY IS,
A DLEfEREHCE
Ask for Royalty—for consistent
quality, true color and perfect fit.
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Consequences

(Continued from page 61) I could play
them, probably because I don’t believe in
them. I would like to do serious pai’ts like
“Kitty Foyle,” down-to-earth roles with
problems every girl recognizes as her
own. As for drama it’s tougher to be a
comedienne to make people laugh.
9. Qs Would you let your career break
up your Wme, if you had to choose?
A: I’ve never been put to the test so far.
Who knows? Teddy has never demanded
that I quit and wouldn’t, I’m sure, but
when you’ve worked as hard as I have, to
quit would be like winning a battle, then
saying, “Now, I’ll give it all back to you.”
10. Q: Do you consider yourself a

—

—

busiimess woman?
One of the best. When you start
battling for wages at the tender age of ten,
I’m in the camera
you have to be.

good
A:

Now

my

husband but there are
no problems in that operation. It’s so
simple to operate a “Briskin-Eight,” you
just press the button and
business with

.

.

.

me, my
camera woman, do
you and your husband ever turn out any
11.

Q: Such

subtlety.

Tell

calmly commercial

double Hiegatives ... at home?
A: You mean, do we disagree? Well,Ihate
cigar smoke and listening to ball games on
the radio. I love to see games, but if you
can’t be there, it’s no fun hearing somebody else drone on and on about them.
why does
12. C?: Here comes a foul
Joe Di Maggio make so much money?
A; Betty didn’t know the answer (Because a good batter makes a lot of dough!)
so she had to take the consequences she
had to write the story of her life using the
hunt-and-peck system and wearing gloves!
Do you have a temper?
13.
A: Yes. When I’m really mad I hit the
ceiling and make no sense at all. But when
I calm down I do have the sense to apolo-

—

—

—

made a mistake.
14. 0; What will make you mad?
A; Liars annoy me. I don’t mean people
who tell little white fibs to make people
feel better or save their feelings. I mean
phonys who give you routines.
15. Q; What do you personally congize

I’ve

if

m

5«“''
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New ''CHICKADEE
t’aHern on shelves

Put colorful "highlights"

in

your kitchen

avoid a
the room
to

blank "kitchen-look" and make
bright and inviting to friends and yourself
Use gay Royledge Shelving in merry reds and
greens, pumpkin yellows and rich blues
on your cupboard, closet and open shelves.
Royledge brightens a dark kitchen (painting
walls sunny yellow or sky blue helps too)
and gives color "life" to a white kitchen.
.

.

.

.

.

.

than a penny a
day by changing Royledge patterns. So easy,
Royledge is shelf lining paper and edging
all-in-one. See gorgeous new Royledge designs now at 5-and-lO's, neighborhood, hardRe decorate kitchen monthly for less

ware, dept, stores.

Tra.le Mail; •Itojledgc" Kct. V. S. ]'at. OtT.

sider your greatest fault?

My

impatience. I can’t wait for
A:
things to happen. I have to make them happen, or at least run meet them halfway.
16. Q; Can you take criticism?
A: Yes, I’m very quick to take criticism. Else, how can you improve? It’s
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Go
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t American School
'
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human nature

not to always like it, but
you should certainly take it, particularly
when it’s given in the right spirit.
17. Q' What trade do all presidents

have in

SWISS
GUARANTEED

common?

A: Betty had to take the consequences
because she didn’t know the answer
(they’re ail cabinet makers). Betty can’t
stand the smell of a cigar so she had to
sit at her husband’s feet while he puffed a
king-sized cigar.
18. Q; Whal public figure do you ad-

mire mosil?
A; The one I most admire is dead
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. He was a great
human being and a good showman. I believed in him implicitly and would always
have followed him with absolute faith.
19. fj: Are you temperamental?
A: I used to be a little temperamental,
but being married to Teddy changed that.
Now I’m only temperamental about my
business. And you might call that a “contemplated" temperament, when I’m fighting for something I honestly believe will
benefit my career, or against something I
believe might be detrimental to it.
20. Qs What one quality do you value
most in others?
A: Complete loyalty and it’s very rare.

—
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Personally, I’ve found it in my husband;
my best friend, Lindsay Durand; and in

my

maid, Mary, who’s been with me seven
years and who’s so loyal nobody could ever
convince her I’m wrong about anything.
21. Q: Are you a good gambler?
A: I’ve never won anything in my life
without working for it, except a turkey I
won at a raffle at a movie one night when
I was a kid
and that wasn’t luck either.
We lived in such cramped quarters there

—

was no place to keep it.
22. Q: With all your energy
never collect calories, do you?

you

On

A:

the contrary, I put on weight very
have to diet all the time. Except
I’m having a baby; then I can eat

rapidly.^

when

I

everything and

it’s

wonderful!

Otherwise

eat steaks, salad and proteins and just
starve for potatoes. I can’t lose a pound
through exercise. Actually, I gain weight
I

when

I’m working because I enjoy it.
23. Q: Are you a good mother?

. .

with a

.
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—
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Foot Rollof
Instant -Acting, Soothing,
Cushioning Foot Plaster
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instantly relieve painful

corns, sore toes, callouses, bunions, tender spots, burning on
bottom of feet use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex. You cut
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Shoe, Department
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life

DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 11 East St.,

Britannica.
26. Q: What actor do you least like
to be cast opposite?
A: Betty took the consequences she
had to prove that she can take better pictures than Ted. As she told Lindsay Diane
to “look at the birdie,” she didn’t know that
Ted was holding a bird behind her (significantly, a stork!).
27. Q: Are you extravagant?

.

.

.

because

I

I

didn’t

it.

28. Q: Do you think tough times
breed better actresses than, for instance,
one who has a career ready-made for her,
or one to whom success comes easily?
A; Definitely. I don’t think you can be
a good actress unless you’ve had it hard.
You can be a “manufactured” actress, master of all the mechanics, but not really real.
Dramatic schools, for instance, can turn out
a reasonable facsimile, but Life gives you

$0 you're going to Hollywood?
Then you
Photoplay

Address—
City
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I

with no hesitancy whatsoever.

story,

best of everything
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MAMMOTH CAVE

I

like to give others beautiful things, and I
want Lindsay Diane to always have the

4 days at good hotel, sightseeing
trips of city, famous bridges, Chinatown. Greyhound ticket is extra.

CIRCLE TOUR

h^dy.

saurus

had,

change

my mouth

A: I’m not extravagant about myself.

DAY SAN FRANCISCO TOUR

NEW ENGLAND

If

If I

to

streaked,
gray, graying
or drab hair to a new
lustrous youthful-looking color, try Tintz

—

Includes 2 nights and 3 days hotel accommodations, entertainment, sightseeing trips. 4 & 5 day tours also
available.

you do punish them, they
must know you’re doing it because you
love them, Lindsay minds us without it.
24. Q: What particular trait or quality do you admire in men?
A: Education and intelligence. Men you
can look up to.
25. Q: Whom do you consider the
most intelligent man you’ve ever met?
A; A man I met at a square dance in
Arizona some time ago. He’s brilliant, a
great family man and a humanitarian. He
didn’t know I was in pictures, had never
seen me on the screen, and I didn’t know

who he was.
have opened

want

you

If

Do

insure that feeling of safety is for them
to remain unspoiled, to be disciplined, but
love.

Creme

Re-Colors Hair
In 22 Mlnufes
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you spoil Lindsay Diane?
A: I think I’m good. I can’t stand spoiled
children, and we don’t spoil ours. I know
she won’t be happy if she’s spoiled. Children love to feel safe and the only way to
through

New

Amazing
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to get there,

what to
your passport to pleasure!

.

.

.

—

One graduate has charge of 10'>bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
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the inside works, the heart.
29. Q: From your own experience,
would you advise other girls to marry on
short acquaintance?
A: I couldn’t advise either way. Everyone’s case is different. All have their individual problems. You can know somebody for years and not know whether
they’d take as a steady diet.
30. Q: Would you advise a non-professional hushand (a non-actor) for motion picture stars?
A: Oh yes, I think that’s the only kind
of marriage that would work. I don’t see

how you can

be happily married to someyour own profession. If both were
in pictures and stayed even, there might
be a better chance, but they don’t
One
becomes bigger.
31. Q: Do you consider stardom a potential matrimonial threat, no matter
what the other’s profession?
A: It can be. But particularly so if the

one

in

.

.
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takes the spotlight too much and
doesn’t arrange for her husband to share it.
He must be included in one’s success and
made to feel his importance. It’s less of a
problem when the girl is a non-pro and the
man a motion picture star, since men are

Not

perature from
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problem was my fault. I was too selfish
about my career. If Ted entered into it
in any way I resented it
and told him
It took me six months to find out
so.
that I was wrong
that you can’t segregate a part of your life, your career, from
your husband’s. You both must share
both.
Teddy has made me understand
what being a “family” means. I might flop
tomorrow, but a solid married life will
.

warm
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marriage in Hollywood.
32. Q: Give me one of your home
remedies for marriage problems.
A: We both changed. But most of our

.
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.

.
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the girl’s in the spotlight
and when she
is naturally dominating, as I was, then it
can really be rough. But we fooled everybody and ours is, I believe, the happiest

.

Just Turn Faucet To Regulate
Temperature

I

supposed to dominate anyway. But when
.

to
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from any one of your cold water foucetsl
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33. Qs Betty,
truth?

you

are

telling

the
infection

A: Hey, where have you been the last
Walking around in a dream,
man? You can bet it’s the truth, or why
would I be giving with all this? Wake up,
Mr. E.
Just wanted to hear you say it, “Dream
Girl,” and if I’M dreaming, don’t wake me
up. At last, an honest woman!

,

B/emfei, or

three pages?

The End

everybody’s listening to ..

.

and raving about hollpood
headlines
radio’s newest, brightest, newsiest

Hollywood program!

—

with Adele Fletcher Editor of Photoplay,
reviewing the new pictures and trends: Les
Tremayne telling the Photoplay story-ofthe-week; Cal York Photoplay’s Hollywood
Reporter with his famous flashes, tips, and
rumors of the stars.
It’s an unbeatable combination of drama,
comedy, and flash news, all wrapped up by
the editors of Photoplay, America’s leading
motion picture magazine.
If you go to the movies
you’ll like HOLLY-

—
—

—

WOOD HEADLINES

—

(EXTERNALLY CAUSED)

every Saturday

morning

10:30 d.s.t.
in other zones
your paper for time and station
.

.
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It’s true!
it

helps

New Ting
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works whUe

pimples,

blemishes,

simply apply Ting to
and whisk off
pimples, let it dry
excess powder. Ting is both fungioften works
cidal and germicidal
blotches.

—
—

wonders for externally caused
pimples. Even if other products have
ask your druggist today for
a tube of new Ting Antiseptic Medicated Cream. Stainless, greaseless.

failed,
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Country

Slicker

(Continued from page 53) Jimmy Stewart
“A Miracle Can Happen.” Then “The
Fugitive,” and now “Fort Apache,” again

in

for
ent,

Have you tried Stillman's
Freckle Cream as a beauty
aid ? It is not only a freckle

John Ford. Six pictures, and all differand three of them for Ford, a director

Hank admires with an ardor.
Hank talks, almost garrulously for
Fonda, and we learn how excited he is
about “Mister Roberts,” the play he is
starring in on Broadway. It was then
in the script stage and Hank wasn’t sure
he’d be able to play in it.
In the vocabulary of his small daughter,
who currently fancies a life on the range,
there is no expression more loaded with
scorn and contempt than “city slicker.”
“Dad,” she confided to Hank one day,
“sometimes I think there’s only one guy
around here who isn’t a city slicker.”

now

^

cream, but a beauty cream
... it bleaches and beautifies the skin, giving it a
glowing radiance ... a
softer, smoother look. If your skin is dull
and lacks youthful sparkle get a jar of
STILLMAN’S FRECKLE CREAM today!
Only 50c at drug and cosmetic counters. A
postal card brings you free "BEAUTY SUGGESTIONS” ... a booklet you will cherish.

THE STILLMAN CO.

“Yeah?” said Hank. “Who?”

Box 101

“You,” said Jane.

Aurora,

Illinois

The child came close to a truth. It would
be unduly cynical and inaccurate to say
that Hank Fonda is the only good guy
around. But it is a fact that he is about the
last one who could be called a “city
slicker,” either in the accepted meaning of
the term or by Jane’s definition.

H
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is a country
quality that made

Joad in

He

has

still

Hank,

it.

“It

was

stores or by mail if your drug- I
this time.

you at
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THOUSANDS USE
BORO-PHENO-FORM
Today, the third generation
of particular

of course, disclaims

any actual ties to the bucolic life, but we
have that all figured out. It is Omaha’s
fault that he wasn’t a genuine farm boy.
Omaha insisted on growing. Hank’s parents moved there from Nebraska when he
was a year old. They lived on the edge of
town and had a garden, a cow and
chickens. Fonda Sr., with an office in town,
still was a back-yard farmer.
But when
Hank was about ten, Omaha had grown all
around their place. You don’t have a cow
and chickens in the middle of a city.
“I didn’t know I’d even like the country,”
says Hank, “until I got out here.”
The Fondas used to live in a Brentwood
corner house.
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all right,”

Hank

concedes, “but

you couldn’t swing around without hitting
something. We found this site and fell in
love with it. Couldn’t buy it right away
it was tied up in an estate
but we kept
visiting it. The kids grew up calling it ‘our
property.’ Finally it was free and we
bought it and started planting. I put in
that citrus grove, first thing. Used to haul
water for it, fifty-gallon drums in the
station wagon, before we had pipes on the
place. We had kept a scrapbook of house
plans and, funny thing, they aU turned out
to be New England farmhouses.
So we
drew up our own ideas for such a house
and found an architect. Here it is.”
In June, 1942, they moved in, but two
months later Hank had enlisted in the Navy
and was gone. Pacific. He started at the
bottom (apprentice seaman) and came out,

—
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late in 1945, a full lieutenant.

His thumb is obviously green. His corn,
radishes, turnips, rhubarb, beans, carrots
are all on the colossal side. Mrs. Fonda
puts them up as they ripen and the Fonda
pantry is packed with canned vitamins.
They have chickens, cats, a pair of
Dalmatians, and the recently acquired
burros. (“Both jennies,” smiles Hank, “but
the kids have named them Pedro and Pancho!”) They used to have a horse for Pan,
Hank’s stepdaughter, until Pan went off to
school. Now Peter is begging for a cow.
“The other kids can have horses when
they’re old enough to take care of them. I
don’t want an ‘estate’ with stable hands
and such,” says Hank. “But a cow? No.
cow must be milked twice a day, and how

A
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or irritated from wind,
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relieve, rest, refresh, clear them
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one minute
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Insist

his apple tree. Apples in Southern California are as rare as oranges in Maine. But
Hank wanted an apple tree. He read up,

consulted experts, and he found a promising variety. And there it is loaded with
red, firm, tart-sweet fruit. The only catch
“Allergic to apples,”
is, he can’t eat them.
he explains laconically.
Hank’s favorite evenings are spent at
home. He reads Dickens, Steinbeck, the
latest novel or biography; plays records,
Debussy to jazz he is hep and a hot trumpet sends him; he labors over a model
plane, or plays with the youngsters, or gets
into discussions with Frances, taking the
world apart and patching it up again.
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get a secretary for the detail woi'k.”

The man takes on improbable agricultural projects and sees them through. Like

glare,

25f!,

milk it. She does too much already. Besides
running the house and all, she’s my only
business manager. She keeps my records,
holds out for income taxes, pays the bills.
Lately I put my foot
She’s wonderful.
down. She was working so hard, I insisted

Re/ieved, retted,
cleared the nextl
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But Hank is no recluse, and he’s no
more bullish about “dressing” than the
Don’t
for

.
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PULVEX

average husband. Maybe less so, because
of early stage experience in making quick
wardrobe changes. The Fondas go to parties, and they are no strangers to full-dress
premieres. They give parties, too good
parties.
These are usually held in the
playhouse, so that an adult gathering would
not disturb the children’s sleep.
Hank presides at the barbecue. Somebody, maybe Jimmy Stewart, takes on the
piano. Song, talk and laughs flow freely.
Hank is a good cook and does a toothsome
steak. He learned cooking in his hungry

—
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and the crew used to gather evenings in Ford’s wagon and make with the
cards. “And with the dialogue,” adds Hank.
“Name-calling is an essential part of pitch.”
There’s a side of Fonda which explains,
perhaps, why the actor sometimes seems
withdrawn, absent-minded, aloof. A longtime friend of his says:
“Hank would hate to be called it, but
the guy is an artist. I don’t mean his
sculpting, which is pretty good. I mean

;

—

week’s nourishment. He still likes rice.
Occasionally, on the cook’s night out, he
turns out a spicy Mexican rice or his own
style of scrambled eggs.
Another Fonda party, all male, features
“pitch.” That’s a wild card game, a fa-

WITH 5% DDT
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days,
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WHY THIS
HIGHER TYPE OF

he’s just a born artist and nuts about
acting. If acting meant starving, he would
still be an actor. About acting, and everything else, he has an unyielding integrity
and a sure instinct for what is right. He’ll
argue, even fight, for what he believes.
You can’t lie to him and you wouldn’t

—

want

Is

not with those honest blue eyes
of his looking straight through you.
“Absorbed in his work? I’ll give you
an instance. We were all a bunch of stagestruck youngsters. We had built our own
little theater at West Falmouth, Massachusetts, on a shoestring.
Our first production was ambitious. Seventeen scenes!
“An important prop was a flying fish.
A live one. We kept it in a huge milk
can in the wings. Hank had to walk on
stage with the fish in his hand. On opening night he got his cue. But the fish
refused to be captured. Hank emptied the
can, grabbed the fish and walked on. He
was so busy selling that scene he didn’t
even realize that he had flooded the stage.”
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Nobody today need go through

life with the
handicap of a badly shaped nose or other disfigured features. In “YOUR
FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE," a fascinating new book
by a noted Plastic Surgeon, he shows how
simple corrections “remodel” the badly shaped
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Book

sent,

postpaid, in plain wrapper for only

FRANKLIN HOUSE, BOOKS
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has a prankish, zany side, too. His

mimicry

for

gift

and

pantomime

is

reserved for his intimates only. But on
one occasion his flair for the absurd came
into the open. That was the time when,
having a day off from a starring role.

Hank

quietly donned an
and joined the mob scene

extra’s costume
in his own picture. Then, during a lull in shooting, he
decided things needed livening up. Just to
see what would happen, he suddenly pretended to go insane with gestures. It

—

Near pandemonium.
With Jimmy Stewart Hank’s penchant

happened,

Continuous Medication For Hours
If Away From Home!
easy to understand why this
higher type of intimate feminine
cleanliness is being so widely used
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women. And why you, too, should
day you learned about this

method.
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odor. Help guard you against infection. They kill every germ they touch.
You know it’s not always possible to
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keep them from multiplying. Buy
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it,

taking pictures of

is

a great one for sight-seeing and
with his family. He and

Mrs. Fonda,

both slightly overboard on
collected theirs the hard way,
poking into old New England barns and
attics to buy their treasures at the source.
Then, there’s a side of Hank, perhaps
the most ingratiating side, that he tries to
antiques,

keep from public view. This is Hank, the
family man, the father. It’s the guy you met
riding the burros across the meadow with
his children. It’s Hank, the conscientious
father,

who

like all fathers is baffled

Name
P
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City
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1609 East 6th St.

Dept. 31D

Duluth

5,

Minn.
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gum?”

the terrible risks involved. He talked
calmly, scientifically, patiently. And afterward Hank patted himself on the back for
a good job of parental counseling.
“And next day,” he confesses, “Pete
burned down one of our hills, all the brush
and trees. It scared him, though, and he
hasn’t played with matches since.”
And all of this is Fonda, the only guy
around (by his daughter Jane’s report)
who isn’t a city slicker.
Let’s call him a country slicker, though,
and maybe we’ve got something!

The End

Tired of Your Ties?
Exchange them for freshly cleaned different
neckties. Send one to six, and we will send
same number in return. Pay postman $1.00
upon delivery to you.

TIE-TRADE
930
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COMPANY
Denton, Texas

now

and then by his growing children.
“What do you do,” he asked Joan Crawford one day, “when you’re giving your
daughter a nice fatherly lecture and in
the middle she regards you solemnly
and makes a big bubble with her bubble
There was Peter and his fondness for
After the second near-catastrophe, Hank sat him down and talked,
man to man, about matches, and fire, and

Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-68, 370 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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ridiculous is at its best. Their
movie, with Hank directing and
playing all the parts in pure
burlesque style, should be a classic if they
ever finish it. But that movie, like the
making of model planes, has had no ending.
Hank is intensely serious about his
for
16
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Advice To Girls
With Oily Face
Does all the time you spend on make-up seem
absolutely wasted? Does your freshly powdered
face take on an oily shine in minutes? Then
use Edna Wallace Hopper White Clay Pack Especially before important dates, because you’ll be
simply thrilled with the difference this white cream
clay can malce. Just smooth it on your face— let dry
about 8 minutes— rinse off. As it dries, it works to
coax brighter color to the surface, absorb and
carry off excess oil . . . leaving your skin looking
smooth and velvety ready to take and keep a
perfect make-up. Use Hopper White Clay Pack
regularly twice a week. See how free from oily shine
it leaves your skin, how its regular use helps discouiage blackheads caused by oil plus grime, and
gives your complexion a smoother, finer-textured
look, a velvet radiance you’ll love.
real ‘must’
for the oily complexion— make a date with Hopper
White Clay Pack right away
today! And for
everyday care use Edna Wallace Hopper Homogenized Facial Cream, At drug and cosmetic counters.
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(Continued from page 19) how such a
started,” she said. “I’ve heard
nothing’ of kidnappers.”
So they began tracking down the story

DO

rumor

—

worker’s remark to the effect that Ann
would be happy to be rid of that “tail”
and walk around freely, had been inter-

!

—

A

—

and made an amazing discovery.

NERVINE
ment of FOODS,

HOME NEEDS. FREEI

set

by an outside messenger boy to
detective
a dogging detective.
must mean kidnappers. Scenting a story
to incite interest, the lad had spread it
around. On just such flimsy foundations
are many Hollywood rumors based.

A

mean

Star

Lunch

Visiting:

with

Tyrone

in his favorite corner table at the

Twentieth Century-Fox dining room is a
good deal like holding court, what with
writers, actors, set workers and executives strolling over for a brief chat.
Cesar Romero, with a day off from
tossing about Greer Carson as a fellow
acrobat in the M-G-M movie “Julia Misbehaves,” stopped by for a chat. Watson
Webb, who is cutting Tyrone’s current
film; Lee Cobb, a fellow actor and friend;
director Walter Lang, followed by Clifton Webb. After lunch we drove to the
back-lot set of Tyrone’s current film
“Leave It to the Irish.” What a set! In a
canvas draped stage nestled a woodland
glen, replete with forest ponds, greens
and even an active waterfall in whose

Embarrassing^

rising mists sat the world’s cutest leprechaun, Cecil Kellaway. Between takes
Cecil, whose ears are impishly pointed
by make-up, told us of hearing two men
discussing him at the day’s rushes. “Who
is that guy?” one asked. The other replied, “I don’t know but he’ll never get
anywhere. His ears are too big.”
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Artist Paul
Clemens,
paints the stars, and his cute wife
Ruth, brought Cal a replica of Ruth’s
brand new toy a cross between a baby
doll and a winged imp
which all Hollywood is crazy about. A charming couple,
the Clemenses
Evie Johnson, heartbroken over that New York columnist’s
report that she and Van secretly separated. “Van’s devotion and love during
all those trying weeks before and after
the baby’s birth and my grave illness,
deserve a better reward,” Evie said.
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Edward G. Robinson, taking a bubble bath
on “Key Largo” set, isn’t taking chances!

for extra lightness and shine. Instantly removes the dingy film that makes hair darklooking. Washes hair shades lighter, gives
it lovely lustrous highlights. Takes only 11
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at 10c, drug and department stores.
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describes a number of other popular best-sellers;
by an outstanding author like Taylor if you prefer one of these to the regular Selection,
may choose it instead. No membership dues;
you
Caldwell, Ben Ames Williams, Maugham,
no further cost or obligation.
or Hemingway a book selling at $2.50
and up in the publisher’s edition. But
SEND
YOU can get your copy for only $1.49,
JUST MAIL COUPON NOW!
plus a few cents shipping charges

I

League.

And

—

NO MONEY

I

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Y

Bonus Books
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Please print plainly

—At

No

Zone No.

f

(if

any) .... State.

if

Occupation
BliQhtly higher in Canada. Address

124

under 21,

age, please

105 Bond

St., Toronto 2.

Extra Charge!

Furthermore, with every two Selections (or alternates) you get at no extra charge a Bonus
Book. These not only include best-sellers by
today's great authors, but also immortal masterpieces of writers like Shakespeare, Dumas, Balzac,
Poe, Wilde, etc. These volumes are handsomely
bound and soon grow into a magnificent lifetime
library
But now, without waiting, you get SIX of these

—

Address.

City

stars or Cecil

B.
DeMille's
epic
movie-hit,
UNCON-

1

UNCONQUERED— Spectacular

receive, this

of a

classic

YANKEE PASHA — Romantic adventures
of an American who won a beautiful

—

Bonus Books in advance Yes, all SIX Bonus
Books shown here (a $12,00 valuel) will be sent
I

to

you

at oncel

—

—

Mail coupon today without money and receive your BIG membership gift package containing these SIX great books. You will also receive,
as your first Selection, the new best-seller now
being distributed to Club members. Enjoy these
seven fine books six at no extra charge, the
seventh at the Club’s bargain price.

When

you realize that you can get popular bestmonth after month at a tremenand that you ALSO get BONUS
BOOKS of today’s and yesterday’s finest literature you will understand why this IS “America’s
Biggest Bargain Book CIub”l Mail coupon without money now. BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
sellers like these

dous saving

—

—

—

—

Dept.

MwGE, Garden

City, N. Y.

MAYBELLINE CAKE

Smart, modern

MASCARA

in beautiful gold-tone metal
vanity, $1. Refills, 50c.

lips

make

Black, Brown.
(Also in 25c and

girls

and women are realizing that made-up

neglected eyes appear dull and drab by contrast.

Shades:
Blue.

10c

It’s

sizes.)

magic
this

so easy to give your eyes their

—with

MAYBELLINE A
!

famous Mascara

long and luxuriant.

Then behold

share of beauty-

make your lashes look naturally dark,
And it’s so easy to shape your brows

will

gracefully with the soft,

MAYBELLINE CREAM
MASCARA (applied with-

full

few simple brush strokes of

smooth Maybelline Eyebrow

the difference!

Your eyes

are so

much

Pencil.

lovelier!

out water) comes in handy
leatherette case, $1. (Also in
25c and 10c sizes.) Shades:
Black, Brown, Blue.

Your
fectly

entire face'

balanced

is

more

attractive, for

your make-up

So never, never forget to accent your

MAYBELLINE
EYEBROW PENCIL,

soft,

smooth qual-

fine

point

— so

easy to

Purse

size,

10c.

Profes-

ity,

use!

evening. Only be sure you use

up

in

is

per-

-rom/iZc/e/y flattering.

good taste

— preferred

eyes,

MAYBELLINE,

daytime or

the eye make-

by smart women everywhere.

sional size. 25c. Shades; Black,

Dark Brown and Light Brown.

MAYBELLINE EYE

SHADOW

in

subtle

shades of Blue, Brown,
Blue-gray, Green, Violet,
Gray,

WORLDS

FAVORITE

EYE

MAKE-UP

!

You can win a

Lovelier Skin

with just One Cake of
Others are attentive

smooth.

HERE ARE THE O'HARAS!
The O’Haras kept their engage-

ment secret— seldom were seen
"out” like

was her
lovely.

this.

— he
is

when your

skin

is

clear

and

greater skin beauty can begin for you

just one cake of

Camay. Give up

Go on the Camay Mild-Soap

careless cleansing.

Diet. Follow

directions

on the wrapper. Camay, the Soap of

Beautiful

Women,

Her first cakeoi Camay

worked magic!

Carmel-by-the-Sea, where they
honeymooned, and Camay are
Shirley’s two pet raves. She speaks
four languages— says in all four—
"I’m staying on the Camay MildSoap Diet for keeps!”

Reason

boss! Shirley’s skin

with

And

Camay

can bring you a lovelier skin!
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